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Preface

It gives us great pleasure to introduce this collection of papers that were presented
at the following international conferences: Data Science (ICDATA 2020) and
Information & Knowledge Engineering (IKE 2020). These two conferences were
held simultaneously (same location and dates) at Luxor Hotel (MGM Resorts
International), Las Vegas, USA, July 27–30, 2020. This international event was held
using a hybrid approach, that is, “in-person” and “virtual/online” presentations and
discussions.

This book is composed of nine Parts. Parts I through V (composed of 46 chapters)
include chapters that address emerging trends in data science (ICDATA). Parts VI
through IX (composed of 25 chapters) include a collection of chapters in the areas
of information and knowledge engineering (IKE).

An important mission of the World Congress in Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, and Applied Computing, CSCE (a federated congress to which this
event is affiliated with), includes “Providing a unique platform for a diverse com-
munity of constituents composed of scholars, researchers, developers, educators,
and practitioners. The Congress makes concerted effort to reach out to participants
affiliated with diverse entities (such as: universities, institutions, corporations,
government agencies, and research centers/labs) from all over the world. The
congress also attempts to connect participants from institutions that have teaching
as their main mission with those who are affiliated with institutions that have
research as their main mission. The congress uses a quota system to achieve its
institution and geography diversity objectives.” By any definition of diversity, this
congress is among the most diverse scientific meeting in the USA. We are proud
to report that this federated congress had authors and participants from 54 different
nations representing variety of personal and scientific experiences that arise from
differences in culture and values.

v



vi Preface

The program committees (refer to subsequent pages for the list of the members of
committees) would like to thank all those who submitted papers for consideration.
About 50% of the submissions were from outside the USA. Each submitted paper
was peer reviewed by two experts in the field for originality, significance, clarity,
impact, and soundness. In cases of contradictory recommendations, a member of the
conference program committee was charged to make the final decision, often this
involved seeking help from additional referees. In addition, papers whose authors
included a member of the conference program committee were evaluated using
the double-blind review process. One exception to the above evaluation process
was for papers that were submitted directly to chairs/organizers of pre-approved
sessions/workshops; in these cases, the chairs/organizers were responsible for the
evaluation of such submissions. The overall paper acceptance rate for regular papers
was 20%; 18% of the remaining papers were accepted as short and/or poster papers.

We are grateful to the many colleagues who offered their services in preparing
this book. In particular, we would like to thank the members of the program
committees of individual research tracks as well as the members of the steering
committees of ICDATA 2020 and IKE 2020; their names appear in the subsequent
pages. We would also like to extend our appreciation to over 500 referees.

As sponsors-at-large, partners, and/or organizers, each of the following (sepa-
rated by semicolons) provided help for at least one research track: Computer Science
Research, Education, and Applications (CSREA); US Chapter of World Academy
of Science; American Council on Science and Education & Federated Research
Council; and Colorado Engineering Inc. In addition, a number of university faculty
members and their staff, several publishers of computer science and computer
engineering books and journals, chapters and/or task forces of computer science
associations/organizations from three regions, and developers of high-performance
machines and systems provided significant help in organizing the event as well as
providing some resources. We are grateful to them all.

We express our gratitude to all authors of the articles published in this book and
the speakers who delivered their research results at the congress. We would also
like to thank the following: UCMSS (Universal Conference Management Systems
& Support, California, USA) for managing all aspects of the conference; Dr. Tim
Field of APC for coordinating and managing the printing of the programs; the staff
at Luxor Hotel (MGM Convention) for the professional service they provided; and
Ashu M. G. Solo for his help in publicizing the congress. Last but not least, we
would like to thank Ms. Mary James (Springer Senior Editor in New York) and
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Arun Pandian KJ (Springer Production Editor) for the excellent professional service
they provided for this book project.

Hamburg, Germany Robert Stahlbock

New York, NY, USA Gary M. Weiss

Dearborn, MI, USA Mahmoud Abou-Nasr

Taipei City, Taiwan Cheng-Ying Yang

Athens, GA, USA Hamid R. Arabnia

Boston, MA, USA Leonidas Deligiannidis

Book Co-editors and Chapter Co-editors:
Advances in Data Science and Information Engineering + ICDATA 2020 & IKE
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Preface

It gives us great pleasure to introduce this collection of papers that were submit-
ted and accepted for the 16th International Conference on Data Science 2020,
ICDATA’20 (https://icdata.org), July 27–30, 2020, at Luxor Hotel, Las Vegas, USA.
Obviously, the year 2020 is very different from others due to the Covid-19 pandemic
that had severe impact on all our lives. That was not at the horizon when planning
the conference. The conference was held, but almost all authors were not allowed to
travel during the summer, and even if it would have been allowed, it would have been
wise to stay at home instead of travelling if possible. As a consequence, the typical
communication, face to face, during sessions, in front of the conference rooms and
during social events, was replaced by the opportunity to give talks via the web,
either as pre-recorded talk or “live.” All organizers and presenters did their best in
that situation. Thank you very much for all your effort!

Some words about ICDATA and data mining: data mining or machine learning
is critically important if we want to effectively learn from the tremendous amounts
of data that are routinely being generated in science, engineering, medicine (take
Covid-19 and the search for better understanding of the disease as well as for
medicine and better treatment as an example), business, sports and e-sports, and
other areas. The aim is gaining insight into processes and transactions, extract
knowledge, make better decisions, and deliver value to users or organizations. This
is even more important and challenging in an era in which scientists and practi-
tioners are faced with numerous challenges caused by exponential expansion of
digital data, its diversity, and complexity. The scale and growth of data considerably
outpace technological capacities of organizations to process and manage it. During
the last decade, we all observed new, more glorious, and promising concepts or
labels emerging and slowly but steadily displacing “data mining” from the agenda
of CTOs. It was and still is the time, more than ever before, of data science, big data,
advanced-/business-/customer-/data-/predictive-/prescriptive-/ . . . /risk-analytics, to
name only a few terms that dominate websites, trade journals, and the general
press – although there is even a rebirth of terms such as artificial intelligence (AI)
and (machine) learning (e.g., deep learning) in academia, companies, and even on
the agenda of political decision makers.

ix
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All the concepts of data science aim at leveraging data for a better understanding
of complex real-world phenomena. They all pursue this objective using some
formal, often algorithmic, procedures, at least to some extent. This is what data
miners have been doing for decades. The very idea of all those similar or identical
concepts with different labels; the idea to think of massive, omnipresent amounts
of data as strategic assets; and the aim to capitalize on these assets by means
of analytic procedures is, indeed, more relevant and topical than ever before.
Although there are very helpful advances in hardware and software, there are still
many challenges to be tackled in order to leverage the promises of data analytics.
Obviously, technological change is never ending and appears to be accelerating. The
world is especially focused on machine learning and data mining (not contradictory
but similar or even equivalent to data science), as these disciplines are making
an ever-increasing impact on our society. Large multinational corporations are
expanding their efforts in these areas, small startups are founded, and students
are flocking to computer science and related disciplines in order to learn about
these disciplines and take advantage of the many lucrative job opportunities.
Many industries, even conservative ones like, for example, the port industry, are
working towards “Version 4.0” (e.g., “Port 4.0”), with digitization, digitalization,
and even digital transformation of traditional processes resulting in improved
workflows, new concepts, and new business plans. Their goal usually includes data
analytics, automation, autonomization, robotics, and AI. The industry is interested
in feasibility studies and results of scientific research. Data science is popular like
never before. Data scientists are rare on the job market and, therefore, very well
compensated.

The growth in all these areas has been dramatic enough to require changes
in nomenclature. Most of these “hot” technologies and methods are increasingly
considered part of the broad field of data science, and there are benefits to viewing
this field as a unified whole, rather than a collection of disparate sub-disciplines.
ICDATA, the former data mining conference DMIN merged with the big data
conference ABDA, is much broader than just data mining and big data. It includes
all of the following main topics: all aspects of data mining and machine learning
(tasks, algorithms, tools, applications, etc.), all aspects of big data (algorithms,
tools, infrastructure, and applications), data privacy issues, and data management.
The conference is designed to be of equal interest to researchers and practitioners,
academics and members of industry, computer scientists, physical and social
scientists, and business analysts.

ICDATA’20 attracted submissions of theoretical research papers as well as
industrial reports, application case studies, and, in a second phase, late breaking
papers, position papers, and abstract/poster papers. The program committee would
like to thank all those who submitted papers for consideration. We strived to
establish a review process of high quality. To ensure a fair, objective, and transparent
review process, all review criteria are published on the website. Papers were
evaluated regarding their relevance to ICDATA, originality, significance, informa-
tion content, clarity, and soundness on an international level. Each aspect was
objectively evaluated, with alternative aspects finding consideration for application
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papers. Each paper was refereed by at least two researchers in the topical area,
taking the reviewers’ expertise and confidence into consideration, with most of the
papers receiving three reviews. The review process was competitive. The overall
acceptance rate for submissions was 47%.

We are very grateful to the colleagues who helped in organizing the conference.
In particular, we would like to thank the members of the program committee of
ICDATA’20 and the members of the congress steering committee. The continuing
support of the ICDATA program committee has been essential to further improve
the quality of accepted submissions and the resulting success of the conference. The
ICDATA’20 program committee members are (in alphabetical order): Mahmoud
Abou-Nasr, Ruhul Amin, Jérôme Azé, Kai Brüssau, Paulo Cortez, Zahid Halim,
Tzung-Pei Hong, Wei-Chiang Hong, Andrew Johnston, Madjid Khalilian, Robert
Stahlbock, Chamont Wang, Gary M. Weiss, Yijun Zhao, and Zijiang Yang. They
all did a fantastic job in evaluating a lot of submissions in very short time. We
are aware that their workload was particularly high due to the Covid-19 situation,
so we are grateful for their support of ICDATA’20. The conference’s quality
depends on reliable and good reviewers. We would also like to thank Mahmoud
Abou-Nasr for organizing the special session on “Real-World Data Mining & Data
Science Applications, Challenges, and Perspectives” for more than a decade. We
would like to thank our publicity co-chair Ashu M. G. Solo (Fellow of British
Computer Society, Principal/R&D Engineer, Maverick Technologies America Inc.)
for circulating information on the conference, as well as www.KDnuggets.com,
a platform for analytics, data mining, and data science resources, for listing
ICDATA’20. We are also grateful for support by the Institute of Information
Systems at Hamburg University, Germany and would like to thank all supporters and
sponsors of CSCE. Last but not least, we wish to express again our sincere gratitude
and utmost respect towards our colleague and friend Prof. Hamid R. Arabnia
(Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of Georgia, USA; Editor-
in-Chief, Journal of Supercomputing [Springer]), General Chair and Coordinator of
the federated congress, and also Associate Editor of ICDATA’20, for his excellent,
tireless, and continuous support, organization, and coordination of all affiliated
events, particularly in these hard and difficult times of Covid-19. His exemplary
and professional effort in 2020 and all the earlier years in the steering committee
of the congress make these events possible. We are grateful to continue our data
science conference as ICDATA’20 under the umbrella of the CSCE congress.

Thank you all for your contribution to ICDATA’20! We hope to see you at
ICDATA’21. Stay safe and healthy!

We present the proceedings of ICDATA’20.

ICDATA’20 General Conference Chair Robert Stahlbock

Steering Committee ICDATA’20
https://icdata.org

https://icdata.org
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Phoenix: A Scalable Streaming
Hypergraph Analysis Framework

Kuldeep Kurte, Neena Imam, S. M. Shamimul Hasan,
and Ramakrishnan Kannan

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, we have witnessed the explosive growth of data due to the
technological advancements in the fields of social networking, e-commerce, smart
mobile devices, etc. This necessitates the development of novel data mining/analysis
approaches to address the various analytical challenges posed by the massive growth
in data. Some examples of data analytics include live tracking in the transportation
sector, fraud management in insurance, product recommendations in the retail
industry, and predictive analysis in health care. These analyses study the relations,
dynamics, and behavior at an individual level (entity level) as well as at the group
level. The graph representation, G = (V ,E), in which entities are represented by
vertices (V = {v1, v2, .., vn}) and relations among entities are represented by edges
(E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}), is a natural way to model such relational information. For
instance, in an e-commerce system, customers and products are modeled as vertices,
and customer-product relations are represented by edges.
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Fig. 1 Example hypergraph showing social media users (rows) and three social media posts
(columns). Each post Pi is represented as an hyperedge, and those users who interacted with that
post are the hypergraph vertices incident on that hyperedge

The graph representation of the information is able to capture the dyadic
relations, i.e., relations between two entities, but fails to model the group-level
interactions. Due to the fact that the individual’s behavior is mainly influenced
by the group-level interactions, modeling group-level dynamics is important.
Hypergraphs—the generalization of graphs—provide an excellent way to model
the group-level interactions [6, 9, 28]. A hypergraph HG = (V ,H) is an ordered
pair of “n” vertices, i.e., V = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vn}, and H is a set of “m” hyperedges,
i.e., H = {H1,H2,H3, . . . , Hm}. Each hyperedge Hi is a vector of incident vertices
such that V ≡ h1 ∪ h2 ∪ h3 ∪ . . . ∪ hm. Figure 1 shows an example hypergraph
which includes four social network users, A,B,C,D, and three social media posts,
P1, P2, P3. Each post Pi represents a hyperedge, and its incident vertices are the
users who interacted with the content, say, shared, liked, or commented on the post
(represented by “X”). From this example, it is evident that such hypergraph-based
representation is useful to understand the information propagation among entities
and the categorization of groups according to specific interests over the social
network.

Although the efficacy of hypergraphs for modeling group dynamics is well doc-
umented [1], efficient hypergraph analytics must overcome challenges associated
with accurate hypergraph representation and scalable computation models that can
deal with very high data ingestion rates without creating bottlenecks. While several
large-scale graph processing software are available such as [5, 7, 18, 26], only a
limited number of options are available for hypergraph analysis frameworks [28].
Very-large-scale hypergraph analysis requires scalable and distributed computing
systems which present novel challenges as well as opportunities. The situation
becomes more challenging when streaming data need to be incorporated in the
framework. Some challenges posed by the streaming scenario include variability
in the streaming rates from various external hypergraph sources, heterogeneity in
representing the hypergraph, and efficient hypergraph representation at a system
level to sustain the streaming scenario.

Little research has been done for methodical performance evaluation of large-
scale hypergraph analysis frameworks in a streaming scenario. The leadership
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class high-performance computing facilities, such as hosted at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, provide petascale to exascale computing powers, large amounts of
per node memory, efficient storage, and high-speed interconnects. Such leadership
class computing facilities can meet the computational requirements of large-scale
streaming hypergraph analysis. As such, researchers at Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory developed Phoenix, a high-performance, hybrid system enabling concurrent
utilization of online and offline analysis worlds. Phoenix architecture is distributed
for scalability of problem size and performance. In addition, Phoenix is designed
for fast and scalable ingest of streaming data sources. Phoenix also incorporates fast
online (CRUD) operations and has dynamic (and fixed) schema. Using Phoenix,
researchers are able to perform fast decoupled offline global analytics with in-
memory snapshots and commit logs. Phoenix was deployed on Oak Ridge National
Lab’s Titan (ranked number one on top5001 list in 2012) and showed good
performance. Originally designed for simple graph analytics, we recently enhanced
Phoenix to handle hypergraphs. The performance of Phoenix for streaming datasets
is the subject of this paper.

In the following sections, we present our approach to scalable streaming
hypergraph analysis as implemented in Phoenix. Section 2 presents an overview of
the various hypergraph analysis tools. Section 3 presents the Phoenix framework for
streaming hypergraph analysis and describes various technical aspects of Phoenix.
Section 4 presents results of the numerical experiments we performed to evaluate
metrics such as streaming performance, ingestion performance, and hypergraph
clustering efficiency. Section 5 summarizes our observations and discusses few
future extensions of this work.

2 Related Work

Many hypergraph analysis tools are available. However, none of these tools presents
the scalability and flexibility associated with Phoenix. In addition, Phoenix incor-
porates scalable hypergraph generators. Most other hypergraph analytics software
tools do not have this attribute. In the following paragraphs, we present an overview
of the various hypergraph analysis tools and the advantages and disadvantages of
each.

HyperNetX is a Python library that supports hypergraph creation, hypergraph-
connected component computation, sub-hypergraph construction, hypergraph statis-
tics computation (e.g., node degree distribution, edge size distribution, toplex size
computation for hypergraphs), and hypergraph visualization (e.g., draw hyper-
graphs, color nodes, and edges). HyperNetX was released in 2018 under the
Battelle Memorial Institute license [21]. HyperNetX library does not support high-

1https://www.top500.org/system/177975.

https://www.top500.org/system/177975
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performance computing (HPC)-based parallel processing. Also, HyperNetX library
documentation does not provide any scalability information.

Chapel HyperGraph Library (CHGL) was developed in the Chapel programming
language by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. In the CHGL, users can use
both shared and distributed memory systems for the storage of hypergraphs. The
CHGL is not well documented and requires knowledge of the Chapel programming
language, which is Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) language. PGAS
languages are not as widely used as the C or C++ programming language.
However, CHGL does offer valuable functionality within the context of parallel
computations [2, 4].

HyperX offers a scalable framework for hypergraph processing and learning
algorithms, which is developed on top of Apache Spark. It replicates the design
model that is utilized within GraphX. HyperX directly processes the hypergraph
rather than converting the hypergraph to a bipartite graph and employs GraphX to
do the processing [2, 15]. Apache Spark programming paradigm cannot match the
scalability offered by a leadership class computing platform.

HyperGraphLib package was developed in the C++ programming language,
which supports k-uniform, k-regular, simple, linear, path search, and isomorphism
algorithms. HyperGraphLib employs both OpenMP and Boost libraries. Hyper-
GraphLib cannot represent a hypergraph as a bipartite graph or a two-section graph.
Moreover, HyperGraphLib is not integrated with any graph libraries for advanced
analytics [2, 14].

Halp is a Python library that provides both directed and undirected hypergraph
implementations as well as a range of algorithms. These include a variety of
hypergraph algorithms–for instance, k-shortest hyperpaths as well as random walk
and directed paths [2, 13]. However, Halp does not provide parallel implementation
of the algorithms.

SAGE hypergraph generator was developed in the Python language and supports
the creation of complete random, uniform, and binomial random uniform hyper-
graphs. Nevertheless, large-scale hypergraph generation is not possible in SAGE.
Besides, SAGE does not support parallel hypergraph generation.

Karlsruhe Hypergraph Partitioning (KaHyPar) was developed in C++ and is a
multilevel hypergraph partitioning framework. It supports hypergraph partitioning
with variable block weights and fixed vertices. Although KaHyPar is a useful tool,
it does not support the hypergraph generation facility [16, 24].

The Julia programming language was used to develop the SimpleHypergraphs.jl
hypergraph analysis framework. It is an efficient hypergraph analysis tool that
supports distributed computing. However, SimpleHypergraphs.jl is heavily depen-
dent on the HyperNetX library, specifically for hypergraph visualization. Moreover,
SimpleHypergraphs.jl tool provides limited hypergraph analysis functionalities and
is not highly scalable [2].

networkR was developed in the R programming language, which supports
hypergraphs’ projection into graphs. networkR also supports degree distribution,
diameter, centrality, and network density computation. One of the limitations of the
networkR is that it needs to project hypergraph into graph structure for analysis.
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Moreover, vertices and hyperedge-related meta-information is not available in
networkR [2, 20].

Gspbox provides hypergraph modeling capability. Although in Gspbox, one can
manipulate the hypergraph by transforming a model into a regular graph, it does not
provide specific solutions or optimizations for hypergraphs [2, 8].

BalancedGo software was developed in the Go programming language. Bal-
ancedGo supports generalized hypertree decompositions via balanced separators.
BalancedGo supports a limited number of algorithms mainly focused on hypertree
decompositions. Moreover, BalancedGo supports only HyperBench format or
PACE Challenge 2019 format [3] as input.

Pygraph was released under the MIT license and is a Python library that can
be used to process graphs. It includes hypergraph support along with standard
graph functionalities. However, Pygraph does not offer any hypergraph optimization
feature [2, 22].

Yadati et al. developed HyperGCN, a new graph convolutional network (GCN)
training approach for semi-supervised learning (SSL) on hypergraphs [30]. The
Python implementation of the tool is available in [12]. The quality of the hypergraph
approximation heavily depends on weight initialization, which is a limitation of
HyperGCN [30].

Multihypergraph is a Python package that provides support for multi-edges,
hyperedges, and looped edges. The main focus of the Multihypergraph package
is the mathematical understanding of graph than algorithmic efficiency. Moreover,
the Multihypergraph package is limited with graph model memory definition and
isomorphism functionalities and does not provide any other functionalities for
hypergraphs [2, 19].

d3-hypergraph is a hypergraph visualization tool developed on top of the
D3 JavaScript library. Another example of the hypergraph visualization tool is
visualsc, which is similar to the open-source graph visualization tool Graphviz. d3-
hypergraph and visualsc tools are solely used for hypergraph visualization.

3 Framework for Analyzing Streaming Hypergraphs

This section describes the overall Phoenix framework and its various components
which enable the analysis of the streaming hypergraph. Figure 2 shows Phoenix’s
end-to-end framework which is composed of various essential modules for analyz-
ing the streaming hypergraphs in a distributed and scalable fashion.

3.1 Hypergraph Sources and Generation

Phoenix is capable of utilizing a diverse set of graph generators as inputs to the
framework. One of the candidates is a distributed hypergraph generator called
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Fig. 2 Phoenix’s end-to-end framework for scalable and distributed hypergraph analysis. Stream-
ing server acts as a gateway where various hypergraph generators/external sources can connect.
Next the streaming server streams the hypergraph in the form of hyperedge or incidences to the
graph service nodes (GSNs). GSNs handle the communication with the streaming server and
consume the hypergraph and send it to the graph data nodes (GDNs) where GDNs store the
ingested hypergraph as its in-memory representation

HyGen, which is capable of generating synthetic hypergraphs. HyGen is another
high-performance graph analytics project at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
was incorporated in the Phoenix architecture. HyGen takes input parameters such
as number of clusters, number of vertices, and number of hyperedges to generate
the corresponding hypergraph. For instance, if we have a rough understanding about
the number of the clusters in the real-world hypergraph (e.g., communities), HyGen
will enable the rapid production of the different sizes of hypergraphs which can
be further consumed (by HSNs) and stored in-memory (by HDNs) in a distributed
fashion. Refer to Fig. 2 and Sect. 3.3 for more information on HSNs and HDNs.
Further, various online and offline analyses can be performed on this generated
hypergraph. Similarly, the external hypergraph sources can also connect to the
streaming server. More detailed discussions on graph generators can be found in
references [17, 27, 32].

3.2 Hypergraph Streaming and Consumption

A streaming server is developed to facilitate the streaming of hypergraphs generated
by hypergraph generators and from external sources to the internal core component
called DiSciPHER (refer Sect. 3.3) which is responsible for hypergraph consump-
tion and in-memory storage. The three advantages of having this layer of streaming
server are as follows:

1. Decoupling: Streaming server acts as a gateway and prevents hypergraph
generators and external sources from directly accessing the DiSciPHER which is
a core internal module of Phoenix. This provides the flexibility to make changes
in the DiSciPHER module without impacting the accessibility of the hypergraph
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sources. Moreover, syntactic changes made by hypergraph sources do not have
any impact on the DiSciPHER’s representation.

2. Standardization: Streaming servers can acquire data either as a bipartite
representation or as a hyperedge representation. It is unlikely that all external
sources comply with a unified syntax even though the data follow the semantics
of bipartite or hyperedge representation. The streaming server can implement
various methods for data translation to address this syntactic heterogeneity
problem.

3. Intermediate caching: The rate of streaming from different external sources
of hypergraphs can be different. At the system level, the heterogeneity in the
streaming rates could cause data loss in case of extremely high data streaming
and longer wait time for HSN processes in case of slow data streaming.
We believe that the intermediate layer of the streaming server can stabilize
the rate of streaming hypergraph from various external sources to HSN. The
streaming server can provide a temporary storage capability to store the acquired
hypergraph data before sending it to the HSNs of DiSciPHER module. This way
streaming servers can stabilize the streaming rate.

The streaming server can acquire hypergraphs in one of two ways: (1) bipartite
representation, a list of incidences, and (2) hyperedge representation, a list of
hyperedges. Each incidence in a bipartite representation is a two-dimensional vector
〈i, j 〉, such that vi ∈ Hj , i.e., vertex vi incident upon hyperedge Hj . On the other
hand, the hyperedge representation constitutes a set of hyperedges (H ) in which
each hyperedge is a vector of incident vertices, i.e., Hk = 〈vk1, vk2, vk3, . . . ., vkp〉
and “p” is the total number of incident vertices on hyperedge k.

The streaming server opens multiple communication ports where several hyper-
graph service node (HSN) processes of DiSciPHER module, which is responsible
for the consumption of the hypergraph, can connect and consume the hypergraph.
In the case of bipartite representation, the streaming server performs streaming
of incidences in a batched fashion. The batch size represents the maximum
number of hypergraph incidences that can be packed in a batch. The batch size
in case of hyperedge representation is the maximum number of hypergraphs per
batch. Due to the variable size of hyperedges in a batch, the batch creation is
not as straightforward as in the bipartite representation. Here, each hyperedge is
reformatted as 〈hid, p, v1, v2, v3, . . . , vp,−1〉 by appending hyperedge identifier
hid , its length in the beginning p, followed by a list of incident vertices, i.e.,
vi and “-1” at the end to indicate the termination of the hyperedge. In this way,
the hypergraphs are packed to form a batch such that each element in the batch
represents either hypergraph identifier, length of hypergraph, vertex identifier, or
“-1.”

As mentioned in the paragraph above, the hypergraph service node processes
(HSNs) connect to the communication ports of the streaming server and consume
a hypergraph either as a batched incidences or as hyperedges. We implemented a
handshaking and communication protocol to enable the streaming and consumption
of the hypergraphs. Figure 3 shows a sequence of commands and data exchanges
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Fig. 3 Sequences of messages and data exchanges take place between the streaming server and
hypergraph service node (HSN) process. The green portion depicts the message and data exchanges
during the initial handshake. The blue portion depicts messages and data exchanges take place
during streaming the batches of incidences (or hyperedges)

occurring while streaming the hypergraph. Initial handshake includes HSN process
sending a message “AUR” asking if the streaming server is ready to stream the
hypergraph. HSN waits until it receives “IMR” from the streaming server which
indicates that the server is ready to stream the hypergraph. Next, depending on the
format in which HSN wants to consume the hypergraph, it either sends “NNZ” to
ask for the number of incidences (non-zeros) in case of bipartite representation or
sends “HYG” to ask for the number of hyperedges in the hypergraph. In response to
this message, streaming server sends total number of incidences (non-zeros) or total
number of hyperedges to HSN.

After this initial handshake (as depicted in the green portion of Fig. 3), the
streaming server sends “INC” (for bipartite) or “HYG” (for hyperedge) message
to the streaming server. After receiving this message, the streaming server prepares
the batch of incidences (or hyperedges) and sends the batch size to the HSN so that
HSN can reserve sufficient memory to consume the upcoming batch of incidences
(or hyperedges). Further, HSN sends a “NEB” message to the streaming server to
indicate that it is ready to consume the batch of incidences (or hyperedges). Upon
receiving “NEB,” the streaming server sends the prepared batch of incidences (or
hyperedges) to HSN. This communication between HSN and the streaming server
(as depicted by the blue portion in Fig. 3) continues until the entire hypergraph is
consumed by HSN.
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3.3 Distributed and Scalable in-Memory rePresentation of
HypERgraph (DiSciPHER)

Phoenix’s DiSciPHER module is responsible for the efficient in-memory repre-
sentation of the consumed hypergraph such that it enables both offline and online
analysis on the streaming hypergraphs. Here, we describe, (1) how the DiSciPHER
module represents hypergraphs and (2) two essential components of DiSciPHER
which enable the efficient in-memory representation, i.e., hypergraph service node
(HSN) processes and hypergraph data node (HDN) processes.

3.3.1 In-Memory Representation of Hypergraph

In this subsection, we describe the in-memory representation of hypergraphs at
a system level which enables the online and offline analysis of hypergraphs in a
streaming scenario inside Phoenix framework. In a streaming scenario, it is highly
likely that only the part of hyperedge is available which is being streamed at any
given time. In other words, the complete knowledge of the incident vertices of an
hyperedge is not available at the time when that hyperedge is being streamed. The
remaining (partial) hyperedge can arrive later. This characteristic of the streaming
scenario, along with the variable sized nature of the hyperedge, increases overhead
of the hypergraph ingestion process. For instance, every time the partial hyperedge
arrives, the hyperedge insertion involves updating and redistributing the vertices (or
hypergraphs) among the compute nodes (i.e., HDNs in Phoenix).

To alleviate the hyperedge ingestion overhead problem in a streaming scenario,
we adopted a bipartite representation to represent the hypergraph at a system level.
Figure 4 shows the bipartite representation of the hypergraph shown in Fig. 1. In this
representation (refer to Fig. 4), users are vertices represented as green circles on the
top, and each social media post is a hyperedge shown as a blue circle at the bottom.
The additional edges (Evh) are inserted from the nodes on the top side (vertices)
to the hyperedge nodes on the bottom side to represent the incident vertices of the

Fig. 4 Bipartite representation used in Phoenix to represent hypergraph. Example hypergraph
is represented in Fig. 1. Each social media post is an hyperedge, and users who share, like,
or comment on a common post are the vertices incident upon that hyperedge. In bipartite
representation, both vertices and hyperedges are represented by nodes, and additional edges are
added from incident vertices to their hyperedge to preserve the semantics of the hyperedge
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hyperedge. This approach translates to hyperedge insertions with multiple edges.
Such a representation in streaming scenarios can accommodate hyperedge with
partial information, where the complete vertex set is still unknown. However, this
approach increases the number of edge insertions for a given hyperedge. So there is
a trade-off between update operations to accommodate the partial hyperedge issue
and increased number of edge insertions in case of bipartite representation. In our
opinion, the scalable and distributed nature of Phoenix can handle the increased
number of edge insertions without impacting the streaming performance.

3.3.2 Hypergraph Service Nodes (HSNs) and Hypergraph Data Nodes
(HDNs)

DiSciPHER is an essential component of the Phoenix’s ecosystem consisting of
hypergraph service nodes (HSNs) and back-end data storage and processing nodes
(HDNs). The responsibilities of HSNs include communicating with the streaming
server, consuming the hypergraph, redirecting the consumed hypergraph to the
HDNs in a load-balanced fashion, and keeping track of the progress of the system
by broadcasting messages to HSNs and HDNs. HDN’s main task is to process and
store the consumed hypergraph in a distributed in-memory fashion.

DiSciPHER’s implementation is rather memory intensive (i.e., best suited for
large clusters and supercomputers with very large memory). DiSciPHER’s deploy-
ment typically contains a number of HSNs (service nodes) that could be load
balanced and a larger number of HDNs (data nodes)—depending on the size of
the graph to be processed. A balanced shared distributed memory-multi-processing
and multi-threading design approaches are used to achieve the best concurrent
performance.

Figure 5 shows the cluster view of the HSNs and HDNs inside DiSciPHER. The
number of HSNs and HDNs to be used (or deployed) depends on the size of the
hypergraph and the availability of the compute resources, i.e., size of the cluster
and memory per compute node. The DiSciPHER module makes sure that the HSNs
and HDNs are deployed before initiating the communication. The process begins
by allocating the sufficient numbers of compute nodes. Once the sufficient nodes
are allocated, they are divided into two groups. One set of nodes are grouped as
HSNs and the remaining as HDNs. We designed this cluster as a multi-processing
and multi-threaded architecture in which each node has a main process and several
worker and I/O threads.

Figure 6 shows the programmers view of the main components of HSNs and
HDNs. The master process of HSN-“0” collects the network addresses of all the
nodes in the cluster and groups them as HSNs and HDNs. Each node has dedicated
queues for input and output messages. The input message queue is connected to
the input socket which is set up to receive the incoming messages from all other
nodes. Similarly, multiple output sockets are set up, each is dedicated to one node in
the cluster. The output message queue is connected with these output sockets. The
message (incoming or outgoing) contains command, indicates task to be performed;
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Fig. 5 Cluster view of HSNs
(blue boxes) and HDNs
(green boxes)

Fig. 6 Programmer’s view of hypergraph service and data nodes

buffer, contains data to operate on; and node id, identifier of the destination HSN
or HDN node. The messaging scheme supports peer-to-peer and broadcasting of the
messages. The HDNs have additional in-memory distributed local key-value storage
to store the local vertices (or hypergraph node) and edges (connecting vertex and
hypergraph node) and their mapping with the corresponding global identifiers.

The input and output message queues are thread-safe and accessed by both work-
ers and I/O threads within the node. The I/O threads are responsible for dispatching
the outgoing messages, queued in the output message queue, to the appropriate
socket based on the destination node. The I/O threads are also responsible for
receiving the incoming messages from the input socket and putting them in the input
message queue. The worker threads, depending on the requirements, form messages
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and put them in the output message queue and retrieve messages from input message
queue and further perform the required task.

Once the cluster of HSNs and HDNs is deployed and ready to consume the
hypergraph, HSN connects to the streaming server and requests for a batch of
either incidences or hyperedges. Since, at the system level, DiSciPHER represents
hypergraph in a bipartite form, the HSN creates message for inserting edge, i.e.,
Evh (representing incidences connecting hypergraph’s vertex v and hyperedge, h

and directs it to the appropriate HDN based on the source vertex identifier. The HSN
balances the load among HDNs by distributing the Evh to HDNs in a round-robin
fashion based on the identifier of the source vertex v.

The message for inserting Evh includes command, inserting edge (Evh); buffer,
containing source id representing hypergraph vertex identifier; destination id
representing hyperedge identifier; and edge id an identifier representing Evh and
node id representing the identifier of destination HDN. The worker threads of
HSN are responsible for creating these messages and putting them in the output
message queues. The I/O threads periodically take these messages out of the output
message queue and send them to the appropriate HDNs through their dedicated
communication sockets. The I/O threads of HDNs receive the input massages from
the receiver socket and put them in the input message queue. The worker threads
of HDNs further remove the messages from input queue and perform the required
tasks, in this case storing the vertex (v) and the edge connecting them, i.e., Evh.

If the destination vertex representing the hyperedge identifier belongs to the
different HDN, then the worker thread of the current HDN forwards the edge
insertion message to the appropriate HDN based on the hyperedge identifier. In
this case, both the HDNs store the edge Evh such that the destination field of the
edge in the first HDN’s points to the second HDN’s identifier and the source field
of the edge in the second HDN points to the identifier of the first HDN. The current
implementation of Phoenix requires hypergraph generators (and external sources of
hypergraph) to differentiate the vertex and hyperedge identifiers, in order to avoid
potential conflicts between the vertex and hyperedge.

3.4 Hypergraph Clustering

The graph clustering problem involves partitioning the vertices, such that the
similarity of vertices within a cluster is higher than the inter-cluster similarity.
While most approaches on graph clustering assume edges as pairwise relationships
between vertices, many real-world applications participate in multi-way relations
represented as hyperedges in hypergraphs. Analogous to the graph clustering task,
hypergraph clustering seeks to find partitions among vertices using hyperedges [25].

Within the ML community, the seminal work of Zhou, Huang, and Schölkopf
[33] looked at learning on hypergraphs. They sought to support spectral clustering
methods on hypergraphs and defined a suitable hypergraph Laplacian. This effort,
like many other existing methods for hypergraph learning, makes use of a reduction
of the hypergraph to a graph [1]. We apply similar techniques on this paper.
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Formally, in this paper, given a hypergraph HG = (V ,H), we determine k

partitions on V , πV = π1, π2, · · · , πk , where πi ⊂ V , ∪iπi = V , and ∩iπi = ∅.
Let us consider there are |V | = m vertices in the hypergraph and |E| = n

hyperedges of the hypergraph are represented as a P ∈ R
m×n. We can perform the

spectral cut on P as follows.
Say, Dv ∈ R

m×m and De ∈ R
n×n be diagonal matrices of row and col-

umn sums of H . Determining the top-k eigenvectors of Laplacian matrix S =
D
− 1

2
v HD−1

e HT D
− 1

2
v will provide the soft clustering on V . Obtaining the highest

cluster membership of each vi will provide us k clusters of the hypergraph clustering
πV .

In our case, S is a sparse symmetric case, and we are determining k leading
eigenvector as value decomposition S = UDUT , where U ∈ R

n×k . Algorithm 1
presents the listing of the high-performance spectral clustering for hypergraphs.

Algorithm 1 Hypergraph clustering
Input: H ∈ R

m×n, k clusters
Output: Vertex cluster πV

1 Compute Dv = rowsum(H) ;
2 Compute De = columnsum(H) ;

3 Compute S = D
− 1

2
v HD−1

e HT D
− 1

2
v ;

4 /* eigsh is eigen value decomposition for symmetric square
matrix. */

5;
6 Compute eigen vectors U = eigsh(S, k) ;
7 Compute πV = argmax;U

In this paper, we used Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem Computations
(SLEPC) [10] for computing the eigenvalue decomposition problem in Step 6
of the above algorithm for scaling to very large hypergraphs in distributed MPI
environment.

The output of the above algorithm for a generated hypergraph HG is shown in
Fig. 7. We generated a ground truth graph as shown in Fig. 7a and permuted the

Fig. 7 Hypergraph clustering demonstration. (a) Ground truth. (b) Input graph. (c) Hypergraph
clustering
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rows and columns as in Fig. 7b. We took this sparse random hypergraph HG and
determined five clusters. The output is shown in Fig. 7c.

4 Performance

In this section, we describe the performance evaluation of the various components
of the Phoenix framework. We first discuss the dataset, computation environment,
software environment, and performance metrics considered for this performance
evaluation process and further present the performance results.

4.1 Approach for Evaluating the Performance

As a proof of concept, we evaluated the performance of various components of
the Phoenix framework for streaming hypergraphs. Here, we specifically focused
on the hypergraph ingestion performance. We evaluated the streaming performance
with varying batch sizes. We also investigated ingestion performance with varying
numbers of HSNs and HDNs. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the
distributed hypergraph clustering approach.

4.1.1 Dataset

We used the synthetic hypergraphs generated by our distributed hypergraph gen-
erator, i.e., HyGen, by varying the parameters such as #clusters, #vertices, and
#hyperedges. Tables 2 and 3 show various synthetic hypergraphs (generated using
HyGen) used for this performance evaluation.

4.1.2 Computational Environment

We used Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF) called Rhea cluster. It is
a 521-node commodity-type Linux® cluster. Each node of Rhea contains two 8-core
2.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors with Intel’s Hyper-Threading (HT) Technology and
128GB of main memory. Rhea also has nine GPU nodes, and each node is equipped
with 1TB of main memory and two NVIDIA K80 GPUs with two 14-core 2.30 GHz
Intel Xeon processors with HT Technology. Rhea is connected to the OLCF’s high-
performance Lustre® filesystem, Atlas, through a high-speed interconnect 4X FDR
Infiniband with maximum data transfer rate of 56 GB/s. More information on the
specification of Rhea can be found at [23].
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4.1.3 Software Environment

The codebase of Phoenix is developed in C++ (specifically C++11 standards).
Inter-node communication is implemented using binary message structures over a
message-oriented middleware. Currently, ZeroMQ over Transmission Control Pro-
tocol (TCP) is implemented [11], and MPI is planned for the future developments.
ZeroMQ is a high-performance asynchronous messaging library that supports
common messaging patterns (pub/sub, request/reply, client/server, and others) over
a variety of transports (TCP, in-process, inter-process, multicast, WebSocket, and
more). Intel®’s Thread building blocks, version 4.3+, is used to develop a scalable
implementation of the concurrent queues. Further, we used the Scalable Library
for Eigenvalue Problem Computations (SLEPC) [10] for computing the eigenvalue
decomposition.

4.1.4 Performance Metrics

We mainly measured the performance in terms of streaming rate in a batched
streaming scenario, ingestion rate with different settings, and scaling performance
of the developed hypergraph clustering method.

4.2 Results

First, we present the time performance of the streaming hypergraph from streaming
server to HSN of DiSciPHER. Although the additional layer of a streaming
server provides few architectural benefits (refer to Sect. 3.2), this experiment is
necessary to understand its overall overhead. Once the hypergraph data is acquired
at streaming server from hypergraph generators and external sources, the streaming
server further streams the data in the batches of incidences (or hyperedges) instead
of streaming only one incidence at a time (refer to Sect. 3.2 for streaming strategies).
The overhead includes batch preparation time followed by the time to stream those
batches. Table 1 presents the total batch preparation and streaming timings for
different sizes of batches. One more motivation behind this experiment was to
understand the ideal batch size for streaming hypergraph data. From the timings
shown in Table 1, it is clear that, although the batch size is varying, the overall batch
preparation and streaming timings are roughly the same for all the scenarios, i.e.,
≈8.2 s and ≈2.1 s for batch preparation and streaming respectively.

As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the external sources of hypergraph can stream data in
varying rates and formats. At the system level, such heterogeneity in the streaming
rates could cause the loss of data in case of extremely high data streaming rates
and longer wait times for HSN processes in case of slow data streaming rates.
Based on the results of the batched streaming experiments in Table 1, we argue
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that the intermediate layer of the streaming server can stabilize the rate of streaming
hypergraph from various external sources to HSN.

Next, we describe the time performance of the scaling experiments in two
different scenarios: (1) weak-scaling, i.e., increasing the number of incidences
(increasing hypergraph size) with number of HDNs, and (2) strong-scaling, i.e.,
adding more HDNs for a fixed number of incidences (i.e., fixed sized hypergraph).
We want to mention that, in both settings, one compute node was used as
HSN; each HSN has 12 worker threads and 2 I/O threads. Each HDN has eight
worker threads and two I/O threads. As described earlier, HDNs are responsible
for storing hypergraphs in memory and perform necessary computations for its
consumption. We carried out both weak- and strong-scaling experiments in two
different settings. In the first setting, various hypergraphs were generated in which
#vertices<#hyperedges and in the second setting various hypergraphs were gen-
erated in which #vertices>#hyperedges. The motivation behind these experiments
was to analyze the ingestion performance for the streaming data on a leadership
class computing platform.

In the weak-scaling experiment, one compute node was used as HSN, and the
number of compute nodes used for HDNs was increased along with the hypergraph
size. Table 2 shows two different settings which were used to generate hypergraphs
for weak-scaling experiments. #Incidences indicate the size of the hypergraph.
Ideally, a constant ingestion time is expected in this weak-scaling experiment as
the workload of hypergraph consumption per HDN roughly remains the same with
the growing size of hypergraph and number of HDNs. In our case, one HSN is used,
and the total ingestion time includes the time that HSN takes to prepare messages
and send it to the respective HDNs. For the same reason, as the hypergraph size
increases, we expect some linear growth in the HSN’s contribution to the total
ingestion time; however, in an ideal scenario, the HDN’s consumption timing should
be constant. Along with the ingestion time, we also measured the ingestion rate, i.e.,
number of incidences ingested per second. In an ideal scenario, the ingestion rate
should grow as we increase the hypergraph size and number of HDNs.

Except the first column in Table 2, the other columns represent different
scenarios. The main goal of this experiment is to understand the variations in the
ingestion times and ingestion rates while increasing the hypergraph size and number
of HDNs. We measured total ingestion time and derived the ingestion rates. Table 2
shows that the total ingestion time is increasing with increasing hypergraph size and

Table 1 Timing for batched
streaming of hypergraph data
from streaming server to
HSN. ≈2.5M hyperedges and
≈208M incidences (NNZ)
used

Streaming batch
size (#n batches)

Total batch
preparation
overhead (s)

Total streaming
time (s, excluding
batch preparation)

300M (1 batch) 8.265 2.108

200M (2 batches) 8.268 2.08

100M (3 batches) 8.265 2.097

50M (5 batches) 8.255 2.086

10M (21 batches) 8.271 2.126
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Table 2 Setting for weak-scaling and ingestion timings

Weak scaling1 (#Vertices <#Hyperedges)
#Clusters 1000 3000 6000 12,000 24,000

#Vertices 60,000 200,000 400,000 800,000 1,600,000

#Hyperedges 200,000 600,000 1,200,000 2,400,000 4,800,000

#Incidences 2,388,362 16,042,887 56,189,594 208,488,077 786,869,455

#HDN 1 2 4 16 64

Ingestion time (s) 3.5 6.6 17.1 63.1 248.0

Ingestion rate (#ing/s) ≈682K ≈2.4M ≈3.3M ≈3.3M ≈3.2M

Weak scaling2 (#Vertices >#Hyperedges)
#Clusters 300 1000 2000 4000 8000

#Vertices 200,000 600,000 1,200,000 2,400,000 4,800,000

#Hyperedges 60,000 200,000 400,000 800,000 1,600,000

#Incidences 5,437,372 23,855,054 71,276,112 239,667,974 859,300,720

#HDN 1 2 4 16 64

Ingestion time (s) 4.7 8.7 21.7 72.2 269.9

Ingestion rate (#ing/s) ≈1.1M ≈2.7M ≈3.3M ≈3.3M ≈3.2M

HDNs. Figure 8 shows the variations in the ingestion timings for different scenarios
for both settings. It can be seen that the ingestion rate increased for the first three
scenarios and after that it remained stable, i.e., ≈3.3M ingestion per second. The
potential reasons for the increase in the ingestion time and the ingestion rate are use
of single HSN and background network traffic created by other jobs executing on
Rhea cluster. However, we would like to emphasize the fact that we observed the
stable ingestion performance in both settings, i.e., one with #vertices<#hyperedges
and the other with #vertices>#hyperedges which represent to different hypergraph
structures.

In the strong-scaling experiment, we kept the hypergraph size the same and
increased the number of HDNs used for consumption. The intent behind this
experiment is to understand the workload sharing ability of the HDNs when the
hypergraph is fixed and we add more HDNs. We measured the total ingestion
time for these scenarios and derived the ingestion rate (refer to Table 3). Table 3
shows the ingestion timings and rates for two strong-scaling settings, each with
different number of NNZ (incidences) with increasing number of HDNs, and Fig. 9
shows the ingestion timings for two strong-scaling scenarios. Ideally, we expect a
decreasing trend in the ingestion time as workload of hypergraph consumption per
HDN decreases with the increase in the number of HDNs. From Table 3 and Fig. 9,
we can observe that the total ingestion time for the strong-scaling settings decreased
when two HDNs were used; however, the ingestion time remained roughly constant
for all of the subsequent scenarios. Similarly, in ideal cases, the ingestion rate in a
strong-scaling setting should increase with the addition of more HDNs due to the
decrease in the ingestion time for the constant workload. The ingestion rate showed
some increase for the first two scenarios but remained nearly constant for other
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Fig. 8 Ingestion time for different scenarios for both weak-scaling settings with varying numbers
of HDNs. The ingestion time/rate and overall scaling of the hypergraph ingestion in a streaming
scenario is largely determined by the number of HSNs

Table 3 Settings for strong-scaling experiment and ingestion timing

#HDN Ingestion time (s) Ingestion rate (#ing./s)

Strong scaling1 1 151.3 1.3M

#clusters:12,000; 2 58.6 3.5M

#vertices:800,000; 3 58.1 3.5M

#hyperedges:2,400,000 4 58.7 3.5M

NNZ = 208,486,247 6 58.4 3.5M

8 58.6 3.5M

16 63.1 3.3M

Strong scaling2 1 786.7 1.1M

#clusters:8,000; 2 373.2 2.3M

#vertices:4,800,000; 3 251.6 3.4M

#hyperedges:1,600,000 4 252.8 3.4M

NNZ=859,300,720 6 250.6 3.4M

8 248.6 3.5M

16 263.9 3.3M

settings where the number of HDNs is increasing. We emphasize that the role of
the HSN is to formulate messages and distribute the hypergraph data to the HDNs.
The HDNs are responsible for the necessary computation and communications with
other HDNs to store the consumed hypergraph in memory. The potential reasons for
the deviation from the ideal strong-scaling behavior could be attributed to the use
of a single HSN resulting and the increased message communication among HDNs
with the increase in the number of HDNs.
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Fig. 9 Ingestion time for different scenarios for both strong-scaling settings with fixed hypergraph
size and varying number of HDNs. The ingestion time/rate and overall scaling of the hypergraph
ingestion in a streaming scenario is largely determined by the number of HSNs

As mentioned above, in the strong-scaling scenario, one can expect an increased
ingestion rate with increase in the number of HDNs when the hypergraph size is
kept constant; however, the results show some deviation from this ideal behavior.
It should be noted that both strong- and weak-scaling experiments were performed
with one HSN only which could be a potential reason for this performance deviation.
Therefore, to understand the impact of varying number of HSNs, we fixed the
number of HDNs to 512 and varied the numbers of HSNs from 1 to 8. Figure 10
shows the variation in the ingestion timing with the increasing number of HSNs.
The results are favorable, and it can be clearly observed that the ingestion time
decreases with increase in the number of HSNs for a fixed problem size. Therefore,
we expect to see improved weak and scaling experiments by increasing the number
of HSNs. Further analysis to understand the optimal number of HSNs is one of the
objectives of our future research. In the future, we intend to perform similar scaling
experiments on even larger-scale systems such as Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s
Summit supercomputer, which currently holds the number one spot on the top5002

list [29].
Figure 11 shows the strong-scaling performance of the distributed hypergraph

clustering algorithm (refer to Sect. 3.4). In an ideal setting for strong-scaling, the
total execution timing of hypergraph clustering and an average MPI message length
should be decreased with the increasing number of MPI processes. We observed
that both the job execution time and message length decreased exponentially with
the increase in the MPI processes. The results showed an ≈ 38× speedup when 64
MPI processes were used for hypergraph clustering.

2https://www.top500.org/system/179397.

https://www.top500.org/system/179397
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Fig. 10 Ingestion time
variation with increase in
HSNs with fixed 512 HDNs.
The hypergraph ingestion rate
increases significantly by
increasing HSNs

Fig. 11 Strong-scaling performance of the distributed hypergraph clustering analysis algorithm.
Observed 38 speedup when 64 MPI processes were used

4.3 Observations

From the experiments performed to analyze the performance of the Phoenix frame-
work, we draw following key observations which should inform future research and
development in hypergraph analysis:
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– The additional layer of the streaming server is important in the streaming
hypergraph scenario to stabilize the streaming process.

– The ingestion time/rate and overall scaling of the hypergraph ingestion in a
streaming scenario is largely determined by the number of HSNs.

– The hypergraph ingestion rate increases significantly with the increasing number
of HSNs. However, further performance analysis is required to obtain the optimal
number of HSNs for a given size of the hypergraph.

– The distributed hypergraph clustering algorithm showed ≈ 38× speedup when
64 MPI processes were used. More experiments are needed with larger hyper-
graphs to further validate the usefulness of the algorithm.

5 Conclusion

Graphs are becoming ubiquitous and growing in volume. From social networks to
language modeling, the growing scale and importance of graph data have driven
the development of numerous graph analytic systems. While graph analytic systems
have many applications, they are not able to model group-level interactions with
high fidelity. In this paper, we present our approach to hypergraph analysis to
better capture the nuances of complex multilateral relations in group interactions.
Although other hypergraphh analytic tools exist, they are not well suited to tasks
such as generating the hypergraphs, modifying hypergraph structures, or expressing
computation that spans multiple graphs and compute nodes.

In this paper, we present Phoenix, a scalable hypergraph analytics framework
that was implemented on the leadership class computing platforms at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Our software framework is implemented in a distributed
fashion. Phoenix has the capability to utilize diverse hypergraph generators, includ-
ing HyGen, a very-large-scale hypergraph generator developed by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Phoenix also incorporates specific algorithms for efficient data
representation by exploiting hidden structures of the hypergraphs. We presented
experimental results that demonstrate Phoenix’s scalable and stable performance
on massively parallel computing platforms. In the future, we will optimize our
load balancing techniques for better strong- and weak-scaling performances. Also,
we plan to implement 2-D partitioning techniques to improve the scalability of
HyGen [31]. Other future directions include the development of machine learning-
based hypergraph generators, which will learn structures of real-world hypergraphs,
and based on that information, the hypergraph generator will generate massive-scale
hypergraphs.
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Revealing the Relation Between Students’
Reading Notes and Scores Examination
with NLP Features

Zhenyu Pan, Yang Gao, and Tingjian Ge

1 Introduction

Predicting individual or group performance in the coursework or school has been
studied in the past many years [1]. Accurate predictions of students’ exam grades or
course performance have the potential to make schools and teachers flexible enough
to adjust their teaching methods according to the needs of students. Students’
performance prediction can be used to detect students who have difficulties with
the course materials and to help at-risk students to keep them retained.

In the literature, there are many efforts devoted to predicting student performance
with two kinds of data: student behavior data and exercise content data. The
authors in [2] use general student behavior records to predict students’ final scores,
while the authors in [3] focus on course-related behaviors, such as watching video
records, quiz answering, and assignment completion. The approach in [1] builds
a social network based on student collaboration. Some other approaches resort to
modeling the exercise records for exam score prediction. However, the work of
labeling knowledge concepts for each exercise may be labor-intensive. The method
in [4] learns an exercise representation from the exercise content data and then
combines both exercise records and exercise content data to precisely predict student
performance of the online course.

Student behavior data and exercise content data are both popular in educational
psychology and data mining areas for student exam score prediction. Our previous
work [5] uses student behaviors of taking the course that require textbook reading
notes and peer evaluations. In this paper, we explore the relationship between the
content of students’ reading notes and their midterm or final exam scores. We use
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information retrieval methods to analyze the reading notes’ contents and learn their
context information.

One popular method is called the Bag of Words, in which each word is assumed
to be independent. With Bag of Words assumption, since each word is associated
with a parameter, the topic selection will be a problem. TFIDF has been used to
filter out stop words, which are the words shown in most documents.

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [6] is a vector-based indexing and retrieval
method that uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) to discover hidden con-
cepts in document data. Instead of using terms or documents as the orthogonal basis
of semantic space, LSI expresses each term and document in a low-rank subspace,
as a vector with elements corresponding to these concepts. It is able to extract the
document or term similarity or semantic relationship by representing documents
and terms in a uniform way and then computing the semantic similarity based on
the proximity between the vectors [7]. By replacing the independence hypothesis
with an exchangeable hypothesis, Blei comes up with the LDA model [8].

The language models that we mention above usually focus on maximizing the
probability of observing the entire corpus. However, in order to predict the exam
score of a student with the given reading notes, we need to find out the distribution
of the conditional probability of the exam score given the student’s reading notes.
We denote the conditional probability as Pr{S|W,α, β}; the goal of our model
is to maximize the probability of the observed score for the given reading notes.
Thus, we firstly implement the Two-Step LDA model as the baseline to have a view
of the challenges. We use LDA as our topic model to extract the topics for each
reading note and train a three-layer neural network to predict students’ examination
scores. Then, we introduce a Topic-Based Latent Variable Model and achieve more
accurate prediction results. For further exploration, we also propose a knowledge
graph-based graph embedding model to predict the exam score for the student.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss related work.
We describe the experimental design and data collection in Sect. 3. We discuss our
language model and prediction model in Sect. 4 and conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Students’ Performance Prediction with Learning Behaviors

There has been previous work that focuses on discovering the relation between
learning behaviors and students’ performance. In [2], Andrew et al. built a prediction
model to identify the students at risk using the students’ behavior data collected
from an online learning initiative platform. Cheng et al. intended to explore
the behavior facts related to low completion rates and dropout prediction in the
massive open online course [3]. They tracked the lecture video watching behaviors,
lecture-embedded quiz answering behaviors, and the completion of peer-graded
assignments.
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The research from Michael Fire et al. introduced a method for the prediction
of student exam scores by building a social network of students in a course [1].
The course social network was created by analyzing the collaboration among the
students. This work demonstrated that the best friend’s grade has a direct impact on
a student’s exam grade, and other social parameters also have some influence on the
grade.

Our previous research [5] focused on the students’ behaviors in reading chapters
of the textbook and taking reading notes. We presented a regression model to predict
students’ midterm and final examinations by using student interaction history.

2.2 Students’ Performance Prediction with Exercise Records

The authors in [4] proposed an Exercise-Enhanced Recurrent Neural Network
(EERNN) framework to predict student performance in an online learning system.
This framework takes full advantage of both exercise records and exercise text
contents with its LSTM architecture. They used EERNNM with the Markov
property and EERNNA with the attention mechanism to achieve effectiveness in
student performance prediction.

By contrast, in this paper, we study students’ performance prediction with
exercise records of an offline course. We use students’ textbook reading notes to
predict the exam scores of the course.

3 Experimental Design and Data Collection

Our prediction model was built on the text data collected from the peer-based online
homework of the students enrolled in an undergraduate-level Algorithms and Data
Structures course at the University of Massachusetts Lowell. The online homework
was distributed on a web-based peer-assessment platform which we built for this
project. Since the goal of our work is to predict students’ midterm and final exam
scores, we designed our experiment as follows:

3.1 Homework Design

The homework activities included two main tasks: write a reading note and rate
the reading notes written by other students. Textbook reading notes could tell us
what the knowledge points that students had learned, and they could also gave a
sense of which part of the class made them felt difficult. According to the reading
notes, we could easily figure out what content of the course students pay more
attention to, and what important point was easy to be missed. Thus, we chose
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reading notes as weekly homework for the course. In each week, the instructor gave
a lecture for a new chapter, and the students were asked to write a reading note for
this chapter independently. They were not allowed to seek help from classmates.
Besides, anonymity was preserved as students did not know whose notes they were
rating. The time of completion of tasks was also logged by the system for reference.

3.2 Examination Design

There were two examinations for the course, namely, the midterm exam and the
final exam. In both of the exams, we set up like that (1) all the questions have the
same score, (2) each question only belongs to one chapter, and (3) all the chapters
have the same number of questions appearing in the exam.

3.3 Data Collection

In total, there were 36 students writing reading notes for all 9 chapters in the
textbook. We required the students to make at least five notes for each chapter. Thus,
we collected 1645 reading notes at the end of the experiment period.

4 Language Model and Prediction Model

In this section, we first use the Two-Step LDA model as our baseline to solve
the exam score prediction problem. To address the defects in the Two-Step LDA,
we introduce the combination of the Topic model and the Latent Variable Model,
which is named as the Topic-Based Latent Variable Model. After that, we use the
topics extracted by the Topic-Based Latent Variable Model (TB-LVM) to construct a
knowledge graph. Finally, we propose a graph embedding model for the knowledge
graph as another approach.

4.1 Two-Step LDA Model

In natural language processing, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [9, 10] is a topic
model used to identify topics in a set of documents. It provides the probability
distribution of the topics for each document. At the same time, it is an unsupervised
learning algorithm, which only requires the document set and the number of
specified topics rather than a manually labeled training set during training. For our
purpose, we first used the LDA models to extract the topic features for each reading
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Fig. 1 The pipeline of the
Two-Step LDA

note. All the topic feature vectors were used to train a three-layer neural network.
The observed examination grades were applied as the ground truth of the neural
network. Then, we used the three-layer neural network to predict the examination
score of the test set.

4.1.1 Pipeline of Two-Step LDA

As Fig. 1 shows, we first use the Stemming method to reduce inflected and derived
words to their word stem. Then, we used the TFIDF filter to remove the unimportant
words for reading notes of each chapter, which is not relevant to the core knowledge
points of the chapter. In a textbook, the topic of each chapter should be different.
Therefore, if a word appears in each chapter, the word must be irrelevant to the
topics of the chapter. We use the TFIDF value to represent the relevance between a
word and a chapter. We use �wsi to denote the reading notes of student s for chapter
i; and di is the collection of all students’ reading notes for chapter i, which is di =
{ �wsi |s ∈ Student}. The TFIDF value of the word w in chapter j will be

T Fj (w) = C(w, dj )

C(dj )
ln

(
N

|{d|C(w, di) �= 0&i = 1 . . . N}|
)

where C(w, dj ) is the number of occurrences of word w in a collection d of reading
notes for chapter j and C(di) is the total number of words in di . The TFIDF module
will filter out the words with a TFIDF value 0 from the word list of the chapter.

We trained LDA models for the reading notes of each chapter. For the training
of the LDA model, we determine the number of the topics for each chapter with the
number of concepts listed in the chapter. In the next step, we use our LDA model to
convert the student’s reading note �wsi into a topic vector �tsi . The kth component in
this vector corresponds to the frequency of the kth Topic appearing in the Reading
Note.

The relationship between the student’s exam score and the topic vector of each
chapter is as follows:
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f ∼ N(f |f (Ts; θ, �α), β−1) = N(f |σ(
∑

c

acσ (�θT
c · �Tsc), �β−1))

where σ(x) = 1
1+exp{−x} . The subscript c of the parameter θ represents the weight

of each topic in chapter c. The subscript c of the parameter represents the weight of
each topic in chapter c. And the c component in parameter �a represents the weight
of chapter c. The maximum likelihood estimation results of the corresponding
parameters can be calculated using the least square method.

4.1.2 Cross-Validation Result

We run the leave-one-person-out (LOPO) evaluations for our Two-Step LDA
model. Table 1 shows the prediction results from the LOPO evaluations. Each row
corresponds to one LOPO evaluation. The average difference between the prediction
and the truth of the midterm exam is 12.03; and the standard deviation of the
midterm exam score is 14.38. For the final exam, the average difference is 13.69
and the standard deviation is 16.56.

4.1.3 Discussion

The problem of Two-Step LDA is that the original model of LDA is searching for a
Latent structure that maximizes the overall probability, but what we need our task is
a latent structure that can highlight the difference in student performance. In other
words, since the objective function Pr{F |W } = Pr{F,W }/P r{W }, the objective
function of the feature extraction maxP r{W } will hold the training result back.

4.2 Topic-Based Latent Variable Model

In this subsection, we combine the modeling assumptions of LDA to build a Proba-
bilistic Generative model. After appropriately modifying the modeling assumptions,
we use the Probabilistic Generative model to derive the corresponding discrim-
inative model and then obtain the evaluation function for our training process.
We named the model with the Topic-Based Latent Variable Model (TB-LVM).
Since our model contains latent variables, we will next introduce the Expectation
Maximum Algorithm for optimal parameters searching. Then, we will analyze the
cross-validation result of the TB-LVM.
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4.2.1 Probabilistic Generative Model

As the core of LDA, the De Finetti theorem [11] provides a way to weaken the
modeling assumptions. By introducing Latent variables, the original exchangeable
sequence is transformed into a conditional independence sequence. Following this
idea, the modeling assumptions of our TB-LVM are the following:

– Assume that the grades of the students are independent of each other. Ignore the
cooperation among the students.

– Assume that the knowledge points of chapter i and chapter j are independent.
Ignore the interdependence between knowledge points, that is, the knowledge
points are context-independent.

– The words in the student’s reading notes are exchangeable. The order in which
the characters appear does not affect the reading.

– Each reading note corresponds to one topic. Let gc devote to the topic of chapter
c; the topics for all chapter is �g =< g1, . . . , gc >.

– The final grade f is only related to the subject in the reading notes, that is,
Pr{f |g,W } = Pr{f |g}.

– The topic of chapter i has an influence on the distribution of knowledge points
in chapter i, �θi =< θi1, . . . , θik >; θik is the probability of observing the kth
knowledge point in chapter i.

– Knowledge point z affects word distribution in notes.

With these modeling assumptions, we built a Bayesian network (Fig. 2). The
algebraic expression of the Bayesian network is

Pr{f, �g, θ, Z,W } = Pr{f |�g} · Pr{�g, θ, Z,W }

Derived from modeling the fourth assumption:

Pr{f, �g, θ, Z,W } = Pr{f |�g} ·
∏
i

P r{gi, �θi, �zi, �wi}

Derived from modeling the second assumption:

Pr{f, �g, θ, Z,W } = Pr{f |�g} ·
∏
i

(
Pr{gi} · Pr{�θi |gi} · Pr{�zi, �wi |�θi}

)

Derived from modeling the sixth assumption:

Pr{f, �g, θ, Z, W } = Pr{f |�g} ·
∏
i

(
Pr{gi} · Pr{�θi |gi} ·

∏
j

(P r{wij |zij } · Pr{zij |�θi})
)

Derived from modeling the De Finetti theorem and the exchangeable property:
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Fig. 2 The Bayesian network

4.2.2 Probabilistic Discriminative Model

The probability of observing the reading Node W for a given student is

Pr{W } =
∑
f

∑
�g

∑
θ

∑
Z

P r{f, �g, θ, Z,W } =
∑
�g

∑
θ

∑
Z

(
Pr{�g, θ, Z,W } ·

(∑
f

P r{f |�g}
))

Since
∑

f P r{f |�g} = 1,

Pr{W } =
∑
�g

∑
θ

∑
Z

Pr{�g, θ, Z, W } =
∏
i

(∑
�θi

P r{�θi } ·
∏
j

(∑
Z

Pr{wij |z} · Pr{z|�θi }
))

Also, we have

Pr{f,W } =
∑
�g

∑
θ

∑
Z

P r{f, �g, θ, Z,W }

=
∑
�g

(
Pr{f |�g} ·

∏
i

(∑
�θi

P r{gi, �θi} ·
∏
j

(∑
Z

P r{wij |z} · Pr{z|�θi}
)))

Thus,

Pr{f |W } = Pr{f,W }
Pr{W }

=
∑
�g

(
Pr{f |�g} ·

∏
i

∑
�θi

P r{gi, �θi} ·∏j

(∑
Z P r{wij |z} · Pr{z|�θi}

)
∑

�θi
P r{�θi} ·∏j

(∑
Z P r{wij |z} · Pr{z|�θi}

)
)

In order to simplify the model as much as possible, we assume the student’s
final score distribution is a mixed Gaussian model Pr{f |�g} ∼ N(f |μ�g, σ�g).
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Each category corresponds to a permutation and combination of a topic, and the
probability of the corresponding permutation and combination depends on the
content of the notes submitted by the student.

Assuming there is a one-to-one correspondence between knowledge points and
topics. We can get

Pr{�θi, gi} = Pr{�θi |gi} ∗ Pr{gi} =
{

Pr{gi}, if gi mapping with θi

0, otherwise

With the assumption that student performance is independent of each other, the
probability of the entire data set is

ln

{ ∏
s∈student

P r{f (s)|W(s)}
}
=

∑
s∈student

ln {Pr{f (s)|W(s)}

=
∑

s∈student

ln

{∑
�g

P r{f (s)|�g,μ,Σ} ·
∏
i

P r{gi = t | �wi, β}
}

Although the maximum likelihood estimation expression of the entire model has
been obtained, considering the existence of the latent variable, directly using the
steepest descent to calculate the optimal parameter will encounter problems such
as Untraceable [12]. Therefore, we use Expectation Maximum to transform the
problem into argmaxθnewinΘ

∑
P(z|x, θold ) ln {P(x, z|θnew)} problem.

4.2.3 Cross-Validation Result

When the set of reading notes of the student W is observed, the student’s grade
f is subject to the distribution Pr{f |W }. We have two ways to predict the
exam score of the student, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) fMLE =
argmaxf∈Z+ P({f |W }) and moment estimation (ME). Ef |W = ∑

Pr{�g|W } · μ�g
Table 1 lays out the results of the LOPO evaluation of the MLF approach and
the ME approach with the assumption that there are only two types of knowledge
points. For midterm exams, the average difference and the standard deviation of
the MLE approach are 5.60 and 7.79, respectively. The prediction results of the
ME approach give an average difference of 5.84 and a standard deviation of 7.63.
Compared with the Two-Step LDA model, the prediction error is reduced by half.
The prediction results of the final exam also indicate that the TB-LVM model has
the same improvement. The MLF approach gets a 6.17 average difference and an
8.68 standard deviation. Likewise, the average difference and the standard deviation
of the EM model are 5.89 and 7.72, respectively.
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Table 1 The results of LOPO evaluations for the Two-Step LDA and the TB-LVM

Midterm Mid 2S- Midterm
truth LDA MLE Midterm ME Final truth 2s-LDA Final MLE Final ME

85 83 85 81.80 78 76 81 79.82

75 100 83 84.96 85 92 80 78.29

81 87 87 87.20 68 54 86 82.49

83 88 85 84.85 83 100 81 80.34

85 79 80 79.03 84 94 82 76.80

90 100 87 86.38 82 100 82 80.98

85 99 86 85.44 82 98 84 84.07

86 79 84 82.90 83 100 82 81.52

89 100 84 83.62 82 92 82 81.11

78 100 84 83.51 88 84 80 76.38

87 95 84 84.35 83 89 86 86.02

87 79 86 85.99 79 90 84 83.11

89 77 83 76.59 90 50 81 75.92

93 63 81 79.08 86 100 87 83.56

83 86 82 78.86 81 99 81 80.08

78 83 86 86.19 82 50 63 71.44

74 72 85 84.53 75 89 85 84.83

100 100 85 83.33 96 84 83 82.44

70 100 95 89.52 77 86 82 79.51

87 87 83 84.00 85 64 84 84.21

80 96 86 84.72 74 100 64 74.08

89 87 83 82.79 91 96 83 83.05

78 93 85 84.35 76 79 80 78.66

87 80 85 84.51 80 79 84 81.58

76 81 85 84.00 60 74 85 83.43

89 71 86 85.84 80 100 84 83.58

58 82 78 75.06 79 89 83 83.12

83 100 81 80.84 82 92 87 86.24

79 78 82 81.31 73 86 83 83.55

86 86 88 89.35 87 100 83 81.50

84 50 78 76.86 75 83 78 77.66

82 86 80 80.11 84 82 83 83.07

88 96 87 86.93 90 100 82 82.01

81 69 83 80.59 60 100 79 78.60

84 53 85 84.86 84 98 84 83.58

4.3 Knowledge Graph Model

In previous research [5], we use learning behaviors to predict student performance.
With TB-LVM, we predict student performance by analyzing the reading notes.
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Fig. 3 The knowledge graph

For further exploration, we studied how to combine these two kinds of data in
one prediction model. One straightforward approach is to build a knowledge graph
(Fig. 3) to combine the learning behavior information and the reading notes topic
information. Then, the graph embedding method can be applied to this knowledge
graph to obtain a general description vector of the student. With the description
vector, we can determine the grade of the student.

Let gi denote the topic of chapter i, and Wi(s) is the reading note of the student S

for chapter i. We use TB-LVM to get the topic distribution for each chapter for the
student. The probability that the student s has mentioned Topic gi is Pr{gi |Ws}. Let
h

(s)
ij be the intensity of the relevant learning behavior feature recorded by student

s when completing chapter j reading notes. The probability that student s exhibits
behavior Bij in the homework of chapter j is Pr{Bij |h(s)

ij }.

4.3.1 Leaning Behavior LVM

First of all, we need to make appropriate adjustments to the previous work [5]. In
the previous research, we focused on the relationship between the learning behavior
features of each chapter and the final student performance. In this work, we need
to get the probability that the student has a specific Learning Behavior based on the
strength of each learning behavior feature (Table 2) by a learning behavior LVM.
Thus, we use a new Bayesian network (Fig. 4) to construct the learning behavior
LVM. The variables of the new model are listed in Table 3.
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Table 2 Learning behavior and behavior feature

Learning behavior Behavior feature

Willing to ask question The total number of questions issued in his reading note

Submit in time The number of late days

Hard working The total time spend on the reading note

Perfectionism The total number of edit and delete operations

Fig. 4 The Bayesian network
for the learning behavior
LVM

Table 3 The variables of the behavior LVM

Notation Type Meaning

H(s) Observable vector The interaction history of the student s

�Hi(s) Observable vector The interaction history of the student s for the chapter i

hij (s) Observable vector The strength of j th behavior feature of the student s for the
chapter i

hij Parameter The threshold of j th behavior for chapter i Because different
chapter has different difficulty and importance

βj Parameter The weight of j th behavior (Different chapter use the same
weight)

Bj Latent variable The j th behavior
�B Latent variable The learning behavior for the chapter i

gi Latent variable The grade for chapter i

�g Latent variable The grade of each chapter covered by examination

wi Parameter The importance of grade from chapter i

f (s) Target vector The examination score associated with student s

4.3.2 Graph Embedding

After training topic LVM and behavior LVM with the training data set and the
existing model parameters, we obtained the adjacency matrix of student s and the
topic g

(Tij )|s|×|g| = (P r{gi |Sj })|s|×|g|.
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The adjacency matrix of student s and learning habits b is

(Bij )|s|×|B| = (P r{bi |Sj })|s|×|B|.

The adjacency matrix of students s and their results in the training data set is

(Fij )|s|×|f | = (P r{fi |Sj })|s|×|f |.

Student scores are divided into grade levels (A+, A, B+, B, C+, C, D). Above
grade level D, every 5 is a new level. For example, level D corresponds to [0, 70],
level C level corresponds to (70, 75], and A+ corresponds to (95, 100].

In order to obtain the score of the object s, we used the probability of the occur-
rence of each edge to randomly generate 2000 graphs (denoted as G1, . . . ,G2000).
Then, we applied TransH on each graph and got the prediction results of the score in
the graph. Let fi(s) denote the prediction result of the test object s in the i-th graph.

The mathematical expectations is E(s) =
∑N

i=1 fi(s)

N
.

4.3.3 Cross-Validation Result

Table 4 gives the results of leave-one-person-out evaluations of the knowledge graph
embedding model. The accuracy of the midterm exam performance prediction is
41.7%, and the accuracy of the final exam performance prediction is 33.3%. The
results are not as good as some of our previous methods.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we use the Latent Variable method to construct a TB-LVM, which
achieves acceptable prediction results for examination scores. Compared to the
Two-Step LDA model, the TB-LVM doubles the accuracy. We also explore a graph
embedding method to combine the topic LVM and behavior LVM, in order to obtain
a comprehensive description of student performance. However, the result of the
knowledge graph embedding does not reach the desired accuracy. The main reason
is that behavior features do not distinguish the students well, which essentially
results in doing graph embedding over topic LVM. As future work, we plan to
compare against more machine learning prediction models.
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Deep Metric Similarity Clustering

Shuanglu Dai, Pengyu Su, and Hong Man

1 Introduction

Data clustering based on similarity measures has been studied as a fundamental
topic in data mining and machine learning for decades. Well-known clustering meth-
ods such as spectral clustering [26], affinity propagation [6], minimum spanning
trees [23], and normalized cut [30] are mainly based on certain data similarities.
While it is relatively easy to partition the type of data possessing consistent
similarities, a wider range of real-world data with implicit non-linear similarities
is more challenging for clustering.

Conventional clustering methods often construct certain non-linear similarity
functions explicitly with special geometric and subspace properties. Typical meth-
ods include manifold clustering, subspace clustering [8], spectral clustering, etc.
Manifold clustering identifies a low-dimensional manifold to represent the structure
of the data while maintaining linear similarities of the data. Methods using manifold
embedding have shown promising performance on clustering data with implicit
shape structures such as sphere, spiral, trefoils, and Mobius bands [7]. Subspace
clustering optimizes a collection of subspaces to represent the observed data. Data
sparsity can be easily introduced in these methods for clustering high-dimensional
data. Spectral clustering introduces low-rank subspaces of the affinity matrix to
encode the cluster information. Compared to subspace clustering and manifold
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clustering, spectral clustering can be adapted to various types of data with properly
defined kernel functions. In addition, graph cut provides a different view of using
data similarities for clustering. Besides pair-wise potentials, unary potentials are
also modeled as energy terms in these graph cut-based methods [20, 22].

Recent studies on clustering have mainly focused on specific extensions to
conventional methods for improved performance. The approaches include exploring
multi-view of data, similarity learning, as well as co-training. Kumar et al. proposed
a co-training method to obtain a semi-supervised similarity matrix from multi-view
of data, which extends spectral clustering to various vision tasks [21]. Nie et al.
proposed to estimate multi-view similarities on projected data spaces. For efficiency,
similarities were estimated from a linearly projected space. Unfortunately, such
setting restricts the application of their method [27, 28]. Gao et al. proposed a multi-
view subspace method for clustering collections of visual features [9].

While many existing clustering methods have been introduced using multi-view
feature collections, there lacks of effective end-to-end methods for unsupervised
similarity learning and clustering. Hershey et al. proposed a deep clustering method
to separate multi-speakers from a single channel [12]. However, this method can
only be applied to acoustic sequences.

This paper proposes a deep metric clustering method with simultaneous non-
linear similarity learning and clustering. First of all, a deep metric network is
proposed to approximate implicit non-linear data similarities. The graph Laplacian
matrix is introduced for cluster assignment. A co-training approach of the deep
metric network is adopted to further improve visual data clustering. A stochastic
optimization method and a sparse similarity learning are introduced to achieve
high-level algorithm efficiency for similarity learning and deep metric network
updating on large-scale data sets. Finally, the theoretical connection between the
proposed method and spectral clustering is discussed. The proposed method is
evaluated on both synthetic and benchmark machine learning data sets. Real-world
visual data sets are employed to evaluate the clustering performance with co-
trained optimal deep metric networks. Experimental results show that the proposed
method outperforms the benchmark methods and related state-of-the-art methods in
clustering various data types.

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. First, this
paper proposes an end-to-end model for simultaneous data similarity learning
and clustering. Second, non-linear data similarities are approximated by the pro-
posed deep metric network for clustering various data types. Third, a stochastic
optimization method is proposed, which improves the efficiency of the learning
algorithm on large-scale data sets. Fourth, the co-training method introduced in
this paper further improves the clustering performance. A residual self-expressive
metric network (ResEM-Net) is introduced in this paper for deep metric co-training
and clustering on visual data. Figure 1 illustrates the network structure of ResEM-
Net. This paper constructs the non-linear mapping fW using residual convolution
blocks [11] with an implicit self-expressive layer [17]. The proposed deep metric
dfW

(Z1, Z2) measures the closeness of pairs of samples (X1, X2) in their self-
expressive subspaces (Z1, Z2).
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Fig. 1 Residual self-expressive metric network (ResEM-Net) for visual clustering

2 Related Works

2.1 Clustering Based on Affinity Space

Data affinities have been explored as a useful property for clustering. Clustering
methods using data affinities such as spectral clustering and affinity propagation
have been widely applied to data mining and visual clustering [6]. Dueck et al. pro-
posed an affinity propagation method for unsupervised image categorization. Their
work is applied to dynamically clustering visual data with increasing categories.
In addition to pairwise affinities, graph cut-based methods are also able to model
unary energy induced by data samples. Ng et al. discovered that the subspace of the
graph Laplacian matrix could properly encode cluster information [26]. Although
affinity transformations have been well explored, the construction of data affinity
space is still limited to pre-defined kernels. Recent attempts to remedy this issue
can be mainly summarized in the following.

Multi-View Subspace Affinity Nie et al. proposed that data similarities from
multi-view features could be properly approximated by projected and weighted
Euclidean distances [27, 28]. Their method was applied to various types of data by
introducing data locality. However, the linear projection prevents the embedding of
non-linear similarities. Moreover, exhaustive similarity estimations for all data pairs
make their algorithm inefficient on large-scale data sets. Gao et al. proposed to learn
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data affinities from sparse subspaces for clustering high-dimensional visual data [9].
Their work showed that learning subspaces from multi-view visual features could
improve the targeted clustering. However, it is nontrivial to identify and explore
visual feature combinations for optimal performance.

Deep Subspace Affinity Besides multi-view features, convolutional auto-encoders
have also been explored as an effective approach for representative and dis-
criminative feature learning [13]. Subspace affinities from deep auto-encoders
have been recently studied for clustering analysis. Xie et al. proposed a deep
subspace embedding to simultaneously address deep embedding and clustering. A
representative deep subspace was obtained by their method [34]. Ji et al. explored a
deep subspace clustering network (DSC-Net) with a self-expressive layer as sparse
subspace [17]. However, their method did not optimize clustering in an end-to-
end fashion. Huang et al. improved the deep subspace embedding with a similarity
constraint [15]. However, the selection of pre-defined similarity function in their
method is nontrivial.

2.2 Deep Metric Learning

Learning discriminative distance metric has been studied for decades, and non-
linear distance metrics have been well explored. Information theoretic distance
measures such as Mahalanobis distance and manifold distances have shown great
effectiveness in clustering and classification [3, 4, 32]. These distances can be
viewed as similarity measures for distributions of data samples or sets [16].

However, estimating large-scale metrics for high-dimensional data is often
intractable. For symmetric distance metrics such as Mahalanobis distance, low-
rank factorization can be adopted to mitigate such a problem. With a low-rank
square root matrix factorization, Hu et al. transformed the Mahalanobis distance
to an Euclidean distance on a projected space, where the non-linear projection can
be approximated by deep networks [14]. The deep metric learning can be further
transferred to different data sets for face verification and person reidentification
[18].

3 Deep Metric Similarity Clustering

Clustering high-dimensional and multichannel data is generally a challenging
problem. Information theoretic distances such as Mahalanobis distances have been
studied as effective measures for such data [4]. Given N high-dimensional and
multichannel data samples X={xi∈Rd}i=1,...,N , Mahalanobis distance for (xi, xj )∈
X is defined by
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dA(xi, xj ) =
√

(xi − xj )T A(xi − xj ) (1)

where the distance metric A is symmetric positive definite (SPD). With a low-rank
factorization A=WWT ,W∈Rd ′×d , d ′<d, the Mahalanobis distance can be relaxed
to

dW (xi, xj ) =
√

(xi − xj )T WT W(xi − xj )

=
√

(Wxi −Wxj )T (Wxi −Wxj )

= ||Wxi −Wxj ||2,W ∈ R
d ′×d , d ′ < d

(2)

However, a linearly projected space is not effective for non-linearly related data
samples. Therefore, this paper introduces a non-linear mapping g : Rd → R

d ′′ as a
generalized distance metric. The non-linear function g in this paper is approximated
by a multilayer convolutional mapping followed by a linear mapping W at the last
stage, which is in the form of a deep neural network. Introducing function fW(x) =
Wg(x) where mapping fW : Rd→R

d ′′ →R
d ′ , the Mahalanobis distance can be

generalized by

dfW
(xi, xj ) = ||fW(xi)− fW(xj )||2

= dW (g(xi), g(xj )),W∈Rd ′′×d ′ , d ′ < d
(3)

An implicit subspace g(x) can be approximated by learning the network fW .
Distance dW (g(xi), g(xj )) measures the non-linear data similarity in domain R

+,
where the upper bound of the similarity cannot be well defined. Therefore, a
probability measure is introduced to remedy such an issue. Let a density distribution
p(xi, xj ) = sij ,

∑
j sij = 1,∀i, 0 ≤ sij ≤ 1 measure how likely the distance

relationship between xi and xj exists. The similarity measure sij can be estimated
by the following max-margin optimization.

max
sij

∑
i,j

(d2
fW

(xi, xj )−τ)(1−sij ), s.t.
∑
j

sij=1,∀i, 0≤sij≤1,∀j (4)

where τ > 0 is the similarity margin. The i-th sample xi and the j-th sample xj

are dissimilar when d2
fW

(xi, xj ) > τ , and they are similar when d2
fW

(xi, xj )≤ τ .
Correspondingly in Eq. 4, sij→0 maximizes the objective function when xi and xj

are dissimilar; sij→1 maximizes the objective function when xi and xj are similar.
Compared to the distance measure, assigning clusters based on the similarity affinity
sij incorporates finite similarity boundaries defined by a probability measure.
However, Eq. 4 is a linear programming and a trivial solution can be obtained by
the extreme points of the convex set {sij |∑jsij =1,∀i, 0≤ sij ≤1,∀j}, where for

the i-th sample, only the entity with minimum d2
fW

is 1 and the other entities are
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zeros. Such an issue can be avoided by introducing sparsity penalties s2
ij ,∀i, j to

the objective function.
Based on the similarity affinity, the computational framework of spectral clus-

tering is further introduced for cluster assignment. Denoting an SPD matrix S=
[sT

1 , . . . , sT
N ] formed by si ,∀i, where vector si=[si1, . . . , siN ] parameterizes the

similarity probability measure on the i-th sample, the Laplacian matrix of S is
computed by LS=DS−(S+ST )/2 where the degree matrix DS=diag(

∑
j (s1j+

sj1), . . . ,
∑

j (sNj+sjN))/2. As proposed by Ng et al. [26], minimizing the spectral

tr(YcLSYc) assigns the clusters on the subspace Yc, where Yc ∈RN×c′ , YcY
T
c = I

is introduced as a cluster assignment matrix for c clusters encoded by the c’-
dimensional subspace. Together with Eq. 4, an end-to-end optimization problem for
simultaneous metric learning, similarity learning, and clustering can be formulated
as

min
fW ,sij ,Yc

γ tr(YcLSYc)+
∑
i,j

[(d2
fW

(xi, xj )−τ)(sij−1)+βs2
ij ]

s.t.
∑
j

sij = 1,∀i, 0 ≤sij≤ 1,∀j, YcY
T
c =I, Yc ∈ R

n×c
(5)

where s2
ij is introduced as a penalty term to avoid trivial solution of sij . Parameters γ

and β are introduced to control the objective function values induced by the spectral
cluster assignment term and the penalty term.

4 Optimizations

The alternating directional method of multipliers (ADMM) is adopted to solve
the optimized metric network fW , similarity sij , and cluster assignment Yc [1].
The optimization w.r.t. Yc with fixed sij and fW is a typical spectral clustering
minYc tr(YcLSYc), s.t.YcY

T
c = I, Yc ∈ R

n×c, where Y ∗c is solved by the eigen-
vectors of LS with smallest c’ eigenvalues. The optimization w.r.t. sij with fixed Yc

and fW can be formulated as

min
sij

∑
i,j

(γ ||yi − yj ||22sij+(d2
fW

(xi, xj )−τ)sij+βs2
ij )

s.t.sT
i 1 = 1,∀i, 0 ≤si≤ 1, yi, yj ∈ R

1×c′
(6)

where 1 ∈ R
N×1 denotes an all-one vectors; yi, yj are the i-th and j-th row vectors

of Yc. Introducing a cluster-sample distance d
y,f
ij = γ ||yi−yj ||22+(d2

fW
(xi, xj )−τ)

with vector denotation d
y,f
i = [dy,f

i1 , . . . , d
y,f
iN ], Eq. 6 can be reformulated as the

following problem.
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min
si

||si − 1

2β
d

y,f
i ||22, s.t.sT

i 1 = 1, 0 ≤si≤ 1,∀i (7)

In practice, a locally connected graph may achieve better performance. Given data
with only k related nearest neighbors (k < N ), the sub-optimal of sij with fixed Yc

and fW can be solved by KKT condition as follows.

si=(−d
y,f
i

2β
+ u)+,u=1

k
+ 1

2kβ
(d

y,f
i 1k) (8)

where u = [u1, . . . , uN ] denotes the Lagrangian multipliers w.r.t si ; 1k ∈ R
N×1 is

introduced to denote a sparse vector with k ones and N-k zeros. Introducing locality
benefits the proposed clustering method in two aspects. First, the computation of
the SPD matrix S can be largely reduced. Second, the following inequalities can be
derived to determine the parameter value of β.

k

2
d

y,f
i,k − 1

2

k∑
j=1

d
y,f
ij < β ≤ k

2
d

y,f

i,k+1 −
1

2

k∑
j=1

d
y,f
ij ,∀i (9)

Accordingly, β= 1
N

∑N
i=1(

k
2d

y,f

i,k+1−1
2

∑k
j=1 d

y,f
i,k ) is set in this paper.

With fixed similarity S and cluster assignment Yc, the deep metric network fW

can be approximated by solving

min
fW

J (fW )=
∑
i,j

||fW(xi)−fW(xj )||22(sij−1) (10)

In each iteration, the deep non-linear distance measure dfW
is consistently updated

to approach the data similarity S. The proposed loss function is in the form of a
soft-margin loss. Adam optimizer is used to estimate fW [19].

Two challenging issues exist when learning the metric network on a data set
with N instances. First, N2 pairs of instances are necessary to be constructed for
optimizing Eq. 10, which exponentially increases training and test computations.
Second, the number of dissimilar pairs is c-1 times of the number of the similar
pairs for data evenly labeled in c classes. Except for c=2, the constructed pairs are
unbalanced for training in terms of similarity. Therefore, a stochastic method is
introduced to remedy these challenging issues. Dividing N2 to the loss function, the
objective function J (fW ) can be derived by

1

N2
J (fW )= 1

N

∑
i

1

N

∑
j

||fW(xi)−fW (xj )||22(sij−1)

lim
N→∞

1

N2 J (fW ) = Exi
Exj |xi

[||fW(xi)− fW(xj )||22sij ]
(11)
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According to the Monte Carlo method, J (fW ) can be approximated as the expecta-
tion over xj and xi given xj using large epochs but small randomly sampled batches.
Hence, we propose to first randomly sample M2 samples from X and then sample
M1 samples from X to pair with them. M1×M2�N2 pairs of data are constructed and
fed back to update fW in each epoch. The deep metric learning can also be balanced
in terms of similarity by the proposed sampling. For simplicity, M1=M2=M is set
in this paper. The detailed procedure for deep metric similarity clustering is given
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Deep metric similarity clustering (DMSC)

procedure DMSC(Data set {xi ∈ R
d}i=1,...,N , initialized metric network fW ,

similarity margin τ , spectral penalty γ , connection sparsity k, encoding subspace
dimension c’, cluster number c, metric learning epochs N, batch size M)

Initialize fW

Initialize sij by Eq. 8, with d
y,f
ij ←d2

fW
(xi, xj )−τ,∀i, j

while not converge do
LS ← DS + S+ST

2
Yc ←Eigenvector(LS) with c’ smallest eigenvalue
d2
fW
← Metric-Learning(X,S,fW ,N,M)

d
y,f
ij ←γ ||yi−yj ||22+(d2

fW
(xi, xj )−τ), yi, yj∈Yc,∀i, j

Update S = [sT
1 , ..., sT

N ] by Eq. 8
end while

clusters← K-means(Yc,c)
return clusters, Yc, S

procedure Metric-Learning(Data set X, similarity matrix S, Network fW , epochs
N, sample size M, similarity margin τ )
Initialize d2

fW
(xp, xq),∀xp, xq ∈ X

i=1,...,N
{(zj1, zj2), j∈[1,M]} ← Sampling(X,M,d2

fW
,τ )

fW← Backward loss 1
M2

∑
j1<j2 d2

fW
(X[zj1], X[zj2])S[zj1, zj2]

Update d2
fW

(xp, xq),∀xp, xq ∈ X

end for
return d2

fW
(xp, xq),∀xp, xq ∈ X

procedure Sampling(Data set X, sample size M, distance d, similarity margin τ )
X indices {z1,j , j∈[1,M]}←Random sample{x∈X}
X indices {z2,j , j ∈[1,M/2]}←Random sample{x ∈X, d(z1,j , x)>τ }, X

indices {z2,j , j∈[M/2+ 1,M]}←Random sample{x∈X, d(z1,j , x)≤τ }
return Pairs of indices {(z1,j , z2,j ), j∈[1,M]}
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4.1 A Large-Scale Network Co-training Approach

The DMSC procedure in Algorithm 1 provides an end-to-end solution for deep met-
ric similarity learning and clustering. However, the procedure Metric− Learning

is called multiple times in the outer loop for updating the deep network. Let O(N1)

denote the complexity of the outer loop and O(N2) denote the complexity of the
inner loop. The computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N1N2). Large-
scale networks have large N2, which leads to inefficient clustering. Therefore, a
co-training approach is further introduced to remedy this issue by reducing the
complexity to O(N1 +N2).

Given a subset of data Xs∈X with labeled similarities {l(xi, xj ) ∈ Xs ∀i, j}, a
near-optimal deep metric fW can be pre-trained as distance measure. Let l(xi, xj ) =
1 if xi, xj are similar and 0 otherwise, an expected minimum square error (MSE)
loss can be constructed by

min
fW

Exi
Exj |xi

(τ (l(xi, xj )− 1)+ dfW
(xi, xj )))

2
(12)

to optimize the deep metric. With an optimal distance df ∗W , samples xi, xj are

dissimilar if d2
f ∗W

(xi, xj )>
τ
2 ; otherwise similar.

Given an optimized network f ∗W , the proposed model in Eq. 5 can be rewritten as

min
sij ,Yc

γ tr(YcLSYc)+
∑
i,j

(d2
f ∗W

(xi, xj )sij + βs2
ij )

s.t.
∑
j

sij = 1,∀i, 0 ≤sij≤ 1,∀j, YcY
T
c =I, Y ∈ R

n×c
(13)

Let d
y,f ∗
ij =γ ||yi−yj ||22+d2

f ∗W
(xi, xj ),∀i, j with vector d

y,f ∗
i =[dy,f ∗

i1 , . . . , d
y,f ∗
iN ]. The

solution to si with fixed Yc becomes

si=(−d
y,f ∗
i

2β
+ u∗)+,u∗=1

k
+ 1

2kβ
(d

y,f ∗
i 1k) (14)

The detailed procedures for deep metric co-training and clustering with optimized
distance measure are described in Algorithm 2. The Sampling procedure proposed
in Algorithm 1 is reused by Algorithm 2 for labeled data sampling, where the data
label L is considered as a true distance with similarity margin of 0.5.
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Algorithm 2 Similarity clustering with optimized metric (Optim-MSC)
procedure Optimal-MSC(Data Set X, Similarity labeled data Xs , similarity
label L={l(xi, xj ),∀xi, xj ∈ Xs}, learning epochs N, batch size M, initialized
metric network fW , similarity margin τ ,spectral penalty γ , connection sparsity k,
encoding subspace dimension c’, cluster number c)

f ∗W ← Metric-Learner(Xs ,L,N,M, fW ,τ )
Compute d2

f ∗W
(xp, xq),∀xp, xq ∈ X

while not converge do
LS ← DS + S+ST

2
Yc ←Eigenvector(LS) with c’ smallest eigenvalue
d

y,f ∗
ij ←γ ||yi−yj ||22+d2

f ∗W
(xi, xj ), yi, yj∈Yc,∀i, j

Update S = [sT
1 , ..., sT

N ] by Eq. 14
end while
clusters← K-means(Yc,c)
return clusters, Yc, S

procedure Metric-Learner(Similarity labeled data Xs , similarity label
L={l(xi, xj ),∀xi, xj ∈ Xs}, learning epochs N, sample size M, initialized
metric network fW , similarity margin τ )

Fori=1,...,N
{(zj1, zj2), j∈[1,M]} ←Sampling(Xs ,M,L,0.5)
Lz←{L(z1,j , z2,j ), j∈[1,M]}
fW ← Backward loss 1

M2

∑
j1<j2(τ (L[z1,j , z2,j ] − 1) +

dfW
(Xs[zj1], Xs[zj2]))2

end for
return fW

5 Connection to Spectral Clustering

Given an optimized network f ∗W , this section shows the proposed model is a
variation of spectral clustering with optimal similarity affinity and deep metric.
Let matrix D∗ = [(d2

f ∗W ,1)
T , . . . , (d2

f ∗W ,N)T ] where d2
f ∗W ,i = [d2

f ∗W
(xi, x1), . . . , d

2
f ∗W

(xi, xN)]. The objective function in Eq. 13 can be rewritten as

J (S, Yc) = γ tr(YcY
T
c LS)+ tr(ST D∗)

= tr(γLS + ST D) = tr(Yc(γLS + ST D∗)Y T
c )

(15)

where Yc ∈ R
N×c′, YcY

T
c = I . Introducing a metric similarity modified Laplacian

matrix LS,D∗ = γLS + ST D∗, the proposed method is in the form of a spectral
clustering.

min
Yc

tr(YcLS,D∗YT
c ), s.t.YcY

T
c = I (16)
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Equation 16 can be degenerated to a spectral clustering with a pre-defined distance
measure df ∗W (xi, xj ) = e||xi−xj ||22 and uniformly distributed similarity relationship

sij = p(xi, xj ) = 1
N

,∀i, where LS,D∗ = γLS +ST D∗ = γLS +LS = (γ +1)LS .
This degeneration shows that the spectral clustering models data affinity with an
explicitly defined distance and uniform similarity density, which is a special case
of the proposed method. With a generalized form in Eq. 16, DMSC and Optim-
MSC are able to achieve optimized affinity for clustering. This advantage makes
the proposed method more effective on complex real-world data with challenging
non-linear relationships.

Besides similarity learning, the learned affinity subspace Yc shows another
difference from spectral clustering. In the proposed method, the learned cluster
assignment Yc lies in the subspace of an optimized deep non-linear affinity dfW

.
With the optimized affinity, the number of dimensions used to encode the cluster
in Yc ∈ R

c′×c can be reduced to as small as possible with a perfect clustering,
i.e., c′ = �log2c� can be set in general as a binary cluster encoder for c clusters.
This property shows that the proposed method can be applied as a minimum cluster
encoder.

6 Experiments

6.1 Experiment Setups

Three properties of the proposed method are evaluated in the experiments. They are
clustering, subspace learning, and cluster encoding. Data visualization is introduced
to evaluate the capability of subspace learning. Clustering accuracy (ACC) and
normalized mutual information (NMI) are introduced to evaluate the clustering

performance. ACC=
∑

� n(C,�)

N
, where n(C, �) denotes the largest number of samples

in some cluster C ∈ [1, c] that matching the true label � ∈ [1, |�|], |�| is the number
of the labels. NMI measures the distribution difference between the cluster and label
space. The dimensions of the cluster assignment subspace are recorded to evaluate
the cluster encoder.

Synthetic data, benchmark machine learning data, and visual recognition data are
used to comprehensively evaluate the proposed clustering method. The benchmark
machine learning data sets used in the experiment include Stock, Pathbased,
Movements, Wine, Compound, Spiral, Yeast, Class, Ecoli, Umist, COIL20, JAFFE,
and USPS, where three sets are shape data, six sets are biological data from
UCI Machine Learning Repository, and the last four sets are image data sets for
hand-written digits recognition, facial expression recognition, and 20-class object
recognition. K-means, spectral clustering (SPCL), ratio-cut [10], normalized-cut
[30], and nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [5] are evaluated on these data
sets as benchmark methods. The clustering and projected clustering with adaptive
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neighbors (CAN, PCAN) proposed by Nie et al. is evaluated as the state-of-the-art
method [27].

Benchmark visual recognition databases including Extended Yale B, ORL,
COIL20, COIL100, Caltech101, MSRCV1, and ETH80 are introduced in the
experiment. For a fair comparison, the same experimental setup in [17] is adopted
on Extended Yale B, ORL, COIL20, and COIL100 databases. Seven classes
from Caltech101 and 20 classes from Caltech101 are selected as two data sets
for evaluation. The seven classes include “tree,” “building,” “airplane,” “cow,”
“face,” “car,” and “bicycle,” and 30 images are sampled for each class. The 20
classes include “binocular,” “brain,” “camera,” “carside,” “faces,” “ferry,” “garfield,”
“hedgehog,” “leopards,” “motobike,” “pagoda,” “rhino,” “snoopy,” “stapler,” “stop-
sign,” “waterlily,” “windsor,” “chair,” “wrench,” and “yin-yang,” and 60 images are
sampled for each class. Seven classes in MSRCV1 including “tree,” “building,”
“airplane,” “cow,” “face,” “car,” and “bicycle” are used, and 30 images per class
are sampled for evaluation. All 8 classes in ETH80 are used and 50 images per class
are sampled in the evaluation. Low-rank representation (LRR) [24], multi-view sub-
space clustering (MSC) [9], co-regularized multi-view spectral clustering (CMSC)
[21], low-rank subspace clustering (LRSC) [31], sparse subspace clustering (SSC)
[8], sparse subspace clustering with orthogonal matching pursuit (SSC-OMP) [35],
efficient dense subspace clustering (EDSC) [35], and deep subspace clustering
network (DSC-Net) [17] are evaluated as comparative state-of-the-art methods.

A general deep structure is introduced to evaluate the synthetic data and
benchmark machine learning data. The structure of the network fW follows input−
Linear − T anh−Linear . For data with N samples, c channels, and d dimensions
d<20, the size of the linear layers is chosen by (d×c×10)+(10×c×10). For data
with N samples, c channels, and d dimensions d<256, the size of the network is
chosen by (d ×c×256)+(256×c×256). For data with N samples, c channels, and d
dimensions d≥256, the size of the network is chosen by (d×c×1024)+(1024×c×1024).
The end-to-end model proposed by Eq. 5 and Algorithm 1 is used on the synthetic
data and benchmark machine learning data. The co-training approach proposed
in Algorithm 2 is evaluated on the visual data. For improved visual clustering,
the state-of-the-art deep networks for visual recognition are adopted to implement
Algorithm 2. The code is available at https://github.com/daishuanglu/dmClustering.

6.2 Evaluations on Synthetic Data

First of all, shape- and distribution-based synthetic data sets are generated to
evaluate the subspace learning and cluster encoding performance obtained by the
proposed clustering Algorithm 1. The dimension of the affinity subspace is strictly
set to c′ = �log2c� as the minimum cluster encoder in this experiment, e.g., c’=1 for
two clusters and c’=2 for two and three clusters. As a related baseline method, the
affinity subspaces obtained by spectral clustering are compared to those obtained
by the proposed method. Note DMSC with optimized affinity always achieves the

https://github.com/daishuanglu/dmClustering
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Table 1 Accuracies (%)
obtained by spectral
clustering and our method for
synthetic data clustering

Methods Crescent moon Circle (3:6:10) Blobs3.0

SPCL 87 66 66

Ours 100 100 89

Fig. 2 Comparative methods for synthetic data clustering. From left to right: the generated data;
results obtained by spectral clustering; the minimum subspace learned by spectral clustering;
results obtained by our method; the minimum subspace learned by our method. (a) Crescent moon
data with 0.1 noise ratio. (b) Three-circle data with 0.05 noise ratio and 3:6:10 diameter ratio. (c)
Three-blobs data with 3.0, 2.5, and 2.0 noises

same cluster space on the synthetic data. We repeat K-means 100 times for spectral
clustering and compare its best possible performances with DMSC.

Three toy data sets are randomly generated with different levels of noise for
evaluation. The data sets are in three different shapes: “crescent moon,” “circle,”
and “Gaussian blob.” The clustering results obtained by the comparative methods
with minimum-dimension cluster encoder are visualized in Fig. 2. The accuracies
obtained by spectral clustering and our method are recorded in Table 1. As shown in
Fig. 2, spectral clustering fails to encode the clusters using minimum dimensions
with 100% cluster separability. Compared to spectral clustering, the proposed
method effectively encodes shapes and distribution-based data on a one-dimensional
line. As presented by Table 1 and Fig. 2c, the proposed method becomes ineffective
when the noisy data samples from different classes become inseparable. Adding
prior data distributions to the proposed model may be able to remedy this issue.
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6.3 Evaluations on Real-World Benchmark Data

Secondly, the real-world benchmark data is used to evaluate the clustering and
cluster encoding performance obtained by the proposed clustering Algorithm 1.
The information of the data sets including the sizes, dimensions, and number of
classes is summarized in Table 2. All the comparative tests are repeated 100 times.
The average ACCs and NMIs are recorded in Table 4. The minimum encoded
cluster assignment dimensions obtained by the comparative methods are recorded
in Table 3.

As presented in Table 4, the proposed method generally outperforms other
comparative methods in terms of ACC and NMI, except that PCAN marginally
outperforms the proposed method on JAFFE data set. This shows that the linear
mapping in PCAN is more suitable to model the data relationships in JAFFE data

Table 2 Summarization of
the 13 benchmark data sets

Data # of instances Dimensions Classes

Umist 165 3456 15

COIL20 1440 1024 20

JAFFE 213 1024 7

USPS 1854 256 10

Stock 950 85 5

Pathbased 300 2 3

Movements 360 90 15

Spiral 312 2 3

Wine 178 13 3

Compound 399 2 6

Yeast 1484 8 10

Glass 219 9 6

Ecoli 327 7 4

Table 3 Dimensions of the
minimum encoded cluster
assignment obtained by the
comparative methods

Data sets Classes SPCL NMF PCAN Ours

Umist 15 50 15 15 10
COIL20 20 80 20 20 5
JAFFE 7 20 7 7 3
USPS 10 50 10 10 4
Stock 5 10 5 5 3
Pathbased 3 10 3 3 2
Movements 15 50 15 15 5
Spiral 3 10 3 3 2
Wine 3 10 3 3 2
Compound 6 20 6 6 3
Yeast 10 15 10 10 4
Glass 6 20 6 6 3
Ecoli 4 20 4 4 2
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sets, while the non-linear mappings in the proposed method can only approximate
them to a certain degree. Besides competitive ACC and NMI, Table 3 further
shows that the proposed method encodes the clusters with their minimum possible
dimensions. In NMF and PCAN, the cluster assignment dimension is modeled
equivalent to the number of clusters. Large-scale matrix factorization will be
required by these methods when the number of clusters is increased. However, the
proposed method is able to avoid this expensive computation by encoding c clusters
to c′ = �log2c� dimension.

6.4 Evaluations on Visual Data

The last experiment evaluates the proposed method with large-scale networks
for visual clustering. The proposed residual self-expressive metric network is
used in this experiment for real-world visual clustering. The proposed co-training
Algorithm 2 is evaluated. In this experiment, the residual convolution blocks and
self-expressive layers of ResEM-Net are adopted to compute the non-linear mapping
fW . The deep metric network dfW

is co-trained based on data similarity. Network
parameters of ResNet-18 trained on ILSVRC15 [11] are used to initialize the
residual convolution blocks. The whole network dfW

is then retrained on target data
sets.

First, the state-of-the-art subspace clustering methods are evaluated on the
ORL, COIL20, COIL100, and Extended Yale-B (EYB) databases. 10, 20, and 30
subjects are obtained from EYB for evaluation. Average ACCs of 20 trials are
recorded in Table 5. As shown by Table 5, the proposed method outperforms the
comparative methods in terms of ACC. This shows the subspace and similarity
measure obtained by ResEM-Net and Optim-MSC are more discriminative than
the comparative methods. Second, the comparative multi-view subspace clustering
methods are evaluated on MSRCV1, ETH80, and Caltech101 (Cal) databases. The
results obtained by these methods are recorded in Table 6. HOG [2], LBP [29],
SIFT [25], color moment [36], and CENTRIST [33] are used as multi-view visual
features by the comparative methods. The subspaces of these features are summed

Table 5 Average ACC (%) obtained by the comparative subspace clustering methods

Methods ORL COIL20 COIL100 EYB10 EYB20 EYB30

LRR 61.75 68.99 40.18 77.78 69.77 62.02

LRSC 67.5 68.25 49.33 69.05 71.24 69.36

SSC 67.5 85.14 55.0 89.88 80.25 71.24

SSC-OMP 64.0 64.1 44.8 87.92 84.84 79.25

EDSC 72.25 85.14 61.87 94.36 90.7 88.76

DSC-Net 86.0 94.86 69.2 98.41 98.20 97.93

Ours 100 100 85.83 100 98.27 98.15
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Table 6 Average ACC (%) and NMI (%) obtained by the comparative multi-view subspace
clustering methods

Cal7 MSRCV1 ETH80 Cal20

Methods ACC NMI ACC NMI ACC NMI ACC NMI

LRR 71.68 59.26 62.52 53.84 51.27 52.0 46.17 44.57

SSC 71.02 56.45 63.43 54.15 52.47 51.43 55.27 51.51

CMSC 71.88 67.68 66.67 57.45 55.56 61.47 57.14 61.64

MVSC 74.15 71.53 56.5 58.41 64.59 61.3 58.79 65.32

Ours 97.56 96.52 80.48 81.85 55.22 58.22 95.03 96.33

Bold values indicate the best results

up as input to SSC and LRR. CMSC is evaluated as a baseline method, and MVSC
is evaluated as the state-of-the-art method for multi-view similarity clustering. The
average ACCs over 20 trials are recorded in Table 6. As observed from Table 6, the
proposed method outperforms other comparative methods on Caltech and MSRCV1
databases in terms of ACC and NMI. The multi-view features adopted by MVSC
may be more representative on ETH80 than the subspace learned by the residual
blocks in ResEM-Net and thus lead to a better performance. In summary, the
proposed method generally outperforms the related state-of-the-art multi-view and
subspace clustering methods in terms of ACC, NMI, and the dimension of the cluster
encoder.

7 Discussions

This paper proposed a deep metric similarity clustering method for end-to-end
similarity learning and clustering. With the learned deep similarity, the proposed
method performs effectively on real-world and visual data with non-linear rela-
tionships. The proposed co-training method improves the clustering with targeted
purposes. The stochastic optimization method introduced in co-training reduces
the computation cost. The learned affinity subspaces encode the clusters with
approximated minimum dimensions. Promising results show that the proposed
method outperforms benchmark and state-of-the-art clustering methods in terms of
clustering performances, subspace learning, and cluster encoding.

8 Theoretical Analysis

This section explains the derivation of the sparsity penalty terms βsij ,∀i, j and
provides detailed solutions to the optimization problem for deep metric similarity
clustering.
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8.1 Optimization Analysis of the Sparsity Penalty

Given the linear programming problem w.r.t. the similarity affinity sij as the
following.

max
sij

∑
i,j

(d2
fW

(xi, xj )−τ ′)(1−sij ), s.t.
∑
j

sij=1,∀i, 0≤sij≤1,∀j (17)

where τ
′
is a constant, the optimal to Eq. 17 is directly located at the extreme points

of the convex set {sij |∑j sij = 1,∀i, 0 ≤ sij ≤ 1,∀j}, which are a group of
one-hot index vectors given by [argminj {d1j ,∀j}, . . . , argminj {dNj ,∀j}]. dij is
introduced to denote d2

fW
(xi, xj ). This solution only shows the relationships within

the instances. However, we hope that the optimal similarity affine space sij of dij

also explores between-instance similarities. A sparsity constraint on the similarity
vectors si ,∀i is introduced to achieve such a purpose, where the �-1 norm is
constrained by sparsity constants ||si ||1 ≥ εi,∀i,si = [si1, . . . , siN ]. Therefore,
the optimization problem becomes

min
sij

∑
i,j

(dij−τ)sij , s.t.||si ||1=εi,
∑
j

sij=1,∀i, 0≤sij≤1,∀j (18)

For simplicity, the constraint ||si ||1 = εi with sparsity constants εi > 1∀i is
formulated as a penalty term in the objective function, where

min
sij

∑
i,j

dij sij+
∑

i

βi(
∑
j

||sij ||1−εi)
2, s.t.

∑
j

sij=1,∀i, 0≤sij≤1,∀j (19)

Let β=min{βi,∀i}=β1=β2=. . .=βN, β>0 as a penalty parameter. Large β will
enforce the solution to the constraint boundary. With the inequalities (

∑
j ||sij ||1 −

εi)
2 ≥ (

∑
j ||sij ||1)2 − 2εi

∑
j sij ≥ ∑

j s2
ij − 2εi

∑
j sij and 0 ≤ sij ≤ 1, the

optimization problem given by Eq. 18 is equivalent to

min
sij

∑
i,j

(dij−τ ′+βεi)sij+β
∑
ij

s2
ij , s.t.

∑
j

sij=1,∀i, 0≤sij≤1,∀j (20)

As τ ′, β, εi,∀i are all constant parameters, we introduce two constant parameters
τ = τ

′ + βεi > 0 and β > 0 for simplicity. The optimization problem is thus
derived as

min
sij

∑
i,j

(dij−τ)sij+β
∑
ij

s2
ij , s.t.

∑
j

sij=1,∀i, 0≤sij≤1,∀j (21)

Equation 21 shows the soft-margin parameter τ encloses both the margin of the deep
metric distance and the sparsity of data similarity.
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8.2 Solution to the Optimizations

Given the proposed optimization problem w.r.t. fW , sij , Yc

min
fW ,sij ,Yc

γ tr(YcLSYc)+
∑
i,j

[(d2
fW

(xi, xj )−τ)(sij−1)+βs2
ij ],

s.t.
∑
j

sij = 1,∀i, 0 ≤sij≤ 1,∀j, YcY
T
c =I, Yc ∈ R

n×c
(22)

where LS = DS − S ∈ R
N×N , DS =

⎡
⎢⎣
∑

j s1j . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . .
∑

j sNj

⎤
⎥⎦. Introduce vector

denotation Yc = [yT
1 , . . . , yT

N ]. The first term of Eq. 17 can be derived as

tr(YcLSYc) =tr(YcY
T
c LS) = tr(YcY

T
c DS)− tr(YcY

T
c S)

=
∑

i

yiy
T
i

∑
j

sij −
∑
i,j

yiy
T
j sij

=1

2

∑
i,j

(yiy
T
i sij − 2yiy

T
j sij + yjy

T
j sij )

=1

2

∑
i,j

||yi − yj ||2sij

(23)

Therefore, an empirical value of gamma can be 0.5. The Lagrangian function of 22
is written as

L(fW , sij , Yc, u1, . . . , uN , λ, η)

=
∑
i,j

(γ ||yi − yj ||2sij + (d2
fW

(xi, xj )− τ)(sij − 1)+ βs2
ij

+ηi(1− sij ))+
∑

i

ui(1−
∑
j

sij )+ λ · (I − YcY
T
c )

(24)

where sij ≤ 0. λ = [λ1, .., λN ] ∈ R
N×1 denotes a vector of Lagrangian multipliers.

Introduce vector denotation si = [si1, . . . , siN ] ∈ R
N and an all-one vector 1,∑

j sij = si1, the optimal of 22 can be derived and approximated in the following
ADMM form.
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st+1
i

=min
st
i≥0
Li (s

t
i , ηi, ui) = st

id
y,f
i + β||st

i ||22 + ηT
i (st

i − 1)

+ ui · (1− st
i1),∀i = 1, . . . , N

Y t+1
c =min

Y t
c

LY (Y t
c , λ)=

∑
i,j

(γ ||yt
i−yt

j ||2st+1
ij )+λ(I−Y t

c (Y
t
c )

T )

= γ tr(Y t
cLSt+1(Y

t
c )

T )+ λ(I − Y t
c (Y

t
c )

T )

f t+1
W =min

f t
W

Lf (f t
W ) =

∑
i,j

(d2
f t

W
(xi, xj )(s

t+1
ij − 1)

(25)

where t indicates the t-th step of iteration; vector d
y,f
i = [dy,f

i1 , . . . , d
y,f
iN ] with

d
y,f
ij = γ ||yi − yj ||2 + d2

fW
(xi, xj )− τ , η ∈ R

N×1 and ui ∈ R,∀i are Lagrangian
multipliers, · denotes the dot product. In each step of the sub-minimization given
by Eq. 25, the solutions of the non-linear mapping network fW and the cluster
assignment subspace Yc are conditionally independent given the similarity affinity
S, where fW ⊥ Yc|S. Therefore, S must be computed first, but the computation
orders of Yc and fW are not sensitive in the algorithm.

8.2.1 Solution to S

The sub-minimization w.r.t. si can be formulated as

min
si≥0
Li (si , ηi, ui) = 1

2
||si− 1

2β
d

y,f
i ||22+ηT

i (si−1)+ui(1−si1) (26)

According to KKT condition, the following linear system equations can be derived.

si + d
y,f
i

2β
+ ηT

i − (ui · 1) = 0

sT
i 1 = 1

ηi · (si − 1) = 0

(27)

As si − 1 = 1 contradicts to the boundary condition sT
i 1 = 1, valid solution can

only be achieved by ηi = 0, si − 1 �= 0, where si = (− di

2β
+ ( 1

N
+ 1

2βN
d

y,f
i ) · 1)+

and si < 1 holds. Given only k connected nearest neighbors (k<N), the solution
becomes si = (− di

2β
+ ( 1

k
+ 1

2βk
d

y,f
i ) ·1k)+, where 1k ∈ R

N is introduced to denote

a sparse vector with k 1s and N-k 0s. The range of parameter β is identical given si

with 0 ≤ si < 1.
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8.2.2 Solution to Yc

The sub-minimization w.r.t. Yc can be formulated as

min
Yc,λ
LY (Yc, λ) = γ tr(YcLSY T

c )+ λ(I − YcY
T
c ) (28)

The Euler-Lagrangian equation is

(γLS −�)Yc = 0 (29)

where matrix � =
⎡
⎢⎣

λ1. . . 0
...
. . .

...

0 . . .λN

⎤
⎥⎦ is constructed by the Lagrangian multipliers λ. Yc

and λ can be solved by the c-th smallest eigenvector and eigenvalue of γLS .
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Estimating the Effective Topics of
Articles and Journals Abstract Using
LDA and K-Means Clustering Algorithm

Shadikur Rahman, Umme Ayman Koana, Aras M. Ismael,
and Karmand Hussein Abdalla

1 Introduction

Topic modeling and text clustering perform very significant roles in many research
areas, such as text mining, text labels, natural language processing, text classifica-
tion, and information retrieval. Recently, the ever increasing electronic documents
which is becoming a challenging task to extract out the exact topics without reading
the entire text documents. It provides a researcher or reader an advantage to find
out what is going on through the journals and articles text documents. However, for
multidimensional issues, it is a bit tedious for the reader or researcher to understand
the point. If it is labeled correctly, it is better to understand it. There are various
algorithms for topic modeling and text clustering. The most popular are LDA [3],
LSA [5], NMF [11], pLSA [7], and HDP [17] and K-means cluster [12]. We have
chosen popular topic modeling and text clustering technique, i.e., latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) and K-means cluster respectively are handled to extract latent
topics and clusters of documents. These techniques can automatically identify the
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abstract topics that occur in a collection of text documents. Topic modeling and
text clustering are two widely studied problems that have many applications. Text
clustering strives to organize similar documents into groups, which is essential for
text document organization, text labels, summarization, classification, and retrieval.
Topic modeling develops probabilistic generative models to discover the latent
semantics embedded in document collection and has illustrated widespread success
in modeling and analyzing text documents.

In our previous studies [8] and [16], we proposed a model to find generic labels
for the polynomial topics over short text documents, in which we have used only
LDA model to generate topic models and also proposed to find out automated labels
with the description for the perennial topics in short online text documents. We
have used the same model for generating the generic label and used LDA, LSI,
and NMF for training the model. We have operated these models over the short
text documents and measure the WUP similarities of each label. By comparing the
WUP similarities for each model, we come to the conclusion that we can find the
exact labels by using the LDA model. Though we have done this experiment in
short text documents, it can be done on large texts or documents. Correspondingly,
we have used a unique technique of topic modeling and text clustering to solve
text document problems for automated labeling. We have used LDA and K-means
cluster for training the model and also used Word2vec [6] to classify the vectors
of similar words together in vector space. We have operated these models over the
large-scale journals and articles text documents and measure the WUP similarities
of each label. By comparing the WUP similarities for each model, we have come to
the conclusion that using the technology, we can label properly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related Work is discussed in Sect. 2
followed by Research Methodology and Result and Discussion in Sects. 3 and 4,
respectively. And finally, Sect. 5 concludes the summary.

2 Related Work

The efficiency of topic labeling to automatically assign labels to topics is described
by Mei et al. [14] for LDA topics which were an unsupervised approach. In their
approach, they showed potential ways to automatically label multinomial models in
objective ways. In [16] the topic model is used to create generic labels and LDA, LSI
and NMF to train the model. They conducted this procedure on short text documents
and measured the WUP similarity of each label. By comparing the WUP matches
for each model, we conclude that we can make the correct labels using the LDA
model. In [19], the proposed multi-grain clustering topic model (MGCTM) which
integrates text clustering and topic modeling together performs the two tasks to
achieve the overall best performance. In [10] is presented an approach for topic
labeling. Primarily, they created a set of candidate labels from the top-ranking
topic terms, titles of Wikipedia articles including the top-ranking topic terms, and
subphrases extracted from the Wikipedia article titles. Then finally, they ranked the
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label candidates using a sequence of association measures, lexical features, and an
information retrieval feature. Natural language processing (NLP) is also used for
topic modeling and labeling method. Using Word2vec word embedding, [1] labeled
online news considering the article terms and comments. In this work, [13] proposed
a method for labeling topics induced by a hierarchical topic model. Their label
candidate set is the Google Directory service (gDir) hierarchy, and label selection
takes the form of ontological alignment with gDir. In a recent work, [9] proposed
to approach topic labeling via best term selection, selecting one of the top ten topic
terms to label the overall topic. In [2], the author presented an approach to select the
most relevant labels for topics by computing neural embedding for documents and
words.

The phrase-based labels in the above works are still pretty short and are
sometimes not sufficient for interpreting the topics. Though several approaches had
been proposed in various studies, as per our knowledge, no proof is present for
assessing the models for generating topic labels.

3 Research Methodology

In this section, the entire process of our research activities has been described.
In the first instance, we have selected our journals and articles datasets.1 For the
dataset, we have selected some online journals and articles documents to perform
our research process. As preparation, we have to take several steps to complete
the process such as text preprocessing, chunking and N-gram, Word2vec, training
model, WordNet process, noun phrase selection, and label processing with the help
of WordNet synset. Then we receive topic labeling based on our topic modeling
and text clustering. We transfer a retrieve responsibility to compare three topic
representations: (1) clustering result, (2) topic labels, and (3) keyphrases extraction.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our research experiment.

Fig. 1 Research
methodology

1https://github.com/sadirahman/Estimating-the-Effective-Topics-of-Articles-and-journals/tree/
master/Datasets.

https://github.com/sadirahman/Estimating-the-Effective-Topics-of-Articles-and-journals/tree/master/Datasets
https://github.com/sadirahman/Estimating-the-Effective-Topics-of-Articles-and-journals/tree/master/Datasets
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Fig. 2 Text preprocessing
process

3.1 Text Preprossessing

To analyze our text document datasets, we preprocess unsupervised journals and
articles text documents. In this research, we have used online journals and articles.
In most of the cases, we realize that text data is not effectively cleaned. For cleaning
the text data, text preprocessing is required. For doing the preprocessing, we need to
follow several steps like tokenization, stop words removing, POS tag, lemmatizing,
and removing punctuation. Figure 2 shows an overview of our text document
preprocessing process.

3.1.1 Text Tokenization Process

We create a bag of words in our text documents and divide them into punctuation
marks. However, we make sure that small words such as “don’t,” “I’ll,” and “I’d”
remain as one word. Splitting the provided text into smaller portions is called a
token.

3.1.2 Stop Words Removing

Stop words are common words in a language like “almost,” “an,” “the,” “is,” and
“in.” These words have no significant meaning, and we usually remove words from
our text documents.

3.1.3 POS Tag Process

We used the NLTK word tokenizer to parse each text into a list of words. After
that text tokenization, then we used POS tagging in NLP using NLTK. The parts of
speech (POS) tag explains the corpus of how a word is used in a sentence. POS tag
is separated into subclasses. POS tagging solely means labeling words with their
appropriate parts of speech. There are eight main parts of speech: nouns, pronouns,
adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections.
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3.1.4 Lemmatizing Process

We used the lemmatizing process of decreasing words to their word lemma, base,
or root form, for example, worked–work, loved–love, roads–road, etc. c

3.2 Chunking and N-Gram Process

After preprocessing, we use the N-gram and chunking process to sort the sentence
sequence of N words and extracting phrases from our text documents.

3.2.1 Chunking Process

We used the chunking process of extracting phrases from unstructured text doc-
uments. Chunking works on top of POS tagging, it uses POS tags as input and
provides chunks as output. We search for chunks corresponding to an individual
some POS tag phrase. The journals and articles include many parts of speech that
are irrelevant to detect semantic orientation in our case. We consider only adjectives
(JJ), verb (VB), adverb (ADV), and noun (NN) parts of speech (POS) tag from Penn
Treebank annotation. For example, “I think the experience is wrong now.” Figure 3
shows an overview of our chunking process.

3.2.2 N-Gram Model Process

An N-gram is a sequence of N words, which computes p(w–h), the probability of a
word w* [4]. We have used the N-gram model using the journals and articles text
documents held-out data as we used for the word-based natural language process
model we discussed above in our research. The purpose of using this is to maintain
the sequence of candidate labels in our text document. For example, if we consider

Fig. 3 Overview of chunking
process Chunking process

Verb

Think
(VB)

IS
(VB)

Experience
(NN)

Wrong
(JJ)

Now
(ADV)

Noun Adjective
Adverb
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Table 1 Process of an
N-gram

2-gram (bigram) 3-gram (trigram)

“Please enter” “Please enter your”

“Enter your” “Enter Your abstract”

“Your abstract” “Your abstract text”

“Abstract text” ——

Table 2 Process of
Word2vec

Similar words (cluster) Numerical representations

Corruption 0.82

Wheel 0.82

Weapons 0.82

Ministration 0.81

Blast 0.81

Sinners 0.80

Covert 0.80

Bird 0.80

Necessity 0.80

Transgression 0.79

the text “Please enter your abstract text.” For this text, the 2-gram and 3-gram words
are presented in Table 1.

3.3 Word2vec Model Process

After the previous process, we used the Word2vec method in our research work.
Word2vec gives direct access to vector representations of journals and articles text
words. Word2vec [6] is used to classify the vectors of similar words together in
vector space. It recognizes similarities mathematically. Word2vec produces vectors
that are distributed numerical representations of word features, features such as the
context of individual words. Word2vec model is based on journals and articles text
documents and gensim Word2vec module. We used Word2vec for the most similar
word-finding parameter “topn = 10.” For example, the word “cluster” is a vector
representation in Table 2

3.4 Train Model

In this research, we used the most popular text clustering and topic modeling
algorithms K-means cluster and LDA. In order to train our models, we must first
need journal and article documents. Each topic model and text cluster is based on
the same basic role: each document contains a mixture of topics, and each cluster
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Document

Build a Corpus

Tokenizing Stop Words

Chunking N-Gram

Word2Vec

K-Means

Topics And Cluster
Result

Train Model

POS Tag

Pre-processing

Lemmatizing

LDA

Fig. 4 Train model

is composed of a set of words. As a result, the purpose of the topic modeling and
text clustering algorithms is to uncover these latent topics and cluster variables that
shape the meaning of our text documents and training text documents. Figure 4
shows an overview of our research training models.
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Fig. 5 Process of LDA
model

Table 3 Result of an
example Document S1 in
LDA model

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

0.071*“topic” 0.048*“nmf” 0.065*“document”

0.046*“algorithm” 0.047*“used” 0.045*“topic”

0.034*“document” 0.046*“lsi” 0.037*“modeling”

3.4.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Latent Dirichlet analysis is a probabilistic model to obtain cluster assignments. LDA
utilizes Dirichlet priors for the document–topic and word–topic distributions, and it
utilizes two probability values: P (word—topics) and P (topics—documents) [3].
Figure 5 shows an overview of our LDA models where K denotes the number of
topics, M denotes the number of documents, N is the number of words in a given
document, and w is the specific word.

To perform the LDA model works by defining the number of “topics” that are
begun in our set of training text documents. Now, we will present the model output
below: here we have chosen the number of topics = 3 and number of words = 3. We
have also set the random state = 1 which is enough for our journals and articles
text documents. Table 3 presents the result of training LDA model after executing
Document S1.

3.4.2 K-Means Cluster

K-means clustering [12] is a method usually used to automatically partition a data
set into k groups. It is an unsupervised learning algorithm. K-means is to minimize
the total sum of the squared distance of every point to its corresponding cluster
centroid. K-means clustering aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which
each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as a prototype
of the cluster. Figure 6 shows process flow of K-means clustering algorithm.

We train the clustering algorithm for over our text document to split it into word
groups. To perform the K-means cluster algorithm begins by defining the number of
“clusters” that is begun in our set of training text documents. Now we will present
the model output below: here we have chosen the number K = 3 and number of
words = 3. We have also set the n-init = 1 and max-iter = 100 which is enough for
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Fig. 6 Process flow of
K-means cluster Start Number Of Cluster K

Centroid

Centroids 
Distance

No

Grouping Minimum
Distance

No objects
Group

End
Yes

Table 4 Result of an
example Document S1 in
K-means cluster

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Lda Documents Topics

Nmf Popular Meaning

Used Lsi Select

our journals and articles text documents. Table 4 presents the result of training K-
means cluster algorithm after executing Document S1.

3.5 WordNet Process

WordNet [15] is a comprehensive lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs are classified into sets of cognitional synonyms (synsets),
each meaning a distinct idea. It partly compares a dictionary, in that it classifies
words respectively based on their suggestions. However, there are any significant
variations. First, it interlinks not just word that makes sequences of words but special
functions of words. As a result, words that are seen in near concurrence to one extra
in the system are semantically disambiguated. Second, it specifies the semantic
relationships between words, whereas the classification of words in a dictionary
does not match any specific design other than discovering the identity. For doing the
WordNet process, we need to follow several steps such as synsets text preprocessing,
noun phrase process, and WUP similarity process. Figure 7 shows an overview of
our text document WordNet process for keyphrases extraction.

In topic modeling and text clustering results in most comprehensive relevant
words and next words in WordNet term. This WordNet term gives a word definition
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Tokenizing

Noun Phrase

Generate Candidate Labels

Generate Candidate Labels
WUP Similarity 

Selected Labels

Word2Vec

Stop Words Lemmatizing

Pre-processing

Semantic Definition
From WordNet

Topics And Clustering
Result

Document

Fig. 7 Process flow of WordNet process

in our selected top-weighted word. Suppose our top-weighted selected word is
“algorithm,” then WordNet synset gives a definition “S: (n) algorithm, algorithmic
rule, algorithmic program (a precise rule (or set of rules) specifying how to solve
some problem).” Then we started again preprocessing in our WordNet definition and
also pick up the noun and proper noun phrase.
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Table 5 Result of noun phrase words

POS tagging words Only noun words

LDA, K-means, Used, LDA, K-means, Topic,

Topic, Select, Transportation Transportation

Table 6 WUP similarity labels process

Top weighted

Document (S1) Words word(s) Candidate labels Labels

Topic 1 Topic Topic Matter, Conversation, Conversation

Algorithm Discussion, Situation,

Document Event

3.5.1 Noun Phrase Process

After synsets text preprocessing, we have only picked the noun and proper noun
from the preprocessed result. Applying this approach, the topic is taken by top noun
words with the largest frequency in the text corpus. For noun phrase choosing, first,
the tokenization of text is executed to lemma out the words. The tokenized text is
then tagged with parts of speech NN (nouns), NNP (proper nouns), VB (verbs),
JJ (adjectives), etc. Before lemmatizing and stop words removing, parts of speech
(POS) tagging is done. The stop words are removed after POS tagging. In the final
stage, words including their tags and rounds are put in a hash table, and most solid
nouns are obtained from these to create a heading for a text. The results of noun
phrase words are presented in Table 5.

3.5.2 WUP Similarity Labels Process

After the noun phrase process, we take topics and clusters from the documents
we only get top-weighted words from the topic and cluster because its result is
well for its topic set and cluster set. Then we explore the semantic definition from
the lexical database for English parts of speeches which are termed WordNet. We
choose the definition description because within its phrases we find the candidate
labels. After preprocessing the definition, we prepare the candidate labels, and from
those candidate labels, we estimate the candidate labels with the main topic word for
conceptual semantic relatedness measure by WUP similarity [18]. Then we begin
in our WUP similarity process for labeling. The results of WUP similarity labels
process are presented in Table 6.
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4 Result and Discussion

We estimate the text clustering and topic modeling performance of our model based
on journals and articles text documents. In this section, we consider the overall
results of our research work. We have picked the top three words for each model and
obtained the top word considering the highest weighted value. Then we obtain the
definition of top-weighed word using the WordNet synsets. After that, we preprocess
the found definition and choose the candidate labels of each definition by using noun
phrase and Word2vec.

Finally, we estimate the keyphrases (label) comparing the WUP similarities
accuracy between each candidate label and the top-weighted word. Tables 7 and 8
are showing the details of selecting the labels of three journals and articles text

Table 7 Label of chosen three documents with LDA

Topic(s) Top weighted Candidate
Document(s) Topic word(s) word(s) label(s) Label

S1 Topic 1 Topic, Algorithm, Topic Matter, Conversation, Conversation

Document Discussion, Situation,
Event

Topic 2 Use, Nmf, Lsi Use Employ, Service,
Purpose,

Service

Act, Put

Topic 3 Document, Topic, Document Representation Information

Modeling Information, Instruction,

File, Obligation

S2 Topic 1 News News Information, Event Information

Misconception Magazine, Newspaper

Avoiding Commentary

Topic 2 News, Headline, News Information, Event Information

Increasing Magazine, Newspaper

Commentary

Topic 3 Headline, News Headline Caption, Newspaper Story

Sentiment Action, Story, page

S3 Topic 1 Topic, word, Topic Matter, Conversation Conversation

Reproduced Discussion, Situation,
Event

Topic 2 Label, Topic Label Identification,
Description,

Identification

labeling Name, Mechanism

Reaction

Topic 3 Topic, Labeling, Topic Matter, Conversation Conversation

Idea Discussion, Situation,
Event
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Table 8 Label of chosen three documents with K-means cluster

Cluster Top weighted Candidate

Document(s) Cluster(s) word(s) word(s) label(s) Label

S1 Cluster 1 Topic, Study, Topic Matter,
Conversation,

Conversation

Labeling Discussion,
Situation, Event

Cluster 2 Documents Document Representation, Information

Popular, Everyday Information,
Instruction

File, Obligation

Cluster 3 Algorithm, Lda, Algorithms Rule, Solve,
Problem, Set

Rule

Topic

S2 Cluster 1 News, Headlines News Information, Event Information

Interactivity Magazine,
Newspaper,

Commentary

Cluster 2 News, Sentiment, News Information, Event Information

Headlines Magazine,
Newspaper,

Commentary

Cluster 3 Sentiment, Sentiment Felling, Emotion Felling (0.90)

Accuracy, Achieves Judgment, Tender,
Belief

S3 Cluster 1 Topic, Labels, Topic Matter,
Conversation

Conversation

Words Discussion,
Situation, Event

Cluster 2 User, Cognitional User Person, Someone,
Use

Person

Understanding Thing, Drug

Cluster 3 Noun, Phrase, Noun Content, Person,
Word,

Preposition

Proposed Preposition, Object

documents by using topic modeling algorithm LDA and text clustering K-means
algorithm, respectively.

Here in choosing the final label of each topic and cluster, WUP similarities values
are used. The values of WUP similarities accuracy are shown in Tables 9 and 10 for
models LDA and K-means cluster, respectively.

After choosing the topic and cluster labels, and then getting the WUP similarities
values of each label, we average the WU similarities values. We can see in Table 11
that LDA model shows an accuracy of 63% and the k-means cluster model shows
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Table 9 WUP similarity between topic and label with LDA

Document(s) Top-weighted word(s) Labels WUP similarity Average WUP

S1 Topic Conversation 0.54 0.62

Use Service 0.80

Document Information 0.54

S2 News Information 0.90 0.73

News Information 0.90

Headline Story 0.40

S3 Topic Conversation 0.54 0.56

Label Identification 0.62

Topic Conversation 0.54

Table 10 WUP similarity between cluster and label with K-means

Document(s) Top-weighted word(s) Labels WUP similarity Average WUP

S1 Topic Conversation 0.54 0.47

Document Information 0.54

Algorithm Rule 0.35

S2 News Information 0.90 0.90

News Information 0.90

Sentiment Feeling 0.90

S3 Topic Conversation 0.54 0.69

User Person 0.80

Noun Preposition 0.75

Table 11 WUP similarities
difference among models

Models Document sets Average WUP Total average

LDA Document S1 0.62 0.63

Document S2 0.73

Document S3 0.56

K-means Document S1 0.47 0.68

Document S2 0.90

Document S3 0.69

an accuracy of 68%. Both our models work together to give us the best results in
our keyphrases extraction based on our journals and articles text documents.

5 Conclusion

In this research, we presented a unique technique of topic modeling and text
clustering to solve text document problems for automated labeling. This technique
observed that our proposed method is an application to find the relevant topic and
cluster label for the polynomial topic in the text documents of our journals and
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articles. We have used topic modeling LDA and text clustering K-means algorithm
to train our model. For each model, we have determined the top three words and
picked the top-weighted word to obtain the definition of chosen top words and
generate the candidate labels for each of the words using the WordNet synset of
the lexical database. We have compared the WUP similarities between candidate
labels and top words, and we chose the most accurate label for topics. This research
can be broadly expanded into topics and labels for large-scale text documents, and
a company text document can effectively solved the problem.
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Modelling and Analysis of Network
Information Data for Product Purchasing
Decisions

Md Asaduzzaman, Uchitha Jayawickrama, and Samanthika Gallage

1 Introduction

Due to the prodigious advancement of technologies and increasing competition, the
life cycle of products is shortened. An important source of pre-purchase information
is online media for many buyers nowadays. Online reviews, feedback and comments
have been playing a significant role for customers to make a purchase decision
[1, 2]. In a survey by PWC [3], it is found that 50% customers have used online
media before making their purchases. Although there are multiple studies discussing
the influence of online information on consumer purchase decision, the literature
contradicts in establishing relationships.

Marketing literature suggests that consumers usually go through five steps while
making a purchase decision. In the first step, a customer recognises the problem, the
second step is the search of information, the third step is the customer evaluates the
alternatives, the fourth step is the customer takes the product purchase decision,
and the fifth step is the post-purchase behaviour [4, 5]. Therefore, a customer’s
purchase decision can be defined as the purchase intention of a product and loyalty
to the product in the post-purchase behaviour. However, the discipline of operational
research suggests a slightly different approach. Holtzman [6] introduced a decision-
making model which consists of three stages: (1) formulation, (2) evaluation and (3)
appraisal.
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In each of the consumer decision-making process, digital media and information
influence significantly to the process of purchase [4, 7], where customers start
with their intention to purchase a product. In contrast, it is natural that loyal
customers eliminate competitors from their consideration while making a purchase
decision. “True loyalty” is a cognitive behaviour that leads to positive word of mouth
(WOM) and repeats purchases [8, 9]. More diverse communication allows effective
purchasing process. Recent studies show that social media helps organisations and
customers to communicate dynamically and more effectively [10, 11].

Electronic word of mouth (eWOM), for instance, social media information,
online product rating and reviews, plays a prominent role in customers’ product
choice [2, 12]. Online product reviews on the Internet and product information
and rating posted on social media are found to be useful sources of online WOM
communication [13]. Due to the great advancement of wireless communication and
Internet of things (IoT) product information, reviews and rating on the Internet are
found to be extremely useful when gathering pre-purchase product information and
making purchase intentions by the customers [14]. eWOM communication provides
consumers opinion, which is easily and quickly accessible [10]. Due to higher
accessibility, the eWOM has been proven to be more effective than offline WOM
[15].

As there has been increased availability of information, their accessibility
and higher knowledge on consumer psychology, as a consequence, the market
competition has also been growing exponentially. Nonetheless, these give more
opportunities than ever to be exploited by the organisations to increase product
performance, profit margins, etc. More specifically, organisations can easily identify
factors affecting the product choice, product features customers likes the most,
etc. Hence, the main purpose of this paper is to model these factors and analyse
the consumers’ purchase decision for product choices and quantify the effect of
consumers’ attitudinal factors. Specifically, we are mainly concerned with the
following questions: (1) how to model and analyse the consumers’ purchase
decision for product choices and (2) how to quantify the effect of consumers’
attitudinal factors, social factors, demographic factors and economic factors.

There are many model-based and algorithm-based analytical and machine
learning techniques to extract social media information [16–18]. See the book [17],
the review paper by Ferrara et al. [16] and references therein for the details of
the methods and analysis. The influence of social media on the product purchase
decision is a well-established fact [19–22]. The online product reviews are also
known to have a significant impact on product purchase decisions [23–25]. Social
media and online product reviews are the most popular and important information
sources in digital age product purchase decisions [22–25]. However, consumers
express their perception and views on social media and product reviews in many
different forms for various products. The expressions can be in nominal, ordinal,
ratio or interval scale of measurements, while some of the reviews are in text
formats. Although many works have been done in the past, it yet remains unclear
how we can model the consumers’ complex attitude expressed in the social media
in different forms, scales and dimensions.
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Our aim in this paper is to demonstrate the modelling and analysis of the
complexities of the consumers’ purchase decision and quantify the effects of many
factors related to consumer behaviour. We propose a novel framework to model
and analyse the consumers’ purchase decision for product choices using a network
model and a utility-based discrete choice model (DCM) to quantify the effect of
various factors related to consumers including attitudinal factors, which has received
little attention in the literature. We consider two central information sources, i.e.
social networks and online product reviews also referred to as eWOM along with
some socio-economic and demographic factors. Our detailed simulation experi-
ments show that the complexities of data structure measured in many dimensions
and scales can be captured through a network model and convert them into some
meaningful factors through our latent class analysis.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the different
streams of literature relevant to our research. Section 3 presents the network model
formulation, discrete choice model and parameter estimation. Section 4 provides
some simulation results and discussion. In Sect. 5, we discussed some management
insights and concluding remarks of the paper.

2 Literature Review

Our study builds on literature including marketing and operational research. We link
these two to develop a model to build a relationship between digital information and
consumer product purchase decision. According to marketing literature, decision-
making is a complex cognitive process that involved multiple steps. Engel et al.
[26] presented a recognised model of consumer purchase decision-making with
five stages: (1) problem recognition, (2) information search, (3) evaluation of
alternatives, (4) purchase decision and (5) post-purchase behaviour. According to
operational research literature, widely used [6] model suggests three different stages
such as formulation, evaluation and appraisal [27]. Information search (in marketing
model) or appraisal stage (operational research) is the first step consumers actively
seek for information. In these stages, consumers are motivated to activate their
knowledge from the memory or acquire information from external sources [26, 28].
Memory-related information is the fundamental source of decision-making when a
consumer is planning to purchase a product. However, when no such information
is available from the memory or a customer is unable to reacquire the information
from memory or if the information is not acquired previously, the customer relies
upon obtaining information from the external sources [29].

In the external environment, online and offline information sources influence
to a greater extent. While offline information sources are peers, family, friends
and the company-generated information, online information sources are Internet-
based platforms such as social media, web sites, chat rooms, blogs, etc. [30]. The
motivation for external information search depends on many factors, for example,
involvement, the need of cognition and the stage of decision-making process they
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are in, etc. Especially when it comes to high involvement products (such as electric
cars), consumers would put more efforts in searching and processing information
from various sources [31]. In the digital age, online information sources have
become more significant and widely accessible than offline information sources
[1, 2]. Although information search using internal and external sources has been
properly established by researchers over the past years [32–34], majority of these
studies have either focused on online or offline information sources only to a limited
depth from the marketing point of view for product promotions. Thus, in this study,
we focus on online information sources in-depth and to enable manufacturers to
forecast their demand.

Social media information regarding products and services is perceived to be more
trustworthy by consumers than corporate-sponsored communications transmitted
via traditional information sources [35]. Therefore, the importance of social media
marketing rapidly grew over the past few years. Social media technologies enabled
both consumers and producers to create and distribute information easily. There
are many of such established technologies, for example, Wikipedia for collaborative
writing, IoT devices for content sharing (text, video and images) and Facebook,
Twitter, Delicious, LinkedIn and YouTube for social networking, social bookmarking
and syndication (e.g. ratings, tagging, RSS feeds). These are popular Internet-based
applications built on the Web 2.0 technological platform and allow to generate and
share user-generated contents [36]. Therefore, social media marketing includes both
user-generated content and firm-generated content. It is a general understanding
that the user-generated contents are stored online by users themselves for relatively
reliable sites other than a few exceptions. The firm-generated content includes page
publishing, stories, apps and advertisements by marketing organisations. These
online information sources and offline sources are working as hybrid models to
provide information to consumers.

The offline and online media activity can be categorised into three categories:
paid media, owned media and earned media [37]. Paid media can be referred to as
a media activity that a company and its agents generate either in online or offline
channels. Owned media can be referred to as the media activity that a company and
its agents generate in channels it controls such as press releases, brochures, posts,
etc. Earned media are referred to the media activity that is generated by consumers
as electronic word of mouth (eWOM) in online platforms. It is challenging for
researchers and practitioners as how to use these factors to model consumer
purchase decision-making. Yet, this is crucial in the current context.

The Internet penetration in the UK is 95% and social media penetration is
66% [38]. This has enabled the eWOM as a powerful communication source for
consumer decision-making [39]. eWOM is defined as the statement (positive or
negative) made by customers (potential, actual or former) about a product or an
organisation, which is available via the Internet to the mass people and institutions
[10]. Further, it is also known as the informal person-to-person communication
done through online channels [39] and has become many-to-many communications
between consumers via online platforms [40]. Consumers usually join online groups
to seek for advice and information and exchange ideas specific to their interest, and
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this information has made a significant influence in their decision-making process.
However, the level of interaction in these platforms depends on many factors, and
based on the level of interaction, the speed and amount of eWOM exchange vary.

Having known the different sources of information on consumers’ perception,
views and attitudes toward a specific product alternative, it is a complex task to
establish connections among those information and extract the actual significant
factors of purchase decisions. This is also difficult given that modelling has
received less attention in understanding consumer purchase decision [27]. Extensive
investigations have been performed, and more efforts are continuing to gather and
to make the best use of those optimised factors and other extracted information. Big
data modellers, data analytics and marketing analytics experts have been making
consistent efforts to model and make valid conclusions from the network-based
information. Some notable efforts have been made recently [41–44]. Acemoglu et al.
[41] proposed a utility-based analytical model to model the network connections and
information exchange, while [42] performed a multidimensional network analysis
for consumer preference modelling. Recently, a Bayesian social learning model has
been proposed by Ifrach et al. [44] based on binary product reviews.

Although there have been some efforts on information extract from the web or
social media and modelling and analysis of that information, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no study to capture such social media data and convert them into
suitable factors with consistent dimensions, scales and layers for further modelling
and analysis in the context of consumers’ purchase decisions. In the next section,
we propose an information network model to gather attitudinal or factor information
and consumers’ purchase decision analysis using a discrete choice model.

3 Methodology

3.1 The Information Network Model Formulation

Consider a network G, where a set of individuals {1, 2, . . . , n} are connected
by a set of direct and indirect nodes. The j th individual in the network is
identified by a vector consisting of a set of p exogenous characteristics Xj =
{Xj1, Xj2, . . . , Xjp}. The collection of characteristics of n individual is the matrix
X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}. The network G ∈ G can be represented as an n× n matrix
with elements being either 0 or 1. The entry of the matrix gjk = 1 if individual j

forms a connection with individual k and gjk = 0 if not. We assume gjj = 0 for any
j , by convention. As the network is directed, gjk = 1 does not necessarily implies
gkj = 1. Network links among the potential customers are depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. However, a potential customer gets information on his product information
not necessarily from all his links.

Suppose that the total utility obtained by an individual j for the product
alternative i from the network g with the population attribute X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}
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Fig. 1 A typical network
with direct and indirect links
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can be composed into two components: (1) a social network G(s) and (2) a product
information network G(p). Define g

(h)
jk be the connection that individual j forms
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with individual k for the network h, which takes the values {s, p} corresponding
to a social and product information network with parameter vectors (θs

u, θs
v ) and

(θ
p
u , θ

p
v ), respectively. The amount of utility of the j th person for the ith product

alternative obtain from a network h is denoted by uij (g
(h), θ) and can be defined as

uij (g
(h); θ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

n∑
k=1

g
(s)
jk · f (θs

u)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
directlinks

+
n∑

k=1

g
(s)
jk

n∑
l=1

l �=j,k

g
(s)
kl · f (θs

v )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
indirectlinks

; g(s) ∈ G(s)

n∑
k=1

g
(p)
jk · f (θ

p
u )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
directlinks

+
n∑

k=1

g
(p)
jk

n∑
l=1

l �=j,k

g
(p)
kl · f (θp

v )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
indirectlinks

; g(p) ∈ G(p)

(1)

For the product alternative i, the total utility obtained from the two information
networks—social network and product information network—by an individual j is
assumed to be additive and can be written as

uij (g, Z; θ) =
∑

h∈{s, p}
uij (g

(h), Z; θ)

= uij (g
(s), Z; θ)+ uij (g

(p), Z; θ). (2)

However, the utility values from the social and product network cannot be observed
directly and are, in general, latent variables. Therefore, they are described by the
measurement model equations as

uij (g
(s), Z; θ) = Λsξ s + εs (3)

and

uij (g
(p), Z; θ) = Λpξp + εp, (4)

where Eqs. (3) and (4) are latent factor model measurement equations with param-
eters Λs and Λp. The variables ξ s and ξp are two sets of measured variables from
social and product networks, respectively. These variables can be categorical and
can be measured in nominal and ordinal scale and also can be interval and ratio
scale.
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3.2 The Discrete Choice Model

A discrete choice model is a utility-based choice model composed of two main
components, namely, the observed exogenous variables (demographic and socio-
economic) and accumulated utility based on the information obtained from the
social networks and product information networks. The choice of a particular
product alternative i for an individual j can be generated by the utility obtained
from different networks and effect of the exogenous factors. We assume that an
individual’s choice is a single nominal indicator, and we express the choice as
a function of the effect from the exogenous variables and total utility from the
individual’s information network. The model can be expressed as

vij l =
n∑

j=1

q∑
l=0

βjl xij l +
∑

h∈{s, p}
β

(h)
ij uij (g

(h), Z; θ)+ εij l,

⎧⎨
⎩

i = 1, 2, . . . m

j = 1, 2, . . . n

l = 1, 2, . . . q

(5)

where vij l is the random utility of an individual j for the product alternative i, xij l

denotes the lth endogenous variable of the individual j for the product alternative
i, uij (·) is the expected utility of an individual j for the product alternative i from
the hth information network, βjl denotes the effects of the lth endogenous variables

for the ith product alternative and β
(h)
ij the effect of the hth information network of

the j th individual for the product alternative i and εij l is the error term distributed
as∼ Gumbel (0, σij ). The discrete choice model is developed under the assumption
of an individual’s utility-maximisation behaviour and can be written as

Yij =
{

1, if vij = max
i,j

{vij }
0, otherwise.

(6)

In matrix notation, the model for ith product alternative is written as

P(Yi = 1) =
exp

(
X
′
β + u

′
βh

)
1+ exp

(
X′

β + u′βh
) . (7)

The likelihood of the model can be written as

L(yn) =
∫

uij

f
(

yij |Xij , u(h)
ij

)
f (uij |Zij ) duij (8)
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where f
(

yijk |Xij , u(h)
ij

)
is the likelihood of the n sample observation under the

set of covariates Xij and expected utility u(h)
ij . The function f (uij |Zij , ) is the joint

density of the latent utility function given the observed set of covariates Zij .

3.2.1 Model Fitting and Parameter Estimation

To estimate the parameters of the model, we perform a two-stage estimation
procedure. In stage 1, we estimate the latent utility variables with covariates Zij .
The method is analogous to factor score estimation with a mixture of categorical
and continuous variables. At the end of stage 1, utility scores are calculated using
the estimated coefficients. These utility scores are then passed to stage 2 with the
assumption that these are fixed value explanatory variables for the full regression
model. The rest of the parameters of the full model are estimated by the maximum
likelihood method in stage 2.

4 Simulation Experiment and Discussion

To establish the model framework, we have taken the “electric car purchase
decision” for our simulation experiment. Electric cars are becoming popular around
the world despite their high price. Many countries are imposing laws and providing
incentives to their citizens to popularise electric cars to reduce carbon emissions.
The “electric car purchase decision” has received significant attention recently,
and many factors are found to be involved in electric vehicle purchase decision
[45–47]. Among the wide range of factors involved in the purchase decisions
of an electric car, some crucial factors are highly influenced by social network
information and online reviews (product information). Therefore, the “electric car
purchase decision” is considered as one of the most suitable examples to check the
performance of our proposed model framework.

In our model framework, we considered that a consumer’s decision is influenced
by social network data, in which their online reviews come along with their socio-
economic and demographic variables. Previous studies [45–47] have reported that
purchase price, cruising range, charging time, max. speed, charging point distance,
battery life, environmental aspect and innovation aspect are the key influential
variables for purchasing decisions. We have considered these variables for our study
given in Table 1. However, the data structure is complex in types and characteristics.
They can be nominal, ordinal, ratio and interval scaled variables due to the type of
entries in the social media. We considered that the social media data, purchase price,
cruising range, charging time, max. speed and charging point distance, are of the
ordinal type and battery life, environmental aspect and innovation aspect are of the
nominal type.
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Table 1 List of variables for simulation experiment

Variable list

Social network Product network DemographicSocio-economic variables

Purchase price Purchase price Age

Cruising range Cruising range Gender

Charging time Charging time Marital status

Max. speed Max. speed Educational level

Charing point distance Charing point distance Income level

Battery life Battery life Educational level

Environmental aspect

Innovation aspect

In our simulation, we have used parameter values that are consistent with
previous studies. In the first step, 5 ordinal variables to represent purchase price,
cruising range, charging time, max. speed and charging point distance and 3
nominal variables for battery life, environmental aspect and innovation aspect for
n = 100 observations are generated. These data assumed to form the latent class
measurement of social influence. Another set of 6 ordinal variables to represent
purchase price, cruising range, charging time, max. speed, charging point distance
and battery life are generated to obtain the latent class factor online product network.
Finally, we have generated 5 categorical variables: age (> 30 or ≤ 30), gender (M
or F), marital status (married or single), educational level (lower than/equal to A
level or higher than A level) and income level (≤ 30K or > 30K).

The full set of data are generated in such a way that a more likely response
(favouring to purchase an electric car) is positive or given a higher rating (in ordinal
scale) for all 8 items in set 1 (social network influence) and positive for all 6 items in
set 2 (online product network). The socio-economic and demographic variable set is
also generated according to having a positive and consistent impact as found in the
literature. The correlation structures for variables considered in social network latent
factor and online product information are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
At the first stage of estimation, we calculate the scores of the latent social network
factor and the score of latent online product information, which is considered as
expected utility from these two factors using Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. The
direction of those variables on the two latent factors (social network factor and
online product information) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. In the second
step, the discrete choice model in Eq. (5) is fitted using these two sets of utility
scores along with the socio-economic and demographics factors. Higher values of
the generated variables mean that the association between purchase decision and
social network and online product information influence is stronger. The estimated
parameter values in Table 2 indicate a strong positive impact of the considered
variables in the study.
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Fig. 3 Correlation circle of
the numeric data (five
variables) in the principal
component axes for social
network data
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5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a framework to model and analyse the impact of network
information on consumer product purchase decision: social media and online
product information using a latent class approach. The nature of data obtained in
social networks is highly complex and measured in several measurement scales. We
proposed to model the expected random utility measure for each customer on their
purchasing decisions based on data obtained from social networks. The unstructured
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Fig. 5 Direction of variables
in the principal component
axes for social network data
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product preference data are converted into structured format along with their socio-
economic and demographic characteristics. The measured expected utility for two
latent factors social network influence and online product information with the
socio-economic and demographic is then regressed with their purchasing decisions
in the discrete choice modelling framework. The likelihood function method is used
to fit the full model. Using the electric car purchase decision as a case study with
simulated data, we showed that the model framework can find the significant factor
explicitly. The model will be useful for decision-makers to forecast the demand by
understanding how consumers make decisions [16, 18]. It also provides a yardstick
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Table 2 Estimated
parameters, std. error and
p-values

Variables/factors Estimate SE p-values

Intercept −5.651 1.252 <0.0001

Age 2.176 0.699 0.0018

Gender 1.679 0.688 0.0147

Marital status 2.563 0.760 0.0008

Educational level 2.520 0.759 0.0009

Income level 3.373 0.843 <0.0001

Social network 0.063 0.023 0.0073

Product network 0.110 0.027 <0.0001

for marketers who make communication decisions. In the future, a more generalised
approach of complex data extraction will be adopted, and each separate variable will
be taken as the latent factor for analysis.
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Novel Community Detection and Ranking
Approaches for Social Network Analysis

Pujitha Reddy and Matin Pirouz

1 Introduction

Real-world networks such as information, transportation, and social networks
generate a voluminous amount of data in today’s world [1–3]. Network analysis
that involves community detection and ranking has become prominent in predicting
the primary features and topology of these kinds of networks. Community is an
important parameter that leads to identifying connections deep down the network.
Ranking can also help in identifying the patterns that influence and cluster similar
members of a network into a community. The ranking determines how important a
node is in a network [4]. There are many ranking measures to find the importance
of a node in a network such as degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness
centrality, eigenvector centrality, Katz centrality, and PageRank centrality. All these
centrality measures have their importance as well as limitations. Each works well
only for probing certain phenomena. However, in most cases, none of them is
complete enough to find the overall importance and influence [5]. Degree centrality
is the simplest measure that reflects the number of immediate connections and
ignores the influence of those direct links. Betweenness and closeness centrality
are based on the shortest path [6, 7]. However, information flow is not always
through the shortest path in real-world networks. Eigenvector centrality overcomes
the degree centrality to a certain extent by capturing the influence of neighbors.
However, it fails if the influence is passed to its neighbors. Katz centrality gives
constant importance to all its neighbors but unnecessarily distributes its importance
over the network if there are many outgoing edges to many neighbors [8]. In the
case of undirected graphs, the page rank algorithm divides by out-degree, which
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is equal to the number of neighbors which makes the node less important even if
it is important [9]. Eigenvector centrality also makes nodes centrality zero even it
has many neighbors and if a neighbor’s degree is zero in sparse graphs [10]. A
community (cluster) is a densely connected group of vertices, with only sparser
connections to other groups [11]. A network is said to have community structure
if the nodes of the network can be meaningfully grouped into sets of nodes such
that each set of nodes is densely connected internally [12]. We need a numeric
criterion of inside-ness and outside-ness. Something we can try to maximize. A
quantity called modularity is often used to decide the best number of communities
[6]. The main aim of this research is to create a new clustering and community
ranking method that involves in identifying efficient clusters and most central nodes.
Community detection is key to understand the structure of complex networks and
extract useful information from network, and this project could be used to find
optimal clusters [13].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: “Methodology” introduces the
proposed method and its applications. “Analysis” depicts the application of the
proposed method to real-world datasets and comparing them with ground truths.
Conclusion and future work discuss the outline of the proposed algorithm, its
applications, and improvements that can be made in the future.

2 Literature Review

In this paper [14], a new type of network community in online social networks
(OSNs) is identified using the association between network nodes. [author] Proposes
a virtual community detection algorithm that uses the basics of link prediction
to detect communities. Li at [2] says that link prediction works on a concept
called information diffusion. Prime nodes: If a pair of nodes share two or more
consistent neighbor sets, such nodes are called prime nodes. Virtual communities:
The consistent set of neighbors shared by prime nodes along with prime nodes
are identified as virtual communities. The main contribution of this research is to
identify communities, by comparing the similar nodes connected with prime nodes.
Link prediction completes the incomplete OSNs using association algorithms. This
research is validated using centrality methods page rank and k-core before and after
link predictions in OSNs. The research proposed here in [15] is mainly based on
the graph theory. Community is defined as a group with more connections inside
than connections outside. There is a possibility that a node belongs to more than
one community at the same time. This is referred as community overlapping, which
we often see in real-world networks such as social networks. Community detection
starts with the properties of chordal graphs. First, the maximal cliques are identified
and it is extended with nodes and edges. Later, it is optimized greedily by local
clustering function. The proposed algorithm is bench marked using the ground truths
of the networks experimented. K-means clustering is a classical algorithm proposed
long back [16]. It always starts with choosing appropriate K, which always does
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not give efficient clustering. It works well for global clusters as it always assigns
the nearest items in the radius. If the size of the network is huge, K-means is
always sensitive to initialization. Affinity propagation is a new type of algorithm
that was introduced in this research. Communities are clustered based on nearest
neighbor influences a node has. A threshold of nearest neighbors delta is set and
influence of a node is calculated. The list is sorted based on the influence and
more influenced neighbors are clustered. A semi-supervised community detection
algorithm is proposed [17] based on the concept of must-links and cannot link. The
must-link nodes are started as a seed, and it is extended based on the transitive
property. Nodes that are similar to must-link nodes make a cluster. Transitive
property does not get hold here in cannot links. In the social network, the centrality
plays an import role in the graph. Finding the centrality could help to improve the
accuracy in classification data mining techniques. Hui [8] studied the correlation
of degrees and betweenness centrality to investigate BBS reply networks. And the
result showed central nodes with high degree or high betweenness centrality do
have high influence and power in online social networks. On the other hand, when
central nodes with highest degree and highest betweenness centrality are removed,
network centralizations decreased typically. Hajibagheri et al. [9] provided an idea
to use centrality metric such as degree, eigenvector, betweenness, and closeness to
define the most central state within a country and use this information to design
the road/rail transportation networks. Girvan and Newman [18] presented to use a
new metric, namely, cross-closeness centrality, for measuring the multiplex social
network and simple network. The datasets were the families which were from
two different areas (Danio Rerio and Florentine). After analyzing, the data showed
multiplex network offers much valuable and concrete information compared to the
simple network. Prantik et al. [5] observed the influence users from Twitter use
degree centrality and eigenvector centrality to collect the data. The result showed
that indegree and eigenvector centrality should both be considered when finding
users who are influential.

Sudhakaran and Renjith [19] presented a new centrality which combined
betweenness centrality and Katz centrality to measure the importance of node.
This new centrality not only reduced the problem of betweenness centrality which
only focused on the shortest path but also solve the problem of Katz centrality
which focused on the adjacent nodes. Lingjie [12] gave a new centrality which
depended on the betweenness changes caused by the removal of the largest node
in the network. This method was useful to identify the functional and structural
importance of the nodes in a network.

3 Methodology

Clustering coefficient explains how connected the neighbors are to each other.
Mathematically, clustering coefficient of a node i is
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CCi = 2|ejk : Vj , Vk ∈ Ni, ejk ∈ E|
Ki ∗ (Ki − 1)

(1)

Local clustering coefficient of a node in a graph describes how connected its
neighbors are where ejk represents the edges among neighbor set Vj , Vk , Ni is
the neighborhood of vertex i, Ki represents the degree of node i, and E represents
edge set of graph G. If an important node points to many less important nodes
unnecessarily, other nodes also get importance, so page rank divides it by out-degree
which in case of undirected network is not justified. So, we use clustering coefficient
and influence as measures and propose a new centrality method.

Algorithm 1: Influence and clustering centrality

1 Input: Directed Graph , Inf luenceLimit

2 Output: Centrality Matrix

3 for i ← 1 to n do
4 find cc(i)
5 Set influence weight of each node to cc[i]
6 end
7 for i ← 1 to n do
8 Empty open/close list
9 Set all nodes to be unexplored

10 OpenList-PushStack (Node(i))
11 Set Node(i).depth = 0
12 while OpenList is not empty do
13 currNode = OpenList-PopStack ( )
14 Node(i).influence Vector(currNode) += (currNode.depth)-2
15 Pop all nodes in CloseList with depth ≥ currNode.depth
16 Set those nodes to be unexplored;
17 if currNode.depth < influenceLimit then
18 for each out-link neighbor j of the currNode do
19 if Node(j) is unexplored then
20 OpenList-PushStack(Node(j))
21 Set Node(j).depth = currNode.depth + 1
22 end
23 end
24 Set currNode.isExplored = True
25 CloseList-PushStack (currNode)
26 end
27 end
28 M(i) = Node(i).influence Vector
29 end
30 return M

Here we propose community detection based on the common neighbor and
influence they have in the network [13]. This influence centrality indicates if two
nodes are close to a common set of neighbors, then they both are closer to each other.
This makes the nodes stay in one community. To find the common neighborhood,
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Dataset Sparse/dense Weighted/unweighted

Karate Club Dense Unweighted

Dolphins Sparse Unweighted

Les Miserables Dense Unweighted

Football Sparse Unweighted

Political blogs Dense Unweighted

Neural networks Dense Unweighted

Fig. 1 Community ranking
for Karate Club

we can make use of the centrality measures. An influence matrix will be generated.
First, the influence weight for all the nodes is set to 1. Every level updates the
influence weight with the clustering coefficient.

4 Results

Karate Club:
In the Karate Club dataset, Node 8 has CC = 1.0, which means all the neighbor

nodes are connected and it forms a clique, where any information easily spreads at
this part of the network. Node 8 has important nodes in terms of other centralities
1,3 connected to it, which means it can easily pass information to other nodes as
it forms a clique around it. It is also pointing to only four nodes, and it justifies
the problem that if an important node is pointing many other nodes, the other is
getting importance unnecessarily. It is also close to many important nodes such as
instructor which has high connectedness. The new centrality measure is defined by
taking some centralities and ranking methods, so the central nodes of this ranking
include the nodes in order which have a high clustering coefficient and neighbors
with high connectedness, and this ranking will not give importance which it has
unnecessarily by pointing to many nodes (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

In Dolphin Community, there are no nodes with clustering coefficient 1, which
means connectedness among neighbors in the Dolphin Community seems less
compared to other datasets taken. Notch has CC = 0.6 which forms a partially
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Table 1 Clustering
coefficients of top three nodes
in Karate Club

Node CC

8 1.0

13 1.0

15 1.0

Fig. 2 Community ranking for Dolphin Community

Fig. 3 Community ranking for Football dataset

connected graph around it. The neighbors of the Notch are Grin and SN4 which
are highly connected nodes. The hook is close to the connected nodes, has a
high clustering coefficient, and is not making less important nodes unnecessarily
important (Figs. 2 and 3).

In football matches conducted, almost all teams that played with Wake Forest
have played with each other. So Wake Forest team has a high clustering coefficient.
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Table 2 Clustering
coefficients of top three nodes
in Dolphin Community

Node CC

Mus 0.66

Notch 0.63

Hook 0.6

Table 3 Clustering
coefficients of top three nodes
in Football dataset

Node CC

Wake Forest 0.66

Virginia 0.64

Clemson 0.62

Fig. 4 Community ranking for Les Miserables dataset

Wake Forest played with teams that played the highest games in the tournament. It
played with very few less popular teams which mean a team that played a very few
times (Tables 2 and 3).

In Les Miserables’ novel, Marguerite is the central character according to
new centrality measure. That is, Marguerite made good connections, i.e., clique
around it. It also appeared with the most popular character of the novel Valjean.
It also appeared with Enjolras, Courfeyrac, and Fantine which also appeared with
important characters (Figs. 4 and 5).

In Fig. 6 The clusters are identified with different colors. The nodes with high
degree (1, 33, 34), high closeness (1, 3, 34), and eigen (1, 3, 34) are one cluster
away (1 is one cluster away from 33, 34). The two central nodes 33, 34 are in the
same cluster, so the fourth cluster might be the important community. Homophily
seems to be the centrality and closeness (Tables 4, 5, and 6).
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Fig. 5 Community ranking
for political blogs

Fig. 6 Visualization of
Communities in Karate Club
dataset

Table 4 Clustering
coefficients of top three nodes
in Les Miserables play

Node CC

MlleBaptistine 1.0

MmeMagloire 1.0

Marguerite 0.90

Table 5 Clustering
coefficients of top three nodes
in pol blogs

Node CC

angryhomo.blogspot.com 1.0

arkansastonight.com 1.0

battlegroundstates.blogspot.com 1.0

In Dolphins, community homophily might be centrality. Most of the central
nodes discovered by centrality methods are in clusters 3, 4, and 2. This says those
three clusters are the most important communities in the network as shown in Fig. 7
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Table 6 Modularity values
of detected communities

Dataset Max modularity

Karate Club 0.256

Dolphins 0.334

Lesmis 0.421

Football 0.597

Celegan neural networks 0.781

Pol blogs 0.672

Fig. 7 Visualization of communities in Dolphin dataset

Fig. 8 Visualization of communities in Football dataset

In Fig. 8, the homophily of clusters formed might be geographical location
because cluster 1 (Nevada, California, Washington) have all the teams from western
states and cluster 2 (Florida, Virginia, Carolina) have all the eastern states, cluster 3
(Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota) have all the northeastern states, and cluster 4 (Texas,
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Fig. 9 Visualization of communities in Les Miserables dataset

Oklahoma) have all the southeastern states There are ten clusters in the set with
maximum modularity.

In Fig. 9, in this novel, all the important characters, Gavroche, Enjolras, Cour-
feyrac, and Marius, belong to the same community which makes the community
more central in the entire network. Here also homophily is centrality. There are four
clusters in the set with maximum modularity.

Figure 10 explains the connectivity of neurons of nematode Caenorhabditis ele-
gans. All of these neurons are clustered based on their connections and the functions
they perform. The clusters are identified as sensory receptors, interneurons, motor
neurons, and amphids. Homophily here is the local transmission of signals in the
network.

Figure 11 depicts the network of links between US political web blogs. However,
the clusters are not clear, the reason being it is densely connected. It is clear from
the picture that all the blogs are connected in the center. The communities explain
that there is high betweenness centrality.

5 Conclusion

The outcome of this research is to improve ranking and detection algorithms
in communities. We addressed the issue by explaining the importance of local
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Fig. 10 Visualization of
communities in neural
network dataset

Fig. 11 Visualization of
communities in political
blogs dataset

influence and the number of cliques. Modularity is used to measure the efficiency
of the communities detected. The modularities of identified clusters are positive
values and varied between 0.25 and 0.63. This shows that the communities identified
are optimal. In the future, we will apply these algorithms on highly dynamic and
complex datasets to find the efficiency and load of the proposed model.
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How Is Twitter Talking About
COVID-19?

Jesus L. Llano, Héctor G. Ceballos, and Francisco J. Cantú

1 Introduction

Social networks offer us the possibility for sharing information, news, interests and
most important opinions about specific topics that currently impact the society [12].
People take to social media to comment about practically anything that happens in
their lives, from trending topics to the current social crisis that COVID-19 possesses.
This commentary could offer an insight into the overall opinion that exists related
to the current health crisis the world is facing.

The ability to understand society and how it sees things is something that has
eluded experts for years. As an attempt to achieve this, helped invariably by the
boom that technology had over the last few years, many techniques for analysing
natural language and the relationship that exists between words, phrases and speech
have arisen. We intend to use these techniques to explore a more social-driven aspect
of the current public health crisis.

Our primary interest is to perform sentiment and emotional analysis on social
media and how it impacts the general opinion towards this particular topic. In this
case, the results could shine a light on the opinion of the users of Twitter. We
followed the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) as a
way to provide structure during the process of this project.
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2 Methodology

We extracted information regarding the overall emotions and sentiments that exist
towards the current pandemic as well as the correlation that exists between different
repeating words related to COVID-19. To do this we used a dataset composed of
three samples, each spanning over a month, obtained from a repository containing a
collection of tweetIDs associated with COVID-19 made public by Chen et al. in [3]
and applying different natural language processing (NLP) techniques.

2.1 Business Understanding

Social networks, as we have stated before, offer more than a glimpse of the
behaviour, response and opinion that society as a whole develops towards practically
any affair that concerns it. Studying and extracting this information is known
as sentiment analysis or opinion mining. In recent years, sentiment analysis has
become a popular research area in data science, decision-making and computational
linguistics. This analysis allows us to assess the general opinion of people, by
classifying it into three categories: positive, negative and neutral. Obtaining this
information allows different organisms from the private sector to the government to
study the opinion of society from yet another angle with aims to take measures to
better the opinion of people [4, 8, 10, 14].

Furthermore, in many cases, it is vital not only to understand the polarity of
opinions but to assess the emotions that give shape to it. By analysing the word
composition of texts, experts can identify up to a certain degree the emotions of the
author. Several studies have demonstrated that words contain an inherent emotion
or set of emotions tied to them. The extraction of emotions from texts would allow
us to see how society is reacting to the pandemic with increase granularity and how
it is affecting their emotional state [6, 7].

We propose topic discovery as an attempt to understand the structure and patterns
of the discussion that exists around COVID-19. By topics, we refer to mixtures of
words that are more commonly found within the texts and are more probable of
appearing in texts belonging to a particular topic. Extracting this information, we
should be able to obtain various sets of words that are more closely related and used
within the same context of COVID-19.

2.2 Data Understanding and Preparation

Tweet IDs were collected over 3 months, from January to March 2020, using a set of
keywords to try and obtain only those related to the COVID-19 health crisis. Using
a tool to extract the information tied to the IDs, we formed a sample of 150,000
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tweets written in English and 120,000 in Spanish to assure that the obtained results
reflect those of target population with a precision of 95% ± 1%. While each tweet
has an extensive amount of information for this particular work, we will focus on
extracting the following information:

– hashtags: A list of the existing metadata tags inside the tweet.
– text: The content of the tweet, the message the author sent out.
– URLs: Any reference to web resources that may exist inside.

These features are essential for our study as we intend to analyse the contents
of each tweet. To do this, we have to move on to the phase of data preparation.
As it may sound simple to analyse text for us, a computer needs to decompose and
transform phrases into more easily understandable pieces. This process is somewhat
tricky, and it is entirely dependent on the task and model that is to be applied over
the data.

For this project, we begin by normalising to remove any particular pieces of
irrelevant text such as style retweet text (RT), URLs, punctuation, stop words,
extra white spaces and hyphens found in the content of the tweet. Then using
the WordNetLemmatizer defined in the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) library,
we applied lemmatisation to our text. This standardises text depending on the
grammatical type of word returning it to its root. Finally, we tokenised using
NLTK Tweettokenizer, especially design for this. It splits the text into words, which
facilitates the creation of a corpus the computer can handle easily.

Having the text cleaned and split into tokens, it is trivial to create a bag of words
to have as a corpus. This simplifies the process of analysing the data both for the
LDA model and the sentiment/emotional analysis.

2.3 Modelling

As it has been mentioned in previous sections, this project is concerned with
three main tasks to be performed: sentiment analysis, emotional analysis and topic
discovery. A series of experiments were performed for each, and the results will be
described in this section.

Starting with the sentiment analysis, not having any data that has been labelled
makes the idea of applying pre-existing methods of machine learning quite chal-
lenging in particular for the proper assignation of an opinion polarity [5]. The fact
that we are working with raw data obtained from Twitter motivated us to explore the
use of the Valence Aware Dictionary for sentiment Reasoner (VADER), a sentiment
analysis tool that is specifically designed for social media.

This tool allows us not only to identify if a tweet is positive or negative but also to
determine the intensity of the polarity for each. The results of analysing the entirety
of the tweets datasets can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. In general, the polarity of both
corpora leans towards a negative opinion.
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Fig. 1 Results obtained by performing VADER’s sentiment analysis over the English tweets

Fig. 2 Scores obtained by VADER for the Spanish tweets

From just studying this data, it is not possible to accurately identify the underly-
ing reason for this negative feeling. In the following phases of experimentation, one
of which focuses on topic discovery, we could gain more insight into the cause of
this negativity.

As we can see, the majority of the tweets had a neutral score, yet the amount
of negative tweets seems to be slightly larger than the number of positive tweets,
especially for the Spanish tweets (Fig. 2), a fact that could signify that there
is a negative perception or opinion towards the COVID-19, which would be
understandable.

For the second phase of experiments, we continued mining the data, this time
aiming to extract the emotions associated with the content of the tweets as well as
confirm the previous analysis, and to do this, we used the NRC-Emotion-Lexicon
(NRC) proposed in [9]. This particular lexicon describes eight basic emotions: joy,
anger, sadness, surprise, trust, anticipation, disgust, fear and the polarity associated
with them, negative or positive. Using this lexicon, we were able to separate the
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Table 1 Average TF-IDF for
each emotion related to the
tweets, according to the NRC
lexicon

Emotion Avg. TD-IDF

Fear 0.122933

Trust 0.120723

Sadness 0.089662

Anticipation 0.087558

Anger 0.066408

Surprise 0.060779

Disgust 0.055382

Joy 0.050357

Negative 0.195718

Positive 0.173378

As we can see, fear, trust and sadness
are the top three emotions. We can also
observe that the majority of the tweets
had a negative connotation

words in our corpus according to the emotions associated with them. However, this
lexicon is exclusive for English words which stopped us from being able to analyse
the Spanish written tweets.

By calculating the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) as
described by Sammut and Webb in [11], only using words inside the NRC we can
approximate the average percentage of emotions of the entire corpus. The results
obtained are quite interesting; fear is the emotion that appeared most frequently
followed by trust with a minimal difference. The TF-IDF for each emotion is
described in Table 1 and visually represented in Fig. 3.

As a way to further test the polarity of the tweets, NCR allowed us to calculate the
TF-IDF of words associated with positive and negative opinions; again it is by the
smallest amount that the analysed tweets seem to relate more to a negative opinion
towards the COVID-19. These results are also described in Table 1 and in Fig. 3b.

Lastly, for the third model, we decided to apply a latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA), a generative model presented by Blei et al. [1], to extract topics from the
tweets. This model should provide a deeper understanding of the way people refer
to COVID-19 and the context in which they do. By finding relations using Bayesian
probabilities, an LDA finds sets of words that better serve to separate documents,
in this case, tweets, into groups. These groups can then be used to find trends about
what is being discussed and even to create directed content [2, 13]. We extracted
five topics using an LDA model that was initialised using a dictionary composed of
all the words in our original corpus transformed using TF-IDF. The extraction was
performed independently for both language groups of tweets. We can see the cluster
maps that describe the topics in Figs. 4 and 5.

From the topics, we extracted the five most representative words and the assigned
weights of each which are depicted in Table 2. We can observe that three common
words that appear in several of the found topics are corona, coronavirus and China.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 After calculating the average percentage of emotions and sentiments appearing in the
English tweets corpus using NCR, fear appeared the most. (a) Emotion analysis using NRC-
Emotion-Lexicon. (b) Sentiment analysis using NRC-Emotion-Lexicon
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Fig. 4 Cluster map obtained after processing the corpus composed of English written tweets using
LDA. There are three clear clusters of words (topics) depicted in the darker areas of the map. With
words like outbreak, corona, coronavirus and testing appearing on them

In the case of English tweets, it seems that words directly related to the government
like democrats, states and president appeared with enough frequency to be relevant.
This could indicate some relation with the sentiments found in the other two
analyses.

Finally, just as a way to visually represent the word frequency analysis performed
over content of the entire corpus of tweets, we present a word cloud depiction in
Fig. 6. Some of the most relevant words in both were also found during the topic
discovery phase, natural since they appear with more frequency through the corpora.
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Fig. 5 Cluster map obtained after processing the corpus composed of Spanish written tweets using
LDA. In this case, the topics are considerably less discriminated from one another as there seems
to be certain overlapping of terms. Words like coronavirus, contagion, people and cases seem to
be within these groups

3 Discussion

The principal goal of this project is to provide an insight into the public opinion
towards the novel coronavirus (COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2) virus. Thanks to the
diffusion channels that social media platforms like Twitter provide, it is now easier
than ever to access sentimental information regarding particular topics of interest.
We show that it is possible to model the sentiment of people towards a pandemic
such as the one sweeping the globe as of the day this document was written.

Sentiment and emotional analysis of social networks have gained the interest
of experts since it provides a way to gauge public opinion without interference.
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Table 2 Five most representative words of the topics extracted from the English (left) and the
Spanish (right) tweets corpus

Topic Words Weights

1

Outbreak 0.047

Testing 0.040

Coronavirus 0.020

Death 0.016

Someone 0.014

2

Coronavirus 0.019

Kong 0.014

Flu 0.012

Hope 0.010

Die 0.009

3

Corona 0.015

Said 0.014

Virus 0.013

Coronavirus 0.012

Democrats 0.011

4

Coronavirus 0.027

Health 0.023

President 0.018

Public 0.014

Global 0.014

5

Hands 0.020

Wash 0.016

Don’t 0.015

Cases 0.010

Workers 0.007

Topic Words Weights

1

Italia 0.046

Hoy 0.040

Hospital 0.034

Hora 0.032

Chino 0.031

2

Si 0.128

País 0.073

Vamos 0.031

Solo 0.026

Confirma 0.026

3

Coronavirus 0.565

Caso 0.045

Persona 0.037

España 0.031

Oms 0.013

4

China 0.211

Casos 0.100

Wuhan 0.035

Gripe 0.034

Vez 0.022

5

Virus 0.099

Salud 0.078

Nuevo 0.068

Madrid 0.026

Medios 0.020

Mining key words through topic discovery could help in the scope of public health
as valuable, early clues about disease outbreaks, providing feedback on public health
policies and response measures. For this is necessary to continue exploring the
possibilities provided by the vast amount of information social platforms generate
every second.

4 Conclusion

The different results presented in this document point towards a negative opinion in
regard to the current situation. Furthermore, the polarisation on the opinion for the
data-based of Spanish written tweets seems to have a more substantial lean towards
negativity than its English counterpart. At this moment, we have demonstrated that
it is possible to extract enough information that provides a glimpse of the general
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Fig. 6 Word cloud of the entire dataset

opinion using only simple natural language processing techniques. Further, more
sophisticated analyses need to be performed to provide more precious insights as it
would be the introduction of more sophisticated word embeddings extracted through
deep learning.

As a last comment, social media is now ingrained within society deeper than
any other technological advancement. We, as a community, use it to share interests,
media, news and information. It would be a misuse not to seize this information
ethically towards the benefit of society. For which an essential aspect of it needs
to be addressed, even when it was not actively discussed through the project, is the
importance of ethics in data science appears as a necessity.
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Detecting Asian Values in Asian News via
Machine Learning Text Classification

Li-jing Arthur Chang

1 Introduction

Past research has used content analysis to locate Asian values of harmony and
support by hand [1]. In the research, harmony is classified as either “harmony”
or “conflict,” with “harmony” defined as a void of conflict [1]. Also, support
is classified as either “supportive” or “critical,” with “supportive” defined as
supporting economic, political, or societal strength at home [1].

This study is designed to develop machine learning models to classify Asian
news articles as “harmony” or “conflict” (for the harmony variable) and as “sup-
portive” or “critical” (for the support variable). This approach differs from past news
classification studies, which often classified news as having “positive” or “negative”
sentiments [2–3].

2 Literature Review

This study used supervised machine learning algorithms for text classification.
Supervised machine learning starts from pre-labeled data and uses the feature vector
and labels to build a prediction model [4]. The model is used to predict the labels
for the test dataset. The predictions are compared with actual labels to measure
performance [4].

Sentiment analysis is a form of opinion mining that explores the viewpoints of
people [5]. The text analytical skills have been used to analyze news articles [2–3,
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6–10].While focusing on the “positive” and “negative” sentiments of news, studies
on news sentiment analysis differs in their approaches and focuses. For example,
one study proposed a news sentiment-based trading strategy after analyzing the
relationship between company-related sentiment and investment returns [8]. The
results showed that trading based on a “neutral” sentiment gives good market returns
[8].

A couple of studies used sentiment lexicon to categorize news sentiments [6, 10].
The lexicon-based sentiment approach uses a lexicon with words or a multi-word
group labeled as positive, negative, or neutral to analyze text sentiment [4].

More recent news sentiment analysis adopted the machine learning approach [2–
3]. The research used machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine,
naïve bayes, k-nearest neighbors, maximum entropy (or logistic regression), random
forest, decision tree, gradient boosting, AdaBoost, and artificial neural network [2–
3, 6, 11–19]. The present study is aimed at using the algorithms to classify the news
text for the target variables of harmony and support. Based on the above review, two
research questions are generated:

RQ 1: How do the machine learning algorithms perform in predicting the Asian value of
harmony in Asian newspaper stories?
RQ 2: How do the machine learning algorithms perform in predicting the Asian value of
support in Asian newspaper stories?

3 Methodology

The sample consisted of 3062 articles published between late July 2018 and the first
half of August 2018 from English-language newspapers in seven Asian countries.1

The articles were accessed from a database at a local library. Only hard news articles
with a focus on issues related to home news are picked. Home news is events
occurring in the newspaper’s home country or abroad involving the nation’s citizens,
governments, or residents. The rationale for the choice is that home news will better
reflect the Asian values of harmony and support [1].

To build the machine learning model for harmony, the dataset of 3062 articles
was processed to derive an input feature vector and a harmony target variable vector.
The support model used the same input vector and a support target variable vector.

To derive labels for the target variables, 269 of the articles were first manually
labeled with intercoder reliabilities of over 0.85 for both variables. The rest of the
articles were labeled with a machine learning model built from the initial hand-
labeled sample. The machine-assigned labels were verified manually. The manual
verification showed that the machine-coded labels are at least 95% accurate for

1The seven Asian nations are China, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore, Thailand, and The
Philippines. Of the 3062 articles, 25.9% came from China, 30.1% were from India, 9.3% were
from Malaysia, 13.5% were from Pakistan, 9.3% were from Singapore, 3.3% were from Thailand,
and 8.6% were from the Philippines.
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both target variables. The mislabeled machine labels were corrected with manual
labels. The harmony labels (either “harmony” or “conflict”) derived from the above
process formed the harmony target variable vector. The support labels (“supportive”
or “critical”) derived formed the support target variable vector.

To obtain the input vector, the articles were processed to remove stop words,
special characters, punctuations, overly frequent words, and rare words because
these words/symbols did not add much meanings and the removal would ease data
complexity [20]. The text was also lemmatized to linguistic roots based on the
assumptions that words of the same root mostly describe the same or relatively
close concepts [20–21].

At this point, there are 9769 unique words in the dataset. They were converted
to a vector of 9769 features using TFIDF to give more weight to frequent words
in each article while offsetting the influence of overly frequent words in the whole
sample [22].

After the TFIDF transformation, the number of input features remained at
9769. To ease model complexity, principal component analysis was used. Principal
component analysis, an unsupervised method, is chosen because it does not require
labeled data and is more suitable for model deployment for real-world unseen data
such as news where no labels exist [23]. After the dimensionality reduction using
principal component analysis, the input vector had 3062 features.

At this point, the input vector and the target variable harmony vector is the dataset
for the harmony model. The same input features vector and the target variable
support vector is the dataset for the support model. Each dataset was randomly split
into 80% train dataset and 20% test dataset. Each algorithm was tuned via a grid
search with tenfold cross validations on the train dataset. The test dataset is used to
compare the performance of the tuned algorithms using metrics such as accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 score [24].2

4 Results

The results of testing RQ 1 showed logistic regression is the top performer in
terms of accuracy and F1 score (see Table 1). Support vector machine leads the
performance in precision. Also, artificial neural network is the top performer in the
recall measure.

The testing of RQ 2 showed logistic regression is the top performer in accuracy,
recall, and F1 score (see Table 2). Support vector machine leads the performance in
precision. The results are similar to those from the testing of RQ 1.

2Accuracy = (T P+T N)
(T P+T N+FP+FN)

; precision = T P
(T P+FP)

; recall = T P
(T P+FN)

; F1 =
(2×Precision×Recall)
(Precision+Recall) where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false positive, and FN

is false negative.
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Table 1 RQ 1 – ML models (target variable harmony)

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Logistic regression 93.0% 91.0% 92.1% 91.6%
Support vector machine 90.9% 94.5% 85.2% 89.6%
Gradient boost 88.3% 84.0% 87.4% 85.7%
Artificial neural network 88.3% 78.1% 92.6% 84.7%
K nearest neighbors 83.7% 78.9% 81.5% 80.2%
Adaboost 83.2% 78.5% 80.7% 79.6%
Decision tree 78.8% 71.5% 76.3% 73.8%
Random forest 74.4% 55.5% 76.8% 64.4%
Naive Bayes 62.8% 46.9% 56.6% 51.3%

Notes: Results ranked in a descending order by accuracy; n = 3062

Table 2 RQ 2 – ML models (target variable support)

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Logistic regression 91.2% 81.9% 90.1% 85.8%
Support vector machine 90.4% 82.9% 86.8% 84.8%
Artificial neural network 89.7% 81.9% 85.8% 83.8%
Gradient boost 85.5% 71.9% 81.3% 76.3%
K nearest neighbors 82.2% 69.3% 74.2% 71.7%
Adaboost 81.9% 68.8% 73.7% 71.2%
Decision tree 73.4% 57.3% 59.4% 58.3%
Random forest 71.1% 11.6% 95.8% 20.6%
Naive Bayes 67.2% 34.7% 49.3% 40.7%

Notes: Results ranked in a descending order by accuracy; n = 3062

To apply the trained logistic regression model for harmony, this study deployed
the model to a website. Similar procedure was done to deploy the trained logistic
regression model for support. A news story was picked from the publicly accessible
Reuters news corpus (Reuters-21578, Distribution 1.0) of Python’s nltk library [25].
Describing Asian exporters’ concerns about the US-Japan trade conflict, the story
was classified as “conflict” by the harmony-conflict predictor website. Also, the
story was labeled as “critical” by the supportive-critical predictor website. This
showed the utility of the models.

5 Conclusion

Whether it is the harmony model or the support model, the results are quite similar.
In both situations, logistic regression performs best in the measures of accuracy and
F1 score, while support vector machine performs best in the measure of precision.
Beyond accuracy, logistic regression is a fast algorithm compared to most other
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algorithms tested in this study. In addition, the deployment of the trained logistic
algorithm models demonstrated their practical utilities.

Lastly, the present study used the manual coding of an initial sample to build a
machine learning model to label the remaining sample. This procedure is a time-
saver compared to the complete manual coding of the entire dataset.
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The Evaluation of Rating Systems
in Online Free-for-All Games

Arman Dehpanah, Muheeb Faizan Ghori, Jonathan Gemmell,
and Bamshad Mobasher

1 Introduction

Online competitive games pit players against one another in player-versus-player
(PvP) matches. A common goal of PvP games is to match players based on their
skills. When a new player is matched against an experienced player, neither is likely
to enjoy the competition. Therefore, competitive games often use rating algorithms
to match players with similar skills.

Rating systems often represent players with a single number, describing the
player’s skills. For example, Elo [1] considers 1500 as the default skill rating for
new players and updates this value based on the outcome of the matches they played.
Rating systems leverage skill ratings to predict ranks. While researchers have made
numerous efforts in improving rank prediction, less attention has been given to how
predicted ranks are evaluated.

There are several metrics commonly used to evaluate ratings. However, these
metrics often do not capture important characteristics of the ratings. They might
give equal weighting to low-tier and top-tier players, even when matching top-tier
players is more important for the goals of the system. They might also be hampered
by the inclusion of new players since the system does not possess any knowledge of
these players.

In this paper, we consider six evaluation metrics. We include traditional metrics
such as accuracy, mean absolute error, and Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient.
We further include metrics adapted from the domain of information retrieval,
including mean reciprocal rank (MRR), average precision (AP), and normalized
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discounted cumulative gain (NDCG). We analyze the ability of these metrics to
capture meaningful insights when they are used to evaluate the performance of three
popular rating systems: Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill.

To perform this analysis, we limit our experimentation to free-for-all matches.
Free-for-all is a widely used game-play mode where several players simultaneously
compete against one another in the same match. The winner is the “last man
standing”; this mode of game-play is more commonly referred to as battle royale.
Our real-world dataset includes over 100,000 matches and over 2,000,000 unique
players from PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG).

Our evaluation shows that in free-for-all matches, the metrics adapted from
information retrieval can better evaluate the rating systems while being more
resistant to the influence of new players. NDCG, in particular, could more precisely
capture the predictive power of these systems. NDCG distinguishes between the
prediction errors for top-tier players with higher ranks and those for low-tier players
with lower ranks by applying a weight to positions. This is particularly important
for companies whose business model is based on user interaction and engagement
at the top levels of play. Top-tier players are the ones who most probably stay in the
system and play more games.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, the related works are
reviewed. Rank prediction and its application in rating systems are discussed in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the evaluation metrics are introduced. In Sect. 5, the dataset and
the experiments are explained, and then we discuss the results in detail in Sect. 6.
Finally, we conclude the paper and mention future works in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

The popularity of online competitive games has exploded in the last decade. There
are more than 800 million users playing online games, and this number is expected
to grow to over 1 billion by the year 2024 [2].

An important mode of game-play is the free-for-all which can be divided into
deathmatch and battle royale. In deathmatch games, many players are pitted against
one another; the winner is the one with the most points at the end of the game. In
battle royale, players eliminate one another; the winner is the last one standing.

A critical component of these zero-sum games is the ability to rate a player’s skill.
An accurate skill rating enables the system to generate balanced matches [3, 4]. It
allows for the assignment of teams with similar skill levels [3, 5–8]. It serves as
feedback for the players so that they can track their performance over time [4, 8, 9].

The most prominent examples of such systems are Elo [1], Glicko [10], and
TrueSkill [4]. Elo and Glicko are designed for head-to-head matches with only
two players. TrueSkill, developed by Microsoft, extends upon these approaches to
handle multiplayer games with multiple teams.

A rating system like those above can be used to predict the outcome of games.
Those predictions can then be evaluated to judge the quality of the rating system.
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Accuracy is often used for evaluating rating systems. It has been used to evaluate
first-person shooter games [4–7, 11–14], real-time strategy games [5, 12, 15, 16], as
well as tennis [15, 17, 18], soccer [14, 18], football [14], and board games [19–21].

Other metrics have been used for rank prediction. Log-likelihood has been used
to evaluate first-person shooters [6], real-time strategies [15], and board games [21].
Information gain has been used to evaluate first-person shooters [14]. Mean squared
error has been used to evaluate real-time strategy games [22] and soccer [23].
Mean absolute error (MAE) has been used to evaluate first-person shooters [14]
and real-time strategies [22]. Root mean squared error has been used to evaluate
chess games [20]. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient has been used to evaluate
first-person shooter games [24]. However, most of these examples are head-to-head
games; there are only two sides such as in chess or squad-vs-squad first-person
shooters. When there are more than two sides, these metrics are less appropriate.

Information retrieval, the process of obtaining relevant resources from document
collections [25], includes several metrics for evaluating the ranking of search
results. These metrics can be adapted to the evaluation of predictions in online
competitive games. Mean reciprocal rank considers the rank positions of relevant
documents in the results list to compute relevance scores [26]. Average precision
considers the number of relevant documents among retrieved documents along
with the number of documents retrieved out of all available relevant documents to
evaluate the performance of the system [27]. NDCG considers a graded relevance
for determining the gain obtained by each retrieved document [28].

Our work differs from previous efforts. We focus on free-for-all games, one of
the most popular game-play modes in which several players compete against one
another in a single match. We extend Elo and Glicko to free-for-all games. Whereas
research often attempts to improve rank prediction, we seek to better evaluate the
predicted ranks. We explore six evaluation metrics, including traditional metrics and
those drawn from the domain of information retrieval. We analyze the explanatory
power of these metrics using a large real-world dataset and consider how the metrics
describe different populations such as the top-tier and the most frequent players.

3 Predicting Rank

Predicting rank in online competitive games is important for several reasons. It can
be used to evaluate the performance of the players. It can be used to assign players
to teams. It can be used to create balanced matches. Often, rank is predicted by first
evaluating the skills of the players.

The skill level of a player p can be described as a single number: μp. In a head-
to-head match between two players, p1 and p2, with skill ratings, μp1 and μp2 , the
player with the higher rating can be predicted to win that match. In a free-for-all
match with several players p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn, their skill ratings μp1 , μp2 , . . . , μpn

can be used to create a rank ordering of the players Rpred . After the match, the
observed rankings Robs can be used to update the skill levels.
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There are several ways to update a player’s skill rating. In the remainder of this
section, we describe three common algorithms: Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill.

3.1 Elo

Originally developed for ranking chess players, Elo has been used for ranking
players in many competitive environments [1]. Elo calculates the skill level of
players by appraising a set of historical match results. Elo assumes that players’ skill
follows a Gaussian distribution with the same standard deviation for all players.

As a convention, the default rating for new players is set to 1500. The rating is
updated after each match. The winner is awarded points and the loser surrenders
points after each match. The amount of these points is dependent on the probability
of the outcome of the match based on the two players’ initial ratings.

The probability that player pi wins the match against player pj can be calcu-
lated by:

Pr(pi wins, pj ) =
(

1+ e
μj−μi

D

)−1

where μi and μj are the ratings of the two players. D represents the weight
given to ratings when determining players’ estimated scores. Using higher values
for D decreases the influence of the difference between ratings and vice versa.
Conventionally, D is set to 400.

After the match, the rating of player pi is updated by:

μ′i = μi +K[R − Pr(pi wins, pj )]

where R is 1 if player pi wins the game, 0.5 if the match is a draw, and 0 if it is a loss.
K is a scaling factor determining the magnitude of the change to players’ ratings
after each match. Using higher values for K leads to greater changes in players’
ratings. The value of K should be tuned based on the nature of the game and the
players’ characteristics. For example, the World Chess Federation (FIDE) considers
several tiers for the value of K. It uses K = 40 for new players until they participate
in at least 30 matches, K = 20 as long as their ratings remain under 2400, and
K = 10 once their ratings reach 2400.

We can extend Elo skill ratings from head-to-head matches to free-for-all
matches that include many players. Several possibilities exist. One way is to
consider the match as a set of head-to-head matches.

We recalculate the probability of winning for each player by summing the
probability of winning values in all their pairwise matches versus the other
players. Assuming N players competing against each other in a field F, the overall
probability of winning for player pi can be calculated as:
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Pr(pi wins, F ) =

∑
1≤j≤N,i �=j

(
1+ e

(μj−μi )

D

)−1

(
N
2

)

where
(
N
2

)
, the total number of pairwise comparisons, is used to normalize the

probability values to sum up to 1.
Because free-for-all matches include several players, we normalize the sum of

the observed outcomes to 1 in order to conform to Elo’s design that the total number
of points awarded is equal to the total number of points deducted. For player pi , we
transform the observed rank Robs

i into a normalized result, R
′
i , calculated as:

R
′
i =

N − Robs
i(

N
2

)

The player’s Elo rating in this multiplayer environment can then be updated as:

μ′i = μi +K
[
R
′
i − Pr(pi wins, F )

]

One criticism of Elo is that it assumes a fixed skill variance for all players and
may not handle uncertainty well. This could result in reliability issues [10]. Glicko
addresses this problem.

3.2 Glicko

The Glicko rating system [10] extended Elo by introducing a dynamic skill deviation
σ for each player. Players are characterized by a distribution with a mean μ

representing their skill and a deviation σ representing the uncertainty about their
skill. The frequency that a player competes in the game is used to modify their skill
deviation σ . New players are assigned μ = 1500 and σ = 350. Both these numbers
are updated after each match.

The probability that player pi wins the match against player pj can be calcu-
lated by:

Pr(pi wins, pj ) =
⎛
⎝1+ 10

−g

(√
σ2
i
+σ2

j

)
(μi−μj )

400

⎞
⎠
−1

where μi , μj , σi , and σj represent the skill ratings and skill deviations of the two
players. The function g takes the sum of the square of the two skill deviations and
uses them to weight the deviation in the players’ skills. It is defined as:
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g(σ ) =
⎛
⎝
√

1+ 3q2σ 2

π2

⎞
⎠
−1

where Glicko sets q as a constant equal to 0.0057565. After the match, the skill
rating and deviation of player pi are updated:

μ′i = μi + q

1
σ 2

i

+ 1
d2

[
g(σj )(R − Pr(pi wins, pj ))

]

σ ′i =
√√√√

(
1

σ 2
i

+ 1

d2

)−1

where R is 1 if player pi wins the game, 0.5 if the match is a draw, and 0 if it is a
loss. The variable d2 is minus of inverse of Hessian of the log marginal likelihood
and is calculated as:

d2 = [
q2g(σj )

2Pr(pi wins, pj )(1− Pr(pi wins, pj ))
]−1

We can extend Glicko to free-for-all matches as we did with Elo. We consider each
free-for-all match with N players as

(
N
2

)
separate matches between each pair of

players. The probability of winning for player pi can be calculated as:

Pr(pi wins, F ) =

∑
1≤j≤N,i �=j

⎛
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Again we normalize the function with
(
N
2

)
so that the probability values sum up to

1. The variable d2 can be updated for this scenario as:

d2 = [
q2g(σj )

2Pr(pi wins, F )(1− Pr(pi wins, F ))
]−1

Similar to Elo, Glicko is a zero-sum rating system; an equal number of points is
awarded and deducted. In order to achieve such a balance in a multiplayer free-for-
all match, we once again normalize the match results as before. Finally, the rating
of player pi can be updated as:

μ′i = μi + q

1
σ 2

i

+ 1
d2

[
g(σj )

(
R
′
i − Pr(pi wins, F )

)]
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Glicko has been proven to be successful at rating players. However, it does have
some drawbacks. Glicko requires an average of five to ten matches for each
player in order to accurately describe a player’s skill [29]. Moreover, when players
compete very frequently, their skill deviation σ becomes very small, and there
are no noticeable changes in their ratings, even when they are truly improving.
Finally, while we have extended Elo and Glicko from head-to-head matches to large
multiplayer free-for-all matches, they were not initially designed to do so. TrueSkill
was designed for this purpose.

3.3 TrueSkill

TrueSkill [4] is a Bayesian ranking system developed by Microsoft Research for
Xbox Live that can be applied to any type of game-play mode with any number
of players or teams. TrueSkill derives individual skill levels from the outcome
of matches between players by leveraging factor graphs [30] and expectation
propagation algorithm [31].

Similar to Glicko, TrueSkill assumes that the performance of players follows a
Gaussian distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ representing their skills
and skill deviations. New players are assigned μ = 25 and σ = 8.333. These values
are updated after each match.

TrueSkill follows different update methods depending on whether a draw is
possible. For a non-draw case, if μi , μj , σi , and σj represent skill ratings and
deviations of players pi and pj , assuming player pi wins the match against player
pj , his skill rating is updated by:

μ′i = μi + σ 2
i

c

[
N( t

c
)

�( t
c
)

]

where t = μi − μj and c =
√

2β2 + σ 2
i + σ 2

j . N and � represent the

probability density function and cumulative distribution function of a standard
normal distribution. The parameter β is the scaling factor determining the magnitude
of changes to ratings. Skill deviations for both players are updated by:

σ ′ = σ − σ

(
σ 2
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[
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N( t

c
)

�( t
c
)
+ t

])

TrueSkill has been used in online games [32], sports [18], education [33], recom-
mender systems [34], and click prediction for online advertisements [35]. Despite
the popularity of TrueSkill, it suffers from a conceptual issue. It ignores interactions
of players within a team and assumes their performance is independent of one
another. This issue was addressed by several following works through which many
different algorithms and extensions were introduced [6, 11, 12, 14].
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3.4 PreviousRank

Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill have several similarities in how they model and update a
player’s skill. To provide a naive baseline, we describe PreviousRank.

PreviousRank simply assumes that a player’s predicted rank is equal to their
observed rank in their previous match. If a player is new to the system, we assume
that their predicted rank is equal to N

2 where N is the number of players competing
in the match. We use PreviousRank as our naive baseline to achieve a better
understanding of the predictive power of other mainstream models.

3.5 Calculating Predicted Ranks

Elo, Glicko, TrueSkill, and our naive baseline all maintain a number that can be
interpreted as the skill level of a player. This estimation of the player’s skill can be
updated after every match. These matches might be head-to-head or larger free-for-
all matches. Given such ratings, we can predict the ranking of a player in a field of
other players.

For an upcoming match, we collect the players in the match. For each player, we
retrieve their rating. If the player is new, we use the default rating value. Players are
sorted by their ratings, thereby producing a rank prediction for the list of players.
Ties in the ratings are randomly broken. By comparing this pre-match predicted
ranking to the post-match observed ranking, we can evaluate the performance of the
rating systems.

4 Metrics

As shown in the previous section, a rating system can be used to produce a ranking
for a field of players in a match. Given the predicted rankings Rpred and observed
rankings Robs after the match is finished, several metrics can be used to evaluate the
performance of a rating algorithm.

Traditional metrics such as accuracy, mean absolute error, and rank correlation
coefficients are commonly used for evaluating head-to-head games, but may not be
as appropriate in free-for-all games. We describe these three metrics and leverage
three additional metrics taken from the field of information retrieval: average
precision, mean reciprocal rank, and normalized discounted cumulative gain. These
metrics may yield different insights into the rating systems they evaluate. In the
remainder of this section, we present these metrics.
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4.1 Accuracy

The problem of ranking may be viewed as a classification problem. In a head-to-
head match, accuracy can be used as the evaluation metric for a ranking problem
with only two outputs or labels (three if a draw is possible). In this case, each rank
could be assumed as a nominal or categorical value.

Free-for-all matches can have many more players. We could use the same
assumption and treat the problem as a multi-label classification problem, evaluating
the rankings based on how accurately they classify players into their observed ranks.
As such, accuracy is calculated as the ratio of correctly classified ranks to the total
number of players.

Accuracy is not generally suited to ranking problems because it treats all the
ranks as labels. If a player was predicted to achieve rank 5 and earns rank 5, that is
a hit. But if he earns rank 6 or rank 96, it is a miss even when these two scenarios
differ greatly.

4.2 Mean Absolute Error

Mean absolute error (MAE) is one of the most common measures to evaluate the
similarity of two sets of values. Assuming two rankings, the predicted ranks Rpred

and the observed ranks Robs of players, MAE is the average of the absolute errors:

MAE = 1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣Rpred
i − Robs

i

∣∣∣

where N is the total number of players competing in a match and R
pred
i and Robs

i

are the predicted and observed rankings for a player pi . An MAE of zero means
that the two rankings are identical. A higher MAE suggests higher dissimilarities
between the two rankings.

MAE is more suited than accuracy to compare two sets of non-ordinal values.
Unlike accuracy, the case of a player having the predicted rank of 5 while earning
the 96th rank will have a much larger impact on the metric than if the player earned
the sixth rank.

However, MAE misses potentially useful information. It does not distinguish
between the prediction errors in higher ranks and those in lower ranks. For example,
MAE treats the difference between rank 1 and rank 6 the same as the difference
between rank 90 and rank 95. Accuracy suffers from the same issue.
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4.3 Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient

Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient, referred to as Kendall’s tau and denoted by τ ,
is a common statistic to measure the ordinal association between two variables [36].
Kendall’s tau leverages a more interpretable approach compared to other rank
correlation coefficients by looking at the number of concordant and discordant pairs
of observations.

Assume two rankings of Rpred and Robs as the predicted rank and observed rank
of players in a match between N players. For two players, pi and pj , any pair of

observations (R
pred
i , Robs

i ) and (R
pred
j , Robs

j ) are concordant if R
pred
i > R

pred
j and

Robs
i > Robs

j , or R
pred
i < R

pred
j and Robs

i < Robs
j . Otherwise, they are considered

discordant.
Kendall’s tau can be calculated as:

τ = nc − nd(
N
2

)

where nc and nd are the number of concordant and discordant pairs. The denomi-
nator is the total number of pair combinations. Tau is equal to 1 if the predicted and
observed rankings completely agree, is equal to−1 if they completely disagree, and
is 0 if there is no correlation between the two rankings.

Kendall’s tau, unlike accuracy and MAE, does not consider the deviation in
predicted and observed rankings, but instead considers the pairwise agreement
between two rankings. For example, if two players were predicted to have ranks
5 and 10 and achieved ranks 3 and 12, tau considers this a concordant pair without
regard to the deviations in predicted versus observed ranks. However, like accuracy
and MAE, it does not distinguish between higher rank and lower rank errors.

4.4 Mean Reciprocal Rank

As the first metric adapted from the field of information retrieval, we leveraged
mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [26]. It is often used to evaluate the performance of a
query-response system that returns a ranked list based on a query.

We extend MRR to the evaluation of rank prediction in online competitive games.
Given the predicted ranks, Rpred , and observed ranks, Robs , we compute the error
for each player as the absolute difference between his predicted rank and observed
rank. In a free-for-all match with N players, MRR can be calculated as:

MRR = 1

N

N∑
i=1

1

1+ errori
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where errori is the error in prediction. The fraction of 1
1+errori

may be considered
as the relevance of the prediction for player pi . When the prediction is perfect, the
fraction is 1; the worse the prediction, the closer to 0 it becomes. Therefore, MRR
can be considered as a summation of relevance scores.

While the modified MRR applies a different penalty function than MAE, it is
similar in that it considers higher penalties for higher differences between predicted
and observed ranks. However, like the above metrics, it considers the deviation
between rank 1 and rank 6 to be the same as the difference between rank 90 and
rank 95.

4.5 Average Precision

Average precision (AP) is the second metric we borrow from the field of information
retrieval. Given a ranked list of generated responses for a query, AP uses list-wise
precision and relevance scores to evaluate the system [27].

We extend AP to the evaluation of rank prediction in online competitive games.
Similar to MRR, we consider 1

1+errori
as the relevance score of each prediction. In

a free-for-all match with N players, AP can be calculated as:

AP = 1

N

N∑
i=1

P(i)× 1

1+ errori

where P(i) is the overall precision value up to the ith position and errori is the error
in prediction.

AP works exactly like MRR if all predictions are correct. However, AP is
generally more strict since it weights relevance scores for each position with the
overall precision value up to that position. Using precision values as weights
causes AP to distinguish between prediction errors in higher ranks and lower ranks.
However, it puts a higher concentration on hits, especially in higher ranks. This
may have negative impacts on the evaluation of a model whose overall performance
is great but its first few incorrect predictions occur in higher ranks, even when the
prediction error is as small as 1 rank. AP may be an appropriate metric for evaluating
systems whose main focus is on high-rank or top-tier players.

4.6 Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain

Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) is the third metric we adapt from
the field of information retrieval. Given a ranked list of responses for a query, NDCG
evaluates the quality of the generated responses based on their relevance score and
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weighted position in the list [28]. The overall score is accumulated from individual
scores at each level from the top of the list to the bottom.

We extend NDCG to the evaluation of rank prediction in online competitive
games. Similar to MRR and AP, we consider 1

1+errori
as the relevance score of

predictions. In a free-for-all match with N players, NDCG can be computed as:

NDCG =
∑N

i=1
1

log2(i+1)
× 1

1+errori

IDCG

where errori is the prediction error, 1
log(i+1)

is the weight assigned to the ith
position, and IDCG is a normalizing factor.

Similar to AP, NDCG distinguishes between errors in higher ranks and lower
ranks by weighting the evaluation of each position. However, in NDCG, we can
adjust the weights based on the evaluation goals. For example, by increasing the
weights, the model may direct its attention to evaluating good or regular players
who often appear in higher ranks.

5 Methodology

In this section, we introduce the dataset used to perform our experiments. We
detail our methodology along with the parameters we used to implement the rating
systems. Finally, we explain how we performed our evaluations.

Player Unknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG) is a popular free-for-all online multi-
player video game developed and published by PUBG Corporation. The game pits
up to 100 players in a battle royale match against each other. The last player or
team standing wins the match. PUBG is played in teams of four, teams of two,
or singletons. The dataset is publicly available on www.kaggle.com, a public data
platform.

For this research, we only considered solo matches in the dataset, free-for-all
matches where each player competes against every other player at the same time.
In this paper, we are concerned with how to evaluate a single player, a necessary
step before we can evaluate a team. The dataset provides in-game statistics such as
the number of kills, distance walked, and rank for over 100,000 unique matches and
2,260,000 unique players.

We sorted the matches by their timestamps. For each match, in order, we retrieved
the list of players. New players—those that have yet to appear in a match—were
assigned default ratings, 1500 for Elo and Glicko and 25 for TrueSkill. We also
retrieved the skill rating of returning players.

Based on these skill ratings, we sorted the players and used this sorting as the
rank prediction for the match. The ratings for the players were updated after each
match by comparing their predicted ranks with their observed ranks. The parameters

www.kaggle.com
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we used for each rating system include k = 10 and D = 400 for Elo and β = 4.16
and τ = 0.833 for TrueSkill as suggested in its official documentation.

For each match, the metrics (accuracy, MAE, etc.) were computed creating
a time-series reporting the performance of the rating systems. To aid in our
exploration of the evaluation metrics, we implemented four different set-ups.

First, we evaluated the performance of the rating systems for all players and all
unique matches in the dataset sorted by date. In this set-up, every player is treated
equally regardless of their skill or how often they play.

Second, we evaluated the performance of the rating systems for the best players
in the system. To identify the best players, we selected 1000 players with the highest
ratings who had played more than 10 games. Since these players did not compete
at the same time, we evaluated the predictive performance of the rating systems on
their first ten games.

Third, we evaluated the performance of the rating systems for the most frequent
players in the system. To identify the most frequent players, we randomly selected
1000 players who played more than 100 games. We evaluated the predictive
performance of the rating systems on their first 100 games.

Finally, we evaluated the performance of the rating systems for binned ranks—a
grouping of players based on their observed ranks. For each individual match, we
divided the competing players into five different bins. The top 20% players of each
match may be considered as skilled players, while the last 20% may be viewed as
novice players. The three middle bins may contain seasonal players or players who
are still learning the game and advancing their skills. New players may negatively
influence the system’s performance in this set-up. Almost half of the players in the
dataset only played one game. The rating systems do not have any knowledge about
these players and yet they can be placed in any of the five bins. For each evaluation
metric, we averaged the score of each rating system for each bin over all matches.

6 Results and Discussions

In this section, we discuss the results of four experiments on all players, best
players, most frequent players, and binned ranks. We compare the performance of
the competing models using six evaluation metrics discussed earlier. Finally, we
analyze the ability of these metrics in capturing prediction patterns of the rating
systems.

The results of these experiments are given in Fig. 1. In this figure, the rows
correspond to evaluation metrics and the columns are associated with experimental
set-ups. The performance of the models is represented by trend lines with different
colors. For example, in accuracy plot for the best players, the accuracy of TrueSkill,
shown by the red trend line, starts from 0.5% and increases up to 8.5% after ten
games.
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Fig. 1 The results of evaluating Elo, Glicko, TrueSkill, and PreviousRank using accuracy, MAE,
Kendall’s tau, MRR, AP, and NDCG on four different experimental set-ups: all players, best
players, frequent players, and binned ranks

6.1 Accuracy

Previous works demonstrated that Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill achieve high accuracy
for predicting ranks in head-to-head games. However, the results shown in Fig. 1
indicate that it does not hold true for free-for-all games.

The observed accuracy values are fairly small in all set-ups. The highest value is
around 10% in the case of Elo for the best players. In addition, the results display
different patterns. For example, accuracy suggests that PreviousRank, Elo, and
Glicko have relatively better performance for evaluating all players, best players,
and frequent players, respectively.
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Accuracy seems to be influenced by factors such as the number of new players,
players’ behavior, and their frequency of play. We expect the rating systems
to achieve a better knowledge of players’ skills over time by observing more
games. For all players, Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill achieved higher accuracy than
PreviousRank at the early stages of the sequence of matches where most of the
players are newly added to the system (showed by the gray trend line). These
matches contain all or many ties in ratings that are randomly broken by the rating
systems. The patterns show that the rating systems cannot outperform random
predictions of the early stages of the sequence. Accuracy values significantly drop
as the number of known players to the system increases. However, the patterns
observed for the best and frequent players suggest the opposite when the influence
of new players is excluded. The ratings converge faster for the best players—the
players whom we expect to show consistent behaviors.

Results of binned ranks reveal that the models can correctly distinguish between
different types of players based on accuracy. Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill achieved
higher accuracy for players in the first and last bins who are assumed to demonstrate
consistent behavior (highly skilled players and novice players). On the other hand,
the models achieved less accuracy for the middle bins that presumably contain
players with inconsistent behavior (less known or seasonal players).

Accuracy is a reliable metric for evaluating head-to-head games. However, as the
results suggest, it is not suited to evaluating free-for-all games. Accuracy highly
exaggerates the negative influence of new players on the performance of rating
systems. It also treats all the ranks as labels and thus is unable to explain the real
differences between two ranks. Finally, since accuracy only considers hits as good
predictions, it is unable to capture a large part of the predictive behavior of rating
systems.

6.2 MAE

The results of evaluating rating systems using MAE suggest significant errors for
predicting rank in free-for-all games. For example, the lowest MAE value observed
was 17 for TrueSkill in the case of the best players.

The results display fairly similar patterns for Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill in all,
best, and frequent players set-ups. For example, TrueSkill achieved the lowest MAE
values, while Glicko experienced higher errors in all these three set-ups.

While accuracy was mostly influenced by the number of new players, MAE
seems fairly resilient in comparison. Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill achieved a better
knowledge of players improving with a slow rate as the number of new players in
each match decreases over time. On the other hand, MAE seems to be highly influ-
enced by players’ behavior. The models demonstrate considerable improvements by
observing more games from the best players. However, for frequent players set-up
that includes players with different skills, the patterns are not as clear.
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Finally, the MAE plot for binned ranks suggests that the rating systems achieved
the lowest errors for the three middle bins (i.e., players with inconsistent behaviors
or less-known players) while achieving higher errors for the first and last bins (i.e.,
players with consistent behaviors or known players).

While MAE is more suited than accuracy for evaluating rank predictions, the
results suggest that it is not suited for evaluating free-for-all games. MAE presents
a global evaluation of the model’s performance. However, since MAE does not
consider rank positions, it cannot explain the real differences between players and
fails to capture the evaluation details.

6.3 Kendall’s Tau

Similar to accuracy, Kendall’s tau seems to amplify the influence of new players.
Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill show negative correlations at the early stages of the
sequence in all players set-up. However, the correlations increase with a fast rate
as the number of new players in each match decreases.

The patterns observed for the best players suggest that Kendall’s tau is unable
to capture the learning ability of the rating systems from players with consistent
behavior. Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill demonstrate decreasing correlation values as
they observe more games, while PreviousRank shows an upward trend. On the
other hand, the frequency of play seems to be an important factor influencing the
evaluations of Kendall’s tau. The results of the frequent players set-up suggest
that, regardless of players’ skill levels, Kendall’s tau captures the ability of rating
systems in achieving a better knowledge of players by observing more games. The
learning demonstrated by Kendall’s tau for frequent players happens much faster
than what we observed for accuracy and MAE. For example, TrueSkill starts from
2.5% correlation while constantly increasing to reach 22% correlation at the end of
the 100th game.

Finally, the patterns observed in the binned ranks plot imply that based on
Kendall’s tau, Elo, TrueSkill, and Previous Rank perform best for the first bin which
consists of highly skilled players. This is inconsistent with the patterns Kendall’s tau
showed for the best players set-up.

The results suggest that Kendall’s tau is not suited to evaluating rank predictions
in free-for-all games. It cannot represent the real predictive power of rating systems
under the influence of new players. It also fails to capture the learning patterns of
the systems for top-tier players over time. Kendall’s tau only considers the pairwise
agreement between predicted and observed ranks without regard to their deviations.
Therefore, it cannot capture the real differences between players.
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6.4 MRR

MRR correctly captured the ability of rating systems in achieving more knowledge
of players by observing more games based on their playing behavior and frequency
of play. The models show different learning patterns. The fastest learner is TrueSkill
in both best and frequent players set-ups. MRR also suggests that TrueSkill is the
best performer overall.

Results of MRR show fairly similar patterns to accuracy. However, MRR values
are higher than accuracy for all set-ups. In addition, MRR seems to be more resilient
than accuracy to the influence of new players. Accuracy required at least 80% of
players in the match to be known to the system in order to start its upward trend
after the early drop, while this value for MRR is around 60%. All models also learn
faster based on MRR compared to what we observed for accuracy.

Finally, based on the results of MRR for binned ranks, Elo and TrueSkill show
a fairly similar pattern to that of Kendall’s tau. Elo and TrueSkill performed their
best predictions for the first bin while showing higher errors for the last bin. On the
other hand, Glicko and PreviousRank show the exact opposite of what we expected,
higher MRR values for the middle bins and lower MRR values for the first and last
bins.

Although MRR is a generic rank-based evaluation metric (like Kendall’s tau), it
relatively captured the ability of rating systems to learn the player’s behavior over
time. However, it is highly influenced by the number of new players in matches.
It also does not distinguish between higher rank and lower rank prediction errors.
Using metrics that adjust their evaluation scores based on the prediction error’s
position may better benefit the evaluation by giving us the flexibility to adjust the
evaluations based on our goals.

6.5 Average Precision

AP patterns suggest that the models learn more about the players over time by
observing more games. This is particularly true for players with consistent behavior
and players who play frequently. However, AP suggests a fairly slow learning
process for all models.

While accuracy, Kendall’s tau, and MRR were substantially influenced by the
number of new players and changed dramatically over the first few matches in
all players set-up, the models experience a small drop in AP values for the
same matches and start improving with a fairly fast rate afterward. This pattern
demonstrates that AP is more resistant to the influence of new players in the system.
For example, TrueSkill corrected its early downward trend when at least 45% of the
players in a match are known to the system.
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Finally, AP results for binned ranks show that Elo, Glicko, and TrueSkill
achieved higher AP for players who are assumed to be known to the system (the
first and last bins) while displaying more uncertainties for less-known players (the
middle bins). This pattern is fairly similar to that for accuracy.

AP demonstrated three main benefits over previous metrics. First, it is more
resistant to the influence of new players. Second, it considers rank positions when
evaluating predictions and thus can capture the differences between players. Finally,
it more accurately makes predictions for the four experimental set-ups. However, AP
values are extremely small. AP provides strict evaluations of the models by using
precision values as weights for the relevance of each prediction, corresponding to
the relative importance of each position. These weights may over-penalize trivial
errors that are not considered bad predictions in other metrics.

6.6 NDCG

NDCG accentuates the high learning ability of the rating systems based on the
consistent behavior of players and their frequency of play. For example, in the
best players set-up, TrueSkill shows a significant increase from 45% to 80% after
observing one game. The patterns show that Elo is the best performer for the best
players achieving NDCG of 90% at the end of the tenth game. On the other hand,
Glicko shows the best performance for the most frequent players.

NDCG seems to be the metric least affected by the influence of new players in
the system. It starts increasing from the start and improves with a highly fast rate
as the number of new players in matches decreases. The learning process gradually
becomes slower as the number of new players in each match does not change much.

Finally, although NDCG showed good performance in capturing the predictive
performance of the rating systems, the patterns observed for binned ranks contradict
our expectations. The models achieved their best performance for the middle bins
while achieving lower scores for the first and last bins. As mentioned before, this
could well be the result of the large number of new players who may be placed in
either of bins.

NDCG alleviates all the challenges faced by other metrics. The weighting factor
used in NDCG is separate from the predictions and is directly based on the positions.
Therefore, before evaluating the predictions, we can adjust the weights based on the
goals of the system. The results suggest that NDCG correctly captures the learning
ability of the rating systems for both players’ behavior and frequency of play. It can
also represent the predictive power of the rating systems even when a large number
of players in a match are new to the system. Finally, NDCG seems to be the best
metric for evaluating rank predictions in free-for-all games.
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7 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we evaluated the predictive performance of three popular rating
systems in free-for-all games. We performed our experiments on four different
groups of data to paint a clear picture of the evaluations.

The results indicated that many metrics were negatively influenced by the number
of new players in each match. Some metrics captured the ability of rating systems to
learn more about the behavior of players by observing more games. Others correctly
captured the differences between players. Some metrics while being well suited to
evaluate the rating systems on a certain group of players may not be appropriate
for other groups of players. Achieving better predictions for top-tier players is
particularly more important since these players often stay in the system and play
more games.

Among all metrics tested, NDCG best represented the predictive power of rating
systems while resolving all challenges faced by other metrics. It was more resistant
than other metrics to the influence of new players. It also correctly captured the
learning patterns of these systems based on both player’s behavior and frequency of
play.

Our experimentation was limited to free-for-all games. Evaluating other modes
of game-play is part of our future work. This work is a part of more comprehen-
sive research on group assignment in online competitive games. Evaluating rank
predictions is the first step in building a framework for predicting rank. We plan
to extend rating systems by incorporating players’ behavioral features to achieve
better predictions. We will extend rank prediction to building a more comprehensive
framework for predicting the success of proposed teams and making assignments.
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A Holistic Analytics Approach for
Determining Effective Promotional
Product Groupings

Mehul Zawar, Siddharth Harisankar, Xuanming Hu, Rahul Raj,
Vinitha Ravindran, and Matthew A. Lanham

1 Introduction

The pricing strategy adopted by different companies is a crucial deciding factor that
impacts their revenue and margin. Selecting the right pricing tactics and applying
them in the right manner can have a major impact on the bottom line. Promotional
product grouping (or PPGs) is a technique where multiple products are grouped and
sold as a single unit for one price. Grouping or bundling is a way to get customers
to buy multiple products. The discounted price of such bundles attracts customers in
droves. This could be advantageous to a company not only because of the increased
sales but also because bundling enables consumers to discover new products that are
grouped with goods that are commonly purchased. As with any strategy, improper
management of bundling could hurt sales. As per a research report published by
The Boston Consulting Group, 20–50% of promotions generate no noticeable lift in
sales. Another 20–30% dilute margins, where the increase in sales does not offset
the cost of promotion [1].

A survey of marketing professionals from leading companies was conducted to
analyze the problems faced by different companies while creating a good promotion
plan. Some of the issues identified from the survey include not having a track of
their effective promotions that help build profits. Hence, the companies are hesitant
to cut back the sales volume, leading them to run all the promotions year long.
This not only results in monetary losses but is also driving customers toward better
opportunities elsewhere. The major reason for the failure of the promotions is due
to the lack of a clear goal. Companies do not consider whether the promotions are
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being held to improve margins, to reach out to new customers, or to improve some
other metrics.

This chapter looks at the promotional grouping strategy employed by a global
consumer products firm (hereafter referred to as “Company”). The research con-
ducts a competitive analysis of similar groupings sold across the industry. This
analysis could help identify the areas where the Company is finding success with
its strategy and where it is surpassed by its competitors. Several parameters, such as
total sales and quantity sold, are taken to generate a score, which is then compared
across the various competitors to identify which grouping had the highest “success.”
Building on this analysis, the study uses machine learning models to estimate the
importance of various drivers behind a successful promotional bundle. The model
created considers a systematic analysis of historical performance to determine
whether specific promotions are meeting the Company’s strategic objectives. It
learns from past PPG groupings, sales patterns, and the PPGs of the competitors
and will then recommend what PPG label to place at each SKU level. For example,
a particular flavor of a shampoo grouped with other personal care products could
prove to have traction with customers. This could be successfully adopted by the
Company to boost sales. Finally, the study develops an optimization model to
generate promotional groupings that can be adopted by the Company to maximize
revenue.

An advantage of using machine learning to study and generate promotional
groupings is that it would identify trends in customer preferences. The model
constantly learns from these patterns and suggests groupings that capture customer
requirements of today. This is a far cry from employing a manual approach to
identifying product bundles, which could fail to identify the changing trends in
customer preferences. In a cut-throat industry, any lapses or delays in adapting to
market requirements could lead to the Company losing significant market share.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: A review of the literature
on various criteria and methods used for PPG selection is presented in the next
section. In Sect. 3, the proposed methodology is presented, and the criteria
formulation is discussed. In Sect. 4, various models are formulated and tested.
Section 5 outlines the performance of our models. Section 6 concludes the paper
with a discussion of the implications of this study, future research directions, and
concluding remarks.

2 Literature Review

Prior research on product bundling encompasses various types of product group-
ings, across various industries. Though there are fundamental differences in the
approaches, a majority of the studies agree upon the fact that bundling can be viewed
similar to volume discount where the volume is based on aggregate sales across
products [1]. Currently, bundling is approved and reviewed manually, which is time-
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Fig. 1 Different distribution structures for product bundling

consuming and could result in human errors. The focus is to utilize modeling to help
consumer product companies identify these drivers and how their performance can
be improved with respect to their competitors.

Bundling can be done at various levels. Manufacturers could group the products
before passing the bundles to retailers or sell directly to consumers. Bhargava [2]
details a third type of bundling wherein retailers sell a bundle of component goods
from independent manufacturers, a practice common in travel, technology, and
media industries. He depicts the various types of bundling as shown in Fig. 1.

The type of bundling is also studied by Cao et al. [3], where they examine how
bundling decisions affect wholesale price and profit.

However, this approach would not apply to the problem in hand as it would not
make sense for a consumer products company to sell their products alongside a
competitor’s. Hence, the main point of focus would be on the third method, where
the bundling decision is made by the manufacturer before passing the products on
to the retailer, as depicted in the diagram. Several factors, such as marketing and
economic aspects, govern the decision to bundle products. However, there are other
interesting aspects which could be considered as well. Sheikhzadeh and Elahi [4]
examine the impact of heterogeneity, such as the difference in average prices, in
the products to be bundled. Perhaps a more important feature would be the firm’s
stance on taking a risk. Some firms might prefer to experiment with novel bundling
options, with the aim of increasing the expected profit, while reducing the profit
variance.

While analyzing product groupings, studying the characteristics of the bundle
would not yield much information as purchase patterns of the component products
could vary significantly. Hence, it would be important to analyze the features of
the individual products and identify characteristics that enable them to be grouped
correctly.

In order to develop a model that helps companies automatically assign bundles,
the study examined related papers detailing multi-classification models. Tang et al.
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[5] analyze different approaches of support vector machines (1 v. 1 and 1 v. rest)
to develop new SVM methods based on a binary tree, which resolve unclassifiable
region problems common in a conventional multiclass SVM. Their methods help
reduce training time while maintaining acceptable accuracy. Fabio Aiolli and
Alessandro Sperduti [6] also introduced a novel approach of SVM Single- and
Multi-Prototype SVM. This allows us to combine several vectors in a principled way
to obtain large margin decision functions, and the model reduces overall problem
for a series of more straightforward convex problems, with faster processing speed.
Cheng and Hüllermeier [7] conducted ML-KNN (Multi-label K-Nearest Neighbor),
considering the correlations among the different labels. Thus, they are not only
considering the independent variables resulting in binary classifications but also
how does classification vary for different labels. Valizadegan et al. [8] consider
the information loss while building a multi-classification model using the binary
tree approach. Valizadegan and his team proposed a semi-supervised boosting
framework model named Multi-Class Semi-Supervised Boosting (MCSSB). This
model exploits both classification confidence and similarities among examples when
deciding the pseudo-labels for unlabeled examples.

While the above research methods have employed sophisticated models that
improve the accuracy, a lot of the interpretability of the results is lost. As a
result, they cannot accurately identify what the best grouping for a specific product
is. Furthermore, multiclassification methods are hard to provide accurate results
when the target variable has a large number of levels, as is the case in this
study. Therefore, this research aims to leverage logistic regression to identify
the key drivers of a successful grouping under each sub-category. Subsequently,
the research develops a new approach to analyze data from consumer products
companies and provide solutions for product bundling, namely, using optimization
techniques to find out what the PPG bundle can maximize the overall revenue for
the company. Many researchers have used standard optimization software to analyze
the relationships between different products in the vendor. While the goal of that
study is different, it provides a methodology that is taken as a barometer on how to
utilize optimization techniques in product bundling. Ye et al. [9] conducted a more
comparable study, where they develop a computationally efficient optimization
algorithm to approximate the optimal product bundle and identifies conditions that
would generate highly profitable bundling.

3 Data

The data for this study was provided by the Company. The data consists of two
files – “Transaction data” and “Promotions data.”

Transaction data contains 553,651 observations and 21 variables over 4 years,
from January 2016 to December 2019. The datasets consist of product hierarchy,
description, weekly sales amount and quantity, and number of stores the product
was in display for every SKU. All the products under transaction data are from
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Table 1 Summary of
transactional data by category

Category Count of transactions

Home care 90,860
Oral care 109,766
Personal care 353,025
Grand total 553,651

Table 2 Transactional data dictionary

Particulars Data-type Description

Category String Highest level of product hierarchy
Product-category String Child of ‘Category’
Sub-category String Child of ‘Product-category’
Manufacturer String Company who produces/ sells products
Brand String Child of ‘Product-category’
Sub-brand String Child of ‘Brand’
Variant String Child of ‘Sub-brand’
Pack type String Packaging type
Size String Number of L, mls, gms, KGs, pks that a product contains

per consumer unit sold
Segment String Shopper positioning of the product
Product name String Product name
Size range String Size range
Unit of measure String Measurement unit
Sub-segment String Child of ‘Segment’
UPC/SKU Integer Unique product code
Sales value Float The sales amount of the product for the ‘Customer’ by

‘Week’
Store count Integer Number of stores product is displayed at for ‘Customer’ by

‘Week’
Sales quantity Integer The sales quantity of the product for the ‘Customer’ by

‘Week’
Average sale price Float Average selling price of product for a ‘Customer’ in a given

week
customer number Integer Customer ID
Week Timestamp 7 day period of sales for the product within the customer

three categories: home care, oral care, and personal care, and 21 sub-categories, and
sub-categories are crucial in later analysis (Table 1).

Data dictionary for transaction data is as follows (Table 2):
Promotion data contains 559,023 records and 8 variables. Similar to transaction

data, promotion data includes records from January 2016 to December 2019. The
one variable that different is example PPG, which is the PPG bundle that been signed
by Company (Table 3).
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Table 3 Promotional data dictionary

UPC/SKU Integer Unique product code
Sales value Float The sales amount of the product for the ‘Customer’ by

‘Week’
Store count Integer Number of stores product is displayed at for ‘Customer’ by

‘Week’
Sales quantity Integer The sales quantity of the product for the ‘Customer’ by

‘Week’
Average sale price Float Average selling price of product for a ‘Customer’ in a given

week
Customer number Integer Customer ID
Week Timestamp 7day period of sales for the product within the customer
Example PPG String PPG bundle signed to individual product in a given week

4 Methodology

The primary research of the chapter focuses on analytically examining the pro-
motions and identifying the significant factors that drive those promotions. Once
the factors that affect the promotions are identified, the optimal product bundles,
which will considerably boost the sales, are recommended in a more systematic,
data-driven way that utilizes machine learning to bring hidden insights to life.

The study identifies the following questions that will help the business take an
analytical approach to maximize the impact of their bundles:

• What are the drivers of promotional groupings?
• How can better predictions of promotional groupings provide essential insights,

decision-support, cost-savings, etc., to the business?

The study uses Python so that the codes can be easily reproduced, and the
workflow can be integrated with the company’s existing capabilities, solving the
aforementioned problems.

4.1 Process Flow of Methodology (Fig. 2)

4.2 Data Preprocessing

Data cleaning steps were performed to make the data suitable for analysis. In the
Quantity column, there were some rounding-off errors in the data obtained from the
system. Since quantities cannot have any decimal points, they are rounded off to the
nearest 0. Furthermore, some numbers in the sales column appeared to be negative.
These transactions were dropped from the dataset after receiving confirmation from
the client.

Typically, one UPC code is assigned to a product. However, in the dataset,
some UPC linked to more than one product. On closer inspection of the cases, this
case was identified as a system issue where new names were stored in the system
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Fig. 2 Abridged methodology process flow

along with old names. Such inconsistencies have been corrected by aggregating the
transactions.

4.3 Feature Engineering

Further information is required to obtain the solution for the research questions
defined above. The dataset has details of promotion groupings at a transactional
level. However, identifying promotion success is still uncertain. The first thought
process was to identify for each sub-category what promotions were successful.

After conducting some detailed analysis, the study decided a promotional success
period to be defined as from the starting date to the date when the store count for
that bundle falls below 100. If the store count falls below 100, then it is considered
that the promotion is no longer active. Thus, the duration of promotion is defined
below:

Duration = Ti_below_100 − Ti_start

Ti _ below _ 100: the first day that promotion goes below to 100 after the promotion.
start for product i.
Ti _ start: the first day that promotion start for product i.

To identify whether the product was sold at its base price or a discount, a
Promotions variable was created. If the product was sold at a value lower than 6%
of the base price, then the Promotions is 1, and is 0 otherwise.

Promotions = Pricext ≤ 0.94 ∗max (Pricex)

max(Pricex): Max price of Product x during the given period,
Pricext: Price of Product x sold at time t.
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In order to incorporate the factors and find the product bundle with the high
success of the promotion, a score is calculated using the revenue, quantities, and
duration values from the data. The values are standardized using a min-max scaler
so that all the values are relative to each other and fall between 0 and 1. An equal
weightage is given to revenue, quantities, and duration value, and the average is
taken to form the score value. This score gives a value to the bundles, which has a
high consumer preference:

Score = Average

(
x −min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
+ y −min(y)

max(y)−min(y)
+ z−min(z)

max(z)−min(z)

)

where

x: Revenue,
y: Sales quantity,
z: Duration.

The PPG with the highest score across sub-category and size range is called
a ‘Model PPG’ which is compared with the corresponding bundles of each
manufacturer at the same level. The target variable is created, which is 1 if the
bundle is the same as the Model PPG, and 0 otherwise.

5 Modeling and Results

5.1 Logistic Regression

The objective of this modeling is twofold. First, to understand the factors that drive
the success of the promotion across each sub-category. Second, to quantify and
estimate the probability of success of a promotion using the significant factors across
each sub-category.

This study employs logistic regression as it is one of the most popular methods
to solve this binary classification problem. It uses a Sigmoid distribution, and it
is easier for organizations to interpret variables and implement this algorithm for
decision-making (Fig. 3).

Promotion success is the target variable to be analyzed. The data is filtered
for the specific manufacturer who excels in promotions of that sub-category. The
independent variables used to understand the important attributes are: Variant,
Pack Type, Segment, Size range, Sub-segment, and Promotions. Since all the
independent variables are categorical, one-hot encoding is implemented. The data is
then oversampled to balance the classes and modeled using “Statsmodels” in Python
for logistic regression.
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Fig. 3 Sigmoid function for logistic regression

5.1.1 Results

Identifying Important Attributes (Table 4)

The above results depict the modeling for shower gels. The levels Men’s and
Milk/Skincare under Segment, the levels 251–400 ml, 401–500 ml and 501–750 ml
under Size Range, and Promotions have a significant impact on the success of a
promotion as the p values are less than the 95% confidence interval. Although other
levels within the variables are not significant in the model, due to the hierarchy
principle, all levels are included when one of the classes is significant.

A similar approach is executed to observe the important features for other sub-
categories. The results are shown as follows (Table 5):

Estimating Probability of Success

To interpret the coefficients, the logistic regression uses the equation:

p(x) = eβ0+β1x

1+ eβ0+β1x

From the above results, the probability of success of a promotion is estimated for
one variable holding other factors constant.
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Table 4 Identifying important attributes for a PPG at sub-category level

coef std err z P>| z | [0.025 0.975]

Promotions_1_0 −0.9849 0.104 −9.477 0.000 −1.189 −0.781
Segment_EPOS_Sgel Men’s 2.0342 0.148 13.716 0.000 1.743 2.325
Segment_EPOS_Sgel
Milk/Skincare

4.6818 0.366 12.789 0.000 3.964 5.399

Size_Range_EPOS_Sgel
251-400ml

−14.6447 4.431 −3.305 0.001 −23.329 −5.960

Size_Range_EPOS_Sgel
401-500ml

1.0792 0.096 11.282 0.000 0.892 1.267

Size_Range_EPOS_Sgel
501-750ml

−9.2551 0.678 −13.645 0.000 −10.584 −7.926

Size_Range_EPOS_Sgel
751-1500ml

11.9239 7.705 1.547 0.122 −3.178 27.026

Size_Range_EPOS_Sgel
<100ml

3.9743 3.115 1.276 0.202 −2.131 10.080

Size_Range_EPOS_Sgel
>1501ml+

0.7517 0.566 1.329 0.184 −0.357 1.860

Table 5 Summary of important drivers of PPGs for each sub-category

Sub category Variant Segment Size range Sub segment Promotions

Shower gels �
(Men’s)
(Milk/skincare)

�
(251–400 ml)
(001–500 ml)
(501–750 ml)

�

Cleaning
wipes

� (Other
fragrance)

� (General
purpose)

�

Electric TB � (4pk+) �(Rfl)
Manual TB � (2pk) �
Mouthwash
botte

� (Ice) �

Sprays �
(General
purpose)
(Glass)
(Kitchen)

�
(376–300 ml)

�

If Men’s segment is used in the promotional bundling, keeping other factors
constant, there is an 88% probability of success of promotion indicating that when
shower gels are bundled with Men’s segment, there is an 88% chance that the
promotion is successful.

Similarly, the probability is estimated for other variables across each sub-
category (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Probability of success for important attributes in each sub-category

5.2 Optimization

Product bundling plays a vital role in enhancing both profits and the company’s
growth. Bundling is based upon the idea that customers usually save more on the
value of the grouped package than the individual items when purchased separately.
Customers generally compare product prices and love choices before making a
purchase.

In this section, the optimization technique was used to form new promotion
bundles.

5.2.1 Goal

The goal of the model is to identify new promotions groupings that can boost the
Company’s sales.

5.2.2 Solving Method

Since the revenue function is non-linear and non-smooth, an evolutionary algorithm
is preferred as the solving method.

Process flow for the evolutionary algorithm is as follows (Fig. 5):
Evolutionary algorithms perform well-approximating solutions to all types of

problems because they do not make any assumptions about the underlying fitness
landscape.
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Fig. 5 Process flow of
evolutionary algorithm

5.2.3 Advantages of Evolutionary Algorithm

Evolutionary algorithm optimizers are global optimization methods and scale well
to higher-dimensional problems. They are robust to noisy evaluation functions, and
the handling of evaluation functions that do not yield a sensible result in each period
is straightforward. The algorithms can be easily adjusted to the problem at hand.

Evolutionary algorithm calculates the global optimum, and not only the local
optima, giving the most optimal results (Fig. 6).

5.2.4 Disadvantages of Evolutionary Algorithm

While research has been done on which algorithm is best suited for a given problem,
this question has not been answered satisfactorily yet. While the standard values
usually provide reasonably good performance, different configurations may give
better results. Furthermore, premature convergence to a local extremum may result
from adverse configuration and not yield (a point near) the global extremum.
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Fig. 6 Difference between
local optima and global
maxima

Furthermore, as evolutionary algorithm considers all possible combinations, it is
time-consuming.

5.2.5 Objective Function

The objective of the optimization solver is to maximize revenue.

5.2.6 Decision Variables

Optimization model was developed for each sub-category. Each unique product
(SKU) is considered as an individual decision variable. Our aim is to find a
combination of products that can be combined together to form a bundle for
promotion.

5.2.7 Constraints

Number of Products in a Bundle

2≤n (Xi)≤6

There will be at least 2 distinct products in a PPG and at-most 6 distinct products
in a PPG.

Decision Variables Can Take Only Binary Non-Negative Values

Xi = {0, 1}
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A product can be included in the bundle only once. This constraint ensures that
no same products can be included in the bundle more than once.

Price of the Bundle

n∑
i=1

P (Xi) ≤
∑N

j=1 P
(
Xj

)
N

∗ n (Xi)

The price of the bundle should not be too high. The sum of the price of individual
products in the bundle should be less than the average price of all the products in
the bundle multiplied by the total number of products in the bundle.

Quantity Sold

n∑
i=1

Q (Xi) ∗ Corr (Xi,n)≥
∑N

j=1 Q
(
Xj

)
N

∗ 2n (Xi)

Corr (Xi,n) refers to the selling correlation between two products. For example, if
A & B are sold separately, quantities sold are x & y, respectively. However, if they
are sold together, then the total quantity sold will be 1.1 * (x + y). The factor of 1.1
suggests that the products complement each other.

Due to the limited availability of data, the study has considered 10% as the
correlation factor between any two products. A more accurate correlation factor
can be computed using market basket analysis if associations between products are
known using the transaction data.

As per this constraint, the quantity sold for the formed PPG bundle should be
more than the average sold quantities of products in the sub-category times the
number of products in the bundle times 2. This will ensure that the quantities sold
are higher through bundling.

Revenue Earned

n∑
i=1

R (Xi) ≥
∑N

j=1 R
(
Xj

)
N

∗ 2n (Xi)

Total revenue after optimization should be higher than the current cumulative
revenue earned by all the products in the sub-category.
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Fig. 7 Revenue generated for each category before and after optimization

5.2.8 Tool Used for Optimization

Microsoft Excel Solver was used to run optimization and obtain results. The
parameters used are as follows:

5.2.9 Results (Fig. 7)

The Company has three categories, and the chart reflects the revenue generated
before and after optimization. Using optimization, the study was able to increase
the revenue of the Company by 3.5% per annum, which is tantamount to a $15.5
million growth in revenue.

6 Conclusions and Future Scope

6.1 Manufacturing Cost of Product

The product margin can be calculated if manufacturing cost of the products is
provided. This can then be used in the analysis and optimization models. This will
determine successful promotion campaigns with a positive and increased margin.
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6.2 Store-Wise Analysis

By obtaining stores-wise transactions, data can be analyzed to identify demographic
information and consumer preference. This data can be used to provide personalized
recommendations to increase customer loyalty.

6.3 Customer Transaction Analysis

If transactional data of customer spending is obtained, market basket analysis can be
used to uncover associations between items. It will help improve promotion bundle
formation.
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Hierarchical POI Attention Model for
Successive POI Recommendation

Lishan Li

1 Introduction

In recent years, location-based social networks (LBSNs) have developed rapidly,
which attract users to share their check-in behaviors and write comments on point-
of-interests (POIs). The generated textual information and sequential check-ins
are very useful for recommending where a user will visit next. Successive POI
recommendation can not only improve user experience but also help business
owners launch advertisements to targeted customers [1, 2].

POI recommendation task is achieved by modeling check-in context, which con-
tains a variety of information, including sequence pattern, temporal characteristics,
and POIs’ textual contents.

To date, many proposals have been proposed to solve POI recommendation
issue. Markov chain-based models are proposed to exploit a user’s check-in
sequence information [3–5]. Recurrent neural network (RNN)-based method [6] is
designed to better model spatial information. POI embedding has also been used
in POI recommendation to capture relationships among POIs [7, 8]. In addition,
there have been some studies that further utilize POI’s characteristics to improve
model performance, including temporal characteristic [9, 10] or POIs’ text contents
[11, 12].
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Fig. 1 A check-in sequence example from location-based social network. Each POI contains
multiple text contents written by users

However, these proposals have limitations as follows:

(1) They do not jointly study the influence of sequential pattern and temporal and
textual content information on POI recommendation task.

(2) They do not strengthen crucial context POIs. As shown in Fig. 1, POIs around
office area, such as Manhattan area’s Starbucks, are often visited on weekdays.
Conversely, POIs around recreation area (e.g., museum and shopping mall)
are always visited on weekends. Therefore, a good POI recommendation
model should highlight POIs with different attention weights with temporal
information.

(3) They do not highlight important words in the text content. As shown in Fig. 1, a
long text content of a POI also contains many irreverent words. Considering
this example, a user written the following text content “Escaping the daily
grind. Enjoy the best coffee” for the POI “Starbucks.” Intuitively, the words
“enjoy” and “coffee” should attract more attention to indicate core meaning.
However, the simple averaged vector of the long content might lose significant
information of the POI.

Attention mechanism could enhance the influence of crucial components on final
results, which has made impressive performance improvement in many NLP issues
[13–16]. Inspired by it, we propose hierarchical POI attention model (HPAM),
a novel hierarchical POI attention model that jointly learns check-in sequence,
temporal characteristic, and textual content.
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Specifically, HPAM proposes a lower-level POI representation layer to capture
textual context with a word-level attention mechanism, and a higher-level contextual
sequence layer with a temporal-level attention mechanism. The work-level attention
mechanism enables it to attend differentially to more and less important content
when constructing the POI representation. The temporal-level attention mechanism
weighs a long POI sequence to build an attentive context that outputs the crucial
POI with a high probability.

We conduct performance evaluation on a public data and compare HPAM with
a variety of baseline models. The experimental results show that HPAM outper-
forms all baseline models. Furthermore, we also conduct performance comparison
between HPAM variants. The evaluation results demonstrate that HPAM could
efficiently capture the temporal influence and exploit POIs’ characteristics from text
contents.

2 Related Work

2.1 Successive POI Recommendation

There have been many successive POI recommendation approaches to the model
sequential pattern of check-ins. Some previous work is designed based on Markov
chain model [3–5] or hidden Markov chain model [17] to exploit a user’s check-in
sequence information. ST-RNN [6] employs the RNN model to find the sequential
correlations among POIs. Feng [8] proposes a POI latent representation model
to incorporate geographical influence by embedding techniques. It develops a
hierarchical binary tree based on the physical distance between POIs to reflect
the geographical influence. However, these methods do not utilize POIs’ specific
characteristics, such as temporal characteristics and text content information.

2.2 Temporal Characteristic Modeling

There has been some research work that takes advantage of temporal character-
istics on POI recommendation task. The proposed method [7] considers temporal
influence by training a time latent representation vector. STELLAR [9] proposes a
spatial-temporal latent ranking method to capture the temporal influence. The work
[10] designs a temporal POI sequential embedding model to capture the contextual
check-in information and temporal characteristics as well. However, they could
not consider POIs’ text content information properly, which could further improve
performance.
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2.3 Textual Content Influence Modeling

The textual content information of a POI can also provide very useful information
in POI recommendation task. The method [11] studies the relationships between a
user’s check-in actions and various types of content information in terms of POI
properties, user interests, and sentiment indications. CAPE [12] designs a content-
aware embedding model, which utilizes a user’s check-in sequence information and
text content for POI embedding. However, the above work does not jointly study
temporal characteristic modeling. Besides, a long check-in sequence or text content
often contains many irrelevant items to core meaning, which may confuse the overall
representation learning for the final target POI recommendation.

2.4 Hybrid Characteristic Modeling

There are few studies that use both temporal characteristic and text content for
POI recommendation. Previous work [18] simultaneously considers the textual
and temporal factors. However, this method in capturing the temporal information
is very arbitrary with some manually defined rules, such as simply dividing the
datasets into different time intervals. Therefore, it destroys the valuable information
about the ordering of check-ins and cannot take into account other temporal aspects
such as seasonality, which is especially useful in the POI recommendation domain.

3 Model Design

We propose a hierarchical POI attention model (HPAM) on the successive POI
recommendation task. The proposed approach not only captures the basic sequence
correlations between POIs but also depicts POIs’ textual and temporal characteris-
tics.

We observed that a long check-in sequence often contains many items irreverent
to the next choice, which tends to overwhelm the influence of a few relevant items.
Attention mechanisms have proved to be successful in the NLP field to enhance
the influence of crucial components on final results. Inspired by those approaches,
we propose specific attention mechanisms in the POI recommendation task for
performance improvement. Therefore, HPAM highlights important words when
learning POI representation from text content through word attention mechanism
and also strengthens the influences of critical POIs in the user’s check-in sequence
by temporal attention strategy. In this way, important words and POIs can contribute
more to the prediction of successive POI.

In the following sections, we first formally define the POI recommendation task.
Then, we briefly introduce the overall architecture of HPAM. Besides, we also
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present the low-level POI representation learning with word attention, and the high-
level POI sequence representation with temporal attention. At last, we introduce the
model training process in detail.

3.1 Task Definition

To better describe the model, we present some basic concepts as follows:

Definition 1 (Check-in) Each check-in is a quadruple 〈u, l, t, s〉 that depicts a user
u visiting POI l at time t and writing text content s.

Definition 2 (Check-in Sequence) A check-in sequence is a set of check-ins of
user u sorted by check-in time and grouped by day-hour. The check-in sequence of
the user u ∈ U is denoted as Cu = {〈t1, {l1,1, l1,2, . . . }

〉
,
〈
t2, {l2,1, l2,2, . . . }

〉
, . . . },

where U is the set of users and ti is i-th time in day-hour granularity. Here we define
day set as {Monday, Tuesday, . . . , Sunday} and hour set as {0,1,2,. . . ,23}.

Definition 3 (Context and Target POI) In a check-in sequence Cu, the last POI l

in last day-hour t is the target POI, and other check-ins in Cu are context check-ins.

Definition 4 (Text Content) Each text content s consists of words, denoted as s =
{w1, w2, . . . }, where w indicates a word. Each user u writes content s about his
visited POI li .

Given the user check-in sequence and text contents of user visited POI, the
successive POI recommendation task aims to recommend the next POI based on
the context POIs and text contents.

We present the overall HPAM architecture in Fig. 2, which consists of a lower-
level POI representation layer with word attention and a high-level contextual
sequence layer with temporal attention. In the following sections, we first present
each layer in detail.

3.2 POI Representation Layer

As shown in Fig. 3, each POI representation p consists of two parts, where one is
learned from text content representation with word attention and the other comes
from POI embedding layer.

Text Content Representation Firstly, the input word embedding layer maps each
word wi among the text content to a high-dimensional vector space. We employ
the Glove method [19] to initialize the embedding matrix. Specially, we denote
the embedding lookup matrix as Lw ∈ R

dw×|Vw |, where dw is the word vector
dimension and |Vw| is the word vocabulary size.
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t t

Fig. 2 The overall architecture of the proposed hierarchical POI attention model

Fig. 3 POI representation layer to capture both sequence and text content characteristic of each
POI

We treat its text content as a sentence and employ a long short-term memory
network (LSTM) [20] to capture the correlations among words. Specially, given the
input word embedding w, the update process of LSTM network at time t can be
formalized as follows:

it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, wt ] + bi), (1)
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ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, wt ] + bf ), (2)

ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, wt ] + bo), (3)

gt = tanh(Wg · [ht−1, wt ] + bg), (4)

ct = ft ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ gt , (5)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(ct ), (6)

where σ is the sigmoid activation function and it , ft , and ot indicate the input
gate, forget gate and output gate, respectively. Wi,Wf ,Wo,Wg ∈ R

d∗(d+dw),
bi, bf , bo, bg ∈ R

d , and d is the hidden dimension size. We can obtain the final
outputs of context words H = {h1, h2, · · · , hm}. Consider that all words do not
contribute equally to the representation of POI text content, especially for case
that contains noisy irrelevant words. We introduce attention mechanism to capture
crucial words that are important to the meaning of text content and aggregate these
representations of informative words to form the POI content vector. We employ
the word attention mechanism on the hidden state sequence {h1, h2, · · · , hm} to
compose an aggregated vector pc as the content representation. Formally, the POI
content representation vector pc ∈ Rd is learned by:

ut = tanh(Wwht + bw), (7)

at = exp
(
uT

t uw

)
∑

k exp
(
uT

k uw

) , (8)

pc =
∑

t

atht , (9)

where Ww ∈ Rd×d , b ∈ Rd , and uw ∈ Rd×1 are the attention mechanism
parameters.

Specifically, we first feed word annotation ht through one-layer MLP to get ut

as hidden representation of ht . After that, we measure the word importance as the
similarity of ut and word context vector uw. Then we can obtain a normalized
attention weight at through the softmax function. At last, we compute the POI
content representation vector pc as the weighted sum of word annotation ht based
on the weights. The word context vector uw can be seen as high-level representation
of characterizing importance of words. The word context vector uw is randomly
initiated and jointly learned during the training process.

POI Embedding Layer From another perspective, each POI could be visited by
multiple users; the plain POI sequence also contains useful information to represent
each POI. Similar to input word embedding layer, we pre-train the POI embedding
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matrix Lp ∈ R
dp×|Vp | based on each user’s raw POI sequence using the Glove

method [19], where dp is the POI embedding dimension and |Vp| is the POI set
size.

At last, we concatenate both the POI embedding vector and POI content
representation vector as the final POI representation vector. The process can be
formalized as follows:

p = [pe;pc]. (10)

3.3 POI LSTM Layer

Given the concatenated POI representations as input, we employ the POI LSTM
layer to capture the sequence correlations among POIs. Specifically, POI LSTM
layer is similar to the word LSTM layer described in Sect. 3.2. Besides, for each
user u, each POI sequence {lk,1, lk,2, . . . } is the check-ins occurred in day-hour
tk . Assuming user u has |T | day-hours check-ins, then user u will have |T | POI
sequences. After the POI LSTM layer, we could obtain the hidden sequence vectors
Q = {qk,1, qk,2, . . . } for day-hour tk , which are fed to higher-level contextual
sequence layer.

3.4 Contextual Sequence Layer

The check-in sequences in different days naturally show different temporal charac-
teristics. Previous work [9, 10, 21] shows that check-in sequences exhibit different
patterns on different days, especially weekday and weekend. For example, check-ins
around offices on weekday are more frequent compared with others, while check-
ins around shopping malls on weekend would attract more users’ attention. The
temporal influence is further verified in Sect. 6.3. Hence, we introduce the temporal
attention mechanism to capture the various temporal characteristics among POI
sequences.

Temporal Embedding Layer POI sequences in different users could have same
day-hour input. Similar to POI embedding layer, we employ a temporal embedding
layer to map the day-hour to high-dimensional vector space. Formally, the temporal
embedding matrix Lt ∈ R

dt×|Vt | is randomly initialized and jointly trained during
the training process.

Temporal POI Attention For each hidden POI sequence vector Q =
{qk,1, qk,2, . . . } at day-hour time tk , we first look up the time tk through the temporal
embedding layer and get temporal embedding vector us

k . The temporal vector us
k

is regarded as the higher representation of measuring how important of each POI
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vector qk,i in sequence Q. The important POIs should contribute more in generating
the contextual sequence vector, which depicts the overall representation for POIs
visited in tk . Formally, the contextual POI sequence representation vector ps ∈ Rd

is updated by:

uk,t = tanh(Wsqk,t + bs), (11)

ak,t =
exp

(
uT

k,tu
s
k

)
∑

k exp
(
uT

k,tu
s
k

) , (12)

ps =
∑

t

ak,t qk,t , (13)

where Ws ∈ Rd×d , bs ∈ Rd , and temporal embedding vector us
k ∈ Rd×1 are the

temporal POI attention parameters.

Similarly, then we feed the contextual POI sequence representation to sequence
LSTM layer. We employ temporal sequence attention vector to extract the
important sequence representation to contribute more on the final successive POI
prediction. Here the temporal sequence attention vector is randomly initialized and
jointly learned during training. After that, we feed the weighted POI sequence vector
m to the output layer.

3.5 Output Layer

The obtained representation m will be fed to a softmax layer for generating the target
POI:

p = sof tmax(Wp ∗m+ bp), (14)

where p ∈ R
C is the probability distribution for all possible POIs and Wp ∈ R

C×d

and bp ∈ R
C are the weight matrix and bias, respectively. Here C indicates the

number of all possible POIs.

3.6 Model Training

For training the hierarchical POI attention model (HPAM), we should optimize
all the parameters Θ from the word and check-in LSTM networks, word, POI
and temporal embeddings, word and temporal attention mechanisms, and softmax
parameters. The final loss function is consisting of the cross-entropy loss and
regularization item as follows:
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L = −
C∑

i=1

yilog(pi)+ λ ‖Θ‖2 , (15)

where λ ≥ 0 controls the influence of the L2 regularization item. We employ the
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer to compute and update the training
parameters. In addition, we utilize dropout strategy before softmax layer in training
to avoid overfitting.

4 Experimental Setting

4.1 Performance Metric

In this work, we evaluate the model performance through two metrics: Recall@k
and mean reciprocal rank (MRR). Recall@k is a generally used metric for ranking
task, which is computed when the correct successive POI is in the top-k recom-
mended POI list. In the following evaluation, we show the Recall@k for k = 1,
5, and 10. MRR measures the mean reciprocal rank of the true predicted target in
ranked lists.

4.2 Dataset Preparation

We evaluate the baselines and proposed method on the public dataset in CAPE [12],
which has large percentages of text content for POIs. This dataset is very suitable for
content involved POI recommendation task, as analyzed in CAPE [12]. The dataset
statistics are shown in Table 1.

To make our model satisfactory to the recommendation task, we divide the
dataset into training set, validation set, and test set, following previous methods
[6, 11, 12]. The most recent check-ins that compose each user’s 20% check-ins are

Table 1 The statistics of the
dataset

Number of check-ins 2,216,631

Number of POIs 13,187

Number of users 78,233

Number of words 958,386

Average number of check-ins per user 28.3

Average number of POIs per user 15.2

Average number of users per POI 90

Average number of text word per POI 22.7
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used as test set. And the less recent check-ins that compose 10% check-ins work as
the validation set. And then, the remaining 70% check-ins are used as the training
set.

4.3 Compared Methods

To evaluate the proposed model, we compare it with the following methods:

GRU Utilizes one basic GRU network and uses averaged hidden vector to predict
successive POI.

LSTM Utilizes one basic LSTM network to learn the hidden states and obtain the
average vector to predict the successive POI.

ST-RNN [6] Employs RNN model and incorporates the time interval information
between check-ins and distance information between POIs.

STELLAR [9] Proposes a spatial-temporal latent ranking method to capture the
impact of time on successive POI recommendation. This method trains pairs of
consecutive POIs to predict the successive POI.

Geo-Teaser [10] Is a geo-temporal sequential embedding rank model, which
captures the contextual check-in information in sequences and the various temporal
characteristics of different days.

CAPE [12] Is a content-aware hierarchical POI embedding model, where check-in
context layer captures the geographical influence of POIs from check-in sequence
and the text content layer captures the POI characteristics from text content.

4.4 Variants of HPAM Model

We also list the variants of HPAM model, which are used to analyze the effects of
textual content and temporal patterns, respectively.

• HPAM-C utilizes the characteristics of a POI from text content.
• HPAM-CA further employs word-level attention model based on HPAM-C to

strengthen the influence of important words to its core meaning.
• HPAM-T exploits the temporal patterns with temporal attention mechanisms and

does not take advantage of text contents.
• HPAM is the complete hierarchical POI attention model.
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4.5 Hyper-parameter Set

In our experiments, word embeddings for these methods are initialized by Glove
[19]. The dimension size of word embedding and hidden state d are set to
300. The weight and bias are initialize by sampling from a uniform distribution
U(−0.01, 0.01). The coefficient λ of L2 regularization item is 10−5, the initial
learning rate is set to 0.01, and the dropout rate is set to 0.5.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of HPAM in
the following three aspects:

(1) How does HPAM perform compared with state-of-the-art POI recommendation
models? We present the performance comparison results in Sect. 5.1.

(2) How does each key idea of HPAM contribute to the final results? We show the
performance of HPAM variants in Sect. 5.2.

5.1 Performance Comparison

Table 2 shows the performance comparison results of HPAM with other baseline
methods. We can have the following observations:

(1) ST-RNN, GRU, and LSTM model the sequential pattern of check-ins to
predict successive POI. They achieve good performance, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of contextual sequential information. HPAM outperforms the
above methods by considering POI characteristic influence, including temporal
pattern and text content.

Table 2 The performance
comparisons between HPAM
and other baseline methods

Model Recall@1 Recall@5 Recall@10 MRR

GRU 0.1197 0.2207 0.2726 0.1792

LSTM 0.1207 0.2225 0.2751 0.1805

ST-RNN 0.1185 0.2142 0.2529 0.1721

STELLA 0.1308 0.2251 0.2923 0.1857

Geo-Teaser 0.1291 0.2334 0.2980 0.1850

CAPE 0.1390 0.2433 0.3079 0.1953

HPAM 0.1513 0.2608 0.3281 0.2154

The results of baseline methods are retrieved from published
papers. The best performances are marked in bold
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(2) STELLAR and Geo-Teaser obtain better results than above methods by further
considering the various temporal characteristics in different days, while the
simple strategy could not depict the various temporal patterns properly. HPAM
performs better than them by utilizing textual content and more reasonable
temporal characteristic modeling.

(3) CAPE gains better performance compared with previous methods, which
utilizes both textual content and geographical sequential influence. HPAM
performs better than CAPE, since we also exploit temporal influence and apply
hierarchical attention mechanisms to capture crucial components.

Our proposed model consistently outperforms state-of-the-art POI recommendation
models due to the following considerations. On the one hand, HPAM jointly depicts
POIs’ temporal characteristics and textual contents. On the other hand, HPAM
employs hierarchical attention mechanisms to better model POI representation and
depict various temporal check-in sequence patterns. In this way, the model could
strengthen important words for learning POI content representation and highlight
crucial POI representations when predicting the final successive POI.

5.2 Performance Analysis

Table 3 shows the performance comparison results among the variants of HPAM
model. We can have the following observations:

(1) HPAM-C achieves competitive performance compared with CAPE and outper-
forms Geo-Teaser, which demonstrates that text content can bring more useful
information for POI representation learning. In addition, HPAM-CA performs
better than HPAM-C, which indicates the effectiveness of the word attention
mechanism by strengthening the contributions of important words to core text
meaning.

(2) HPAM-T gains better performance compared with HPAM-CA, which demon-
strates the benefits of temporal characteristics and the effectiveness of temporal
attention mechanisms. The temporal attention could help to depict the various
temporal patterns in user check-in sequences by learning the POI attention
weights based on the temporal embedding vector.

(3) Compared with HPAM-CA and HPAM-T, the complete version HPAM
achieves further performance improvement, which demonstrated that jointly
depicting text content and capturing temporal characteristics could improve the
performance from different perspectives.
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Table 3 The performance
comparisons between HPAM
variants

Method Recall@1 Recall@5 Recall@10 MRR

HPAM-C 0.1372 0.2467 0.3096 0.1928

HPAM-CA 0.1429 0.2518 0.3102 0.1973

HPAM-T 0.1462 0.2565 0.3228 0.2071

HPAM 0.1513 0.2608 0.3281 0.2154

Fig. 4 POI recommendation results generated by HPAM given POI sequence. The target POI is
highlighted in bold

6 Discuss

6.1 Case Study

Figure 4 shows the recommended POIs by HPAM which has given a user’s
preceding visited POIs. By jointly incorporating both textual content and temporal
characteristic into POI recommendation, HPAM could achieve good successive
POI recommendation. For example, HPAM can predict the next POI “museum of
modern art moma” in the top three recommendations. In addition, the other two POI
recommendations are also latently similar to the target POI.

6.2 Hyper-parameter Optimization

We change the embedding and hidden dimension of HPAM and observe the
corresponding performance results, which are shown in Fig. 5. Here, we set the
range of model dimensions to 50–450. We then observe the performance changes
from increasing the dimension in increments of 50. The best performance of HPAM
is obtained when the dimension is set to 300. After the dimension increases to 300,
the performance becomes relatively steady since the embedding and hidden vectors
already have enough capacity to represent.
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6.3 Effect of Temporal Characteristic

In order to present the effect of temporal characteristic, we collect the check-
ins distribution of different day-hours from temporal pattern perspective, which is
shown in Fig. 6. The figure could depict the various check-in temporal patterns
of different day-hours, We could observe that the cumulated check-in numbers
changed a lot in different day-hours. For example, “Saturday” and “Sunday” have a
similar temporal pattern, which is obviously different with the pattern in weekday,
such as larger check-in numbers between hours 11 to 19.
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Fig. 7 The attention visualizations on content information

6.4 Effect of Word Attention

In order to demonstrate the effect of attention mechanism on text content, we
visualize the attention weights of words. Figure 7 shows the attention weights of
text content on POI “Starbucks.” We can observe that the attention mechanism can
enforce the model to pay more attentions on the important words with respect to
the POI. For example, the words “best” and “coffee” have higher attention weights
compared with other words.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose HPAM, a novel hierarchical POI attention model for
successive POI recommendation. More specially, we jointly take advantage of
textual content influence and sequential and temporal characteristics. We propose
a POI representation layer that consists of POI embedding vector and POI content
representation layer, which captures the POI sequential context by highlighting
crucial words. Furthermore, we design a contextual sequence layer with temporal
attention mechanisms to strengthen the influences of crucial POIs in final successive
POI recommendation. Experiment results show that the HPAM model outperforms
the state-of-the-art POI recommendation models.
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A Comparison of Important Features for
Predicting Polish and Chinese Corporate
Bankruptcies

Yifan Ren and Gary M. Weiss

1 Introduction

Corporate bankruptcy is an important topic in both the accounting and finance
disciplines. The advent of data mining has provided a different set of methods for
predicting these corporate bankruptcies. However, much of the relevant research
in this area has focused more on the predictive value of the models than on
which features they utilize to achieve this performance [1]. Although there have
been attempts to explore the features associated with bankruptcy, these attempts
generally rely on a statistical and econometrical approach rather than a data mining
approach [2]. Furthermore, most work on studying bankruptcies is limited to a
single country, and there is very rarely any comparison between the importance of
different financial features between dissimilar financial systems. This study utilizes
data mining methods to build predictive models of corporate bankruptcy in Poland
and China, and then compares the importance of the financial features utilized in
these models.

This study utilizes corporate bankruptcy data from Poland and China that
indicates the bankruptcy status after 1 year. The predictive models are built
using classification algorithms that report feature importance. We only choose
those algorithms which can report feature importance. Thus powerful algorithms
like neural nnetworks are not utilized since they cannot easily determine feature
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importance [3]. Researchers have utilized feature selection and ranking methods in
the context of data mining, but rarely in the financial field [4].

2 Background

This section provides necessary background information about bankruptcies in
Poland and China. We start with a definition of bankruptcy. Bankruptcy is a legal
process through which people or entities who cannot repay debts to creditors seek
relief from some or all of their debts. It is a legal definition where the details
vary between nations. However, within the financial field, the definition is simpler:
bankruptcy occurs when insolvency appears, which means the entity is no longer
able to repay its liabilities. This definition can be used to conduct studies that span
nations despite the variations in the legal processes and definitions associated with
bankruptcy [5].

The key financial indicators that impact bankruptcy include assets, liabilities,
and available cash. Nonetheless, even with these financial indicators, a bankruptcy
may not be seen ahead of time, which is quite problematic. This study, therefore,
can make a practical contribution by identifying a better set of financial indicators
associated with bankruptcy. Any financial warning would be invaluable to investors
and shareholders.

3 Predicting Corporate Bankruptcies in Poland

This section describes the data, experiments, results, and features associated with
corporate bankruptcies in Poland.

3.1 Data Description

The data set used in this study is “Polish Companies Bankruptcy Data Set,” which is
available from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [1, 6]. The data was collected
from the Emerging Markets Information Service, which is a database containing
information on emerging markets around the world. The bankrupt companies are
from the period 2000–2012, while the still operating companies were evaluated from
2007 to 2013. In order to predict whether a company will be bankrupt in the next
year, only the fifth dataset is used for our task, which contains company financial
information in the t − 1 year and the associated bankrupt status in the t year.
This dataset is entitled “5thYear” in original format on the UCI Machine Learning
Repository, which contains financial rates from the fifth year of the forecasting
period, and corresponding class label that indicates bankruptcy status after 1 year.
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The data set contains 5910 total instances (i.e., financial statements), of which
410 (6.9%) represent bankrupted companies and 5500 (93.1%) represent companies
that were not bankrupted during the forecasting period. The data set contains the 64
attributes that are enumerated in Table 1. The missing values in the data set were
imputed using the mean value. The one exception is feature P37, which had missing
values for almost half of all records; this attribute was converted into a binary
attribute that indicated if the features was missing or present. The target class has
two values: “bankrupted” and “not bankrupted” (i.e., solvent). Feature engineering
and dimensionality reduction techniques like principal components analysis were
not used since they would obscure the importance of the original features.

3.2 Modeling

The classification models were induced from the data set using the Python-based
scikit-learn data mining toolkit [7]. Since the primary goal of this study is to
identify the features most responsible for predicting bankruptcy, only classification
algorithms that measure/rank feature importance were utilized. This study used the
following four classification methods:

• Logistic regression (LR).
• The C4.5 decision tree model (DT) [8].
• Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [9].
• Random forest (RF) [10].

The XGBoost algorithm is not included in scikit-learn, so the XGBoost library
was used for this [9]. The experiments used a training/test set split of 70%/30%,
where the instances were randomly selected. Unless otherwise specified default
parameters were used for all experiments. Because mistakenly predicting a company
that will become bankrupt as a solvent is much worse than predicting a solvent
company will become bankrupt, instances belonging to the “bankrupt” class are
weighted five times more than instances belonging to the “solvent” class. In the DT,
XGBoost, and RF models, when the algorithm calculated the gain ratio, it would
regard one instance of the minor class as five instances in a node, so that adjusted
the weighting. This weighting was not a default parameter in those models provided,
so it was input manually. Meanwhile, we used to tenfold cross-validation method to
avoid possible over-fitting.

3.3 Prediction Results

The classification results for the four algorithms are provided in Table 2. The
evaluation metrics include precision, recall, F1-score, and accuracy. Note that
precision, recall, and F1-score are with respect to the “bankrupt” class value.
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Table 1 Description of features in Polish data set

ID Description ID Description

P1 Net profit / total assets P33 Operating expenses / short-term
liabilities

P2 Total liabilities / total assets P34 Operating expenses / total liabilities
P3 Working capital / total assets P35 Profit on sales / total assets
P4 Current assets / short-term liabilities P36 Total sales / total assets
P5 [(Cash + short-term securities +

receivables − short-term liabilities) /
(operating expenses − depreciation)] *
365

P37 (Current assets − inventories) /
long-term liabilities

P6 Retained earnings / total assets P38 Constant capital / total assets
P7 EBIT / total assets P39 Profit on sales / sales
P8 Book value of equity / total liabilities P40 (Current assets − inventory −

receivables) / short-term liabilities
P9 Sales / total assets P41 Total liabilities / ((profit on operating

activities + depreciation) * (12/365))
P10 equity / total assets P42 Profit on operating activities / sales
P11 (Gross profit + extraordinary items +

financial expenses) / total assets
P43 Rotation receivables + inventory

turnover in days
P12 Gross profit / short-term liabilities P44 (Receivables * 365) / sales
P13 (Gross profit + depreciation) / sales P45 Net profit / inventory
P14 (Gross profit + interest) / total assets P46 (Current assets − inventory) / short-term

liabilities
P15 (Total liabilities * 365) / (gross profit +

depreciation)
P47 (Inventory * 365) / cost of products sold

(COGS)
P16 (Gross profit + depreciation) / total

liabilities
P48 EBITDA (profit on operating activities −

depreciation) / total assets
P17 Total assets / total liabilities P49 EBITDA / sales
P18 Gross profit / total assets P50 Current assets / total liabilities
P19 Gross profit / sales P51 Short-term liabilities / total assets
P20 (Inventory * 365) / sales P52 (Short-term liabilities * 365) / COGS
P21 Sales (n) / sales (n − 1) P53 Equity / fixed assets
P22 Profit on operating activities / total assets P54 Constant capital / fixed assets
P23 Net profit/sales P55 Working capital
P24 Gross profit (in 3 years) / total assets P56 (Sales − COGS) / sales
P25 (Equity − share capital) / total assets P57 (Current assets − inventory − short-term

liabilities) / (sales − gross profit −
depreciation)

P26 (Net profit + depreciation) / total
liabilities

P58 Total costs /total sales

P27 Profit on operating activities / financial
expenses

P59 Long-term liabilities / equity

P28 Working capital / fixed assets P60 Sales / inventory
P29 Logarithm of total assets P61 Sales / receivables
P30 (Total liabilities − cash) / sales P62 (Short-term liabilities *365) / sales
P31 (Gross profit + interest) / sales P63 Sales / short-term liabilities
P32 (Current liabilities * 365) / COGS P64 Sales / fixed assets
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Table 2 Evaluation tables
(Poland)

Measure LR DT RF XGBoost

Precision 0.56 0.60 0.80 0.93
Recall 0.12 0.58 0.32 0.56
F1-Score 0.20 0.59 0.46 0.70
Accuracy 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.97

Table 3 Confusion Matrix
of XGBoost Model (Poland)

Predicted Labels

Actual Labels Bankrupt Solvent
Bankrupt 64 50
Solvent 5 1654

The results clearly demonstrate that XGBoost performs best overall since it has
the highest F1-score and accuracy. Table 3 shows more detailed results by providing
the confusion matrix results for XGBoost when evaluated on the test set. The biggest
issue with the results is that only 56% of the bankrupted companies are identified,
but given the relatively severe level of class imbalance (1:13.5), the results are
nonetheless impressive.

3.4 Feature Importance

This section describes the importance of the features with respect to classifying
the Polish corporations. Logistic regression naturally generates feature importance
based on the coefficient associated with each feature. The other three algorithms are
all based on decision trees, since random forest is an ensemble of decision trees and
XGBoost is based on boosted decision trees. Feature importance in decision trees
can be calculated, although it is not as straightforward as for logistic regression. In
decision trees, the closer the feature is to the root node, and the more often it appears
in a boosted decision tree, the greater the weight and importance. Table 4 provides
the top-10 features for XGBoost, the best-performing model.

4 Predicting Chinese Corporate Bankruptcies

This section describes the data, experiments, results, and feature importance
associated with corporate bankruptcies in China.
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Table 4 XGBOOST feature importance scores (Poland)

Rank ID Importance score Description

1 P22 0.1052 Profit on operating activities / total assets
2 P35 0.0752 Profit on sales / total assets
3 P41 0.0482 Total liabilities / ((profit on operating activities +

depreciation) * (12/365))
4 P34 0.0412 Operating expenses / total liabilities
5 P26 0.0393 (Net profit + depreciation) / total liabilities
6 P5 0.0389 [(Cash + short-term securities + receivables − short-term

liabilities) / (operating expenses − depreciation)] * 365
7 P46 0.0321 (Current assets − inventory) / short-term liabilities
8 P21 0.0302 Sales (n) / sales (n − 1)
9 P39 0.0294 Profit on sales / sales
10 P6 0.0286 Retained earnings / total assets

4.1 Data Description

The data set of Chinese corporations was formed by merging three datasets, each
manually collected from the Wind Financial Database. The data for each record was
obtained by querying the financial information one company at a time from WIND
financial terminal interface. A total of 61 bankrupted companies were obtained; each
was listed on the Chinese stock market and had gone bankrupt since 2006. The 620
solvent companies were collected from SH380 and SZ300 index companies. Hence,
the data set contained 681 entries, of which 9.0% represents bankrupted companies
and 91.0% represent solvent companies. The feature value information is from the
last year of their bankruptcy, or the newest data if solvent.

Table 5 describes the 84 features that were collected. Missing values were
imputed using the mean value. The C43 and C84 features were dropped because
there often was no net debt, which led to a zero denominator. The C1 and C2 features
were removed since they are identifiers and do not provide useful information.

4.2 Modeling

The experiments for the Chinese data set are similar to those for the Polish data
set, and the same four classification algorithms were used. The training and test
sets were again partitioned using random sampling, but this time using a train/test
split of 50%/50%, since the Chinese data set is smaller and has very few bankrupt
instances, which makes accurate evaluation more difficult. As before, the bankrupt
companies were given a weight of five times that of the solvent companies.
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Table 5 Description of features in Chinese data set

ID Description ID Description

C1 Company code C43 Tangible assets / net debt
C2 Company name C44 Capital expenditure / depreciation and

amortization
C3 Return on equity (ROE) (average) C45 Cash received for sales of goods and

services / operating income (TTM)
C4 ROE (deducted / average) C46 Net cash flow from operating activities /

operating income (TTM)
C5 Return on total assets (ROA) C47 Net cash flow from operating activities /

operating profit (TTM)
C6 ROA (net) C48 Proportion of net cash flow from

operating activities
C7 Return on human investment (RHI) C49 Proportion of net cash flow from

investment
C8 ROE (annualized) C50 Proportion of net cash flow from

fundraising
C9 ROA (annualized) C51 Net operating cash flow / total operating

income
C10 ROA (net) (annualized) C52 Cash operation index
C11 Sales margin C53 Cash recovery rate of all assets
C12 Gross profit margin C54 Asset-liability ratio
C13 Cost of sales ratio C55 Asset-liability ratio (excluding advance

receipts)
C14 Sales period expense rate C56 Asset-Liability Ratio (excluding

advance receipts) (announcement based)
C15 Main business ratio C57 Long-term debt ratio
C16 Net profit / total operating income C58 Long-term asset fit ratio
C17 Operating profit / total operating income C59 Tangible assets / total assets
C18 EBIT / total operating income C60 Non-current debt ratio
C19 Total operating cost / total operating

income
C61 Current assets /short-term liabilities

C20 Management expenses / total operating
income

C62 Current liabilities / total liability

C21 Financial costs / total operating income C63 Capitalization ratio
C22 Asset impairment loss / total operating

income
C64 Quick ratio

C23 ROA (trailing twelve months (TTM)) C65 Conservative quick ratio
C24 ROA (net) (TTM) − excluding minority

shareholder profit and loss
C66 Cash ratio

C25 Return on invested capital (ROIC) C67 Net asset-liability ratio
C26 ROIC (TTM) C68 Net debt ratio
C27 EBIT/ total assets (TTM) C69 Total equity attributable to shareholders

of the parent company / liabilities
C28 Net sales margin (TTM) C70 EBITDA / total liability

(continued)
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Table 5 (continued)

ID Description ID Description

C29 Gross profit margin (TTM) C71 Net cash flow from operating activities /
total liability

C30 Sales period expense rate (TTM) C72 Net cash flow from operating activities /
current liabilities

C31 Operating profit / total operating income
(TTM)

C73 Net cash flow from operating activities /
non-current liabilities

C32 Total operating cost / total operating
revenue (TTM)

C74 Non-financing net cash flow /
non-current liabilities

C33 Operating profit / operating income
(TTM)

C75 Non-financing net cash flow / total
liability

C34 Tax / total Profit (TTM) C76 Proportion of long-term debt
C35 Net profit attributable to shareholders of

the parent company / operating income
(TTM)

C77 Working capital / total assets

C36 Asset impairment loss / total operating
income (TTM)

C78 Tangible net worth debt ratio

C37 Asset impairment loss / operating profit C79 Retained earnings / total assets
C39 Operating profit / total profit (TTM) C80 EBIT (TTM) / total assets
C39 Total profit / operating income (TTM) C81 Total market value / liabilities for the

day
C40 Cash received from sales of goods and

services provided/operating income
C82 Total shareholders’ equity (including

minority) / total liabilities
C41 Net cash flow from operating activities /

operating income
C83 Operating income / total assets

C42 Net profit cash rate C84 Net cash flow from operating activities /
net debt

Table 6 Evaluation tables
(China)

Measure LR DT RF XGBoost

Precision 0.65 0.74 1.0 0.96
Recall 0.79 1.0 0.90 0.93
F1-Score 0.71 0.85 0.95 0.95
Accuracy 0.95 0.97 0.99 0.99

4.3 Prediction Results

The classification results are provided in Table 6, using the same format that was
used previously for the Polish results. Random forest and XGBoost both perform
much better than logistic regression and decision trees. Random forest and XGBoost
perform equally well for both accuracy and F1-Score, with the only real difference
being that random forest has a higher precision while XGBoost has a higher recall.
In this case we give slight preference to precision over recall and choose random
forest for the remainder of our analysis. Table 7 shows the confusion matrix for
random forest.
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Table 7 Confusion matrix of
RF model (China)

Predicted labels

Actual labels Bankrupt Solvent
Bankrupt 26 3
Solvent 0 312

Table 8 Feature importance scores (China)

Rank ID Importance score Description Adjusted rank

1 C66 0.0630 Cash ratio 1
2 C77 0.0477 Working capital / total assets 2
3 C79 0.0445 Retained earnings / total assets 3
4 C6 0.0432 ROA (net) 4
5 C69 0.0426 Total equity attributable to shareholders

of the parent company/liabilities
5

6 C54 0.0415 Asset-liability ratio 6
7 C24 0.0398 ROA (net) (TTM) – excluding minority

shareholder profit and loss
–

8 C55 0.0378 Asset-liability ratio (excluding advance
receipts)

–

9 C82 0.0375 Total shareholders’ equity (including
minority) / total liabilities

7

10 C56 0.0319 Asset-liability ratio (excluding advance
receipts) (announcement based)

–

11 C17 0.0299 Operating profit / total operating income 8
12 C61 0.0292 Current assets /short-term liabilities 9
13 C8 0.0244 ROE (annualized) 10

4.4 Feature Importance

Random forest will generate different feature importance values for each run. The
model is trained and tested many times and a specified number of the top features is
extracted from each run. Ultimately the top features aggregated over all of the runs
are collected. However, several features have a strong correlation with each other.
For instance, C55, asset-liability ratio (excluding advance receipts) is very similar to
C54, asset-liability ratio. In cases like this, where features are just slight variations
of each other, we kept only the higher-ranked one and adjusted the ranks. Table 8
shows the top-ranked features for the Chinese companies. The features that were
removed for being variations of other features are denoted in Table by “–”.

5 Comparison of Important Features

This section compares the features that are important for identifying companies that
are going to become bankrupt in Poland and China. Table 9 shows similar features,
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Table 9 Pairs of relevant features

Poland China
Description ID ID Description

Retained earnings / total assets P6 C79 Retained earnings / total assets
(Current assets – inventory) / short-term
liabilities

P46 C61 Current assets/short-term liabilities

Profit on operating activities / total assets P22 C7 EBIT / total assets
Working capital / fixed assets P28 C77 Working capital / total assets

which are ranked in the top 15 most important features, for both cases. If we only
discussed perfect feature matches, then that would leave us with only P6 and C79.
Each of these was one of the top 10 features in their respective lists. However, other
pairs were quite similar. The main difference between P46 and C61 was that the
inventory was subtracted in the numerator in P46. As far as the pair of P22 and
C7, EBIT was earnings before interest and taxes, containing profit on not only the
operating activities but also other profitable activities (this does not commonly make
much difference). In terms of the pair of P28 and C77, there was little difference in
the denominator, with one using fixed assets and the other total assets. Thus, we see
that essentially there are four important features in common.

There are also some important differences between the important features for the
best classification models for the two countries. Asset- and equity-related features
appeared eight times in the ranking list for China but only four times in the list
for Poland. Meanwhile operation-related features, like profit and income, appeared
five times in the ranking list for Poland but only one time in the list for China. In
China, assets played an important role in bankruptcy prediction, because there are
many state-owned enterprises (SOE) with enormous assets (which comprise a large
part of the Chinese market. Moreover, operating-related attributes were not a big
factor in predicting bankruptcy. SOEs generally have more assets and lower costs
to get financing [11], which have crucial influence in financing like loans or bonds,
so whatever they obtained high profits or not, they always had more possibility to
get a loan to maintain operation to avoid bankruptcy. On the contrary, in Poland, the
capacity to have an excellent operating situation may become an important factor
affecting bankruptcy.

6 Related Work

Even though there are many studies on bankruptcy in both the finance and machine
learning areas, those studies tend not to focus on identifying the key financial
characteristics. More importantly, there do not appear to be studies that compare
the importance of features for predicting bankruptcy using data mining methods for
multiple countries.
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Table 10 Feature
importance scores (Poland)
(Zieba) [1]

Rank ID Importance score

1 P25 0.0627
2 P22 0.0480
3 P27 0.0379
4 P15 0.0356
5 P52 0.0326
6 P53 0.0284
7 P14 0.0248
8 P40 0.0247
9 P42 0.0238
10 P36 0.0236

In earlier research, a logistic regression model was used to predict financial
distress in China [2]. Although it only utilized six features of 139 records, the
excellent performance was achieved with an accuracy of 0.94 for overall and an F1-
score of 0.93 for class “distress.” However, the researchers did not explore features.
They chose to conduct a univariate analysis and found the performance of ROA (net)
was best. Several of the features in their study, including ROA and working capital
to total assets ratio, were also important in our models as C6 and C77. Moreover,
their asset turnover is very similar to P22 and P35. And the current ratio was similar
to the P46.

Our study can also be compared to the prior research by Zieba et al. [1] that
was conducted on the Polish data set. Table 10 shows the ranked list of important
features found in that study.

The P22 feature, profit on operating activities / total assets, which had the
highest importance score in our prediction (see Table 4), was still ranked very high.
Furthermore, it appeared in the logistic regression model we introduced as well.
However, except for P22, there were no features in Zieba’s [1] list that also appeared
in our list. The difference was probably caused by that Zieba calculating the
importance score on multiple models, while we relied only on the best performing
model.

7 Conclusion

The study described in this chapter involved generating and evaluating classification
models for predicting bankruptcy in companies in Poland and China, identifying the
most important features, and then comparing and contrasting the features for the two
nations. This comparison demonstrated that while there are some commonalities in
the models for Polish and Chinese corporate bankruptcies, there are some significant
differences. The common indicators include ROA and retained earnings to total
assets ratio (RE/TA), but in the Chinese markets the asset-related features were
much more important than for the Polish markets, while the operations-related
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features were much more important in the Polish markets than in the Chinese
markets. These differences were explained based on the role of large state-owned
enterprises in China. This study is quite unusual in that it analyzed and compared
the role of financial features in two very different markets.

There are several ways in which this research can be extended and improved.
First, we only considered the financial index of the year before the bankruptcy. There
was no longer-term or periodic consideration. Meanwhile, the study was based on
the pre-existing list of companies, which may have introduced a bias. In particular,
the Chinese data set is quite small, which made it more difficult to reliably evaluate,
and which limits the generality of the results. Analysis using a much larger data set
would be quite beneficial.

We hope that this study and its novel perspective will inspire future research.
Data mining has not been widely adopted in the asset pricing field or in corporate
finance, and we hope that this study will help to change that.
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Using Matrix Factorization
and Evolutionary Strategy to Develop
a Latent Factor Recommendation System
for an Offline Retailer

Y. Y. Chang, S. M. Horng, and C. L. Chao

1 Introduction

E-commerce and online entertainment are becoming widespread applications of
the internet. For example, people buy products from Amazon.com, view videos
on Youtube.com, and watch movies from Netflix.com. These online companies
provide various services to worldwide customers 24 h a day and collect a large
number of customer behavior data. Most online users get only a fleeting glimpse of a
single online service because they feel overwhelmed by information on the internet.
Therefore, getting customers’ attention became a critical issue for online service
providers, and recommender systems play a crucial role in the internet business [2,
4, 5, 10, 19, 21].

When shopping in brick and mortar retailers is still a primary way for people to
buy goods and a place for social activities, recommendation systems can help the
retailers to improve their operational efficiencies. For retailing companies, launch-
ing target-marketing campaigns to attract customers is a tremendous momentum
to enhance competitiveness. Although it was commonly observed that retailers
have applied statistical techniques to identify more promising customers for target
marketing, the recommendation system based on big data has not been widely
used. In addition, practitioners have known that past purchasing experience would
influence future behavior. A study has indicated that the impact of prior experience
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on future behavior will be gradually reduced by its time away from the target period
[16]. It is very likely that this timely effect will show different degrees of impact
dependent on various product types in retailing. Based on customers’ shopping
records of a retailing company in Taiwan, this study developed a recommendation
system integrating a matrix factorization with an evolutionary strategy to efficiently
predict the customers’ preferences toward products. A matrix factorization was used
to uncover the latent factors while an evolutionary program was applied to optimize
parameters of the duration adjustment functions that were applied to assign weights
over time. In addition, the recommendation system developed in this study also
discovered that the duration adjustment functions depend on product categories.
That is, customers’ preferences toward new products rely on past experience at
different degrees. For some products, customers’ preferences could be predicted
primarily by their past experience of weeks, and by their past experience of months
for other products. The findings of this study will have significant academic and
practical contributions.

This chapter is structured as follows. The next section will review the past
literature on recommender system technology and evolutionary strategy. Next, an
introduction of methodologies will be presented, followed by the results of data
analysis, and further investigation for the duration adjustment functions of different
categories. The last section will discuss the conclusions, academic as well as
practical contributions, and provide some directions for future research.

2 Literature Review

In this section, we will first discuss the literature regarding recommendation
systems, and then evolutionary strategy.

2.1 Recommendation System

Recognizing the correlation of components is the primary task of developing
a recommender system, and the key techniques are collaborative filtering. Two
approaches to collaborative filtering have been developed. One is the nearest
neighborhood model that calculates similarities between two users or two items,
and the other one is the latent factor model that uncovers latent factors that explain
observed ratings and calculate similarities through these factors between users and
items [20]. These two approaches will be introduced in detail below.

The nearest neighborhood model was first developed as user-oriented [14].
The user-oriented method estimated unknown ratings based on recorded data of
similar users. Taking the same approach, an item-oriented method was developed
to calculate the ratings based on data of similar items [19, 22]. The latter became
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popular in many cases because it had better scalability and provided results with
superior performance [4, 5, 22, 23].

A primary task of the nearest neighborhood model is to measure the similarity
between items or users. SIM (ia, ib) denotes the similarity of item a (ia) and item
b (ib). The conventional methods of calculating similarities are Pearson correlation
coefficient and cosine similarity [1]. In Eq. (1), r̂u,ia is an unobserved rating by user
u on an item ia:

r̂u,ia = ria +
∑

ib∈N(ia) SIM (ia, ib) ∗
(
ru,ib − rib

)
∑

ib∈N(ia) SIM (ia, ib)
(1)

where N(ia) is a set of ratings which are most similar to ia, SIM(ia, ib) is the
similarity of ia, and ib, ria is an average rating of item a, and rib is an average
rating of item b. The predicted rating of r̂u,ia is measured as a weighted average of
the ratings for neighboring items [22, 24].

The latent factor model measures similarities through latent features that are
extracted from observed ratings [18]. Several approaches have been developed
including matrix factorization, deep learning, and principal component analysis
[15]. Consider a matrix factorization of the user-item observations matrix R
( R ∈ R

M × N), which can be decomposed into user matrix U (U ∈ R
M × F) and item

matrix V (V ∈ R
F × N). The user matrix is composed of the user-factors vector uu,

and the item matrix consists of the item-factors vector vi. The unobserved rating,
i.e., a rating by user u on item ia, can be calculated by taking an inner product,
r̂u,ia = uT

u via [17]. The goal of training a matrix factorization is to minimize Eq.
(2), which is used to minimize the sum of squared errors between actual rating, ru, i

and predicted rating, uT
u vi :

min
U,V

∑
(u,i)∈R

(
ru,i − uT

u vi

)2 + λ
(
‖uu‖2 + ‖vi‖2

)
(2)

where uu is the u-th column of user matrix U, and vi is the i-th column of item
matrix V. The second term in Eq. (2), λ(‖uu‖2 + ‖vi‖2), is added in order to prevent
overfitting. The parameter λ controls the strength of regularization [6]. Usually,
a stochastic gradient descent [13] can be applied to train this dataset in order to
achieve the minimum sum of squared errors. These two techniques, latent factor
model of matrix factorization and item-based nearest neighborhood model, will be
tested and compared in this study.

2.2 Evolutionary Strategy

Evolutionary strategy is inspired by the evolutionary processes of biological pop-
ulations. An evolutionary algorithm uses recombination, mutation, and selection
to create candidates from parental features [3]. By testing the candidates of their
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fitness, the algorithm will evolve with better solutions iteratively. Evolutionary
strategy is an all-purpose algorithm, and can be applied in various scenarios that
optimize discrete as well as continuous variables. Many versions of evolutionary
strategy were found [8, 12], and the differences between the specific algorithms are
approaches to implement recombination, mutation, and selection [8].

A typical evolutionary algorithm starts from generating an initial population
with a pre-defined number of individuals. Next, a set of offspring or individual is
produced by selecting parents based on their fitness, and recombining the selected
parents to create different individuals. Last, individuals are mutated according to
Gaussian distribution to increase the diversity of offspring. In each iteration, the
individuals with better fitness scores will survive into the next generation. This
process will iterate until the termination criterion, the number of total iterations
or number of iterations without improvement, is met [8].

3 Methodology

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the data analysis. Due to the complexity of the
dataset, this study adopts several processes in order to analyze the dataset in a
logical way. Data are sampled and split after collection. The next step is to convert
the data based on the duration adjustment function so that the data are available
for further analysis. Following the data conversion is to identify a measure to
represent customers’ preferences and decompose the user-item matrix to find the
users’ preferences. Last, an evolutionary algorithm is introduced to find the final
solution. The following sections will introduce these processes in detail.

3.1 Data Collection

This study was based on the members’ one-year purchasing records of a retailer
in Taiwan. This retailer is an international company specialized in fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) and has many stores across Taiwan. By utilizing a
clustering analysis on members’ purchasing records of 1 year, all of the items sold
by this retailer in Taiwan were grouped into 19 categories, including alcohol &
cigarettes, bacon & cheeses, bakery, bath & body, beverages, breakfasts, candies &
cookies, canned goods, frozen foods, fruit, hot meals, household essentials, pets,
seafood & meat, seasoning, soft drinks, Taiwan snacks, Taiwanese cuisine, and
vegetables.
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Dataset
One-year Purchasing Records

Training set
The First Nine Months Records

Testing set
Following Three Months

Data Sampling and Data Splitting

Randomly Select 2,000 customers

Prepossessing
Convert Purchasing Records into Boolean Triggered indexes

User-Item Matrix
Trigger Indexes Time Duration Adjustment Function.

Then Average Results by Different Categories.

Matrix Factorization
Extract Latent Factor to Predict Customer's PreferancesEvolutionary Algorithm

Optimize Parameters of Duration Adjustment Functions

Model Measure
Evaluate Model By Average Percentage-Ranking

Re-Create User-Item Matrix with 
New Duration Adjustment Functions

Final Model
After N times Iterations, 

Obtain the Best Model Performance with Parameters

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the data analysis

3.2 Data Sampling and Data Splitting

Approximately one hundred thousand members and ten thousand items are available
in the database. Because of the computation limit, records of two thousand members
within one year were randomly selected as the research dataset. In addition, this
study used the data of the first 9 months as a training dataset and data of the
following 3 months as a testing dataset. The purpose of this arrangement is to have
adequate data in both training and testing datasets [7].

3.3 Data Preparation and Duration Adjustment Function

In this study, r(u,i) indicates how many times the user u bought item i within a day.
r(u,i) is set to zero, if user u did not buy the item i. This setting is based on related
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researches and pre-training results, and is different from the previously developed
recommendation system in which the unrated items were neglected and excluded
from further analysis [14].

Purchasing records represent customers’ preferences, and this study did not use
numerical values to express the level of preferences. Instead, triggered index p(u,i)
is defined to represent that the interest of user u is triggered by item i. If a user
u bought an item i twice on a specific period, r(u,i) is equal to 2. When r(u,i) is
greater than zero, the triggered index p(u,i) will be set as one indicating that user u
was interested in item i within a specific period. p(u,i) will be zero when the user u
did not show any interest in item i within the period. The values of p(u,i) are derived
by the following:

pu,i =
{

1, ru,i > 0
0, ru,i = 0

Customers’ preferences might not be constant over a long time. In the case of
training dataset with 9 months, this study assumed that newer behavior represents
stronger interests in items. To lower weights on the past records in the period
further away, this study used duration adjustment functions, as shown in Eq. (3)
[14], to control how the variable T, a maximum of 270 in this study, influences the
customers’ preferences along with two other variables, a and b, for the shapes of the
function:

e−(a∗T−b)

1+ e−(a∗T−b)
(3)

In general, different combinations of parameter setting will produce various
weights on the records further away, and weight on the records at time t is always
no less than the weight on the records at time t−1. Extremes of the function are
either having the same weights across the entire training period or having the highest
weight at the time right before the testing period and zero elsewhere.

3.4 Model Measure

It is difficult to identify a measure representing customers’ preferences. In this study,
average percentage-ranking of items was used to evaluate models’ performance
[14]. First, an ordered list of items for each customer was generated. The list was
sorted by models’ predictions with the highest chance of being purchased on the
top. For example, 〖 rank〗_(u,i) represents item i within the ordered list that is
derived for user u. If a list contains one thousand items, and the purchased item i
is predicted to be the tenth item, then 〖rank〖_(u,i) will be 1% (10/1000=1%).
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Table 1 An example of
user-item matrix

User\item A b c D

1 3 1 4 4
2 5 3 1 2
3 5 4 3 2
4 1 2 1 5
5 4 ? 4 1

On the other hand, 〖rank〖_(u,i)=100% represented that the purchased item i is
predicted to be the least possible item for user u.

To explore customers’ hidden preferences, the models developed and tested in
this study aimed to predict the items that had not been purchased by the member
during the training period of 9 months. To measure the performance of the models
tested, percentage-ranking of items for each member will be computed first, and then
the average of percentage ranking of items for all of the two thousand members will
be calculated to evaluate the models. The lower averaged percentage-ranking would
present a better prediction ability of the model.

3.5 Matrix Factorization

This study decomposed the user-item observations matrix by a singular value
decomposition. After the decomposition process, the user-item matrix is composed
of user-factors vector uu and the item-factors vector vi. The prediction is calculated
by taking an inner product of user-factors vector uu and item-factors vector vi. For
example, the user-item observations can be represented in a feedback matrix as
shown in Table 1:

The numbers in Table 1 are the users’ preferences toward items. The intuition
behind using matrix factorization to predict the missing value is that there should be
some latent factors that determine how user 5 rates item b. Firstly, assume that the
matrix factorization model would like to extract two latent factors. The task of the
model is to find user matrix U (U ∈ R

5 × 2) and item matrix V (V ∈ R
2 × 4) such

that their product approximates the user-item matrix in Table 1. In this way, the
rows of U represent the strength of the associations between users and two factors.
Similarly, the columns of V represent the strength of the associations between items
and two factors.

For obtaining user matrix U and item matrix V. The typical approach is to
initialize two matrixes with some values, and then, try to minimize the difference
between the product of two matrixes and user-item matrix in Table 1 by stochastic
gradient descent iteratively. This process is the same as minimizing Eq. (2). After
converging to the minimum difference, these two matrixes can represent user matrix
U and item matrix V.
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Table 2 Evolutionary program

1. Initialize parent populations of parameter sets Pμ = {s1, s2, . . . , sμ}.
2. Generate offspring population

∼
Pμ =

{∼
s1,

∼
s2, . . . ,

∼
sμ

}
, each

∼
s is generated by the following:

– Select ρ parents from Pμ randomly according to their fitness. Each pair of parents will
generate two individuals.
– Recombine ρ parents, based on pre-defined probability, to generate the same number of
individuals.

– Mutate each value of parameters of offspring
∼
s by Gaussian distribution N(0, σ ).

3. Select new parent population from the offspring
∼
Pμ and the parent Pμ by their fitness values.

Those with lower averaged percentage-ranking will remain as the new population for the next
iteration.
4. End the algorithm when termination condition is fulfilled, otherwise go to step 2.

Through the above approach, results of matrix factorization are user-factors
vector u5 as (0.62, 1.73) and item-factor vector vb as (0.72, 1.59). By taking an
inner product of u5 and vb, the prediction of missing value is 3.19.

3.6 Evolutionary Algorithm

This study adopted an evolutionary algorithm to optimize the parameters of duration
adjustment functions, T, a, and b in order to minimize the average percentage-
ranking of items. Items were classified into 19 categories as mentioned previously,
and each category has its own duration adjustment function. Therefore, 19 sets of
parameters of T, a, and b will be derived. The evolutionary program will obtain the
near-optimal combination of parameter setting [9, 11], and the detail is shown in
Table 2.

4 Results

4.1 Duration Adjustment Function Results

Out of 19 item categories, six patterns based on their duration adjustment functions
were identified. Figure 2 shows the curves of duration adjustment functions for
the six patterns after two hundred generations, and Table 3 shows the value of
parameters T, a, and b for each of the six patterns.

The category of fruit has a flat line across the 100% of weight indicating that
customers’ preference toward fruit is almost constant over the training period. It
implies that the past purchasing experience within 9 months in this retailer has equal
influence on the customers’ purchasing behavior in the test period of 3 months.
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Fig. 2 Duration adjustment function of fruit, Taiwan snacks, candies & cookies, bakery, hot meals
and alcohol & cigarettes

Table 3 Parameters T, a, and
b for fruit, Taiwan snacks,
candies & cookies, bakery,
hot meals and alcohol &
cigarettes

Category\parameter T a b

Fruit 1.86620 0.18188 7.56427
Taiwan snacks 3.18732 2.58972 7.46066
Candies & cookies 4.22185 2.54015 8.79425
Bakery 3.72996 3.15518 7.58203
Hot meals 3.80535 3.69314 7.05311
Alcohol & cigarettes 6.74123 4.03122 7.37033

Out of the 19 categories, customers show the highest loyalty when purchasing
new items of fruit. On the opposite, alcohol and cigarettes have the steepest curve
compared to others. Past purchasing records over approximately 110 days have the
weight close to zero indicating that only the past records, the purchasing experience
in the training period, within approximately 3 months, can influence customers’
purchasing behavior, in the testing period, for the new items in this category.
Customers purchasing new items for alcohol and cigarettes have the least loyalty,
compared to other categories, toward this retailer. Buying alcohol and cigarettes is
convenient in Taiwan from thousands of convenience stores, and this retailer is not
the primary channel for this category. Therefore, customers’ purchasing behavior
of this retailer for this category was possibly affected by its seasonal promotion
campaigns. The curves of the other three categories, hot meals, bakery and candies
& cookies lie between these two extremes. In general, curves toward the right, or
having a smaller slope, shows higher loyalty toward this channel.
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4.2 Model Evolution Results

In addition to the matrix factorization model developed in this research and item-
based nearest neighborhood approach used as a competing model, a popular
approach in practice, the popularity model is also applied to compare with others.
The popularity model sorts all items based on their popularity, that is, the number of
transactions. Items with more transactions are predicted to have a higher chance of
being purchased. It is easy to understand and implement this model in practice, and
therefore is widely used in the retailing industry of Taiwan. The item-based nearest
neighborhood model predicts unknown preferences based on recorded observations
of similar items. According to preliminary results, cosine similarity showed better
results than Pearson correlation and was used in this study to calculate similarities
between items.

Figure 3 shows the results of average percentage-ranking for the three models,
popularity, item-based nearest neighborhood, and matrix factorization. Only the
measures of the matrix factorization model evolved over generations, while the other
two models remained the same. The popularity model has the highest average of
percentage-ranking of 40.75% and the item-based nearest neighborhood model has
a lower measure of 36.16%. The matrix factorization model reached the best results
out of the three models at 35.73% after two hundred generations. Table 4 shows
the values of parameters T, a, and b for the nineteen categories after two hundred
generations.

Fig. 3 Results of popularity, item-based nearest neighborhood and matrix factorization recom-
mendation systems
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Table 4 Parameters T, a, and
b for whole nineteen
categories after two hundred
generations

Category\parameter T A b

Alcohol & cigarettes 6.74123 4.03122 7.37033
Bacon & cheeses 2.37456 3.55500 6.68644
Bakery 3.72996 3.15518 7.58203
Bath & body 3.59946 3.04752 7.50740
Beverages 3.49104 3.16544 6.49497
Breakfasts 3.95482 2.71484 7.57106
Candies & cookies 4.22185 2.54015 8.79425
Canned goods 3.79674 2.54696 6.80136
Frozen foods 1.95966 0.99546 9.47475
Fruit 1.86620 0.18188 7.56427
Hot meals 3.80535 3.69314 7.05311
Household essentials 3.91813 2.84353 7.32999
Pets 3.76021 3.00918 7.31041
Seafood & meat 3.88733 2.52668 8.07790
Seasoning 4.13416 2.99593 9.19544
Soft drinks 4.24225 2.88737 6.57402
Taiwan snacks 3.18732 2.58972 7.46066
Taiwanese cuisine 3.88084 3.77489 7.71500
Vegetables 4.66090 3.29381 7.17516

5 Conclusions, Contributions, and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

Recommendation systems have been developed for the online channel with a simple
product mix. This study extended its applications to an offline retailer with a more
complex product mix. Purchasing records of two thousand members of this retailer
in one year were used as the dataset for this study. Datasets of the first 9 months were
used for the purpose of training and models were tested by the records of the last
3 months. Duration adjustment functions were implemented to adjust the weights
on the past purchasing records over time. Three models for the recommendation
system, popularity, item-based nearest neighborhood, and the matrix factorization
were tested in this study. The model developed in this study, the matrix factorization
model with weights controlled by duration adjustment functions, showed the best
performance out of the three models tested.

5.2 Contributions

The recommendation system was originally developed for online services with a
simple product mix. This study successfully extended it into an offline retailer with
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a more complex product mix. In addition, this study integrated two approaches,
a matrix factorization to uncover latent factors from the user-item matrix, and an
evolutionary algorithm to optimize parameters of duration adjustment functions
for assigning weights over time. The recommendation system developed by this
innovative approach outperformed two other models in predicting customers’
preferences when purchasing new items.

The results of this study also have significant practical contributions. First, the
superior performance of the recommendation system in this study can help the
retailer promote new items more efficiently. Compared to the widely used approach,
popularity model, this system can improve the prediction percentage by 5%. In a
highly competitive FMCG market, the retailer could transfer this improvement into a
competitive advantage over competitors. Second, the duration adjustment functions
for different categories can help the retailer identify the item groups having a higher
potential to show customers’ loyalty toward the retailer. By targeting these item
groups, the retailer could have a better chance of retaining customers, and therefore
increase the sales. Third, for the categories with the curves of duration adjustment
function close to the left in Fig. 2, the retailer could target the customers with only
purchasing records within a certain period determined by the curves. With the higher
accuracy of targeting customers, the cost saved is equivalent to higher profitability.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work

Although the recommendation system developed in this study have shown better
performance over the other two systems. The dataset used only contains 1 year
of data and seasonal effect was not captured during model training and testing.
A dataset covering a longer period of time will further enhance the validity of
the results. Second, due to the computation complexity, the parameter settings
of duration adjustment functions for 19 item categories were integrated into one
task for the evolutionary algorithm. Separating these functions and running them
individually by evolutionary programs could get parameter settings with better
performance.
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Dynamic Pricing for Sports Tickets

Ziyun Huang, Wenying Huang, Wei-Cheng Chen, and Matthew A. Lanham

1 Introduction

Nowadays, in the world that is flooded by digital data, a one price for all strategy is
no longer optimized for products like sports tickets. With continuously increasing
costs in operation, maintenance for the venue, and contracts for players, sports
team management are in need of a modern strategy for pricing to optimize their
revenue and profits. Dynamic pricing strategies are widely adopted in the hotel
industry in which the demand for products is very flexible. According to Hoisington
[1], the hotel industry in the US reports the highest revenue in the budget hotel
market and revenue for budget hotels increased 3.5% over year thanks to dynamic
pricing strategy adapted in the industry. The demand for sports tickets could also
change dynamically with time, participants in the events, and other factors. With
its similarity to the hotel industry, it is believed that the sports industry could also
be greatly benefited from a dynamic pricing strategy. In fact, some sports teams
have already employed data analytics in their pricing strategy to maximize their
ticket revenue. According to SAS [2], the Orlando Magic from the NBA league has
accomplished a game ticket revenue growth of 91% since the 2013–2014 season
with its data-driven strategy in pricing. 91% is a huge number, and not to mention
that the baseline revenue from an NBA team is tremendous by itself. According to
Khan [3], the benefits of dynamic pricing include (1) greater control over pricing
strategy; (2) brand value with flexibility; (3) cost efficiency in the long run; and (4)
efficiency in management.
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With the benefits and potential growth in profits that could be brought by dynamic
pricing, this paper aims at discussing how to apply dynamic pricing strategy to
ticket price of individual sports teams in practice. A deep understanding of the
methodologies of dynamic pricing in the sports industry is necessary to maximize
the benefits of dynamic pricing in the industry. The scale of the sports industry is
one of a kind in the US economy and the growth brought to the sports industry by
dynamic pricing would be a strong boost to the overall economy.

It is impossible to develop an effective price optimization model without an
accurate prediction of the demand under different circumstances. Therefore, after
data cleaning, the first and the most important part of constructing the optimization
model is to develop a predictive model for the demand. In the process, multiple
machine learning methods were applied to the cleaned data, and the model that
performs the best among the non-overfit candidate models was chosen as the foun-
dation to build the dynamic pricing model. With predictable demands, economic
rules are utilized to develop a dynamic pricing model. With the developed model,
the optimized price was generated based on historical data to obtain a potential
optimized revenue compared to the real historical revenue. The dynamic pricing
model which builds upon this process provides sport teams insights and methods to
capture the lost revenue due to ineffective pricing. The potential of this model was
quantified by the historical data to prove its effectiveness.

In the remainder of this paper, Sect. 2 provides a literature review that discusses
current studies in the field of dynamic pricing. Section 3 gives the sources and
context of the data used. The next section provides detailed explanations of
methodologies to develop the predictive model and the optimization model. The
evaluation and performance demonstration of the developed model is the topic
of the fifth section. Finally, the paper concludes with the consideration of future
application and study direction of this research.

2 Literature Review

Dynamic pricing is becoming a prevailing method in the sporting event industry;
hence, numerous studies have been performed to discuss the implementation of this
approach. Dittmer and Carbaugh [4] have mentioned the frequency of game and
size of the stadium in the sports industry provide an ideal condition for the adoption
of dynamic pricing. The discussion mainly focused on applying microeconomic
theory to the model. A dynamic model reduces the cost of re-pricing the ticket
every time there is a gap in the price and consumer’s perceived value because it
will automatically match the expected value based on selected factors. Sweeting’s
paper [5] discussed dynamic pricing behavior in the secondary markets for Major
League Baseball tickets and concluded that sellers cut prices by more than 40%
as event day approaches and adopting dynamic pricing raises the average seller’s
expected payoff by 16%. Our work is similar to that of Sweeting’s paper, but we
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also take into account data from the primary market in addition to the secondary
market.

Before getting in touch with dynamic pricing, assessing consumer demand is
a critical element before building a price optimization model. Strnad and Nerrat’s
paper [6] examined the accuracy of using different artificial neural network (ANN)
models to capture soccer match attendance. Their paper suggests that all neural
networks outperform linear predictor by a large margin and can capture attendance
patterns. A more recent paper by Sahin and Erol [7] also evaluated the performance
of neural network models on predicting soccer match demand. The paper used
data from three sports teams and discovered that the ANN model with Elman
network using one hidden layer and 20 neurons has the most accurate result in
demand prediction. Even though neural network models are difficult to interpret
the impact of each feature brings to the result, our paper also designed ANN models
for comparison with other models.

Xu et al. [8, 9] evaluated the effect of dynamic pricing policy by developing a
demand model for single-game ticket sales that were used to predict the revenue
associated with a pricing strategy over the course of an MLB franchise in a season.
The original dynamic pricing policies of this franchise results in a revenue decrease
of 0.79% compared to static pricing. Hence, the authors proposed alternative pricing
policies that helped the franchise find an optimized dynamic pricing policy that
improved revenue by 14.3% compared to fixed pricing policy. A similar approach
was proposed by Kemper and Breuer [10] where they applied mathematical theory
to estimate a demand function before building a price optimization model. Their
paper discover that the consumers’ willingness to pay is significantly higher than
the original ticket price. The average willingness to pay ranged between AC 70 and
AC 178, depending on the seat and price category. Our paper also first developed
a demand function for a sport event to obtain the probability that a ticket would be
sold, then built a dynamic pricing model that reoptimizes prices on a daily or weekly
basis.

Diehl and Maxcy [11] investigated elasticity of demand in the secondary market
for NFL tickets and how elasticity varies across different seat types. The authors
used the standard inverse elasticity rule to maximize profit when elasticity exceeds
the unit elastic point. Price elasticity of demand was estimated for the entire venue
and then location-specifically. Their research indicates that demand in the secondary
market is price elastic and that the demand for higher quality seats is more price
elastic than the demand for lower quality seats. An important factor that their
research did not incorporate is that their data lack the timing of the sales relative
to the game.

Shapiro and Drayer [12] assessed factors that influenced the ticket price for a
sports team in both the primary and secondary markets. Correlation designs were
first used to observe the relationships between other factors and ticket prices. Their
paper is different from our paper in that they devised two regression models which
include a 2-stage least square regression (2SLS) using season ticket prices and
secondary market price as the independent variable and an OLS model excluding
these variables. The main findings of their paper suggest that season ticket price
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is an important feature that affects secondary market price and that the secondary
market affects dynamic ticket pricing. Our paper includes only single-game ticket
data which could potentially reduce the effect of our dynamic price optimization
model.

3 Data

To estimate the ticket demand for sports events and train all the necessary machine
learning models, data is required to include all ticket transactions from both the
primary and secondary markets. Primary market is where transactions happen
directly between the team to customers, and secondary market is where a ticket
owner resale his/her tickets on platform like Ticketmaster or StubHub. The datasets
used in this study were retrieved from the internal database of a primary NFL team
and used with the permission of the team.

The original datasets describe ticket pricings, online transactions, and event-
related information in four separate tables: primary, secondary, unsold inventory,
and opponent. The data covers all events in the team’s main stadium from 2012
to 2019 seasons, and the total number of games played during the period was 79
after removing pre-season and post-season events. These four tables were cleaned,
merged, and standardized before predictive modeling to acquire only significant
measures for better forecasting results. Variables directly related to ticket pricing
(e.g., seat location in the stadium, sale time, final sale price) are the primary internal
measures for demand prediction and revenue management study. In addition to the
internal factors, external factors that affect customer purchasing behaviors such
as weather measures (e.g. temperature, snow/rain) or competitor measures (e.g.
ranking, win probability) were also considered in the modeling. The data dictionary
of the pre-processed input variables is given in Table 1.

4 Methodology

There are two phases to the dynamic pricing model, the first of which is to
compute the demand probability of each ticket since this is an essential element
in formulating the revenue function which we will discuss later. According to
fundamental economic theories, the demand for a product increases as the price
drops and decreases as the price rises. In many economic studies, product demand
is modeled in a simple linear function between the quantity and the price. However,
a more sophisticated model that considers other factors is needed to assess the
demand for each ticket for this problem. The demand forecasting process in this
phase is considered a binomial classification problem of whether a ticket is sold. We
then train several predictive models using varying algorithms to obtain the demand
probabilities of each sold ticket. The predictive model also calculates the probability
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Table 1 Data dictionary of the pre-processed input variables

Variable Type Description

Target Factor The seat sold status, 1 = yes, 0 = no
Event name Factor The event code of game
Section name Factor The name of section
Row name Factor The row number
Seat num Factor The seat number on ticket
Team Factor The opponent team state and name
Season Factor The year of game
Event date Date The date of game
Sale date Date Ticket purchase’s final transaction date (used the date

time from the final transaction if resold in the secondary
market)

Final price Numeric Ticket’s final price (used the final transaction price if
resold)

Original purchase price Numeric Ticket’s original purchase price from the primary market
Sales channel Factor Ticket’s sales channel
Opp win Numeric The winning probability of opponent team
Opp LS win Numeric Last season’s win probability of opponent team
Team win Numeric The winning probability of the team
Team LS win Numeric Last season’s win probability of the team
Road attendance Numeric Attendance percentage for opponent team. This is an

indicator if a team has a big draw attendance wise or not
FB fans Numeric The Facebook fans number of opponent team
Distance Numeric Distance between the team’s city and opponent city (in

miles)
Home opener Factor Whether the team was home opener of the season,

1 = yes, 0 = no
Temp at kick Numeric Temperature at the first kick of the game
Rain/snow Factor Weather condition during the game, 1 = rain/snow,

0 = no
Team contention Factor Whether the team was out of contention, 1 = yes, 0 = no
Last visit years Numeric Number of years since the opponent’s last visit
Opp scored LY Numeric Opponents’ points scored last year (previous year due to

at the time we pull this data it is February for the next
year and wanted to remain consistent). Regular season
only

Opp def GivenLY Numeric Opponents’ points given up last year (previous year due
to at the time we pull this data it is February for the next
year and wanted to remain consistent). Regular season
only

Opp playoff Factor Whether opponent had playoff game, 1 = yes, 0 = no
Off MVP Numeric Offensive NFL MVP votes the year before
Def MVP Numeric Defensive NFL MVP votes the year before
Odds f Numeric Super bowl odds from February of that year
GA_indy_L10 Numeric Google trends index for opponent team over the past

10 years
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of a ticket sold at any point in time, given the time information is also available in
the data. We assume that a ticket is sold if the probability is greater than or equal to
0.5, and the sold tickets are then used in calculating the expected revenue.

We chose one specific game from the 2019 season and used it as the testing set. A
random partition of 2:8 was conducted to ensure random performance testing. The
selected testing set from the 2019 season is more recent and is in more proximity to
the current and future situations. Leaving this game out of the training set guarantees
the precision testing statistics and business performance analysis. The Area Under
Curve (AUC) was the criterion used to evaluate and determine the performance
of varying predictive models, the model with the highest AUC was chosen for the
optimization process.

The second phase is the optimization process which involves obtaining the
optimal price and calculating the expected revenue. It is necessary to find the balance
point between the price and the effects the price has on the demand. We apply the
predictive model with the highest accuracy to the optimization process using the
recurring method to find an optimal price point at which the expected revenue is
maximized for each ticket available at any given point of time. The expected revenue
of the tickets is the product of the probability of a ticket demand given other factors
and the optimal price. The formula is given as the following:

E (Revenue) = P (Demand | Price&other factors)× Price

For the game that was used for demonstration, we chose six different seat sections
from the team’s stadium to observe the price impact on the expected revenue using
the optimization method and compared them to the actual historical revenue of
the same sections to demonstrate the performance of the optimization model. The
recommended price of each section at different points of time is the range from the
lower 1.5 IQR bound to the maximum of the optimized ticket price in the section at
that time. The overall process is summarized in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1 Process flow chart
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4.1 Data Cleaning

(a) Primary Data: This table includes the information (e.g., opponent, event date,
sale date, section, ryow) of single-game tickets bought by customers directly
from the team’s website from 2012 to 2019. An individual with a ticket account
ID could purchase multiple tickets at once; hence, a column named “num_seats”
would indicate the number of tickets bought by the customer. We decomposed
the rows with more than one ticket possession into separate rows. We also added
a target column with all 1 s to this table indicating every ticket in the table is
sold.

(b) Secondary Data: This table consists of tickets being sold on the secondary
market. The table has over 600,000 rows of data because it includes different
activities (e.g., update price, cancel posting, expired, successful resold) of the
same ticket by the same sellers. To simplify the data, we subset only the resold,
expired records. Then we assigned 1 s to those whose activity name is resold,
and 0 s to the records that are expired. In this table, there were a lot of extreme
posting price; therefore, we set a condition to only include prices that are below
$1000. Event dates for this table also deviate from the actual event date by
1 day; we added 1 day to every event date in this table.

(c) Unsold Inventory Data: This table includes all the unsold single game tickets
of the team’s website from 2012 to 2019. A target column of 0 s was added
indicating every ticket in the table is unsold. All the records in this table were
combined with the primary table.

(d) Opponent Data: Opponent information including last season win rate, weather
conditions, Facebook fans, etc., attributed to this table will be merged to
combine ticket information and opponent information.

4.2 Feature Engineering

Time is an important factor in a dynamic pricing model; Ticket buyers usually
purchase tickets days or weeks before the event occurs. Hence, we inserted a new
column that took the difference between the sales and game dates which shows how
many days in advance people purchase the tickets. In addition, we extracted the day
from the event date column to observe whether a particular day of the week could
affect the demand.

Categorical encoding was also necessary before moving into model building.
Ticket information contains the section names, which generally have hundreds
within a sports stadium. Therefore, performing one-hot encoding would impede
the efficiency of the models. We used target encoding for the sections, which label
the variable by the ratio of the target value occurrences. The remaining categorical
features that have low numbers of levels were one-hot encoded.
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Numerical features such as Facebook fans and distance were standardized using
min-max scaling to ensure the model does not bias to the feature that has larger
numbers. This method rescales every numeric value to lie in the range between 0
and 1 and puts equal weight among all of them.

4.3 Data Imputation

After combining the value of the day in advance column, it would appear as null
for those tickets that were unsold. We used the mice package to impute the missing
values by using the cart (classification/regression tree) method to replace missing
values. However, it is crucial that we state the assumption that the distribution of the
missing values follows the same distribution of the existing values. A density plot
of the imputed and existing values was created to compare the distributions.

5 Models

To obtain the most accurate demand forecasting models, four different supervised
learning algorithms were compared.

5.1 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a generalized linear regression for binary classification
problems. The probability of both positive and negative event outcomes could be
given by logistics. This suits our need for the predictive model. Nevertheless, a
regression method can provide specific insights on how each factor affects the
change of the probability of outcomes. However, as we will discuss in the following
section, the performance of the logistic regression on this data set was not ideal.
Therefore, more robust algorithms were tested.

5.2 Gradient Boosting/XGBoosting

Gradient boosting algorithm is suitable for both regression and classification
problems. The algorithm is based upon the classical decision tree algorithm in an
iterative stage-wise method. Gradient boosting seeks to optimize the mean squared
error (MSE) of the model by performing gradient descent.

XGBoosting is the abbreviation for eXtreme Gradient Boosting. Indicating that
XGBoosting is a derivative of gradient boosting. According to Tianqi Chen [13]
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who is the author of XGBoosting, the engineering goal for the model was to push
the limit of computations resources of boosted tree algorithm. He also stated that
“XGBoost used a more regularized model formalization to control over-fitting,
which gives it better performance.”

The performance of these two algorithms was challenged by the random forest
algorithm which is adopted for the development of the optimization model in the
next phase.

5.3 Random Forest

Similar to the gradient boosting algorithm, random forest operates by building a
multitude of the decision tree. The algorithm is closely related to another algorithm
called bootstrap aggregating (also known as bagging). The bootstrap aggregating
algorithm repeatedly chooses random samples from the data with replacement to
train decision trees. This method helps to reduce overfitting that is commonly seen
in simple decision trees algorithm. The random forest takes one step further from
bagging by limiting the candidate features that could be chosen at each split of a tree.
This further reduces the risk of overfitting by decreasing the correlations between
individual trees generated in the model training process.

5.4 Optimization

Having used the random forest algorithm to develop a predictive model, a function
that optimizes the price of individual tickets at different point of time was then
developed using an iterative method. The process was summarized in Fig. 2. Given
any other features of a ticket equal, the price of the ticket was set at 0 initially and is
increased by 1 dollar at each step of the iteration. The expected revenue of the ticket
was calculated by:

E (Revenue) = P (Demand | Price&other factors)× Price

at each step of the iteration. The demand at each step is

P (Demand | Price& . . . )

which was obtained from the predictive model. The expected revenue at each
step is E(Revene)t which was compared to the expected revenue at the last step
E(Revenue)t − 1. The iteration would stop when the increase in revenue between the
two steps is less than 0.4.
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Fig. 2 Optimization process

6 Results

The results are explained in detail in the following two sections:

6.1 Demand Forecasting Results from Predictive Models

In the predictive modeling phase, all the season tickets were excluded while all the
final ticket transaction records, i.e., tickets that are listed as “resold” and “expired”
from the secondary market, the primary market tickets from the NFL team’s internal
ticket transaction records, and unsold inventory, were used in training the models. To
demonstrate the prediction accuracy for future use, one event in the 2019 season was
selected as the testing dataset while all other events from 2012 to 2019 seasons were
used as the training set to train models. Here, a game with event code “CLT19DEN”
was used to exemplify the prediction and optimization results. Since the testing
and training data partition is very specific on the individual event, sophisticated
machine learning algorithms such as random forest and gradient boosting were used
to improve prediction results.

In the binary classification problem of this study, the model performance
evaluation metric is the Area Under Curve (AUC). As mentioned in Sect. 4, the
model with the highest AUC was selected for the optimization phase. Based on
the AUC results, the best performing model is the random forest model with an
AUC of 0.78. It is also worth mentioning the log loss measures, which quantifies
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the accuracy of a classifier, a lower log loss represents a better model. In our case,
random forest has the second-lowest log loss value. Hence, a further evaluation of
the model is needed to determine the best model (Tables 2 and 3).

To further assess the prediction accuracy and compare the results of existing
machine learning models, the false-positive rate and the false-negative rate were
calculated as above. The calculated false-positive rate and false-negative rate of the
random forest model, as shown in Table 4, are 43.63% and 16.14%, respectively.
If we compare the error rate to that of Tables 3, 5, and 6, we can observe that
the classifier generated by those models perform relatively poorer. Based on these
results, it can be concluded that random forest generates the best classification
outcome of demand forecasting and was carried on to the optimization modeling
in the next section.

6.2 Dynamic Pricing Results from Optimization Models

The exploratory data analysis results indicated that seats from section 600 to section
699, which were low in price yet had fairly good views, only had 40.65% average
sold rate per section and a large number of unsold seats. Seats within sections
400 to 499 also have a sold rate of 43.26% and a lot of unsold seats. Therefore,
the primary pricing optimization objective is to increase the sales and revenue
over these sections. Meanwhile, an average of 25% of tickets from sections 100
to 399 did not have any tickets sold since 2012 season. Due to the high price
and low demand, better price adjustment is required over these sections. Through
optimizing pricing in sections described above, the NFL team can significantly boost
sales and maximize revenue. We then selected 6 representative sections to perform
optimization, which are section 640, 609, 625, 450, 437, and 117.

Additionally, the NFL team required updating prices to align with forecasted
sales. The model was designed to conduct dynamic pricing simulation at the
30 days, 14 days, and 3 days in advance of the event day simultaneously. As
discussed in the Sect. 4, recommended price ranged from the lower 1.5 IQR bound
of all optimized prices of one single section as the minimum and the highest
optimized ticket price in the section as the maximum. The minimum and the
maximum prices recommendations at the 30 days, 14 days, and 3 days in advance
of the event for each section are illustrated in Table 7. There is no significant pattern
of optimized pricing change across the three time points.

Based on the optimization results, five of the six sections displayed different
levels of need to adjust average ticket pricing; for example, the average ticket price
of section 609 increased by 157.42% to reach the optimized price and maximize
revenue. The comparison of original revenues and stimulated revenues of the six
sections were summarized in Table 8:

The overall results showed that the forecasted demand at the three different
periods fluctuated irregularly. With the dynamic pricing model, the optimal ticket
price for a specific section is constantly changing at different time points to increase
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Table 3 XGBoosting model
confusion matrix

0 1 Error Rate

0 3819 4613 0.547083 4613/ 8432
1 575 4486 0.113614 575/5061
Totals 4394 9099 0.384496 5188/13493

Table 4 Random forest
model confusion matrix

0 1 Error Rate

0 4753 3679 0.436314 3679/8432
1 818 4243 0.161628 818/5061
Totals 4394 9099 0.384496 5188/13493

Table 5 Gradient boosting
model confusion matrix

0 1 Error Rate

0 4491 3941 0.467386 3941/8432
1 817 4244 0.161431 817/5061
Totals 5571 7922 0.333284 4497/13493

Table 6 Logistic regression
model confusion matrix

0 1 Error Rate

0 3964 4468 0.529886 4468/8432
1 854 4207 0.168741 854/5061
Totals 4818 8675 0.394427 5322/13493

Table 7 Change in
optimized prices over three
time points

Section Days in advance Min. price Max. price

30 31 98
640 14 Sold Sold

3 Sold Sold
30 30 135

609 14 48 169
3 51 120

30 26 62
437 14 Sold Sold

3 Sold Sold
30 26 55

625 14 37 50
3 37 50

30 21 54
450 14 33 61

3 40 80
30 32 61

117 14 51 59
3 51 51

revenue opportunities. Comparing to the traditional approach of using static pricing
strategy, the total unsold tickets were reduced, and the total revenue resulted in a
significant increase after deploying dynamic pricing optimization.
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Table 8 Revenue increase after optimization

Section Original revenue ($) Optimized revenue ($) % Increase

640 4042 5550 37%
609 4556 11,728 157%
625 946 5669 499%
450 1199 1502 25%
437 150 656 337%
117 2470 2017 −18%

7 Conclusion

The sports ticket market has a giant potential increase in profit with the introduction
of dynamic pricing to the market. A dynamic pricing model was done in two phases.
First, the predictive model that targets whether a ticket is sold at a given price point
and time portrays the demand for sports tickets as well as provides the probability of
a ticket being sold. The probability is then used in the revenue function to calculate
the expected revenue of the newly optimized price. The price is computed using
an iterative method to find the point at which the expected revenue of the sale of
a certain ticket is maximized. The result from the price optimizing model shows
an immediate increase in expected revenue, which is caused by effective pricing
leading to an increase in quantity demanded.

7.1 Limitation

Despite the good performance of the optimization on sections that are lower in price,
the optimization result is not ideal for premium tickets like those in section 117. It
is possible that the demand for premium tickets is not as elastic as the demand for
cheaper tickets. Therefore, the increase in demand given by lower pricing could
not compensate for the revenue because of the lowering of price. However, revenue
increase by dynamic pricing for cheaper tickets like the upper-deck tickets is still
huge. According to Overby [14], San Francisco Giants from the MLB was the
first professional sports team to adopt dynamic pricing in their upper-deck seats
which increased revenue of $500,000. It is reasonable to believe that optimization
for cheaper tickets only could also bring enormous revenue increase to NFL teams.

The iterative method for optimization is time consuming and requires strong
computing power resources. This is the reason why the research team only used
a few sections for performance demonstration instead of using a whole game. With
limited computing power, it is difficult to achieve the goal of daily updating for
ticket prices.
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7.2 Future Study Direction

7.2.1 Parallel Computing

Parallel computing could be a solution to the issue of slow computing with the
iterative method. Future studies could focus on parallel computing to increase
the speed of the optimization process. Other methods to solve the issue of slow
computing include but are not limited to using environments other than R, which is
used in this research.

7.2.2 Database Management

The research team would also suggest a better data management system or method
to be introduced to the team. Typo and inconsistency are common in the data set and
might become the obstacle for future implementation of the optimization method as
well as any other potential future studies based on the data set. A potential future
research topic could be finding a suitable data management method and/or system
for sports teams in the NFL. This would not only benefit individual sports team
in terms of their information management but also create a more organized data
structure for follow up study in the optimization method discussed in this article.

7.2.3 Attendance Rates

When it is essential for the team to optimize ticket prices to maximize potential
revenue, it is also important to optimize the attendance rate of games to maximize
the experience of fans to maintain fans’ loyalty for long-term revenue. New
technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT) are available to keep track of
attendance rate of game and other important information like when an attendant of
the game left. Other information about fans and customers like posts from fan page
on social media could also help the research in this field. With more information that
could be provided by new technologies like IoT, it is possible to conduct studies to
optimize attendance rates for better fans’ experience.
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Virtual Machine Performance Prediction
Based on Transfer Learning of Bayesian
Network

Wang Bobo

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has provided the hardware foundation and some software plat-
forms for the development of industries such as big data [5, 6, 11, 14] and the
Internet of things [3, 18, 22]. The considerable benefits of cloud computing come
from the effective allocation and utilization of resources [20]. Therefore, the
reasonable dynamic allocation of cloud resources is the key to ensure their efficient
utilization. The prediction of virtual machine (VM) performance is a prerequisite to
ensure the reasonable and dynamic allocation of cloud resources.

However, the inevitable interference caused by resource competition among
multiple co-located VMs will cause the fluctuation of VMs’ performance, thus
leading to the difficulties of accurate performance prediction. Moreover, it is hard to
quantify the relationships among the features affecting the performance of VMs,
which also increases the uncertainty during the prediction process. Then, many
solutions have been proposed to solve the abovementioned difficulties.

Reference [21] proposed to use a linear model to describe the relationships
among VM features and performance. But, the complex relationships among VM
features and performances cannot be described by the simple linear relationships.
In Reference [9], a neuromorphic system based on cogent confabulation is built to
predict the resource usages from statistics of historical records in comprehensive
dimensions. The system exploits the correlations between observations in multiple
dimensions and then builds a probability network model to support the prediction.
However, the method in this paper is not complete enough to characterize the
relationship between VM features and performances. In Reference [7], the central
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idea is to use low-level performance information to augment the process of Bayesian
optimization. The prediction work in this paper is only to find the configuration
scheme from the historical resources of VM configuration and give the historical
VM performance corresponding to this configuration scheme type. This approach
is limited by the search space of VM configuration information, and the feature-
performance combination is not flexible enough.

Reference [17] proposed a Bayesian model to determine short- and long-term
virtual resource requirement of the CPU/memory intensive applications on the
basis of workload patterns at several data centers in the cloud during several time
intervals. But, there are many types of cloud computing services, which cannot be
limited to the performance prediction of CPU/memory intensive applications.

To make up the limitations of the above works, we propose to use the Bayesian
network (BN) model to predict VM performance according to its resource utiliza-
tion. BN uses the directed acyclic graph (DAG) and the conditional probability table
(CPT) to represent the uncertain relationships among complex factors.

However, the hardware and software in cloud might be changed by system
maintaining and upgrading, and the hardware and software configurations in
different clouds might be different. Therefore, a VM performance prediction model
trained in a period or on a certain cloud may get a lower precision rate when the
model is used in another time period or to another cloud. We refer to this situation
as the model’s inability to multiplex in both the temporal and spatial dimensions.
However, rebuilding a performance prediction model for each cloud is not only time
consuming, but the collecting and processing of the large amount of training data
are also full of challenges [8].

These problems can be solved through transfer learning. Reference [15] pointed
out that transfer learning can integrate the knowledge learned from other related
works, thereby improving the learning effects of the new task. Specifically, when
the training data in the target task is not sufficient to build a reliable model, transfer
learning allows the knowledge learned from the source task to be transferred to the
target task to enrich the data features. It is equivalent to obtaining more feature
data in the target task, which improves the training effectiveness of reliable target
models.

Reference [13] investigate an approach for re-training neural network models,
which is based on transfer learning. Using this approach, a limited number of neural
network layers are re-trained, while others remain unchanged. In this study, good
prediction of VM performance is achieved, but in this study, data on features in the
cloud that could change at any time is used for modeling, and data collection and
model updating are done continuously. This way of maintaining a dynamic model
comes at the expense of increasing the load on the cloud. In a large-scale cloud, the
system will be busy with updating the model due to the changing cloud environment
at any time. And the prediction effect will be greatly reduced.

In this paper, we first build a VM’s performance prediction BN (i.e., VMP-
PBN) to address the difficulty of accurately predicting the performance of VMs. To
solve the problem that a VM performance prediction model cannot be multiplexed
in either the temporal or spatial dimensions, we propose a BN transfer learning
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algorithm based on the method proposed by Yue et al. [23]. The transfer learning
approach in this paper is based on Markov equivalence theory and uses an improved
scoring function with penalties as a model selection criterion for BN transfer
learning. In transfer learning, we consider VMP-PBN constructed in the source
domain as the source model (i.e., S-VMP-PBN), and a target model (i.e., T-VMP-
PBN) applicable to the target domain is gained. Experiments have proven that our
approach to transfer learning is accurate and effective.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the con-
struction of VMP-PBN. Section 3 introduces the transfer learning method of
S-VMP-PBN. Section 4 presents experimental results and performance analysis.
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 VMP-PBN Construction

2.1 Definition and Constraints

In this paper, we use the Bayesian network as a VM performance prediction model
(VMP-PBN) in a cloud. We define VMP-PBN as Definition 1:

Definition 1 We appoint that G is the network structure of VMP-PBN, and then a
VMP-PBN is denoted as N = (V ,E, θ) , (E ∩ C = ∅), where

– V = U ∪ R is the set of nodes in G. U denote the set of n VM-related features,
among which the uncertain dependencies might exist. R denote the set of n VM-
related performances.

– E is the set of directed edges representing the dependencies among node set V .
(Vi → Vj )(i �= j) or e(Vi, Vj )(i �= j) represents an edge in E which starts from
Vi and ends at Vj (Vi, Vj ∈ V ).

– C is a set of constrained edges defined in Definition 2.
– θ is the set of parameters consisting of the probability distribution tables of all

the nodes in V .

In our work, we use the execution time of applications as the measurement of
VM’s performance. In a cloud, the performance of a VM might be influenced by
features, such as the average memory usage (mem_avg) and the average CPU
usage, but the performance of a VM does not influence its average memory usage
(mem_avg) reversely. That is, e(mem_avg, duration) may exist in VMP-PBN,
but e(duration,mem_avg) is not allowed. For another example, the average CPU
usage (cpu_avg) and the average memory usage (mem_avg) are independent; thus,
the edges e(cpu_avg,mem_avg) and e(mem_avg, cpu_avg) will not exist. So we
define the constraints of edges in VMP-PBN as Definition 2:

Definition 2 A constrained edges set is denoted as C. It is impossible that Vk

impacts Vm and then e(Vk, Vm) ∈ C, (k �= m), where
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– V = U ∪ R is the set of nodes in G. U denote the set of n VM-related features,
among which the uncertain dependencies might exist. R denote the set of n VM-
related performances.

2.2 Parameter Learning and Structure Learning

The process of constructing BN from data consists of two parts, parameter learning
and structure learning. In structure learning, there is often a need for quantitative
structural evaluation and selection. In this paper, a scoring function is used for the
quantitative analysis of BN, which is calculated based on the network parameters
and network structure of BN, and the parameter calculation relies only on the sample
data and the determined network structure. Therefore, we first describe in this paper
how to calculate the network parameters of a given network based on its structure,
and then we describe how to make structure selection.

Parameter Learning We calculate its probability distribution table based on the
sample data and use it as the parameter for the network. Specifically, for nodes
with no parent in G, calculate its probability distribution table as its parameters,
and for nodes with one or more parents, calculate its conditional probability table
as its parameters. In this paper, the probability distribution table for all nodes is
collectively referred to as CPT and is denoted by θ . The following is a full text
example of how the network parameters of VMP-PBN are calculated in this paper.

We use G to denote the structure of a VMP-PBN and D to denote the sample
dataset. There is a VMP-PBN structure G with three nodes in Fig. 1. Table 1 is
an example of a sample dataset D. The columns cpu, mem, and du in Table 1
correspond to the nodes cpu_avg, mem_avg, and duration in G, respectively, and
column Count indicates the number of times this combination of values appears in
the sample dataset, and the total sample data in D is 180.

For node cpu_avg, it does not have a parent; its parameter is its probability
distribution table; for the value 0, its probability is (10+15+20+27+23+9)/180 =
0.58, and for the value 1, its probability is (8+34+5+6+16+7)/180 = 0.42. For
node duration, there are two parents; its parameter is its conditional probability
table, e.g., when cpu_avg takes a value of 0, mem_avg takes a value of 1 and
duration takes a value of 2; the conditional probability of the combination of values
is 9/(15+ 27+ 9) = 0.18.

Fig. 1 A simple structure G

of VMP-PBN with only three
nodes

duration

cpu avg mem avg
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Table 1 Sample dataset:D cpu mem du Count cpu mem du Count

0 0 0 10 0 1 1 27

1 0 0 8 1 1 1 6

0 1 0 15 0 0 2 23

1 1 0 34 1 0 2 16

0 0 1 20 0 1 2 9

1 0 1 5 1 1 2 7

Structure Learning We use the hill-climbing method for BN structure learning. In
order to avoid the algorithm falling into a local maximum, we use a random restart
hill-climbing method for BN structure selection. The algorithm randomly generates
an initial structure each time, and then randomly adds, deletes, and reverses the
edges on the current structure to obtain a set of candidate structures, from which the
structure with the highest BIC score is selected. After several random restarts, an
approximately global optimal structure is found as the final BN structure. During the
structure selecting, if a candidate structure contains any edge in the edge constraint
set in Definition 2 or form cycles, then it will be discarded. Then, we use the BIC
scoring function to calculate the scores of the candidate BN structure, which is
shown in (1).

BIC(D|G) =
m∑

i=1

log2 P(Di)+ |θ |
2

log2 m,Di ∈ D (1)

where

– G is the network structure of the BN N

– D is the sample dataset
– Di is a sample data in D

– m is the number of sample data
– |θ | is the number of all parameters in N

Algorithm 1 shows how to perform a VMP-PBN construction task using random
restart hill-climbing. We take the training data as the input of Algorithm 1, the
scoring function uses (1), and the output of the algorithm is VMP-PBN.

3 VMP-PBN Transfer Learning

The transfer learning approach proposed in this paper initially takes the network
structure of the source VMP-PBN (S-VMP-PBN) tentatively as a commonality
between the source and target domains and then calculates the network parameters
with new data from the target domain based on node dependencies in this network
structure to obtain a provisional BN as a transition model (i.e., T-BN). In transfer
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Algorithm 1 VMP-PBN’s construction
Input:
D: dataset.
Output:
Ns : VMP-PBN
Local variables:
Gr : a randomly generated network structure
G: current optimal VMP-PBN structure, initially an empty graph, contains only nodes and no
edges
Gs : a set of candidate graphs
G′: an element in Gs

S: the score of current optimal structure G

So: G’s BIC score, initially negative infinity
Sn: the highest score in Gs

F lag: a flag
i: the controller to terminate the loop
Algorithm start:
S ←−∞
i ← 0
while i � 10 do

i ← i + 1
Gr ← generate a network structure randomly
Gs ← randomly add, reverse or delete an edge in Gr

So ← S, Sn ←−∞, F lag ← true

while F lag do
F lag ← f alse

while Gs is not empty do
G′ ← pop an element from Gs .
if G′ is DAG and satisfy Definition 2 then

Sn ← BIC(D|G′)
if So < Sn then

G ← G′, So ← Sn, F lag ← true, i ← 0
end if

end if
end while
S ← So

Gs ← randomly add, reverse or delete an edge in G

end while
end while
Ns ← (G, θ)

return Ns

learning, if T-BN is not suitable for the target domain, we will modify the structure
of T-BN node by node according to the descending sequence of node variation
degree. After modification and updating, the final result will be a target VMP-PBN
(i.e., T-VMP-PBN) that is applicable to the target domain.
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3.1 Node Variation Degree and BIC Average Score

The degree of node variation reflects a measure of the variation about the informa-
tion in the node between the source and target domains. The feature-performance
relationship of the target domain is embedded in the new data of the target domain.
Thus, the node variation is related not only to the respective CPTs in S-VMP-PBN
and T-BN but also to the amount of new data in the target domain. In the following,
we will still use the example in 2.2 to demonstrate how to perform the calculation
of node variation.

We use Gt and Go to denote the network structure of T-BN and S-VMP-PBN,
respectively; Dt and Do to denote the samples dataset in target domain and source
domain, respectively; Xij to denote the node X in the sample data, satisfying that
itself has a value of xi and its parent nodes Π(X) have a combination of πj (Xij ∈
(Dt ∪ Do)). θ t ; and θo denote the network parameters of T-BN and S-VMP-PBN,
respectively. Then, the function for calculating the variation degree of each node in
T-BN is shown in (2).

Fxv(X) = 1

h

∑
θij∈θ

mij

θo
ij

|θo
ij − θ t

ij | (2)

where

– X is the node in Gt

– θ = θ t ∪ θo

– h is the size of θ (h = |θ |)
– θij ∈ θ denotes the conditional probability of Xij

– θ t
ij and θo

ij are the parameters of T-BN and S-VMP-PBN, respectively
– mij is the number of samples Xij in Dt

In (2), it must be noted, when Xij ∈ Dt and Xij /∈ Do, the denominator (θo
ij )

should be 1, but the difference of |θo
ij − θ t

ij | should take on the absolute value of θ t
ij

(i.e. |θ t
ij |).

We take dataset D in Table 1 as the dataset in source domain and rename
it to Do. T-BN and S-VMP-PBN both use G in Fig. 1 as the network structure.
The nodes cpu_avg and mem_avg represent the average CPU occupation quantity
and average memory occupation quantity (feature) of the VM during the running
process, and the node duration represents the VM execution time (performance).
Edges cpu_avg → duration and mem_avg → duration in the figure indicate
that the performance of the VM depends on the CPU and memory occupation
quantity. Table 2 lists the sample data Dt in the target domain, where Count denotes
the number of the same sample.

According to the calculation method of CPT in 2.2, for S-VMP-PBN and T-BN,
the CPTs of node duration are calculated as shown in Tables 3 and 4 (θt and θo),
using Tables 1 and 2 as sample data, respectively. In this two tables, the cells show
the probability that the VM running time is dui when the combination of the VM’s
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Table 2 Sample dataset Dt

in target domain
cpu mem du Count cpu mem du Count

0 0 0 15 0 0 1 14

0 1 0 12 0 1 1 8

1 0 0 5 1 0 1 23

1 1 0 9 1 1 1 33

2 0 0 18 2 0 1 18

2 1 0 18 2 1 1 27

Table 3 θo: the parameters
set of node duration in
S-VMP-PBN

P(du|cpu,mem) du1 du2 du3

π1 = cpu1,mem1 0.19 0.38 0.43

π2 = cpu1,mem2 0.29 0.53 0.18

π3 = cpu2,mem1 0.28 0.17 0.55

π4 = cpu2,mem2 0.72 0.13 0.15

Table 4 θ t : the parameters
set of node duration in T-BN

P(du|cpu,mem) du1 du2

π1 = cpu1,mem1 0.52 0.48

π2 = cpu1,mem2 0.6 0.4

π3 = cpu2,mem1 0.18 0.82

π4 = cpu2,mem2 0.22 0.78

π5 = cpu3,mem1 0.5 0.5

π6 = cpu3,mem2 0.3 0.7

CPU and memory usage is πj . Obviously, θ t
� θo and θo

� θ t . Then, according to
(2), the variation degree of duration is:

h =|θ | = |θ t ∪ θo| = 16

Fxv(duration) =1

h

∑
θij∈θ

mij

θo
ij

|θo
ij − θ t

ij |

= 1

16

( 15

0.19
|0.19− 0.52| + 14

0.38
|0.38− 0.48|

+ 12

0.29
|0.29− 0.6| + 8

0.53
|0.53− 0.4|

+ 5

0.28
|0.28− 0.18| + 23

0.17
|0.17− 0.82|

+ 9

0.72
|0.72− 0.22| + 33

0.13
|0.13− 0.78|

+ 18

1
|0.5| + 18

1
|0.5| + 18

1
|0.3|

+ 27

1
|0.7| + 0

0.43
|0.43| + 0

0.18
|0.18|
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+ 0

0.55
|0.55| + 0

0.15
|0.15|)

≈21.74

In transfer learning, we modified the BIC scoring function in (1) to obtain (3) to
eliminate the impact of sample data volume on the BIC score. Thus, using (3) to
calculate the score of a model, we can obtain the contribution of each sample data
to the quantitative score of the current model, which ensures that the quantitative
comparison of T-BN and S-VMP-PBN is not affected by the amount of the new or
old data.

BICavg(D|G) =
∑m

i=1 log2 P(Di)+ |θ |
2 log2 m

|D| ,Di ∈ D (3)

where |D| denotes the number of sample data in dataset D and the other symbols
have the same meaning as in (1).

3.2 Get T-VMP-PBN with Transfer Learning

We set a ratio ξt , and if the value of the score BICavg(Dt |Go) of T-BN is greater
than or equal to the product of ξt and BICavg(Do|Go) (Do and Dt is the dataset
in the source domain and the target domain, respectively), it indicates that the BN
structure of the T-BN and the target domain are consistent. At this time, we consider
the T-BN as the final T-VMP-PBN. Otherwise, it indicates that the T-BN needs to
be modified.

In combination with Reference [10], we will consider all nodes in the T-BN
one by one in a descending order by variation degree, using the Markov blanket
[16] of each node as the modification radius. First, find all nodes in the Markov
blanket of node Xi (denoted as MB(Xi)) from T-BN. We use Gts and Gos to denote
the subgraph in T-BN and S-VMP-PBN, respectively, and both the set of nodes in
Gts and the set of nodes in Gos are equal to MB(Xi) ∪ Xi . We define the ξs as
the proportional threshold when comparing the subgraphs. Next, we consider the
modification of T-BN in three cases.

– If BICavg(Dt |Gts) � ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos), then the subgraph with MB(Xi)
as the node does not need to be modified, and the next node is considered at this
time.

– If BICavg(Dt |Gts < ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos), but there is a consistent extension
structure Ges of Gts , so that BICavg(Dt |Ges) � ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos).
Reference [19] explained that the consistent extension structures of directed
acyclic graphs are actually Markov equivalents. Therefore, we only need to
replace Gts with Ges . According to Reference [4, 12], it is possible to calculate
the consistent extended structure Ges of Gts .
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– If BICavg(Dt |Gts) < ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos), and, for all consistent extension
structures Ges of Gts , there are BICavg(Dt |Ges) < ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos), it
indicates that new data in the target domain changes the node dependencies in
the source BN. In this case, it is necessary to use a heuristic algorithm to find
the most suitable subgraph Gns from all the subgraphs generated by reversing,
adding, or deleting edges in Gts one by one and replace the subgraph Gts in
T-BN with Gns . Here, we still use the random restart hill-climbing method for
heuristic search.

In the above steps, for each newly generated network structure, the constraints
defined in Definition 2 must be met. The idea of transfer learning in this paper
can be explained by Algorithm 2. Based on several experiments, we find that the
thresholds ξt and ξs in the algorithm are set to ξt = 0.25 and ξs = 0.3, transfer
learning can achieve good results, and the transfer time and computational resource
cost overhead are not very high.

4 Experimental Results

In this experiment, the main program is written in Python 3.6, and the data
preprocessing is written in C. The computer we used is configured as 4 single-core
CPUs(Intel(R) 2.30 GHz), 8 GB physical memory, the entire experimental program
runs in Docker, and the operating system is CentOS 7.7.

4.1 Dataset

The Alibaba Group announced the cluster data cluster-trace-v2017 [1] and cluster-
trace-v2018 [2] collected from production clusters in Alibaba in 2017 and 2018,
respectively. We took the cluster-trace-v2017 as the source domain data and the
cluster-trace-v2018 data as the target domain data due to the changes of hardware
and software.

4.2 Data Pre-processing

In this paper, we extracted the data items which have been successfully terminated
from the batch instance dataset and then selected four dimensions as VM-
related features, namely real_cpu_max (cpu_max), real_cpu_avg (cpu_avg),
real_mem_max (mem_max), and real_mem_avg (mem_avg). Furthermore, the
results of end_timestamp minus start_timestamp are recorded as duration and
taken as the corresponding VM performance. Thus, the feature-performance data
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Algorithm 2 VMP-PBN’s transfer learning
Input:

Go: the structure of S-VMP-PBN
Do: the set of old data
Dt : the set of new data
ξt : the proportional threshold of BICavg for T-BN
ξs : the proportional threshold of BICavg for subgraph

Output:
Nt : T-VMP-PBN

Local variables:
Gt : the structure of T-BN
IDv : a sequence of node variation degree
MB(Xi): the Markov blanket of Xi

S: the subset of nodes in Go

S′: the subset of nodes in MB(S) ∪ S.
Gos : the subgraph of Go on the nodes in S

Gts : the subgraph of Gt on the nodes in S

Ges : a consistent extension structure of Gts

Algorithm start:
if BICavg(Dt |Go) � ξt × BICavg(Do|Go) then

IDv ←: calculate the variation degree of each nodes
while IDv is not empty do

Xi ← pop a node from IDv , S ← MB(Xi) ∪Xi

Gts ← the subgraph of Gt on the nodes in S

Gos ← the subgraph of Go on the nodes in S

S′ ← MB(S) ∪ S

while BICavg(Dt |Gts) � ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos) do
Ges ← a consistent extension structure of Gts

while BICavg(Dt |Ges) � ξs × BICavg(Do|Gos) do
Gts ← searching the best structure

end while
Replace the subgraph Gts in Gt by Ges .
S ← S′, S′ ← MB(S) ∪ S

Gts ← the subgraph of Gt on the nodes in S

Gos ← the subgraph of Go on the nodes in S

end while
end while

end if
Nt ← (Gt , θ)

return Nt

with five dimensions consists of the training set. We used K-means to discretize
each feature into 10 values and then obtained 105 feature combinations in the
training set.

We use the 2 times and 3-fold cross-validation to perform the experiments.
We adopt simple non-replacement random sampling method to extract 1.9 million
pieces of data from the new data in the target domain, and divide these new data and
the old data from the source domain into six training-testing pairs according to the
idea of 2 times and 3-fold cross-validation, and denoted by Co1–Co6 and Ct1–Ct6,
respectively.
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In order to determine the minimum sample size required for transfer learning, we
performed 15 times simple random sampling without replacement from the target
domain sample data, and the sample sizes are 1K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K, 100K,
200K, 500K, 1M, 1.5M, 2M, 5M, 10M, 15M, and 50M separately (denoted by
Cs1–Cs15). For each subset of sample, according to the idea of 2 times and 3-fold
cross-validation, these subsets were divided into six training-test set pairs. There are
a total of 90 training-test set pairs.

4.3 The Constraints of VMP-PBN in Cloud

In Definition 2, we give a formal definition of VMP-PBN constraints. In this
experiment, based on the specific analysis of the source of the dataset, Table 5 shows
12 illegal edges that are not allowed to appear in the BN structure. For example,
the edge (duration → cpu_max) is not allowed in VMP-PBN, because it is
impossible that the performance of the VMP-PBN influences performance. Edge
(cpu_max → mem_max) is also not allowed, because in ordinary tasks (non-
memory intensive calculations), the CPU will not influence the memory usage.

4.4 Performance Prediction of VM Based on S-VMP-PBN

We use six sets of training-test set pairs (Co1–Co6) from the source domain to
perform model training and obtain six VM performance prediction models, which
are named S-VMP-PBN. At the same time, as a comparison, the decision tree (DT),
random forest (RF), and support vector machine (SVM) are used to train the model
and obtain 18 VM performance prediction models accordingly. For the four groups
of VM performance prediction models based on different principles, BN, DT, RF
and SVM, we test their performance by the same test dataset which come from
Co1–Co6, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2a–c respectively show the macro average precision, macro average recall,
and macro average F1-score of the four groups of model. In the figure, BN represents

Table 5 The set of edges which is not allowed to appear in VMP-PBN’s structure

Tail node Edge Head node Tail node Edge Head node

duration → cpu_max mem_max → cpu_max

duration → cpu_avg mem_max → cpu_avg

duration → mem_max mem_avg → cpu_max

duration → mem_avg mem_avg → cpu_avg

cpu_max → mem_max cpu_avg → mem_max

cpu_max → mem_avg cpu_avg → mem_avg
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Fig. 2 Performance comparison of models based on four machine learning methods BN, DT, RF,
and SVM, respectively. (a) Macro average precision. (b) Macro average recall. (c) Macro average
F1-score

the performance of S-VMP-PBN based on Bayesian network. It is obvious that
the performance of DT and RF is always similar. But in all six models, although
RF is better than DT, there are no obvious performance gap. The performance of
the six models based on SVM is significantly better than that of DT and RF, but
compared with the VMP-PBN based on BN, the performance of all models of SVM
is lower. It shows that compared with traditional machine learning methods, the BN
can learn the knowledge better than between the features and performances of the
VM embedded in the sample data.

To test whether S-VMP-PBN can be used directly to predict the performance of
the VM in the target domain without transfer learning, we use the datasets Ct1–Ct6
as training data and obtain six VMP-PBN-cons (the VMP-PBN which we called
VMP-PBN-con is trained from the new data of target domain by BN learning instead
of transfer learning).

For comparison, we compile the performance data of S-VMP-PBN and VMP-
PBN-con in Table 6. As can be seen, the S-VMP-PBN performs poorly on all three
performance metrics, only around 0.25. And the VMP-PBN-con is even better, with
twice or even three times the performance of the S-VMP-PBN. It shows a big
difference between the target domain and the source domain, and the source BN
cannot be directly used in the target domain. To obtain the performance prediction
BN of the target domain with good performance, we must use BN reconstruction or
transfer learning.
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Table 6 Performance comparison of S-VMP-PBN and VMP-PBN-con in the target domain

VMP−PBN 1 2 3 4 5 6

(a) Macro average precision

S−VMP−PBN 0.307 0.324 0.278 0.285 0.31 0.288

VMP−PBN−rec 0.889 0.854 0.837 0.89 0.869 0.852

(b) Macro average recall

S−VMP−PBN 0.246 0.259 0.221 0.243 0.227 0.261

VMP−PBN−rec 0.744 0.716 0.773 0.798 0.734 0.775

(c) Macro average F1-score

S−VMP−PBN 0.278 0.302 0.305 0.285 0.276 0.297

VMP−PBN−rec 0.813 0.738 0.795 0.807 0.778 0.792

4.5 Performance Prediction of VM Based on T-VMP-PBN

In 4.2, each subset of sample from Cs1–Cs15 is divided into six training-test set
pairs, so that there are a total of 15 × 6 = 90 training-test set pairs (15 sample
size levels) involved in transfer learning. We used the six S-VMP-PBNs obtained
in Sect. 4.4 as the source BN and performed BN transfer learning using the dataset
Cs1–Cs15 and Algorithm 2. A total of 540 (90 × 6 = 540) target VMP-PBN (i.e.,
T-VMP-PBN) and 540 sets of test results are obtained. And each test result data
consists of four dimensions: macro average precision, macro average recall, macro
average F1-score, and running time.

To facilitate the analysis of the results and to eliminate errors, we divide all 540
test sets into 15 groups based on the size of the training set, and there are 36 test
result data in each group. Then, the test result data in each group are averaged
according to the four dimensions above and regard them as performance data for
transfer learning at that training set scale. A total of 15 sets of test data reflecting
the effects of the transfer learning approach were obtained.

To compare with the performance of transfer learning, we reconstructed the
VMP-PBN (VMP-PBN-rec) with subsets of sample Cs1–Cs15 and tested its per-
formance, respectively. A total of 15 × 6 = 90 VMP-PBN-rec were obtained by
the reconstruction, and using the size of the sample dataset as a taxonomy, these
models and test data can be divided into 15 groups, each containing 6 test result
data. Similarly, we averaged the six result data in each group according to the four
dimensions and regard them as performance data for what the model reconstruction
could achieve at that data scale. A total of 15 sets of performance data of model
reconstruction were obtained.

Figure 3 show the performance comparison between T-VMP-PBN and VMP-
PBN-rec. Among them, (a), (b), and (c) show the macro average precision, macro
average recall, and macro average F1-score, respectively. As can be seen, while
all three performance metrics of VMP-PBN-rec and T-VMP-PBN end up at roughly
equivalent levels as the sample data volume increases, the former grows significantly
slower than the latter.
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Fig. 3 Performance comparison of T-VMP-PBN and VMP-PBN-rec in the target domain. (a)
Macro average precision. (b) Macro average recall. (c) Macro average F1-score. (d) Time
consuming (hours)

It can be seen that the performance of the two BNs is only approximately equal
at 1M data volume, before which the performance of T-VMP-PBN is always better
than that of VMP-PBN-rec. In addition, at a sample size of 100K, the macro average
precision, macro average recall, and macro average F1-score of the T-VMP-PBN
are close to the best performance that can be achieved; however, it is not until a data
volume of 1M that the VMP-PBN-rec can achieve this level of performance.

Figure 3d shows the time consumption of T-VMP-PBN and VMP-PBN-rec with
various sample sizes. It can be seen that the time consumption of both methods will
increase with the increase of the amount of data. However, the time consumption
of transfer learning is always less than reconstruction, and as the amount of data
increases, the time consumption of transfer learning increases faster than the time
required for reconstruction.

As shown in Fig. 3, T-VMP-PBN can reach almost the best prediction perfor-
mance when the amount of data is 100 K; at this time, the time consumption of
transfer learning is only 0.49h. But VMP-PBN-rec can reach the same prediction
performance when the amount of data is 1M, and it takes 2.75h.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, the experimental results show that the performance of the model
based on BN is better than the models based on traditional machine learning
methods, and compared with model reconstruction, while maintaining 79% macro
average precision, our transfer learning method reduces the data requirements
during modeling to 1/10 of the original and the time consumption to 1/4.

In the future work, we will explore the transfer learning method of BN when
the source and target domains have different data dimensions, and by adding or
deleting nodes in the source model to obtain the target model. Because when the
hosts in cloud are maintained and updated, or the two clouds are compared, not only
the hardware model and architecture are changed, sometimes new hardware may be
installed or uninstalled, such as GPU. This will cause the dimensions of the feature-
performance data of the source and target domains to change, that is, the number of
nodes in the VMP-PBN will change.
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A Personalized Recommender System
Using Real-Time Search Data Integrated
with Historical Data

Hemanya Tyagi, Mohinder Pal Goyal, Robin Jindal, Matthew A. Lanham,
and Dibyamshu Shrestha

1 Introduction

Businesses integrate recommendation systems on their websites to ease the search
for the users. According to Salesforce, personalized product recommendations drive
just 7% of visits but 26% of revenues on an e-commerce website [1]. Recommenda-
tions play an important role in other industries as well. For instance, two out of three
movies watched on Netflix are recommended [2]. In fact, a research by Engagement
Labs claims that personal recommendations are the #1 driver of consumer purchase
decisions at every stage of the purchase cycle, across multiple product categories [3].
Furthermore, one can argue that the benefits of a recommendation system outweigh
the cost for creating and maintaining recommendation systems [4]. However,
deploying a recommendation system in the production environment comes with a
variety of challenges. For instance, a recommendation system needs to be dynamic
for being accurate and efficient. Moreover, by being dynamic it should incorporate
the context of the user search at every instance. Other common issues are optimizing
response times, frequently updating models, and predicting based on unseen data,
also commonly known as the cold-start problem [5].

In this chapter, we present the idea to incorporate real-time search history in
considering recommendations. This would allow the website to learn the context
of what user wants and recommend resorts for them based on their past booking
preferences and filtered by the current real-time search. This would allow website
to recommend appropriate products/services for the client which would increase
client satisfaction.
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We specifically work on recommending resorts for a timeshare exchange com-
pany. Currently, a recommendation model is used by the company to recommend
relevant resorts to the user based on the member data, resort amenities, and other
factors. The model trained thus is deployed to the website, once a day. Hence, if
a user searches for a resort in Denver today, the model can recommend resorts in
Chicago, which is based on the search history of the user up until yesterday. If the
user further filters the search to Aurora, Denver, the recommendation system would
still recommend the resorts recommended in the previous search. This shows that
the recommendation system is greatly affected by this inaccuracy. The context of
the current search is a significant factor in determining which resort the user will go
to next. Also, since the recommendations happen in real time, the recommendation
model should return results in a matter of seconds. Therefore, speed also becomes a
crucial factor in recommending relevant resorts. We work toward designing a model
which incorporates the real-time search history and recommends eight relevant
resorts to the user within 5 s.

Traditionally recommendation systems have used methods like collaborative
filtering and RankBoost algorithms as their go-to methods. However, collaborative
filtering suffers from a few problems, the most prominent of which is the cold-
start problem. To overcome this, hybrid models have been used in the past. Still,
there is little research on how to use real-time search data of users to recommend a
relevant resort in a time-share industry. The problems are not just limited to which
algorithms to choose, but how to measure the performance of the offline model and
how to record and accommodate the implicit feedback of the user.

To develop the recommendation system, we develop models that diversify the
recommendations and overcomes the problems of redundancy and irrelevancy. This
is done by architecting models in a way that selectively values the recent searches
and penalizes the older searches.

2 Data

In this study, we used the search and confirmation data provided by the client. The
search data consists of searches conducted by around 1.3 million members in the
past year, i.e., from January 2019 to January 2020. The dataset has a record of about
159 million searches in the past year. The search data has information on search
details like date and time of search as well as more information about the region
that was searched like region, destination, city, or resort ID of the search. It also has
the information on the month and specific date the member is searching for.

The other primary table for this project is the confirmation data table, which has
details about the bookings by around 1 million members for around 6000 resorts
in the past 5 years. There are approximately 5 million recorded confirmations from
January 2015 to January 2020. The dataset has information about the resort ID and
resort amenities that a member has booked. It has details about when the booking
was confirmed and the actual start and end date of the booking. The dataset also
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Table 1 Data description

Table no. Table name Description

1 Confirmation data Booking data for 1 M members in the past 5 years
2 Search data Search data for 1.3 M members in the last year
3 Resort amenities 350+ amenities information of 20,000 resorts
4 Check in month table Covert check in month ID in different languages to

year-month of check-in
5 Member data Information of 2.46 million members
6 Region ID table Convert region ID in different languages to region ID

independent of language and get details about the region
7 Destination ID table Convert destination ID in different languages to

destination ID independent of language and get details
about the destination

8 City ID table Convert City ID in different languages to City ID
independent of language and get details about the city

9 Resort to XML Information about all the resorts mostly its locations and
all the associated IDs for that resort

10 Available data Availability and details of 4061 resorts

contains a cancellation index, which indicates if a person made a booking and later
canceled it.

The resort amenities table has information about 350+ features of all the resorts.
Since the online portal has information in 17 different languages, we used tables
that help us to convert language centric IDs to language-independent IDs so that
the same resort in different languages has the identical IDs after using these tables.
Availability information of resorts is also provided in the dataset but hasn’t been
used.

Table 1 provides a brief description of the different tables used in this study.

3 Methodology

The prime objective of the experiments is to find an algorithm which captures user
preferences and recommends relevant resorts based on that. To develop the models,
we need to investigate the following questions: What factors are users looking for
while booking a resort? How to recommend resorts to first-time users who have no
confirmation or search history?

The methodology used to answer the above questions is extensively described in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Methodology

3.1 Explanatory Data Analysis (EDA)

The first step toward solving any data problem is visualizing the data and finding
insights which might be useful in the modeling process. Some interesting insights
that we got from the EDA are:

• The distribution of the confirmation data is right skewed in which more than 25%
of the users have booked resorts less than three times till date.

• Two resorts in Kissimmee and Las Vegas are the most booked resorts with more
than 26,000 bookings combined.

• There is seasonality in the data with most bookings being done in quarter 3.
Furthermore, most users book resorts for 7 days.
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3.2 Data Preprocessing

The following steps were carried out to preprocess the resort amenities table:

• Column selection: There are 165 columns in resort amenities table, out of which
several columns have a majority of data missing. We selected 17 columns from
this table in which a majority of the data was not missing.

• Missing data handling: For categorical columns, a new dummy encoded column
was created to handle missing values. For the numerical column, Golf Distance,
we substitute the missing values with 0, if golf is onsite or nearby, 200 otherwise.

• Min-max normalization: Since Golf Distance can cause a significant bias while
calculating cosine if not normalized, Golf Distance was normalized using a min-
max normalizer.

3.3 Modeling and Validation

We experimented upon two modeling approaches. The first model (Model 1)
assumes that there are similarities among users and similarities among resorts and
recommends resorts to user based on these similarities. The second model (Model
2) assumes that users book resorts on the basis of resort popularity, amenities, and
search behavior.

To validate our models, we had data spanning across a year. To account for
chronology and to accurately capture user behavior, we took the following steps:

• Data partitioning: We run two models: model 1 which is based on matrix
factorization, and model 2 which is based on cosine similarity. Since matrix
factorization is a computationally intensive process, the train-test split for both
the models must be different.

• For the first model, we selected 3 sets of 1600 members who had 2 or more
bookings. Then for each member, we split the data until the point of their
second last booking and ran matrix factorization algorithm. For test, we selected
members having 2 or more bookings in 2019 and recommended resorts to them
based on each search.

• For the second model, we take a sample of 100 users who have more than 2
confirmed bookings between October 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019. We take
a test window from October 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019. For each day, t in
the test window, we run the model with confirmation data up to t-1 days and all
search data available till day t. We then predict the resorts for each search on
day t.

• Success criteria: To evaluate and compare the two models, we first need to define
success. If a user books a resort that was recommended to him/her within 17 days
prior to the confirmation date, we define it as a success.
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• Evaluation metric (accuracy): The evaluation metric then can be defined simply
as the ratio of the number of successes and the number of bookings done by the
user.

4 Models

4.1 Model 1

Model 1 incorporates the technique of matrix factorization to recommend resorts.
Matrix factorization: Matrix factorization is the technique to predict the missing

values in a sparse matrix. As the name suggest, it decomposes a matrix into product
of two matrices.

In Fig. 2, Matrix X is the product of Matrix A and B. Matrix decomposition is
nothing but the process of factorizing X into A and B.

Figure 3 shows the need of matrix factorization. We use matrix factorization
when we need to fill in missing values in a matrix. This is specifically needed in
recommendation systems, when we do not have the data about how much a user
will value a resort, if s/he has not yet searched for or booked that resort.

Initially each search or booking adds points to a user-resort cell in the matrix.
For example, if a member searches for a resort in Colorado, Denver, then for that
member, all the resorts in that area will be given some points, that is, search factor.
The formula used to allocate points for resorts based on member’s searches and
bookings was created for this purpose and tested:

Search factor = (surge factor) ∗
(

ax − a−x

ax + a−x

)
∗
(

x

y

)

Fig. 2 Matrix multiplication

Fig. 3 Matrix factorization
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Table 2 Surge table

Transaction type Definition Surge factor

Bookings All historical bookings 5
Today’s search Searches done today 4
Recent search Searches done after last booking 2
Past search All searches done before last booking 1

Table 3 Weights for search
type in model 1

Search type a

Region search 1.05
Destination search 1.1
City search 1.5
Resort search/booking 2

Fig. 4 Recommendation
distribution

Here,

y = Average number of searches per booking of the user per search type
x = Number of times the transaction type is done
Surge factor can be computed from Table 2.
“a” can be computed from Table 3.

Matrix initialization and factorization: Resorts that do not show up in the
member’s searches or bookings are populated as 0 in the matrix initialization
process. Using all transaction types except Today’s Search, the matrix is populated
using matrix factorization with all available resorts as column and members as rows.
The matrix factorization model is run once per day.

Recommending using matrix factorization. Using the output of matrix factoriza-
tion, when a member searches a region in the present day, search factor will be added
to the resorts in that region and recommendation will be given as per the criteria in
Fig. 4.

4.2 Model 2

Model 2 can be decomposed into four parts, each explained below:

(a) Popularity factor (Pi): For each resort i, Pi is nothing but the ratio of the number
of times resort i was booked to the total number of confirmations.

(b) Cosine similarity (CSij): Cosine similarity, CSij, tells us how likely a customer
j is to book resort i based on resort amenities. CSij is calculated using the
following steps:
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• Step 1: Calculate user vector uj, which is the average of the resort amenities
vector for the resort of each booking that the user has made.

• Step 2: Calculate cosine similarity between each resort vector (ri) and user
vector (uj), CSij with the following formula:

CSij = Cossim
(
ri, uj

) = A.B

|A| | B |
(c) Search factor (Sij): If the user i has searched for a resort j before today, then the

search factor of the resort for the user increases as follows:

Sij = Sij + λ

T + 1

Where λ is the tuning parameter. In our model, we take it to be 1, and T is the
difference in days between the search and today.

(d) Current search factor (Cij): If the user searches for a region, destination, city or
resort, the current search factor for all resorts in that region, destination, city
and for the resort increases by 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04, respectively.

After calculating all these four features, we finally calculate the resort score for
each resort i and user j as:

Score = Pi + β1 ∗ CSij + β2 ∗ Sij + β3 ∗ Cij

where

β1 = Number of confirmations of user j.
β2 = Number of searches of user j till the previous day.
β3 = Number of searches of user j today.

After the resort score is calculated for each resort, the resorts are sorted by the
resort score and the top eight resorts in the region searched are recommended to the
user.

5 Results

Figure 5 compares the model accuracy of the two models implemented and the
existing model. It is to be noted that the current context plays a crucial role in
determining the booking behavior of a user.

Model 1, which uses matrix factorization, gets an accuracy of 50% on the test
dataset. Model 2, which uses cosine similarity, is 65% accurate. This means that
users on an average booked resort recommended to them in the last 17 days, 50% of
the times when we use Model 1 and 65% when we use Model 2.
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Fig. 5 Model accuracy
comparison

Table 4 Surge table

Model 1 Model 2

Average
recommendation
time

1.5 s 1.13 s

Accuracy 50% 65%
Diversification Recommendations diversified by

search history, search frequency,
and historical bookings.

Recommendations confined to
the current region searched for.

Factors considered
for modeling

User-user similarity, resort-resort
similarity

User search history, resort
amenities, resort popularity

Table 4 compares the two models implemented. Due to the diversification
involved in Model 1, Model 1 is a better model if one wants to promote under-
booked hotels. Model 2, however, captures the user search behavior well and can be
used to provide relevant recommendations to the user.

6 Conclusion

A personalized recommendation system based on the user’s historic data and current
searches influences the customer’s decision. It leads to a better customer experience,
boosts sales, and increase loyalty; and today customers expect it. Most of the
existing models are time-consuming; therefore, there was a need for a more dynamic
modeling approach to incorporate recent searches and come up with enhanced
recommendations. Two models are developed to serve this purpose. Model 1 is
based on matrix factorization, incorporating previous bookings, search weights
added with decay function of time valuing recent searches and penalizing older
searches, followed by machine learning ranking and filtering. This model gave
significantly improved results and can be used for limited users. Its benefit is that it
improves as more data inflows. Even though it takes time to run based on the size
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of the matrix, that can be reduced based on the clustering of the users and the items.
Matrix factorization also works even if the products are not similar.

The second model is based on the features of the resorts and the historical
booking for users and their respective searches. It is based on the concept that a
user tends to book similar resorts every time depending on the amenities. It can be
further improved if the price and availability can be incorporated. This model gave
better accuracy in comparison to the previous models. This model takes more time
for individual recommendations but takes much lesser time to calculate user vector
at the end of the day and can cater to numerous customers. It assumes that all the
products that we are recommending have a similar feature. In addition to giving
personalized recommendations to individual users, this model can also be used to
suggest the change in amenities of the resorts that can increase their sales, eventually
leading to higher revenue.

Both models can be used for the recommendation engine based on the require-
ment of the client and the products. A hybrid model of the two algorithms can be
developed and may lead to better results. All the testing has been done based on
historical data, and for their true accuracy, it can be done in the live environment
using A/B testing or click to conversion ratio. Overall a novel idea has been
recommended in this chapter which recommends quickly as per the current search.
Further research can be done based on the problem statement and data available by
incorporating factors such as price, availability, etc.
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Automated Prediction of Voter’s Party
Affiliation Using AI

Sabiha Mahmud Sumi

1 Introduction

The primary goal of any PEC is to increase the probability of victory. To reach this
goal, all aspects of a PEC must be evaluated based on the efficiency and cost of a
campaign or activity; i.e., will it motivate desired voters enough to cast their votes?
This cost-to-benefit analysis can be an efficient process, especially when driven by
high-performance ML models that predict specifically aligned sets of voters, with
whom a political candidate may share their promises and messages with, and engage
them further in joining their socio-political missions. Therefore, such predictions
are crucial for promoting better communication between voters and their politically
aligned candidates.

With each passing year, PECs in the United States are rapidly seen adopting
various data-driven targeted-voter recommendation applications that are tailored to
reduce the cost and increase the benefit in maximizing the likelihood of their victory
[5]. The spread and access of big data has significantly improved the quality of
empirical analysis in finding, aggregating, and identifying patterns and similarities
across several domains. For example, recent successes of data-driven PECs have
heavily relied on using knowledge from several domains (political, economic,
medical-sciences, marketing etc.) to find novel patterns that suggest more efficient
communication strategies with [20]. The underlying concept here is what the no-
free-lunch (NFL) theorem suggests, that seeking a universal algorithm that solves all
optimization problems is impossible, indicating that an optimization algorithm will
perform better for some optimization problems than others [32]. To that end, NFL
may also be considered to suggest that the success of any data-driven target-voter
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recommendation app requires unique integrations and applications of searching and
optimizing that are developed from novel treatments of learned strategies across
multiple domains.

The goal of this project is to develop a prediction model that accurately
identifies any given voter’s party affiliation based on their voting history, basic
demographics, and their associated congressional district representative’s party
affiliation and CPVI score. The larger conceptual framework of this model is geared
toward becoming a website-and-mobile-friendly platform, called LITICS360, that
ultimately promotes the collection, archival, and retrieval of PEC and voter data
through app-use by the PEC staff as well as voters. LITICS360 as a cross-platform
and responsive app aims to facilitate transparent communication between PEC
candidates and their voters to promote fair competition between all PECs alike.
The principle of LITICS360 is motivated by the First Amendment of the US
Constitution, “where the democratic right of every U.S. citizen guarantees the
ability to exercise freedom of speech . . . and the right of the people peaceably
to assemble and consult for their common good, and to apply the Government for
redress of grievances” [31]. The ideals behind successful democratic governments
are historically marked by transparent communication of voter grievances on socio-
political issues and a PEC candidate’s promises to address those issues through
promises of political change.

The underlying requirements for achieving the idealistic and conceptual frame-
work for LITICS360 can be divided into four general stages for prototyping:

(i) Primary predictive model that will accurately identify a voter’s party affiliation
based on turnout history from previous elections, basic demographics, and their
congressional district representative’s party affiliation and CPVI score.

(ii) Secondary predictive model that will assign a CPVI score indicating a voter’s
likelihood to support their affiliated party, based on answers to survey questions
and polls from marketing campaigns conducted by PECs.

(iii) Tertiary prediction model will evaluate their calculated CPVI score and
predicted party affiliation, to further indicate a voter’s likelihood to turnout
at an upcoming election, based on their positive or negative interactions with
PEC activities, i.e., page views and visits for a candidate’s landing site, PEC
event/rally attendance, donations, and direct communication with PEC and
more.

(iv) Finally, these models will be deployed into a cross-platform app, which is
developed with user experiences (UX) engineered from voter data and feature
inputs by PECs, and delivered on an interactive user interface (UI) that
visualizes the predictive analyses and competitive intelligence in real time, for
PEC candidates, their staff, and their voters.

This chapter will be focusing on building the first stage of the larger conceptual
framework of LITICS360, i.e., Pv1.0. While several dominating proprietary apps, as
well as research papers, boast novel prediction models and share similar conceptual
foundations, there will always be room for accommodating classification and
clustering techniques that help uncover newer and more efficient patterns and
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similarities. Litics360 Pv1.0 aims to do just that, i.e., to contribute a model that
accurately predicts a voter’s party affiliation.

2 Paper Organization

This chapter aims to develop the groundwork for Pv1.0, which includes the
following stages:

(i) Research: Historical background, evaluation of related works and apps.
(ii) Data: Collection, variable measures, feature variable selection and engineer-

ing, and wrangling methodologies.
(iii) Model: Architecture, performance measures, optimization tuning of hyperpa-

rameters.
(iv) Evaluation: Model and performance results.
(v) Conclusion: Comparison of models and concluding remarks.

(vi) Future work: Signification of this research and future work for building
Litics360 app.

3 Background and Related Works

The culture of US-based PECs has dramatically evolved over the past decade.
Historically (i.e., 1800s, 1900s and early 2000s), PECs and affiliated parties were
known to use rudimentary standards for predicting voter turnout and support tenden-
cies, in comparison to data-driven and media-powered communication standards
used over the past decade. Turnout and party support predictions were previously
based on the historical performance of precincts over the past four general elections,
primarily measured by percentage of votes for any given party. Consequently, PEC-
to-voter communication strategies would consist of re-connecting with previous
donors and volunteer captains. Campaign strategies are more reliant on numbers-
driven campaigns, implying poll numbers and policies in response to manually
recorded surveys [11].

In the recent decade, previously used numbers-driven campaigns have evolved
into data-driven campaigns. Scientific research of efficient data processing and
improved computational power has introduced the notion of big data. Dynamic
databases, improved analytic methods and development of prediction models using
ML, are increasingly becoming specialized to compete with current PEC market
standards. The 2012 and 2016 presidential elections saw the proliferation of data-
driven PECs (for candidates Barak Obama vs. Mitt Romney and Donald Trump
vs. Hillary Clinton). This big data revolution has not radically transformed PECs
as much as television did in the 1960s, but in a close political contest, data-driven
strategies can have enough impact to make the difference between winning and
losing [22].
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Powering existing PEC strategies with smart data-driven technologies has not
been a popular choice, when state or county level elections are concerned. Inspiring
grass-root and local PECs to adopt these data-driven prediction models require
the app’s front-end interfaces to be a brand-centric user-friendly experience that
is appealing to the user. The bottom line for the mass-adoption of any novel PEC
prediction algorithm is to keep in mind that the first customer of these apps will be
the campaigners themselves. Therefore, the app must have an integrated approach
to promote user-friendly experiences and interfaces to market the power of PEC
prediction models using ML.

3.1 Evaluation of Reviewed Published Works and Apps

3.1.1 Big Data-Driven Classification Approaches

The primary concern with any given data-driven approach for PECs is the accuracy
of prediction scores in forecasting the behaviors, preferences, and responses of
voters. The secondary concern is a measure of the practicality of the app and its
user-friendliness. A simplistic guide to successful predictive scoring models is to
focus on creatively and critically thought-out variables that are sensibly linked to
interesting predictions with the empirical validity [22].

There are various data-driven approaches to classifying voters that several
research papers have identified. Table 1 categorizes several relevant works into five
different approaches: Voter demographics; voter behaviors and preferences through
means of surveys and polling; voter responsiveness through voting history, events,
donations, marketing and advertising; and sentiment analysis through social media.

The first classification approach discusses voter demographic information avail-
able in registered voter files such as name, gender, age, geolocation, county,
congressional district, registered party affiliation, among other basic demographic
information. Several research papers, as shown in Table 1, have highlighted that
these models simply predict or classify based on focal traits of interest, rather than
why they voted/donated or showed support for a candidate. As such, figuring out
causation is not the biggest concern, rather prediction accuracy is the main goal [2,
17, 23, 24].

Table 1 Reviewed published works categorized by approaches for classification

# Classification approaches Reviewed published works, citations

1 Classifying voter demographics [2, 17, 23, 24]
2 Classifying voter behaviors and preferences

(surveys, polling)
[1, 2, 5, 8]

3 Classifying voter responsiveness (voting history,
events, donations, marketing/advertising)

[2, 3, 15, 19]

4 Sentiment analysis (social media) [4, 5, 12, 13, 17, 18]
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The second type is based on the behaviors, attitudes, and preferences of voters to
reveal predictive scores for behavior or support scores based on surveys and polls.
Several research papers, as shown in Table 1, have highlighted that these models
too do not make causal claims about why the people turned up to vote or why they
supported a particular candidate. Again, the intention is similar to the first category,
i.e., to avoid overfitting the data [1, 2, 5, 8].

The third type is based on voter responsiveness to marketing or advertising
campaigns, participation in events, rallies, demonstrations, giving donations, all in
coordination with their turnout history. Research works, as highlighted in Table
1, have discussed these responsiveness scores, most of which are heterogeneous
reactions to PECs in a randomized voter base as well as media-based voter
base. The results derived from the effect of such marketing strategies are used
as important variables that influence further communication strategies of PECs.
Strong/weak positive/negative responsiveness is not causal to how the campaign was
moderated or streamlined. Rather, it is about the observed differences and search for
correlations across many subjects and variables used in the forming of messages that
generate interesting results [2, 3, 15, 19].

The fourth type is based on text-based classification and analysis of publicly
expressed sentiments on social media. Research works, as highlighted in Table 1,
have discussed such sentiments to provide probable causal links of voter’s candidate
support score based on standings (i.e., for/against) on political issues. Opinion
mining and sentiment analysis have rapidly become a popular data-driven approach
for machine learning. However, more often than not, baseless causal links are
grounded on the theoretic rationale of the model’s architecture [4, 5, 12, 13, 17,
18].

3.1.2 ML Algorithms and Prediction Models

Currently, the vast majority of the predictive scores used by PECs are created by a
PEC data analyst (or a team of them) using simple regression techniques: ordinary
least squares for continuous outcomes; logistic regression for binary outcomes; and,
rarely, to bid for truncated data like dollars donated or hours volunteered [8]. A wide
variety of skills are needed for developing such models customizing them to specific
political environments.

PEC data analysts have been searching for more systematic methods for selecting
a preferred regression. The commercial marketing industry often uses k-means
clustering or k-nearest neighbor classifier to divide consumers into categorical types
such as blue collar, grilling, and SUV owners. However, such methods of clustering
data based on voters or families are not as useful anymore for campaign data
analysts, as strategic decisions in campaign planning are reliant on cost-to-benefit
analysis and person-specific probabilities for particular outcomes. Thus, knowing
that a set of citizens are similar in many dimensions does not assist with PEC-
to-voter communication, if those dimensions are not highly correlated with voting
behaviors, ideology, and propensity to donate [5, 7, 8, 26].
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Table 2 Reviewed published works categorized by learning algorithms and models

ML algorithms/models Reviewed published works, citations

Logistic regression (LR) [8]
Natural language processing (NLP) [5, 12, 13, 17]
K-nearest neighbor classifiers (kNN) [5, 7, 26]
Random forest classifiers [26]
K-means clustering (K-means) [8]
Support vector machine (SVM) [5, 8, 13, 26]
Naïve Bayes [13, 26]

Supervised machine learning includes methods such as classification and regres-
sion trees. In a regression tree approach, “the algorithm grows a forest by drawing
a series of samples from existing data; it divides the sample based on where the
parameters best discriminate on the outcome of interest; it then looks at how
regressions based on those divisions would predict the rest of the sample and iterates
to a preferred fit” [6]. The payoff for this approach is that it generates estimates of
what parameters are most important: that is, what parameters add the most predictive
power when the group of other parameters is unchanged [26].

Other methods such as support vector machine (used to find maximal geometric
margins that separate positive from negative predictions) and naïve bayes (predict-
ing the likelihood of seeing feature vector when conditionally independent) are often
used in supervised ensemble learning models to find correlations between census
demographics and voter behavior features for support prediction [5, 8, 13, 26].

In Table 2, it can be seen that natural language processing (NLP) algorithms have
become increasingly popular. A great many of the published works investigate the
potential benefits that NLP brings to finding etymological trends and harnessing the
power of such trends to motivate the public toward specific PEC strategies.

Compared to previously published work on PEC support and turnout probability
prediction, the novel contribution of this paper is to combine voter demographic,
behavior, and responsiveness for predicting scores for high and low probabilities of
voter turnout. In addition, I will investigate the use of ensemble learning methods
that will allow for more finetuning and organization of the predictive path rather
than using a random search predictive model.

3.1.3 Reviewed Existing Proprietary Apps

Several existing proprietary apps, as briefly highlighted in Table 3, are available in
the PEC app market that feature different capabilities including:

(i) Outreach capabilities: Canvassing, survey building, casework management,
landing-website templates, targeted emails, and fundraising.

(ii) Analytic/statistic capabilities: User-activity and app-use, statistics, a
breakdown of community information, databases with map views and filters,
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Table 3 Reviewed published works categorized by existing proprietary applications

App Plans/platforms/sub-apps Citation

Ecanvasser Essentials, Walk app, Go app, Leader [10]
i-360 Walk, Call, Portal, Field Portal, Action, Text, Vote [14]
L2 Political Voter mapping, Constituent mapping, Voter outreach lists,

Email/texting deployment, Digital advertising, Consumer
Mapping, Automapping, V-count, Printable reports

[16]

Nation Builder Software, Non-profit network, Enterprise organization,
Advocacy, Politicians

[21]

The Optimizer Native, Mobile, Display [29]

email statistics (opens, clickthroughs, bounces, unsubscribes and spam
reports), social media data capture, demographic data analytics, twitter-
inferred political score, and data-driven similarity scores between comparing
individuals/donors/volunteers/event-attendees using ML models.

(iii) Organization capabilities: Integrity of local or national campaign data with
sub-campaigns for staff with a unified system for teamwork, database synced
to supporter profiles and interactions, custom reporting, dashboards, goal
setting/tracking/measuring.

Ecanvasser, a political canvassing campaign app, is primarily designed to help
PEC organize their efforts by syncing electoral registers between its dashboard
and canvassing mobile app, in addition to the management of issues and advo-
cacy groups for community engagement through grassroots mobilization tools.
Ecanvasser is used mainly by PECs that are in election mode or for managing
constituency work [10].

i-360 is a solution for political campaigning, non-profits, and organization
with grassroots technology that integrates management system and database for
predictive models, digital/TV communication, and real-time analytics [14].

L2 Political is a PEC app that boasts a national voter file and selection platform
at its core. This data-driven app provides access to their comprehensive voter-data
to varied customers including local/state/federal campaigns, general consultants
or direct response or media pollsters, and organizations such as (PACs/Super
PACs/Associations/Unions). Their database is powered by five types of infor-
mation records including voters with predictive attributes, non-registered voters,
consumers, and constituents. The database enables voter mapping and filtration
through varied demographic/psychographic/behavioral attributes that boast 600
behavioral, 400 demographic, and 91 predictive data fields. Outreach capabilities
include mailing lists, canvassing/walk lists, phone/text lists, email lists, and digital
communication [16].

Nation Builder (NP) is an app that is developed to facilitate organizations,
movements, and campaigns alike. NP promotes several plans (primary, non-profit
network, enterprise organization, advocacy organization, and political campaign)
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with capabilities for outreaching, measuring analytics and campaign organization
[21].

The Optimizer is another performance-based automated optimization app for
native advertising, push/pop/redirect traffic campaign optimization process, and
banner campaigns [29].

4 Data and Methodology

4.1 Pv1.0 Problem Scope Definition

Pv1.0 aims to contribute a voter party affiliation identification model using learning
algorithms. Independent variables include the voter’s id number, residential mark-
ers, basic demographics, and election turnout history between years 2000 and 2020.
It is important to also note that a voter’s support for their congressional district
incumbent is critical to understand whether a voter’s stance on political issues (for
or against) is aligned with that of their district representative. This is why it is
important to also include voters’ congressional district representative’s affiliated
party and CPVI score as another independent variable. The aim is to accurately
predict a voter’s party affiliation, as it is the target variable.

4.2 Data Collection, Feature Selection and Engineering

4.2.1 Data Selection Categories and Rationale

(i) Voter identity and election turnout history:

• To develop a highly accurate party affiliation identification prediction model,
a large database of voter information is required. The Ohio Secretary
of State’s statewide voter demographic database hosts publicly available
datasets containing demographic and historical election turnout information
of over seven million voters in the state [28].

• The database is a public record collection of registered voters in the state
of Ohio, as submitted by each county Board of Elections. These records
are submitted and maintained in accordance with the Ohio Revised Code
for access to and use of voter registration lists which are open to public
inspection and use for non-commercial purposes [27].

• Election voting history of the voters, for primary and general elections from
year 2000 to 2020 as provided by the counties [28]. Voter turnout history is
neither complete for each election nor for their party of choice.

(ii) Ohio’s congressional district representative’s party affiliation and CPVI
score:
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• Using a simple website scrapping method, the congressional district repre-
sentative’s party affiliation and CPVI score were mined from the official US
House of Representatives directory [9]. The scrapped data was then merged
with each voter data using their associated congressional district number.

4.2.2 Feature Selection and Engineering

Preprocessing of all datasets has been done using Python and related libraries using
Jupyter Notebooks. Data wrangling and cleaning applied to the Ohio voters’ dataset
includes the steps described below:

• Voters’ missing data for voter ID and congressional district and county number
were dropped as such information is vital for creating the model.

• Demographic features with over 90% missing values were also dropped as these
were not important features.

• Voter’s date of birth and registration date were converted to date time and then
converted to a numeric age value.

• Features that were extracted from this dataset included each voter’s voter ID,
county number, DOB, party affiliation registration date, voter status, party
affiliation, voter residential zip code, and congressional district number.

• Features containing voters’ turnout between years 2000 and 2020 for general
and primary elections were also extracted from the dataset. The values for these
features represent their voting history and election turnout over the years.

• All values related to political parties, i.e., election turnout features, congressional
party affiliation, and voter party affiliation, were converted to numeric values
using a conversion key demonstrated in Table 4.

Table 4 Conversion key for parties to numeric values

Converted numeric
value

Party affiliation
marker

Party affiliation
definition

Number of voters
in total dataset

0 D Democratic party 1,376,248
1 R Republican party 1,930,234
2 C Constitution party 0
3 E Reform party 0
4 G Green party 6222
5 L Libertarian party 1009
6 N Natural Law party 0
7 S Socialist party 0
8 X Voted without declaring

party affiliation
4,108,403

9 NA No voting record –
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4.2.3 Target Variable for Prediction

Pv1.0 model is a party affiliation identification prediction model, so the target class
variable here is the registered party affiliation of the voter. For the purposes of
training and testing the model, voters missing the records of their registered party
affiliation were dropped before training the model, as the aim here is to develop
and train a model that predicts the party affiliation. As the US presidential political
system is more of a bipartisanship shared by the republican and democratic parties,
the dataset was further stripped of any voters whose registered party affiliation was
not republican or democratic. As mentioned in Table 4, out of the total datasets,
there are 1.3 million registered democrats, and 1.9 registered republicans.

4.3 Data Preprocessing and Splitting

After cleaning and wrangling of the data, the data was first divided for modeling,
training, and validation. The dataset included the information of a total of 7,772,371
registered voters from the state of Ohio. Among these, the number of voters who
declared their registered party affiliation is a total of 3,207,039. The total dataset
was split into two sets, a model set for building, training, and validation of the ML
models (containing 90% of total or 6,994,611 voters), and a blind set for testing of
the final model (containing 10% of total data or 777,179 voters). These were then
processed further to retain only republican and democratic registered party voters.

5 PV1.0 Model

This section provides brief backgrounds on the three learning algorithms (i.e.,
decision tree classifier, random forest classifier, and gradient boosting XGBoost
classifier with hyperparameter grid search) utilized in this chapter to accurately
predict the voter’s registered party affiliation.

5.1 Decision Tree Classifier

Decision tree classifier is one of the most powerful and popular algorithms, falling
under the supervised learning algorithm umbrella [25]. The algorithm works great
with categorical target variables as they are classified and sorted down from the root
to the leaf node, providing a classification at each level.

In a binary tree, like the one developed for this case, classifiers are constructed
by repeatedly splitting subsets of the learning sample into two descendent subsets,
beginning with the learning sample itself. To split the learning sample into smaller
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Fig. 1 Criterions – gini
index and entropy

Fig. 2 Decision tree result
using gini criterion and
max_depth of 1 for test
samples

subsets, the splits have to be selected in such a way that the descendent subsets are
always purer than the parents [25]. The impurity function is based on the gini index
criterion, which selects a test sample that maximizes the purity of the split. The
information gain function is based on the entropy criterion, which selects a test that
maximizes information gain [25]. These functions take the form of the equations in
Fig. 1:

Figure 2 illustrates the binary tree developed using the decision tree classifier.
This particular tree uses the gini index criterion to show the purity of the classifi-
cation from the root node, which is the feature of the voter’s turnout for primary
election on March 15, 2016. In 864,050 voter test samples’ predicted classes at the
max_depth of 1.

5.2 Random Forest Classifier

Random forest classifier is an ensemble algorithm that combines more than one
algorithm, in this case the decision tree algorithm, to classify objects. Furthermore,
ensemble learning creates a set of decision trees (each of which is trained on a
random subset of the training data), used to create aggregated predictions providing
a single prediction from a series of predictions. The advantages include: Highly
flexible and very accurate, naturally assigns feature importance scores, so can handle
redundant feature columns, has the ability to address class imbalance by using the
balanced class weight flag, scales to large datasets, generally robust to overfitting,
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data does not need to be scaled, and can learn non-linear hypothesis functions. The
disadvantages include: Results may be difficult to interpret; the importance each
feature has may not be robust to the variations in the training dataset [6].

5.3 Gradient Boosting Classifier Using XGBoost

Gradient boosting classification is a sequential technique, which works on the
principle of an ensemble. It combines a set of weak learners and delivers improved
prediction accuracy. A weak learner is one that is slightly better than random
guessing. At any instant t, the model’s outcomes are weighed based on the outcomes
of previous instant t-1. The outcomes predicted correctly are given a lower weight
and the ones miss-classified are weighted higher [30].

The effect of this is that the model can quickly fit, then overfit the training dataset.
A technique to slow down the learning in gradient boosting is to apply a weighting
factor for the corrections by new trees when added to the model, i.e., with XGBoost.
When creating the gradient boosting model, XGBoost is a great tool for tuning the
learning rate hyperparameters to control the weighting of the new trees added to the
model. Grid search capability using scikit-learn can be used to evaluate the effect
on the logarithmic loss of training a gradient boosting model with different learning
rate values [30].

5.4 Performance Measures

The three learning algorithms, i.e., decision tree, random forest, and gradient
boosting classifiers, help in developing the Pv1.0 model.

The decision tree classification model varies gini and entropy criterion as well as
max_depth ranging from 1 to 9. The model’s accuracy is defined as the fraction of
correct predictions out of total number of data points. Finding the optimal value for
max_depth is the tuning method used to find the best accuracy score and receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) area under the curve (AUC) accuracy score.

The random forest model uses n_estimators to set a number of trees and uses
ROC curves and precision, and recall scores show the probabilistic forecast for
this binary classification model. These performance measures use values from both
columns of the confusion matrix to evaluate the fraction of true positives among
positive predictions.

Gradient boosting with XGBoost model varies hyperparameters with a range of
learning rates from 0.01 to 1.0 and n estimators of 10 and 100 to find the best-tuned
learning algorithm using the grid search method. The model’s accuracy is defined
using the ROC AUC score plotted to show the rate of true positives, which is the
fraction of the elements of 1 that are classified as 1 correctly, as a function of the
false positive rate, which is the fraction of the elements of 0 that are classified as 0
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incorrectly. The sensitivity is given by the rate of true positives and anti-specificity
by the rate of false positives. The anti-specificity, or false positives, correlates with
the x-axis, and the sensitivity, or true positives, correlates to the y-axis, which forms
the ROC AUC figure displayed. A subset of the data is also chosen through the
confusion matrix for measuring the quality of the classification system.

6 PV1.0 Model Evaluation

The model developed for Pv1.0 uses the decision tree classifier at first in order
for an easier demonstration of the model. Random forest model helps to create
better evaluation on principle as it combines a number of weak estimators to form a
strong estimator. Finally, the gradient boosting model with XGBoost is the solution
model using grid search to tune hyperparameters for higher performance with higher
learning rates and a larger number of trees. All the models have used a ten-fold
cross validation to obtain the performance results that are shown. In this section, the
performance results of these three models will be discussed.

6.1 Performance Results

6.1.1 Decision Tree Classification Model

The decision tree model had a range of max_depth inputs, in combination with gini
and entropy criterion. The performance accuracy as well as the ROC AUC accuracy
was calculated for each hyperparameter variation, to find the best combination that
resulted in high accuracy and ROC AUC accuracy scores.

Figure 3 shows the performance results for gini criterion for the range of
max_depths, and Fig. 4 shows the same for entropy criterion. The difference
between gini and entropy is not far apart, as it can be seen in the Figs. 3 and 4.
The performance accuracy and the ROC AUC accuracy scores are at their highest
when max_depth ranges from 5 and above. Based on the performance results laid
out in both Figs. 3 and 4, it can be seen that with higher max_depth the accuracy
increases.

6.1.2 Random Forest Classification Model

The random forest model was set to run with n_estimators set to 100 trees. Table
5 contains the performance measures of the random forest learning algorithm,
including recall, precision, and ROC scores, which show the probabilistic forecast
for this binary classification model.
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Fig. 3 Decision tree model performance results for test samples of model validation dataset using
gini criterion

Fig. 4 Decision tree model performance results for test samples of model validation dataset using
entropy criterion

Table 5 Random forest
model performance results for
model validation dataset

Score type Baseline Train samples Test samples

Recall 1.0 0.9936 0.9941
Precision 0.5896 0.9978 0.9979
ROC 0.5 0.9999 0.9999

The results listed in Table 5 show the recall, or sensitivity, score where the ratio of
correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive observations
is at its highest level for both training and testing samples. These results show that
all the registered voters’ party affiliation was accurately predicted the in the random
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Fig. 5 Random forest model
ROC performance results for
model validation dataset

forest model. Table 5 also shows the precision score where the ratio of correctly
predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive observations is also at
its highest level for both training and testing samples. This high and near-perfect
precision score communicates the low false-positive rate.

Figure 5 plots the false-positive rate on the x-axis versus the true positive rate
on the y-axis for a number of different candidates, where the threshold values fall
between 0.0 and 1.0. In Fig. 5, the false alarm rate is compared with the hit rate,
which is demonstrated by the difference in the rates of true positives and false
positives. The true positive, or the sensitivity, is calculated as the number of true
positives divided by the sum of the number of true positives and the number of false
negatives. The main takeaway from Fig. 5 is how well the model that is predicting
the positive target class of the voter’s party affiliation when the actual outcome
is also positive. The false alarm, or the inverted specificity, rate summarizes how
often a positive class is predicted when the actual outcome is negative. This inverted
specificity is the total number of true negatives divided by the sum of the number of
true negatives and false positives.

Represented at a point (0,1), Fig. 5 shows a line traveling from the bottom of the
left of the plot to the top left and then across the top to the right. This representation
of line shows a nearly perfect skillful model, where the probability of randomly
chosen real positive occurrences versus negative occurrences, is at its highest.

The ROC curve in Fig. 5 plots a near-perfect skillful model, which is also
demonstrated in Fig. 6’s confusion matrix. Figure 6 displays the confusion matrix
table describing the performance of the random forest classification model on the
test data samples for which the true values are known. True positives and true
negatives are the observations that are correctly predicted, shown in reddish-brown
color representing a close to 1.0 accuracy.
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Fig. 6 Normalized confusion
matrix for random forest
model with model validation
dataset

Fig. 7 Negative log loss
results using hyperparameter
grid search for XGBoost
model

6.1.3 Gradient Boosting Classification Model with XGBoost Using Grid
Search for Tuning

The gradient boosted classification model with XGBoost was set to run with
n_estimators set to 10 trees and 100 trees. This model also had a range of learning
rates including 0.001, 0.001, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1. These hyperparameters were
fitted using grid search to find the best XGBoost classifier.

Figure 7 shows negative logarithmic loss for hyperparameter grid search with
n_estimators from 10 to 100 trees and varied learning rates, where the loss function
is used to quantify the price paid for inaccuracy of predictions within this classifica-
tion. Figure 7 shows that the best mean negative log loss score was −0.004291 with
a standard deviation of 0.000002 for the hyperparameters of 0.1 learning rate and
100. Negative log loss performance results were calculated by doing a randomized
grid search for the XGBoost classifier with varying hyperparameters of n_estimators
and learning rates states above.

Table 6 contains the performance measures of the XGBoost model, including
recall, precision, and ROC scores, which show the probabilistic forecast for this
binary classification model. These scores were calculated after applying the best
estimated hyperparameters for XGB classifier, using the grid search mentioned
above.

The results listed in Table 6 are very similar to the random forest model as it
shows the recall, or sensitivity, score, where the ratio of correctly predicted positive
observations to the total predicted positive observations, is at its highest with both
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Table 6 XGBoost
performance results for model
validation dataset

Score type Baseline Train samples Test samples

Recall 1.0 0.9998 0.9998
Precision 0.5896 0.999 0.9989
ROC 0.5 0.9999 0.9999

Fig. 8 XGBoost ROC results
for model validation dataset

train and test samples. This high recall score indicates that all the registered voters’
party affiliation were accurately predicted the in the XGBoost model. The precision
performance measure shows the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations
to the total predicted positive observations. As stated in Table 6, the high and near-
perfect precision communicates the low false-positive rate.

Figure 8 shows the ROC curves for the XGBoost model which is very similar
to Fig. 5 as the model results are near perfect in both the random forest and the
XGBoost models. Again, represented at a point (0,1), Fig. 8 shows a line traveling
from the bottom of the left of the plot to the top left and then across the top to
the right. This representation of line similarly shows another perfect skillful model,
where the probability of randomly chosen real positive occurrences versus negative
occurrences, is at its highest.

Figure 9 displays the confusion matrix table describing the performance of the
XGBoost classification model, which is similar to the confusion matrix of the
random forest model shown in Fig. 6. As the ROC curve in Fig. 7 plots a perfect
skillful model where the true positives and true negatives are predicted accurately,
Fig. 8 reconfirms that the true positives and true negatives are correctly predicted,
shown in reddish-brown color representing a close to 1.0 accuracy.
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Fig. 9 Normalized confusion
matrix for XGBoost model
for model validation dataset

Table 7 Top three features influencing prediction models, in their order of importance

Feature column number Feature name Feature importance score

Decision tree model

53 PRIMARY-03/15/2016 0.724
60 PRIMARY-05/08/2018 0.246
63 PRIMARY-05/07/2019 0.020
Random forest model

53 PRIMARY-03/15/2016 0.509
60 PRIMARY-05/08/2018 0.237
26 PRIMARY-03/04/2008 0.048
Gradient boosting with XGBoost using grid search model

53 PRIMARY-03/15/2016 0.706
60 PRIMARY-05/08/2018 0.166
63 PRIMARY-05/08/2018 0.189

6.2 Feature Importance

In order to increase the quality of predictive power of the learning models against
the binary target of party affiliation, finding the variables that are strongly correlated
with the target class is important. Table 7 shows the top three features, or the most
predictive variables, that influence the highest accuracy performances of the binary
classification predictions in the decision tree, random forest, and XGBoost models.
It can be seen here that the feature that has the strongest correlation to the target class
is the voter turnout at the primary election on March 15, 2016, with an importance
score of over 70% for both decision tree and XGBoost models and over 50% for the
random forest model.
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Table 8 XGBoost
performance results for blind
test dataset

Score type Baseline Train samples Test samples

Recall 1.0 0.9274 0.9257
Precision 0.5895 0.8793 0.8769
ROC 0.5 0.9616 0.9612

6.3 Testing XGBoost Model with Blind Test Dataset

With performance results of over 99% accuracy in all three models for the model
validation dataset, the next step is to utilize the best ML model, while increasing
the quality of its predictive power as well. This can be done by removing the
more influential feature within the dataset, i.e., the feature with the maximum
importance score for all three models, from the test dataset. After which, the best
estimated hyperparameters (i.e., learning rate of 0.25 and 100 n_estimators) that
were found using the randomized grid search were applied to calculate the XGBoost
model’s performance scores. Table 8 below contains the performance measures of
the XGBoost model, including recall, precision, and ROC scores, for the blind test
dataset.

The results listed in Table 8 shows the recall, or sensitivity, score, where the
ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive
observations, is at over 92% with both train and test samples. This high recall
score confirms that most of the registered voters’ party affiliations were accurately
predicted in the XGBoost model. The precision performance measure shows the
ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the total predicted positive
observations at over 87%. These scores confirm that even without the most
predictive feature, the model is performing with a highly successful accuracy score.

Figure 10 shows the ROC curves for the XGBoost model, which interprets the
96% accuracy scores for both train and test samples of the XGBoost model. Again,
represented at a point (0,1), Fig. 10 shows a line traveling from the bottom of the left
of the plot and curving to the top right well past the 87% mark. This representation of
line similarly shows another high-performing skillful model, where the probability
of randomly chosen real positive occurrences versus negative occurrences is high.

Figure 11 displays the normalized confusion matrix table describing the perfor-
mance of the XGBoost classification model, where the 82% of predicted samples
were true positives while 18% were false positives; and 92% of the predicted
samples were true negatives while 7% were false negatives.

7 Conclusion

The objective of this research was to create a base model that predicts a voter’s
party affiliation. Learning algorithms, including decision tree, random forest,
and gradient boosting classifiers were utilized toward this objective. Moreover,
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Fig. 10 XGBoost ROC
results for blind test dataset

Fig. 11 Normalized
confusion matrix for
XGBoost model for blind test
dataset

independent variables such as the voter’s turnouts and party support in previ-
ous elections, residential demographic features, associated congressional district
representative’s party affiliation, and CPVI scores, all had contributing factors in
accurately predicting a voter’s party affiliation. By applying preprocessing methods,
data transformation and reduction led to high-performing and reliable models.
Furthermore, a comparison between the learning models (decision tree, random
forest and XGBoost) was carried out to identify that the XGBoost is the best model.
In conclusion, the comparison demonstrated that the random forest and the XGBoost
learning algorithms are very similar, as they have high and near-perfect accuracy
scores.

However, XGBoost is theoretically a better model overall for a number of
reasons: (a) It implements regularized boosting to reduce overfitting; (b) implements
parallel processing even though it is a sequential process resulting in greater speed;
(c) allows for higher optimization through a range of hyperparameter tuning through
grid search for evaluation criteria; (d) implements its in-built routine to handle
missing values which are important for this type of big data; (e) splits up until the
specified max_depth and then starts tree pruning process backward to remove splits
beyond which there is no positive gain; and finally (f) runs a cross-validation at
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each iteration of the boosting process allowing for easily obtaining exact optimum
number of boosting iterations in a single run.

The quality of the XGBoost model was also tested by removing the most
predictive feature, proving that it continued to perform well with over 90% accuracy.
With that in mind, the next step for improving this model would be to detect
churners, voters who are likely to change party affiliation over the election years.
Furthermore, applying the model on a set of churners would indicate another set of
accuracy results, likely in promising an improved model.

8 Future Work

Imagine if a PEC appropriated their valuable resources for a marketing campaign
that ended up mobilizing voters to cast votes for their opponent. Not only would this
counterproductive marketing campaign be an inefficient use of a PEC’s funds, but
it would also be detrimental to potential voters who may have missed the chance
to align themselves with candidates sharing their favored political interests, or even
their chance to voice social grievances to PEC candidates in urging positive changes
to their society. To curb these potentially flawed campaigns from happening,
research as such must continue to find data-driven prediction models with higher
accuracies and performance. Utilizing data about voters’ socio-political preferences,
expected behaviors, responses, past interactions with PECs, and historical record of
turnouts at previous elections, is crucial in aligning voters with PECs that share
similar socio-political agendas and goals.

The learning model contributed through this research provides a highly accurate
model for identifying a voter’s registered party affiliation based on a non-exhaustive
election turnout history. This contribution has created the foundation for the first
version of the prototype for Litics360.

The second step is to develop a secondary predictive model based on the first
predictive identification of voter’s party affiliation, which assign a specific CPVI
number to the voter based on survey answers provided through PEC marketing
strategies and polling questions, which is predictive of the voter’s likelihood to
support their registered party in an election. This secondary model will help identify
voters who fall in the middle spectrum of the CPV index allowing for better
utilization of PEC marketing and resources for garnering more efficient PEC-to-
voter communication strategies.

The third step is to develop the tertiary prediction model to evaluate a voter’s
turnout probability based on the secondary predictive model’s CPVI score, from
polled answers, voters’ interactions, i.e., page views and visits, for the candidate’s
landing site, PEC’s event attendances, donations, and direct communication with
PECs, from the secondary predictive model. This tertiary prediction model will help
PECs further, to communicate with the right voters for greater turnout in upcoming
elections.
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Finally, developing a brand-centric and user-friendly front-end UI/UX, based on
the features engineered for prediction models, will integrate interactive methods of
visualizing this data in real-time through dashboard UI/UX for both PEC staff and
voter users.
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Deep Ensemble Learning for Early-Stage
Churn Management in
Subscription-Based Business

Sijia Zhang, Peng Jiang, Azadeh Moghtaderi, and Alexander Liss

1 Introduction

Customer churn, or loss of customers, is one of the most critical problems that
subscription-based businesses must address in order to grow their customer base
and remain competitive. Previous research [19] suggests that customers generate
increasing revenue as they stay longer with the company. Retained customers tend to
increase purchases over time, generate customer referrals, and help reduce operating
costs. Therefore, improving retention is critically important for subscription-based
businesses. Identifying users with high propensity to churn allows businesses to
target the most vulnerable customers more efficiently.

In this paper, we apply machine learning to predict churn in subscription-
based businesses. Specifically, we predict churn behavior in free trial periods that
typically last for several days to a few weeks. This is referred to as early-stage
churn. In this phase, customers test the product and determine if the service meets
their expectations. Many businesses offer free trials to attract new customers. A
large percentage of customers that sign up for free trials do not purchase the
paid subscription, or cancel it soon after the start of their first term, leading to a
much higher churn rate as compared to later periods [7]. Therefore, it is critical
for businesses to identify potential early-stage churners and conduct necessary
interventions to help increase bill-through and retention.

It is challenging to predict early-stage churn, because the observation window
is short and limited information is available about the behavior and preferences of
new users. Machine learning researchers have explored various models to predict
mid- and late-stage churn [2, 3, 18, 20, 24]. Commonly used methodologies can
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be categorized into two main classes: classification and survival analysis. While
addressing the same problem, these two classes of methods are different. In
classification, the target variable is binary. The trained classifiers output propensity
scores to predict whether a customer churns or not within a specified time frame. In
contrast, the outcome of survival analysis is a continuous variable that represents the
time to event. Statistical models are typically developed to estimate the remaining
time before the customer churns. In the case where churn does not occur within the
observation window, the outcome variable is marked censored. Censorship allows
survival analysis to make estimation for customers who have not churned in the
observation window. Many different algorithms from the two categories of methods
have been used in churn prediction, such as logistic regression, tree-based methods,
deep learning, and semi-parametric and parametric survival models. However, the
comparison between different methodologies and how they can be combined to
improve predictive performance have not been well explored.

Inspired by ensemble learning that combines predictive capabilities of various
models with different feature representations and utilization [4, 8, 23], we propose
using stacked ensembles to integrate various classifiers and survival analysis
methods for early-stage churn prediction. We first evaluate a simple, standard
stacking model and test for performance boost over individual learners. To further
advance the ensemble framework, we propose a novel deep ensemble model, Deep
Stacking, to create deep learning ensemble of neural networks, boosted classifier,
survival analysis, and potentially many other predictive models.

To test the effectiveness of our proposed ensemble models on early-churn
prediction, we conduct a case study with data from Ancestry, the global leader
in family history and consumer genomics. Customers rely on historical records
and other resources to understand their heritage and family history. They can
experience the genealogy service by signing up at Ancestry.com for a 14-day free
trial and decide whether to purchase the subscription-based service by the end of
the trial. In the experiments, we compare the performance of individual models
and ensemble models for churn prediction of free trialers at Ancestry. We use two
metrics to evaluate model performance, namely, AUC on all customers and hit rate
(precision) on customers with high churn propensity. The reason to use hit rate is
that companies typically offer retention incentives to a subset of users that have high
propensity to churn instead of the entire customer base in order to control campaign
cost [12, 14]. When we use tactics, such as offering discounts, to reduce churn,
we need to consider the trade-off between campaign cost and revenue gained by
retaining customers. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate model performance on
high-propensity customers and ensure that the false-positive rate in the target user
segment is minimized.

We summarize our learnings and major contributions as follows:

– We compared performance of different classifiers and survival analysis for churn
prediction and found that gradient boosting trees and deep learning models
outperformed survival analysis algorithms in our application.
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– We constructed a standard stacking model with a logistic regression meta-
classifier and developed a new deep ensemble model to integrate the predictive
capabilities of hybrid neural networks, gradient boosting trees, and survival
analysis.

– Experiments on genealogy subscription data showed that both stacking models
outperformed individual learners in terms of AUC and hit rate. Improvement in
hit rate will increase the efficiency and business value of promotional campaigns
for subscription-based businesses. We also observed that the deep ensemble
model had overall better performance than standard stacking.

– We developed a churn prediction deployment pipeline that could be applied to
other subscription-based businesses.

2 Related Work

Machine learning researchers have explored various models to predict churn. Com-
monly used methodologies can be categorized into two main classes: classification
and survival analysis.

Classification models, including logistic regression, decision trees, neural net-
works, and boosting, are commonly used to predict future customer behaviors
[16, 17]. Boosting has been shown to significantly improve accuracy in predicting
customer churn in the wireless telecommunications industry [13]; combining it
with neural networks or decision trees increased the model discriminability [16].
Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), a modern tree-based boosting algorithm [3],
has been applied to address a wide range of machine learning challenges and proved
to achieve state-of-the-art results in many cases [3, 10].

Deep learning methods are another type of widely used classifiers in customer
churn prediction. Deep learning offers automatic generation of feature represen-
tations as well as flexible architecture [2, 20, 25]. Castanedo et al. [2] applied
a four-layer feedforward model to predict churn in a mobile telecommunication
network and improved AUC over random forests. Zhu [25] proposed a hybrid
classifier which consists of a deep neural network (DNN) taking static features
as input and a recurrent neural network (RNN) taking dynamic features as input.
This model was applied to predict Microsoft Azure churn and increased the AUC
by 0.9 percentage points as compared to DNN alone. In 2017, Chen et al. [4]
used convolutional neural networks (CNN) as the meta-classifier to stack multiple
predictions and achieved a 0.04 percentage point increase in accuracy over CNN
alone for churn prediction in retail banking. Studies in [4, 25] inspired us to develop
deep ensemble models to improve churn prediction.

Other than classification models, survival analysis is also widely used for churn
prediction. Instead of predicting a binary output indicating whether customers churn
or not like in classification models, statistical models are typically developed in
survival analysis to estimate the remaining time before the customer churns. There
are two key functions in survival analysis: survival function and hazard function.
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Survival function, S(t), indicates the probability that a user will remain a subscriber
after time t. Hazard function, f (t), is the instantaneous event rate over an infinitely
small time period conditioned on that a user has stayed as a subscriber up to time
t. It measures the potential risk of experiencing an event at time t. Depending on
whether there is assumption about the data distribution, survival analysis models
can be grouped into three types: parametric, nonparametric, and semi-parametric
[5]. Parametric models assume certain distributions in the data, such as log-logistic
or Weibull distribution. WTTE-RNN [15] is a recently developed model which
estimates the distribution of time to event as having a discrete or continuous Weibull
distribution. It uses RNN to estimate the two parameters of Weibull distribution.
Nonparametric models like Kaplan-Meier method assume no distribution in data.
Semi-parametric models like Cox regression make very few assumptions about the
data.

3 Models

In this section, we describe two ensemble approaches to combine XGBoost, deep
learning, and survival analysis methods to create better-performing predictive
models. We first briefly introduce the standard two-layer stacking model with a
meta-level classifier. Then we describe our proposed deep ensemble model. Base
models considered for ensemble learning include XGBoost [3], hybrid RNN-DNN
[25] and two survival analysis algorithms, namely, WTTE-RNN [15] and Cox
regression [6].

3.1 Standard Meta Stacking Model

The standard Meta Stacking framework consists of two layers, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 [11, 21]. Layer 1 is composed of individually trained base learners, whose
predictions are then used as features in Layer 2, a meta-classifier, to generate the
final prediction. Separate training sets are required to train models in each layer. The
first dataset is used to train and validate individual base learners. Next, the trained
models are applied on the second training set to generate churn propensity scores;
these intermediate churn scores are used to train a meta-level logistic regression
classifier. The advantage of using a meta-classifier instead of simply averaging
Layer 1 predictions is that the logistic regression classier automatically determines
the optimal weights for combining predictions from different Layer 1 models.
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Fig. 1 Standard Meta Stacking model. Predictions of pre-trained XGBoost, RNN-DNN, and
survival models are taken as input by a meta-level logistic regression classifier to generate the
final prediction

3.2 Deep Stacking Model

As compared to tree-based models, deep learning classifiers, such as DNN and
RNN, can generate different feature representations [2]. Inspired by the architecture
of the hybrid deep learning model reported in [25], we propose a new deep ensemble
method, which stacks XGBoost and survival models with a hybrid RNN-DNN
model. Unlike [25], our framework is a two-step stacking model and can take
advantage of different predictive models, such as gradient tree boosting and survival
analysis, in addition to deep learning. As shown in Fig. 2, Deep Stacking merges the
output of a RNN branch, output of a DNN branch, and predictions from other pre-
trained models to generate the final churn propensity score.

The RNN branch of the Deep Stacking framework models sequences of user
activities. We used long short-term memory (LSTM) units as building blocks of
the RNN, because LSTMs are capable of learning long-term dependencies and
allow the network to capture the entire context of the input sequence when making
predictions. In our application, the RNN branch is composed of two LSTM layers
and each layer contains 32 units.

The DNN branch of the ensemble model takes static features as inputs. It is
composed of four identical hidden layers, each of which contains a dense layer. The
number of neurons in each layer equals the size of the feature vector. This fully
connected feed-forward network performs the following computation:

a(l+1) = f (w(l) ∗ a(l) + b(l))
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Fig. 2 Deep Stacking model. RNN and DNN branches are merged with scores from pre-trained
XGBoost and survival models to make the final prediction

where w(l), a(l), and b(l) are model weight, activation, and bias of the l-th layer,
respectively. f can be any activation function. In our application, we choose the
popular ReLU activation to achieve faster learning and better performance. We
employed batch normalization to standardize input to each layer for each mini-batch
in order to reduce covariance shift.

The third branch of the Deep Stacking model contains a dense layer, which takes
predictions from other pre-trained models, such as churn propensity scores from
XGBoost and survival analysis, as input features. Predictions from additional base
learners can be incorporated in this branch by increasing the number of units and
the number of layers.

To integrate the three branches into one model, we use a merge layer to
concatenate their outputs. We then add another dense layer and an output unit with
a sigmoid activation function to generate the final prediction. We use cross-entropy
loss as the loss function.

Training of the Deep Stacking model is carried out in two steps using separate
training sets. Base learners, whose predictions are used as inputs by the third branch
of the deep ensemble, are first trained and validated using the first dataset. Then
using the second training set, all parts of the Deep Stacking model are jointly
trained by back-propagating the gradients from the output to all three branches
simultaneously with mini-batch stochastic optimization.

The final output of the Deep Stacking model is produced by jointly training all
parts of the network, which is different from ensemble using a meta-level classifier.
In the Meta Stacking model described above, the hybrid RNN-DNN model is one
of the base learners that are individually trained. During training, RNN-DNN is not
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aware of the predictions of other models, and the outputs from different models
are combined by the meta-level classifier as a separate step. However, in the deep
ensemble framework, the parameters of RNN and DNN as well as the weights for
summing other pre-trained models are optimized simultaneously. As compared to
the Meta Stacking model, the deep ensemble framework is more efficient in terms
of training, because joint training eliminates the need of a meta-level classifier.
In addition, it provides the opportunity for RNN and DNN to complement the
weakness of other models by knowing the predictions of pre-trained base learners
at training time.

4 Case Study with Ancestry Data

4.1 Problem Formulation

Ancestry offers subscription-based service for customers to conduct genealogy
research using rich online family history resources. The resources include a variety
of records, such as census, birth, and marriage records, among others, and public
family trees. Customers can experience the service by signing up for a 14-day
free trial. By the end of the free trial, they decide whether to purchase the paid
subscription based on the initial experience with the product. Customers can
purchase or cancel the service during the 14-day free trial or they will be charged
automatically at the end of the trial. Customers who are not willing to purchase a
subscription by the end of the free trial are considered churned. In this paper, we
focus on predicting churn of free trialers.

We use customer engagement data from the first half (7 days) of the free trial to
predict churn and leave the rest of the trial as the intervention period. We build a
model to predict whether a customer will churn between 7 and 21 days after they
sign up for the free trial. The prediction window is extended by 7 days after the free
trial ends, i.e., the period between day 14 and day 21. This is because a number
of customers request to cancel within a few days after the free trial ends, which
indicates their lack of interest in using our service in the long run, and thus we
consider them as early-stage churners as well. In summary, we define churners as
customers who cancel Ancestry service between day 7 and day 21 after the start of
the free trial.

4.2 Features Generation

To develop churn prediction models, we extracted 96 features that capture diverse
customer activities and preferences during the free trial period. The data collected
includes both time-dependent and static variables. We categorize the features into
the following three groups.
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Genealogy Research Customers rely on a variety of resources provided at Ances-
try to conduct genealogy research. They could build family trees by adding
family members as tree nodes, perform a search within a large collection of
records/public tree nodes and attach relevant search results to ancestors in their trees,
get recommendations (called “hints”) by the company about potentially relevant
public tree nodes or records, and then decide whether to accept, reject, or pend
these recommendations. They can also upload their own content, such as photos and
stories of their ancestors, to their trees. They could exchange information with others
via messages. We therefore extract features to illustrate these activities including
page visits, tree building, searches, hints, uploads of content, and collaboration
between customers. We engineer time-dependent features, such as number of record
search and hints received on day 1, day 2, and up to day 7, to capture dynamic
product engagements.

User Preferences In addition to features related to genealogy product engage-
ments, we also extract user preference features that capture their choices of device
and subscription package. For example, customers can use a mobile, tablet, or
desktop to register. Subscription packages can differ in duration (monthly, half-year,
and annual) and content coverage.

Other Ancestry Products Customers’ prior relationships with other Ancestry
products may affect their decisions about purchasing the genealogy subscription.
For example, separate from the genealogy subscription, Ancestry also offers DNA
kits as scientific and conclusive evidence to help customers trace their lineage.
Customers who are familiar with Ancestry DNA product may have higher affinity
for our genealogy service. Therefore, we construct features to reflect if the customer
has already purchased or activated any DNA kit and their engagement with our DNA
product.

After the three groups of features are collected, we encode and preprocess
features before feeding them into machine learning models. For example, one-hot
encoding is applied to all categorical features. We drop the first encoded column to
avoid collinearity. Imputation is applied to handle missing values in numerical and
categorical features.

4.3 Data

The training and test strategies are summarized in Fig. 3. We selected about 1M
users from those who started free trial in 2018 as training data. The training set
is randomly divided into two equally sized subsets. We use the first subset to train
single models including classification models (such as logistic regression, XGBoost,
hybrid RNN-DNN) and survival analysis models (such as WTTE-RNN and Cox).
Training set 2 is used to train the second layer of the Meta Stacking model and the
Deep Stacking model. We test all models on a random sample of approximately 75K
customers that started their free trials in 2019.
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Fig. 3 Training and test
strategies for different models

Classification models and survival analysis models define target labels differ-
ently. Binary labels are defined for classification models. Customers are labeled as
churners or non-churners depending on whether they purchase a subscription and
stay as a subscriber beyond day 21. Classification models are then trained to predict
whether new customers will churn or not in the prediction window. In survival
analysis, the target variable is no longer binary. In the training phase, we examine the
cancellation behaviors of customers within the first 21 days since their initial signup
date. Customers are then labeled by their survival time, i.e., the number of days
between the signup date and the churn date if they churn during that time period.
If they do not churn, their survival time is marked as censored and will be handled
by survival analysis models. In the testing phase, we apply the trained models to
predict how likely customers will churn in the next 2 weeks given that they have
survived the first 7 days.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

Overall model performance is evaluated using AUC, which is a standard metric
that can evaluate the performance of predictive models using raw, unbinarized
output scores. AUC is calculated on all customers, but retention campaigns typically
only target customers with higher propensity scores who are predicted to be more
likely to churn. In order to develop churn management strategies using estimated
propensity scores, there are usually three steps involved [12, 14]:

1. Rank customers based on the predicted churn propensity.
2. Select a subset of customers at the top of the propensity ranking and offer them

retention incentives.
3. Evaluate the effects of retention incentives on churn and profit via A/B tests.

A main reason to offer retention incentives only to customers with high propensity
to churn is to reduce cost associated with retention campaigns. Churn management
can become expensive depending on the strategies. For example, offering discount
to a large group of customers or to users that are false positives in churn prediction
model is suboptimal. To avoid high campaign costs, we must consider the trade-
off between the number of churners captured and the number of customers to
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target and increase precision on the subset of customer with high churn propensity.
Therefore, we employ an additional application-specific metric, hit rate, to assess
model performance on customers at the top of the propensity ranking.

Hit rate is commonly used in churn management applications [9, 12, 22]. To
calculate hit rate, we first rank customers in descending order based on their
predicted churn propensity score. Hit rate at X% is computed as the precision of
the top X% customers in the churn ranking, as shown below:

Hit rate(@X%) = number of churners in top X percentile

number of customers in top X percentile

For instance, if the top 10% customers in the churn ranking contains 100 users and
60 of them are churners, then hit rate (@10%) = 60/100 = 60%.

5 Experiment Results

In this section, we compare the performance of single and ensemble models using
AUC and hit rate. We built logistic regression, XGBoost, and Cox models using
Scikit-learn, XGBoost, and Lifelines Python packages, respectively. For WTTE-
RNN, we speed up an existing Keras implementation [1] by transforming all features
to tensors in parallel to handle millions of data in our application. We implement
RNN-DNN and Deep Stacking model in Keras with a TensorFlow backend. Deep
Stacking model uses stochastic gradient descent with learning rate of 0.05 and
momentum of 0.9 in our application. All models except Cox use both static and
dynamic features described in Sect. 4.2. The time-invariant Cox model takes only
static features as covariates.

This section is structured as follows. First, we present the AUC and hit rate of
single models. Second, we choose single models that have strong performances as
base learners to build stacking models and evaluate the performance of those models
using AUC and hit rate. Next, we add more weak learners to the stacking model and
test how they affect the model performance. Last, we summarize insights gained by
comparing Meta and Deep Stacking models.

5.1 Performance of Single Models

Table 1 summarizes the performance of different single models measured by AUC
and hit rate @5%. Higher metric values indicate better performance. For survival
analysis models, the AUC and hit rate of Cox regression model are higher than that
of WTTE-RNN, although WTTE-RNN is more complex and uses additional time-
dependent features. Comparing survival models and classification models, both
metrics indicate that the two survival models perform better than logistic regression,
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Table 1 AUC and hit rate @5% of various single models

Type Model AUC Hit rate @5%
Survival analysis models WTTE-RNN 0.6365 55.7%

Cox 0.6470 61.8%
Classification models Logistic regression 0.5678 54.1%

RNN-DNN 0.6846 78.9%
XGBoost 0.6921 78.2%

but worse than XGBoost and RNN-DNN. The difference in performance between
survival analysis models and RNN-DNN and XGBoost classifiers is more evident
when hit rate is used as the evaluation metric. The hit rate @5% of RNN-DNN
and XGBoost is over 15% higher than that of the two survival analysis models. We
also find that XGBoost outperforms RNN-DNN in terms of AUC, while RNN-DNN
has higher hit rate @5% than XGBoost. Taken together, XGBoost and RNN-DNN
classifiers are the strongest learners among all single models.

5.2 Performance of Stacking Models

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Meta Stacking and Deep Stacking
models in comparison to single models. Logistic regression classifier has inferior
performance as compared to the other four algorithms in Table 1, so it is no longer
considered in our experiments with stacking models. Since XGBoost and RNN-
DNN are the most competitive single models in our application, we first combine
XGBoost and RNN-DNN using stacking models. Later, we add WTTE-RNN and
Cox as additional base models to test the effects of adding additional learners on
model performance.

Table 2 shows the performance of stacking models using XGBoost and RNN-
DNN classifiers. For clear comparison between stacking and single models, we
also include the performance of single classifiers in the same table. As shown
in Table 2, the AUC of Meta Stacking is slightly lower than that of XGBoost
but higher than that of RNN-DNN. In contrast, Deep Stacking outperforms both
XGBoost and RNN-DNN in terms of AUC. Both Meta Stacking and Deep Stacking
have increased hit rate @5% as compared to single models. The difference in hit
rate @5% between Deep Stacking and its base learners is greater than 1%. 1–
2% improvement in hit rate will result in significant increase in the efficiency and
business value of promotional campaigns for subscription-based businesses. For
example, if a business with 10M subscribers hopes to offer discounts to the top
5% customers that are most likely churn, a 1–2% increase in hit rate @5% means
replacing 5K–10K false positives with true positives. Assuming the subscription
price is $30 per month, this increase in hit rate may result in a maximum of 300K
increase in revenue for one promotional campaign.
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Table 2 Comparison of single models and stacking models with classifiers

Type Model AUC Hit rate @5%
Single models RNN-DNN 0.6846 78.9%

XGBoost 0.6921 78.2%

Stacking models
(XGBoost+RNN-DNN)

Meta Stacking 0.6918 79.9%

Deep Stacking 0.6925 80.0%

Fig. 4 Hit rate at different
percentiles within the top
decile of churn ranking

In addition to comparing hit rate @5%, we also show the hit rate at different
percentiles in the top decile in Fig. 4. We observe that the hit rates of stacking models
are consistently higher than that of a single RNN-DNN model within the top decile.
The difference in hit rate between stacking models and XGBoost is more evident
at smaller percentiles and does not drop to zero until 8%. Taken together, better
performance is achieved by combining the predictive capabilities of RNN-DNN and
XGBoost using either the standard Meta Stacking or the proposed Deep Stacking
framework.

Both stacking models are flexible and are capable of taking predictions from base
learners besides XGBoost and RNN-DNN as input. To test the effects of adding
other learners, we incorporate survival analysis methods, WTTE-RNN, and Cox,
into Meta Stacking and Deep Stacking models in addition to XGBoost and RNN-
DNN.

Table 3 shows the performance of stacking models with additional survival
analysis learners. For better illustration, we include the performance of stacking
models with XGBoost and RNN-DNN only in the same table. We find that adding
WTTE-RNN and Cox as additional base learners to Meta Stacking only slightly
increases AUC, but including survival analysis models in Deep Stacking improves
both AUC and hit rate @5% as compared to Deep Stacking with XGBoost and
RNN-DNN alone.

Table 4 lists the changes in hit rate after including WTTE-RNN and Cox as
additional pre-trained learners to the two stacking models at different percentiles.
The baseline used for this comparison is stacking models with RNN-DNN and
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Table 3 Performance of stacking models with additional survival models

Type Model AUC Hit rate @5%

Stacking models
(XGBoost+RNN-DNN)

Meta Stacking 0.6918 79.9%

Deep Stacking 0.6925 80.0%
Stacking models (XGBoost
+RNN-DNN +WTTE-RNN+Cox)

Meta Stacking 0.6920 79.9%

Deep Stacking 0.6938 80.3%

Table 4 Change in hit rate
after adding survival analysis

Top percentile Meta Stacking (%) Deep Stacking (%)

@1% −0.53 0.40

@2% 0.00 0.33

@3% 0.57 0.17

@4% 0.46 0.18

@5% −0.03 0.27

XGBoost only. A positive value indicates hit rate is increasing by using additional
survival analysis models. Hit rate at top 1–5% is consistently increased by inputting
predictions from survival models to the Deep Stacking model. In contrast, adding
survival models as base learners in the Meta Stacking model does not consistently
improve hit rate at top percentiles.

5.3 Insights on Model Performance

Comparing the two ensemble frameworks, the proposed Deep Stacking model
has overall better performance than the standard Meta Stacking as measured by
AUC of all customers and hit rate at top percentiles of churn ranking in our
application. There are two possible reasons why the Deep Stacking model has the
potential to achieve better performance than the standard Meta Stacking. First, deep
learning offers automatic generation of feature representations with multiple levels
of abstraction, which is more sophisticated than a logistic regression meta-classifier.
Second, joint training in Deep Stacking provides the opportunity for RNN and DNN
models to be aware of predictions of other models during network training and thus
more likely to complement weaknesses of other models.

Our experiments suggest that the Deep Stacking method can be used as a flexible
ensemble framework to combine a variety of different base learners and is able
to utilize the predictive capabilities of deep learning, boosted trees, and survival
analyses to improve overall performance. Although XGBoost and deep learning
models have been proved to achieve state-of-the-art performance in customer churn
prediction, the predictive performance can be further improved by combining those
strong classifiers with weaker survival models in the Deep Stacking framework. In
summary, the new Deep Stacking method is the best candidate model that should be
served to predict churn in production.
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6 System Implementation

In order to use churn prediction models in production, we developed a pipeline
that automatically produces churn propensity scores daily based on the updated
information of customers. This system utilizes generic building blocks and may
be extended to predict churn in other subscription-based businesses. An overview
of the system is provided in Fig. 5. We built this pipeline utilizing publicly available
and popular AWS cloud service. We created AWS CloudWatch events to schedule
automated actions that are triggered daily after the update of our online database.
Feature extraction is performed by querying Ancestry’s database. Monitoring
procedures were set up to check if data collection is successfully completed. If the
extraction step fails due to high load on the database, the system will log the error,
send notifications, and retry feature collection at a different time. The generated
features are fed into our preselected machine learning model to produce churn
propensity scores. Both churn scores and features used to produce the predictions
are stored in the cloud. These data can be used as features to retrain models and
develop new models in the future. Churn propensity scores are also uploaded to our
customer data platform.

7 Conclusions

Early-stage churn is an important business problem that relates to a customer’s
perceived value of the service. Accurate prediction of early-stage churn can provide
a unique view of the underlying business issues and present an opportunity to

Fig. 5 Overview of churn prediction pipeline in production
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improve service and to increase customer satisfaction. Despite these benefits, early-
stage churn prediction is associated with great challenges due to short observation
windows and limited customer information.

In this paper, we propose a new deep ensemble model that combines the
predictive capabilities of popular churn prediction models, including gradient
boosting trees, deep learning algorithms, and survival analysis methods, to make
early-churn prediction with both static and dynamic features. XGBoost and RNN-
DNN models have been proved to achieve state-of-the-art performance in customer
churn prediction. They can outperform each other depending on the evaluation
metric as shown in the experiments. Integrating predictions from XGBoost and
RNN-DNN in our novel Deep Stacking model leads to higher overall AUC and hit
rate at top percentiles of the churn ranking. The proposed deep ensemble framework
is highly flexible and can incorporate additional base learners, such as WTTE-
RNN and Cox. Although those survival analysis methods are inferior models in our
application, adding them to the Deep Stacking model improved both generic and
application-specific evaluation metrics. With this deep ensemble approach, we can
utilize the strengths of a variety of models to create a better classifier. In the future,
we will research resampling techniques and statistical tests that are applicable to
stacking models in order to prove the statistical significance of the Deep Stacking
model.
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Extending Micromobility Deployments:
A Concept and Local Case Study

Zhila Dehdari Ebrahimi , Raj Bridgelall , and Mohsen Momenitabar

1 Introduction

The number of vehicles and trips is ever-increasing with population growth and
technology evolution. Consequently, new modes of transportation are emerging to
fill gaps in mobility and accessibility. Micromobility has emerged as a new form
of transportation—a category of vehicles that weigh less than 500 kilograms and
covers distances of less than 5 miles. Figure 1 shows how micromobility solutions
fit within the spectrum of travel parameters.

Other modes that are emerging include app-hailed Robo-cab, air taxis, and hyper
loops [1]. This chapter focuses on the history, impacts, and implications of the
micromobility category where accessibility, flexibility, and affordability are its main
advantages. Vehicles in the micromobility category are human- or electric-powered
and include docked bikes, dockless bikes, e-scooters, and other emerging modes
[2]. The main characteristic of docked bike sharing is that users must unlock the
vehicle from a designated station and return it to any other designated station
that has space. In contrast, users of dockless bike sharing use an app to enable
the vehicle for usage, and then stow the vehicle anywhere after using it. The app
tracks the position of available vehicles using the standard positioning service
(SPS) of the global positioning system (GPS). The e-scooter is a more recent form
of micromobility within the dockless category. Recent deployments of e-scooters
brought both opportunities and challenges for cities around the globe. In some
cases, companies are struggling to sustain their deployments as cities demand more
attention to safety, clutter, and equity. As micromobility evolved, it has had a large
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Fig. 1 Evolving modes of
transportation

impact on the environment, society, and livability. The next three subsections review
the history of bike sharing and its evolution toward e-scooter sharing, the benefits
and deficiencies of the new mode, and factors in their adoption.

2 History

The first bike-sharing system emerged in the 1960s and has since completed three
generations of evolution. The first generation began in 1965 with 50 unlocked bikes
in Amsterdam for free use by the public [3]. The second generation began in the
early 1990s as coin-deposit systems where users can unlock bikes with a small cash
deposit [4]. A third generation replaced those systems by using membership cards to
unlock bikes from docking stations. Transformations in service models took place
over time because of differences in benefits, deficiencies, capital costs, and operating
costs [4].

As of May 2011, there were estimated 136 bicycle-sharing programs in 165
cities around the world with 237,000 bikes on the roads [5]. By 2013, bike-
sharing programs had been launched in more than 500 cities in 49 nations with
a combined fleet of more than 500,000 bikes [6]. Bike sharing in the Americas
emerged in Canada, Mexico, the United States, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. Asia
currently has the fastest-growing bike-sharing market with services deployed in
China, South Korea, and Taiwan. The main pull for bike-sharing deployments are
traffic management and air pollution control, which are major challenges in China.
The network of urban roads in China is complex and people have many different
choices of travel modes. The introduction of bike sharing in China spurred a mode
shift from single occupancy motor vehicles. The availability of bike sharing, and
the increasing accessibility of mobile technology influenced an integrated shared
mobility app that combines cars and bikes [7]. Riders now mainly use public
bicycles to commute, travel home during lunch breaks, and for after-work shopping
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[56]. These developments reduced traffic congestion, environmental noise, the
frequency of crashes, the severity of injuries, and the level of physical inactivity.

Bike share in the United States ramped up very quickly. There were 35 million
trips taken in 2017, which was 25% more than trips in 2016. At the end of 2017,
five major dockless bike share companies operated in 25 cities and suburbs. The
inventory of shared bikes increased from 42,500 in 2016 to nearly 100,000 in 2017,
with the majority of those being dockless. During the later half of 2017, companies
added 44,000 new dockless bikes in cities around the United States, accounting for
44% of all shared bikes in the nation [9]. At the end of 2018, the popularity of
e-scooters increased relative to shared bikes, and the use of dockless bike sharing
decreased from 2017 to 2018 [10]. Reference [11] analyzed the challenge of using
the new kind of public transportation mode in ten cities and found that among
the urban transport modes, the e-scooter is most effective in reducing the use of
private cars. However, e-scooters could create conflicts over space, speed, and safety
when introduced without consideration of policies. The use of e-scooters started in
Santa Monica and Austin in 2017. The number of e-scooters in Washington, D.C.
increased from 5235 to at least 10,000. In San Francisco the increase was from 2500
to at least 4000. Urban communities like D.C. grant operational licenses through
open application forms [12].

Reference [13] studied bike sharing in Seattle, USA, which is the first city to
adopt dockless bike share. The case study found that inadequate system scale,
station density, geographic coverage area, ease of use, and pricing structure
contributed to the struggle for adoption. The study demonstrated that explicit
options made by system designers and policymakers instead of local market or
environmental factors lead to failure. Regardless of membership type, weather is
less of a disutility for dockless scooter share (DSS) users than for Station Based
Bike share (SBBS) users [14]. Gas prices have a positive impact on micromobility
use. Reference [15] reviewed the barriers of dockless bike-sharing systems for travel
behavior of user, user experience, and relevant social impacts of dockless bike-
sharing systems. Reference [15] proposed the advantage of the dockless design of
bike-sharing systems which could remarkably improve users’ experiences at the
end of their bike trips. They could conclude that people have not a responsibility
to return their bikes to a designated dock. Furthermore, the high flexibility and
efficiency of dockless bike sharing makes the integration with public transit an
efficient option for first−/last-mile solutions. The GPS tracking device embedded in
each dockless shared bike allows for the collection of large-scale route data, which
allow researchers to evaluate travel behavior in new ways.

The first e-bike was introduced in 2017 and it was a new challenge for the govern-
ment of Japan. They introduced a new “sandbox” program to support the innovative
technologies and business in Japan. This program covers the different area like
healthcare service, mobility, transportation, and financial systems. Reference [16]
found that 129 companies were working under the program.

Micromobility is so new that public agencies have not yet included them as
a transport mode in travel surveys, hospital admission records, and police crash
databases [17]. Even so, the various forms of micromobility are proliferating based
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on differences in utilitarian needs [18]. An emerging mode of micromobility are
hover boards which have two wheels and a cross-board that the user stands on.
Another mode is VEEMO—a three-wheeled enclosed motorcycle-style vehicle
that uses solar energy [19]. One advantage is that it shelters the user from bad
weather. Evolving concepts could converge with the trends of electrification,
sharing, connectivity, and autonomy [20]. Safety and well-being will likely improve
as governments put in place guidelines for shared micromobility [21]. Reference
[22] found that the COVID-19 caused a shift from public transit in New York City
toward micromobility modes.

3 Benefits and Deficiencies

Recent analysis determined that bikes and e-scooters are best suited for short-
distance trips or for connection to longer-distance public transit modes for journey
completion [22]. Using micromobility for last-mile connectivity to transit will help
cities to decrease traffic congestion and environmental pollution. The e-scooter
mode of micromobility has benefits and deficiencies similar to shared bikes. The
benefits are that they can spur a mode shift to public transportation. A report by
the National League of Cities (NLC) found that micromobility helps communities
save money on travel and leads to a more sustainable environment globally by
reducing green-house-gas emissions [23]. Dockless modes of micromobility have
the advantages of lower cost for portions of the trip and flexibility to transfer to
other modes for longer legs of a trip. However, the vehicle must be safe, and the
road infrastructure must be suitable for safe travel. The NLC study found that
trip productivity can increase if various micromobility vehicles are close to metro
stations, taxi stations, and ride-hailing stations. In general, micromobility modes
promote physical activity, which provides health benefits [24].

The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) in the
United States analyzed data for different modes of micromobility in six cities,
including statistics such as the number of trips, the purpose of using a mode, the
duration of each trip, and the average cost per trip. They found that more people
used bike sharing than e-scooters for work trips and for connecting to other types of
public transportation modes. The study found that most people used e-scooters for
weekend shopping trips in the peak hours from 11 a.m. to 12 noon. The usage of
e-scooters in the afternoon and into the evening is higher than that of shared-bikes.
Most people use bike-share for week-day trips. Using trip distance and duration,
NACTO calculated the average cost per trip for e-scooter and docked bike as $3.50
and $1.25, respectively. Consequently, companies have been offering discounts for
low-income users of e-scooters.

The deficiencies of micromobility modes of transport are that individual or
environmental factors contribute to the rate of accidents and injuries. Users of e-
scooters tend to pay less attention to their surroundings while using their cellphones.
Riders use e-scooters at uncontrolled speeds and drivers ignore them [23]. This
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increases the risk of accidents and injuries. This concern led Washington, D.C., to
establish speed-limit rules for e-scooters. The use of dockless scooters also creates
clutter in cities because users stow them anywhere and even discard some in lakes
and oceans [23]. The lack of infrastructure such as special routes to accommodate
e-scooters can interfere with pedestrian traffic and create safety issues. These
shortcomings point to the growing need for micromobility companies to revise
their usage and stowage policies to reduce interference with motor vehicle and
pedestrian traffic. Consequently, cities need to have clearly defined paths to separate
micromobility traffic flows from pedestrians, to separate faster electrically assisted
vehicles from foot pedal bikes, and to designated stowage areas where clutter can
be minimized without reducing their accessibility [25, 26].

4 Factors in Adoption

A study in Norway chose 66 persons at random to utilize an e-bike for a restricted
period and compared the results with a control group of 160 persons [27]. The
study found that e-bike trips expanded from 0.9 to 1.4 per day, distance from 4.8
to 10.3 km, and transport mode share from 28% to 48%, with the control group
showing no change in bike usage. Their results also showed that the effect of e-bike
increased with time and had more impact on women than on the men. Another study
showed that in countries with a cycling culture, such as Denmark, e-bikes resulted in
a mode shift from cars [28]. The study found that these impacts are lower in regions
with no provisions for cycling, such as in north America and Australia. A study in
Sweden found that an increased use of e-bikes for private journeys will result in
energy efficiency gains [29].

Studies around the globe found that environmental conditions such as weather
and terrain topography can influence adoption [30–32]. A Singapore study modeled
the impact of fleet size, environment infrastructure, and weather condition on
the preference for dockless bike sharing and found that weather conditions and
infrastructure had the main impact on usage rate [33]. An Australian study showed
that strong winds and rainfall deter the use of bike sharing and consequently
decrease the number of trips [34]. A Canadian study found that weather conditions
such as humidity, precipitation, and snow reduced the demand for bike sharing in
Toronto, Canada [35].

Many studies sought to determine non-weather factors that influence the choice
of bike sharing over other modes such as public transit and taxis. The main findings
are that factors affecting micromobility usage rates include sociodemographic,
population, density of buildings, proximity to the central business district, street
geometry, proximity to water, accessibility to trails, length of bike lanes, distance to
other micromobility stowage sites, transportation law and policies involving helmet
and license requirements [8, 36–39]. A few studies examined gender attitudes in the
use of bike sharing. Several studies revealed that more men used bikes than women
[40, 41]. In contrast, other studies found that women were more interested in using
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bike sharing than men, especially on weekdays [42, 43]. However, women who care
for children are more likely to rely on private vehicles [44].

The remainder of this chapter is organized into four sections. Section 2 presents
best practices and various considerations for data analysis to inform deployment
decisions. Section 3 describes relevant data from Washington, D.C., to provide some
insights into the data analytics. Section 4 discusses the results from the case study
in terms of recommendations for deployment and expansion. Section 5 summarizes
the significance to the work and provides concluding remarks.

5 Method

Cities throughout the world have different designs, infrastructure, land use, budget,
socio-demographics, climate, travel behavior, and levels of technology deployments
that influence their approaches to micromobility adoption. Even within a locality,
the urban landscape can differ across areas and influence land rent [45]. In general,
the transportation network of a city center is complex. The density of transportation
services tends to be heavier in city centers than in the outskirts. This geospatial
variation in transport services impacts travel behavior and mode choice.

This research suggests a research strategy to determine opportunities for micro-
mobility deployment and scaling in a selected city. The strategy starts by gather-
ing available data about existing micromobility solutions deployed, their spatial-
temporal distribution relative to public transit services, and areas of high trip
generation and trip attraction. Figure 2 illustrates that such an analysis would begin
with the synthesis of information from different social, behavioral, and geospatial
data sources. Subsequently, decisions about where to deploy must be filtered with
best practices that involve working closely with the city.

A synthesis of knowledge from the literature points to the following strategies as
best practices for service providers to sustain and scale deployments:

1. Understand the needs of the city, the intentions behind them, and their compati-
bility with the business model of the service provider.

2. Work with cities upfront to implement solutions that:

Complement public transportation services
Minimize interference with motor vehicle, human-powered vehicles, and pedes-

trian traffi.
Avoid stowage clutter in the middle of sidewalks or foot path.
Enforce the avoidance of restricted access areas
Make the service equitable and affordable for low-income riders
Maintain a privacy policy that is compliant with state and federal laws
Implement liability mechanisms that are fair

3. Implement usage policies that promote the safe operation of all types of vehicles
provided.
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Fig. 2 Analysis of potential demand using available GIS data

4. Balance supply and demand, both spatially and temporally, to meet the needs of
the city.

5. Remove disabled vehicles and maintain vehicles regularly to ensure operational
safety and reliability.

6. Share usage data with cities to forge a partnership in both near-term and long-
term urban planning.

7. Provide a multilingual website and all-hour customer support.
8. Collaboratively promote the service with the city’s public engagement resources.

Common data sources are available from open-source data services that most
cities currently host. Database services include information on the following:

1. Land use—derived from zoning maps that show the distribution of residences,
businesses, neighborhood boundaries, street layout, bicycle lanes, pedestrian
walkways, and public transit stations such as light rail, bus stops, subways, and
taxi hubs.

2. Trip generators—derived from Geographical Information Systems (GIS) con-
taining data on building usage, their location, and their relative distances to
public transportation services. GIS also show a distribution of parks, community
centers, and tourist attractions.

3. Trip behavior—derived from census data on population, sociodemographic, and
trip surveys.

A central tenant of the finding from the literature review is that sharing micro-
mobility usage data will help governments understand evolving travel behavior to
inform long-term infrastructure planning that can support and sustain the adoption
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Fig. 3 Distribution of Capital Bike Share stations and bike availability. (Capital Bike share, 2018)

of micromobility services. Currently, micromobility companies allocate stations
for docked vehicles or rebalance dockless vehicles based on the population within
each area. For example, Fig. 3 shows the current distribution of Capital Bike share
docking stations in Washington, D.C [46].

Analyzing data about the type of micromobility usage for different sections of
a city can reveal points where benefits sustained or stopped [47]. Demand analysis
begins by identifying high-demand public transportation routes. Assessing demand
at different times and stations will inform strategies for allocating micromobility
services to minimize overall travel delay and to avoid overstocking. This tactic is
based on the finding that many travelers use micromobility services to access public
transportation for trip continuation. Databases on existing micromobility supply and
demand includes pickup and drop-off times, travel trajectories, speeds, positions
relative to transit locations, bike lanes, and bike trails. Knowledge about the spatial
and temporal ebb and flow of supply and demand is an essential part of informing
vehicle redistribution strategies.
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6 Data for the Case Study

Dockless bike shares in Washington, D.C., began in September 2017 and reached
155,000 trips by 2018 [48]. This was in comparison to 1,220,000 docked bike trips
from the company for the same period. The District Department of Transporta-
tion (DDOT) evaluates the success of shared micromobility deployments based
on equity, data sharing, and company viability. The DDOT found that there is
significant inequity of the current deployments. Analysis of a publicly available
database indicates that the highest concentration of those aged 20–29 is in Noma,
Dupont Circle, and downtown whereas the concentration for age 30–39 are around
the Capitol Hill, National Mall, downtown, and southwest Washington [49]. These
age groups currently tend to be the largest users of micromobility services.

Micromobility modes have become some of the most affordable forms of
public transportation in major cities of the world [10]. Hence, analyzing the
socio-demographic factors in each zone of a city can inform decisions about the
redistribution of micromobility services. Areas that have a high to median income
are Palisades, Chevy Chase, Friendship Heights, and Tenley town [50]. Most low-
or moderate-income Washington, D.C. residents are in the south, east, middle,
and north parts of the city. Hence, more bike lanes are needed in those areas.
Micromobility companies can focus more on the east and south parts where there
are fewer bike sharing or transit stations.

Micromobility usage has the potential to relieve traffic in various parts of
Washington, D.C. Figure 4 shows relative bicycle traffic volumes in Washington,
D.C [51]. The dataset associated with the chart contains the locations of permanent
vehicle count stations and weigh-in-motion stations. The dataset includes the street
segment ID, traffic sensor type, and a count of the number of bicycles passing
those sensors. The highest bicycle traffic volume is around downtown, Capitol Hall,
Georgetown, Fox hall Crescent, and Southwest Washington. Many public recreation
sites like the National Park and Downtown exhibit high demand for micromobility
services.

Accessibility to public transportation can help with trip completion where
micromobility infrastructure is lacking, or the travel time is too long. The park-
and-ride points shown in Fig. 5 contain lots where commuters can park their private
vehicles and commute to the city center or other areas. The figure shows that park-
and-ride points are only in the downtown and northeast areas. The dataset used to
create the chart is from the Washington, D.C. Open-GIS Database [52].

Figure 6 shows that bike lanes are in downtown, Bloomingdale, 16th Street
Heights, Capitol Hill, and toward the south-east [53]. Based on topographical
databases, it is surmised that fewer bike lanes are in the north because of high
elevations in that area. Figure 7 shows that most bicycle trips in Washington, D.C.,
are between 2 and 5.5 miles [54]. Figure 8 shows the current land use and zoning
restrictions of Washington D.C [55].

The pattern indicates that once they have demonstrated viability in the city
centers, micromobility companies can expand service in the residential areas of the
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Fig. 4 Traffic monitor stations and average monthly bicycle volume. (DDOT, 2019)

north, east, and south zones where there is a high rate of apartment dwellings. In
those areas, the residential zones are flat and have space to deploy micromobility
services.

7 Results

A synthesis of the land use, demographic, traffic, ride path capacity, park-and-ride
facility locations, public transit access, and demand factors for Washington, D.C.,
suggests that micromobility companies can focus, in the short term, on deploying
most of their services in the areas around downtown, West, Fox hall Crescent,
and Southwest Washington. This distribution will allow the companies to reach
the highest number of potential customers and grow the market. A higher service
rate in those areas would increase customer satisfaction and spur adoption. Based
on the geospatial analysis, the areas that currently have a low level of biking
facilities are Fort Totten, Bright wood, Chevy Chase, Tenley town, Hill East, and
Carver/Langston. So, micromobility companies should work with the city to develop
long-term strategies for service expansion in those areas. A phased deployment plan
will minimize initial costs at the time when companies need to demonstrate viability.

Currently, the main cost drivers of dockless micromobility deployments are the
man hours needed to charge and rebalance vehicles, modulate the fleet size, and
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Fig. 5 Official zoning for Washington D.C. (DCOZ, 2019)

maintain support at all hours. Agencies can first focus longer term investments to
build more bike lanes in the southern portion of Washington, D.C., where there
are low elevations, high traffic volumes, and low incomes. Similarly, investing
and creating more opportunities for deployments in the north zone where traffic
is moderate, bike trails are few, and terrain is flat will help to enhance both mobility
and accessibility. Adding micromobility services in the east where the rate of
park-and-ride usage is high will help longer-distance commuters transfer to public
transportation, decrease pollution, and promote greater equity for the area’s low-
income residents.

8 Conclusions

This study reviewed the different dimensions of micromobility services, factors
that could influence demand, and best practices for extending and sustaining
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Fig. 6 Park-and-ride locations. (DDOT, 2019)

Fig. 7 Trip Distance. (Newebcreations, 2019)

deployments. The authors used publicly available data from Washington, D.C.,
as a case study to examine the potential opportunities for growing micromobility
services. The behavioral and geospatial datasets mined included the distributions
of park-and-ride facilities, socioeconomic data, topography, land use, and current
bicycle traffic. The best practices and analytical strategy of where and when to invest
will help micromobility companies increase their profitability while helping to
improve transportation sustainability. Increasing the rate of micromobility services
by addressing their potential drawbacks can have positive consequences such as
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Fig. 8 Bike lanes in Washington, D.C. (DDOT, 2019)

the reduction of traffic congestion, the reduction of pollution, and the enhancement
of transportation equity. This work is the first exploratory stage of research in
preparation for a more rigorous geospatial analysis of micromobility deployments as
a function of land-use, socio-economic demographics, road networks, and traffic.
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Real-Time Spatiotemporal Air Pollution
Prediction with Deep Convolutional
LSTM Through Satellite Image Analysis
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1 Introduction

Air pollution is a silent killer. It is responsible for the early deaths of seven million
people every year, around 600,000 of whom are children [1]. It means that every
5 s, somebody around the world dies prematurely from the effects of air pollution
[1]. With the percentage of the global population living in urban areas projected to
increase from 54% in 2015 to 68% in 2050 and in the United States up to 89%,
the prevention of a significant increase in air pollution–related loss of life requires
comprehensive mitigation strategies, as well as forecast systems, to limit and reduce
the exposure to harmful urban air [2, 3].

In this chapter, we developed predictive models based on advanced machine
learning algorithms to discover and classify patterns in urban air quality and predict
air pollution in different areas. In designing the predictive models, we considered
both temporal and spatial patterns in the data. The air quality data at a specific
location is highly correlated to the past data at that location (temporal correlation)
[4]. Also, it is highly correlated to air quality of adjacent areas because the air
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pollutants can transmit through the atmosphere from one area to other areas around
it (spatial correlation).

The spatiotemporal machine learning problem has been studied recently in
various contexts including weather-related applications [5, 6, 7]. Much of the
previous research focuses on increasing either spatial or temporal correlations, but it
is considerably more difficult to introduce an accurate measurement of both spatial
correlation and temporal correlation in a highly complex model.

The convolutional long short-term memory (ConvLSTM) model is a complex
machine learning model used for inputs that comprise sets of frames of data, which
allows for unaltered video inputs. The ConvLSTM model is a variation of the
traditional long short-term memory network, a time-series recurrent neural network.
Recall the fully connected LSTM (FC-LSTM) structure with characteristic input,
forget, and memory gates:

it = σ (Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wci ◦ ct−1 + bi)

if = σ
(
Wxf xt +Whf ht−1 +Wcf ◦ ct−1 + bf

)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + i1 ◦ tanh (Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc)

ot = σ (Wxoxt +Whoxh−1 +Wco ◦ ct + bo)

ht = ot ◦ tanh (ct ) ,

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product [8].
Notice that in traditional LSTM models, the input vector must be a one-

dimensional vector, where each element of the vector is fed into different states
of the model. Accordingly, the output of the LSTM is also a one-dimensional
vector parameterized by time. Traditional LSTMs do not account for the spatial
correlations in an environment, and in order to introduce these spatial correlations,
we induced convolution throughout each of the gates and cell/hidden states.

There are two options to induce convolution in a traditional ConvLSTM,
depending on the sequence of convolution. Either the convolution can interme-
diately occur on the input tensor before being fed into a traditional FC-LSTM,
or the convolution can accept input tensors as input and perform convolution
operations when calculating the values of the cell and hidden states throughout
the model. The first option refers to performing the convolution operation on a
multidimensional input, transforming it into a single dimensional input, prior to
its input in the FC-LSTM structure. Research in this field denotes the first option as
a convolutional neural network – long short-term memory (CNN-LSTM), as the
individual structures are not changed, and the second option as a convolutional
LSTM (ConvLSTM), as the traditional LSTM’s cell operations must be changed,
referring to the addition of the convolution operation in each of the states of the FC-
LSTM [9, 10, 11, 12]. If we allow convolution to replace the Hadamard products
in the traditional LSTM structure, we can now input multidimensional input tensors
to the structure and receive a multidimensional output tensor as output. The key
equations for the ConvLSTM then are defined as
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it = σ (Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wci ∗ ct−1 + bi)

if = σ
(
Wxf xt +Whf ht−1 +Wcf ∗ ct−1 + bf

)
ct = ft ∗ ct−1 + i1 ∗ tanh (Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc)

ot = σ (Wxoxt +Whoxh−1 +Wco ∗ ct + bo)

ht = ot ∗ tanh (ct ) ,

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation [13].

2 Methods

2.1 Dataset

Our input data was sourced from the U.S. Geological Survey’s EarthExplorer
database records of the Sentinel 2 satellite, launched on June 23, 2015 [14]. The
Sentinel 2 satellite launched by the European Space Agency in March 2015 images
and records atmospheric and terrain data through 13 spectral bands based on the
wavelength of the emitted light. Sentinel 2 operates along a 290-km orbital swath
[15]. Of these 13 bands, we selected two spectral bands that provided data on the
air pollution in the greater Los Angeles area. The first band with a 442.7 nm central
wavelength measured the coastal aerosol levels allowing us to view fine particulate
matters including dust, smoke, and general particulate matter. We also chose a finer
spectral band at 945.1 nm central wavelength to measure specifically the Nitrogen
Dioxide levels in the atmosphere. A sample input is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Sample raw data.
(Source: USGS
EarthExplorer database of
satellite imagery of Los
Angeles taken on April 29,
2019 by ESA’s Sentinel 2
satellite)
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The blue structures correspond to strictly nitrogen dioxide air pollution, while
the white, cloud-like structures correspond to general particulate matter.

2.2 Data Preprocessing

In order to feed our data into the ConvLSTM model, we transformed 225 GeoTIFF
high-resolution images into a 5D tensor. The 225 GeoTIFF images corresponded
to 1642 days of data, with each image being the imaging of the T11SLT 100 km
100 km2 tile, which is roughly the western 75% of Los Angeles County. Each of
the 225 GeoTIFF images was taken 2 days apart, the orbit time of the Sentinel 2
satellite.

For our ConvLSTM input, we decided to focus only on the blue cloud-like
structures that imaged nitrogen dioxide. To do so, we first imported our dataset
into a JPEG format through the OpenCV python package. Since the size of the data
is very large, we resampled the data into two batches, each with different lower
resolutions. One resampling was a 400px by 400px JPEG image dataset of all 225
images, and the other was a 40px by 40px JPEG image dataset of all 225 images.
For both of the lower resolution resamplings, we applied a mask that only showed
the (0,60,60) to (225,255,255) RGB color scheme, roughly corresponding to only
light blue shades. We set all other non-light blue shades to the (0,0,0) RGB color
scheme or black. An example masked image is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Masked image
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In this way, we had created four resamplings of the original image dataset: two
masked 40px by 40px datasets and two masked 400px by 400px datasets. For two of
the datasets with a mask, one 40px by 40px and one 400px by 400px, we binarized
the data, so that all light blue pixels became 1, and all black pixels became 0. Thus,
two of our datasets were binary arrays. For the remaining two image datasets, we
kept the masked light blue and black color scheme intact. In this way, we had two
datasets of masked color images (RGB) and two datasets of bit arrays. The color
image datasets allowed us to use a ReLU activation function in the output layer,
while the binary array datasets allowed us to use a sigmoid activation function.

After resampling the data into various groups based on binary image, masked
image, or image resolution criterion, we began parsing our 225 image datasets
into readable formats for our ConvLSTM models. In the current form, our image
dataset was in the form of (225,400,400,3) for 400px by 400px masked images,
(225,40,40,3) for 40px by 40px masked images, (225,400,400,1) for 400px by
400px binary images, and (225,40,40,1) for 40px by 40px binary images. We then
took all of our datasets and batched every five image frame as one sample.

An overview of the input data preprocessing is described in Fig. 3.

2.3 Input Data Labeling

An important determinant of the success and practicality of a time series model is
based on the selection of the training and testing sets from a continuous stream of
time-indexed data. In our model, the label for a training set input is the frame that
directly follows the current frame. In this way, the model is picking up on the pattern
to base a current input image on the goal of accurately predicting a future image,
which in this case means predicting the next 10 days in the future.

In our model, we use five input frames as a data sample to predict five future
frames. In fact, since each frame was separated by 2 days, we use 10 days of
previous satellite imagery data in order to predict 10 days in the future of satellite
imagery data. For the input labels, we first shifted over all data by five frames, with
the first 5 frames corresponding to the sixth through tenth frames and the last 5
frames corresponding to the 226th-230th frame. The 226th through 230th frames
were filled with an averaging of the 30 days prior. Thus, we encoded sequential
samples in training/testing inputs indexed by time and training/testing labels indexed
by time, but did not overlap the training/testing inputs and the training/testing labels.
We were able to perform a continuous prediction from the model’s learned patterns.
A visual representation of our labeling is shown in Fig. 4:
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Fig. 3 Data preprocessing high-level process

3 Results

3.1 Aerial Satellite Image Model

We developed ConvLSTM models that learned correlations through spatial and
temporal bounds. We predicted 5 frames in the future from 5 frames in the past, with
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Fig. 4 Training/validation
input and label creation
process for sequential training
and testing data without
overlapping inputs and labels

each frame being 2 days apart. For Figs. 5, 6 and 7, we visualized the prediction of
10 days worth of nitrogen dioxide levels through data from the previous 10 days.
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Fig. 5 Frame 1 prediction: second day in the future prediction of nitrogen dioxide air pollution in
Los Angeles County from previous 10 days of data: (a) Prediction and (b) ground truth

Fig. 6 Frame 2 prediction: tenth day in the future prediction of nitrogen dioxide air pollution in
Los Angeles County from previous 10 days of data: (a) Prediction and (b) ground truth

Figures 5, 6, and 7 display the predictions on the masked 40px by 40px resampled
dataset. We have recolored the figures to accentuate the nature of the prediction;
however, its original form remains an RGB image with a light blue and black color
scheme. We used our data to essentially predict early March 2020’s nitrogen dioxide
air pollution levels from late February 2020’s nitrogen dioxide pollution data. For
Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the left column displays our predictions, while the right column
displays the ground truth.
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Fig. 7 Last frame prediction: tenth day in the future prediction of nitrogen dioxide air pollution in
Los Angeles County from previous 10 days of data: (a) Prediction and (b) ground truth

As expected, the prediction of the near future is more accurate than farther in the
future. In the context of the problem, this is because the nitrogen dioxide levels of
tomorrow are more correlated to the past week’s nitrogen dioxide levels than the
future week’s nitrogen dioxide levels. As we move to 10+ days in the future, the
data from the previous 10 days are no longer strongly correlated to accurately model
nitrogen dioxide particulate matter in the greater Los Angeles area.

3.2 Error Analysis

We used the structural similarity index measurement (SSIM) as an error measure
to quantify the model’s accuracy. SSIM is a very popular tool used for accurate
assessment of weather prediction algorithms due to its ability to judge models on the
similarities in the structure of a prediction [16]. Possible outputs of the SSIM metric
range from 0 to 1, with 0 being completely dissimilar and 1 being exactly identical.
With true pixel value p and predicted value p^, the SSIM of a single pixel is

SSIM
(
p, p̂

) = 2μpμp̂ + c1(
μ2

p + μ2
p̂
+ c1

)
σ 2

p + σ 2
p̂
+ c2

,

where c1 and c2 are constants relating to the relative noise of an image [17].
For a complete image I, the SSIM is [17].
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Fig. 8 First frame SSIM measurement: 77% structurally similar from SSIM error metric of second
day in the future prediction of nitrogen dioxide air pollution in Los Angeles County from previous
10 days of binary input data: (a) Prediction and (b) ground truth

Table 1 SSIM values for
first sample (first 5 frames):
structural similarity
percentages of 10 days in the
future nitrogen dioxide
predictions in LA County
from previous 10 days of data

Sample 1
SSIM

Frame 1 0.77
Frame 2 0.70
Frame 3 0.63
Frame 4 0.56
Frame 5 0.51

SSIM(I) =
∑
p∈I

2μpμp̂ + c1(
μ2

p + μ2
p̂
+ c1

)
σ 2

p + σ 2
p̂
+ c2

We then ran our SSIM analysis metrics on our binary input and masked images
with our first frame having the most accurate SSIM value in the two samples or
ten frames of data we predicted. The future frames fell in accuracy by around
10–15% due to the ground truth being less correlated to the previous 10 days of
nitrogen dioxide levels as compared to the first few frames of the ground truth (Fig.
8, Table 1).
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4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we developed predictive models based on advanced machine
learning algorithms to discover and classify patterns in urban air quality, and
specifically predict nitrogen dioxide in greater Los Angeles area. In designing the
predictive models, we took into account both temporal and spatial patterns in the
data (i.e., the air quality correlation to the past and future data as well as the
correlation to the adjacent locations).

To discover and learn both temporal and spatial patterns, we developed a
convolutional long short-term memory (ConvLSTM) model, which is a complex
machine learning approach used for inputs that comprise of sets of frames of multi-
dimensional data. Our model was able to use the nitrogen ioxide air pollution data in
the greater Los Angeles area of 10 days in order to predict nitrogen dioxide pollution
anywhere in Los Angeles 10 days in the future.

This work can be used to alert researchers on the patterns of movement for
nitrogen dioxide at any given time period in the next 5 years within the greater
Los Angeles area.

5 Future Work

In the future, we would also like to analyze ground-based sensors with a wide variety
of pollutant and atmospheric sensors including PM2.5, carbon monoxide, ozone,
temperature, and wind speed.

This study could expand to larger areas past Los Angeles county and include
satellite image data and ground-based sensor data in to order include more informa-
tion when predicting air pollution.
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Performance Analysis of Deep Neural
Maps

Boren Zheng and Lutz Hamel

1 Introduction

Deep neural maps (DNMs) [20] are unsupervised learning and visualization meth-
ods that combine autoencoders with self-organizing maps. An autoencoder (AE) is
a deep artificial neural network that is widely used for dimensionality reduction and
feature extraction in machine learning tasks [14]. The self-organizing map (SOM) is
an artificial neural network designed for unsupervised learning [16]. It is often used
for clustering and the representation of high-dimensional data on a 2D grid. Deep
neural maps have shown improvements in performance compared to standalone self-
organizing maps when considering clustering tasks [20, 22].

In diverse fields such as genomic data clustering [21] and cluster analysis
of massive astronomical data [15], self-organizing maps are a good clustering
approach since they not only accomplish the clustering task but also provide an
accessible, visual clustering representation. However, because both genomic data
and astronomical data are extremely high dimensional, convergence behaviors of
SOMs tend to be very slow and erratic. In deep neural maps, an autoencoder
is used to reduce the dimensionality of the original data as a preprocessing step
before the training of the underlying self-organizing map begins thus improving the
convergence behavior and speed of the map.

In all studies we are aware of, e.g. [4, 5, 20, 22], only consider a single
autoencoder architecture as part of their deep neural maps. Here, we investigate five
types of autoencoders as part of our deep neural maps using three different data sets
illuminating the performance characteristics of the various autoencoders. The five
autoencoder architectures we investigate are (1) basic, (2) sparse, (3) contractive,
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(4) denoising, and (5) convolutional. Here autoencoder architectures (2), (3), and
(4) can be considered regularized versions of the basic autoencoder architecture
(1). Architecture (5), the convolutional autoencoder, is based on convolutional deep
neural networks commonly used for image processing [18]. The data sets we used
in our analysis are the digits data set derived from the MNIST database [19], the
landsat data set [24], and a synthetic data set that contains 16 well-defined clusters
in 64-dimensional space.

We show that DNMs improve the performance of standalone SOMs along
two dimensions: (1) DNMs improve convergence behavior by removing
noisy/superfluous dimensions from the input data. The improved convergence
behavior can be observed by superior cluster homogeneity and convergence
accuracy scores. (2) DNMs train faster due to the fact that the cluster detection
part of the DNM deals with a lower-dimensional latent space.

It is perhaps a surprise that for nonimage data a DNM with a basic autoencoder
outperforms all others. For image data we found that a DNM with a contractive
autoencoder performs best and not a DNM with a convolutional autoencoder as one
would expect.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. We give brief
overviews of self-organizing maps, autoencoders, and the design of our deep neural
maps in Sects. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In Sect. 5, we detail our experiments,
describe our data sets, and explain the evaluation methods we used. We discuss
our results in Sect. 6. Finally, We summarize and propose future work in Sect. 7.

2 Self-Organizing Maps

Self-organizing maps were introduced by Kohonen in the 1980s as a way to visualize
high-dimensional data on a 2D grid [16]. The 2D grid consists of high-dimensional
neurons where the dimensionality of each neuron matches the dimensionality of
the training data. Figure 1 illustrates the training process of a SOM. In the initial
map, the neurons are initialized with small random values, and as the training data
is repeatedly applied to the map, the neurons are starting to take on the form of
the training data. What is particularly interesting is that certain regions of the map
become sensitized to certain traits in the training data. Figure 4 shows typical 2D
starburst visualizations of the final neuron map. The starbursts represent clusters in
the high-dimensional training data space.

The basic SOM training algorithm can be summarized as follows [11]:

1. Initialization: initialize each neuron weight vector mi with small random values.
2. Selection step: select a training data vector xk from the training data.
3. Competitive step: find the best matching neuron mc based on the Euclidean

distance between the training data vector xk and the neurons mi on the map:
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Fig. 1 Training a SOM

c = arg min
i

(‖mi − xk‖). (1)

4. Update step: update the winning neuron’s mc neighborhood using the following
rule:

mi ← mi − η(mi − xk)h(c, i) (2)

where η(mi − xk) denotes the difference between a neuron and the training
instance scaled by the learning rate 0 < η < 1, h(c, i) denotes the following loss
function:

h(c, i) =
{

1 if i ∈ Γ (c),

0 otherwise,
(3)

where Γ (c) is the neighborhood of the best matching neuron mc.

Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the map has converged.

3 Autoencoders

Autoencoders are deep neural networks that conceptually consist of three parts:
(a) the encoder, (b) the neurons representing the latent space encoding the com-
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Fig. 2 The basic
autoencoder architecture

pressed/encoded information, and (c) the decoder. Figure 2 shows the architecture
of a basic autoencoder. Each colored column represents a layer of neurons in this
illustration. Observe that both the encoder and the decoder are deep multilayer
neural networks. In this basic architecture, the encoder maps the input into the
hidden layer representing the latent space, and the decoder reconstructs the input
from this hidden layer representation. An autoencoder where the latent space is
of lower dimensionality than the input space is called undercomplete and we call
an autoencoder for which the converse is true overcomplete. Regularization can be
used to prevent autoencoders from simply copying information from the input to the
latent space without learning anything useful [8].

The Basic Autoencoder Let φ : X → F represents the encoder part of a basic
autoencoder (AE) as shown in Fig. 2 that maps the input space X into a latent space
F . Also, let ψ : F → X be the decoder part of a basic autoencoder that maps
the latent space F into the input space X. Training a basic autoencoder can now be
understood as the optimization problem:

arg min
φ,ψ

L
(
x, (ψ ◦ φ)x

)
,∀x ∈ X. (4)

That is, we want to find neural networks φ and ψ for the en- and decoders, respec-
tively, that minimize the loss L between the original input and the reconstructed
input available as output from the decoder. Individual layers φk and ψl in the en-
and decoder networks, respectively, can be written as the following equations:

φk(hk−1) = σ(hk−1 •Wk) = hk

ψl(hl−1) = σ(hl−1 • Ul ) = hl

(5)

where • is the dot product extended to matrices, σ is the activation function, and
the matrices Wk and Ul are the weight matrices of the corresponding layers. For the
input layer of the encoder network we then have

φ0(x) = σ(x •W0) = h0 (6)
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with x ∈ X and h0 an intermediate network representation of the input. For the
output layer p of the encoder network we have

φp(hp−1) = σ(hp−1 •Wp) = hp (7)

where hp ∈ F is the representation of some point x ∈ X in latent space F . That is,

φ(x) = (φp ◦ . . . ◦ φ1 ◦ φ0)x = hp. (8)

Similarly for the decoder network we have

ψ(hp) = (ψq ◦ . . . ◦ ψp+2 ◦ ψp+1)hp ≈ x. (9)

with q > p. This optimization problem can be solved using a deep neural network
library such as Keras [1].

The Sparse Autoencoder A sparse autoencoder (SAE) only has a small number
of nodes that are activated in the hidden code layer at any particular time [2]. The
objective function of an SAE is the objective function of the basic AE plus a sparsity
penalty term:

L
(
x, (ψ ◦ φ)x

)+Ω(h) (10)

where φ and ψ denote the encoder and decoder networks, respectively, and h =
(h1, h2, . . . , hn) with n the dimensionality of the latent space is the output vector of
output layer of the encoder network defined as φ(x) = h. The sparsity penalty term
is defined as

Ω(h) = λ

n∑
i

|hi | (11)

where λ is a hyperparameter of the autoencoder model [8].

The Denoising Autoencoder The denoising autoencoder (DAE) does not directly
add a regularization term to the objective function in order to avoid overfitting but
instead adds noise to the input signal before the input is applied to the encoder
network. The trick is that the output of the decoder is compared to the original
signal rather than the noisy input, and therefore the network has to learn to ignore
noise thereby preventing it from overfitting.

Let x̂ = ω(x) for all x̂, x ∈ X. Here x denotes an original training instance, and x̂
represents the original instance with noise added by process ω. We can now rewrite
our objective function for the denoising autoencoder:

L
(
x, (ψθ ′ ◦ φθ )ω(x)

)
(12)
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where θ and θ ′ are additional parameters on the encoder and decoder networks,
respectively, that are trained to minimize the average reconstruction error over the
training set [8, 25].

The Contractive Autoencoder The contractive autoencoder (CAE) adds a reg-
ularization term to the loss function of the basic autoencoder based on the
Frobenius norm of the Jacobian matrix of the features of the latent space [23].
This regularization term will make the autoencoder more robust to perturbations of
the input and is encouraged to contract the input neighborhood to a smaller output
neighborhood [8]. The objective function for the CAE is

L
(
x, (ψ ◦ φ)x

)+ λ‖Jf (x)‖2
F (13)

where the regularization term is defined as

‖Jf (x)‖2
F =

n∑
ij

(
∂hj

∂xi

)2

. (14)

Additionally, as before h = (h1, h2, . . . , hn) with n the dimensionality of the latent
space is the output vector of the hidden code layer defined as φ(x) = h.

The Convolutional Autoencoder A convolutional autoencoder (ConvAE) is built
with convolutional layers rather than fully connected layers and hence tend to be
well suited for image data sets. Here, single encoder and decoder layers are defined,
respectively, as follows [9]:

φk(hk−1) = σ(hk−1 ∗Wk) = hk

ψl(hl−1) = σ(hl−1 ∗ Ul ) = hl

(15)

With respect to the basic autoencoder in Sect. 3 above, the only thing that has
changed is that the dot product operation has been replaced with a convolution
operator ∗. Our remarks on network composition from above also apply here with

φ(x) = (φp ◦ . . . ◦ φ1 ◦ φ0)x = hp,

ψ(hp) = (ψq ◦ . . . ◦ ψp+2 ◦ ψp+1)hp ≈ x
(16)

where x ∈ X, hp ∈ F and q is the number of layers in the autoencoder with p < q.

The underlying optimization problem is to minimize the mean squared error
between the input and output over all samples [9]:

arg min
φ,ψ

1

|X|
∑
x∈X

‖x− (ψ ◦ φ)x‖2. (17)

where x ∈ X represents the set of training instances in input space and |X| the
number of training instances.
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4 Deep Neural Maps

The general architecture of our deep neural maps (DNMs) is shown in Fig. 3.
It consists of an autoencoder and a self-organizing map. The idea is that the
autoencoder maps the input data into a latent space and the SOM is trained using this
latent space. Pesteie, Abolmaesumi, and Rohling have shown that this architecture
performs well in their experiments [20]. Similarly, Rajashekar [22] proposed an
autoencoder-based self-organizing map framework that uses a basic autoencoder
with two hidden layers.

Training of DNMs consists of two phases shown with the red arrows in Fig. 3.
Phase I consists of training the autoencoder which in turn consists of solving the
optimization problems discussed in the previous section. Training autoencoders is
fairly fast. It takes about 200 epochs of batch size 128 to fully train the autoencoders
discussed here. This is very fast compared to training a fully converged SOM which
typically takes in the order of tens of thousands of iterations. Furthermore, training
time of the autoencoder is amortized over the SOM model evaluation steps. Phase
II is the training of the SOM using the latent space mapping of the input data.

Autoencoder

Deep Neural Map

Encoder

SOM

Input Code Decoder
Reconstructed

Input

Phase I Training

Phase II Training

Visualization

Fig. 3 Our deep neural map architecture
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5 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of our deep neural maps with the various different
encoders on three different real-world and synthetic data sets.

Data Sets For our experiments, we used the following data sets:
(1) The dim064 [6, 7] is a 64-dimensional synthetic data set with 1024 obser-

vations that are well separated into 16 Gaussian clusters. We split the data set
as follows: 60% data for training (614 instances) and 40% data for testing (410
instances). (2) The landsat satellite data set from the UCI machine learning
repository [3] is a real-world data set with 6435 instances and 36 attributes and
6 classes. The data set consists of the multi-spectral values of pixels in a satellite
image together with their classifications. The training set contains 4435 instances,
and the test set contains 2000 instances, 500 of which were used for phase II training
of the DNMs. (3) The digits database from the UCI machine learning repository [3]
is derived from the MNIST database and represents hand-written digits as 8 × 8
pixel images [26]. The 1797 images are stored as vectors with 64 features. For our
purposes we split this data set into a training set (1437 instances) and a test set (360
instances).

Model Evaluation and Selection As mentioned before, training a deep neural map
consists of training two different models: one for the autoencoder and one for the
self-organizing map.

For the autoencoders, our model selection criterion was the test loss error (or
reconstruction error). We chose a model architecture and the number of epochs to
train a model based on minimizing that loss. In this research we found that all our
autoencoder models had properly converged after 200 epochs.

Once an autoencoder has been properly trained, we used its output to train the
self-organizing map part of a deep neural map. Here we used the convergence
accuracy [10] as a model selection criterion. For this research, we selected the model
with the highest convergence accuracy. For the current work, we trained 40 models
for each deep neural map with varying numbers of training iterations in order to
compute the learning curve and select an appropriate model.

A fully trained deep neural network can then be used to produce a cluster
representation of the input data on a 2D map. A typical DNM cluster presentation is
shown in Fig. 4. It is a heat map where deep red colors represent cluster borders
and yellow/white areas represent cluster centers. The starburst graphic overlay
emphasizes the cluster structure of the data [12].

Remarks on Self-Organizing Map Architectures One of the most important
hyper-parameters for SOMs is the size of the map. Here we use the following
rule of thumb: There should be as least as many neurons on the map as there are
observations in the training data. Since phase II training data consists of roughly
500 observations for all three experiments, we chose a map size of 25 × 20 for all
experiments. Another hyper-parameters is the learning rate. Here we set the learning
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rate fairly aggressively at 0.6. Finally, the POPSOM package [13] uses a constant
neighborhood which contracts over the duration of the training phase.

Remarks on Autoencoder Architectures Our basic autoencoder was imple-
mented using a single fully connected layer as encoder and as decoder. We added
an L1 regularizer to the basic AE in order to obtain the SAE. The CAE used the
same architecture as the SAE except that we used a different penalty term. We
implemented the penalty term of Eq. (13) as

‖Jf (x)‖2
F =

∑
ij

(
∂hj

∂xi

)2

=
∑
j

[hj (1− hj )]2
∑

i

(
WT

ji

)2
(18)

where as before x ∈ X, h = (h1, . . . , hn) ∈ F is the input representation in latent
space and W is the weight matrix of the encoder layer [17].

We set the noise factor to be 0.5 to create noisy input for the DAE. For the models
of dim064 and landsat data sets, both the encoded layer and the decoded layer of the
DAE are single fully connected layers. For the digits data set, we implemented the
model as a Denoising Convolutional Autoencoder (DCAE). The encoder consists of
three 2D convolutional layers followed by down-sampling layers (pooling size 2×2)
and a flatten layer (encoded layer). The decoder consists of four 2D convolutional
layers followed by three up-sampling layers (size 2×2); the last convolutional layer
is the decoded layer.

We utilized 1D convolutional layers, 1D max-pooling layers, and 1D up-
sampling layers to build the ConvAE models for the dim064 and the landsat data
sets. For the model of the digits data set, the architecture of the ConvAE is the same
as DCAE. However, it uses the original data as input rather than noisy data.

One more note, further dimension reduction was achieved by dropping columns
in the latent space representation that were all zeros.

6 Results

We look at the performance of DNMs with different autoencoder architectures
compared to standalone SOMs for each of our data sets. Our performance analysis
uses five dimensions in order to describe the performances for both standalone
SOMs and DNMs:

– homog.—Average homogeneity of the detected clusters. This is defined as

homog = 1

n

∑
c

lc (19)
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Table 1 DNM performance with different AEs on the dim064 data set

SOM DNM(AE) DNM(SAE) DNM(CAE) DNM(DAE) DNM(ConvAE)

homog. 0.92 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.98 0.93

nclust 15 16 13 16 16 15

time (sec) 20.75 1.18 0.52 0.68 1.82 1.17

conv. 0.78 0.87 0.5 0.53 0.66 0.99

dim 64 11 7 9 12 8

where lc is the number of majority label instances in cluster c and n is the total
number of observations in the training data set.

– nclust—the number of clusters detected
– time—phase II training time in CPU seconds (total training time for standalone

SOM)
– conv.—phase II convergence accuracy (convergence accuracy for standalone

SOM)
– dim—dimensions of the latent space (or in the case of the SOM it is the

dimensionality of the original space)

Using these criteria, we validated the key advantages of deep neural maps over self-
organizing maps:

1. A better clustering behavior due to the removal of noisy and/or superfluous
dimensions in the input data

2. Faster training times due to the lower dimensionality of the latent space

Performance Analysis for Dim064 Table 1 shows the typical performance values
of the standalone SOM and the phase II performances of our various DNMs when
trained with the dim064 data set. We can see that the SOM has an average homo-
geneity of 0.92, detected 15 clusters, took 20.75 s to converge with a convergence
accuracy of 0.78, and was trained with 64-dimensional data. Now, in order to find
the best DNM model we have to find a DNM model that:

1. Maximizes homogeneity
2. Minimizes the number of clusters
3. Minimizes training time
4. Maximizes convergence accuracy
5. Uses the smallest number of dimensions

Keep a couple of constraints in mind when looking for the best model: Maximizing
homogeneity is more important than minimizing the number of clusters (to a certain
degree—we can always achieve a homogeneity of 1 if we treat each point as a
cluster), and producing better values in all the other dimensions is more important
than reducing the number of dimensions.

Applying these criteria, we find that the deep neural map with the basic
autoencoder, DNM(AE), performs best with DNM(CAE) coming in as a close
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Fig. 4 The graphical output
of the DNM(AE) for the
dim064 data set

Table 2 DNM performance with different AEs on the landsat data set

SOM DNM(AE) DNM(SAE) DNM(CAE) DNM(DAE) DNM(ConvAE)

homog. 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.77 0.52 0.74

nclust 10 10 9 10 8 9

time (sec) 4.83 0.67 0.54 1.1 1.2 0.93

conv. 0.95 0.98 0.5 0.99 0.54 0.99

dim 36 3 2 3 2 5

second. The DNM(AE) has a homogeneity of 1 and finds all 16 clusters in the
data set using an 11-dimensional latent space with a convergence accuracy of 0.87.
Phase II training is about 17 times faster than training the standalone SOM.

This validates our first point above. The DNM(AE) has a better clustering
behavior than the standalone SOM: a homogeneity value of 1 compared to 0.92
in the standalone SOM and a convergence accuracy of 0.87 compared to 0.78 in the
standalone SOM. Furthermore DNM(AE) phase II training is about 17 times faster
than training the standalone SOM validating our second point above.

Figure 4 shows the graphic output of the DNM(AE). The 16 homogeneous
clusters are clearly visible under the starbursts, and we have mapped the labels of
the training instances on top of the map.

Performance Analysis for Landsat Table 2 displays typical performance data for
the landsat data set. Here we find that the standalone SOM detected 10 clusters with
an average homogeneity of 0.78 and a convergence accuracy of 0.95. It took the
standalone SOM 4.83 s to train on the 36 dimensional input data.

Applying the same analysis from the previous section to the performance of the
phase II training of our various DNM architectures, we again find the DNM(AE) is
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the front runner. We chose it over the DNM(CAE) based on the fact that it trains
about twice as fast and has a slightly higher average homogeneity. When comparing
the phase II training of DNM(AE) to the standalone SOM, we find that it also detects
10 clusters with an average homogeneity of 0.78. However, its convergence accuracy
of 0.98 is higher than the 0.95 of the standalone SOM and that it trains on 3D data
compared to the 36 dimensions in the standalone. Most notably is that the phase II
training of DNM(AE) runs about 7 times faster than training the standalone SOM.

We can observe again that our two evaluation criteria for DNMs are fulfilled. The
DNM(AE) trains faster and has a higher convergence accuracy than the standalone
SOM.

Figure 5 shows the map produced by our DNM(AE) for this data set. The clusters
are clearly visible under the starbursts. What is interesting here is that the cluster
with label 2 is set apart from all the other clusters.

Performance Analysis for Digits Table 3 shows the performance numbers for
our digits data set. Here the deep neural map with the contractive autoencoder,
DNM(CAE), is clearly the winner. It has the highest average cluster homogeneity
of 0.78, detects a reasonable number of clusters, trains about 11 times faster than

Fig. 5 The graphical output
of the DNM(AE) for the
landsat data set

Table 3 DNM performance with different AEs on the digits data set

SOM DNM(AE) DNM(SAE) DNM(CAE) DNM(DCAE) DNM(ConvAE)

homog. 0.65 0.64 0.68 0.78 0.54 0.62

nclust 14 13 14 14 12 10

time (sec) 8.36 0.74 4.35 0.75 0.58 1.44

conv. 0.48 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.96

dim 64 12 12 12 5 11
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Fig. 6 The graphical output
of the DNM(AE) for the
digits data set

the standalone SOM, and has a convergence accuracy that is about twice that of the
standalone SOM. The latent space for this DNM has 12 dimensions.

Therefore, we can observe once more that our two evaluation criteria are fulfilled:
The DNM(CAE) trains faster than the standalone SOM and has a better convergence
behavior in terms of higher homogeneity and convergence accuracy scores than the
standalone SOM.

It is a bit disappointing that none of the models detected the ten clusters due
to the ten digits in the data set. However, the data set seems very noisy, and the
clusters that were found seem to be a reasonable approximation to the ideal clusters.
Figure 6 shows the map produced by the DNM(CAE). What is perhaps noteworthy
is that the digit 0 has the strongest cluster toward the upper left corner of the map.
This is perhaps due to the fact that it is the most recognizable and unique digit
compared to all the other digits.

Observations In all three of our data sets, we found that DNMs outperform
standalone SOMs by training faster and exhibiting a better convergence behavior
as defined by the average cluster homogeneity and convergence accuracy scores.
To our surprise we found that deep neural maps with a convolutional autoencoder
did not perform well on the digit image data. One way of interpreting this might be
that the latent space here is geared toward reconstructability rather than preserving
features for clustering. In order to remedy this, one would have to extend the
objective function to include a clustering term which would penalize latent spaces
that do not take preserving features for clustering into account.
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7 Conclusions and Further Work

Deep neural maps are unsupervised learning and visualization methods that combine
autoencoders with self-organizing maps. Recent work has shown that deep neural
maps outperform standalone self-organizing maps when considering clustering
tasks. The key idea is that a deep neural map outperforms a standalone self-
organizing map in two dimensions: (1) better convergence behavior by removing
noisy/superfluous dimensions from the input data and (2) faster training due to the
fact that the cluster detection part of the DNM deals with a lower dimensional
latent space. However, many different kinds of autoencoders exist such as the
convolutional and the denoising autoencoder, and here we examined the effects
of various autoencoders on the performance of the resulting deep neural maps.
We investigated five types of autoencoders as part of our deep neural maps using
three different data sets. Overall we show that deep neural maps perform better
than standalone self-organizing maps both in terms of improved convergence
behavior and faster training. Additionally we show that deep neural maps using
the basic autoencoder outperform deep neural maps based on other autoencoders on
nonimage data. To our surprise we found that deep neural maps based on contractive
autoencoders outperformed deep neural maps based on convolutional autoencoders
on image data.

Given the results from this limited study, we would choose the basic autoencoder
as our autoencoder of choice in order to construct deep neural maps geared toward
nonimage data corroborating earlier work done by Rajashekar [22]. We would like
to develop a DNM R package for use by the non-deep learning specialists.

We need to further investigate why our DNM based on a convolutional autoen-
coder failed to deliver good results on image data. As we mentioned above, the first
step is to investigate extending the relevant objective function with a clustering term.
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Implicit Dedupe Learning Method
on Contextual Data Quality Problems

Alladoumbaye Ngueilbaye, Hongzhi Wang, Daouda Ahmat Mahamat,
and Roland Madadjim

1 Introduction

The definition of big data concept is usually based on the following five dimensions:
volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and complexity. In this regard, volume refers to
the management of large volumes of data, while the time needed to collect and
process data is known as velocity. The types of data such as structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured data are referred to as variety in big data concept. The
reliability and quality of data are guaranteed by veracity. Finally, the complexity
dimension deals with multiple sources of data processing, connecting, matching,
cleansing, and transforming data across systems. However, to interconnect and
correlate data relationships, hierarchies and multiple data connections can be
uncontrolled. Therefore the combination of five dimensions can result in chaos and
challenges. Hence, the focus of the present study is to address the veracity dimension
of big data. There are many approaches for detecting, quantifying, and resolving
data quality issues; however, data integration is often faced by numerous issues
and do not inspire confidence in decision-making. Thus, to ensure data quality and
beneficial use, the following factors should be considered [3, 7]:
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(a) Data views: the outlook of real world over the data, such as relevancy and
granularity.

(b) Data values or dimensions: accuracy, duplication (redundancy), consistency,
currency, and completeness.

(c) Data presentation: adequate format of data and simple interpretation.
(d) Other data problems: data privacy, security, and ownership.

The abovementioned data quality issues remain the fundamental characteristics of
data to meet internal and external standards of organizations [31, 37]. Poor data
quality negatively impacts the performance of an organization. According to Data
Warehousing Institute research, $600 billion is lost annually as a result of poor
data quality [5]. However, a related study observed that cost related to poor data
quality is about 8–12% revenue of a typical organization or about 40–60% of service
expenses [7]. Also, it was discovered by Meta Group that, due to the inadequate
data quality, 41% of the data warehouse researches do not succeed and lead to
wrong decision-making [26, 36] (“the principle of garbage in, garbage out”). Data
quality issues usually come from errors, uncleaned data, and also including missing
attributes values, incorrect attribute, or data inconsistency. It is often a case for
operational databases to encounter 60%–90% of poor data problems [10]. Such
problems hinder effective and efficient data usage which lead to an adverse effect
on the obtained results and conclusions. Hence, data quality requirement must be
checked before an analysis-oriented tool. Otherwise, data quality must be optimized
in order to eliminate or repair any issues that may occur in the dataset as stated below
[2, 6, 13, 17, 24]:

(a) Making data anomalies adequate in a single data source such as files and
databases (e.g., elimination of redundant values in a file).

(b) Migrating poor data or unstructured data into the structured data.
(c) Integrating multiple sources of data into a new single data source (e.g.,

construction of the data warehouse).

The purpose of this study is to design an approach that can ensure a better quality
of data sources, quality cost, and dimensions. Thus, questions regarding the true
meaning of data quality arise significantly in seeking further clarification and formal
definition to specify each data quality problem in an efficient manner [15, 27].
In this context, the field of data quality and machine learning remains broad, and
many strides have been made in order to come up with the initial research viability
[23]. Besides rigorous analysis of data quality problems, such kind of definition is
significant because it has more supplementary information than the textual definition
which explicitly shows that:

(a) It only concerns with a given data type (e.g., string data type).
(b) The knowledge of metadata is needed to identify the problem (e.g., the domain

of the attribute).
(c) A mathematical model detects the data quality problem automatically (for

illustration, we defined the domain violation as follows: ∃ r ∈ q: v (r, a) /∈ Dom
(a)).
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(d) The result requires the function of detecting data quality problems (e.g.,
to detect the misspelling error, the function of a spelling checker must be
available).

In this regard, a framework is established for a proposed automated tool to detect
and correct data quality problems. This study intends to use it as a complement to
the capabilities of today’s data quality problem tools. To also support and enhance
taxonomy of data quality problems as capital, (a) it is necessary to understand how
much a given data quality tool can capture and correct data quality problems, i.e.,
it is used to estimate the coverage accuracy of a data quality tool, and (b) it makes
it possible to apply research efforts that emphasize data quality problems that need
further attention, i.e., in the case where data quality has no detection or correction
support, this means that the research attention should be addressed as such:

Contributions In summary, the main contributions of this research paper are stated
as follows:

– We propose dedupe learning as an effective and efficient method to eliminate the
requirement for manual labeling, the challenging classification tasks, and also
propose the Loan for Dummy Bank dataset for the implementation.

– We use the taxonomy representation of data quality problems (Fig. 1) to under-
stand the semantics of data in order to elucidate the detection and correction of
various anomalies in the data source.

– The Match and the Merge algorithms are presented for the similarity elimination
of the data.

This research paper is structured as follows. Section 2 audits the related work. Sec-
tion 3 describes the background of the study. Section 4 gives the detail description
of the methodology. Section 5 explained the experimental setup. Section 6 addresses
the results and discussions, and finally, Sect. 7 draws the conclusions.

2 Related Works

There are several research carried out on data quality problems; nonetheless, a
minimum number exhaustively detects the set of anomalies that affect data quality
and propose solutions to its diminishing value [14, 15, 21, 27]. Rahm and Do
[26] underlined the significant difference between one-source (single) and many-
source (multi) issues as we also stated in this paper. They separated the two
categories into schema-related and instance-related problems. They determined
schema-related problems as those sources exhibited by improving the schema
design, schema translation, and schema integration while they determined instance-
related as errors and inconsistencies in the current data contents that cannot be taken
away at the schema level. In this aspect, we consider only the related problems
with the instances of the data without making the separation among them. In
single-source problems, for both schema-related and instance-related, they made
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a difference between the following scopes: attribute, record type, and source. In
some observation points, this is very similar to the separation that we implement in
our taxonomy (Fig. 1). Oliveira et al. [21] structured their taxonomy of data quality
problems by the granularity levels of occurrences [36] in the sense that information
is stored in multiple sources. Each of them interconnected to many relations. Kim
et al. [15] structured a full taxonomy of data quality problems, explaining the logic
behind its structure. They emphasized a successive hierarchical treatment approach
in which the taxonomy is based on the hope that data quality problems manifest in
three different ways: missing data, not missing but wrong data, and not missing and
not wrong but unusable data. The perspective approach view of detected data quality
problems stipulates that this taxonomy is closely related to our work. Müller and
Freytag [14] liberally described a rougher classification of data quality problems
into three categories: syntactical, semantic, and coverage anomalies. Coverage
anomalies speculate in the decrements of the number of entities and their properties
from where they are represented in the collected dataset (e.g., missing values). This
work is limited at the level of data quality problems that occur in a single relation of
a single source. Notwithstanding this research, the classification is too generic and
raises some barriers to compare it with our work. However, it is evident that some
critical data quality problems are addressed.

3 Background

3.1 Data Quality Fundamentals

The quality of the data is a general term used to outline certain characteristics
of data such as complete, reliable, relevant and up-to-date, and coherent as well
as the complete process of making it possible to assure its characteristics. The
goal is to obtain data without duplication, misspellings, omission, overinflated
variation and by the defined structure. The data are to be of good quality if it meets
the requirements of its users which is dependent on its use as well as structure
[1, 16, 19, 20, 29, 32]. The impact and the cost of poor data quality are not the
same according to the type of entities.

3.2 Data Quality Problems Detection Techniques

This section involved the introduction of the different techniques used in identifica-
tion (detection and classification) of the data quality issues highlighted. The methods
are represented in the form of binary tree classification to allow the identification
and classification of specific group of problems or levels and respect the hierarchical
representation in the taxonomy. The methods emphasized the logical way that needs
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Fig. 1 Dedupe learning for detecting and correcting data quality problems

to be completed as the first way to detect data quality problems automatically or at
least semi-automatically (human intervention is needed). It should be considered
as future research directions to be explored, and there are no quality issues in a
given group only if in the representation. The crossed tree and the arrived leaf at
the destination where it is mentioned “in existence of quality problems (marked by
Yes)” and the other situation where data quality problem exists (marked by No).
Figure 2 shows how the method iteratively crosschecks whether other data quality
problems exist or not [28, 34].

Data profiling is a weighty way of detecting anomalies in column data. Profiling
is a collection of statistics. It consists of an exploratory analysis of the data on
three levels: (i) analysis of the frequency indicator columns, the null values for
detecting dubious data such as outliers, (ii) dependency analysis (e.g., functional
dependencies), and (iii) analysis of duplicates and similar [11, 30]. Profiling is
widely used in the industrial world. It is clear that this is a very manual task. Users do
not receive any assistance or guidance. The user is supposed to know the semantics
of the columns and to have an idea about the content of the manipulated source. The
elimination of similar is the process of comparing lines of a data source in order
to determine those which present the same object of the real world, and it consists
of two stages: the comparison (Match) and the fusion (Merge). The match function
allows us to define if two tuples in a table are similar, and the merge function allows
us to generate a new one by merging the two supposed similar ones [8]. In account
of the reconciliation of various inner data wellsprings of the foundation and external
sources in research data frameworks, issues, as expressed in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, need
to be overcome. Presently it is imperative to contradict the causes in this step and
to enhance the data quality. The techniques of distinguishing and remedying errors
and irregularities with the point of expanding the nature of given data sources for the
data quality management is alluded to as data purifying (or “data cleaning”) [18].
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Fig. 2 Method for detecting data quality problems in an attribute value of a single row (Tuple)

Data cleaning incorporates every vital action to clean messy data (fragmented, off-
base, not modern, irregularity, excess, and so forth). The data cleaning procedure
can be generally organized as pursued [4, 33]:

1. Characterizing and deciding the genuine issue.
2. Finding and distinguishing defective cases.
3. Adjusting the discovered mistakes.

Data purging (cleansing) uses an assortment of particular techniques and innova-
tions inside the data purifying procedure [26] and subdivides them into the accom-
panying stages: Parsing is the main fundamental part of information purifying,
helping the client to comprehend and change the characteristics more precisely. This
procedure finds, distinguishes, and segregates singular information components,
e.g., names, addresses, postal division, and city. The significant issues are organized
fields that must be recognized. Correction and Standardization are further
essential to check the parsed information accuracy and afterward right it a short
time later. Institutionalization is essential for effectively coordinating, and there is
no chance to get around utilizing a second solid information source. For address
information, postal approval is suggested. Data Improvement or Enhancement
is the procedure that extends existing information with information from different
sources. Herein extra information is added to close existing data holes. Run of the
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mill improvement esteems is a statistic, geographic, or address data. Matching:
There are various sorts of coordinating—for reduplicating, coordinating to various
datasets, merging, or gathering. The adjustment empowers the acknowledgment of
the equivalent information. For instance, redundancies can be identified and dense
for additional data. Merge (Consolidation): Matching data attributes with contexts
is achieved by uniting them. Data Profiling: Data profiling is a weighty way of
detecting anomalies in column data. Profiling is a collection of statistics. It consists
of an exploratory analysis of the data on three levels:

(i) Analysis of the frequency indicator columns, the null values for detecting
dubious data such as outliers.

(ii) Dependency analysis (e.g., functional dependencies).
(iii) Analysis of duplicates and similar.

Profilers do not portray business runs and do not roll out any improvements. They
are just for breaking down the information. It is frequently utilized toward the start
of a data investigation; however, it can likewise better outline the consequences
of the investigation. These means are fundamental for accomplishing and keeping
up the highest data quality in research data frameworks. Errors in the integration
of various data sources in a big data are dispensed with by the clearing up. The
clearing up procedure includes missing observations, and complete observations are
naturally changed by a particular arrangement concurring to set principles.

4 Materials and Methods

4.1 Dedupe Learning for Detecting and Correcting Contextual
Data Quality Problems

Let introduce some notes now. Let T be a table and C all of its attributes; we denote
T (C). We consider that C = A ∪ B. A and B are the set of attributes that serve
to eliminate similar tuples in the table T · B = C − A and A ∩ B = ∅ (B
can be empty). Let [[Dk]] be the set of concrete values of a tuple of data such
as strings Alphanumeric (String), Numeric (Number), Date, Boolean (Boolean),
or still lists and ranges of values. A table T is interpreted by the set [[T ]] of
all {A1 · · ·An,B1 · · ·Bm}-tuples defined on [[Dk]]K=1,n+m. [[T ]] is the set of
functions with t : {A1 · · ·An,B1 · · ·Bm} → ⋃[[Dk]]K=1,n+m such that t (Ai)

noted t · Ai (respect t · Bj ) which is an element of [[Di]] (respect [[Dj ]] ). Each
element t[[T ]] is a tuple of the table T , and each t · Ai is a value of the attribute in
t , which will also be noted v.

Definition 1 Let denote (≈) as the similarity between values. Suppose two values
v1 and v2 are similar, we note (v1 ≈ v2), if the similarity distance d, calculated
between these two values, satisfies a condition k for two tuples t1 and t2, for an
attribute Ai(i=1,n), t ·Ai if the condition ki is satisfied. The condition ki is based on
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the calculation of the similarity distance di depending on the type of data. Several
cases of figures can be envisaged. The user can thus give (provide) one or more
several thresholds ki : di which is less than a maximum threshold: (di < si) with
si ∈ [0, 1]. The similarity (≈) verifies the properties of reflexivity, commutativity,
and associativity. That is, [v ≈ v], [(v ≈ v1) ⇔ v1 ≈ v], and [v ≈ (v1 ≈ v2) ⇔
(v ≈ v1) ≈ v2].
Example 1 Addr1← t1 ·Addr and Addr2← t2 ·Addr; Name1← t1 ·Name and
Name2← t2 ·Name ; Mail1← t1 ·Mail and Mail2← t2 ·Mail; and Phone·t1 ←
t1· Phone and Phone·t2 ← t2· Phone. Let us the two following addresses addr1
= “2021 FH DANIEL HENRY/BRUCE” and Addr2 =“2021 FH DANIEL 39750
HENRY-BRUCE” are similar, according to the Jaro-Winkler method since the
calculated distance is 5.7% (less than the threshold t =0,2).

Definition 2 (Similarity Rule) let a r be a similarity rule defined as a conjunction
of similarities which relate to attributes Ai(i=1,n) of the set A of the table T : r =
(t · A1 ≈ t1 · A1)∧(t · A2 ≈ t1 · A2)∧(t · Ai ≈ t1 · Ai) . . .∧(t · An ≈ t1 · An).

Example 2 Two similarity rules r1 and r2:
r1=(Name1 ≈ Name2)∧(Mail1 ≈ Mail2)∧(Address1 ≈ Address2).
r2=(Mail1 ≈ Mail2)∧(Phone1 ≈ Phone2).

Definition 3 (Similarity between Tuples) if two tuples t and t1 are similar, then
the relationship (disjunction) between all the similarity rules defined in table T is
true. We can say that t1 ≈ t2 if and only if (r1 ∧ r2∧ rk . . .∧ rq) is true with q being
the number of similarity rules.

Example 3 t1 and t2 are similar if and only if r1 ∨ r2 : t1 ≈ t2 if and only if
((Name1 ≈ Name2) ∧ (Mail1 ≈ Mail2) ∧ (Addr1 ≈ Addr2)) ∨ ((Mail1 ≈
Mail2) ∧ (Phone1 ≈ Phone2)). Note, however, that these rules may contain
inconsistencies or the contradictions that will be checked.

4.2 Dedupe Learning Method

Dedupe learning is an integrated machine learning approach based on the traditional
machine learning techniques proposed by this study, to handle entity resolution
challenges, to find an adequate solution, and to understand entity resolution better.
The concept is to perform deduplication known as record linkage. It works by
joining records through the integration of fuzzy way, indexing, and blocking using
data such as names, addresses, phones, dates, etc. This is because real-world data
are often imputed by people without considering the following factors:

1. Not reviewed.
2. Not linked with related data.
3. Not properly normalized by the input system.
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4. Not correctly inputted because people make mistakes: typos, mishearing, miscal-
culation, misinterpretation, etc.

Thus, the above factors usually trigger the following problems on data:

1. Lack of unique identifiers (making it difficult to detect duplicates in a dataset or
to link with other datasets).

2. Duplications (e.g., multiple records refer to a single person).
3. Inconsistencies (e.g., a person appears with multiple addresses).
4. Bad formatting (e.g., birth dates appear with multiple formats like DD/MM/YY

and YYYY-MM-DD).

All factors mentioned above affect the ability to properly extract knowledge
from one or more datasets. The solution is to perform the record linkage. It
works by joining records in a fuzzy way using data like names, addresses, phone
numbers, dates, etc. The term record linkage is mostly used when the linkage
is applied to multiple datasets, like joining a Restaurant Food Inspection dataset
with an Employee Wage dataset. What we will discuss in this section is a specific
application of record linkage, called deduplication, which is applying record linkage
on the datasets against itself to find which records are duplicated. Geocoding
street addresses, i.e., converting them to latitude/longitude, is very useful for
matching as geocoders usually clean irrelevant address variations. Also, having
lat/lng enables the calculation of geometric distances between addresses. During
the process of dedupe learning, three (3) algorithms have been adopted: record
linkage (Algorithm 1), matching (Algorithm 2), and the consolidation (Algorithm 3)
as shown below.

4.3 Dedupe Learning (DDL) Setup

Our experimental setup was a specific application of record linkage, called dedu-
plication, which is applying record linkage on a single dataset against itself to find
which records are duplicates. Good deduplication on the datasets would find that:

(i) (0,1) are duplicates.
(ii) (2, 3) are duplicates.

(iii) But (0,1) and (2,3) are different, despite being similar.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section illustrates the results of the experimental evaluation performed on two
real world datasets. The results show that Dedupe Learning performed the best
on the entire datasets with negligible proficient effort compared to the traditional
methods with approximate accuracy values.
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Algorithm 1 Deduplication (duplication) algorithm
Result: Cleaned Target Data SC
Input: a set I of tuples
Output: a set I’ of tuples

1 Choose key attributes (deduplication attributes)
I’ → φ

while I �= φ do
2 t → a tuple from I

remove t from I
if I’ �= φ then

3 for all tuples t’ in I’ and t �= t’ do
4 if Match (t, t’) then
5 -t” → Merge (t, t’)

if t” ∈ / I U I’ U t then
6 add t” to I
7 end
8 remove t’ from I’ endif endfor
9 end

10 end
11 add t to I’
12 end
13 end
14 return I’

5.1 Experiment Setup

Intruments and Platform Our experiments were performed on a laptop computer
with a Processor Intel(R)Core (TM) i7-8750H CPU @ 2.2 GHz, 2208 Mhz, 6
cores(s), 12 Logical Processor(s), 8 GB of memory, a 512 GB SSD, and NVIDIA
GTX 1060 with Windows 10 Operating System. We used TensorFlow [25], and
Keras [9], a deep learning framework, to train and test our models.

Data Source To investigate the efficiency and effectiveness of our approaches, we
made use of Loan Data for Dummy Bank dataset with 887379 instances with 30
tuples and Restaurant dataset with 881 instances and 6 tuples. Talend open studio
was used for data profiling analysis as well as the generation of some dataset in our
experiment [12, 35].

Implementation To illustrate the constraint and subsequent from such dependence,
we propose an innovative learning model, called dedupe learning. It means machine
learning techniques to handle data quality problems, and dedupe learning is derived
from dedupe which is the python library that uses machine learning to execute de-
duplication or data linkage and entity resolution rapidly on structured data. Dedupe
learning aims to enable adequate machine labeling deprived of the necessity for
physical labeling exertion. Stimulated by the steady of human learning nature,
which is an expert at solving the issues with growing inflexibility, it initiates
with some accessible instances in a task, which can be repeatedly labeled by the
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Algorithm 2 Match algorithm
Result: Cleaned Target Data SC
Input: Two tuples, t1, t2 ∈ T and S(thresholds)
Output: = True if t1 ≈ t2

15 Result←False
for all Rule rj j from 1 to q do

16 Rule j ←True I← 1
while Rulesj and i<n do

17 v1 ← t1.Ai v2 ← t2.Ai
if v1 or v2 = NULL then

18 Result ← False
19 else
20 switch dtype(Ai )

Case Date:
Result ← matchValues(v1,v2)
Case Numeric:
Result ← handleNumericValues(v1,v2)
Case String:
Result ← handelStringValues(v1,v2)
Result ← matchValues(v1,v2)
end switch

21 end
22 Rulesj =Rulesj and Result; i++

23 end
24 Result ← Results or Rulesj

25 end

machine with adequate accuracy, and then steadily reasons about the labels of the
most challenging instances constructed on the observations provided by the labeled
structured instances. The results of machine labeling were bolstered to traditional
model training. However, the following two properties of dedupe learning make it
in general sense unique in relation to the current learning models:

– Distribution misalignment among structured and unstructured instances in a task.
Dedupe learning processes the instances in increasing order of inflexibility. The
distribution misalignment among the labeled and unlabeled instances reduces the
current learning models unfit for dedupe learning.

– Dedupe learning in its ensemble task. The procedure of iterative labeling
can be achieved in an unsupervised manner, deprived of needing any human
intervention.
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Algorithm 3 Merge algorithm
Input: Data Source S {i1, . . . , in}, Parameter P
Output: Cleaned Targe Data Source S

26 identityMerges ← emptySet()
while isNotEmpty(S) do

27 r ← firstElementFrom(S)
iMerge ← emptySet()
insert(iMerge, r)
remove(S,r)

28 end
29 for i ∈ S do
30 if shouldInclud(iMerge,i,p) then
31 insert(iMerge,i)

remove(S,i)
insert(identityMergess, iMerge);

32 end
33 return identityMerges;

34 end

5.2 Experiment for Matching Algorithm on the Datasets

The objective of this section is to measure the quality of dedupe learning with
matching algorithm to approximate matching information. We create a set of
random sample from Loan for Dummy Bank dataset and Restaurant dataset under
different capacities: (i) minimum 10% of tuples for each dataset, (ii) medium 20%
of tuples in the dataset, and (iii) maximum 30% of tuples for each dataset. The
evaluation is executed by defining the thresholds from 0.5 to 0.65 with the gap of
0.005. The time complexity of the matching algorithm is O(n2). The results are
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3.

Table 1 Evaluation of dedupe learning for matching algorithm

Datasets Threshold TP FP FN Precision Recall F-Score

Restaurant 0.50 91 17 9 84.26 91 87.50

0.55 91 13 9 87.50 91 89.21

0.60 86 3 15 96.62 85.14 90.52

0.65 89 3 12 96.73 88.11 92.22

Loan for Dummy Bank 0.50 264 93 90 73.94 74.57 74.26

0.55 482 70 60 87.31 88.92 88.11

0.60 252 65 91 79.49 73.46 76.36

0.65 689 74 92 90.30 88.22 89.24
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Fig. 3 Evaluation of Dedupe Learning on (a) Restaurant dataset and (b) Loan Dummy Bank
Dataset

As indicated above, it is not trivial to that, so we had used different techniques
to figure it out. Usually, processing a dataset needs the following techniques to be
applied:

1. Preprocessing (input: dataset; output, cleaned dataset) First and foremost, we
used string functions and regexes to normalize names and remove undesired
variations. There are other classifiers from record linkage library we could try,
but the truth is that:

(i) It is challenging to build a good training set that takes into account all the
important cases of matches/non-matches.

(ii) It is possible to tune classifier parameters to get better results, but it is very
difficult to decide the right parameters that will generalize well for future
predictions.

(iii) It is unsure if the indexing rules used are really sensible: we dropped “true
positives” that are not being blocked together or even introducing “false
negatives” that are being blocked together, but our classifier is not being
able to classify them as non-matching.

2. Indexing (output: pairs to compare) Indexing is applied here to extract which
pairs we want to run a comparison on.

3. We ran a comparison to get the comparison vectors and then classified them as
matching or non-matching.

4. We fed a support vector machine classifier with our training data [22]. SVMs are
resilient to noise, can handle correlated features, and are robust to imbalanced
training sets. That last attribute is relevant for deduplication because we normally
find more negative pairs than positive pairs to be added to a training set.

6 Discussions

This manuscript introduced dedupe learning method as traditional machine learning
techniques to democratize the detection and correction of data quality problems
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in large dataset. The groundwork of this contribution is the identification of the
data linkage as a key aspect block for developing effective entity classifiers. We
also amended some algorithms to handle the issues at three stages such as record
linkage, matching, and consolidation developing mindful classifiers and an efficient
method based on dedupe learning. Our experimental results in Table 1 and Fig. 3
show that our approach is promising and already achieves or fit within the related
work on various benchmarks datasets. We do believe that dedupe learning method
is powerful and an effective tool that has supremacy beyond the entity resolution,
and it is our hope to extend this idea to build practical and effective entity resolution
systems. Dedupe learning method would be improved in the following ways: First,
recognize and automatically propose an appropriate dedupe learning architecture for
an intended dataset whether simple or complex. Secondly, we design a system that
leverages both automatic features such as detection and correction dirty data cases
need to be addressed.

7 Conclusions

This research paper investigated the method for detecting and correcting contex-
tual data quality problems by means of the taxonomy of data quality problems
represented by granularity levels and proposed dedupe learning method to deal
with data quality problems for structured data in the context of big data. As
a result, an extended formal complete taxonomy was designed and represented
along with some proposed algorithms. The taxonomies of the existing data quality
problems and dedupe learning method were formally evaluated on structured data.
We have attempted throughout this research to list out all the different anomalies
related to the schema of a data source or from the data themselves. List again
the causes of these anomalies and some detection approaches that remain too
manual and require some user expertise. The latter requires a minimum of semantics
in the source. We presented the study/experiment cited in the literature for the
treatment and correction of these data. Similarly, the presence of semantics will
allow for better quality in data cleaning such as homogenization, unification, and
recommendation of key attributes and the similarity elimination which its presence
generates significant concern about data quality. Lastly, the objective in this study
was to participate in the construction of techniques that can help users during
the different phases of target data of the sizes that are generally very important
(databases, data warehouse, and big data).
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Deep Learning Approach to Extract
Geometric Features of Bacterial Cells in
Biofilms

Md Hafizur Rahman, Jamison Duckworth, Shankarachary Ragi,
Parvathi Chundi, Venkata R. Gadhamshetty, and Govinda Chilkoor

1 Introduction

Microscopy image analysis tools including BiofilmQ [1], ImageJ [2], BioFilm
Analyzer [3], and Imaris [4] have been successfully used in the past for feature
extraction from microscopy images. However, these tools perform well when
the microscopy images are characterized by homogeneous features and are not
necessarily optimized for feature extraction from images with heterogeneous
features. Biofilm images often display heterogeneities related to shape and size
of bacterial cells, cell clusters, pores, and sometimes microbial debris. In case of
the microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC), the heterogeneities multiply due to
the existence of corrosion products as can be seen in Fig. 2a. The existing image
analysis tools are not necessarily designed to automate the extraction of these
heterogeneous features. For instance, BiofilmQ performs well in segmentation and
data visualization but lacks the capability of segmenting individual bacterial cells
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when present in a cluster [1]. ImageJ, a tool widely used in microscopy image
analysis, also underperforms in separating individual cells from bacterial clusters
or overlapping cells. These observations are discussed in more detail in the results
section (Sect. 2.4).

1.1 Key Contributions

The main goal of this study is to develop an automated artificial intelligence
(AI)-based model for extracting the geometric characteristics of bacterial cells
present in an MIC biofilm image. To this end, we apply a novel combination of
a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) model [5] with an image processing
technique called modified watershed algorithm [6] to perform image segmentation
on the SEM images of the biofilm. The DCNN model is used to perform a primary
segmentation of an input image followed by a modified watershed segmentation
algorithm that is used to further improve the segmentation performance. We then
apply a pixel counting approach to automatically extract the size properties of the
individual bacterial cells in the images even when they overlap or exist in a cluster.
Finally, we perform a numerical study to compare the performance of our DCNN-
based biofilm feature extraction methods with ImageJ. We discuss the benefits of
the proposed method using a case study of sulfate-reducing bacterial (SRB) biofilm
grown on mild-steel surface.

The rest part of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss the
DCNN training process using DeepLabv3+, separation process of the bacterial
cells, and cells cluster segmentation process. At the end of Sect. 2, we perform
qualitative comparison of our proposed model against ImageJ. Finally, we present
conclusions in Sect. 3.

2 Methods and Results

In this study, we focus on extracting the size characteristics (also referred to
as biofilm features henceforth) of bacterial cells in biofilm images. The feature
extraction approach is outlined in Fig. 1. The input to the model is a raw unprocessed
SEM image of a biofilm, and the outputs are segmented objects in the image and
size characteristics of the bacterial cells present in the image. First, we train a deep
convolutional neural network with labeled or annotated images as shown in Fig. 2.
We hand-label the image regions into four classes: bacterial cells, pores, biofilm
surface, and other corrosion products (henceforth called CPs) using a standard pixel
annotation tool. Since we focus only on size characteristics of bacterial cells, we
suppress the other object classes in the image by simply masking the pixels that
belong to the other classes. Next, we determine if the image contains cell clusters
(method explained later). If the clusters are present, we implement a modified
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Fig. 1 Feature extraction from biofilm SEM images via DCNN and watershed methods

watershed algorithm to separate individual bacterial cells in the cluster. Next, we
implement the feature extraction procedures to estimate the size properties of the
bacterial cells using Matlab’s regionprops tool [7].

2.1 Data Collection

The biofilm microscopy image datasets (SEM images) are obtained from the 2D-
BEST center [8]. SEM was used to characterize the biofilm and the corrosion
products of SRB-G20 on mild steel surfaces. Mild steel samples coated with the
biofilm were briefly immersed in 3% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer (0.1 M,
pH 7.2) for 2 h. The treated samples were rinsed with sodium cacodylate buffer and
distilled water. The samples were then dried using ultra-pure nitrogen gas. We used
70 SEM images of the biofilm to train the DCNN model as explained below.

2.2 DCNN Training

The size of each image is 229x256 pixels. First, using a pixel annotation tool [9],
we label the bacterial cells, pores, and other corrosion products in the training
images based on the guidance from domain experts in the 2D-BEST center. We
train a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) via DeepLabv3+ [5] which
was developed particularly for semantic image segmentation. DeepLabv3+ uses
atrous convolution [10], which is derived from a wavelet transform method a‘trous
(French for “hole algorithm”). One of the key components of this DCNN model
is the encoder, which encodes the multiscale contextual information of the input
image for the segmentation task by penetrating the incoming feature with atrous
spatial pyramid pooling operations at different rates and feasible fields of view.
The atrous convolution allows us to increase the field of view of the filters by
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Fig. 2 Image segmentation via DCNN. (a) Raw SEM image of a biofilm where the objects in
yellow, red, black, and blue boundaries indicate that bacterial cells, pores, corrosion products, and
metal surface, respectively. (b) Annotated image sample used for training. (c) Input image for
DCNN model. (d) Output of DCNN model with segmented objects

Fig. 3 Frequency of object
classes appearing in the
training images

introducing holes into the filters and captures features at multiple scales. The second
component decoder captures sharper object boundaries by gradually recovering the
spatial information from the encoding phase and creates an output with the size of
the original input image.

We use Matlab’s pixelLabelDatastore [11] object to read the labeled image data
and store pixel label data for semantic segmentation. This function encloses the
pixel label data and the label ID to a class named colormap. We create a supporting
function which provides RGB color values for user-defined specific values for cells,
CP, pores, and surface. For example, the value of RGB 70 130 180 (blue) is used
for the bacterial cells. The colormap of pixel-labeled images is then overlaid on the
input image for the segmentation. If there are any missing areas with no overlap on
the image, then those regions are not classified into any of the four objects and are
not used for DCNN training.

In principle, all classes of the training dataset should have an equal number of
observations. However, this is not the case in our dataset as can be seen in Fig. 3.
This is, of course, an expected issue in biofilm image datasets as area (pixels)
covered by biofilm surface is significantly higher than the other object classes.
This inequality in the number of observations may have the learning process favor
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Table 1 Class weight for
balancing classes

Class Cells CP Surface Pores

Weight 0.6737 1.9395 0.2555 3.2782

Fig. 4 (a) Output after
removing the objects of the
other three classes, (b) the
binary image of (a)

dominant classes. We need to balance these classes to improve the training model.
To address this, we use the class weighting as shown in Table 1 which multiplies
with the class weight of appearing in the training images.

The training parameters used for DeepLabv3+ are shown in the table below:

Parameter Value

Initial learning rate 0.001

Maximum epoch 200

Learning rate schedule Piecewise

Learning rate reduced by a factor 0.3 every 10 epochs

Min-batch size 8

Maximum iterations 1000

Adapting the learning rate of the model can increase performance and reduce
training time. We used a piecewise learn rate schedule which multiplies the learning
rate by a factor of 0.3 every 10 epochs from the initial learning rate of 0.001.
This adaptive learning rate allows the model to learn quickly with a higher initial
learning rate. A “ValidationData” parameter is used for testing the validation date
for every epoch. To avoid the network from overfitting on the training dataset, the
“ValidationPatience” parameter is set to 4 to stop training early if the validation
accuracy converges. The “min-batch size” parameter helps reduce the usage of
memory while training. We can either increase or decrease this value depending
on the availability of GPU memory.

To increase the data volume for training, we implement an approach called data
augmentation [12]. This method augments the images with a random combination
of resizing, rotation, reflection, shear, and translation transformations. We imple-
mented the reflection transformations in this study. DeepLabv3+ is developed with
a pre-trained network to ease the training effort. ResNet-18 [13], ResNet-50 [13],
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Table 2 Different model
accuracy at different
iterations by using biofilm
dataset

Model accuracy at different iterations

Name of network 150 500 1000

ResNet-18 70.65% 70.37% 71.12%

ResNet-50 74.78% 74.67% 74.24%

MobileNet-V2 61.09% 60.12% 61.17%

and MobileNet-V2 [14] are used to train the DeepLabv3+ model with different
iterations to check the model efficiency, which is shown in Table 2.

Our original dataset has 44 images for training, 11 images for validation, and
11 images for testing. The validation images are used to minimize the overfitting
problem of the model, and testing images are used only for testing the final result
to check the model accuracy. We choose the ResNet-50 network for our application
since it achieves the highest model accuracy, as is evident in Table 2. The trained
DCNN performance in image segmentation is shown in Fig. 2, where the model is
able to identify the four classes: cells, pores, surface, and CP.

2.3 Cell Cluster Segmentation

A key challenge with detecting bacterial cells in biofilm images is separating the
cells from clusters. To address this, we implement a modified watershed transform
method [6]. First, we compute the distance transform of the masked clusters in
Fig. 4b. The distance transform computes the Euclidean distance transform of the
binary image by allocating a number for each pixel that represents the distance
between a pixel and the nearest nonzero pixel of the given image. Figure 5a shows
the inverse of the distance transform of the masked image [15]. A maxima edge
finding algorithm is then used to find dividing sections between all logged minima
[16]. We observe that this standard watershed algorithm leads to undesirable over-
segmentation, as seen in Fig. 5b. The reason is each small local minima becomes a
catchment basin. To address this issue, we implement a modified distance transform
as described in [17]. A Matlab function imextendedmin [18] is applied on the
inverse of the distance transform image (Fig. 5a) to find local minima. This function
helps the watershed segmentation to filter out the small local minima, which
addresses the over-segmentation issue discussed earlier. The resulting image with
local minima marked is shown in Fig. 6a. The figure shows the minima only at the
desired locations. Next, with this new distance transformation method, we apply
the watershed transform for cell segmentation. The resulting cell segmentation is
shown in Fig. 6b, which shows that the modified watershed method overcomes the
over-segmentation issue.
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Fig. 5 (a) Inverse of the
distance transform of image
in Fig. 4 (b). (b) Watershed
segmentation of the image

Fig. 6 (a) Modified
watershed algorithm with
gray areas as the bacteria
group and lighter gray areas
as the centers of clusters
found from the modification.
(b) New segmentation
applied from the modified
watershed algorithm

Table 3 Estimated size characteristics of bacterial cells

Image of
Fig. 7 Model

Number of
bacterial cells

Average length
(μm)

Average
width (μm)

Average
perimeter
(μm)

1st row Proposed model 63 1.38 0.84 4.01

ImageJ 96 1.07 0.65 3.32

2nd row Proposed model 34 1.69 0.91 4.58

ImageJ 70 1.20 0.90 6.03

3rd row Proposed model 49 1.50 0.97 4.60

ImageJ 95 1.05 0.61 3.12

2.4 Qualitative Comparison of the Proposed Model with
ImageJ

We apply our segmentation approach on images not used for training with results
shown in Fig. 7. However, not all of the cells are recovered which may be attributed
to either cells that are cut off at the edges of the image or because of the presence
of very large clusters. Even though this model is not perfect, it holds some
improvement over that of the ImageJ analysis, as seen qualitatively in Table 3
and Fig. 7. We used three images to verify the proposed model in Fig. 7 and then
compared the results of the proposed model with the results of the ImageJ analysis
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Fig. 7 From left column to right column: original images to evaluate the proposed model, final
results of automatic segmentation by proposed method, and results of ImageJ segmentation

tool. The red contours in the middle column of Fig. 7 are the borders of bacterial
cells. These results show that our approach outperforms ImageJ, which generated
over-segmented images. Due to the over-segmentation in clustering cells, as seen
in Table 3, ImageJ counted an excessive number of bacteria that affected the size
characteristics of the cells.

3 Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a combination of deep learning and image processing
algorithms to estimate the size properties of bacterial cells in microbially induced
corrosion of metals. Particularly, we focused on sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB)
grown on mild steel. We trained a deep convolutional neural network with SEM
images of the biofilm to perform image segmentation and detect classes of
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objects including bacterial cells, pores, surface, and other corrosion products. After
segmentation, we retained the bacterial cells in the image while masking out the
other object classes. Next, we applied a modified watershed algorithm to detect
individual bacterial cells when they overlap or exist in clusters. Our numerical
study showed that our methods were able to detect individual bacterial cells in
the presence of other objects and even when the cells exist in clusters. Finally, we
extracted the number of cells and their average width and length and compared the
results with that of ImageJ. We provided qualitative evidence showing our methods
performed relatively better in counting the number of cells and in segmentation of
clusters. While the proposed models show promise, our models are unable to extract
every individual cell in the clusters. In our future studies, we will further tune the
parameters of the watershed approach for better segmentation of cells in a cluster
and perform quantitative comparison of size characteristics against the ground-truth
measurements.
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GFDLECG: PAC Classification for ECG
Signals Using Gradient Features and
Deep Learning

Hashim Abu-gellban, Long Nguyen, and Fang Jin

1 Introduction

Electrocardiogram (ECG) presents the electrical mobility of the heart. The ECG
signal is essential for the arrhythmia disease identification. The disease is an
irregular heartbeat that is too fast or too slow. The premature atrial complex
(PAC) is a kind of heart arrhythmia which is also called the supraventricular
premature beat (S type) [1]. PAC is the activation of atria over a pathway other
than the sinus node, which is fairly common pervasive in adults who have or do
not have heart disease [2, 3]. The common symptoms of PAC are palpitations
and missing beats. PAC may be triggered by caffeine, alcohol, abnormal levels
of magnesium in the blood, and stress. Furthermore, PAC may be a sign of the
underlying heart conditions. In severe conditions, it may change to atrial fibrillation
or supraventricular tachycardia that can cause sudden cardiac death.

Using adhesive ECG electrodes is common in care and patient monitoring [4–8].
Recently, considerable research focused on providing anomaly detection techniques
to assist cardiologists with diagnosing ECG signals. Therefore, the objectives of
PAC classification algorithms are developing an automated detection approach with
high performance to increase the productivity of healthcare professionals and to save
more lives by early PAC detection, especially for lonely elderly people who stay at
home without help. Whereas, the automatic abnormal heart classification from ECG
sequences is a challenging task because of imbalance data and other reasons related
to the ECG signals (e.g., biomedical contamination, external noise, time-varying
dynamics, morphological characteristics) [9].
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The performance of PAC classification using the ECG dataset [6] has been a
critical issue in earlier research as a result of these challenges in the ECG signals.
Wang et al. [7] extracted Shapelet features from multivariate time series (MTS) and
using the boosting algorithm to combine weak classifiers into a single classifier,
which gave 81% accuracy. Karim et al. [10] developed multivariate long short-
term memory (LSTM)/attention LSTM (ALSTM) and fully convolutional networks
(FCN) to learn long short-term behavior from the raw ECG data without extracting
any new feature, resulting in 86% F1-score. Furthermore, Schäfer et al. [11] created
a new algorithm called (WEASEL+MUSE) to extract features from MTS. After
that, the logistic regression (LR) classifier was executed, which produced 88%
accuracy. However, some important features may not be produced by this algorithm
because of the complex multi-phase of filtering and selections flows. The previous
works did not take advantage of combining good feature extraction techniques and
proper neural network architectures for the given problem to mitigate the impact of
the ECG signals’ issues to foster the performance of their approaches. In general,
deep learning approaches are more appropriate than the traditional machine learning
classifiers (e.g., LR) in solving high-dimensional time series detection problems.

To address the issues related to the nature of ECG signals and imbalanced
datasets, we proposed GFDLECG (gradient feature and deep learning approach for
ECG classification). GFDLECG employs a gradient filter and a deep-learning-based
model to detect abnormal (PAC) heartbeats of a human subject from their ECG
signal behaviors with high performance. It applies an efficient feature generation
method called the gradient feature generation (GFG) algorithm, to extract further
features from ECG. Our developed approach also applies a novel neural network
architecture called multivariate gated recurrent unit and residual fully convolutional
GRU networks (MGRU-ResFCNGRU) to identify PAC ECG heartbeat from the
original ECG multivariate sequences as well as from the gradient ECG signals. More
specifically, our main contributions in this paper are:

• We are one of the first in employing the gated recurrent unit (GRU) and the
residual fully convolutional networks with GRU (ResFCNGRU) in a multivariate
time series. First, we utilize fast training in GRU while keeping the ability
to learn temporal behaviors as in LSTM (long short-term memory). Then, the
FCN component is employed as a latent feature extractor for our proposed
classification model. We have also added GRU and residual components to FCN,
to enhance the overall model performance.

• We proposed the gradient feature generation (GFG) algorithm for given ECG
signals in our framework to generate additional important features based on the
gradient algorithm. Extracting the features by computing the slopes of electrodes
is effective to increase the performance of the model, as the gradient of signals
provides the neural networks with the amounts of the signals’ changes within a
fixed time interval.

• Extensive experiments were conducted to present the capabilities of our
approach in discovering PAC from ECG sequences with high performance. The
results show that the ECG pattern based on the normal/abnormal identification
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with GFDLECG is promising and outperforms the previous approaches. Several
other neural networks and feature generation methods were applied, to show the
effectiveness of our proposed approach.

2 Problem Formulation

Here, we present our multivariate time series classification problem as follows:

2.1 Multivariate Time Series (MTS)

MTS of M attributes are sequences of simultaneous observations. Let X =
[X1, X2, . . . , XM ] be the set of the variables representing M time series and
Xm ∈ R

T . Each time series is called univariate time series (UTS) denoted by
Xm = [x1, x2, . . . , xT ], where xt ∈ R is the t th element in the time series.

2.2 The Input

The input MT Si of the model consists of M variables performed by C class labels,
where i ∈ Zn and n is the number of examples. We can denote this as pairs: (X, yi),
where yi ∈ {0, 1} represents a class label. Zero is the normal class label and one is
the abnormal class label.

2.3 Problem Definition

Given the input MT Si which consists of M features [X1, X2, . . . , XM ], we have to
find a function f that classifies the input as normal or PAC heartbeat, as follows:

y = f (X1, X2, . . . , XM) (1)

3 Related Work

In this section, we focus on the previous work of the PAC feature genera-
tion/selection and classification.
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3.1 Feature Generation and Selection from Multivariate Time
Series of ECG

Werth et al. [12] employed Lomb-Scargle algorithm [13] to generate the frequency
spectrum. The WEASEL+MUSE algorithm was employed [11] to extract features
from ECG. [14] applied the Daubechies wavelet 6 filters algorithm [15] to remove
noise in the ECG time series and detected the R-peak features using Pan-Tompkins
algorithm [16]. Moreover, Li et al. [17] proposed using different techniques to
extract features, such as generating statistical features, independent component
analysis, discrete wavelet transform (DWT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), and
continuous wavelet transform (CWT). Gutiérrez-Gnecchi et al. [18] preprocessed
the raw data and extracted both the P and T ECG waves by the Mallat filter bank, the
wavelet transformer, and wave detection algorithms. However, discovering P-wave
is a complex task [19]. Xia et al. [20] preprocessed ECG using the wavelet method
to decrease the noise and extracted features of median beat and 8 characteristics
points using R-peaks and RandomWalk algorithms. Finally, Walinjkar et al. [21]
used and extracted the human subject’s age and instantaneous heartbeat, the ECG’s
amplitude/WABP, and RR interval from the ECG dataset.

3.2 Traditional Classification Algorithms Using Logistic
Regression, Decision Tree, and KNN

Schäfer et al. [11] used the logistic regression classifier to identify the binary
class label. Li et al. [17] applied a random forest algorithm to classify heartbeats.
Walinjkar et al. [21] applied the bagged tree and the weighted KNN algorithms to
detect four class labels including PAC, after dropping normal ECG examples from
the training data.

3.3 Deep Learning for Time Series Classification

Kachuee et al. [5] applied five residual convolutional blocks followed by two dense
layers to classify the ECG lead II dataset [8]. Werth et al. [12] used ResNet and
ResNext architectures employing GRU and BiGRU to learn complex nonlinear
patterns in ECG sequences. Acharya et al. [14] applied augmentation and CNN to
identify five classes (N, S, V, F, Q). Karim et al. [10] employed MLSTM-FCN and
MALSTM-FCN to classify PAC from ECG. Probabilistic backpropagation Neural
Network (PNN) was employed to detect eight different ECG class labels, where PAC
had a low performance with 76.82% accuracy [18]. Xia et al. [20] concatenated three
deep learning network architectures which consist of different layers (e.g., CNN,
BiRNN, and Dense) and attention with context blocks, resulting in F1-measure
89.7% for the PAC class label.
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4 ECG Binary Classification Framework

4.1 Dataset Preprocessing

We normalize each example to be treated fairly during building the classification
model and the evaluation process. The values of the raw data are normalized
between [0, 1] by scaling each time series, using the following formula:

x
′
t =

xt −minm

maxm −minm

(2)

where the maximum and minimum of the mth feature are maxm and minm for all
time series in the dataset. After that, we shuffle the examples in the dataset since
shuffling is an essential process for the training and testing datasets to represent the
entire dataset.

4.2 Gradient Feature Generation (GFG)

We calculate the gradient for each time series (Lead0, Lead1) using the second-order
finite central differences of the interior elements of the time series (Xm) [22–24].
We also use the second-order forward and backward differences for the first and last
points, respectively. The length of the calculated gradient is the same as the length
of the original time series. To compute the gradient, we assume that Xm has three
continuous derivatives or more (Xm ∈ C3). Let hs and hd be a heterogeneous step
size. We need to minimize the consistency error (ηt ). ηt is the differences between
the gradient’s actual value and estimate value from the adjacent points.

ηt = X
m(1)
t − [αxt + βxt+hd

+ γ xt−hs ]
(3)

We compute the following linear system by using Taylor series expansion instead
of xt+hd

and xt−hs :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

α + β + γ = 0

βhd − γ hs = 1

βh2
d + γ h2

s = 0

(4)

Therefore, the estimation of X
m(1)
t is calculated using the following formula:
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X̂
m(1)
t = h2

s xt+hd
+ (h2

d − h2
s )xt − h2

dxt−hs

hdhs(hd + hs)

+O
(

hdh2
s + h2

dhs

hd + hs

) (5)

In our experiments, we have used a homogeneous step size (hd = hs). Therefore,
the second order of X̂

m(1)
t is computed as the following:

X̂
m(1)
t = xt+h − xt−h

2h
+O(h2) (6)

We perform a local normalization for every generated gradient lead feature,
which has enhanced the performance of our classification model better than
the Z-normalization and the Min–Max normalization. We scale each time series
individually where the values can be at most 1 and at least −1.

Algorithm 1 describes the steps in more detail. | T S′ | is the absolute value
of each element in T S′. ⊕ is the operator to concatenate the original MT S which
contains lead0 and lead1 signals with their gradients. GFG_MT S contains four
sequences that are sent to NN to identify the class label. Figure 1 illustrates the
steps of preprocessing from raw data to the input data of NN to detect the PAC class
label.

4.3 The Proposed Neural Network

Figure 2 shows our proposed classification architecture using neural networks. We
first explain the GRU layer and then the residual FCN with GRU. Finally, we
combine all neural networks.

4.3.1 Gated Recurrent Units Network (GRU)

LSTM suffers from the vanishing gradient problem [25, 26]. GRU solves the
problem by using the update gate which learns from the previous long short-term
pattern, to anticipate the future sequence. We also employ GRU since it is faster to
learn than LSTM and it discovers reliances of numerous time scales to enhance the
performance of the model [27, 28]. The update formulas of GRU are:
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Algorithm 1 The gradient feature generation algorithm
function gradient_feature_generation (MT S)

Input : MT S = X ∈ R
M×T .

Output: GFG_MT S = X
′ ∈ R

M ′×T , where M ′ = 2 ∗M .

GFG_MT S ← copy(MT S)

foreach T S ∈ MT S do
/* Compute TS’ (the slope of TS) */

T S′ ← copy(T S)

foreach x′t ∈ T S′ do
/* xt+h, xt , xt−h ∈ T S */

if t = 1 then
x′t ← xt+h−xt

h

else
if t = T then

x′t ← xt−xt−h

h

else
x′t ← xt+h−xt−h

2h

end
end

end

/* Scale TS’ */

maxT S′ ← max(| T S′ |)
foreach x′t ∈ T S′ do

x′t ← x′t
maxT S′

end

GFG_MT S ← GFG_MT S ⊕ T S′
end
return GFG_MT S

Fig. 1 Data processing
pipeline for MTS
classification
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Fig. 2 The architecture of GFDLECG. The width of layer (number of nodes) and percentages of
dropout are shown between parentheses

where W and U are the weight matrices. z
j
t , r

j
t , h̃

j
t , and h

j
t present the update gate,

the reset gate, the candidate activation, and the activation units at time t , respectively.

4.3.2 Residual Fully Convolutional Networks (ResFCN) with GRU

We use three convolution layers to build the fully convolutional networks (FCN),
since FCN is famous NN in finding the semantic segmentation of images [29]. The
basic block of convolution:

y = W ⊗ x + b

s = BN(y)

h = ReLU(s)

(8)

where ⊗ is the convolution operator. BN is important to decrease the building time
and provide the generalization to NN. ReLU is the rectified linear unit. Squeeze-
and-excite is used to extract interdependencies between feature channels [30]. The
residual operation (hres) is a shortcut connection to combine the outputs (hs and
hse) before and after the first squeeze-and-excite block, where “+” is the residual
operator. In our experiments, we have found that this shortcut improves the accuracy
of the PAC classification model.

hres = hs + hse (9)

The repeat vector layer is applied to convert the dimensionality of the data from
2D to 3D, to be adequate for GRU layer. GRU is also employed after the global
pooling (hgp) to learn the long short-term pattern, which increases the efficiency of
our proposed model.

hr = repeat_vector(hgp) (10)
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4.3.3 Combining GRU and ResFCNGRU

Figure 2 shows the concatenation between ResFCNGRU and GRU (after the
dropout) neural networks, as follows:

hc = hb ⊕ hd

y = softmax(hc)
(11)

where ⊕ is the concatenation operator and hc is the output of concatenating the left
ResFCNGRU neural network (hb) and the rightmost GRU with the dropout layer
(hd ). The class label is predicted by the softmax activation function.

5 Experiments and Results

We start by describing the dataset as in Sect. 5.1. In all experiments, we set h = 1
for the GFG algorithm. Section 5.2 shows that the performance of our methodology
outperforms the results of other previous approaches. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 brief the
advantages of using GRU layer in MGRU-resFCNGRU architecture. At the end, we
show the importance of adding the gradient features in the preprocessing phase of
ECG signals in enhancing the performance.

5.1 Dataset Description

The ECG dataset has 200 examples (133 normal and 67 abnormal) [6]. Each
example is a heartbeat and contains two heart electrodes (Lead0, Lead1) sequences.
The abnormal class label represents cardiac pathology (supraventricular premature
beat) known as PAC or S type. Time series is a sequence of values ordered by time
(t) (equally gaps ECG records). ECG signals have variable lengths between 39 and
152. We unify the length for all time series to be the maximum length (T = 152),
where empty values are replaced by zeroes. We split the dataset approximately into
training (50%) and testing (50%) per a class label.

Figure 3 shows an example for each class label with different original time series
lengths. The gradient sequences represent the new features extracted from Lead0
and Lead1 using GFG. We can see that the two class labels have clear differences
for the gradient leads. The gradient lead0 of the normal heartbeat has at the end
of the original time series (i.e., before adding zeros to have a fixed length) a short
crest and a large trough, while the PAC heartbeat contains one high crest at the start
of time series and a large trough at the end. Additionally, the gradient lead1 of the
normal heartbeat consists of a small crest and a large trough at the end of the original
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Fig. 3 Examples of normal and abnormal heartbeat sequences including the new gradient lead
features

Table 1 Performance summary of our proposed approach compared with other algorithms from
previous research using the same dataset. The boldface represents the best performance

Algorithm Accuracy

Boosting [7] 0.81

WEASEL+MUSE [11] 0.88

MLSTM-FCN [10] 0.86

MALSTM-FCN [10] 0.86

GFDLECG 0.97

signal. Whereas, the gradient lead1 has a deep trough without any crest at the end
of the original abnormal heartbeat.

5.2 Overall Performance Summary

Table 1 shows the comparative results of our proposed algorithm against the other
algorithms [7, 10, 11] from the previous research using the same dataset [6].
Our approach using the gradient feature generation method and the MGRU-
ResFCNGRU architecture outperforms the previous methods with 97% accuracy
and 97% F1-score. Furthermore, the F1-score of the MDDNN method [31] is 88%
while our approach performs better with 9% more (Fig. 4).

5.3 The Effect of GRU in GFDLECG

We ran the preprocessed dataset including the gradient leads features on the
same neural network architecture MGRU-ResFCNGRU (GFDLECG), and we also
replaced GRU with different layers (BiLSTM [32], LSTM [33], ALSTM [10]). The
purpose of this experiment was to manifest the effectiveness of GRU in our proposed
architecture. GRU was the best layer with F1-score (97%) as shown in Fig. 5. We
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Fig. 4 Performance metrics for GFDLECG (i.e., using the MGRU-ResFCNGRU architecture)
and other neural networks using the same gradient method employed in GFG. The y axes are the
metrics and x axes are the neural networks for building the models

Fig. 5 Performance metrics by replacing GRU in GFDLECG with other layers (BiLSTM, LSTM,
MALSTM). The best layer for GFDLECG is GRU which is employed in our neural network
architecture for GFDLECG

can see that BiLSTM (96% F1-score) performed better than LSTM (94% F1-score)
and ALSTM (95% F1-score).

5.4 GFDLECG vs Other Neural Networks Using Gradient
Filter

To show the effectiveness of the new gradient features in our neural network
architecture (MGRU-ResFCNGRU) and some other neural networks (MLSTM-
FCN and MALSTM-FCN [10]), using GFG, the accuracy of MLSTM-FCN and
MALSTM-FCN has been increased from 86% to 93% and 94%, respectively. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.

5.5 The Effect of Gradient Feature

We generated different signal filtering methods (Gradient, Lomb-Scargle, Median)
to compare the gradient feature generation with other features. Next, we built our
classification model using MGRU-ResFCNGRU for all different filtering signals
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Fig. 6 F1-score of the classification models using different signal filter algorithms. We have
also replaced the gradient algorithm in GFG with the Lomb-Scargle and the median algorithms.
All preprocessed data have been sent to the MGRU-ResFCNGRU neural network to build the
classification model

and raw data. Figure 6 illustrates the increase of performance using the gradient
features.

6 Conclusion

In this research, we present a new method for ECG classification to discover PAC
heartbeats based on the gradient signal processing and the neural networks. We com-
bine the original signals with the new gradient features using our proposed algorithm
called the gradient feature generation (GFG). We have trained the preprocessed ECG
signals using a new neural network architecture (MGRU-ResFCNGRU) which takes
advantage of the GRU layers, the CNN layers, and the residual operation to foster
the performance. GFDLECG outperforms other approaches from previous research
using the same dataset. Moreover, the results show that the gradient feature and
the neural network architecture are more effective than the other methodologies
conducted in the experiments. For future work, we will apply this approach to
other multivariate time series problems, to study its effectiveness to enhance the
performance.
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Tornado Storm Data Synthesization
Using Deep Convolutional Generative
Adversarial Network

Carlos A. Barajas, Matthias K. Gobbert, and Jianwu Wang

1 Introduction

Forecasting storm conditions using traditional physics-based weather models can
pose difficulties in simulating particularly complicated phenomena. These models
can be inaccurate due to necessary simplifications in physics or the presence of some
uncertainty. These physically based models can also be computationally demanding
and time-consuming. In the cases where the use of accurate physics may be too slow
or incomplete using machine learning to categorize atmospheric conditions can be
beneficial [1]. For related works, see Appendix A of [2].

A forecaster must use care when using binary classifications of severe weather
such as those which are provided in this paper. The case of a false alarm warning
can be harmful to public perception of severe weather threats and has unnecessary
costs. On the one hand, an increased false alarm rate will reduce the public’s trust
in the warning system [3]. On the other hand, a lack of warning in a severe weather
situation can cause severe injury or death to members of the public. Minimizing both
false alarms and missed alarms is key in weather forecasting and public warning
systems.

With advances in deep learning technologies, it is possible to accurately and
quickly determine whether or not application data is of a possibly severe weather
condition like a tornado. Specifically one can use a supervised neural network such
as a convolutional neural network (CNN) for these binary classification scenarios.
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These CNNs require large amounts, hundreds of thousands and even millions, of
data samples to learn from. Without an ample amount of data to learn from, a
CNN has no hope of achieving accurate predictions on anything except the original
training data provided. Of the 183,723 storms in the data set used in this work,
only around 9000 entries have conditions which lead to tornadic behavior in the
future [4]. This imbalance of tornado versus no tornado results in a situation where a
machine is very good at predicting no potential tornado but is very bad at predicting
when there is a tornado imminent hence false negatives.

It is for these reasons there is a real motivation to acquire more data that would
result in tornadic conditions. This heralds the need of synthetic data to bolster the
amount of data used for training a neural network. Synthetic data must be generated
such that it is indistinguishable from real data and can be used in conjunction with
the natural data to train a neural network on a more balanced data set which produces
less if any false negatives.

2 GAN-Based Data Augmentation

Each generative adversarial network (GAN) has not just one neural network but
rather two networks which compete against each other to generate the best synthetic
data possible. There are two parts of a GAN that make it an effective producer of
synthetic data. The generator takes in random data and uses this to generate fake
data. The discriminator understands what real data looks like, and because of this,
it is capable of determining whether or not any given data is fake or real. Together
these two pieces make a GAN capable of producing synthetic data similar to given
data that is indistinguishable from the original data qualitatively. The process of
training the GAN means providing the discriminator enough data that it can judge
whether or not provided data is fake or real. Given this feedback, the generator
must adapt by generating more realistic data such that the discriminator cannot tell
the difference between the falsified data and the real natural data. If the generator
can fool the discriminator, which is designed to be an expert on the data, then the
synthetic data is considered just as good as naturally collected data. Data obtained
from this properly tuned GAN is typically considered more robust and a much more
effective method for training than the primitive method of duplication [5].

This allows for the generation of a plethora of new data which is distinct from
all previously generated data and also unique in that it is not an augmented version
of any of the original data. The more interesting prospect is that, given a data which
is tornadic in nature, a GAN can be used to generate synthetic data that is also
promised to be tornadic [6]. With a GAN, new original data can be generated for
the training of the CNN that would be used for prediction. This CNN when given
real natural data from an upcoming storm would be able to accurately and instantly
deliver a verdict of tornadic or not, rather than waiting for a simulation to finish days
later.
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3 Data

The data set used in this analysis was obtained from the Machine Learning in Python
for Environmental Science Problems AMS Short Course, provided by David John
Gagne from the National Center for Atmospheric Research [7]. Each file contains
the reflectivity, 10 meter U and V components of the wind field, 2 meter temperature,
and the maximum relative vorticity for a storm patch, as well as several other
variables. These files are in the form of 32 × 32 × 3 images describing the storm.
We treat the underlying data as an image and push it through the CNN as if it
were a normal RGB image. This allows our findings to generalize to other non-
specialized CNNs. Figure 1 shows two example images from one of these files.
Storms are defined as having simulated radar reflectivity of 40 dBZ or greater as
seen in Fig. 1b. Reflectivity, in combination with the wind field, can be used to
estimate the probability of specific low-level vorticity speeds. In the case of Fig. 1a,
the reflectivity and wind field were not sufficient enough to cause future low-level
vorticity speeds. The data set contains nearly 80,000 convective storm centroids
across the central United States.

We preprocessed the original NCAR storm data containing 183,723 distinct
storms, each of which consists of 32× 32× 3 grid points, and extracted composite
reflectivity, 10 m west-east wind component in meters per second, and 10 m south-
north wind component in meters per second at each grid point giving approximately
2 GB worth of data. We use the future vertical velocity as the output of the network.
This gives us three layers of data per storm entry producing a total data size of
183,723×32×32×3 floats to feed into the neural network. We use 138,963 storms
for training the model and 44,760 storms for testing the accuracy of the model. We
track the total wall time for training and testing over both image sets.

With only a handful of tornadic cases present in the base data set, we used
primitive augmentation techniques to bolster the number of tornadic cases to be fed
into the DCGAN. The only primitive augmentation technique used was rotation.
Reflection and translation could generate a storm that might not be physically
possible.

Fig. 1 Sample images of
radar reflectivity and wind
field for a storm which
(a) does not and (b) does
produce future tornadic
conditions
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4 Results: DCGAN-Based Weather Data Synthesization

The input data was the original input data inflated by primitive augmentation
techniques covered in Sect. 3. The constants for training were learning rate of 0.001,
batch size of 128, data multiplier of 1, and 1 GPU. The images produced by the
generator are logged every 25 epochs and evaluated qualitatively as they improve in
realism. For implementation details, see Appendix B of [2].

Consider Fig. 2 which contains several rows of images. Each row represents
three images generated at the listed epoch number. The first row of the figure
contains three images generated before any training was done. whereas the last row
represents three images generated after all the training had been done. The images
in the first row are more like noise than real weather which is to be expected as the
generator takes in raw noise from a Gaussian distribution. The second row of images
are from the 25 epoch markers. Each image has some of the hallmarks of tornadic
storm. There are clear attempts at nesting reflectivity levels such as putting higher
reflectivity in centers or groups. Yet the generator has not been able to really gauge
how sensitive the ranges should be and is mixing high and low reflectivity where
one might expect the centers to be areas with the most reflectivity. Additionally
the wind velocities appear to be very random and non-sensical. At 50 epochs, the
generator has learned how to more properly gauge relative reflectivity levels. The
sizes of the high reflectivity clusters seem very small and uneventful. Additionally
there is not enough variation in reflectivity. The images are just mostly high levels
of reflectivity rather than a concentrated area of high reflectivity which transitions
to very low reflectivity over time. The wind patterns are being created in ways that
they are moving in ways relative to the clusters of reflectivity which is a positive
sign.

75 and 100 epochs are where the generator has a solid grasp of what it should
be doing, and the differences between these stages are subtler than previous ones.
The storms for 75 and 100 epochs have a rich variation of high and low reflectivity
especially when compared to previous epoch counts. Each has a clear set of centers
that smoothly transition into lower reflectivity as you move away them. The wind
patterns have a clear dependence on the center’s position and intensity. This is
especially apparent when compared to previous epoch markers. At 75 epochs, the
storms were either very mundane or had a single high activity center or two. The
majority of the storms looked well-formed but still not as distinct as would be
expected. The 100 epoch benchmark produced the most varied and interesting data
set. All of the storms have different shapes, sizes, intensities, and centers. There
is a clear and smooth transition from high reflectivity to low reflectivity. The wind
patterns seem to interact with the centers and have purpose.
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Fig. 2 Sample images of
GAN generator output at 0,
25, 50, 75, and 100 epochs

5 Conclusions

The DCGAN is the first complex network trained using the new framework from
[4]. The images started out as nothing more than a plottable noise. As the epochs
progress, every new set of generated images slowly gained additional qualities that
put them closer to the realm of realism. At the 75 epoch mark, most of the storms
were mostly indistinguishable from the real storms in the data set; however there
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were small features which were still not accurate to the careful eye of a layperson. At
100 epochs, the images were completely indistinguishable from the real storm data
set by a layperson. The transitions, the realistic concentrations of reflectivity, the
obvious correlation of wind velocity relative to the concentrated activity, and the rich
variety of storms produced were all quality. The data set might be able to be used to
train the predictive network to predict real storms as the data is indistinguishable by
the casual observer.
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Integrated Plant Growth and Disease
Monitoring with IoT and Deep Learning
Technology

Jonathan Fowler and Soheyla Amirian

1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has permeated human life in all aspects, and utilizing it
is beneficial in health, science, agriculture, economics, and finance. In agriculture,
there are many applications for AI. For example, monitoring of health and disease
on plants play an important role in farm profitability, as AI has the ability to reduce
costs and time to market. AI alone does not achieve this goal; rather, an integrated
solution employing a variety of technologies would best serve the market.

Sensors that detect environmental variables such as air temperature, light level,
soil moisture, and CO2 levels are available to consumers from a variety of vendors.
This competition and innovation allow the consumer to build a solution at a
nominal cost and expect further improvements in both capability and affordability.
Time-series databases are built specifically for collecting metrics that change over
time, such as CPU load or website traffic. In our integrated solution proposal, the
database plays a central role, as we are measuring the condition of plants over time.
Intervention data, sensor data, and image processing data all come together in this
database and are synchronized by time stamp in order to show the effects of input
and output across all variables.

Deep learning convolutional neural networks play a key role in many appli-
cations such as image recognition. Image recognition is used to perform a large
number of visual tasks, such as understanding the content of images. Deep learning
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tasks for image recognition are categorized into classification, object detection, and
segmentation. Image classification is a topic of image recognition to classify the
contextual information in images. In our proposed system, the classification task is
formally defined as the process of labeling plant images if healthy or sick, to detect
diseases using the leaves’ images. The classification is a principal component of our
solution, one part of a whole system working in unison.

That comprehensive system utilizes a time-series database to collect all inputs
regarding the plant state. It includes manual interventions, drone imagery, and plant
sensors. We propose this system to protect our plants, save expenses, reduce labor,
and mitigate risk. In Sect. 2, we review previous research in the various technology
areas. Then, we define the problem in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the architecture and the
methodology of our proposed system are explained. At last, we discuss the future of
our research.

2 Literature Review

In the field of combining agriculture and technology, there are many works that
have been done. In 2008, Vellidis et al. [1] developed a prototype temperature and
moisture sensor for cotton plants. This solution involved Watermark© sensors and
thermocouples, radio frequency identification (RFID), and a custom circuit board.
Kassim et al. [2] designed an environmental Intelligent Greenhouse Monitoring
System (IGMS) based on Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology which is
used to monitor temperature, humidity, and soil moisture. They found that soil
moisture is the key parameter to determine when to irrigate and the amount of
water to supply. In addition, the authors determined that automated delivery of
water fertilizer based on the soil moisture readings was more effective and efficient
than scheduled delivery. TongKe [3] examined different components of a smart
agriculture solution, bringing together cloud architecture, RFID technology, IoT
plant sensors, and data visualization. The authors proposed this solution in response
to issues facing rural farmers in China. Badhe et al. [4] introduced a soil monitoring
system using a MCP3204 A/D converter, a DHT11 board, and a Raspberry Pi. This
system collected temperature, moisture, light, humidity, and pH value. The authors
proved out the architecture and design for collecting the information and alerting
based on optimal thresholds.

3 Problem Statement

Care of plants in any large-scale agricultural setting is a heavily manual process
that is time-consuming and dependent upon both the human eye and inaccurate
estimates of soil conditions. The effect of water and nutrients are not known real-
time, and any adverse effects show up as latent indicators. At present, the time,
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labor, and inaccuracies in plant care make scalability a major concern in large-scale
agricultural operations. Research in the various component areas of this integrated
solution has yielded a better understanding of their applications, which we explored
in Sect. 2, but the research on an integrated solution bringing them all together is
scant.

4 Architecture and Methodology

The system includes three primary points of data collection: (1) sensors assigned
to the plant itself, (2) drones collecting high-resolution images, and (3) a log of
manual activities such as watering or pruning. The data are compiled in a cloud VM
and synchronized in a time-series database. The images are processed by a deep
learning model to detect signs of disease, and an alerting protocol notifies the user
via email or SMS text if the detection threshold is met. An overview of the solution
is shown in Fig. 1.

4.1 Analytics Server

The analytics server itself is an Ubuntu virtual machine (VM) running on the Linode
cloud service. It is a 4-core instance with 8 GB RAM and 160 GB of storage. A cloud
VM was chosen over a physical on-premise server due to cost and scalability. Key
components of the VM include the time-series database (InfluxDB), data collector
(Telegraf), Python scripts, dashboard service (Grafana), and Apache web server.

Fig. 1 The proposed architecture. The framework collects the data from: (1) a log of manual
activities, (2) sensors, and (3) drones. The data are compiled in a cloud server and synchronized
in a time-series database. The images are processed by a convolutional neural network model to
detect signs of disease, and an alerting protocol notifies the user via email/SMS text if the detection
threshold is met
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4.2 Activity Log

Manual interventions, such as watering the plants, feeding them, pruning them,
relocating them, etc., are recorded in an activity log and stored in the time-series
database. It is necessary to maintain such a log of manual interventions in order to
have as complete a picture as possible of cause and effect on the plants. For example,
if soil moisture spiked at a particular time, we may expect to see a corresponding
entry in the event log that indicates the plant was watered.

4.3 Sensors

The data collection from the individual plant is handled by a modified Particle
Photon sensor [5]. An example of this assembly is shown in Fig. 2. The sensor
collects ambient temperature, humidity, light level, soil moisture level, CO2 level,
and TVOC level. These readings are pushed to the Particle Cloud and then delivered
to the analytics server, powered by InfluxDB and its related Telegraf data collector
plugin [6]. The readings are made and sent every 10 s and can be downsampled
at the database level to decrease complexity. A simple dashboard, shown in Fig. 3,
illustrates the real-time delivery of information from the sensor package.

4.4 Image Intake and Analysis

High-resolution images of individual plants are taken at regular intervals by drones
flying over the specified area. These images are fed to the analytics server, where

Fig. 2 The sensor package
deployed on a test plant. It
collects ambient temperature,
humidity, light level, and soil
moisture level
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Fig. 3 A prototype dashboard showing readings from the sensor package shown in Fig. 2. The
readings are made and sent every 10 s

Fig. 4 Overview of the deep learning methodology for classifying images as healthy or sick

a Python script stores the file in block storage and pushes the file location string to
the time-series database. A second Python script, known as the classifier, analyzes
the image utilizing a deep learning model trained on photos of healthy and diseased
plants like those present in the sample. The classifier script produces a likelihood of
disease, and a score above a specific threshold triggers an alert via email or SMS
message.

The classifier script itself is powered by Keras framework. The images taken by
drones feed in to the classifier. The convolutional neural network system extracts the
information from the image, and based on the trained process, the system classifies
it as healthy or sick. The process of the classifier is shown in Fig. 4.

4.5 Alerting System

When an image is identified as a sick plant, an alert is sent via email or SMS to the
designated recipients. This alert includes the image, the likelihood of disease score,
and the time stamp. The intention is for the recipient(s) to query the database for
activities and sensor readings from a specified time window, searching for variations
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in the sensor readings and manual activity logs to understand what conditions led to
the sick plant.

In its current proposal form, the alerting system is responsive, not proactive.
The system alerts a recipient, and the next steps are on the recipients, manually
intervening in order to identify and change the conditions that led to the sick plant.
Our intention is to catalog those manual interventions in order to build a model for
various responses to the conditions that led to the sick plant. The ultimate goal is to
have an automated response with minimal manual intervention. More on this future
research is explained in Sect. 5.

5 Discussion and Further Research

The concepts presented in this paper are an ongoing investigative research project.
Here we discussed what the proposed system hopes to achieve and implications for
future research, possibly setting the stage for a follow-up paper in collaboration with
an agricultural subject matter expert. An important next step is further developing
the alerting system to transition to a semi-automated or fully-automated response
system, based on the preferences of the grower. A fully automated response system
would utilize the machine learning models produced from the process described
in Sect. 4 to apply the correct interventions (e.g., more water, plant food, pest
control measures, etc.). A semi-automated response system would leverage the same
process but allow the grower to choose the intervention from a list recommended by
the model. Further work will require a much more powerful VM or on-premise
server with a large amount of RAM and at least one GPU for deep learning.
Deployments of this solution will involve different plant species, which will require
model training for these species and the necessary computing power to learn and
compare.
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Meta-Learning for Industrial System
Monitoring via Multi-Objective
Optimization

Parastoo Kamranfar, Jeff Bynum, David Lattanzi, and Amarda Shehu

1 Introduction

While industrial operators have utilized automated monitoring for several decades,
advances in machine learning (ML) have increased both the capabilities and the
complexity of monitoring systems for physical, industrial processes. In particu-
lar, automated systems for long-term industrial health monitoring are becoming
increasingly important in the workplace across various industries [7]. Industrial
health monitoring is a challenging application domain, and research on how to put
together reliable ML-based frameworks that are capable of diagnosing degradations
of mechanical systems is growing.

To illustrate the challenges involved, we point to a Selective Compliance
Articulated Robot Arm (SCARA) that is a popular option for small robotic assembly
applications. Selective compliance refers to the fact that the SCARA robot is
compliant in the X-Y axis and rigid in the Z axis. Figure 1 shows a SCARA robot.

Obtaining data on such robots is an expensive process. Often, the only data
we have available are passively collected sensor data. A fundamental problem
we consider in this paper is the following: based on acoustic monitoring data,
distinguish the movements of a SCARA robot. While this is a foundational step
toward building systems for recognizing mechanical degradations, the problem is
surprisingly challenging. The datasets available are small. The one provided to us
by our industrial collaborators only contains 842 samples. Moreover, we do not have
labels for all the data, as labeling requires manpower; out of the 842 samples, only
79 are labelled. Moreover, the SCARA’s repetitive motions are broken down into 7
basic ones, that is, the labeled samples can have one of 7 available labels.
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Fig. 1 A SCARA robot in
the workplace [16]. SCARA
stands for Selective
Compliance Articulated
Robot Arm; the robot is
compliant in the X-Y axis and
rigid in the Z axis. Y-motions
are base movements. X-axis
motions are arm
extensions/retractions

The small- and scarcely labeled data regime posed by this setting is typical
of industrial settings. This regime forces attention on shallow models that utilize
features, parameters, and hyper-parameters sparingly so as to avoid overfitting. Our
focus in such a setting is not a superficial one. We are not just interested in putting
together a framework that is shown, based on selected metrics, effective. Instead,
we take a more deliberative approach here and consider this particular real-world
problem important to our industrial collaborators as a motivating example for what
is important to consider in the broader setting of industrial monitoring.

In the broader setting, systems designed for industrial monitoring utilize various
algorithms in a step-wise fashion. At a minimum, a reduction/compression algo-
rithm is put together (and possibly optimized over its parameter space) to reduce
a large number of engineered, domain-specific, and/or domain-agnostic features.
The resulting features are then utilized by a feature-based learning algorithm. In the
context of scarcely labeled data, our attention is narrowed to unsupervised learning
algorithms via clustering. There are many feature reduction algorithms, as there are
many clustering algorithms operating over the reduced feature space. For a given
algorithm, various models can be put together by considering different values for
their parameters and hyper-parameters. The consideration of different algorithms,
their interplay, and different models for an algorithm gives rise to a vast system
configuration space whose exploration for optimal system design poses challenges
well beyond basic model selection.

This paper considers the following problem: how to explore a vast system
configuration space in search of optimal system design(s). This problem is known
as meta-learning in the broader ML community. In industrial monitoring, the
problem is not investigated due to the complexity of the system space. In this paper,
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we propose a Pareto-based, multi-objective optimization approach to explore the
configuration space of an industrial system and select an optimal design (or many
near-optimal designs) along various performance metrics.

To ground our investigation in a real-world setting that represents the challenges
inherent in industrial system monitoring, we evaluate our approach on noninvasive
acoustic data collected from a SCARA robot operating in the assembly floor.
A detailed evaluation compares solutions obtained via this approach and those
obtained via other existing approaches and shows them superior in distinguishing
movements of the SCARA robot. More importantly, our contribution generalizes
beyond the specific application motivating the work presented in this paper. Our
multi-objective optimization approach for meta-learning can be easily generalized
for monitoring systems in a variety of industrial processes.

2 Prior Work

Significant efforts have been paid to extracting features in industrial monitoring.
These efforts can be categorized into domain-specific and domain-agnostic. There
is rich literature in extracting features via domain-specific insight. Work in [12]
reviews the benefits and limitations of common statistical, temporal, and spectral-
based features for diagnosing machinery faults. Signal energy metrics and statistical
features such as kurtosis, skewness, and crest factor have also been utilized in indus-
trial settings [15]. Though often with little concern of overfitting in the presence
of limited data, deep neural network-based approaches have also been employed
to obtain domain-agnostic features in an end-to-end manner [25]. Dimensionality
reduction via principal component analysis (PCA) has been useful in obtaining
a lower number of collective features combining numerous domain-specific or
domain-agnostic ones [15].

The intended purpose for the featurization of a dataset at hand is to employ the
features to build a model over the data. The process of finding the best model out of
generated/considered models is known as model selection [11, 19]. Some attention
has been paid to model selection in industrial health monitoring. We highlight a
Bayesian framework for auto-regressive model selection introduced in [22] and
the approximate Bayesian computation algorithm in [1]. Some attention is also
paid to understanding and optimizing the various hyper-parameters that determine
performance or to evaluating the quality of model predictions in an objective manner
[8].

Model selection is an active area in ML. It is worth noting that model selection,
hyper-parameter optimization, and tuning are terms used interchangeably to explain
the process of setting up an ML algorithm by tuning its hyper-parameters to obtain
a well-performing model among available ones [10].

Extensive work has been carried out in model selection [4]. Work in [11]
tackles the problem of hyper-parameter tuning by considering two strategies: better
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optimization and reduction of the number of hyper-parameters. Work in [17]
suggests a model selection framework to automatically select the model type and
kernel function and optimize the hyper-parameter of the selected function by making
use of genetic algorithms as the selection mechanism.

Data analysis systems for physical, industrial processes are increasingly complex
and often utilize several algorithms in a multistep process. Due to the scarcity of
labeled data, the focus is on systems that utilize unsupervised learning algorithms
(via clustering) to extract knowledge from data. Due to the small-data regime that
rules much of the industrial and physical settings, such algorithms operate on
features that combine engineered (domain-specific) features via some dimension-
ality reduction/compression algorithm. Therefore, for the purpose of demonstrating
the complexity of a real-world application of ML technologies, the data analysis
systems most suitable at the moment for industrial processes consist, at a minimum,
of two algorithms, one that reduces engineered features and one that utilizes such
features under the umbrella of unsupervised learning.

Limiting attention to model selection presupposes that one has decided the
feature reduction (similarly, the unsupervised learning) algorithm and is seeking
the best model for a specific algorithm. The complexity of data analysis systems
for industrial processes necessitates going beyond model selection and carrying
out some form of learning over the system space. This consists of learning over
the algorithm involved, their interplays, and the model space for each algorithm.
This problem is known as meta-learning [14]. To the best of our knowledge, no
attention has been paid to meta-learning in the industrial health monitoring domain.
However, meta-learning (as well as model selection) is an active research area in
the ML community, though there is ambiguity in ML literature on what exactly a
meta-learning problem is. Work in [14] has thoroughly reviewed the notion of meta-
learning and proposes a consensus definition.

The idea of algorithm selection or algorithm recommendation was firstly for-
malized in Rice’s work [21] to illustrate the selection/suggestion of a suitable
algorithm depending on characteristics of the target problem, including calculation
of appropriate features (known as meta-features) [23]. The focus of algorithm
selection/recommendation is to systematically learn the relationship between data
characterization and algorithm performance in terms of rules [3] or by using visual
analysis [5]. Work in [19] reviews model selection, algorithm selection, and model
evaluation under the umbrella of supervised learning from a statistical point of view.

The efforts we propose in this paper fall under the umbrella of meta-learning, as
we consider a vast system design configuration space, with configurations consisting
of design choices over algorithms for feature reduction, algorithms for unsupervised
learning via clustering, and (hyper-)parameter optimization. It is not a surprise that
meta-learning for industrial health monitoring has not been attempted; the size of
the configuration space (as we illustrate in Sect. 4) is overwhelming. Moreover,
it is unclear what an optimal configuration is, as complex design choices can
be evaluated via various metrics. How does one select over a vast configuration
space where each configuration can be evaluated according to different criteria?
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This question is not limited to industrial monitoring but is of general utility for
meta-learning. We address it here by leveraging multi-objective optimization. In
particular, we have drawn upon Pareto optimality and utilize it to debut a novel,
Pareto-based approach for meta-learning.

Pareto-based optimization has been employed to solve different optimization
problems [2, 10]. Early work in [13] advocates posing an ML problem as a multi-
objective one and utilizing Pareto-based optimality. However, due to challenges in
recasting ML algorithms driven by minimization of a loss function, such work has
not made a measurable impact.

As laid out in Sect. 1, we build over a framework of multi-objective optimization
and debut a novel, Pareto-based meta-learning approach. The proposed approach
balances multiple performance metrics to select Pareto-optimal design configura-
tions over a vast combined algorithm and model space. The approach is grounded
in a specific application in industrial monitoring to distinguish the movements of an
industrial robot from its recorded acoustic signals. We now describe the approach in
greater methodological detail.

3 Methodology

For the purpose of grounding the proposed Pareto-based, multi-objective meta-
learning approach in a concrete setting, we consider the following monitoring
system. The system’s goal is to distinguish the motions of the SCARA robot from
scarcely labeled acoustic data. Because of the small- and scarcely labeled data, the
system consists of the following three steps: feature design, feature reduction, and
clustering. We first describe in some detail each step and the various choices each
step entails. We then relate the complexity of the configuration space resulting from
these various choices and detail the Pareto-based optimization approach proposed
to handle such a space and select an optimal configuration (or many optimal
configurations).

3.1 Feature Design

Feature design is not the focus of this paper. Instead, we leverage existing work and
expertise and capture complex harmonics present in vibration signals as follows:
we first use six-level wavelet decomposition to obtain 51 features, which include
wavelet skewness, kurtosis, crest factor, k-factor, peak amplitude, mean amplitude,
and more [9]. These 51 features give rise to a 51-dimensional space.
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3.2 Feature Reduction

It is well-understood that in high-dimensional space data becomes sparse, and
distance-based clustering performs poorly. Dimensionality reduction algorithms
allow reducing the number of features while capturing linear and nonlinear cor-
relations among the original features. There are now many such algorithms. To
illustrate the various choices involved, we focus here on three representative ones:
PCA, as a representative of linear algorithms, and IsoMap and spectral embedding,
as representatives of nonlinear algorithms. In each of them, an important decision
concerns how many of the obtained, reduced features to retain for unsupervised
learning.

In PCA, cumulative variance is commonly used to make this decision. Figure 2
shows the cumulative variance on the SCARA dataset employed in Sect. 4, high-
lighting the cumulative variance for different numbers of top principal components
(PCs). Typically, the compromise is between desiring a low number of features
while retaining sufficient variance. A cumulative variance of 80% is a threshold
that is often employed.

Unlike PCA, IsoMap is a nonlinear algorithm that measures the distance between
two data points via geodesic distance on a nearest-neighbor graph. An important
decision in IsoMap is not only the number of components/features but also
the number of nearest neighbors [24], thus adding an additional system design
parameter. IsoMap is not a variance-preserving model; hence, variance analysis
cannot be applied to select components. One needs to consider a varying number
of components, as well as a varying number of neighbors in the context of some
other metric that needs to be optimized.

Spectral embedding is another nonlinear algorithm that aims to find the under-
lying structure of data by learning the manifold where the data sits. The model
computes the Graph Laplacian by means of an affinity matrix calculated using
nearest neighbors [18]. Similar to IsoMap, one needs to consider a varying number
of components/features, as well as a varying number of neighbors.

Fig. 2 Cumulative variance
of PCs over SCARA dataset
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3.3 Unsupervised Learning via Clustering

Once features are extracted, the featurized data is then subjected to clustering.
Among many available clustering algorithms, we consider here two widely adopted
ones, agglomerative hierarchical clustering and k-means.

K-means is the most popular algorithm that generates clusters by finding cluster
centroids. The algorithm starts with k centroids chosen at random from the data,
with k being a parameter, and assigns data to clusters in a way that minimize the
within-cluster scatter. Note that given a number of clusters, the algorithm can be
run over many times to possibly obtain different cluster assignments of the data,
since the results depend on the (at-random) initialization of the cluster centroids.
Section 4 that evaluates k-means considers different variants resulting from different
runs/initializations. One can also vary the number of clusters. The elbow finding
approach is a popular one for identifying the number of clusters in an automated
manner. Briefly, one varies k and measures the sum of squared errors (SSE) for
each k. SSE sums the squared distances of each data point from its assigned cluster
centroid. More clusters result in low SSE, but the goal is to find the elbow of the SSE
curve, which is the region where further increasing k yields diminishing returns.

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering does not need prior specification of the
number of clusters. Agglomerative clustering starts by considering each point as
a cluster and continues by merging clusters until reaching the root of tree or
dendrogram [18]. By cutting the dendrogram at different places, the desired number
of clusters can be achieved.

3.4 Metrics for Evaluating Quality of Clusters

Evaluating the quality of discovered clusters is an active area of research. Clustering
quality/validity metrics can be categorized into two main groups. When there is prior
information about cluster labels in a dataset, external metrics can be measured.
Otherwise, internal indices can be utilized to measure the quality of clusters by
means of their structures and with no help from external information [20]. We
consider both external and internal metrics here, since it may be the case that labels
are available for a small portion of an industrial dataset or not available at all. For the
sake of completeness, we explain silhouette score and cluster entropy as follows. We
modify the cluster entropy definition to design a new index, label entropy, to capture
additional information regarding the quality of clustering in the presence of some
labeled data.

Silhouette Score (SC) This is an internal metric for evaluating the separability
of clusters. SC(i) = b(i)−a(i)

max(b(i),a(i))
measures the inherent similarity between

observation i and the cluster to which it is assigned; a(i) is the mean Euclidean
distance between observation i and others within its cluster, and b(i) measures the
minimum average Euclidean distance between observation i and all observations on
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the other clusters. The denominator max(ai, bi) provides normalization. A higher
score suggests high similarity, approaching 1, between observations and cluster
assignments [20].

Cluster Entropy (CE) Cluster entropy is typically used to estimate the purity of
clusters by using their labels [20]. This metric measures the homogeneity of a cluster
by considering all participating data point labels within a cluster and finding the
fraction of points with the same class label for each of the labels represented in a
cluster: CE(c) = −∑

k p(k|c) log p(k|c), where k represents class labels, c stands
for a cluster, and p(k|c) shows the frequency of class label k in cluster c. A lower
cluster entropy presents a purer cluster; 0 is the minimum value, which is reached
when all points in a cluster have the same class label.

Label Distribution Entropy (LDE) We propose this metric here as a modification
of cluster entropy to take class label information into consideration. This leverages
the existence of labels for a small portion of the dataset; its purpose is to track the
distribution of labels among the clusters. We modify cluster entropy as follows:
instead of finding the frequency of each class label among all available ones inside
a cluster, we utilize the portion of a specific label captured in a cluster. This
metric helps one to understand whether data points with the same class label are
clustered together or spread among different clusters. We formulate it as LDE(c) =
−∑

k q(k|c) log q(k|c), where k represents class labels, c stands for a cluster, and
q(k|c) shows the distribution of class label k in cluster c. For label distribution
entropy, to which we interchangeably refer as label entropy, as for cluster entropy,
zero is the indicator of best value.

3.5 Approaches for Meta-Learning over System Space

As the above lays out, a monitoring system can be instantiated in various ways. For
instance, one can be utilizing PCA as the algorithm for feature reduction, extracting
the n top (variance-preserving) features from the PCA to featurize the data, and
selecting k-means as the clustering algorithm to operate over the featurized data
with the number of clusters set to a specific parameter value. Different choices for
each of these steps (changing the algorithm or changing values of hyper-parameters
and parameters in these algorithms) results in different configurations, giving rise to
a vast (design) configuration space.

Meta-learning here involves being able to determine an optimal configuration
in a vast configuration space. Two fundamental questions need answering: (i) How
does one quantitatively evaluate the quality of a design configuration? (ii) How does
one use this information to automatically select from a possibly large configuration
space an optimal configuration on which insight and interpretations can be drawn
about the data at hand in an unbiased manner?
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To answer the above questions, we suggest that one approach is to use evaluation
metrics that characterize the quality of discovered clusters. This is similar to how
feature selection techniques use the learner’s performance as the objective function
to assist in the evaluation of feature subsets [6]. Specifically, we consider the three
evaluation metrics described above as the objectives/criteria for optimization over
the system configuration space. More metrics can be considered, but our focus
here is to illustrate how one can carry out meta-learning for complex, ML-based
industrial monitoring systems. The novel approach we propose to do so leverages
multi-objective optimization, which considers multiple metrics/criteria. To place
this approach in the context of other approaches one can naively construct, we
describe below several additional approaches based on one metric at a time or
several metrics in an aggregate manner.

3.5.1 Single-Objective Optimization

If one considers one metric of interest as a single-objective function, then a simple
meta-learning approach can rank configurations by the metric of interest and select
the best configuration according to the single objective. Considering that we present
above three potential metrics of interest, one can put together three selection
mechanisms:

– SO-SC: Selects the best configuration with the highest silhouette score.
– SO-CE: Selects the best configuration with the lowest cluster entropy.
– SO-LDE: Selects the best configuration with the lowest label distribution

entropy.

3.5.2 Single-Objective Optimization by Aggregating Metrics of Interest

A common approach to considering multiple criteria is to aggregate them in one
objective function. We refer to this function as SO-Aggregate and define it for
our specific setting here as
SO-Aggregate = w1 × SC + w2 × (1− CE)+ w3 × (1− LDE)

In the above, w1, w2, and w3 are weights that determine the impor-
tance/contribution of each of the criteria. This readily illustrates the issue with
aggregate functions. It is not clear how to weight the importance of one criterion
relative to the other. When no prior information is available, equal weights can
be set (e.g., w1, w2, w3 = 1/3 here). Also note that while we desire a high
silhouette coefficient score, we also desire a low cluster entropy score and a low
label distribution score. The equation for SO-Aggregate addresses this and
associates a higher aggregate score with top configurations.
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3.5.3 Multi-Objective Optimization

The three metrics essentially associate three characteristics with each of the many
possible design configurations. A configuration with the highest silhouette score
may have a lower cluster entropy than another configuration with a lower silhouette
score. In other words, if one uses these three metrics as optimization objectives, they
may be conflicting objectives. For this reason, we leverage Pareto-based optimality
via the concept of configuration dominance. A configuration i is said to dominate a
configuration j if it is better than j along all metrics of interest. This is also known
as strong dominance. If equality is allowed on one or more of the objectives, then
this is known as soft dominance. In this paper, we employ strong dominance to
discriminate among system configurations.

The Pareto rank of a configuration i is the number of configurations that dominate
i. Configurations with Pareto rank 0 are said to belong to the Pareto front of
the configuration space. Many configurations can belong to the Pareto front. In
such a case, one can use Pareto count to further compare such configurations. The
Pareto count of a configuration i is the number of configurations that i dominates.
Therefore, configurations with high Pareto count are desired.

Our automated multi-objective selection strategy proceeds as follows: First, all
configurations are ordered by Pareto rank (from low to high). Then, configurations
with the same Pareto rank are further ordered by Pareto count (from high to low).
One or more top configurations can then be selected in the obtained ordering.
The top one reveals the best configuration that considers all metrics/objectives
of interest. This configuration can be further analyzed. The clusters it produces
can be further interpreted, and insight about a dataset can thus be obtained in an
unbiased manner. This completes meta-learning via Pareto-based, multi-objective
optimization, and we evaluate this approach to the other single-objective and
aggregate-objectives explained above in Sect. 4.

4 Results

Considering the SCARA dataset that motivates this work, transitional motions
between stations in a realistic manufacturing assembly process are used as ground-
truth actuation states. The acoustic data are provided to us only for the Y-axis
motions of the SCARA robot. These are divided into seven different sub-motions
within four different stations with ranking distances of A, C, D, and B; A and B are
farthest, while C and D are closest. Noninvasive acoustic data, sampled at 48 kHz,
are recorded. By considering around 1 s data segmentation, 842 data samples are
obtained. The ground-truth from these segments is known only for few data points
(79); this is captured by a human operator via visual-based labeling.
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The quality measurement of a signal reported as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
indicates the amount of noise included in a signal. The SNR value between actuation
data and background noise is unknown, but we estimate it to be 1.7dB based on an
evaluation of labeled signals. Figure 3a shows a recorded SCARA actuation event.
The distribution, potentially describing the variability in noise during a physical
manufacturing environment, is displayed in Fig. 3b.

As described in Sect. 3, we further reduce these features via PCA, IsoMap, or
spectral embedding. As is commonly practiced, we employ cumulative variance for
PCA-based feature extraction. Figure 2 shows that around 66% of the data variance
is covered by the top 5 PCs and more than 80% and 90% of the variance is covered
by the top 9 and 15 PCs, respectively. Therefore, we consider projections of the data
over the top 2, 5, 9, and 15 PCs as possible features. We consider this list of possible
values for the number of features extracted via IsoMap and spectral embedding,
as well. For IsoMap and spectral embedding, the number of neighbors is another
important parameter, which we vary in a broad range, from 2 to 15 (11 figures).

Several clustering algorithms can be applied onto the featurized dataset. As
described in Sect. 3, we utilize the popular k-means and hierarchical clustering
algorithms (Ward’s method). We do not utilize DBSCAN, as the SCARA dataset
is both noisy and unbalanced; the latter information is derived from the distribution
of labels on the 79 labeled data points. In addition, instead of relying on the popular
sum-of-squared errors (SSE) approach to obtain the number of clusters for k-means,
for the purpose of automated evaluation, the number of clusters is varied from 2 to
7, where 7 is the number of motion labels/classes available for 79 data points.

If one considers the setting where IsoMap is employed for featurization and
k-means for clustering, the number of design configurations is 264 (considering
the variation of parameters, such as the number of features and neighbors in
IsoMap and the number of clusters in k-means). As explained in Sect. 3, each
configuration is evaluated along three metrics, average silhouette score, cluster
entropy, and label distribution entropy; we recall that these evaluate the quality of the
obtained clusters. These metrics become objectives, and the Pareto-based method
described in Sect. 3 can be utilized to compare and select Pareto-optimal design
configurations. Figure 4a visualizes all these 264 configurations, highlighting the
Pareto front (design configurations with Pareto rank 0) in red.

As Fig. 4a clearly shows, the determination of good design configuration(s) is
nontrivial in a large configuration space. Consider further the nondeterminism of
clustering algorithms, such as k-means, where different initializations for the cluster
seeds can lead to different clusters. A design configuration may be in the Pareto front
(have Pareto rank 0), but if we run its k-means component again, it may fall out of
the front and have lower Pareto rank. It is indeed an interesting question how stable
a design configuration is in the presence of nondeterminism.

We visualize this in Fig. 4b, where we show the average rank of design con-
figurations; consider a configuration (x, y, z), where x and y denote the number of
features and neighbors selected in IsoMap, respectively, and z denotes the number of
clusters specified for k-means. Every configuration with Pareto rank zero is recorded
in each run of k-means. Since this might result in more than one configuration with
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Fig. 3 (a) A SCARA spectrogram example, with noise and event regions annotated. (b) SNR
event and noise distributions in SCARA dataset
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Fig. 4 (a) IsoMap and k-means design configuration space. Pareto front configurations are in red.
(b) Average Pareto rank shown over ten variants of a design configuration. Configurations are
denoted on the X axis by the number of features and neighbors in IsoMap and the number of
k-means clusters

Pareto rank zero, Pareto count of these configurations is considered. We further sort
these values in descending order. Thus, the configuration with the highest Pareto
count is placed in the first ranking position. We continue this rank assignment for
the rest of the configurations and report the average rank. As Fig. 4b shows, many
design configurations are quite stable (low average rank). This is reassuring, as it
increases confidence in the non-arbitrariness of evaluation-based conclusions. In
particular, IsoMap with 2 selected features and 3 neighbors along with k-means
with 6 clusters is the top configuration according to this analysis over the design
space.

We note that Fig. 4a shows only a subset of the design configuration space. When
considering the additional featurization models (PCA, IsoMap, spectral embed-
dings) with their various hyper-parameters and the different clustering algorithms,
the design space contains 1104 configurations. This number swells further due
to variants obtained by re-runs of k-means to account for their nondeterminism.
To unravel the quality of these configurations, a Pareto-based selection is first
conducted within each subspace, that is, configurations are grouped based on the
featurizer and clustering algorithm employed.

Table 1 lists in column 1 the six subspaces resulting from considering three
featurizers (PCA, IsoMap, spectral embedding) and two clustering algorithms
(k-means, hierarchical clustering). Within each subspace, the configurations are
ordered first by Pareto rank (from low to high), and those within each rank are
further ordered by Pareto count (from high to low), as described in Sect. 3. The top
configuration in such subspace is shown in Table 1, with its evaluation along the
three performance metrics. To obtain one overall best design configuration, all the
subspaces are merged, and the same ordering is applied. This best configuration
is obtained with spectral embedding with two features and seven neighbors for
spectral embedding and k-means with 6 clusters. Figure 5 shows the distribution
of labels (motion information) in each cluster. Table 1 also confirms that this design
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Table 1 Best design configurations in each subspace

Features, Silhouette Cluster Label distribution

Configuration neighbors, clusters coefficient entropy entropy

PCA+ k-means 5,-,5 0.25 0.96 0.45

PCA+ hierarchical 9,-,4 0.21 1.1 0.66

IsoMap+ k-means 2,3,6 0.45 0.82 0.14

IsoMap+ hierarchical 5,3,7 0.38 0.83 0.14

Spectral+ k-means 2,7,6 0.67 0.88 0

Spectral+ hierarchical 5,7,6 0.58 0.88 0

Fig. 5 Distribution of motions of known labels over clusters containing labeled data for the best
overall configuration obtained with (a) SO-SC, (b) SO-CE, (c) SO-LDE, and (d) MO-Pareto

configuration is the one with the highest silhouette score, lowest label distribution
entropy, and low cluster entropy.

We now compare the Pareto-based approach we propose in this paper with
the other single-objective (including the aggregate) approaches SO-SC, SO-CE,
and SO-LDE described in Sect. 3. Specifically, we compare the best configuration
obtained by each approach.

Distribution of known labels (79) over the identified clusters for three single-
objective optimizations and the Pareto-based optimization is visualized in Fig. 5.
The motions are indicated by showing the direction from the source station to
the destination station as source → destination. Each colored portion shows the
percentage of participating labels.

Here is how one can visually interpret the results shown in Fig. 5. Each pie chart
visually relates a clusters, and the colors track subsets of data points in a cluster
with the same label. For consistency, a label is related with the same color across the
different approaches. The presence of many colors in a pie chart indicates that the
cluster entropy is high; as Sect. 3 relates, a configuration with high cluster entropy
is of poor quality. The existence of color overlap among clusters illustrates that the
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Table 2 Best design configurations of multi-objective Pareto-based and three single-objective
optimizations

Method Configuration

Features,
neighbors,
clusters

Silhouette
Coefficient

Cluster
entropy

Label
distribution
entropy

SO-SC Spectral+ k-means 2,4,7 0.992 2.60 0

SO-CE IsoMap+ hierarchical 15,7,7 0.22 0.56 0.62

SO-LDE IsoMap+ k-means 2,3,2 0.49 1.50 0

MO-Pareto Spectral+ k-means 2,7,6 0.67 0.88 0

label entropy is high. If one compares the various selection approaches in Fig. 5a–d,
the quality of selected configurations improves as one goes from single-objective
selection approaches to the multi-objective approach we propose for meta-learning
over the system space.

Moreover, the careful reader will notice that the number of pie charts varies.
The higher number of clusters (3) found to contain labeled data is associated with
configurations selected by SO-CE (in Fig. 5b) and the multi-objective MOP areto

approach (Fig. 5d). Given that there are 7 labels and ideally one wants to obtain one
cluster per label, a higher over a lower number of clusters containing labeled data is
desired.

Table 2 compares the top configurations quantitatively. The top configuration
selected by SO-SC is a configuration with two features, four neighbors for spectral
embedding, and seven clusters. Distribution of known labels for this configuration is
visualized in Fig. 5a, which shows that all labeled samples are clustered together (no
label information is available regarding the other 6 clusters); this makes silhouette
coefficient reach a high value of 0.99, but consider how non-informative this
coefficient is by itself in this setting.

Table 2 shows that SO-CE selects as top a configuration with 15 features,
7 neighbors for IsoMap, along with 7 clusters by hierarchical clustering. This
configuration is shown in Fig. 5b, where 79 samples are placed into 3 clusters;
none of the clusters are pure in terms of labels. However, this configuration is more
discriminating than the one obtained by SO-SC. Nevertheless, this configuration is
not able to distinguish between the forward and backward motions, as A→B and
B→A are clustered together; A→C and C→A are also grouped together (although
a small portion of C→A motions are wrongly placed in another cluster highlighted
in pink).

SO-LDE is not able to discriminate among 207 configurations, as they all
evaluate to 0 according to label distribution entropy. One of them is drawn at
random and visualized in Fig. 5c. Both detected clusters contain known labels and
are obtained with IsoMap and k-means.

We analyze the top configuration obtained by MO-Pareto and shown in Fig. 5d
in greater detail. Since the labels are located just in 3 clusters out of the 6
detected ones, 3 pie charts are illustrated. This Pareto-optimal design configuration
distinguishes the farthest (A to B or B to A) and closest motions of the arm
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(from C to D) from other types of motions. It does not distinguish forward and
backward motions in two stations; corresponding labels (A→B and B→A) are
always grouped together in the same cluster. The other four remaining motions
(D→A, B→C, C→A, and A→C) are also indistinguishable, as they are grouped in
the same cluster. Altogether, these results show that MO-Pareto outperforms the
single-objective approaches.

Now we compare MO-Pareto to the aggregate approach SO-Aggregate.
The top configuration selected by SO-Aggregate is also the one selected by
MO-Pareto. So, we compare the behavior of these approaches in greater detail
but evaluate how close or far the top m configurations drawn by SO-Aggregate
are to Pareto-optimal configurations (those in the Pareto front). Out of 1104
possible configurations, 258 are Pareto-optimal. Figure 6a shows the average Pareto
rank of the top 1, 10, 100, 150, and 258 configurations, respectively, drawn
by SO-Aggregate. Figure 6a indeed shows that the average Pareto rank of
configurations drawn by SO-Aggregate goes up rapidly as m increases.

For completeness, the same analysis is carried out over configurations selected
by SO-SC, SO-CE, and SO-LDE in Fig. 6b–d. These results show that SO-LDE
performs better than the other single-objective approaches. All 207 configurations
selected by this approach are Pareto-optimal, and the average rank of all 258 top
configurations is 9.7; for comparison, the average rank of all 258 configurations

Fig. 6 Average Pareto rank of top 1, 10, 50, 100, 150, and 258 configurations selected by
SO-Aggregate in (a), SO-SC in (b), SO-CE in (c), and SO-LDE in (d)
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selected by SO-CE is 53.2. SO-Aggregate and SO-LDE average rank over
all 258 top configurations are close to each other: 8.79 and 9.7, respectively.
SO-Aggregate performs well in terms of top configuration, but as more con-
figurations are considered, SO-LDE works better. Thus, both SO-Aggregate and
SO-LDE are able to capture some aspects of configuration space, but none of them
outperforms MO-Pareto.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a Pareto-based, multi-objective optimization approach for meta-
learning in industrial monitoring system design. Our study is motivated by a
real-world problem of quantifying actuations of the SCARA robot, a ubiquitous
industrial robot for the purpose of long-term industrial monitoring. A detailed
evaluation shows that solutions obtained via this approach are superior over those
obtained via other approaches in distinguishing movements from recorded acoustic
signals. Our contribution generalizes beyond the specific application that motivates
this work. The Pareto-based, multi-objective optimization approach can be easily
generalized to diagnose degradations of mechanical systems in a variety of industrial
processes and to carry out meta-learning in other domains.

It is worth noting that the proposed multi-objective approach did not find an ideal
configuration where data were partitioned in 7 clusters, each associated with one of
the 7 labels/motions. We speculate here on the various reasons. Noise may result
in loss of inter-class separability. More crucially, we emphasize that the data and
the labels are obtained via different modalities. The data for automated monitoring
are acoustic data, whereas the labels in the small (labeled) subset are obtained by
a human operator analyzing a video feed. This discrepancy between the process
employed for labeling a portion of the data and the actual characteristics of the data
further brings into focus that it is rather interesting that the Pareto-based method we
propose is able to distinguish many of the motions from one another.

Motions that are not separable from acoustic signals may be distinguishable
with further data sampling. Another direction of future work concerns additionally
obtaining and considering motions along the X axis, which introduced a new
modality and will invariably add to the complexity of the prediction task and the
overall meta-learning one. Other future works focused on improving prediction can
consider ML methods more robust to noise and semi-supervised methods. Taken
together, the results show that while industrial monitoring is a challenging setting for
ML, there is much room for learning and meta-learning methods and much promise
toward an ambitious objective of automated diagnosis of mechanical degradation.
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Leveraging Insights from “Buy-Online
Pickup-in-Store” Data to Improve
On-Shelf Availability

Sushree S. Patra, Pranav Saboo, Sachin U. Arakeri, Shantam D. Mogali,
Zaid Ahmed, and Matthew A. Lanham

1 Introduction

Customers demand a channel-agnostic, seamless shopping experience across phys-
ical stores, mobile, online, and other platforms. One of the strong omnichannel
trends is the buy-online pickup-in-store model, which integrates online and offline
operations by allowing customers to place orders online and collect them in their
chosen stores. The retail store is the last mile of supply chain management, and
error-free store execution ensures that the collective efforts of the whole supply
chain yield desired results. Store execution primarily involves moving goods from
the backdoor to the shelves to make the products available to end consumers.
However, in-store logistics are highly labor-intensive. Store managers oftentimes
ask store employees to perform shelf audits and enter them to the database for
future reference. According to a study conducted by the University of Colorado,
the implications of stock-out suggested that retailers on average lose 4% of their
annual sales due to OOS items. The study also lost highlighted that, on an average,
OOS items cost the manufacturers $23 million for every $1 billion in sales [6].

The data used in our study provided new opportunities for the use of analytics
in improving the ease of business. To manage the scale of the problem, a machine
learning model will predict the probability of having a product in stock when a
customer order arrives. The retail giant Walmart recently admitted to a shelf-OOS
problem and predicted a $3 billion opportunity in filling up the empty shelves
created due to ineffective auditing and re-shelving operations [1]. It is one of the
key performance components of customer service in retail. The complement to on-
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shelf availability (OSA) is out of stock (OOS) which can be defined as: “a product
not found in the desired form, flavor or size, not found in salable condition, or not
shelved in the expected location” [7]. Simply put, an OOS occurs if a product is not
available when a customer order arrives.

In recent years many machine learning techniques have been implemented to
forecast sales and predict out-of-stock products, but the variety of approaches
makes it challenging and time-consuming to pick the optimal methodology due
to unpredictable consumer behavior. The objective of our study is to use multiple
classification algorithms to predict OOS and improve on-shelf availability for retail
stores. The dataset was obtained from a national grocer, and it contains transactional
information for online orders at a store-product level. There are a lot of factors
that can drive the OOS rate some of which are promotions, balance on hand,
seasonality, etc. We developed a model which can incorporate some of these
features to accurately predict OOS. We also created new features using the existing
variables to capture the cyclic and seasonality in the dataset. We tried to present
important issues like data cleaning, feature engineering, feature selection, and model
evaluation criteria for the classification model.

The paper is divided into the following sections: Literature Review summarizes
the prior research conducted in the area of OOS prediction and how our study is an
extension to the prior research. The Data section summarizes the data used for our
study. Data dictionary and the entity-relationship diagram provide an understanding
of the variables used and how they are related to each other. The Methodology
section elaborates on the steps taken to reach the end goal. This section summarizes
the steps for data preprocessing, upsampling, feature engineering, target transfor-
mation, parallel computation, and deployment. The Model section summarizes the
model evaluation criteria used for this study and various models that were used and
implemented. Results section summarizes the result and compares with the baseline
model, and the Conclusion section summarizes the application and some of the
recommendations from our study. Finally, the Reference section contains all the
journals and websites that we referred to during this research study.

2 Literature Review

A significant number of works of academic literature have been published regarding
predicting out of stocks, demand forecasting, on-shelf availability, the causes,
and the impact of stockouts and lost opportunity for retailers when a stockout
occurs. Product availability is a measure of the service level a firm’s supply chain
offers to the end customer. High product availability means the consumers find
and buy the products they want. The out-of-shelf measure is used to determine
items that are not available on the store shelves. Out-of-stock cases are driving
away revenue of multiple major retailers. Walmart recently admitted to a shelf-
OOS problem and predicted a $3 billion opportunity in filling in empty shelves
caused by ineffective auditing and re-shelving operations [3]. Not only that, Walmart
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even issued an urgent memo that demands store managers to improve grocery
performance, which was seriously compromised by non-negligible shelf-OOS ratios
[5]. Predicting demand is a challenging task for FMCG products as there can be
multiple contributors for a sudden surge or dip in demand in the market. However,
it becomes all the more difficult when a retailer is present in various channels. Our
study is limited to predicting out of stocks for online transactions only. Nevertheless,
we needed to understand the ecosystem of multi-channel retailers as this can have a
confounding effect on demand and thus affect the OOS rate.

In the paper “Towards a predictive Approach for Omni-Channel Supply Chains”
[9], the researcher aimed to find a predictive approach to deal with the complexities
in demand forecasting of an omnipresent retailer by combining clustering with
artificial neural network. In this paper, the products were clustered depending
on the channels using the K-means method. Inaccurate demand forecasting and
thus erroneous inventory levels can have a cascading effect on the bottom line
of a retailer. Inaccurate store inventories hinder cross-channel fulfillment and
also increase stockout possibilities for walk-in customers, while overstaffing for
replenishment by overestimating demands will burden the retailer with higher costs
[10].

To accurately understand the client’s expectations and model accordingly, it was
essential for us to understand the definition of OOS for our study correctly. As in
the retail industry, OOS cases also refer to the events wherein an item is in-store
(e.g., misplaced or stored in the backroom), but it is unavailable to customers [12].
Furthermore, we learned that it would be better to explore different models for each
product category. The causes of the stockouts examined in various research studies
indicate that the causes of retail stockouts are specific to the retailer, store, category,
and product. No single solution works everywhere [11]. Coming to the approach, a
classification model was our first choice to model the problem. The study “Predict
on-shelf product availability in grocery retailing with classification methods“ [8]
gave us a high-level understanding of algorithms which will potentially perform
well to identify “out-of-shelf” products. We also used an ensemble learning method
to increase the performance of the base classifiers. Another challenge we tackled
while modeling was to handle imbalanced data. Our random forest classifier, which,
generally speaking, is robust to noise, also suffers from the curse of learning from
an extremely imbalanced dataset. Because random forest tends to focus more on
the prediction accuracy of the majority class to minimize the overall error rate,
thus resulting in poor accuracy for the minority class. The paper [1] proposed
two solutions, balanced random forest (BRF) and weighted random forest (WRF),
to solve the issue of imbalance data in the random forest model. We got great
insights from the paper “Forty years of Out-of-Stock research fi?! and shelves are
still empty“ [1] for our feature selections. A good portion of this paper dealt with
supply-side issues and analyzed the extent and root causes of situations resulting in
out-of-stock cases. Another valuable insight from this paper which we experienced
in our data as well was that the degree to which the OOS rate depends on the
characteristics of the category, i.e., OOS rates vary between categories, with the
worst performing at about 15 to 16% and the best performing at OOS rates as low as
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1%. One alternative approach for this project would have been time series analysis,
but we passed on that considering the granularity of the data provided. In time series,
we would have required to aggregate the data either weekly and monthly, similar to
(9 M.W.T. Gemmink 2017) paper, but this would have resulted in a naive model with
weak accuracy. Lastly, when modeling for the OOS rate, another important factor
to incorporate is the timing of shelf audits for replenishment as it has a substantial
influence on product availability, customer satisfaction, and sales performance [1].
Unfortunately, in our research, the data regarding an audit for replenishment was
not available, and this can have some effect on our model’s prediction accuracy.

3 Data

The data was collected from a national retailer which consists of online transactions
from January 2019 to December 2019 for 3547 products across 246 stores through-
out the country amounting to 32.4 million records for this period. The transactional
data is at the store-product level which contains information on ProductID, Store ID,
Number of units sold, Number of digital transactions per day, Out-of-stock (OOS)
transaction, and Sales forecasted for the next day (Table 1).

The other data table used is the product hierarchy table which has information
for a product with individual product level to the aggregated business segment
level. The other levels of hierarchy are business area, product category, product
subcategory, and product class. The entity-relationship diagram (ERD) shows the
relationships between various attributes that explain the logical structure of all
tables. The combination of Product ID, Day date, and Store ID makes the primary
key for the OOS prediction table.

Table 1 Data dictionary

Variable Type Description

P_ID Categorical Product ID

Day_dt Date Day date

ut_id Categorical Store ID

promo_flg Categorical Item on promotion

DP_fcst Numeric Day prior forecast

dgt_txn_occ Numeric Digital transaction count

DP_Units Numeric Day prior units sold

oos_tn Numeric Out-of-stock transaction count

DP_OOS Numeric Day prior OOS

DP_dgt_tn Numeric Day prior digital transaction count

dp_oos_chain Categorical Day prior total OOS for all stores for a specific product

sell_thru Numeric dp_units dp_fcst

Boh Numeric Balance on hand

Mdq Numeric Minimum display quantity
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4 Methodology

The methodology is executed in four consecutive steps. The first step describes
the process of garnering raw data by physical store audit and retailers database
encompassing chronological data for 3547 products dating back to January 2019.
The second step illustrates the process of KDD [4], EDA, and closely assesses the
next steps for data preparation, data selection, data cleaning, predefined business
rules, the correct interpretation of results of information discovery, and its business
translation. The third step deals with feature engineering, the performance of various
classification models, parallel computation using multi-processing capabilities of
all server cores, and narrowing down on potential models. The third step shortlists
the model to be proposed for deployment, evaluates the findings with the national
retailer, and involves multiple improvisations during the whole process. After
evaluation and iterations, the last phase explains the steps to deploy the model and
create a prototype to integrate with the retail chains existing information system and
be ready for consumption.

4.1 Data Preprocessing

Multiple ad hoc data cleaning methods were applied to fix incorrect data types,
remove extreme outliers due to typo entries, and inconsistencies from the data.

OOS Rate = OOStxn
OOStxn + Dgt_Occtxn

The below table provides an overview of the issues found during the data clean-
ing process. Post ad hoc data cleaning, to prioritize focus on business impact and
prepare computationally feasible dataset, below business segments were removed
based on an insignificant amount of sales and out-of-stock transactions. See Table 2.

4.2 Feature Engineering

To predict if a stock will go out of stock or not, certain exogenous variables
could not be used such as unit, sales, etc. for the day to be predicted due to their
unavailability on the day itself. The features were created to incorporate the cyclic
nature of demand and on-shelf availability. For example, sales for the day to be
predicted are not possible; therefore, to inculcate the information of sales for that
day, we take a standard deviation and mean by aggregating day, week, month, and
quarterly basis. The engineered features provided a significant increase in overall
accuracy. Further, dimensionality reduction was performed to remove features that
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Table 2 Issues discovered in dataset

Issue discovered Root cause Cleaning rule Records affected

Products containing
minimum display
quantities (MDQ) over
100,000 units

Manual entry for the
value

Removed records
having
MDQ > physical
possible space on the
shelf

0.07%

The balance on hand
(BOH) containing
negative values

Correction for
products returned or
replaced

Replaced with MDQ 0.01%

Sell-through containing
extremely high values

NA Removed all values
beyond four standard
deviations

0.04%

True duplicate Data extraction and
loading repetition

Removed true
duplicates

0.01%

Table 3 Feature importance Feature Importance

week_mean_dgt_txn_occ 0.099476

month_mean_dgt_txn_occ 0.076283

quarter_mean_dgt_txn_occ 0.056487

day_mean_dgt_txn_occ 0.050176

month_sd_dgt_txn_occ 0.044761

week_num_sd_dgt_txn_occ 0.038701

week_num_sd_chain_oos 0.030058

day_mean_chain_oos 0.029998

day_sd_dgt_txn_occ 0.025305

quarter_sd_dgt_txn_occ 0.020243

day_mean_sales 0.006902

week_num_sd_units 0.005063

DAY_DT_Ordinal 0.004835

month_sd_units 0.004508

day_sd_units 0.004335

were highly correlated to avoid redundancy and risk of overfitting and optimize
computational performance. Business segments that were extremely skewed such
as alcoholic beverages, grocery, dairy, dry grocery, etc. observed increment in F1
score on average, by 60%. However, business segments that had OOS rate greater
than 20% observed a 5–7% increment in F1 score.

Table 3 provides the information to identify features contributing to the model
accuracy. We experimented with multiple features and found features listed in
Table 4 as the most significant ones.
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Table 4 Features created and selected for research study

Type Feature name Definition

Product-Time DAY_DT_Ordinal Converts the given date to proleptic
Gregorian ordinal of the date

day_mean_sales Aggregate sales of product into mean for
each day

day_mean_chain_oos Aggregate chain OOS of product into mean
for each day

day_mean_dgt_txn_occ Aggregate digital transaction of product into
mean for each day

day_sd_units Standard deviation of units for each day

day_sd_dgt_txn_occ Standard deviation of digital transaction for
each day

week_mean_dgt_txn_occ Aggregate digital transaction of product into
mean for each week

week_num_sd_units Standard deviation of units for each week

week_num_sd_chain_oos Standard deviation of chain OOS for each
week

week_num_sd_dgt_txn_occ Standard deviation of digital transaction for
each week

month_mean_dgt_txn_occ Aggregate digital transaction of product into
mean for each month

month_sd_units Standard deviation of units for every month

month_sd_dgt_txn_occ Standard deviation of digital transaction for
every month

quarter_mean_dgt_txn_occ Aggregate digital transaction of product into
mean for each quarter

quarter_sd_dgt_txn_occ Standard deviation of digital transaction for
every quarter

Product-OOS not_dp_oos_since Number of days since a product is not out of
stock

Context features quarter The quarter of the year

month The month of the year

week_of_year The week of the year

4.3 Upsampling

OOS data skewness is not uncommon in the retail industry [2] with most figures
ranging between 3.3% and 12%. The skewness intrinsically makes the data less
informational. Our approach was to segment the data granular enough to obtain good
accuracy and simultaneously aggregate the data to avoid computational challenges.
Table 5 provides a brief overview of the OOS rate for different segments. Classi-
fication using skewed data is biased in favor of the majority class. The situation
deteriorates when combined with high dimensional data. To tackle the imbalance
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Table 5 Business segment considered

Rules Business segment OOS rate % % of records % of sales

Included PRODUCE 6.10% 19.14% 38.71%

DAIRY 3.70% 20.91% 19.66%

GROCERY DSD 2.90% 18.62% 16.79%

DRY GROCERY 3.30% 20.60% 8.53%

DELI 37.40% 2.76% 3.68%

PACKAGED MEAT 4.90% 4.38% 3.40%

FROZEN FOODS 4.50% 6.92% 2.66%

MEAT 36.00% 1.32% 2.43%

CONSUMABLES 3.60% 3.16% 2.17%

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 1.60% 0.24% 0.62%

BAKERY 7.90% 1.01% 0.60%

SEAFOOD 22.60% 0.37% 0.58%

Excluded PETS 4.20% 0.31% 0.08%

OTC HEALTH CARE 2.00% 0.14% 0.05%

BABY CONSUMABLES 1.50% 0.11% 0.05%

BULK WATER AND COFFEE 21.70% 0.02% 0.01%

BEAUTY CARE 25.00% 0.00% 0.00%

of classes, we used an oversampling technique which creates new minority class
examples by extrapolating between existing examples.

4.4 Target Transformation

The dependent variable fioos_tnfi ranged between 0 and 35, which represented
how many times the product was reported not on-shelf. Although this provides
the intensity of demand for a product and could translate to sales, it becomes
cumbersome and unintuitive to classify if a product is out of stock or not. Therefore,
we transformed the dependent variable which can be expressed as follows:

Out Of Stock(t,s) = 0, OOS = 0

Out Of Stock(t,s) > 0, OOS = 1

4.5 Parallel Computation

With roughly 11 billion data points (32 million rows× 343 columns) to model, the
computational system is bound to break at some point. During experimentation with
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various models, the kernel broke frequently despite segmenting and reducing data
points substantially. The first solution to address this was to downsize the dataset
until the kernel can parse, process, and return the results successfully. Although
the kernel completed the task, the time taken to model was as high as 20,000 s
(6 h). An alternative to run the models was to perform out-of-core learning method
process data in chunks. However, only a few data models support partial learning
(out-of-core), and models such as AdaBoost, logistic regression, etc. require the
entire dataset to be fed to the model. To overcome the computational challenge, we
leveraged all the cores of the server by exploiting multiprocessing capabilities. Each
dataset was mapped to one core (total of 10) and executed in parallel. With this, we
received results in 1/10th the time when we ran 10 datasets in parallel. Table 6
shows the comparison for two models executed with and without features and the
time saved.

5 Model

5.1 Model Evaluation Criteria

The dataset is highly imbalanced with 94% majority class (not OOS) and 6%
minority class (OOS). As our area of interest is to predict OOS accurately which
is the minority class, we focus on precision and recall. Recall summarizes the
fraction of examples assigned as OOS that belong to the OOS class and precision
summarizes how well the OOS class was predicted. Precision and recall can be
combined into a single score that seeks to balance both concerns, called the F-score
or the F-measure. The F-measure is a popular metric for imbalanced classification.
(See Table 7.)

Table 6 Processing time
comparisons for series and
parallel for deli and packaged
meat

Dataset Time taken in series Time taken in parallel

Deli 2,468.63 s 1,455.28 s

Packaged meat 7,619.28 s 3,709.63 s

Table 7 Confusion matrix
definition

Prediction

n p

n′ True False

Negative Positive

Actual

p′ False True

Negative Positive
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Precision = True Positive

True Positive+ False Positive

Recall = True Positive

True Positive+ False Negative

F Measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ Recall

5.2 Model Experiments

As there are very few research studies which classify out of stock to improve shelf
availability, we tried to examine linear models, neural networks, and decision tree-
based models for classification on seafood and alcoholic beverages data to narrow
down on promising models. Utilizing each classification algorithm, we evaluated
the F1 score, AUC score, precision, recall, and time taken for each model. Based on
these parameters, we found that random forest, logistic regression, and AdaBoost
performed relatively well over others. Because of the ease of its interpretability,
logistic regression was one of the potential candidate models. Tables 8 and 9 below
show the results for multiple models run on the seafood and alcoholic beverages
dataset (Figs. 1 and 2).

Because of data skewness, stratified fivefold cross-validation was performed to
observe the consistency of model performance to avoid overfitting of the trained
dataset. Cross-validation also results in less biased models over models without
cross-validation. RF consistently performed better than logistic regression and
AdaBoost regardless of the skewness in the data.

5.3 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression was our first choice for this project because of the elegance,
simplicity, and interpretability of the model. Since in our data cleaning process, we
categorized all the not OOS cases as 0 and all the OOS cases as 1. This makes our
logistic regression model as a binary logistic regression. Similar to linear regression,
logistic regression uses an equation as the representation. But the difference here is
it uses a logistic function to fit the output of the equation between 0 and 1 instead of
fitting a straight line or hyperplane. Below is the logistic function equation:

H(x) = 1

1+ exp(−x)
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Fig. 1 F1 score for stratified K-fold cross-validation (OOS rate high)
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Fig. 2 F1 score for stratified K-fold cross-validation (OOS rate low)

The advantage of using logistic regression is it is very efficient to train, is easy
to implement, and uses less computational resources. Moreover, it does not require
input features to be scaled, does not require much tuning, and is easy to regularize.
Also, the logistic regression model gives us probabilities instead of just classifying;
this makes decision-making easy and straightforward. Few drawbacks of logistic
regression are that we can’t solve nonlinear problems. Also, it doesn’t perform
well when feature space is too large, doesn’t handle a large number of categorical
features/variables well, and is vulnerable to overfitting. Since feature engineering
plays an essential role concerning the performance of logistic regression, the model
does work better when we remove attributes that are unrelated to the output variable.
The choice we made while selecting the features and synthesizing new ones resulted
in good outcomes from the model. Also, being conservative in selecting features
with multicollinearity helped us in getting good results.

5.4 Random Forest

Random forest is a method similar to the decision trees. In decision trees used for
classification, we used recursive binary splitting to divide the predictor space into
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various regions. The classification error rate is used as the criterion for each binary
split. The better approaches that can be used individually for the binary splits are
the Gini index and entropy. This process of decision trees is further improved by
using bootstrap aggregation, also called bagging. The intuition behind bagging is
that averaging a set of observations reduces variance. One of the advantages of
the random forest is that it is one of the most accurate decision models and works
great on large datasets. Random forest also assists in extracting variable importance.
Coming to the drawbacks of random forests, it is vulnerable to overfitting in case
of noisy data, and its results are difficult to interpret. The reason why random
forest gave us fantastic results is its ability to handle the high dimensionality in our
data. Since we have (insert number of variables) variables and thus potentially high
multicollinearity, random forest is an apt method for classification of out of stock
(OOS) and non-OOS cases. Another reason is possibly a large quantity of dataset
availability for training the model as random forest works great for large datasets.

5.5 AdaBoost

Another classifier that gave us a great result is the AdaBoost classifier. AdaBoost
or adaptive boosting combines multiple classifiers to increase the accuracy of
classifiers and is an iterative ensemble method. AdaBoost classifier builds a robust
classifier by combining multiple poorly performing classifiers, which are generally a
stump (a tree with just two leaves) to ultimately get a strong classifier. The intuition
behind AdaBoost is to set the weights of classifiers and to train the sample data
sample in each iteration in such a way that it makes accurate predictions of unusual
observations conducive. Now any statistical learning algorithm can be used as a base
classifier if it accepts weights on the training set. In our model, the base classifier
used was a default option that is a decision tree classifier.

6 Results

By applying the classification algorithm on the dataset, the research concludes that
the data without any enhanced features shows low F1 score for business segments
with high OOS rate. Features engineered during the research establish the possibility
of developing a novel method for capturing information on cyclic and seasonality
of product’s OOS behavior and utilize them to predict significantly better. The
empirical results derived from the research show an improvement of 50% to 68%
(Fig. 3) and Table 10 in F1 score for products with high OOS rate. The study also
provides marginal increment (1%–3%) in F1 score for products that are already
being predicted with accuracy as high as 90%. The results found from the study
provide an innovative solution to the low on-shelf availability issues faced across
retail industry especially for fast-moving goods. By alleviating the key hurdle of
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Fig. 3 Results comparing F1 score obtained using without features, with feature, and with reduced
features

Table 10 Improvement on
base model using features

Business segment Base F1 Improvement using features

Deli 0.90 1%

Meat 0.87 1.5%

Packaged meat 0.04 56%

Dry groceries 0.04 61%

Grocery DSD 0.04 58%

Seafood 0.86 5.2%

Frozen food 0.04 57%

Alcoholic beverages 0.17 66%

low OSA, retailers can reduce significant source of loss of revenue, provide better
customer experience, and maintain tighter supply chain management.

The figure below shows the business categories and the sub-categories within
them where the model was able to perform relatively better than compared to other
sub-categories. The figure summarizes the categories with F scores greater than
80%. Therefore, drilling down on each segment, the below sub-categories can be
utilized to predict OOS with high confidence.

7 Conclusions

Engineered features showed significant improvement on model performance. Fea-
tures like weekly mean, monthly mean, quarterly mean, monthly SD, and weekly
SD for digital transactions proved to have the highest importance in identifying OOS
rate at product-store level. We incorporated the costs of incorrect classifications to
compare models based on business measures and found random forest to be the
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best performer. Based on the cost matrix, the estimated potential savings from our
predictions was $50M per year Although the study provides significant benefits from
both retailers’ and customers’ perspective, it still holds certain drawbacks.

The study could possibly perform better if provided with more data per store
per product. Empirical results show that if dataset contains information of product
that goes out of stock in at least 6 stores everyday (roughly 2000 OOS counts),
the predicting capabilities give higher accuracy. Moreover, the data also lacks
the information about how often a product is replenished at each store which
generally affects the whole process of knowledge discovery and modeling training.
Lastly, even though class imbalance was handled by creating synthetic records, the
imbalance still affects the overall performance and possibly hinders the learning
process. The next steps for the research entail garnering granular data, increasing
data points containing OOS, and information about replenishment rate. Such value
addition will help engineer better features and might provide more accurate results,
ultimately tackling industry-wide problem and possibly extending into other sectors
as well.
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Analyzing the Impact of Foursquare
and Streetlight Data with Human
Demographics on Future Crime
Prediction

Fateha Khanam Bappee, Lucas May Petry, Amilcar Soares, and Stan Matwin

1 Introduction

Crime is one of the well-known social problems that affect the quality of life
and slows down the country’s economy. Nowadays, with the advancement of big
data analytics, exploring diverse sources of data has gained increasing interest and
attention that offers better crime analysis and prediction for crime researchers.
Besides, identifying crime patterns and trends is of great importance for police and
law enforcement agencies. Crime patterns tell us the story about the environment,
demography, temporality, and how criminals interact with those factors.

In this paper, we address the problem of predicting future crime incidents for
small geographic areas (i.e., dissemination areas as defined by Statistics Canada)
in Halifax, Canada. Traditionally, criminology researchers study and analyze the
historical crime data by focusing on sociological and psychological theories to
obtain crime and criminal behavioral patterns. However, such strategies may intro-
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duce bias from the theory-ladenness of observation [4]. The literature states that,
in the real world, crime has a mutual relationship with time, space, and population
that complicates the researcher’s study more [8]. Several works have explored the
relationships between criminal activities and socioeconomic factors, for instance,
educational facilities, ethnicity, income level, unemployment, etc., as well as human
behavioral factors [5, 13, 14]. Crime rate or crime occurrence prediction has received
considerable attention in many studies, including [25, 28, 35]. Several studies tried
to predict specific types of crime for a specific region or time by detecting the
patterns of that crime [34]. Spatiotemporal pattern plays a vital role in advanced
research in crime analysis and prediction [18]. Nowadays, advanced techniques
are applied to detect different crime patterns such as spatiotemporal, demographic,
meteorological, and human behavioral patterns for crime prediction. However, it is
challenging to make accurate estimations from diverse data sources due to nonlinear
relationships and data dependencies.

Most of the studies that presented data-driven crime pattern detection and
prediction approaches have focused on mega-cities like Chicago, New York, Greater
London, etc. However, the physical characteristics, human impact characteristics,
and their interactions are totally different for different regions and cities. Therefore,
applying those models for predicting crime in a smaller city is challenging and
may lead to different outcomes. Our study aims to build data-driven models
for future crime incident prediction for smaller cities. The main hypothesis is
that the relative scarcity of data, compared to mega-cities, can be compensated
by using nontraditional datasets that can be derived from social media and the
Internet-of-Things (IoT) infrastructure of a modern city. We extract five different
categories of features from six different data sources. We propose to explore
traditional demographics data with commuting features (e.g., commuting mode
and time), IoT-like streetlight poles position data, as well as human mobility data
with dynamic features from location-based social networks. To the best of our
knowledge, employing demographics data with human mobility features for future
crime prediction is the first attempt for a small city such as Halifax, Canada. For
model building, we use ensemble learning methods such as random forest and
gradient boosting. We conduct a performance comparison for all five categories of
features. We also compare the prediction results generated from ensemble learning
methods with a baseline method called DNN-based feature level data fusion [16].

In summary, the contributions of this paper are: (i) we propose the use of
streetlight infrastructure data with demographic characteristics for improving future
crime prediction. Its effectiveness is demonstrated in our experimental evaluation
results; (ii) we propose data-driven models to predict future crime occurrences in
smaller cities. This implies that fewer data points are applicable for training the
models; and (iii) we experimentally show the effect of each feature group proposed
in previous works and this paper on crime prediction, evaluating the classification
performance of different feature combinations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work.
Section 3 provides the details of feature engineering approaches to improve the
prediction accuracy in Halifax. After, in Sect. 4, the data source, data preparation
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activities, and experimental results are presented. Finally, Sect. 5 presents some
concluding remarks with future research directions.

2 Related Work

The relationship between crime and various factors has been studied in many
scientific and criminology works. Nowadays, researchers can use spatial informa-
tion from the real world using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Likewise,
demographic information is easily accessible from different statistical sources. The
use of historical facts and temporal dynamics between neighborhoods and crimes
has also been broadly noted in criminology. Researchers have emphasized the
feasible computation solutions for the urban crime after analyzing the factors related
to different categories of crimes and their consequences. We have categorized
the existing work of crime prediction from four aspects: temporal and historical,
geographic, demographic and streetlight, and human behavioral aspects.

Temporal patterns of crime are learned from sequential crime data by analyzing
the structure (various intervals) of temporal resources. Crime rates can be examined
for hours of the day, different days of the week, months, seasons, years, and others.
Many researchers have studied how to identify temporal patterns among criminal
incidents [10, 16]. Several works also focus on historical information to predict
future crime incidents [33]. In [29, 30], the authors presented a periodic temporal
pattern with hourly crime intensity and holiday information for crime forecasting.
A study [34] shows that drunk-driving incidents and other criminal incidents occur
during Saturday nights, bar game nights close to the bar, and sports season close
to the stadium. This implies that the temporal influence of crime may change over
geographic regions.

Existing works also examined the geographic influence for future crime pre-
diction or crime rate estimation [28]. Wang et al. [28] presented a crime rate
inference problem for Chicago community areas by utilizing point-of-interest (POI)
data as well as geographical influence features. Geospatial Discriminative Patterns
(GDPatterns) was introduced in [26] to capture the spatial properties of crime.
Furthermore, spatial autocorrelation is considered in [33] where the average number
of neighbors is calculated for each grid. Besides, the authors in [1, 2] found spatial
patterns (hotspots) for crime prediction using the Apriori algorithm and localized
kernel density estimation (LKDE), respectively. Recently, another study [3] focused
on the creation of spatial features to predict crime using geocoding and crime
hotspot techniques. As the distributions of crime vary in time and space, several
studies have identified spatiotemporal patterns for crime prediction [11, 35]. In [11],
the authors investigated a spatiotemporal dynamic for Break and Entries (BNEs)
crime incidents. However, considering the geographic influence may add a little help
for crime prediction as the neighboring community shares similar demographics.

Traditional demographic features have been extensively used in many research
for crime prediction [4, 5, 16]. In [8], the author applied population density, mean
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people per household, people in the urban area, people under the poverty level, and
people in dense housing with some other features to detect community crime pat-
terns. A study discovered the association of construction permits, foreclosures, etc.
with crime tendency [19]. Researchers also explored residential stability, number
of vacant houses, number of people who are married or separated, and education
[4, 28]. However, using only traditional demographic feature is insufficient to
understand the implicit characteristics of crime and criminals. Few works reported
the impact of streetlight distributions on the criminal behavioral pattern and crime
prediction. The researchers in 2018 [31] have found an inverse relationship between
streetlight density and crime rates based on the census block groups in Detroit. In
our study, we also consider extracting streetlight features but for crime incidents
prediction. However, due to human mobility, a region’s demographic characteristics
may change for a short or long period of time.

Human behavioral pattern aims to obtain understanding from human behavior,
mobility, and networks. In [5], the authors investigated the predictive power of
aggregated and anonymized human behavioral data derived from a multimodal
combination of mobile network activity and demographic information. Specifically,
footfall or the estimated number of people within each cell is derived from the
mobile network by aggregating every hour the total number of unique phone calls
in each cell tower and mapping the cell tower coverage areas to the Smartsteps
cells. Similar works have been done by Andrey et al. [6] and Traunmueller et al.
[27] for crime hotspot classification and to find a correlation between crime and
metrics derived from population diversity. In [28], the authors profile the crime rate
by applying taxi flow data to understand the reflection of city dynamics. The authors
considered taxi flows as “hyperlinks” in the city to connect the locations. Each taxi
trip recorded pickup/dropoff time and location, operation time, and the total amount
paid. The taxi flow features indicate how neighboring areas contribute much crime
in the target area through social interaction. A data-driven approach is presented in
[4] for crime rate prediction that also considers road network, transportation nodes,
and human mobility. Recently, crime event prediction for Brisbane and New York
is studied in [15, 23] using dynamic features extracted from Foursquare data. The
authors measure the region’s popularity by determining the total number of observed
check-ins in that region for a specific time interval. Also, the number of unique users
that checked in to a specific venue and the number of tips users have ever written
about that venue are counted to measure the popularity, heterogeneity, and quality
of the region.

In our study, we proposed a data-driven approach for a smaller city, Halifax, by
investigating an extensive set of features from all different aspects. We mainly focus
on human behavioral aspects, streetlight features, and the traditional demographic
features for future crime prediction.
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3 Feature Extraction

Aiming at predicting future crime incidents, we extract features for each dissem-
ination area (DA). According to Statistics Canada, a DA is the smallest standard
geographic area in their data, which consists of one or more adjacent dissemination
blocks [24]. This section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 details the temporal
and historical features used in this work. The demographics and streetlight features
are explained in Sect. 3.2, while Sect. 3.3 shows the POI features used in this work.
Finally, Sect. 3.4 shows some human mobility dynamic features extracted from
social networks.

3.1 Temporal and Historical Features

According to criminology research, crime may change over a long period of time
(e.g., season) as well as in a short period of time (e.g., day or week) [22]. Thus, the
temporal features we extracted are month, day of the week, time interval in a day,
and season. We arrange crime records in eight 3 h time intervals and four seasons
(winter, fall, summer, and spring) for each DA. On the other hand, some research
analyzed the relation of future crime incidents with the past crime history [33].
Therefore, we calculate crime frequency and crime density for each region based
on historical crime data. As the area and population sizes are different for different
regions, we normalize the crime frequency using the area and population size to
obtain the crime density (Dcr ).

Dcr(r) = CR(r)

P (r)
, (1)

Dcr(r) = CR(r)

A(r)
, (2)

where CR(r) addresses the total number of crimes in DA r , P(r) is the total number
of population in region r , and A(r) is the area of that region. We also compute the
crime distribution based on each season.

3.2 Demographic and Streetlight Features

Researchers have widely used demographic and socioeconomic features for crime
rate estimation [28] and crime occurrence prediction [5]. The main demographic
features we consider for our study are population density, dwelling characteristics,
income, mobility, the journey to work, aboriginals and visible minorities, age, and
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sex. The journey to work features measure two main things: (i) the time people leave
for work and (ii) the primary mode of commute for residents aged more than 15
years. We consider six different measures for the time people leave for work, such
as between 5 a.m. and 5:59 a.m, 6 a.m. and 6:59 a.m., 7 a.m. and 7:59 a.m., 8 a.m.
and 8:59 a.m., 9 a.m. and 11:59 a.m., and 12 p.m. and 4:59 a.m. For the mode of
commute, public transit, walk, bicycle, and other methods are considered. Mobility
indicates the geographic movement of a population over a period of time; for
instance, it shows the information if a person moved to the current place of residence
or is living at the same place as 1 year or 5 years ago.

Besides demographic features, we observe the effect and graveness of streetlight
distribution on future crime incidents prediction motivated by [31]. Given a dataset
of streetlight locations, for each DA, we propose the use of three streetlight features:
(i) the total number of streetlights, (ii) the streetlight density, and (iii) the average
minimum distance between crime data points and streetlight poles. The streetlight
density of region r is computed as follows:

Dst (r) = St (r)

A(r)
, (3)

where St (r) denotes the total number of streetlights in DA r . To calculate the
average minimum distance from crime location to streetlight poles, we use the
Haversine distance metric with scikit-learn [20].

Figure 1 visualizes the crime (year 2013), population, and streetlight densities by
most observable DAs in Halifax. Dark red color indicates high density, and light red
indicates low density. The bin sizes for population and streetlight densities are the
same; on the other hand, we choose smaller bin sizes to get a clear picture of crime
density. As shown in Fig. 1, most of the criminal incidents happen in downtown
Halifax.

Fig. 1 Crime, population density, and streetlight density by most observable DAs in Halifax.
(a) Crime density. (b) Population density. (c) Streetlight density
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3.3 POI Features

In this work, we propose the use of POI features that can be obtained from location-
based social networks (e.g., Foursquare). Our extracted POI features include (i)
the total number of POIs, (ii) the POI frequency, and the density for different
POI categories. Foursquare identifies ten major POI categories, such as food, arts
and entertainment, college and university, nightlife spots, outdoors, and recreation,
professional and other places, residence, shop, and service event, and travel and
transport. The density of each POI category is defined as follows:

Dc(r) = Nc(r)

N(r)
, (4)

D1c(r) = Nc(r)

A(r)
, (5)

where Nc(r) is the total number of POIs of category c in a DA r , N(r) is the total
number of POIs in region r , and A(r) is the area of that region. Figure 2 shows the
POI and check-in count distributions of most observable dissemination areas (DAs)
in Halifax.

3.4 Human Mobility Dynamic Features

Our study also explores dynamic human mobility data from location-based social
networks to find if there is any relation with crime context. Social networks often
have their users’ location data, including their visits to different POIs in a city. We
extract ten features for each DA based on the total number of user check-ins and
check-in frequency for each POI category. Moreover, the check-in count for each
DA at a time interval, the check-in density, region popularity, and visitor count

Fig. 2 The total POI and check-in count distributions by most observable DAs in Halifax. (a) POI
count distribution. (b) Check-in count distribution
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are also computed. For DA r at time interval t , the check-in density is defined as
follows:

Dck(r, t) = Ck(r, t)

Ck(r)
, (6)

Dck(r, t) = Ck(r, t)

A(r)
, (7)

where Ck(r, t) is the number of check-ins in DA r at time interval t, and Ck(r) is
the total number of check-ins in that region. Visitor count refers to the number of
unique users that visited a DA at time interval t (i.e., region popularity).

Rrp(r, t) = Ck(r, t)

Ck(t)
, (8)

where Ck(t) is the total number of check-in at time interval t for all regions.
We extract a total of 153 features for each dissemination area. Among them, we

select 65 features that are more relevant to the crime prediction problem. The details
of the total features chosen for each category appear in Table 1.

Table 1 Details of the selected features

Feature
category

Extracted
features

Selected
features Selected feature names

Temporal
and
historical

12 8 Month, weekday, time interval, season, crime
frequency, crime density based on population,
crime density based on area, crime density for
season

Demographic 101 32 Population, population density, dwelling
characteristics (11) mobility movers, mobility non
movers, mobility migrants, mobility non
migrants, aboriginals and visible minorities,
primary mode of commute for residents (5),
journey to work: the time people leave for work
(5), low income (3), age and sex

Streetlight 3 2 Streetlight frequency, streetlight density

Foursquare
POI

21 19 Total POI, food count, residence count, nightlife
count, arts & entertainment count, college &
university count, outdoors & recreation count,
professional & other places count, shop & service
count, travel & transport count, and the densities
of all POI categories (9)

Foursquare
dynamic

16 4 Total check-in for each time interval, check-in
density, visitor count, region popularity
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4 Experiments

We conducted experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the different groups of
features that can be aggregated to crime data for the task of crime prediction. In the
following sections, we describe the datasets used (Sect. 4.1), the experimental setup
(Sect. 4.2), and the achieved results (Sects. 4.3 and 4.4).

4.1 Datasets

We use crime data provided by the Halifax Regional Police (HRP) department,
which includes records for all Dissemination Areas (DAs) in the Halifax Regional
Municipality (HRM) in Nova Scotia, Canada. Our dataset was extracted from
the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) survey, which was designed to measure the
incidence of crime and its characteristics in Canadian society. For our experiments,
we explore all crime occurrences from 2012 to 2014. The crime attributes extracted
from the dataset include the geographic location, incident start time, month,
weekday, and UCR descriptions (incident type). We have a total of 201,086 crime
observations (excluding invalid and null information), where 69,340 data points
happened in 2012, 65,785 in 2013, and 65,961 in 2014. We map all crime records to
one of the 599 DAs collected for Halifax from Statistics Canada 2016 census, based
on their geographic location. We group and index crime occurrences based on the
DA where they happened, the year, month, day of the week, and the time interval of
the day (we partition a day into eight 3 h time intervals).

In addition to the raw crime data, we collected demographic data for each DA
from the Canadian Census Analyser [21]. We also extracted POI and dynamic
features for Halifax from a dataset of Foursquare check-ins around the world,
collected between April 2012 and January 2014 [32]. Lastly, streetlight information
was obtained from the Streetlight Vision (SLV) API of HRM, which contains the
location of 42,653 streetlight poles after removing null values and invalid data. We
then computed the streetlight features proposed in Sect. 3 and mapped them to each
DA.

Given that there are only records of crime occurrences in the dataset, we augment
it to include “no crime” records. Thus, if there was no crime for a specific time
interval, we labeled that observation as “no crime.” The final size of the dataset,
including crime and no crime records, is 1,207,584 (3*12*7*8*599).

As the occurrence of crime events is not frequent, most of the data (around 87%)
are labeled with “no crime.” To address this issue, we apply the under-sampling
technique for “no crime” records to obtain a more balanced dataset [17].

We use the random under-sampling technique, which randomly selects a subset
of observations from the major class (no crime) of the dataset. Applying random
under-sampling might lead to a biased dataset; also, the deleted data points could
have a beneficial or adverse impact to fit the model. However, this under-sampling
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Table 2 Details of the datasets

Dataset Source Total data

Historical crime data Halifax Regional Police 201,086

Dissemination area data Statistics Canada 599

Demographic data Canadian Census Analyser 599

Streetlight data Halifax Regional Municipality 42,653

Foursquare POI data Foursquare 2301

Foursquare checkin data Foursquare 12,171

approach is compatible for our study as we are employing it for artificially creating
“no crime” records only. The number of records for “crime” occurrences is sufficient
despite having class imbalance. Table 2 shows the details of the dataset.

4.2 Experimental Setup

We run experiments with well-known ensemble learning classifiers, random forest
(RF) [7] and gradient boosting (GB) [12], with scikit-learn [20] in Python.

We used randomized grid-search in preliminary experiments for the hyper-
parameter optimization of each classifier evaluated. Besides evaluating the effect
of each group of features, we compare our results to a DNN-based feature level data
fusion baseline method [16]. Since the environmental context feature group used
in [16] is unavailable for Halifax, we implement the DNN without those features.
We use the same parameter settings reported in the corresponding paper for the
baseline model, except for the activations of the DNN, which were replaced by
sigmoid functions as they resulted in a better performance. We train the DNN for
300 epochs and select the best test scores. For evaluating the effectiveness of each
feature group, we analyze the accuracy and F-score of the classifiers. At the same
time, for the comparison with the baseline method, we also report precision, recall,
and area under the ROC curve (AUC) scores.

We run a tenfold time-constrained cross-validation, similar to what was proposed
in [9]. This is more appropriate since we guarantee that the records in the training set
happened before the ones used for testing, and so we are effectively using data from
the past to predict the future. We consider a sliding time window of 2 years, where
the first 12 months are taken for training the models and the subsequent 12 months
are used for testing. Thus, the models are still capable of capturing seasonality
patterns as the training split always contains a full year of data. As our dataset
includes 3 consecutive years of crime records from 2012 to 2014, for the first fold,
we take all records from January 2012 to December 2012 for training, and the test
split goes from January 2013 to December 2013. Next, for the second fold, we slide
the window 1 month forward so that the training set spans from February 2012 to
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Table 3 Results for average accuracy and F-score

Features Random forest Gradient boosting

No. Model R D S F P Accuracy (%) F-score (%) Accuracy (%) F-score (%)

1 MR � 59.60 63.93 59.85 64.65

2 MD � � 69.07 68.30 69.94 69.45
3 MS � � 68.51 67.46 68.52 68.25

4 MF � � 64.08 61.25 64.70 61.16

5 MP � � 66.75 64.19 67.61 64.19

6 MDS � � � 69.08 68.32 69.97 69.51
7 MDF � � � 69.15 68.29 69.95 69.33

8 MDP � � � 68.98 68.20 70.00 69.42

9 MSF � � � 68.06 66.48 69.04 67.50

10 MSP � � � 68.66 66.89 69.50 68.21

11 MFP � � � 66.84 64.02 67.60 64.07

12 MA � � � � � 69.09 68.16 69.96 69.31

January 2013, and the test spans from February 2013 to January 2014. We repeat
this process for ten different folds.

4.3 Results for Our Proposed Features

In Table 3, we show the classification results with various feature combinations.
We tested the addition of four different groups of features to the raw dataset
(temporal+ historic crime) (R): Demographic (D), Streetlight (S), Foursquare
dynamic (F), and Foursquare POI (P) features. We compare 12 different models
by adding all feature categories one by one with the raw features. Our first model is
implemented based on the raw features only, named as model MR. We built models
MD, MS, MF, and MP by adding demographic, streetlight, Foursquare check-in,
and Foursquare POI data, respectively, with the raw data. Similarly, by combining
two consecutive feature groups with the raw data, we built the models MDS, MDF,
MDP, MSF, MSP, and MFP. Finally, model MA is implemented based on all of
the feature combinations. Both RF and GB classifiers share a similar trend for all
models based on classification accuracy and F-score. As GB performs better than RF
for all combinations, in our discussions, we only consider the GB method. Model
MR, trained only with raw features, is resulting in low accuracy of 59.85% and
64.65% F-score. Such behavior is expected since criminal behavior is affected by
many different variables other than simple spatial and temporal factors [36].

By analyzing the addition of each group of features individually (top part of
Table 3), the inclusion of demographic features (model MD) exhibits the best
results, for which GB shows an improvement of almost 10% in accuracy (69.94%)
and about 5% in F-score (69.45%) compared to only raw features. Similarly,
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streetlight features in model MS show an approximate 9% and 4% improvement
for accuracy and F-score, respectively. Demographic variables reveal most of the
characteristics of different regions, including social and economic factors, which are
commonly correlated with criminality. Likewise, the installment of streetlight poles
that reflects streetlight density feature also considers the same demographic profile
for each corresponding area. Interestingly, Foursquare POI and dynamic features
achieve less accuracy individually as compared to demographic and streetlight
features. One of the reasons for this may be that there is missing information for
places and check-in data for some dissemination areas.

Models 6 to 11 show the evaluation results for three feature categories combi-
nation. The accuracy and F-scores are better and almost consistent for all models
except model MFP. The reason behind this is that all of them contain either
demographic or streetlight features except MFP. In model MA, we combine all
five categories of features. It gives us similar results as Model 6 (MDS), where
we added both the demographic and streetlight categories. As Foursquare features
do not lead to performance loss while combining others, in our study, we used all
feature categories for building a model.

4.4 Comparison with a Baseline

Table 4 reports the accuracy, precision, recall, and AUC score for one of the best
performing ensemble-based models, model MA with gradient boosting (GB-MA)
and the baseline DNN model. Our proposed model performs significantly better
than the baseline model based on precision, recall, and AUC scores. Though DNN
can handle nonlinear relationships and data dependencies among different sources,
it is challenging for the model to perform accurately for smaller domains or domains
that suffer from data scarcity. This is the most likely reason for the baseline model
to degrade performance. On the other hand, our model performed, on average, about
2% worse considering accuracy compared to the baseline model. This is due to the
existence of a label imbalance in some of the testing folds.

Table 4 Performance evaluation

Model Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) AUC

DNN (baseline) [16] 71.82 49.52 49.74 50.00

GB-MA 69.96 70.13 68.53 69.95
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we study a fundamental problem of crime incident prediction for the
future time interval. We have presented a data-driven approach to see how prediction
accuracy can be improved by integrating multiple sources of data. Specifically,
we focus on exploring population-centric features with streetlight and Foursquare-
based features for each dissemination area in Halifax. Our problem also considers
the temporal dimension of the crime profile in depth. We compare all five categories
of feature combinations differently and unitedly. The results show that demographic
and streetlight features have strong correlations with crime. Both of them show
significant performance improvement for crime prediction individually and jointly.
Though Foursquare data does not outperform demographic or streetlight data, it
presents a satisfactory performance for crime prediction. Additionally, we compare
our best ensemble model (i.e., model MA with gradient boosting in Table 3)
with the DNN-based baseline model. Our results show that GB outperforms the
DNN baseline for the same groups of features. Therefore, applying ensemble-based
method leads to better performance in predicting future crime for smaller cities,
such as Halifax.

In the future, we plan to extend this work in multiple directions. We want to
integrate real-time streetlight data (e.g., light temperature, lux level, outages deter-
mined by power supply failures, etc.) with the current dataset. Moreover, identifying
specific types of crime that might happen in the near future is our immediate
concern. As it is very challenging to get accurate results for future crime prediction
when sufficient data is unavailable, performing domain adaptation and some form
of transfer learning using available data from a big city would be advantageous.
Furthermore, the subject of data discrimination is another crucial concern for the
study that focuses on real-world datasets. Investigating discrimination in socially
sensitive decision records is state-of-the-art research to avoid biased classification
learning.
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Nested Named Sets in Information
Retrieval

Mark Burgin and H. Paul Zellweger

1 Introduction

Analysis of the database area shows that a focal problem of working with data in
databases is amplifying efficiency of human-database interaction. This goal can be
achieved on different levels, which form the following hierarchy:

queries&their algorithmic realization
↑

logic&its algorithmic realization
↑

algebras&their algorithmic realization
↑

data structures

The main efforts in this area have been directed at the development of logical
systems for database management, which, as Benedikt explains in his Keynote Talk
at PODS’18, became a leading application of logic within computer science [2].

While this explanation is undeniably true, the efficiency of human-database
interaction depends not only on logic and corresponding query languages but to
a great extent on the structuration of data and databases. Codd’s work transforms
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data management in many ways because he suggested the relational table with an
advanced relational algebra [14].

Three types of structures – structure of databases, structure of database proce-
dures, and structures of data in databases – are critical for efficient and reliable
functioning of databases. Mathematical modeling of these structures allows explo-
ration of properties and functioning of databases.

The conventional approach has primarily been based on relational data structures
represented by flat forms in relational databases. However, in many situations,
practical information processing involves nesting and nested structures. As a result,
researchers started exploring how to use nested structures in databases [13, 19, 20,
21, 22].

Here we use the mathematical structure called a nested named set to model
structures determining database properties and functioning. Our approach is based
on the evidence that named sets play an essential role in databases and knowledge
bases. Relations are a special case of named sets. Consequently, all relational
databases store named sets and work with them [17, 18]. Named set chains are key
structures in temporal databases [6, 27]. Named sets were employed for building
a mathematical model for efficient managing XML data [23]. All knowledge
and information structures, from microstructures to megastructures, are formed
from named sets [7, 9]. Named sets have been constructively utilized for data
visualization and information retrieval in databases [12, 29, 30, 31], database
management, and information acquisition on the Internet as it is possible to consider
the Internet as huge database [11]. As a matter of fact, any network, especially
the World Wide Web extensively, uses names and consequently name sets because
names are related to what they name, which produces a named set. Utilization of
names on the Internet has become explicit and as experts in network technology
assert Named Data Networking (NDN) is a future internet architecture inspired
by years of empirical research into network usage and a growing awareness of
unsolved problems in contemporary internet architectures [26]. In addition, named
sets provide a unified data metamodel that allows building suitable data models on
all levels: from high-level or conceptual to representational or implementation to
low-level or physical models. In turn, named sets and their chains form efficient
high-level metadata for different purposes (cf., [28]).

At the same time, information on the Internet, as a rule, includes nested
structures. For instance, when one web site contains a reference to another web
site, it means that the second web site is nested in the first one. This feature also
demonstrates the necessity of nested named sets for mathematical representation of
information on the Internet.

Moreover, named sets provide a unified data metamodel that allows building
suitable data models on all levels: from high-level or conceptual to representational
or implementation to low-level or physical models. In turn, named sets and their
chains form efficient high-level metadata for different purposes (cf., [28]).

In this paper, we develop and explore novel mathematical models aimed at
an efficient unified representation for data structures, database schemas, database
procedures, and database structures. Mathematical structures utilized for this pur-
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pose are called nested named sets. Specific characteristics of nested named sets
are introduced and studied. Their application to uncovering database properties and
describing database functioning is presented.

It is important to explain what novel technological advantages our approach has
in comparison with other approaches to database technology. First, we use a more
advanced model, which is called set-based nested named sets, for data structures
and database organization. This model includes both relational and hierarchical
databases as particular cases. At the same time, set-based named sets include not
only relations but also multirelations, labeled graphs, and especially important
algorithmic named sets, in which links between elements are specified and realized
by algorithm (computational procedures).

Second, the theory of named sets provides a powerful collection of operations
with data, data structures, and database structures.

Third, nested named sets give an adequate and efficient representation of nested
structures in databases, such as nested lists.

Fourth, application of named sets makes available increasing transparency and
efficiency of database construction, utilization maintenance, and management.

Fifth, named sets provide flexible unification of database architectures.
The chapter has the following structure. In Sect. 2, we describe basic con-

structions from named set theory used for the development and management of
databases. In Sect. 3, we study basic relations between named sets in general and
nested name sets in particular. In Sect. 4, we demonstrate applications of nested
name sets to database development and management.

2 Basic Definitions and Constructions

A named set is the mathematical structure of entities, ties, and names [5]. The early
literature on named sets goes back to the 1980s [3, 4]. Today this literature includes
more advanced results, such as those of Burgin [8, 9, 10].

2.1 General Named Sets

Named sets, which are also called fundamental triads, have different types and
categories [8]. The two names for the same structure reflect different features of
this structure. Labeling this structure a named set, we direct attention to its inner
structure. Dubbing this structure a fundamental triad, we reveal its unity. At first,
three primary types – basic, bidirectional and cyclic named sets – are introduced.

Definition 2.1 A basic named set is a triad X = (X, f, N) with the following visual
(graphic) representation:
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X
f→ N (1)

In this triad X = (X, f, N), components X and N are two objects and f is a
correspondence (e.g., a binary relation) from X to N. With respect to X, the object
X is called the support of X and denoted S(X), the object N is called the component
of names (reflector) or set of names of X and denoted N(X), and the object f is
called the naming correspondence (reflection) of X and denoted r(X). It means that
X = (S(X), r(X), N(X)). Note that in X, components X and N are not automatically
sets, while f is not necessarily a mapping or a function even if X and N are sets. For
instance, X and N are sets of words and f is an algorithm.

The standard example is a basic named set (basic fundamental triad), in which X
consists of people, N consists of their names, and f is the correspondence between
people and their names. Another example is a basic named set (fundamental triad),
in which X consists of things, N consists of their names, and f is the correspondence
between things and their names [16].

It is necessary to make a distinction between triples and triads. A triple is any
set with three elements, while a triad is a system of three connected elements
(components). It is worthy of note that mathematicians introduced the concept of
a triple in an abstract category. In essence, such a triple is a triad that consists of
three fundamental triads and thus is a triad of the second order [8]. Understanding
of the complex nature of the categorical triple compelled mathematicians to change
the name of this structure and now it is always called a monad. Interestingly, this
shows connection between fundamental triads and Leibniz monads. However, in this
case, a monad consists of triads and not the other way around.

Definition 2.2 A bidirectional named set is a triad X = (X, f, Z) with the following
visual (graphic) representation:

X
f←→ Z (2)

It is also a triad D = (X, f, Y), in which the naming correspondence f goes in two
directions.

In this triad D = (X, f, Z), components X and Z are two objects and f is
a correspondence (e.g., a binary relation) between X and Z, which goes in two
directions. With respect to D, X = S(D) is also called the support of D, Z = N(D)
is called the component of names (reflector) or set of names of D, and f = r(D) is
called the naming correspondence (reflection) of D. It means that D = (S(D), r(D),
N(D)). Note that in D, f is not necessarily a mapping or a function.

To understand the difference between basic and bidirectional named sets, let us
consider set-theoretical named sets, in which the reflection is a binary relation [8].
A directed binary relation between sets X and Y is a set of pairs, in which the first
element is for X and the second from Y, while an undirected binary relation between
sets X and Y is a set of pairs, in which either the first element is for X and the second
is from Y or the first element is for Y and the second is from X. Thus, a basic named
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set has a directed binary relation as its reflection. In contrast to this, a bidirectional
named set has an undirected binary relation as its reflection.

Often binary relations are treated as subsets of a Cartesian product of two sets.
However, in their super-formalized treatise on mathematics, Boubaki defines a
binary relation as a set-theoretical named set. Namely, a binary relation R is defined
as an ordered triple (X, G, Y) where X and Y are arbitrary sets (or classes), and G
is a subset of the Cartesian product X × Y. It means that a binary relation is a basic
set-theoretical named set.

A bidirectional set-theoretical named set has a reflection, which consists of two
binary relations. As one of these binary relations can be empty, any basic set-
theoretical named set is a particular case of a bidirectional set-theoretical named
set. At the same time, as we will see, any bidirectional set-theoretical named set can
be composed of two basic set-theoretical named sets.

We have an example of a bidirectional named set when two people are exchang-
ing messages, e.g., by e-mails, messaging, or talking to one to another. In this case,
X and Z are people while f and g are messages that go from one person to another.

There is one more important class of named sets.

Definition 2.3 A cyclic named set is a fundamental triad or named set X = (X, f,
X).

In essence, a named set X is cyclic when N(X) = S(XS).
A cyclic named set can be basic. Then it has the following form:

X
f→ X (3)

The following graphic form can also describe it:

X

f
(4)

An example of a basic cyclic named set is a subatomic particle, such as an
electron, which acts on itself.

A cyclic named set can also be bidirectional. Then it has the following form:

X
f↔ X (5)

The following graphic form can also describe it:

X

f
(6)
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An example of a bidirectional cyclic named set is a computer network. In it, X
consists of computers and f contains all connections between them.

2.2 Set-Based Named Sets

Set-based named sets are important in general because many mathematical con-
structions are set-based named sets. At the same time, set-based named sets are
specifically significant for databases because data are conventionally presented as
set-theoretical constructions, such as records, arrays, lists, or stacks, all of which
are specific named sets.

Definition 2.4 A named set X = (X, f, N) is called set-based if S(X) and N(X) are
sets.

Important classes of set-based named sets are:

• Set-theoretical named sets, in which r(X) is a binary relation between sets X and
N.

• Algorithmic named sets, in which r(X) is an algorithm that transforms the set
S(X) into the set N(X).

• Automaton named sets, in which r(X) is an automaton that transforms the set
S(X) into the set N(X).

• Categorical named sets, in which S(X) and N(X) are two objects from some
category and r(X) is a set of morphisms between these objects.

Let us consider some examples:

1. Graphs are cyclic set-theoretical named sets.
2. Labeled graphs are cyclic labeled set-theoretical named sets.

There are various relations between structures in general and named sets in
particular.

Definition 2.5 A structure A is a faithful representation of a structure B if all
elements and relations from B are represented by elements and relations from A.

For instance, it is possible to faithfully represent an arbitrary graph by a binary
relation.

Definition 2.6 Structures A and B are called equivalent if each of them is a faithful
representation of another.

Let us establish equivalence of some data structures.

Proposition 2.1 Set-theoretical named sets are equivalent to binary relations as
well as to bipartite graphs.
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2.3 Nested Named Sets

There are three classes of nested named sets.

Definition 2.7 A set-based named set X = (X, f, N) = (S(X), r(X), N(X)) is
called:

• Nested from above if elements of the set N(X) are named sets.
• Nested from below if elements of the set S(X) are named sets.
• Amply nested if elements of both sets S(X) and N(X) are named sets.

Example 2.1 Let us consider vectors from the three-dimensional vector space V
over the field R of real numbers. When a basis B of V is specified, each vector
v is represented by a triple of real numbers (a1, a2, a3) from the space R3. This
representation gives us the first named set.

Repr =
(
V , rB,R3

)

Here rB is the numerical representation of vectors from V determined by the basis
B.

The named set Repr is amply nested. Indeed, the vector space V is not a pure
set but has an elaborate structure including operations with its elements, relations in
it and its properties, for example, those that are defined by identities in the vector
space V. Thus, V is also a named set:

V = (V , p, {O,R,P })

Here V is the set of vectors from V; O is the set of operations in V; R is the set of
relations in V; and P is the set of properties of V.

In turn, the named set V is also amply nested. Indeed, as it is demonstrated, for
example, in [8], each operation, binary relation or property is a named set.

At the same time, R3 is also a named set. Indeed, each triple (vector) of real
numbers (a1, a2, a3) is a named set of the form.

(X, f, {1, 2, 3})

Here X is the set of one, two, or three real numbers and connects each of these
numbers with the digit denoting its position in the vector (a1, a2, a3). Namely, a1 is
connected with 1, a2 is connected with 2, and a3 is connected with 3. For instance,
in the named set of the vector (2, 3), the number 2 is connected with the digit 1,
while the number 3 is connected with the digits 2 and 3.
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The named set (X, f, {1, 2, 3}) is also amply nested because each number is (is
represented by) a named set and each digit is (is represented by) a named set as a
symbol [8].

Example 2.2 Let us consider 3 × 3-matrices of real numbers. The same reasoning
as before shows that each such a matrix is a nested named set.

3 Relations Between Nested Named Sets

There are two basic relations – membership and inclusion – between named sets in
general and nested named sets, in particular.

Named set membership E is defined in the following way.
Let us consider two set-based named sets X= (X, f, N)= (S(X), r(X), N(X)) and

Z = (Z, g, M) = (S(Z), r(Z), N(Z)). Then Z E X if Z belongs to S(X) or to N(X). In
a formal description, we have.

Z E X ⇐⇒ Z ∈ S (X) ∨ Z ∈ N (X))

For nested set-based named sets, there is a hierarchy of membership relations E0,
E1, . . . , which are defined recursively:

Z E1 X ⇐⇒ Z ∈ S (X) ∨ Z ∈ N (X))

Z En X ⇐⇒ ∃W (W En−1 X&Z E1 W))

Z E X ⇐⇒ ∃n (Z En X))

There are two named set inclusion relations – direct inclusion ) and nested
inclusion ).

To define direct inclusion for set-based named sets, we use the conventional
inclusion of sets, i.e., X ⊆ Y if all elements from X belong to Y. In addition, we
utilize the domination relation � for naming correspondences of named sets. For
different types of set-based named sets, there are different domination relations.

1. When X and Z are set-theoretical named sets, r(Z) and r(X) are sets and r(Z) �
r(X) if r(Z) ⊆ r(X).

2. When X and Z are labeled set-theoretical named sets, r(Z) and r(X) are labeled
sets, i.e., set-theoretical named sets, and we define r(Z) � r(X) if r(Z) ⊆ r(X).

3. When X and Z are algorithmic named sets, r(Z) and r(X) are algorithms and r(Z)
� r(X) if the restriction of r(X) onto S(Z) and N(Z) coincides with r(Z).

4. When X and Z are algorithmic named sets and K is a class of algorithms, r(Z) and
r(X) are algorithms and r(Z) �K r(X) if r(Z) is reducible in K to the restriction of
r(X) onto S(Z) and N(Z).

Now we define direct named set inclusion ) in the following way.
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Let us consider two set-based named sets X= (X, f, N)= (S(X), r(X), N(X)) and
Z= (Z, g, M)= (S(Z), r(Z), N(Z)). Then Z) X if S(Z) is a subset of S(X), N(Z) is
a subset of N(X), and r(Z) is dominated by r(X). In a formal description, we have.

Z ) X ⇐⇒ S (Z) ⊆ S (X) &N (Z) ⊆ N (X)) &r (Z) � r (X)

In nested named sets, their components contain other named sets. This induces
the hierarchy of nested inclusions:

Z)1X ⇐⇒ S (Z) ⊆ S (X) &N (Z) ⊆ N (X)) &r (Z) � r (X)

Z)nX ⇐⇒ ∃W
(
W)n−1X&Z)1W

))
Z)X ⇐⇒ ∃n (Z)nX))

We see that relations ) and )1 coincide.
Let us study properties of relations between named sets. We remind that a named

set X is a singlenamed set if all elements in its support S(X) have the same name
[8]. Any set is a singlenamed set.

Proposition 3.1 When Z and X are singlenamed sets, then Z ) X if and only if
S(Z) ⊆ S(X) and all elements in S(Z) and S(X) have the same name.

Applying induction, we obtain the following results:

Proposition 3.2 If Z E Y and Y E X, then Z E X.

It means that relation E is transitive.

Proposition 3.3 If Z ) Y and Y ) X, then Z ) X.

It means that relation ) is transitive.

Proposition 3.4 If the dominance relation is transitive, Z ) Y and Y ) X, then
Z ) X.

Inclusion of sets ⊆ is transitive. It gives us the following result.

Corollary 3.1 If Z, X and Y are set-theoretical named sets, Z) Y and Y) X, then
Z ) X.

Applying Proposition 3.4 several times and using induction, we prove the
following result.

Proposition 3.5 If the dominance relation is transitive, then Z ) X if and only if
Z ) X.

Often inclusion and membership relations are coordinated with operations with
named sets [8].

Proposition 3.6 If Z ) X and Y ) X, then Z
⋃

Y ) X.
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In a similar way, we have:

Proposition 3.7 If Z E X
⋂

Y, then Z E X and Z E Y.

Equally, we have:

Proposition 3.8 For any set-based named sets Z, X and Y, we have:

1. Y ) Z
⋃

Y
2. X

⋂
Y ) Y

3. Y E X implies Y E Z
⋃

X

These properties of nested named sets allow construction of efficient organization
and transformation of data in databases as it is demonstrated in the next section.

4 Application to Databases

We employ nested named sets for the automated construction of the decision tree
interface for the relational database [31, 33]. This interface extracts lists of raw
data from the database and aggregates them into a single list, which itself consists
of nested data lists. This novel approach is data-driven aiming at three goals: (1)
setting a new standard of the database query tools for information consumers and
providers alike; (2) providing efficient techniques for database developers; and (3)
maintaining and further advancing the theoretical tradition, which has guided the
development of the relational model over the past four decades. The first goal is
achieved by displaying a point and click decision tree interface, which enables end-
users to navigate over data relations support in the underlying database without
their needing to know anything about its schema, SQL, or its data content. At the
bottom of these navigation paths, the Decision Tree transfers control to a window
that displays information related to the data topics selected for reaching this point.
Figure 1 provides an overview of these details. For the information providers, the
advantage of this technology is that it is generated entirely by the program logic.

The theory guiding the development of this interface, named set theory, is
outlined in Sects. 2 and 3 of this chapter. As it is mentioned earlier, the modeling

Fig. 1 Window displaying
information related to data
topics
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of structures in the relational model, including its schema, data content, and table
operations, enables the explication and utilization of the Branching Data Model
[32]. It is a uniform pattern of data relations, which exists throughout the relational
model establishing a new level of abstraction over relational data. Describing
the Decision Tree interface here, it will be discussed the Branching Data Model
involving pairs of attributes within the same table. In addition, we will show how
the Branching Data Model is expanded to the Nested Branching Data Model, which
establishes menu data for the Decision Tree interface in the form of a list of nested
data lists. Our future research is oriented at exploration of how the Branching Data
Model establishes binding between pairs of key attributes in two different tables.

The automated Decision Tree interface has an authoring system on the server
providing executive functions for this system. This system performs the following
operations: (1) extracts lists of raw data from a remote database; (2) formats these
lists of data on the server; and then (3) sends them to the client’s interface for
display. The authoring system has its own integrated services for managing the
connections to the related databases and for generating a local data dictionary
of their schema labels. This parallel data dictionary serves two purposes: 1) as a
security filter which grants access to databases, tables, fields, and records; and 2) as
an integrated service device which builds and manages end-user labels associated
with schema labels coordinating their usage when it constructs SQL statements at
runtime.

Other features in the authoring system include tools for generating bottom-up
tabbing structures to facilitate the scalability of visualizing lists of data. With this
tabbing tool, 1.5 M data items in an attribute can be accessed within 4 nested lists,
when each menu list is set to display no more than 35 data topics. Lastly, the
authoring system employs WYSIWYG editors to generate templates for information
windows, thereby enabling a developer to design any number of combinations of
interface displays.

In spite of the great abundance of theory in computer science, many of the ideas
presented here on the Decision Tree interface represent what Charles Peirce would
call a “logical leap of the mind” or abduction, and what students of innovation would
view as the result of “design thinking.” All the same, some of them are essentially
consistent with the general trends in certain branches of the field. For instance, in
the database theory, nested relations connect rows in one table with rows in a second
table by pairing the former’s primary key with its foreign key counterpart, in [17]
and in database interfaces, like [1]. When these two values are equivalent, a one-to-
many relationship occurs at the row level, and the tables connect. In visualization
research, however, the same one-to-many data relationships exist between a pair
of attributes in the same table, but the values are rarely equal. In systems like
SNAP [24], built for the RDBMS, a visualization schema exists that treats these
data relationships as visualization components [25]. In our application of named
set theory, we establish a uniform way of modeling both of these one-to-many
data relationships within the same expression. With this new modeling capability,
the uniformity of the Branching Data Model in the relational data model becomes
evident.
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4.1 The Branching Data Model

In the relational database model, a uniform pattern of data relations that occurs
between two table attributes exists. This pattern is called the Branching Data Model.
It is based on the well-defined SQL SELECT statement, which simplifies the process
of this retrieval operation. A single data condition and a single output attribute
start the process of exposing the one-to-many data relationship. The algorithmic
named set, which is defined in [8], establishes the mathematical framework for this
operation by reducing its elements to their basic I/O patterns.

In the mathematical notation, an algorithmic named set has the form.

(A, algorithm, B)

where A is an input set, B is an output set, and the “algorithm” represents a series
of non-contradictory rules for the transformation of the elements from the input set
into the elements from the output set. The designation of the input and output sets
by their schema labels, as the reader will see, presents an I/O perspective on the
Branching Data Model.

The Branching Data Model was first discovered in the form of a relational table
between a pair of attributes. One attribute in the pair corresponds to the input set.
The other attribute is a channel that delivers the output data. The algorithm that
binds the input data to its output set, like all mathematical operations, represents
numerous implementations. That is, of course, true just as long as the input set
always produces the same output set.

While the algorithm binds an input set to its output, we can turn to a high-
level abstraction in relational model to encapsulate these details, namely, the ANSI
standard SQL. Its elements, according to the SELECT operation, are combined in
the following form.

SELECT B FROM table WHERE A = a

This expression sets the stage for the discovery of the logical structure of the
Branching Data Model. For instance, the database table consists of two sets of data,
A and B, which correspond to the attributes A and B. Besides, the input attribute
A has a single data condition consisting of the data element “a.” It also declares a
single output attribute B. In summary, the SELECT expression simplifies the three
high-level components of the relational table: its permanent schema, its temporary
data content, and the structure of the operations that unifies these two components.

In the database table, the SELECT statement casts a one-to-many (multivalued)
mapping between the data in these two sets of data A and B with corresponding
attributes A and B. To obtain this result, the data condition on the input attribute
always refers to a known domain value. In effect, this known value self-references an
element in the attribute’s domain. The output attribute, as mentioned above, always
refers to a single table attribute.
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Fig. 2 Example – Branching
Data Model in the Widgets
Table

Below is an example of the Branching Data Model in the Widgets table with the
SELECT SIZE From Widgets WHERE COLOR = “red” statement (Fig. 2).

The Branching Data Model is a primitive tree structure. It consists of a single
data value, such as “red,” which branches to output data “small” and “medium.”
In terms of its logical operations, the target data value “red” on the input attribute
establishes a new dataset in the table, and its output data establishes a new subset.
Therefore, the transition from input to output both reduces the original dataset and
establishes the branching pattern.

In the table below, the well-formed query captures the uniformity of this one-
to-many data pattern. For example, when we apply the “red,” “white,” and “blue”
values to the “SELECT SIZE From Widgets WHERE COLOR = value” statement
all of the results are logically consistent.

The well-defined SELECT statement initiates the formation of the Branching
Data Model by extracting a list of raw data. These values are a subset of the
output attribute. As indicated earlier, each output list is also a subset of the input
dataset. However, it is the program logic managing the SELECT query that spatially
arranges this output data into a single list of nested lists [30].

And finally, the query not only extracts the parts of these data patterns, but
its input and output attribute labels model their details. For example, “(COLOR,
SIZE)” models the uniformity of the one-to-many data patterns of the Branching
Data Model in Widegts table of Fig. 3. Moreover, this modeling capability allows us
to separate the I/O variables from the SELECT statement, thereby creating two pools
of symbols for each query required. A template expression lays out the keywords,
syntax, and tagged spaces for the I/O variables, and a separate arrangement of
models of the Branching Data Model takes place in computer memory.

4.2 The Nested Branching Data Model

The theory of nested named sets opens up an opportunity for expanding the
Branching Data Model to enhance its tree structure, in an organic way, which
comprises each model. In turn, by creating the Nested Branching Data Model, the
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Fig. 3 Example –
Uniformity of the
one-to-many data patterns

Fig. 4 Example – Data
network model presented in
the Widgets Table

database developers can generate and manage an abstract data network of relational
data for the Decision Tree interface.

An example of a nested Branching Data Model expression is presented below:

“(COLOR, COLOR) (COLOR, SIZE) (SIZE, WEIGHT) (WEIGHT, ID)”.

This expression consists of a chain of interrelated attribute pairs. It includes
both cyclic and basic named set models, which merge with the SELECT template.
Each pair of attributes represents an individual Branching Data Model. In one
construction setting, recursion parses the expression, one model at a time, to
generate menu data. Each iteration generates the SELECT statement that extracts
output data from the database based on a new target value. After the initial call,
all prior data conditions pass directly to the next iteration and become part of
the WHERE clause. In terms of nested named sets, the new and prior conditions
correspond to the comments made to “direct inclusion” and “nested inclusion” data
relations that induce a hierarchy of nested inclusions. Subsequently, this expression
models the data network in Fig. 4 presented in the Widgets table below.

For exposition purposes, we transform these individual tree structures into a
single structure to highlight its hierarchical containment and nested nature. Each
nested level of the Widgets table, in Fig. 5, represents an attribute domain and its
subsets. It starts with the set of “red,” “white,” and “blue” labels. Each one of these
labels, in turn, refers to an attribute domain subset. Operationally, this downward
progression corresponds to the overlapping of one Branching Data Model with its
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Fig. 5 Nested levels of the Widgets table: each represents an attribute domain and its subsets

successor model. The output data from one model flows to the new data condition in
the next model. Fittingly, Fig. 5 is an Euler Syllogism diagram. This figure illustrates
the nested structure of data sets in the database table predicted by the algorithmic
named set.

In the Decision Tree interface, this list of nested data lists establishes a “data
funnel” architecture. End-users select a data item from the first list in the interface to
navigate down to more lists in the database table to locate the necessary information.
Whenever the interface has less than two data values, it either generates a default
response from the single value or none at all. At the other extreme, whenever the
number of data values exceeds a maximum, which is set by the developer, the
interface displays tabbing structures based on the data type. Each list of data shows
a logical set of options that describe one property of this information. All of the
data values in the menu list represent one table attribute or property at a time.
With each end-user selection, control flows to a subset of the dataset. This process
repeats itself until reaching the information window. This logical organization of
data assures that each list of options connects to a unique primary key, and a
different information window. Codd, the inventor of the relational model, describes
its underlying mathematical structure of the table as a form of applied predicate
calculus [15].

5 Conclusion

Thus, we can see that nesting patterns are a natural property of advanced data
structures in the relational database. We demonstrate that the theory of nested
named sets provides an ideal mathematical model for studying this data. This
model simplifies the complexity of the query to its essential I/O components. It also
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reduces the complexity of relational data to a branching tree pattern. Outside of the
query, program logic organizes this pattern into an expandable data structure for the
decision tree interface. Subsequently, the paper demonstrates how the nested named
set model can uncover uniform patterns of relational data that have remained, until
now, hidden from direct view.

The research presented here opens new problems for exploration. For instance,
the database system effectively uses chains of named sets. So, it would be interesting
to study the relations between nested named sets and chains of named sets.

Another critical problem is the construction and investigation of operations with
chains of named sets. This investigation would allow the further development of
efficient database management systems as well as interface systems.
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Obstacle Detection via Air Disturbance
in Autonomous Quadcopters

Jason Hughes and Damian Lyons

1 Introduction

Autonomous flying drones are currently available, meaning the drones can fly to
a preprogrammed destination while avoiding objects with no input from a user.
The current object avoidance technology comes in the form of a camera, laser, or
ultrasonic sensor; this study looks into if the internal sensors can be used to detect
such obstacles.

The most prevalent issue that is stopping drones from mass usage in industries
is their battery life. Because the drones must be light to fly, they must have
small batteries, and thus they have a short flight time. The previously mentioned
sensors for object avoidance cut down on the drone’s battery life substantially. From
previous work in the Fordham University Robotics and Computer Vision lab, wind
currents can be detected using a classifier [5, 9]. The wind makes the drone unstable,
and this instability can be detected from the data gathered from the drone’s internal
sensors. The drone also flies unstably when it is close to large objects, like walls.
This is because the wall interferes with the airflow created by the rotors of the
quadcopter. This interference causes a similar instability as with a wind current.

The idea behind this paper is that the wind current created by a quadcopter
interferes with the stability of the drone and that can be used to detect which
side of the drone the interfering object is located. This eliminates the need for
the camera, laser, or ultrasonic sensors which thus increases the battery life. The
onboard computer would have to work no harder, since the data points would be
gathered and sent to the home computer that is flying the drone via radio waves, and
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the home computer would do the calculation and prediction. The prediction can then
be sent to the driver program, which can trigger the drone to avoid such an object.

This project looks at well-formed objects (walls perpendicular with the ground)
because this provides a good surface for the air from the quadcopter’s rotors
to “bounce” off of. Walls were also used because it is likely what drones will
encounter when they fly autonomously in buildings. The quadcopters were flown
perpendicular to the walls to collect clear data. While this project is still in its
infancy, it was taken on to ultimately eliminate the need for the aforementioned
external sensors to increase flight time of autonomous drones.

The drone chosen to collect the data was the Crazyflie 2.0 because of its
simple internal sensors and ease of programming[1]. The quadcopter has an inertial
measurement unit sensor (IMU). This measures the gyroscope in the (x, y, z) planes
and acceleration with an accelerometer again in the (x, y, z) planes. From the
gyroscope and accelerometer, the drone can calculate its roll, pitch, and yaw angles
for recording. There is also a barometer to measure air pressure. On the bottom
of the quadcopter is a flow deck that measures the drone’s (x, y, z) 3D Cartesian
coordinates.

To gather the data, the drone was flown around a U-shaped wall. Data was
collected from the drone every hundredth of a second. The dimensions of the U-
shaped wall were 1.2 m by 1.2 m by 1.2 m. In total 12 s of data was collected from
the left and right walls and 10 s from the front wall, giving a total of 34 s of wall
data. This is added to one-third of the no wall data. After cleaning the data, there
was a total of 30 s of wall data plus 10 s of no wall data chosen at random. This gives
a total of 40 s of data, and with data collected at every hundredth of a second, there
were a total of 4000 examples for training and testing.

2 Literature Review

There have been many studies done on ground effect in quadcopters. A ground
effect occurs when the drone is flying near the ground and the air that is being
pushed down from the rotors hits the ground and pushes back up on the drone
making it unstable. This has been studied extensively to make quadcopter landing
and takeoff more stable. Alternatively, wind effect in drones has not been studied
very much. Drone-to-drone wind detection was studied in [9]. This project has one
drone fly underneath the other and could successfully detect that there was a drone
over top using only the internal sensors of the bottom quadcopter and a classifier.
Additionally, the researchers in [5] were able to detect wind gusts using only the
internal sensors of the drone. They had the drone fly in front of a fan in a different
direction and built a classifier to determine if the drone was in a wind gust or not.

These two studies show that the internal sensors can be used to detect wind.
Specifically, [9] shows that drones can detect wind currents created by rotors. These
papers differ from this project in the respect that they do not predict which direction
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the wind is coming from. This is pertinent to building a truly autonomous drone that
does not rely on outside sensors.

Yoon et al. and Diaz from NASA’s Ames Research Center used computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) to model the airflow of a drone’s rotors in [3, 8]. They show
that the velocity of the air underneath the rotor takes the form of a cylinder. The
air moves faster within the cylinder in the shape of an hourglass. This is important
because it is suspected when a drone is near a wall the air underneath its rotors is
getting pushed outward and then interacting with the wall, causing an instability.
Their work was done using the DJI Phantom 3 which is large and powerful. Thai et
al. [7] also did CFD for the DJI Phantom 3. Unlike the others, their work shows one
instance of the drone’s propeller spinning and shows that the velocity has a helical
flow pattern to it. They also show that the airflow from the rotors has the hourglass
shape.

Other researchers at McGill University have worked on wall detection without
using additional sensors in [2]. This study has drones with rotor guards fly directly
at the wall. They are looking at what speed can the quadcopter travel at, hit the wall,
and still recover and not crash from hitting the wall. The idea behind this study is to
have an autonomously flying drone that hits walls, recovers, and moves in a different
direction after the collision. This project wants to avoid the collision and just use the
air disturbance from the wall to fly autonomously. Also, not all drones fly with rotor
guards, and without them, the drone would just crash. Nonetheless, wall detection
is still being worked on in the industry.

3 Modeling

In order to understand the air flow of the drone better, both mathematical and
physical modeling was done to better understand the data was collected and lead
to feature selection and feature generation.

3.1 Mathematical Modeling

Mathematical modeling was done to simulate the airflow under the rotors of the
drone. [4] used three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations to look at a rotor wake
vortex. In forward flight, they calculated a spiral vortical wake geometry. The
following three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation for helical flow from [4] was
solved.

∇ · u = 0, (1)

∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇p

ρ
+ ν · ∇2u+ F (2)
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The equation was transformed to include the curl expression represented by w in the
following equations.

∇ · u = 0, (3)

∂u
∂t
= u× w+ ν · ∇2u−

(
1

2
∇
(

u2
)
+ ∇p

ρ
+ ∇φ

)
(4)

By expanding the curl expression, a system of partial differential equations was
created and then solved. The variables in the equations are represented as follows:

– u: air velocity vector containing the radial, angular, and tangential velocities
– ∇p: change in pressure from above the rotor to underneath the rotor
– ρ: air density coefficient
– ν: kinematic air viscosity
– F: force vector in x, y, z directions
– −∇φ: force potential from F

Ershkov explains that the curl field arises from the source of vorticity in the fluid
field, which in this case would be the rotor of the drone. −∇p

ρ
+ ∇φ is the x, y, z

force vector. The system of equations gives the solution as:

u = exp (−ν · α2 · t) · u(t0). (5)

where u(t0) refers the velocities at the propeller which can be shown in as:

u(t0) =
⎡
⎣ur(t0)

ut (t0)

uz(t0)

⎤
⎦ (6)

ur, ut , anduz refer to the radial, tangential, and downward velocities at the rotor of
the quadcopter. The velocities can be calculated with the equations:

ur(t0) = b · πn · 2r, ut (t0) = r · ω, uz(t0) =
√

T/A

2ρ
(7)

where b is a blade swirling factor, n is the rpm, ω is the induced velocity which
equals uz, T is the force of thrust, and A is the area of the rotor disk. The answers in
(5) are then used in (3) to solve the equation as time continues; the resulting vectors
for ur, ut , and uz were plotted as a vector field (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Velocity vector field

Fig. 2 Experimental setup

3.2 Airflow Testing

In order to validate the mathematics, airflow testing was done by looking at talcum
powder in the drone’s rotors. This was done to observe the helical airflow of the
quadcopter’s rotors and to see how the air could possibly interact with a nearby wall
(Fig. 2).

First, a drone was mounted on a rod with a camera mounted 1 meter away to
video and photograph the airflow. Initially, a fog machine was hung upside down
with the nozzle pointing downward at the top of the drone’s rotors. After some
initial photos and videos, it was observed that the drone was not visible through
the fog and thus the airflow could not be examined. Alternatively, talcum powder
was dropped into the rotors from 0.5 meters above. The rotors were tested at varied
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Fig. 3 Sequence of frames from video showing airflow

Fig. 4 Sequence of frames with wall

thrust starting at 25% and working up to 80%. The procedure was videoed for later
analysis, and a snapshot from a video at 80% thrust is shown in Fig. 3.

The process was repeated but with a wall near the drone to examine how the
airflow from the quadcopter interacts with the wall. The drone was placed two rotor
diameter lengths away from the wall, which is about 0.1 m (Fig. 4).

4 Experimentation

4.1 Wall Data Collection

Data needed to be gathered from drones both near and away from walls. The drone
used was a Bitcraze Crazyflie 2.0 with a flow deck and loco position system (LPS)
deck (Fig. 2) [1]. The drone measures about 10 cm by 10 cm and has total weight,
including the decks, of 42g. The flow deck uses a laser sensor to determine the
height of the quadcopter, and the LPS deck gives off a signal to the LPS nodes in
each corner of the flying area to determine its Cartesian position (x, y, z).

While the drone is flown by a base computer using a Python interface. In Python,
a driver program was created to fly the drone in a U-shape. While the quadcopter is
flying, it sends data to the computer from its internal sensors which is then stored
for later analysis (Fig. 5).

The quadcopter was flown around a U-shaped wall within two rotor diameter
lengths of the wall. The walls were constructed from particle board 1m tall by 1.2m
long. It started with the wall to its left and flew toward the front-facing wall in
the x-direction. When it reached the front-facing wall, it stopped and moved in the
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Fig. 5 (a) Crazyflie 2.0. (b) Flight path

y-direction toward the right-facing wall. Once the quadcopter reached the right-
facing wall, it moved backward in the −x-direction until it reached the opening
again where it landed.

While the quadcopter was flying, data was collected from the onboard sensors
which include an MPU-9250 inertial measurement unit (IMU). The gyroscope
sensor has digital output based on the x, y, z axes angular rates sensors (gyroscopes)
with a user-programmable full-scale range of ±250, ±500, ±1000, and ±2000◦/s
and integrated 16-bit ADCs. The accelerometer is a digital-output triple-axis
component with a programmable full-scale range of±2g,±4g,±8g, and±16g and
integrated 16-bit analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). In addition to the gyroscope
and accelerometer data, stabilizer (roll, pitch, yaw), Cartesian position (x, y, z), and
barometer data were collected every hundredth of a second [1]. The data was stored
in separate files based on the wall position (left, front, right). The test was repeated
five times and was repeated another time with no walls for a control group.

4.2 Classifier Building

In order to predict whether a wall was to the left, right, or front of the drone, a
classifier was built using Pandas and SKlearn packages in Python [6]. The data was
collected based on which wall the drone was flying near, i.e., left, front, or right.
This data was then divided into 1 s increments.

The data was first preprocessed manually by cutting out the seconds when the
drone was near the corners of the U-shaped wall leading to 30 s of flight data. To
test how accurately the wall side can be predicted, tests were conducted on each
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1 s interval, meaning an individual second would be the test set and the model
would train on the 29 remaining seconds and 10 s from the control flight with no
walls. The ten control seconds were chosen by selecting the middle-most data from
each direction the drone was moving. This was done so the classifier would not
be affected by noise from the drone changing direction. The training and testing
would be repeated for each individual second to get an accuracy score at each time
interval. A K-NearestNeighbor, a RandomForest, and a GradientBoosting classifiers
were then run on all the features with four distinct classes, left, front, right, and none.
Next, the same three classifiers were run using the same format as above but with
only two classes. The class that was the test class was kept the same, and all the
data belonging to the three remaining classes was changed to “other.” This gives
the classifier an easier task of distinguishing between two classes rather than four.
This leads to the problem of class imbalance. The class that is being tested will have
9 s left for training, and there will be 30 s for training for the non-testing class. To
resolve this, the testing class was duplicated until there were an equal number of
examples between the testing class and other classes.

Initially, a K-NearestNeighbor classifier was tested, but the results were less than
optimal, so the GradientBoosting and RandomForest classifiers were also tested.
These classifiers were chosen because of their ensemble capabilities, which is
necessary because of the way the distinct features are affected by the walls’ location
relative to the drone. Based on the modeling, all features except for gyroscope x and
y and position x and y were dropped. The gyroscope was most affected by being
close to the wall, and keeping the other features only adds training and testing time
for similar results.

5 Results

First, the wall and control data was run through the classifier from the previous study
by [Gu] which was used to determine if a Crazyflie drone was in a wind current or
not. The classifier performed very well achieving about 99% accuracy. This means
that the drone is being affected by its airflow being near the wall.

The classifier tested on 1 s of data and used the other 29 s of data with the drone
near the wall and an additional 9 s of no wall data to train on. This was repeated for
the 30 s of flight time around the U-shaped wall. An accuracy score was taken at
each second to give an overall average of the 30 s of testing. This was repeated ten
times to get a more accurate average of the full 30 s.

When testing with all the features and using four classes, left, front, right, and
none, the RandomForest classifier performed best with 98.21% accuracy followed
closely by the GradientBoosting classifier at 97.47%. The K-NearestNeighbor
classifier was significantly less accurate at 34.01%. The graphs in Fig. 6 show the
accuracy score each of the 1 s intervals for the three classifiers. To complete a full
test of the 30 s of flight time, the GradientBoosting was very slow, taking 72.14 s.
RandomForest took 14.03 s and NearestNeighbor took just 2.67 s.
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Fig. 6 One-second interval
accuracy scores (four classes)
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The same test was repeated, but this time only the x-gyroscope, y-gyroscope,
x-direction, and y-direction were used for training and testing. Averaging ten runs
of the classifier showed that the GradientBoosting was slightly more accurate than
the RandomForest at 97.17% and 96.91%, respectively. NearestNeighbor improved
to 51.85%. The testing time dropped significantly to 2.63, 33.20, and 8.86 s for
NearestNeighbor, GradientBoosting, and RandomForest, respectively.

Next, the classifier was changed to test on a wall side, while all the data not
belonging to the test class was labeled as other, meaning that the classifier was
only testing on two classes. When testing on the four features listed previously,
the GradientBoosting was most accurate at 96.65% followed by RandomForest at
94.45% and NearestNeighbor at 77.44%. An example of one test of the full 30 s is
shown in Fig. 7. The times for testing of NearestNeighbor and RandomForest were
similar at 2.62 and 9.35 s, while GradientBoosting was improved to 10.30 s. The
test was repeated with all the features, and the results were 58.64%, 96.24%, and
96.18% for NearestNeighbor, GradientBoosting, and RandomForest, respectively.
These accuracy scores were an average of ten tests of the classifier (i.e., if you were
to average the points on the graphs for ten different runs).

6 Discussion

6.1 Classifier Accuracy

The classifier testing has 2 distinct results: first, a transition to 2 classes rather than 4
does not help the classifier, and second, 12 features are not necessary. The classifier
performed very well when testing on four features using the RandomForest and
GradientBoosting classifiers, showing that these are the only features that need to
be used. The GradientBoosting performed almost as well on 4 features as it did
on all 12 features, and it did it less than half the time. This was the most accurate
classifier, but it was followed closely by RandomForest. This classifier was about
1.5% less accurate when testing on 4 classes rather than all 12 which is negligible.
It did it in similar times. The only classifier that was affected by switching from
four to two classes was the NearestNeighbor classifier, but it never performed
accurately enough to be used practically. Overall, both the GradientBoosting and
RandomForest classifiers are reasonable ones to use in an onboard classifier system.
The speed of the test in real life will likely be a negligible difference, and they
performed equally well when testing on four classes.
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Fig. 7 One-second interval
accuracy scores (two classes)
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Fig. 8 Artificial ground effect

6.2 Artificial Ground Effect

The unsteadiness of the drone occurs because of an artificial ground effect. It is well
studied that when drones are near the ground, they become unsteady because the air
from their rotors hits the ground and comes back at the quadcopter, thus making it
unstable. In this case, the air is hitting the wall and then dispersing, as air does when
it hits an object. This dispersion causes a mass of air underneath the drone acting as
the “artificial ground.” The proposition is shown in Fig. 8a and highlighted from the
airflow imaging in 8b. Since the “ground” is only on one side of the drone, there is
likely a difference in gyroscope, accelerometer and stabilizer reading between a left
wall, right wall, and front wall.

6.3 Lab Variances

A limitation of this project was the amount of data. Only one test was completed
with the drone flying around the U-shaped wall. The lab was shut down due to the
COVID-19 pandemic before more tests could be completed. Ideally, there would be
between five to ten tests of the drone flying near the walls. This would eliminate
the need to duplicate the testing class when testing with two classes because the
majority class could be undersampled if there was more data. It can also be noted
that the very low accuracy can most likely be attributed to the limited amount of
data. As the study stands right now, data is limited so all of the data needed to be
used for training and thus the testing class had to be duplicated.

Upon further investigation, the way the data was collected meant the position was
unique for each wall. When the wall was to the left, the drone was increasing in x-
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position; when the wall was to the front, the y-position was increasing; and when the
wall was to the right, the x-position was decreasing. When only the position data was
fed to the classifier, it preformed equally as well as it did when the gyroscope data
was also included. When testing on just the gyroscope data, the classifier preformed
at about 27% accuracy. However, there is something to say about the direction the
quadcopter is moving and its relation to objects. The ability to use pitch and roll
angles to get a better sense of where the wall is is being worked on currently.

6.4 Future Work

Future work for this project includes rerunning these experiments with more data to
get more accurate results. After that, data will be collected with drones at different
angles relative to the wall and using a regression classifier to predict what that angle
is or it could calculated from the raw roll and pitch data from the drone using
Rodrigues angles. From this angle, the drone would be able to calculate and turn
or do a feature transformation within a classifier to detect which side the wall is on.
Future work will also include feature generation from the mathematical model in
this paper for wall detection. Lastly, a driver can be built implementing a classifier
to predict if the drone is near a wall while it is flying. This study highlights the early
steps to reaching full autonomy in quadcopters without using camera or ultrasonic
sensors to avoid objects.
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Comprehensive Performance
Comparison Between Flink and Spark
Streaming for Real-Time Health Score
Service in Manufacturing

Seungchul Lee, Donghwan Kim, and Daeyoung Kim

1 Introduction

Predictive maintenance (PdM) refers to the intelligent monitoring system for
a machine to avoid future failures. It makes it possible to avoid unnecessary
equipment replacement and also to detect the root cause of the machine’s failure,
which results in saving costs and improving efficiency.

In the process of the PdM, data are collected from various sensors and then they
are analyzed using the advanced data mining algorithms such as neural networks
and regression models in order to calculate a health score.

In the PdM, the health score represents the equipment’s condition containing a
metric about how many days a machine lasts before a breakdown arises. This health
scores are used as a standard measurement for judging the equipment’s assessment
so that it is important to compute accurate health scores for given datasets from
machines.

Nowadays, more accurate health scores are computed because of the improve-
ments of the sophisticated machine-learning algorithms, so they become used
as a landmark for the measurement of equipment’s condition. A representative
learning algorithm used in the predictive maintenance is a neural network approach.
Sampaio, Gustavo Scalabrini, et al. have applied an artificial neural network to the
prediction of the motor failure to find out conditions of the industrial equipment. In
this study, neural networks outperform other machine learning techniques showing
comparative small RMSE performance index values [1]. A fuzzy neural network, a
learning machine that finds the parameter’s weight of a fuzzy system by exploiting
approximation techniques from neural networks, also has been applied to machine
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condition monitoring by aiding in the diagnosis of faults with high prediction
accuracy in a manufacturing system [2].

Recently, this neural network approaches for predictive maintenance have been
powered by the development of the deep-learning models. For example, the deep
learning model is an advanced branch of neural network by making up more than
three layers in neural network. The deep learning models is able to more accurately
predict predictive maintenance lifetime outperforming the existing approaches
which are based on simple statistics. Huuhtanen, Timo, and Alexander Jung have
applied the convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict the power curve of the
photovoltaic panel [3]. In addition, Long Short-Term Memory network, one of the
recurrent neural networks, is applied to the sensor measurements, providing the
probabilities of failure in different time horizons [4]. As mentioned in the studies
above, machine-learning algorithms especially mainly focused on neural-networks
are frequently applied to the predictive maintenance for helping the identification of
the moment for preparing maintenance activities.

Although employing machine-learning algorithms has become a part of the
predictive maintenance, computing a health score in real time is still a challenge
in the industry. Since a huge number of large-scale data from sensors are produced
continuously, processing these continuous streams of data without a moment’s
delay is an important task. To resolve this issue, many services have applied
stream processing engines for real-time analysis. In stream system, data records
are chunked into small static dataset based on hourly, daily, or monthly; and
then they are processed according to the time-agnostic fashion. An example of
real-time service is present in the Bansal’s study [5]. This study shows a real-
time-based predictive maintenance system using neural network, which is operated
in continuous data pipeline. Bansal, Dheeraj et Al. also present the novel real-
time predictive maintenance system for the prediction of the machine’s parameters
using the motion current signature. As predictive services are integrated with stream
processing engines as shown in the studies above, it is essential to apply the stream
engine to the PdM solutions to compute health score in real time.

Despite some efforts to applying data stream processing engines, there are
still few descriptive literatures about implementing stream engines to predictive
maintenance system. Many of the studies are still focused on learning algorithms,
and some of them have tried to introduce the model and their APIs [6]. However,
they are insufficient to identify in-depth techniques of learning models used in
stream engines and to even harder to confirm detailed content of the computational
performance of them in predictive maintenance system. Considering the increasing
availability of data from sensors and lack of the detailed studies for stream engines
for PdM, it is certain that a thorough research for stream processing engines is
significantly required for an accurate health score service system.

Recognizing this problem, we extensively investigated two powerful stream
engines, Apache Flink and Apache Spark Streaming, in calculating a health score,
which can be obtained when machine-learning algorithms are integrated with stream
processing. To measure the performance of them, we evaluated through several
benchmarks using simulated records as follows. Firstly, we estimated the record
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throughput for two stream processing engines, Flink and Spark Streaming. By
comparing two stream processing engines for processing the given 5000 data
records with specific time intervals, we are able to identify each inherent system
design for computing the health score in stream. Secondly, we measured the
processing time of the computing health scores for given sensor data records by
increasing the number of assets. Datasets containing 10,000 assets, which can be
considered to be a large-scale size in an assembly line in PdM, are constructed
and tested with two processing engines for computing the score. To achieve these
experiments, we generated simulated data records and used them as an input to our
health score service. In addition, we also increased the number of parameters with
up to one hundred while preserving the number of assets and then tested our health
score services with them. From these experiments, we identified the results of the
processing time that two different stream engines output and also confirmed that the
health score service is adequate to process large-scale sensor data for computing
health scores in real time.

Other performance tests are also performed. We estimated two stream engines’
processing time by varying the number of parallelisms and also estimated processing
time for obtaining health scores on multi nodes. These experiments are also
beneficial to understand the stream processing’s characteristics in the parallel
systems.

To compute the health score, we applied the two learning algorithms, the deep
learning and the multivariate algorithm,to the stream processing engines. To achieve
this connection where two different streams are to be joined, we used the broadcast
stream to combine sensor data records with a model context. Because two stream
engines have their own distinct APIs for combining streams, we investigated the
method for combining multiple streams in a code level. In addition, considering
that a model loaded in the stream might be updated with a new one when a user
action occurs, we have implemented a separate web server that communicates with
stream engines via the REST API call [7]. Specifically, to enhance the performance
of the stream processing, we separated training a model logic from the stream, which
enables low latency of processing data records and reduces the time of computing
health scores as well. We integrated the above techniques into a single service
including employing machine-learning algorithms so that we can serve a health
score service in real time.

The contribution of our paper is as follows:

1. We introduce a health score service which serves a health score in real time using
the stream processing engine.

2. We examine the stream code APIs that two stream engines implemented
respectively.

3. We evaluate the two stream engines using various datasets as follows:

(a) Dataset with different time intervals.
(b) Maximum number of assets.
(c) Varying the number of parallelisms.
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This chapter begins with an overview of architecture of Spark and Flink and
their difference in Sect. 2. We then discuss the method for obtaining health scores
on stream in Sect. 3. Finally, we discuss the performance results of Spark and
Flink using various sensor data records in Sect. 4, and conclude our chapter in
Sects. 5 and 6.

2 Goals and Background

2.1 Goals

Our work targets estimating computational performance of the stream processing
engines for obtaining the health scores. To evaluate the health score service, it should
be estimated for the following goals:

1. Maximum throughput attainable under different incoming data interval.
2. Processing time for large-scale sensor data records.
3. Processing time when varying the number of the parallelisms.

We primarily tested two stream engines, Flink and Spark Streaming, with
three goals as presented in the above. To our knowledge, previous studies did
not extensively perform the system’s computational performance for obtaining
health scores. Thus, our study is more focused on evaluating computing perfor-
mance while introducing stream APIs and models for achieving health scores in
real time.

2.2 Characteristics of Streaming Process Engines

2.2.1 Flink

Flink is a framework and distributed streaming processing engine for stateful com-
putations over batched and continuous data [8]. There are two main characteristics
of Flink’s architecture for computing data as follows. Firstly, the accurate time
control and powerful stateful stream that the Flink employs make it possible to run
any kind of application for continuously incoming dataset. Secondly, the stateful
operations in Flink can be used for many kinds of applications including not only
a classification tree or unsupervised learning model’s context but also a simple
counter or a sum in various situations. Especially, stateful Flink’s applications are
optimized for local state access, which is kept in memory when the state size does
not exceed the available memory. This function yields very low processing latencies
by accessing local and in-memory access.
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2.2.2 Spark Streaming

Spark streaming is one of the earliest stream processing engines to provide a
high-level of functional API [9]. It is based on writing directed acyclic graphs
(DAG) of physical operators, which is also same architecture of the Flink streaming
dataflow. The Spark Streaming operation is that it separates the input data streams
into mini batches and store them in Spark’s memory called RDD [10]. And then
Spark job processes individual batches in a distributed system. Especially, the Spark
Streaming is more focused on parallel recovery mechanism that is more efficient
to the replication, second-scale recovery from faults. This advantage is powerful
to operate more large commodity clusters in distributed system compared to the
traditional stream services.

3 Methods

As we explained in the Sect. 1, it is difficult to see detailed descriptions for API
instructions and benchmark performance of the stream engines when it comes to
obtaining health scores even though there are many literatures on real-time health
score applications. To address the challenge, we perform in-depth analysis of the
two stream processing engines, Flink and Spark Streaming, for better understanding
of underlying concept that they have applied for computing the health score. Firstly,
we introduce the entire system of health score service in the Sect. 3.A. And then, we
explain the APIs instructions for obtaining health scores in the following section.
Especially, we identified the difference of the two streams methods for joining
multiple data streams. Finally, we briefly explain the optimization techniques we
accomplished for the performance of the health score service in the last section in
Methods.

In addition, we introduce the model used in our service since the health score is
computed using the machine-learning algorithms. For this reason, we also cover the
detail of the two algorithms, the standard LSTM and multivariate algorithm, in Sect.
3.D.

3.1 A. System Architecture

We have implemented a health score service system which mainly consists of
three different components as shown in a Fig. 1. Firstly, sensor data are collected
from various sensors and then be sent to the Kafka topic. The sensor data records
consist of timestamp, asset’s name, and a number of parameters that contain their
own value. To communicate between each component, the service uses a Kafka
consumer to receive messages from the topic. This Kafka message system makes it
easy to scale the system into multiple nodes. The received messages from Kafka
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Fig. 1 An overview of the system architecture for the health score service

topic are sent to the stream processing engines and also sent to the time series
database at the same time. The Kafka consumer of the stream engines takes the
messages and then processes them for obtaining a health score in real-time while the
time series database receives the messages for storing purpose. In our health score
service, all the sensor data records are stored in the time series database, allowing
us to search the raw sensor data with a short query according to the user’s situation.
Since the sensor data records are always produced with timestamp, which are used
as a primary key in the database, the time-series database in our health score service
is appropriate selection in this case. Once the messages arrive at the stream engine,
it tries to pre-process them and to apply the models to the incoming messages for
calculating the health scores. Considering the real-time performance of the streams,
the logic for training a model is executed in a separate server. To exchange the model
context between the server and stream, we used the REST API’s call to transmit the
serialized model context and other information over HTTP. This design is simple
but an efficient way to transmit model context inside the stream logic with very
low latency. For storing the state and data, we use two databases in the health score
service for the different purposes. As mentioned above, the time series database is
responsible to store raw data records as well as health score values that is obtained
from model on stream. We also use the local database communicating with a server
to keep meta data including model contexts and other specification values. All these
data stored in the local database is very small size compared to the data stored in
the time-series database. Finally, we connect the visualization tools so that we can
easily monitor the series of health score values along with the raw sensor data.
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3.2 Stream APIs

In the section, we explain the stream operators including the stateful operators by
showing a short code example for how to process the sensor data records to compute
the health score. Since our study is focused on conducting comparison between
Flink and Spark Streaming, we will examine the difference of API instructions that
two stream engines have implemented in the programming point of a view. Note
that two main features that we should consider in our health score service are that
we should join the raw sensor data records with the model context including the
specification context. The specification context is the meta data consisting of a list
of the parameters’ names and assets’ names. As shown in the left of the Fig. 2, there
are mainly two streams, the sensor data stream that handles incoming sensor data
records from various sensors and the specification broadcast stream that contains the
asset’s metadata that is the asset’s name and its corresponding parameters’ names.
The challenge is that the service needs to combine these two streams into one single
stream. To achieve this issue, we use the broadcast state to combine the sensor data
stream with a broadcast stream containing the specification context. Note that the
size of specification contexts is relatively small so that it is proper to broadcast all the
elements on all tasks in nodes without degrading the performance. After connecting
these two streams, we are able to manipulate any of the keyed state with broadcast
variables. If a new specification context is added to the broadcast stream, we can
discard the old specifications and apply the latest one by seeing the timestamps that
each specification contains.

As shown in Fig. 3, there are two programming API instructions, Flink (left)
and Spark Streaming (right), for processing two main streams in our health score
service. In Flink operators shown in a Fig. 2 left, sensor data records are collected by
the Kafka topic in the source and they are transformed using the stateful operators.
In the transformation operators, we use the.keyBy() function to convert data stream
to a keyed stream, where all the input data are partitioned by a key (the key is asset
name in our health score service). We also connect the broadcast stream into the
sensor data stream by calling. Connect() method followed by .process() function that
applies any kind of the logic for the preprocessing. With the broadcast state in Flink,
the contents of the broadcast state can be easily copied to all the task nodes over the
network, which indicates that the two streams are joined together. Whereas the Flink
offers us a simple broadcast method for continuous stream, the Spark Streaming
has a limitation on converting stream into the broadcast variable. It is difficult to
convert D-Stream (the name of the Spark Streaming system) into the local broadcast
variable for combining two data streams. Therefore, we alternatively joined two D-
Streams into one single D-Stream by applying one transformation before joining.
As shown in the right of Fig. 2, there are two streams, the sensor data stream and the
specification data stream. After the transformation operation where the input data
is converted into paired data consisting of key-values, we are able to combine two
streams by matching the same key. Considering the join operation needs to move
data with executors requiring lots of shuffle-write, the Flink’s broadcast system is
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Fig. 2 A data stream flow of two stream processing engines for joining two data streams

more efficient than those of Spark Streaming system because the broadcast operation
enables to join two tables without moving the sensor data records, which cause the
large data shuffling over network. The Spark Streaming APIs for join can be simply
done by calling. Join () method as shown in Fig. 3.

After combining these two data streams, we apply a machine-learning model into
the incoming sensor data records from processing step. To enhance the performance
of the stream, we operate training a model in a separate server from the stream
engines. Thus, communicating between server and stream is necessary to transmit
the model into the stream. To achieve this issue, the stream requests the server
via REST API call to receive the model context. Using this web protocol, we can
also combine the model context with incoming sensor data records. After receiving
model contexts from the server over HTTP, the Flink converts them into broadcast
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Fig. 3 A two spark stream API’s for processing sensor data

variables to copy them to all task nodes for computing health scores. The Spark
Streaming also uses join method to combine the model contexts with sensor datasets
in a similar way to the preprocessing step.

3.3 Optimizations for Stream Processing

3.3.1 Number of Parallelisms

A stream program consists of multiple tasks including transformations, operators,
sources, and sinks. These tasks are subdivided into several parallel instances for
execution and each parallel instance processes a subset of the task. Thus, setting
the number of parallelisms is an important task in the stream application and it can
be adjusted depending on the user’s application. When you set the parallelism to
one for the entire job, then it would prevent the system from scaling, which would
affect the whole performance while the order of events is preserved. The number of
parallelisms should be decided according to the application’s needs of scalability.
Clearly, it might be more considerable to specify large numbers of parallelisms for
the performance. From this point of view, we identify the overall performance for
obtaining health scores by adjusting the number of parallelisms in multi-nodes in
the study.

3.3.2 Checkpointing

Checkpoint makes state in stream processing fault-tolerant at large-scale by allow-
ing state to be recovered, resulting in identical stream’s context for unprecedent
exceptions in applications. Because checkpoint management varies significantly
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among stream processing solutions, we optimized the checkpointing configuration
by estimating the recovery time for single-node backup for computing health score
when the failure unexpectedly happens.

3.4 A. Models for Health Score

To compute a health score, various kinds of machine-learning algorithms can be
used. The following sections cover two machine-learning algorithms for obtaining
score for given sensor data records that contain multiple parameters.

3.4.1 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Model

Long short-term memory (LSTM) is one of the artificial recurrent neural network
architectures used in the deep learning applications [11]. The distinguishing feature
of LSTM is that it introduces a new structure called a memory cell consisting of four
main elements: an input gate, a neuron with a self-recurrent connection, a forget
gate, and an output gate. This concept has been created to overcome the vanishing
gradients problem where the gradient value becomes so small that learning the
weights becomes slow and declined in the traditional recurrent neural network [12].
The memory cell which works as a conveyor belt makes gradient signal last longer,
allowing the network to control gradient values in a more efficient way for every
step. The model we used in the service is a standard LSTM model. Our model is
composed of two LSTM layers with softmax on the top, yielding n probabilities
proportional (the n is the number of parameters) to the exponential of the input data
as shown in Fig. 4. For example, from an input sensor data record, the memory cells
in the LSTM layer will produce a representation sequence. We specify the unit of
final dense layer as the same number of input parameters, which produces the same
number of predictions. Thus, we are able to compare the difference between input
data records and the predicted output. By measuring the difference using the mean
squared error (MSE), we can compute a single value used as a health score in the
LSTM model. As we mentioned, training a model is performed in a local server,
which enhances the overall performance of the health score service by separating
training phases from the stream.

3.4.2 Multivariate Analysis Model

Since most of the sensor data records consist of multiple parameters, multivariate
analysis is needed, which requires interpretation of relation among each parameter
[13]. To compute health score for a dataset with parameters, we used the Maha-
lanobis distance, which is one of the most common distance metrics in multivariate
statistics [14]. It measures the distance between a vector consisting of multiple
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Fig. 4 The LSTM model
layers for obtaining health
score

points and a distribution, accounting for the variance of each variables and the
covariance between variables. The Mahalanobis distance can be defined as follows:

D2 = (x − x) S−1 (x − x) where x is an input data points, and x is a mean of
input x, and S−1 is an inverse covariance matrix. Since the covariance matrix S−1

is obtained from the principal component analysis (PCA), applying PCA method
is required prior to computing the Mahalanobis distance [15]. The Mahalanobis
distance is computed based on both the mean and variance of the input variables,
including covariance of all the variables, which would be more efficient to represent
the distance as a health score. As training a LSTM model is performed in a local
server, the multivariate model is also performed in a local server including the
procedure of the PCA algorithm for obtaining the covariance matrix. After the
model is built, the context is sent to the stream and then the equation of the
Mahalanobis is applied for incoming data to obtain the health score.

4 Datasets

In our experiments, we used the tabular datasets for estimating the performance of
two stream engines, Flink and Spark Streaming. Table 1 summarizes the datasets
used in the following experiments. As shown in the table below, all the data records
should contain their unique asset identification number. The massive data records
are distributed across the multi-nodes using this id number, ensuring that the data
records whose id number is identical are assigned into same node. Note that this
behavior makes the algorithms do not consider the distant records which are stored
on different nodes in order to merge them for applying algorithm. Along with the
asset id, the dataset also includes the several parameters as shown in the table.
Depending on the characteristics of the sensors in manufacturing, there are huge
differences in the number of parameters ranging from 1 to 100. They are represented
as numerical values and most of the system should apply normalization before
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Table 1 Dataset description

Asset Id Parameter1 Parameter2 Parameter3 Parameter 4 Others

#01 4.34 153 8 10,434 Vibration
#02 3.21 128 7 11,932 Current
#03 8.33 102 11 14,302 Current

applying some algorithms. Besides, other information such as data type are included
in the datasets.

5 Results

Our evaluation has focused on addressing the following challenges:

1. Processing time for different time interval
2. Maximum number of assets
3. Varying the number of parallelisms

In doing above challenges, we compare Spark Streaming with Flink in the aspects
of computational performance. We evaluated Flink and Spark Streaming using both
several simulated sensor datasets. Our experiments were performed on both a single-
node and multi-node (7 nodes) production clusters. The benchmark was performed
on a YARN and Kafka cluster as well as a single node. We used a total number
of 7 node YARN cluster, with four task node managers for Spark Streaming and
Flink, one with zookeeper server, one with Spark Master, and one for Flink Master,
respectively. Each node manager in the cluster was equipped with 16GB RAM, 4
core CPUs, a 200GB HDDs, and 1Gbps Ethernet network while the single node has
specification with 16GB RAM, 2.5GHz Quad cores, and a 500GB SSDs. We tested
our service for computing health score using the system.

The health score service receives continuous sensor data as a string format
consisting of a timestamp, asset name, parameter name, and their values. For each
input message, the asset id is extracted to be assigned as a key and all the sensor data
records are distributed across multi-nodes based on the key we set. The data records
with same asset id will be assigned into same partitions in a task, allowing machine-
learning algorithm to be applied in a local state. Before submitting a streaming
job, we specify the address of the separate web server so that the initial metadata
including server host, specification context, and model context (if the model is
already uploaded in the server) will be transmitted to the stream side, waiting for
joining with incoming sensor data records.
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5.1 Performance of the Health Score Service

5.1.1 Processing Time for Different Time Interval

We tested the performance of the health score service using simulated sensor data
records. We first report the throughput of the Flink for different time intervals using
the datasets and then compare it against the Spark Streaming. We set the total
number of data records as 5000 for one asset and then calculates the throughput
of the stream engines for computing health scores using 10 assets. We produce
the input sensor data records with a different time interval, 10 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms,
and 100 ms. Fig. 5 reports the throughput results that the Flink outperforms the
Spark Streaming in processing data records for computing the health scores. The
throughput of the Flink can be found that it can handle up to 10 ms time interval
without delay, demonstrating that it is very effective in real-time processing data.
However, the throughput of the Spark Streaming is relatively low compared to those
of the Flink because of its stream design of adopting small batches. This requires
a certain time period for mini batch size before running the Spark Streaming job,
which means that the Spark Streaming is expected to be performed as near real-
time stream engine. We can see that the Spark Streaming’s processing time is about
1.62x and 1.21x slow compared to the those of the Flink for the interval of 10 ms
and 20 ms, respectively. It is clear that the converting an input stream into a paired
stream in the Spark Streaming results in degrading the overall performance of the
service.
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Fig. 5 The processing time (second) with different time interval for two stream processing engines
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Fig. 6 The processing time (second) for two stream engines as increasing the number of assets

5.1.2 Maximum Number of Assets

We also evaluated how many assets they process in a limited computing resource.
We performed the experiments on a single node and specified the number of
parallelisms as one to make sure that there is only a single thread in a pipelined
stream. The input datasets are constructed consisting of 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 assets
with a small number of parameters. By using these five different input datasets,
we estimated the running time for processing incoming input data records with 10
millisecond time intervals. Fig. 6 shows that the running time is increasing as a
greater number of assets are given as input data. Especially, the running time greatly
quadratically increases for all the experiments when we specified 50 records for each
asset. The result seemed that a bunch of data records are well buffered for a certain
period without timeout before being sent to the other subtask. There is no distinct
difference between Spark Streaming and Flink for performance time, indicating that
this experiment is more dependent on the computing resources (e.g., a buffer size in
a memory).

5.1.3 Varying the Number of Parallelisms

To confirm the effect of parallelism, we tested the health score service on four
nodes while specifying different number of parallelisms. As shown in Fig. 7, the
processing time of the service on two nodes and four nodes outputs health score
in double and nearly quadruple for both two stream engines for processing 5000
records with 100 millisecond intervals. We can see that the processing time of the
Flink is slightly superior to those of the Spark Streaming when multiple nodes are
used. It is because only the Flink implements converting data stream into broadcast
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Fig. 7 The processing time (second) for different number of parallelisms

variable, allowing the data to be broadcasted to all downstream tasks. With the large
number of parallelisms, we can see that the processing time is more improved for
both Spark Streaming and the Flink. However, we cannot guarantee the order of
the elements because task parallelism makes redistributing the entire data records
across all nodes.

6 Discussion

We have studied two stream processing engines, Flink and Spark Streaming, for
computing a health score in the perspective of the computational performance. By
applying machine-learning algorithm into the real-time stream engine, our service
enables to compute health score without a delay. Especially, it should be considered
that the final results are obtained within in a time to successfully achieve real-time
application service. Based on this perspective, we tried to estimate the computing
performance of the two powerful streaming engines using various kinds of datasets.

Before benchmarking the stream engines, the entire system of architecture should
be properly designed, reflecting the characteristics of the health score service. As
explained in detail in Sect. 3.A, we used two databases for different purposes.
The time-series database is responsible to store the data records that contains
timestamp as well as health score that is computed from the stream engine. Since
the database we used in the service is developed for a distributed system, it can
accommodate large-scale data streams compared to the datasets we used in this
study. We also use the local database storing metadata including specification and
a model context in the server in order to make it possible to achieve low latency
contexts by communicating with a separate server. This design makes a stream
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engine be more effective to calculate the health score by reducing the unnecessary
workload to the stream. To communicate among various kinds of components used
in the service, we adopted the Kafka service for effectively ingesting incoming
messages between components. We believe that our design of the architecture in
the health score service can be easily expanded to apply other machine-learning
algorithms because it is easy to transmit the model context from the server to the
stream. We evaluated two powerful stream engines to measure the processing time
performance for a given dataset. We mainly tested them with three experiments
and confirmed that the processing time of the Flink outperforms those of the Spark
Streaming in computing health score with a very short interval. When the data with
ten millisecond intervals are used as an input, the Flink achieved a comparable
low latency while operating all the records, which can be considered to be real-
time application. When varying the number of parallelisms, the Flink also shows
slightly better performance results, indicating that processing time for computing 5 k
records in four parallel instances is slightly short compared to the Spark Streaming.
We think that the different results obtained from two engines are caused by their
own designed architectures. The Spark Streaming adopts the micro-batching system
which processes in a single mini batch with a delay of few seconds while the Flink
selects the native streaming system. The Flink has the advantage of the processing
data records because they process them as soon as it arrives, allowing the service
to achieve minimum latency. This characteristic of the processing mechanisms is
shown in our experiments, indicating that the overall processing time is slightly
faster than those of the Spark Streaming. However, this point also means that the
Flink is hard to achieve fault-tolerant requiring tracking and checkpointing a certain
time when the data records processed. We did not experiment the performance of the
processing time for fault-tolerant case to identify the recovery rate of two different
stream engines in this chapter and this should be further studied.

7 Conclusions

We have investigated two powerful stream, Spark Streaming and Flink, for com-
puting health score that represents a machine’s lifetime. Even though there are lots
of literature introducing real-time health score applications, they only focused on
methodology for obtaining health score and do not explain sufficient description for
real-time applications in computing health scores. Our study is powered for these
reasons and we have studied two real-time stream engines and their APIs along with
machine-learning algorithms. Moreover, we evaluated them using various simulated
datasets for computing health scores, which can be helpful to select the stream
engines considering your characteristics of applications.

Based on these experiments, we recommend the readers to use the Apache Flink
in general case. As explained in the Methodology, the Flink provides a more variety
of the stream APIs compared to the Spark Streaming and this functionality makes
user be familiar with manipulating stream data records, allowing any results that
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user requires are obtained with minimal efforts. In addition, the native streaming
characteristic of the Flink makes it possible to process every data record without
waiting for others. Therefore, if the application needs to process data records with
minimal delay and serves the results with very low latency, we carefully recommend
the Flink because the Spark Streaming adopts the mini-batching stream service
which requires a certain time for processing data. Although we did not experiment
the case of the fault-tolerance and recovery the state for unexpected case, we
anticipate that the Spark Streaming might show better performance of processing
time over the Flink because of the powerful Spark Streaming’s checkpointing
mechanism and this should be further studied in our future work.
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Discovery of Urban Mobility Patterns

Iván Darío Peñaranda Arenas, Hugo Alatrista-Salas,
and Miguel Núñez-del-Prado Cortez

1 Introduction

The ubiquity of information systems and the large number of mobile devices
allow the capture of large amounts of heterogeneous data with a strong temporal
repeatability (Big Data). This fact has allowed human activity to generate a
fingerprint that is captured through different media, such as geo-social networks,
call detail records (CDRs), and bank transactions, among others. These data that
represent the behavior of people hide correlations and behavior patterns, which
could be exploited by decision-makers to generate high-impact strategies. Indeed,
the detection of urban mobility patterns is crucial for the development of urban
planning policies and the design of business strategies, which helps to find answers
to questions such as the following:

– Where do customers from certain businesses or commercial areas come from?
– What are the main businesses that compete to attract customers in each category?
– What factors influence the attractiveness of an establishment?

One of the approaches adopted in order to extract mobility patterns and answer
the above questions is the analysis based on trade areas, originally proposed by
Huff, who defines them as geographically delineated urban areas that contain the
potential customers of certain businesses [8]. This paper intends to adapt this
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approach to the context of the city of Lima, using a database of bank transactions.
The main contributions of our study are summarized below:

– Up to our knowledge, this is the first work in which urban mobility patterns are
extracted from bank transaction data.

– The trade areas approach is adapted through the incorporation of bank transaction
data, showing the importance of taking into account the business category and
including individuals from all social classes.

– The importance of using some metrics used to determine attractiveness is
analyzed according to the category to which the business belongs.

– The use of influence diagrams is proposed as a tool that simplifies the visual-
ization of the place of origin of business customers and the preference for them
according to socioeconomic classification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 shows some of the most
relevant works related to our problem. Section 3 presents a general description
of the used dataset and the main challenges associated with our proposal, whose
methodology is explained in Sect. 4. Then, in Sect. 5, the results obtained during the
experiments are shown discussing their implications; finally, the conclusions and
recommendations are presented.

2 Related Works

In recent years, the trend to take advantage of mobile phone data to carry out urban
monitoring has gained strength, thanks to the ubiquity of mobile devices and the
development of these networks. In the studies of Dobra et al. [3] and Young et al.
[16], for example, systems that use aggregate traffic data in the cellular network
are proposed for the spatiotemporal detection of behavioral anomalies, even being
able to identify the location and extent of anomalies such as natural catastrophes,
violence events, and popular celebrations.

Regarding the analysis of urban mobility patterns, particularly toward commer-
cial areas, this task has been traditionally addressed through small-scale conditioned
techniques or studies at the level of establishments in which information is collected
manually through surveys [4]. Another method suggests the use of customer records
in social networks as a low-cost alternative [14]. Among the main limitations of
these approaches are the dispersion and bias presented on the data they use and the
difficulty of inferring the place of origin of consumers. It is for these reasons that
it is difficult to apply them at the level of a district or analyze patterns that require
greater granularity over time.

A novel reference framework for the analysis of commercial areas that in turn
allows the understanding of urban mobility patterns is CellTradeMap [17], which
uses mobile flow records (MFRs) obtained from cellular phone data to extract
reliable information on the location of consumers, thus adapting the conventional
analysis of trade areas by offering an effective data collection methodology in terms
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of cost that is appropriate for analysis even at the level of a complete city. Other
contributions that are worth highlighting from this work are its ability to describe
commercial areas that can be explained by prior knowledge and the revelation of
metrics that are important for determining commercial attractiveness as well as
predicting commercial areas of new zones with a high degree of accuracy.

Although it is possible to infer through this last approach the place of residence of
the clients, it is not possible, from the MFRs, to be sure if the client actually made a
purchase at an establishment. On the contrary, the bank transaction data that we use
in this work do have this last advantage, but with the inconvenience of uncertainty
in determining the place of origin of the clients. However, this paper shows that it is
indeed possible to carry out the detection of urban mobility patterns through these
data by adapting the analysis of the trade areas approach.

3 General Aspects

In the used dataset, all the transactions made in Peru by the clients of a banking
entity are recorded during the period between May 31, 2016, and October 31, 2017.
Of the total of these transactions, more than 50 million were carried out in Lima,
and it is in this subset that this work is centered. The most relevant attributes for our
study can be grouped into the following categories:

– Customer attributes as the id (to preserve his/her privacy), age, gender, and
social class.

– Store attributes that include the name, province, district, geographic coordi-
nates, and commercial categorization. To establish the latter, three systems are
used in the dataset: mccg, Visa’s own classification; coicop, UN categorization;
and a bank’s own system called merchant_type.

– Banking agency attributes, among others, the province and the district where
the agency in which the client opened his/her bank account is located.

– Transaction attributes such as the date and amount of the transaction in dollars.

Regarding the social class or income level of the clients, it is worth noting that
this was previously calculated from the level of consumption, taking as a reference
the method proposed by Leo et al. [10, 11] and defining an order consisting of nine
categories in which social class 9 corresponds to the one with the highest purchasing
power.

On the other hand, in Fig. 1, the ten categories of shops registering the largest
number of transactions in Lima are shown. There is a marked predominance of the
categories that are part of the top 5, which is why emphasis will be placed on these
ones in addition to Technology for the extraction of mobility patterns.

The biggest challenge posed by the extraction of mobility patterns from the bank
data we have is undoubtedly the uncertainty associated with the place of origin
of customers, particularly their place of residence. In fact, this information is not
available in the database for privacy reasons. While there are techniques that have
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been used for the extraction of permanence points either from GPS traces [18] or
for mobile phone data using CDRs [15] or MFRs [17], these cannot be applied to
bank transaction data given their peculiarities. In fact, our dataset has a very high
dispersion, as shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, close to 600,000 customers, representing
a proportion greater than 81% of users residing in Lima, made a maximum of
70 transactions during the entire period, which is equivalent to an approximate
frequency of 1 transaction per week. Therefore, given the low transaction frequency
observed for most of the clients, it is inadequate to use the same techniques applied
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to infer the place of residence in the case of mobile phone data. Consequently, we
hypothesize that the district where the place of residence of the clients is located
limits or coincides with the district where the banking agency in which they opened
their accounts is located.

4 Methodology

For the development of this work, the methods proposed by Henretty et al. [6] and
by Zhao et al. [17] were taken as references. The following is a description of the
main components of our proposal, which are represented in Fig. 3.

1. Feature engineering. Once the data is cleaned and after choosing those features
that will be examined for the discovery of mobility patterns, the needed transfor-
mations are carried out; these include normalization of the number of transactions
for the calculation of probabilities, the conversion of latitude/longitude values
to another coordinate system, and the creation of new attributes such as the
accessibility of commerce for the consumers of each district, expressed in terms
of distance or time. For the calculation of accessibility, the location of the closest
point of the customer’s district of origin to the respective store is first obtained,
and the same is used to estimate the distance, while in the case of time, the
duration of a car trip is calculated between both points. Regarding discretization,

Fig. 3 Architecture of our method
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this determines the level of spatial granularity; in fact, for the calculation of
accessibility, it was decided to manage 13 decimal figures in the values of the
coordinates of the shops, given that the coordinates of the closest points of each
district returned by PostGIS use the aforementioned number of figures.

2. Clustering and identification of districts. In this phase, the geographic coor-
dinates data of the commercial establishments where the bank transactions were
made were used in order to segment the city into a set of regions or disjoint
districts. To carry out this task, the following methods were tested: DBSCAN,
HDBSCAN, and K-Means. Since the input data corresponds to geographical
coordinates, it is necessary to use a suitable metric to calculate the distance
between the shops; for this reason, the use of the Euclidean distance is discarded,
and instead the large circle distance was employed which was calculated by
means of the haversine formula [13]. In order to select the optimal number of
clusters, a cross-validation process was carried out using the silhouette coefficient
and the Davies-Bouldin index (DBI) as quality criteria. In fact, in a previous work
[2], it was shown that the latter index correlates with the F-measure obtained in
the extraction of points of interest (POIs) in human mobility through various
clustering techniques such as DBSCAN.

3. Huff model. The Huff model has been widely used in spatial economic analysis
in order to determine the likelihood of visit or purchase in a trade area.
It is based on the assumption that this probability can be estimated based
on the attractiveness of the stores, their accessibility to consumers, and the
attractiveness as well as the accessibility of competing stores [9]. The original
version of the model is expressed as follows:

Pij =
AjD

λ
ij∑N

i=1 AiD
λ
ij

(1)

where Pij represents the visit or purchase probability of a customer from a
geographic area i in a store or trade area j, Aj is the measure of attraction from
the business j, Dij measures the accessibility of the business to customers located
in the area i, λ is a parameter that corresponds to the sensitivity of Pij to Dij , and
N is the number of businesses or commercial areas that compete with each other
to attract customers. It should be noted that in the original version of the Huff
model, it is generally assumed that attractiveness is equivalent to the area of the
commercial establishment and accessibility is expressed in terms of the distance
or time required by consumers to reach the business.

4. Determination of attractiveness. For the business categories that register a
greater number of transactions according to the coicop classification, Pareto dia-
grams were elaborated, in order to select a representative sample of shops of each
class. Regarding the Food, Health, Gas Stations, and Clothing Stores categories,
which registered the largest number of transactions, this sample corresponds to
83, 24, 47, and 22 businesses, respectively. Next, the attractiveness of the selected
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businesses was determined, taking as a metric to estimate it the rating and the
number of ratings that each store registers on Google Maps.

5. Calibration of the Huff model. The adjustment of the Huff model allows,
among other things, to identify which are the factors of attraction of the
businesses that are most influential. Since we are considering more than one
characteristic to determine the attraction of each shop, it is necessary to use the
advanced version of the Huff model whose mathematical expression is:

Pij =
∏H

h=1 A
γh

hjD
λ
ij∑N

j=1
∏H

h=1 A
γh

hjD
λ
ij

(2)

In the previous equation, H is the number of attraction factors of each store, and
γh represents the sensitivity of Pij to each attraction characteristic. The rest of
the variables or parameters have the same meaning as the original version shown
in Eq. (1). The model in its advanced version can be expressed in a linear version
after applying the following logarithmic transformation [7]:

log

(
Pij

P̃i

)
=

H∑
h=1

γh log

(
Ahj

Ãj

)
+ λ log

(
Dij

D̃i

)
= ŷij (3)

with P̃i , Ãj , and D̃i the geometric mean of Pij , Ahj , and Dij , respectively. After
adjusting this last linear version using least squares, it is possible to obtain the
parameters γh and λ that define the model. In order to obtain predictions P̂ij

of the purchase probabilities and calculate the degree of fit of the model, it is
necessary to apply the softmax function to the values estimated by (3) using the
following expression:

P̂ij = eŷij∑N
j=1 eŷij

(4)

6. Consumption patterns. To facilitate the extraction of mobility and/or consump-
tion patterns, influence diagrams of those businesses located in the top 3 of
the selected commercial categories were elaborated, by either the number of
transactions, unique customers, or amount spent. In the influence diagrams, the
distribution by income level of each of these variables is represented for each
district, which appears ordered according to the geodetic distance to store, and
the variable in question is normalized by dividing it by the total number of
transactions, customers, or amount spent in the district. For the same businesses,
and taking into account the distribution of social classes in each district according
to the indicated variables, the Jensen–Shannon distance and Gini index diagrams
were generated.
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The Jensen–Shannon distance is a metric that allows, in our study, to estimate
how far apart the distributions by social class of the commerce and the district are
according to the number of transactions, customers, and amount spent. According
to the Python SciPy library documentation (used to calculate this distance), for
two probability vectors p and q, this is defined as follows:

JSD (p, q) =
√

D (p||m)+D (q||m)

2
(5)

where m is the mean in terms of the points of p and q and D is the Kullback-
Leibler divergence.

On the other hand, the Gini coefficient allows us to quantify the level of
inequality in the distribution by social class of transactions, clients, and amount
spent, both for commerce and for the district. There are several ways to calculate
it; in our case, a variant is used in which the n observations x are sorted in
ascending order and have a ranking i, as proposed by David [1] and Guest [5].

G =
∑n

i=1 (2i − n− 1) xi

n
∑n

i=1 xi

(6)

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1 Clustering

Table 1 shows the best results obtained during cross-validation for each of the
clustering techniques tested. It should be noted that a value of the silhouette
coefficient close to 1 shows that the observations have been very well classified;
on the other hand, the Davies-Bouldin index is an indicator of the degree of
similarity between clusters; therefore, the smaller its magnitude, the better the set of
clusters that will be formed [2]. The results of Table 1 suggest that the performance
achieved by the DBSCAN and K-Means methods is similar, although there is a
notable difference in the number of clusters that are generated. Likewise, the poor
performance achieved with HDBSCAN and the huge number of establishments that
are classified as noise when using this technique are striking.

Table 1 Cross-validation results with the tested clustering methods

Method Silh-Coef DBI #Clusters Noise points

DBSCAN 0.535948 0.977980 17 35

HDBSCAN 0.058971 3.634427 16 5939

K-Means 0.492291 0.683749 29 NA
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Fig. 4 Generated clusters. (a) DBSCAN. (b) K-Means

Although similar results are achieved with DBSCAN and K-Means in terms
of the silhouette coefficient, the DBI value indicates that a better configuration
is obtained when using K-Means. In fact, the maps in Fig. 4 show that almost
all businesses in the province of Lima are assigned to a single cluster in the
configuration generated by DBSCAN, that is the reason why this method is not
suitable in our case to identify districts or commercial areas, unlike K-Means.

5.2 Huff Model

Table 2 contains the results of the calibration of the Huff model carried out with
the selected businesses of each category. As performance metrics of the model
developed for each social class, the coefficient of determination and the RMSE were
chosen, and the symbol (b) refers to the model adopted as a baseline, which assumes
that all businesses have the same attractiveness to customers in all districts.

In the first place, it is appreciated that for all the business categories considered,
the model that includes all social classes in the analysis and assumes different
attractiveness per business obtains better performance than the baseline, although
there are categories such as Food and Gas Stations where the difference is
not so considerable, which suggests that in these categories the shops have an
attractiveness that is not far from each other. Nevertheless, in classes like Health,
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Table 3 Significance of the
employed variables in the
Huff model

Significance for variable

Business category Attr_1 Attr_2 Distance

Food 0.000 0.000 0.000

Health 0.000 0.644 0.000

Gas 0.169 0.089 0.000

Clothing 0.096 0.196 0.000

Technology 0.210 0.010 0.000

Clothing, and Technology, there is a dramatic difference in the performance of both
models in terms of the magnitude of R2, which is a sign that in these business
classes there are more significant differences in the attractiveness when estimating
the probability of purchase.

Secondly, if the model that includes all social classes and assumes different
attractiveness is compared with the analogous models that take each social class
separately, it is observed that it obtains a better performance in all categories of
businesses, with some exceptions that they show up in the clothing one. This
demonstrates that a better calibration of the Huff model is achieved when individuals
of all social classes are included in each geographic area of study.

Finally, the low magnitude of the coefficient of determination achieved by the
models evidences the need to include a greater number of attraction factors for the
businesses considered such as the surface, the age, and the availability of parking
places or the retail market clustering, local accessibility of the street network, and
topographic slope of the terrain [12], among others, particularly in view of the fact
that they are not always significant. Indeed, in Table 3, the p-value calculated in the
hypothesis contrasts on the coefficients associated with the variables of the models
that include all social classes in each category is observed. At a significance level of
5%, the distance variable is the only significant one in all models. On the other hand,
the rating assigned to businesses (Attr_1) is only significant in the Food and Health
categories, a sign of the importance that customers of these types of businesses
assign to this factor, while the number of ratings (Attr_2) is only significant in the
Food and Technology categories.

5.3 Consumption Patterns

People tend to buy more likely in those businesses located closer to their place
of residence than in the distant ones. This consumption pattern is modeled by the
known distance decay function [7]. In Fig. 5a, this trend is clearly observed for
stores in the Food category. However, this pattern is not observed so markedly in
all categories. Indeed, for establishments in the Health sector (Fig. 5b), there is
a considerable proportion of cases that deviate from the pattern, which suggests
that these consumers do not care about the distance they should travel in order to
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Fig. 5 Transactions percentage by district in terms of distance. (a) Food. (b) Health

accessing medical services. In addition, the influence diagrams of the businesses
with the highest number of transactions in these categories, shown in Fig. 6a, b,
confirm the aforementioned. It should be noted that in these diagrams, the first letter
of the code assigned to each business represents the category, while the number
refers to the place it occupies in the ranking by transactions; in this way, a trade
identified by F-3 corresponds to the establishment that occupies the third place
in the Food category by number of transactions. Also, as mentioned in Sect. 4,
each bar represents in this case the distribution by social class of the number of
normalized transactions, and the districts are arranged according to their distance to
the respective business, so that the nearest districts are the ones at the left end of the
diagram.

The influence diagrams allow to appreciate not only the districts where the clients
of each business come from but also the preference of the social classes toward it. If,
for example, they are compared, the diagrams in Fig. 6 show that there is a marked
predominance of the upper income levels in most districts for the businesses of the
Food category, while in the case of Health sector, the distribution is more balanced.

In the diagram shown in Fig. 7, there is an increasing pattern in Jensen–
Shannon distances as the district departs from commerce. This graph compares
the distribution of transactions by social class of commerce with that of the
district when it acts either as origin (blue bars) or as destination (red bars). This
consumption pattern indicates that the way in which transactions are distributed in
the establishment as the distance increases becomes less and less similar to that of
the district regardless of whether it acts as the issuer or receiver of transactions.

Similar to the calculation made for the Jensen–Shannon distances, in Fig. 8, the
Gini coefficient of the distribution of transactions corresponding to the business
(blue bars) versus the distribution of transactions of the district (red bars) is
compared. This diagram shows an increasing pattern in the difference between
the Gini coefficients of commerce and the district as the district departs from the
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Fig. 6 Influence diagrams according to the distribution of number of transactions per social class.
(a) F-1. (b) H-1

Fig. 7 The Jensen–Shannon distance diagram for G-1 according to the distribution of number of
transactions

establishment. Likewise, the Gini coefficients of transactions in commerce tend
to be higher for the most remote districts, which indicates that there is a greater
inequality in the number of transactions according to social class when they come
from more remote districts.
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Fig. 8 Gini coefficient diagram for C-4 according to the distribution of number of transactions

6 Conclusions and Recommendations

This work showed that it is possible through bank transaction data the discovery
of urban mobility patterns, which can be very useful tools to facilitate business
decision-making such as the location of a new retail store or the design of marketing
campaigns.

Although a satisfactory delimitation of commercial areas was not achieved using
DBSCAN, the results obtained after using K-Means allow us to have an idea about
the distribution of certain business categories in the city.

The extent to which the distance between the place of origin of the customers and
the store affects the probability of making a transaction depends on the category of
the business. Likewise, in order to achieve a better performance in the models that
allow explaining this variable, it is necessary to include individuals of all social
classes and a greater number of attraction factors.

The influence diagrams developed in this work allow us to visualize in a simple
way for each business not only the origin of the clients but also the preference of
each social class.

Future work suggests the inclusion of other business attraction factors in the
model such as age and the area of commerce, as well as the analysis of urban
mobility patterns combining data from bank transactions with mobile phone data.
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Improving Model Accuracy
with Probability Scoring Machine
Learning Models

Juily Vasandani, Saumya Bharti, Deepankar Singh,
and Shreeansh Priyadarshi

1 Introduction

Binary classification is the simple task of making a prediction as to which of two
groups a given observation belongs to on the basis of a specified classification
rule. They also exist everywhere in society – from hospitals predicting high-risk
vs low-risk patients to credit card companies categorizing applications as good vs
bad credit, and even quality control in manufacturing processes (pass/fail). Its goal
is simply to categorize data points into one of two different buckets, making it
one of the simplest kinds of supervised learning problems, and machine-learning
models are quickly becoming the immediate solution across different industries.
These models extract information automatically using computational and statistical
methods, giving software the ability to build knowledge from experience, derived
from patterns and rules extracted from a large volume of data [1].

Typical classifiers commonly used for these problems include decision trees,
logistic regression, support vector machines, and neural networks. Each method
performs best under specific circumstances – depending on the number of obser-
vations, the dimensionality of the predictors, the noise in the data, and many other
factors. To add to the complexity, there are also several known evaluation metrics
that can be used to measure the performance of a classification model ranging from
simple accuracy or misclassification measures to precision, recall, log loss, ROC
curve, and the AUC score, which can show more insightful information about the
classifier’s performance [2]. Deciding on the eventual performance measure tends
to be subjective since they have to align with the project objectives, and different
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measures may alter final predictions, making this choice a significant part of the
overall classification problem.

While much of the research in this space has focused on the accuracies produced
by different classifiers utilizing various probability scoring methods, no comparison
of other accuracy improving methods (e.g., hyperparameter tuning, feature engi-
neering, or ensemble techniques) has yet been performed. This chapter presents a
comprehensive comparison of different machine learning models designed to solve
a binary classification problem, using proprietary data from our partner company
to understand the drivers that impact their conversion rate. Though traditionally
defined within the context of digital marketing and e-commerce, a conversion
generally occurs when users (or clients) take a desired action [3], not limited to
a sale or a purchase. A conversion can be any key performance indicator (KPI)
relevant to a firm, and for the purpose of this study, it is defined as the instance
a sales representative completes a scheduled home visit with a lead generated
by the company’s marketing team. Our study not only evaluates each model, but
various methods to improve each classifier’s accuracy as well, particularly those
that have not yet been addressed in the literature. Based on our experimental
results, binary classification problems can be solved using different combination of
models and accuracy tuning methods, which can be then evaluated using different
criteria that works with the overall business problem. The motivation behind our
study is to evaluate different ways to improve models already in production, since
many organizations would likely already have basic models in place to solve their
classification problems. Our aim is to answer the following research questions:

1. What industry-agnostic factors have a significant impact on conversion rates?
2. Which accuracy improvement techniques (e.g., sampling methods, hyperpa-

rameter tuning, feature engineering, etc.) can significantly increase a model’s
predictive power?

The following section reviews the past literature on various criteria and methods
used to solve binary classification problems, including evaluating different models
and performance measures traditionally used in this space. It is immediately fol-
lowed by a deeper look into the context and background of the data used in our study,
before a dissection of our methodology in the third section. We outline the different
models we investigated, as well as the various methods tested against them to
improve their accuracy. Finally, we present our results, discuss our conclusions, and
lay out the framework for further research and potential future scope of this project.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Model Selection

Regardless of the industry, every person – whether they have made a single
purchase or have been a loyal customer for many years – will eventually cease their
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relationship with a business. This loss, commonly known as customer attrition or
churn, is one of the most popular business applications of the binary classification
problem, with a wealth of resources dedicated to studying various solutions and their
accuracy. Churn models aim to identify early churn signals and recognize customers
with an increased likelihood to leave voluntarily, using various parameters and
different evaluation methods to predict the attrition occurrence. A performance
comparison between Monte Carlo simulations of five well-established techniques
used for churn prediction showed that the best classifier was the SVM-POLY model
tuned with AdaBoost [4]. However, later conclusions studying telecommunications
churn found tree-based algorithms to be the best models to apply toward a real-
time attrition problem [5, 6]. These contradicting results serve to show us that while
algorithm selection is very important, there are several other factors that impact the
effectiveness of a chosen machine learning solution.

Although the appropriate choice for a supervised learning algorithm depends
on the task at hand, each of these algorithms has its own pros and cons, and
there are cases when practitioners may select an inappropriate algorithm for their
solution. No single model can uniformly outperform the others across all datasets,
and the comparative summary of classification techniques included in Table 1
provides a truncated overview of model performance across several features [7].
When dealing with this type of machine learning problem, the key question is not
whether a learning algorithm is superior to others, but under which conditions can
a model outperform others on an applied problem. Although it may not give us
a deterministic answer for model choice, it gives us a preliminary idea of which
models to start fitting to our data based on the given problem.

An ensemble model combines classifiers as an extension of algorithm selection,
improving the performance of individual classifiers. There are many ways to build
an ensemble, and some of these mechanisms include: (i) using different subsets of
training data with a single learning method, (ii) using different training parameters
with a single training method, and (iii) using different learning methods [7]. Despite
the many varied base models used to predict an outcome within an ensemble
model, the ensemble acts and performs as a single model. During this process, the
generalization error of the prediction is reduced, as long as the base models are
diverse and independent of each other [8].

2.2 Probability Scoring

Model fit depends on the kind of data available and interpretation depends on
the evaluation measure chosen, a model’s performance can also be tuned toward
better performance. Tuning a machine learning model is very much like turning
the switches and knobs of an antique TV in order to get a clearer picture. The
eventual goal is to improve model accuracy, which can be achieved by optimization
techniques such as sampling methods, feature extraction and engineering, metric
creation and selection, hyperparameter tuning, and ensemble methods, among
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Table 1 Comparing algorithms (**** represents the best and * the worst performance)

Algorithms
Decision trees Neural networks Naïve bayes

Accuracy in general ** *** *
Speed of learning with
respect to number of
attributes and instances

*** * ****

Speed of classification **** **** ****
Tolerance to missing values *** * ****
Tolerance to irrelevant
attributes

*** * **

Tolerance to redundant
attributes

** ** *

Tolerance to highly
interdependent attributes
(e.g., parity problems)

** *** *

Dealing with discrete,
binary, or continuous
attributes

**** *** (not discrete) ***(not cont.)

Tolerance to noise ** ** ***
Dealing with danger of
overfitting

** * ***

Attempts for incremental
learning

** *** ****

Explanation
ability/transparency of
knowledge/classifications

**** * ****

Model parameter handling *** * ****

others. The ability to effectively gauge the impact of each optimization technique on
overall model accuracy is a significant objective to address the research questions in
this study, making our choice of evaluation metric very important.

A classification algorithm’s prediction score indicates its certainty that the given
observation belongs to the positive class. To make the decision about whether the
observation should be classified as positive or negative, a classification threshold
(cut-off) is selected and compared against its score. Any observations with scores
higher than the threshold are then predicted as the positive class and scores lower
than the threshold are predicted as the negative class. Once observations are
classified, the prediction falls into four categories, depending on the actual observed
answer and the predicted answer, where true positives and negatives imply that the
observed and the predicted class are the same, while false positives and negatives
indicate that misclassification has occurred for the given observations.

Likely the most widely accepted performance measurement metric for classifica-
tion, the AUC – ROC curve, represents the ability of a model to distinguish between
classes. The ROC curve is plotted with the true-positive rate (TPR) on the y-axis and
the false-positive rate (FPR) on the x- axis. A higher AUC value indicates a model
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accurately predicting 0 s as 0 s, and 1 s as 1 s – effectively distinguishing between a
customer that will churn vs one who will not.

While the goal of traditional binary classifiers revolves around predicting an
observation’s class label, certain problems require the additional nuance of measur-
ing the likelihood that each example belongs to a given class. In the empirical work
on probabilistic prediction in machine learning, the most standard loss functions are
log loss, Brier loss, and spherical loss. In determining which loss function is likely to
lead to better prediction algorithms, it was found that log loss is more selective and
is likely to lead to better algorithms as a result – if a model is optimal under the log
loss function, it will be optimal under the other two loss functions, but the opposite
may not be true [9]. Log loss takes into account the uncertainty of a prediction
based on how much it varies from the actual label by assigning a probability to each
class rather than simply yielding the most likely class, quantifying accuracy of the
prediction and then penalizing false classifications. By placing heavy penalties on
classifiers that are confident about an incorrect classification, the model learns that
it is better to be somewhat wrong rather than completely wrong [10].

For the purpose of our work, we have selected the log loss function as our
evaluation metric because it incorporates probabilistic confidence as a measurement
of an algorithm’s prediction accuracy. In binary classification settings, as in our
paper, the log loss for each observation equals:

H (p, q) = −
∑

pi log qi = −y log ŷ− (1− y) log
(
1− ŷ

)
(1)

Here, y refers to the actual class label, while ŷ represents the predicted class
label. By doing so, we will be able to see the incremental changes in accuracy and
determine the impact of each individual optimization technique, clearly determining
which technique can be applied to operationalized models already integrated into a
company’s production process.

3 Data

Utilizing proprietary data from our industry partner, the database consists of tables
that capture business information regarding their customers and their geographic
location, company projects, lead sources, employees, and their offered product
selections. We used the entirety of the data for the initial analysis, excluding the
tables irrelevant to our given problem. A master query allowed us to work only
on the latest 5 years of data in order to capture the variation within the data
and incorporate specific business constraints, leading to a final dataset with over
3,425,646 observations. We also maintained a strict coverage threshold of 50% for
the model’s attributes.

In Table 2, we have grouped a total of 52 features into 7 categories, outlined
below:
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Table 2 Data used in study

Variable categories Description

Lead ID Primary key for the master table, unique identifier for a lead
Homeowner information Zip code, city, state
Product A list of the product estimates for the lead
Source information Description of the which category or group the lead sources

comes under
Datetime information Date and time of lead call, date and time of the impending

appointment, date and time when the lead was sourced
User performance Prior performance of the salespersons involved in the lead

process, based on the zip code and time periods
Conversion rates Prior conversion rates in the area, prior leads in the area

4 Methodology

4.1 Data Exploration and Pre-Processing

1. Data Cleaning and Health

The initial stage of any machine learning project involves ensuring the relevance
of your data to the current problem, identifying and treating outliers as well as any
missing values. Our raw data contained junk values across tables that needed to be
removed before the analysis. We filtered and excluded data points older than 5 years
and removed features with less than 50% coverage to ensure results applicable to
our industry partners and their problems during feature importance experiments.

2. Exploratory Data Analysis

Once we filtered our data to meet our requirements, we explored the data to
understand the following:

• Distribution and fill-rate of features
• Correlations between predictors
• Associations between predictors and the target variable

4.2 Feature Engineering and Data Partitioning

1. Hypothesis Development

Once we developed our master dataset and have gained an understanding of
the business impact associated with the features, we developed hypotheses to
understand the internal and external properties that directly impact the relationship
between our predictors and the target.
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• H1: Impact of intrinsic predictors on the conversion rate

• Past employee performance
• Employee experience
• Appointment details
• Past neighborhood performance

• H2: Impact of extrinsic predictors on the conversion rate

• Lead source information
• Customer details
• Preferred service details

2. Custom Metric Creation

During this phase of the project, we generated several features that could be
directly inputted into our model as a predictor. They were engineered to address our
hypotheses regarding factors that impact our target variable. Some of the metrics we
created are:

• Lead gap: Difference in time when the lead was created to when the actual
appointment was set.

• Previous status: Identifying information on whether the lead was a prospect
approached previously or a customer already once converted.

• 6- and 12-month conversion rates split by geography
• 6- and 12-month records of employee performance handling that lead in that

location.

3. Data Partition

In order to perform tests on the model’s predictive power, we split our data
80/20% into a training and testing set, respectively. To allow our model to learn
better and given that the target class populated only 28% of the times in the original
data, we knew we needed to downsample the data from our majority class to have
the same number of observations of both the target and non-target class. Even
after downsampling, we were still left with nearly 1.5 million observations for our
training dataset.

4.3 Model Building, Evaluation, and Ensemble Creation

1. Base Model Training

Given the properties of our data, we chose 7 initial classifiers to fit to our data:

1. Logistic regression
2. Random forest
3. Multilayer perceptron (MLP) artificial neural network
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4. 4x Boosting models (Gradient boosting machine, Light Gradient Boosting,
CatBoost, and XGBoost)

2. Probability Scoring

We use the log loss model to estimate the performance of the classification model
to gauge incremental improvements.

3. Ensemble Creation

Based on the algorithm’s log loss score, we selected the four best-performing
models to ensemble. In this case, the XGBoost, Light Gradient Boosting, Cat-
Boost, and the artificial neural network had both the lowest log loss values as well
as the highest AUC.

5 Models

As explored in the Literature Review section, there is no deterministic choice
when it comes to selecting the right classifier. Rather, it is important to understand
under which conditions an algorithm would outperform others, whether this is
the quality and type of data or the type of application problem. The nature of a
binary classification problem combined with the special attributes of our partner’s
proprietary data meant that we had several choices for technique, detailed below.

5.1 Logistic Regression

A statistical method borrowed for machine learning problems, logistic regression, is
used when our target variable is categorical and is often considered the go-to method
for binary classification problems. A logit model estimates the probability of the
binary target using a linear combination of the predictor variables as arguments of
the sigmoid function, outputting a number between 0 and 1 – given a threshold that
establishes which values belong to class 1 and to class 0 [11]:

y = eb0+b1x/1+ eb0+b1s (2)

Similar to linear regressions, input values (x) are linearly combined using
weights or coefficients (represented by b) to predict an output value (y). The main
difference between them relates to their modeled output, with logistic regression
being categorical rather than continuous [12].
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5.2 Random Forest

Random forests are a type of learning technique for classification that operates
by constructing a multitude of decision trees with low correlation that operate as
a group, with each tree classifying an observation into a class. The class which
ultimately has the greatest number of votes across the forest is used to classify
the observation [13]. It uses bagging and feature randomness when building each
individual tree to create an uncorrelated forest of trees whose collective prediction
is more accurate than that of any individual tree. The basic premise behind their
success is that as a collective group, the trees can protect each other from their
individual errors [14].

There are many different evaluation metrics for tree-based models, but the most
common and the one we have chosen to use for the purposes of our research is
the Gini Impurity measure, which calculates the probability that a randomly chosen
sample in a node would be incorrectly labeled if it was labeled by the distribution
of the sample in that given node:

IG(n) = 1−
J∑

i=1

(pi)
2 (3)

At each node, the decision tree searches through the features for the value to split
on that results in the greatest reduction in the Gini coefficient, repeating the splitting
process in a greedy, recursive procedure until its pre-assigned maximum depth, or if
each node contains only samples from a single class [15].

5.3 Artificial Neural Network

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a class of artificial neural network that can
be viewed as a logistic regression classifier. The input is first transformed using a
learnt non-linear transformation and are composed of at least three layers [8]: the
input layer (receives the signal), the output layer (to make a prediction about the
input), and an arbitrary number of hidden layers in between them (the computational
engine of the neural network). They train on a set of input-output pairs to model the
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correlations between the pairs, tuning the parameters by adjusting the weights and
biases of the model to minimize errors [16]:

y = ϕ

(
n∑

i=1

wixi + b

)
= ϕ

(
wT x + b

)
(4)

In the equation above, the perceptron produces a single output based on several
real-valued inputs by forming a linear combination using its input weights (whose
vectors are x and w, respectively) and sometimes passing the output through a
nonlinear activation function – represented by ϕ. Our model in particular has four
hidden layers with nodes sized 120, 60, 30, and 10, respectively. All nodes have the
RELU (rectified linear unit) activation function.

5.4 Boosting Models

The term “boosting” in machine learning refers to a family of algorithms that focus
on training a series of weak learners to convert them into strong learners [17], rather
than traditional algorithms that focus on high-quality predictions done by a single
model. For the purposes of our study, we focused particularly on these models:
Categorical Boosting (CatBoost), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), Light
Gradient Boosting (LGBoost), and Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM). Despite
their similarities, each algorithm boasts their own pros and their own cons, including
speed, accuracy, or ability to handle outliers and missing data, further reiterating the
importance of validation to determine the appropriate – and the most effective –
model for the given problem.

5.5 Ensemble Model

Ensemble models – a collection of several models working together on a single
dataset – tend to be reliable and accurate due to the diversity of the models that are
contained within them. There are two main ways to determine the final prediction
of the ensemble: hard vs. soft voting. Hard voting is when a model is selected
by the ensemble to provide the final prediction by a simple majority vote for
accuracy. On the other hand, soft voting can only be done when classifiers calculate
probabilities for the outcomes, relevant to our probability scoring metric [18]. Soft
voting arrives at the best result by averaging out the probabilities calculated by
individual algorithms.
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6 Results

6.1 Feature Importance

Despite our data source coming from within the home improvement space, we
paid particular attention to converting our results into industry-agnostic insights.
To do this, we group our features into buckets that were more applicable outside our
partner company, rather than highlight individual variables.

In particular, we found both employee performance and employee experience,
as well as neighborhood performance to be the biggest contributors to a lead
conversion.

It is interesting to note that amongst the top 5 features that contribute ~33%
toward the probability of the final predicted class are all extrinsic features. This
is particularly significant as these are the factors that companies have a higher
level of control over, giving our partner company and any other businesses hoping
to maximize their conversion rates a large scope for optimization and overall
improvement.

6.2 Model

Once we had our models (Light Gradient Boosting, XGBoost, CatBoost, the MLP,
and the ensemble), we calculated log loss values to study the improvements across
each tuning method. At each stage of the process, the values decrease, highlighting
the value gained directly from each technique (Table 3).

Throughout our research, our ensemble model consistently performed the best,
with a final log loss value of 0.5784. However, one very surprising finding was
the performance of our artificial neural network, outperforming the ensemble after
incorporating our engineered metrics into the model – with a log loss score of 0.5832
compared to the ensemble’s score of 0.5897 – a relatively significant difference.
However, after the final accuracy improvement technique of hyperparameter tuning,
the neural network’s final log loss was 0.5785, falling short of the best-performing
log loss score by just one unit.

This further emphasizes the need to test various models before making a
conclusive decision on which supervised learning algorithm should be used to

Table 3 Incremental log loss improvements across models

LGB XGB CB ANN E

Base model 0.8452 0.8524 0.8298 0.8269 0.8183
Downsampling 0.6531 0.6672 0.6547 0.6535 0.6525
Feature engineering 0.5927 0.6045 0.5938 0.5832 0.5897
Parameter tuning 0.5781 0.5871 0.5789 0.5785 0.5784
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address a given problem. In addition, it is clear that the marginal improvement
from the base model toward the later stages of improving accuracy declines sharply,
with an average decrease of just under 0.03 across the models. On the other
hand, the decrease in log loss after performing feature engineering experts across
models reached an overage of 0.3, over 10x more significant than the impact
of hypertuning. This is because the amount by which log loss can decrease is
constrained, while increases in the log loss value are unbounded [10].

7 Conclusion

Throughout our research project, our objective was to build and improve upon super-
vised learning predictive models by comparing their probability score calculated
through the log loss function. In doing so, we hope to provide insights to businesses
who have already operationalized a base model and help to develop heuristics to
improve those models already in production. Our focus for this research project was
to gain industry-agnostic insights that can be applied to any binary classification
problem that requires a conversion to occur.

Our exploratory analysis found that the top 5 most important features, accounting
for approximately 33% of the probability of the prediction, are all extrinsic
factors – which are the features that a company has more control over, including
employee performance and experience, and time gaps (between touchpoints in
the sales funnel). With clearer insight into the drivers of the prediction, our results
illustrate that optimizing these features would likely lead to boosted conversion
rates.

Further, by evaluating our classifiers with the log loss probability scoring
method, we are able to see the incremental improvements in accuracy after each
improvement technique is applied to the model. From our results, it is clear that
downsampling our data and feature engineering both significantly improved the
model’s predictability, reducing log loss over 10x more than through hyperparame-
ter tuning. Across all the models, the ensemble came out as the clear winner, with a
final log loss score of 0.5784, followed very closely by our artificial neural network
model – scoring 0.5785.

These results tell us that while the ensemble has performed the best, there may
be scenarios and cases where a neural network would make predictions quicker, and
more accurately, further reiterating that there is no fixed model that will outperform
others across all circumstances. Instead, finding the best solution depends on your
data, as well as your model choice, what tuning methods have been applied, and
what evaluation metric you are using to measure your success.

Although our research culminated in very relevant insights for both our partner
company and other organizations looking to optimize their predictive classifiers,
there is additional scope for improvement mainly relating to increasing the diversity
of our data sources. Using more data on customer demographics, such as age or
occupation, as well as data from competitors and other external sources, our partner
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company will be able to further improve the model as they operationalize it and
integrate it into their current production process.
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Ensemble Learning for Early
Identification of Students at Risk
from Online Learning Platforms

Li Yu and Tongan Cai

1 Introduction

Online learning platforms are changing the way people acquire knowledge. Instead
of going to a classroom, students nowadays can get access to online study materials
anytime and anywhere by taking massive open online courses (MOOCs). Take
Coursera as an example; Coursera is now the world’s largest online learning
platform for higher education, with more than 200 of the world’s top universities
and industry educator partners offering courses, certificates, and degrees. It has had
over 45 million learners around so far.1 Another online learning platform, the Open
University, is one of the largest universities in Europe with 174,898 students. More
than 2 million people worldwide have been learning with the Open University.2

As [14] suggested decades ago, online learning is superior for distributing course
materials efficiently and granting easy access to students without space or time
constraints, yet the online learning platform can cause students lack of support
from the instructor—the instructors may overlook students in need. Since the online
courses often have hundreds or thousands of students in one session, it is of
great importance for instructors to identify students who are at risk of failing and
withdrawing timely and accurately.

We would like to leverage some novel statistical and machine learning ideas
to identify students who are at risk of failing and withdrawing in an online study

1https://about.coursera.org/press.
2http://www.open.ac.uk/about/main/strategy-and-policies/facts-and-figures.
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platform. With achieving accurate identification of such students, we would also
like to identify them at an early stage of the course. Specifically, we validate
our framework on the Open University Learning Analytics Dataset (OULAD) [6].
Comparative results show that the proposed method can accurately identify students
at risk at an early stage.

The following paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews both early and recent
related works in this domain, Sect. 3 introduces in detail about the proposed method,
and Sect. 4 gives a comprehensive presentation and analysis of our experiment and
result. A conclusion is then drawn and future possibilities are discussed.

2 Related Works

Although online learning platforms have been running since the 1970s, learning
analytics have not shed much light on it until recent years. Traditional learning
analytic works like [11] focus on cognitive aspect of learning, including learning
patterns and decision approaches, but online learning analytics favors a data-driven
way. In 2015, the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) Cup was held on a
dataset collected on a massive open online course (MOOC) in order to predict the
dropout (withdrawal) of students. The data contains students’ daily activity logs.
Li et al. [9] adopts a multi-view semi-supervised learning on behavior features,
[10] utilizes a clustering method on learning events to stratify student with different
levels of activity, and [15] introduces an optimization of a joint embedding function
to represent both students and course elements into a single shared space. While
some of them achieves nearly 90% of classification accuracy, further improvement
was limited due to the size of the dataset.

In 2017, a complete version of learning analytics dataset was published by
the Open University [6] with richer features. This dataset is soon studied by
various works. Rizvi et al. [13] uses a decision tree method to study the relation
of demographics information to student performance. Hassan et al. [3] considers
the temporal continuity in the data, models it as a time series, and deploys a
long short-term memory (LSTM) deep learning model for the task. Both of them
reported around 95% classification accuracy. Kuzilek et al. [8] and Peach et al.
[12] adopt clustering idea to stratify students into groups with different risk levels.
Heuer and Breiter [4] considers a binary feature of student daily activities and first
assessment result to classify the student of pass/fail, which achieves 93% precision
rate. There are also works using Gaussian mixture model [1] and Markov chain
[7]. However, these works use the full dataset. Considering that withdrawn students
have clearly missing activity logs during a later time period, the results of them are
arguable. Some works start to model an “early identification” process by slicing the
features into weeks, intervals, or portions. Hlosta et al. [5] developed a self-learning
framework for incremental training on the data to achieve early identification, which
achieves similar result to those with legacy data. Haiyang et al. [2] adopts a time
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Fig. 1 Flow of the proposed framework

series forest on the activity data for student withdrawal prediction using different
percentages of data.

We argue that previous works either missed the significance of course progress
modelling or didn’t use all data available (activity, assessment, demographics).
Specifically, we would like to present a way to fully use the rich data available and
also formulate the course progress to achieve early identification. We also propose
a novel ensemble classification model for the task.

3 Method

The proposed framework can be stratified into two stages. As shown in Fig. 1, there
are a processing stage for data engineering and a classification stage for decision-
making. The following sections will elaborate on the details of data acquisition and
analysis, information fusion and ratio formulation, choice of base classifiers, and
the stacking ensemble method.

3.1 Data Acquisition and Analysis

As aforementioned, the dataset we use is the OULAD released by Open University
in 2017. It is a comprehensive dataset that includes 22 courses and the learning
analytics data of 32,593 students. The courses on OU are organized as modules and
modules can be presented multiple times in a year. There are a total of 7 courses and
22 presentations of them. As can be seen in Table 1, each presentation is named as
the year and the order of month it was presented. For example, 2013A means that
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Table 1 Summary of presentations and students’ performance

Module Presentation Distinction Pass Withdrawn Fail Total

AAA 2013J 20 258 60 45 383

2014J 24 229 66 46 365

BBB 2013B 155 648 505 459 1767

2013J 176 896 644 521 2237

2014B 166 561 490 396 1613

2014J 180 972 749 391 2292

CCC 2014B 192 471 898 375 1936

2014J 306 709 1077 406 2498

DDD 2013B 54 456 432 361 1303

2013J 98 731 681 428 1938

2014B 119 360 490 259 1228

2014J 112 680 647 364 1803

EEE 2013J 127 482 243 200 1052

2014B 72 285 173 164 694

2014J 157 527 306 198 1188

FFF 2013B 118 664 411 421 1614

2013J 187 908 675 513 2283

2014B 107 547 462 384 1500

2014J 258 859 855 393 2365

GGG 2013J 141 451 66 294 952

2014B 128 350 100 255 833

2014J 127 317 126 179 749

the module was presented in January of 2013, whereas 2013J indicates the starting
month to be October. The number of enrolled students for each module presentation
ranges from several hundreds to a few thousands. Students in each module have
final results as either “Distinction” and “Pass” or “Withdrawn” and “Fail,” and the
numbers of students ending with each of the four results are 3024, 12361, 7052, and
10156, respectively. It can be seen that the number of Distinction/Pass almost equals
to that of Fail/Withdrawn.

The learning analytics data of students in OULAD can be categorized into
three parts. The first part is the demographics of students which include the
basic information such as gender, region, education levels, age, etc. The second
part is their assessment results on tests, exams, and finals over the course time.
Their assessment is evaluated as scores from 0 to 100. The third part is the
clickstream recordings (10,655,280 entries) of students on each day of a given
module presentation. It is the logs of interactions students made with the virtual
learning environment (VLE). We average the number of clicks on each day of the
module AAA 2013J for the four different final results and plot them in Fig. 2. It
is clear that students who managed to pass (Distinction/Pass) the course tended to
be more active than those who failed or withdrew, in terms of daily clicks on VLE.
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Fig. 2 Average per-day
clicks

Those who finished with distinction also had more clicks than those who just passed.
One interesting observation is that the number of clicks from the withdrawn category
gradually diminished and reduced to zero toward the end of the course, which agrees
with our expectation that students would not access the course materials after they
dropped out.

3.2 Information Fusion and Ratio Formulation

OULAD is presented as a collection of tabular data linked with identifiers like
student IDs and presentation codes. Figure 3 shows a typical structure of one module
presentation. We can see that the VLE data of students can be retrieved from the
tables studentVle and vle on site ID, which is the ID of sites belonging to 1 of the 20
activity types such as homepage, resource, and forum on VLE. Similarly, assessment
results of students are the combination of table studentAssessment and assessments
on assess ID, which is the ID of assessments such as tests, exams, or finals. We have
to join the tables in order to get a full representation of student’s learning statistics
on one of the three categories: Info, VLE, and Assess. During the joining, we find
that some assessment and VLE data are missing for students who dropped even
before the class started, so their data are filled with zeros. For the demographics, we
perform one-hot encoding on each columns of students’ information since they are
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Fig. 3 Data schematic of a typical course

basically categorical data. We also exclude the info of IMD band due to the large
portion of missing values.

As mentioned previously, our goal is to identify students at risk of failing or
withdrawing a course at an early stage. To accommodate for this, we extract the
VLE and Assess data of students based on a ratio of the module presentation length.
The ratio starts at 5% and increments every 5% till it reaches 100%. Take AAA
2013J as an example; it spans a total of 268 days, and we choose the first 134
days of VLE and Assess data if the ratio is 50%. The demographics data is used
as a whole because it won’t change during the course presentation. This gives us a
ratio-dependent student learning statistics so that we can perform classification at
different stages of a course and identify students at risk before the course ends.

3.3 Base Classifiers

We choose eight base classifiers with different characteristics and decision bound-
aries and tune the hyperparameters individually on our extracted dataset. They
are:

– K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier with 185 neighbors
– Random forest (RF) classifier with 170 estimators
– Support vector machine (SVM) with RBF kernel
– Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier
– Logistic regression (LR) with L2 penalty
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– Bernoulli naive Bayes (BNB) classifier
– Gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) classifier with maximum depth of 4
– XGBoost (XGB) classifier with default hyperparameters

3.4 Stacking Ensemble

Stacking (meta) ensemble method was proposed by David H. Wolpert in 1992
[16] as “stacked generalization,” but it is until recent years that stacking ensemble
method is widely used in machine learning tasks. The idea of stacking ensemble
method is intuitive: determine the final decision based on the results given by
multiple base classifiers. It is expected that the stacking ensemble result should
be better (at least no worse) than any one of the base classifiers. First, each base
classifier is trained in a cross-validated fashion so that every data entry gets a
preliminary classification result as probability ranging from 0 to 1. The results from
multiple classifiers are then regarded as new features and stacked as a new data
entry. The new data entries are then feed forward to a second stage “meta” classifier
for a final classification decision.

In this proposed framework, the stacking ensemble model consists of the eight
base classifiers mentioned and has one logistic regression classifier as the “meta”
classifier. Each of the hyperparameters of the base classifiers is tuned on the full
dataset using fivefold cross-validation. For the validation of the stacking ensemble
model, we split the data into test and train sets.

4 Experiment and Result

4.1 Deployment and Experimental Settings

We deploy our proposed ensemble model with Python scikit-learn’s implemen-
tation of nearest neighbor, random forest, SVM, neural network (MLP), logistic
regression, and Bernoulli NB classifiers and XGBoost package. When performing
hyperparameter tuning, we construct fivefold validation with StratifiedKFold cross-
validation method to make each fold to resemble the data distribution of the whole
dataset. During validation phase, the training and testing data is split randomly with
ratio 80–20%. We run our proposed method using a quad-core computer.
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Table 2 Confusion matrix Predicted

Actual Negative Positive

Negative True negative (TN) False positive (FP)

Positive False negative (FN) True positive (TP)

4.2 Performance vs. Percentage of Data Used

The performance metrics we selected are accuracy, precision, and recall. In this
binary classification problem, a confusion matrix can be formulated as Table 2.

Where we note

Accuracy = TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ FN+ TN

Precision = TP

TP+ FP
Recall = TN

FN+ TN

We treat each module presentation separately because they have different length
of days. The curves of prediction accuracy, precision, and recall with respect to the
ratio of data being used are plotted as follows, with Fig. 4a showing the prediction
accuracy, Fig. 4b the prediction precision, and Fig. 4c the prediction recall rate.

The proposed framework can achieve very high classification accuracy, since the
accuracy rate for the courses can converge to about 90–95%. The framework is also
able to identify the students at risk accurately in a relatively early stage. Around the
middle of the course progress, the accuracy rate rises to higher than 85%, which
means it can identify students who are at risk of failing or withdrawing (or have
withdrawn) prematurely. For validation, we also included the precision and recall
curves to support our observation.

We also plot the ROC curves with respect to different stages of the courses.
Three ratios of data are chosen as milestones of typical course presentations. They
are, respectively, 40% (Fig. 4d), 70% (Fig. 4e), and 100% (Fig. 4f). With 40% data
incorporated, the AUC score for each of the course is already reasonable, with
most curves showing higher than 0.8 scores. About half of the cases achieve 0.95
AUC score with 70% data used, indicating a convincing prediction is fulfilled at
70% time of course period. It is not surprising that perfect left-cornered ROC
curves are spotted if all data are used, when the course has finished and results
are released. From the analysis of accuracy and ROC over different timestamps of
the course presentations, we validate that the proposed framework is effective to
identify students at risk, at a relatively early stage.
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Fig. 4 Identification result. Plot a–c shows the prediction accuracy, precision, and recall rate over
incremental amount of data. Plot d–f shows the ROC curve using 40, 70, and 100% data. (a)
Accuracy vs. percentage of data used. (b) Precision vs. percentage of data used. (c) Recall vs.
percentage of data used. (d) ROC curve using 40% of data. (e) ROC curve using 70% of data. (f)
ROC curve using all of data
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Table 3 Comparison of
ensemble with base classifiers

Model Accuracy Precision Recall

Nearest neighbor 0.8605 0.8006 0.8929

Gradient boosting 0.9253 0.9397 0.9056
XGBoost 0.9237 0.933 0.9078∗

Random forest 0.9293∗ 0.9653∗ 0.8935

SVM 0.9035 0.9437 0.8643

Neural network 0.908 0.9079 0.8982

Logistic regression 0.8991 0.8736 0.9092

Bernoulli NB 0.894 0.8928 0.8838

Stacking ensemble 0.9293∗ 0.9494 0.9056
∗denotes the most significant results.

4.3 Base Classifiers vs. Stacking Ensemble

We compare the stacking ensemble model with the base classifiers. The comparison
is based on the full dataset with each base classifier tuned on separate classification
task. Top values are marked, and top 3 for each metric are blackened and shown
in Table 3. There are very strong classifiers like random forest, XGBoost, and
gradient boosting that achieve very good result on one or more metrics. The stacking
ensemble seems to be seeking a balance between accuracy, precision, and recall,
achieving the “generally” best result for the classification.

4.4 Comparison with Related Works

A comparison of our proposed method with related works on the same dataset is
shown in Table 4. For the first two works in the table [2, 3], they only considered
the VLE files and excluded the fail cases. One thing worth noting here is the way
we calculate accuracy, precision, and recall. We calculate and average them over all
the 22 module presentations, whereas the accuracy reported in [2, 3] is the highest
score among the 22 presentations. Considering the long sequences of inactivity in
later period of a class for the withdrawn cases, their result can be trivial to get.
The third work worked on only the demographic data, and the fourth one only
worked on binarized daily VLE features. Both of them excluded the withdrawn
cases. The fifth work validates the method only on a specific course and may not
be suitable for all the courses. Compared to the related works, we can conclude that
the proposed method shows improvements over the previous works in terms of (1) a
better coverage of cases and features and (2) a globally good result on all the course
data.
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Table 4 Comparison with related works

Work Method Accuracy Precision Recall Note

[2] Time series forest 0.9399 – – VLE, excl. “fail”

[3] LSTM 0.9725 0.9279 0.8592 VLE, excl. “fail”

[13] Decision tree <0.85 <0.87 <0.35 Demographics, excl. “withdrawn”

[4] DT/RF/LR/SVM 0.8797 0.9333 0.8950 Binary VLE, excl. “withdrawn”

[1] Mixture model 0.9200 – 0.9350 Specific course

Ours Stacking 0.9293 0.9494 0.9056 –

Table 5 Comparison of
ensemble with base classifiers

Model Accuracy Precision Recall

Nearest neighbor 0.8605 0.8006 0.8929

SVM 0.9035 0.9437∗ 0.8643

Neural network 0.908 0.9079 0.8982
Logistic regression 0.8991 0.8736 0.9092∗

Bernoulli NB 0.894 0.8928 0.8838

Reduced model 0.9143∗ 0.9249 0.8967
∗denotes the most significant results.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this project, we present an ensemble learning method for the early identification
of students at risk of failing and withdrawal in an online learning environment. The
proposed information fusion utilizes as much available information as possible by
formulating the student activity data as daily numerical features and combining with
the assessment results for the corresponding time period. The student demographics
information is also considered as categorical features and included in training.
The classification module utilizes various classifiers of different types in order to
improve the robustness and adaptability of the model.

The proposed method is validated on the Open University Learning Analytics
Data and achieves great accuracy in identifying the students at risk. It achieves
94.94% classification precision and maintained 90.56% recall for the identification
of students at risk using full available data. The proposed method also achieves
the goal of “early identification” that achieves higher than 85% accuracy with only
half of the data incorporated, indicating that the proposed framework can correctly
identify students who are at risk around the mid-term of the course.

We also recognize that there are some weaknesses in this project. First, the
proposed stacking ensemble is not presenting a drastic improvement from the strong
XGBoost and random forest classifiers. With limited data, the base classifiers can
be good enough to do the job. A trial is made ruling out the XGBoost, gradient
boosting, and random forest classifier. The overall result of classification decreased,
but the ensemble model shows the improvement from the baselines (Table 5).

Another problem is that the proposed method, like other previous works, can’t
distinguish between the students who are likely to withdraw or who are likely to
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fail. Considering that the withdrawal cases have long sequences of inactive states,
the identification of withdrawal is trivial if it is not required to also predict the
actual withdraw timestamp of the student. Future works may try to work on early
identification of the withdrawal and failing cases separately before it is too late and
study the factors that result in the withdrawal/fail.
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An Improved Oversampling Method
Based on Neighborhood Kernel Density
Estimation for Imbalanced Emotion
Dataset

Gague Kim, Seungeun Jung, Jiyoun Lim, Kyoung Ju Noh, and
Hyuntae Jeong

1 Introduction

One of the most common problems in data analysis or learning is imbalanced data
[1]. Specially, in the imbalanced dataset, recognition of minority class is often more
important than majority class. For example, in medical diagnosis, it may bring
serious consequences if a patient is diagnosed as a normal or a wrong disease.
In general, the classification performance of majority class is better than minority
class. Nevertheless, the classification of minority class is often more important as in
medical diagnosis. This problem occurs because traditional classification algorithms
have been developed to increase overall accuracy without considering imbalanced
data. For example, suppose there is a dataset with 3 defects out of 100 samples.
On this imbalanced dataset, even if all the defects are incorrectly recognized as
normal, the overall accuracy is still high at 97%. This is not a desirable approach in
imbalanced data in which the classification of minority class is more important.

Many studies have been conducted to solve imbalanced data problem [2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7]. In recent years, approaches can be divided into two main categories. One
is an algorithmic level approach and the other is a data level approach [1]. The
algorithmic approach aims to learn so that the bias introduced by the class imbalance
be reduced and misclassification of minority class be avoided. On the other hand,
data level approach aims to quantitatively equalize minority and majority classes in
the training dataset by oversampling the minority class, undersampling the majority
class [2], or both. Which of the two approaches to choose usually depends on the
class distribution of imbalanced dataset. In general, the oversampling approach may
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be more effective on a dataset with a small size and a diverse distribution. The
HRV (heart rate variability) dataset to be handled for emotion classification in this
study is the case. Chawla [3] proposed SMOTE which interpolates between minority
class samples by randomly resampling with original minority class. Hui Han [4]
proposed the borderline SMOTE that generates synthetic minority samples only for
a set of dangerous samples that may be classified as majority class, which is called
Danger set. However, the SMOTE family may miss some valuable samples that
are essential for classification. Haibo [5] proposed ADASYN (adaptive synthetic
sampling) approach that synthesizes new samples in proportion to the density of
the majority class samples around each minority class sample. However, critical
minority samples selected by ADASYN may sometimes act as unnecessary noise
that degrades classification performance. Chen [6] proposed a method for selecting
boundary samples of support vector machine based on alien k-neighbors. However,
this method generates a lot of redundancy, and may still misclassify samples that
overlap on the boundary of the two classes. Wenhao [8] proposed the improved alien
k-neighbors algorithm that applies oversampling only to cluster centers rather than
to all minority class samples. This method can lead to distortion of the support vector
because it considers the overlapping samples on the boundary of the two classes as
noise samples and remove them. Lu [7] proposed an oversampling method based
on the combination of probability density function estimation and Gibbs sampling
to overcome the problems of the previous support vector machines. This method
generates new samples based on the probability density function that follows the
distribution of minority class. However, it may cause overfitting and lead to poor
classification performance for minority class samples on the boundary of the two
classes.

In this study, we overcome the existing oversampling problems by introducing
kernel density estimation (KDE) based on statistics related to the density of majority
class samples around each minority class sample. In other words, KDE allows
oversampling technique to handle the probability that each minority class sample
belongs to Danger set, not noise. Therefore, the proposed method is expected to
show better performance than ADASYN on imbalanced dataset that contains some
noise samples. In experiments, HRV (heart beat variability) dataset extracted from
ECG (electrocardiogram) signal is used. This dataset is a typical imbalanced dataset
that contains HRV samples for four emotion classes and has different amounts of
samples in each class. To verify the efficiency of the proposed method, experiments
are performed on this imbalanced HRV dataset.

2 Related Works

The oversampling technique aims to increase the number of samples so that the
samples belonging to minority class can be well classified. The model trained on
the resulting balanced dataset generally improves overall accuracy as well as recall
rate of minority class.
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2.1 Random Oversampling

Random oversampling is one of the earliest methods and is relatively easy to
implement. This technique increases the number of minority class samples by
randomly selecting them and then simply copying them. However, this method
often results in overfitting, which degrades the classification performance for
minority class samples around the border between classes. Therefore, a technique
for controlling the distribution of synthetic samples around the border is required.
SMOTE (synthetic minority oversampling technique) was developed to meet these
realistic needs.

2.2 SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique)

SMOTE [3] is one of the main oversampling techniques used to solve imbalanced
data problems. This method generates synthetic samples by interpolating between
each minority class sample and other minority class samples. The basic steps of
SMOTE are as follows:

• Step 1. For each minority class sample xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , |Smin|) belonging to
minority class set Smin, K-NN (k-nearest neighbors) is obtained by calculating the
Euclidean distance between it and all other samples in Smin, where |S| represents
the size of the set S.

• Step 2. The number N of samples to be synthesized for each xi is calculated
depending on IR (imbalance ratio) between majority class set Smaj and minority
class set Smin. From the K-NN obtained for each xi, N samples (xk1, xk2, · · · , xkN)
are randomly selected.

• Step 3. For each xkj (j = 1, 2, · · · , N), synthetic samples are generated as follows:

xnew = xi + δ · ∥∥xi − xkj

∥∥ (1)

where δ represents a random number between 0 and 1.

2.3 Borderline-SMOTE

SMOTE leads to overgeneralization because synthetic samples are generated for
random minority class samples without consideration the importance of samples on
the boundary between two classes. To solve this problem, Borderline-SMOTE [4]
controls the number of synthetic samples according to the following steps.
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• Step 1. For each xi belonging to Smin, m-NN which means m nearest neighbors
around xi is obtain, where the nearest neighbors are regardless of Smin and Smaj,
while SMOTE deals only with Smin.

• Step 2. Among minority class samples, xi satisfying m
2 ≤ Nh < m is chosen,

where Nh is the number of samples belonging to Smaj among m-NN samples.
The resulting set of xi is called Danger set.

• Step 3. For samples belonging to the Danger set, synthetic samples are generated
according to the SMOTE algorithm. If all m-NN samples belong to Smaj, xi is
considered as noise, and a synthetic sample is no longer generated.

2.4 ADASYN (Adaptive Synthetic Sampling)

ADASYN [5] is also one of the adaptive techniques to solve the overgeneralization
problem of SMOTE. ADASYN is a method to more formally adjust the number
of synthetic samples to be generated depending on the density of majority class
samples around each minority class sample. The basic steps of ADASYN are as
follows:

• Step 1. The number N of synthetic samples to be generated for Smin and Smaj is
calculated as follows:

N = α · (∣∣Smaj

∣∣− |Smin|
)

(2)

where α is between 0 and 1 to balance the amount of data between two classes
after resampling.

• Step 2. K-NN is obtained for each xi, and Ps(xi) indicating on the density of
majority class samples around xi is calculated as follows:

Ps (xi) = Nh (xi)

Z
, i = 1, 2, · · · , |Smin| (3)

where Nh(xi) represents the number of samples belonging to majority class
among K-NN samples of xi and Z is a normalization constant to make Ps(xi)
to be probability density function, that is, satisfying

∑|Smin|
i=1 Ps (xi) = 1.

• Step 3. For each xi, Nsyn(xi), which is the number of synthetic samples to be
generated, is determined as follows:

Nsyn (xi) = Ps (xi) ·N (4)

Then, synthetic samples are generated according to the SMOTE algorithm.
As shown in (4), the larger Ps(xi), the more synthetic samples are generated. In

other words, the more samples belonging to Smaj around a minority class sample,
the more synthetic samples are generated.
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3 The Proposed Oversampling Method

In general, the balanced dataset obtained through oversampling does not have the
same distribution as the original dataset. For this reason, some synthetic samples
may actually act as noise in the learning process. In particular, minority class
samples belonging to Danger set may be real samples or noise samples which
degrade learning. So, the minority class samples in the existing Danger set need
to be checked for real or noise. In this study, KDE (kernel density estimation)
is introduced to deal with the probability of being the right sample belonging to
Danger set. Then, depending on this probability, the number of synthetic samples
to be generated is determined. The following Gaussian kernel function is used to
achieve our goal:

Pd (xi) = 1

Z
e
− (xi−μ)2

2σ2 , i = 1, 2, · · · , |Smin| (5)

where μ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation of Nh(xi) with i = 1,
2, · · · , |Smin|, respectively, and Z is a normalization constant such that Pd(xi)
becomes probability density function similarly in ADASYN. In the proposed
method, Nsyn(xi) which is the number of synthetic samples to be generated for each
xi is determined as follows:

Nsyn (xi) = Pd (xi) ·N (6)

Now it’s time to train the classifier on the resulting balanced dataset. Figure 1
shows the process of classifying samples in imbalanced dataset with the proposed
oversampling approach and evaluating the performance of classification.

As shown in Fig. 1, after the oversampling process for the minority classes, a
balanced training set is obtained. To train the balanced training set, various machine
learning algorithms can be used. In this study, KNN (k-nearest neighbors), one of
the major machine learning algorithms, is used. Finally, classification performance
is evaluated on the validation set.

4 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance, the proposed method will be compared with the other
existing oversampling techniques, including those obtained without oversampling
process.
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Fig. 1 Classification using
proposed oversampling
method

Table 1 The selected HRV features

Domain Features Definition Unit

Time domain meanNN Mean of all NN intervals ms
SDNN Standard deviation of all NN intervals ms
RMSSD The square root of the mean of the sum of the squares

of differences between adjacent NN intervals
ms

Frequency domain VLF Power in very low frequency range (0–0.04 Hz) ms2
LF Power in low frequency range (0.04–0.15 Hz) ms2
HF Power in high frequency range (0.15–0.4 Hz) ms2
LF/HF Ratio of HF to HF ms2

4.1 HRV Dataset for Emotion Classification

The imbalanced dataset to be used in this study is composed of HRV features
extracted from ECG signals collected for emotion classification. The ECG signal
was obtained using sensors attached to 30 voice actors’ bodies after immersed in
reading the sentences corresponding to the 4 emotions (Angry, Happy, Sad, Neutral).
The collected ECG was extracted as HRV features in the time domain and frequency
domain after cutting into 1-minute segments. Table 1 shows 7 HRV features used in
emotion classification [9].

We obtained a total of 1735 segments from the collected ECG signal, and built
HRV dataset by extracting HRV features from these segments. The HRV dataset was
randomly split at a 7:3 ratio for training and validation, respectively. The amount of
data per emotion class in the resulting HRV dataset is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 The amount of data
per emotion class

Emotional class Neutral Happy Angry Sad total

Training set 244 248 327 395 1214
Test set 105 118 139 159 521
Total 349 366 466 554 1735

Table 3 Confusion matrix Predicted
Positive Negative

Actual Positive TP(true positive) FN(false negative)
Negative FP(false positive) TN(true negative)

As shown in Table 2, our HRV dataset is imbalanced dataset with a difference in
the amount of data for each class. This difference comes from the fact that it takes a
different amount of time to read the scripts for each emotion in immersive state. The
IR (imbalance ratio), which means the proportion of the majority with respect to the
minority, is about 1:1.05:1.34:1.59, which is not serious enough to be difficult to use
in emotion classification. For this dataset, the proposed oversampling technique is
applied to improve the performance of emotion classification.

4.2 Performance Measures for the Evaluation of Classification

In general, accuracy is used when dealing with classification performance. However,
it is not reasonable to evaluate the imbalanced dataset by accuracy alone. This is
because when the amount of minority class samples is too small, even if all the
minority samples are classified as majority classes, the overall accuracy is still
high. In addition, this kind of classifier cannot be used for applications where it
is important to correctly classify minority class samples. Due to this problem, many
performance measures have been developed to deal with classification performance
for imbalanced dataset. Among them, F-measure [10] is well known as an effective
indicator for evaluating classification performance of imbalanced dataset [7, 8]. To
illustrate performance measures, consider the confusion matrix shown in Table 3.

For the confusion matrix shown in Table 3, performance measures are defined as
follows:

1.

precision = TP

TP+ FP

2.

recall = TP

TP+ FN
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3.

Accuracy = (TP+ TN)

(TP+ FP+ TN+ FN)

4.

F−measure =
(
1+ β2

)× recall× precision

β2 × recall+ precision

As shown in (4), F-measure is a measure that considers both precision and recall.
It depends on β to decide whether to weight precision or recall. When β is 1, it means
that recall is treated as importantly as precision. F-measure with β = 1 is called
F1-measure which is commonly used for classification evaluation of imbalanced
dataset.

5 Results and Discussion

The proposed oversampling method was applied to the imbalanced HRV dataset.
For comparison, classification performance was also measured for 5 oversampling
methods (random oversampling, regular SMOTE, borderline-SMOTE, borderline-
SMOTE2, ADASYN). For performance evaluation, we calculated the four perfor-
mance measures described above. Figure 2 compares recall rates to evaluate the
performance for minority classes in the experimental results.

As shown in Fig. 2, the recall rates for “Happy” class and “Neutral” class, which
are minority classes, have been roughly improved when the proposed method is
applied. In particular, the recall rate for “Happy” class was greatly improved to 0.602
with the proposed method, while it was measured to be 0.492 with ADASYN. The
improvement of the recall rates for these minority classes has led to an improvement
in overall accuracy. In more detail, the overall accuracy by the proposed method was

Fig. 2 Comparison of oversampling methods with recall rate
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Fig. 3 Comparison of oversampling methods with F1-measure

0.534, showing improved performance compared to 0.514 of ADASYN. Figure 3
shows the performance compared with F1-measure.

As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to evaluate the classification performance
for imbalanced dataset by F-measure. As shown in the Fig. 3, the proposed
oversampling method brings a higher F1-measure than the other oversampling
methods in “Happy” and “Neutral” which are minority classes. Also, considering
F1-measures in “Angry” and “Sad,” the performance is roughly improved over
other oversampling methods. Compared with the average value for all classes, 0.532
of the proposed method is slightly higher than 0.512 of ADASYN. Therefore, the
experimental results prove that the proposed method can improve the classification
performance for minority class as well as overall accuracy.

6 Conclusion

In data analysis or recognition, imbalanced data is often encountered. Applying the
existing classification algorithm to the imbalanced dataset, without modification,
can reduce the recognition accuracy of minority class, which may cause serious
problems in some applications where classification of minority class is important. In
this study, we proposed a method to improve ADASYN, one of the existing adaptive
oversampling techniques. It statistically deals with the probability that minority
class samples belong to Danger set when deciding how many samples to generate.
This prevents excessive resampling for minority class samples that may be noise
samples. The experiments on the HRV dataset collected for emotion classification
showed that the proposed method improved classification performance compared
to the existing methods. In particular, the proposed method improved overall
accuracy for all classes by increasing recall rate evenly for minority classes. In the
future, in addition to the HRV dataset, we plan to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed method for imbalanced datasets that are frequently encountered in
everyday life.
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Time Series Modelling Strategies for
Road Traffic Accident and Injury Data:
A Case Study

Ghanim Al-Hasani, Md. Asaduzzaman, and Abdel-Hamid Soliman

1 Introduction

Road traffic accident (RTA) is one of the prime reasons for fatalities and disabilities
globally. It has been considered as one of the significant health problems in terms of
death and disability [1]. Over 50 million injuries occur, and more than 1.2 million
people die in roadway-related accidents yearly. The RTA is going to be the fifth
main cause of death in the world by 2030 [5]. Since over 50% of young adults, aged
15–44 years, die due to RTA, a significant economic impact is discernible through
the loss of earning upon their families [8]. Moreover, road crashes including deaths
and injuries cost from 1 to 2% ($100 bn) of the gross national product in low- and
middle-income countries in addition to the total development aid received by these
countries [7].

Although time series models for continuous variables have been well-studied,
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) models by Box and Jenkins (1970) have also been used to model
count data recently [10]. However, finding an appropriate model for RTA and RTI
time series data through suitable criteria and diagnostic checking are yet nontrivial
tasks [3]. The major essential steps involved in time series modelling process are
model specification, fitting and diagnostics of the model [2].

Due to the high concern of the government departments in major developed and
mid-developed countries and the change of road safety policies, there has been a
significant shift of trend of the number of accidents and injuries in recent years.
Although there is a decline in the trend of the number of accidents in many Gulf
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countries including Oman, the severity and number of injuries have been found
yet to be significant. Recently a substantial decrease in the number of injuries
observed for Oman. A number of accidents and injuries are high volatility, there
are also shifts of trends in accidents and injuries over time, and they possess high
seasonality, which makes the analysis, model selection and forecasting complex
tasks. In this paper, we study the times series model identification from a set of
models, performed suitable diagnostic checks for the case study datasets on RTA
and RTI in Oman and forecasted accidents and injuries for the next 2 years. The
rest of the paper is organised as methodology in Sect. 2, data description in Sect. 3,
results and discussion in Sect. 4 and some concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

2 Methodology

Time series is a sequence of values of a variable recorded over time, most often at
a regular time interval. Time series are usually decomposed into four components:
trend (Tt ), cyclical pattern (Ct ), seasonal variation (St ) and random error (It ). A
time series can be expressed by an additive model defined as

Xt = Tt + Ct + St + It , (1)

which can be used when the variation around the trend does not vary with the series.
The multiplicative model defined as

Xt = Tt · Ct · St · It , (2)

is appropriate when the trend is proportional to the series. Often graphical approach
(plot of a series) is used to identify whether a time series is additive or multiplicative.

There are three parts in the ARIMA model: AR is the autoregressive part, I is the
differencing part, and MA is the moving average part.

An ARIMA (p, d, q) model for a time series sequence {Xt, t = 1, 2, . . . , n} can
be written as

φ(B)(1− B)dXt = θ(B)At , (3)

where p is the order of the AR process, d is an order of differences, q is the order
of the MA process, At is the white noise sequence, φ is a polynomial of degree p,
B is a backshift operator and θ is a polynomial of degree q.

However, an ARIMA model could not analyse time series with seasonal charac-
teristics; therefore, seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA)
models have been developed [12]. SARIMA models perform better than the
historical average, linear regression and simple ARIMA models for data with
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seasonal variations. In fact, SARIMA models are capable of taking into account
the trend and seasonality. A SARIMA(p, d, q)(P,D,Q)s model can be written by
the following equation:

φ(B)Φ(Bs)(1− Bs)dXt = θ(B)Θ(Bs)At , (4)

where Φ,Θ,P,D and Q are seasonal counterparts of φ, θ, p, d and q, respectively,
and s is the seasonality.

There are several approaches to fit time series models such as the least square
method, method of moment and maximum likelihood method. However, choosing
the most suitable model can be cumbersome. Several criteria such as Akaike
information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criteria (BIC) have been used
as an essential tool to choose the best model from a set of models [11].

Once a suitable model is fitted, diagnostic checking of the model is performed,
which concerns evaluating the quality of the model. This study assesses time series
models through three residuals, root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) and mean absolute scaled error (MASE), which are
frequently used in time series analysis. RMSE is the standard deviation of the
residuals, defined as

RMSE =
[∑n

i=1(xfi
− xoi

)2

n

]1/2

, (5)

where n is a simple size, xfi
are the forecasted values and xoi

are the observed
values. The mean absolute percent error (MAPE) measures the size of the error in
percentage terms. It is calculated as the average of the unsigned percentage error, as
defined in the equation below

MAPE = 1

n

n∑
i=1

|xfi
− xoi

|
|xfi

| × 100. (6)

The mean absolute scale error (MASE) is used to compare models of a time series
through scale-free for assessing forecast accuracy across series [4]. MASE is defined
as

MASE = 1

n

n∑
i=1

(∣∣∣∣∣
et

1
n−1

∑n
i=2 |xoi

− xoi−1 |

∣∣∣∣∣
)

, (7)

where et = xoi
− xfi

and the outcome values are independent of the data scale.
However, if the outcome value less than one, then it indicates better forecasting.
Alternatively, when the MASE value is greater than one, that means, the forecast is
worse for the data.
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3 Data

The data of road traffic accident and injuries (RTA and RTI) in Oman are main-
tained by the Royal Omani Police (ROP), and ‘Statistical Summary Bulletins’ are
published annually by the Directorate of Road Traffic as part of the ROP. Summary
data are published by the National Centre for Statistics and Information (NCSI) in
monthly reports, called ‘Monthly Statistical Bulletin’ in Oman.

The RTA and RTI data for this study have been collected from two sources:
‘Statistical Summary Bulletins’ from the Directorate of Road Traffic and ‘Monthly
Statistical Bulletin’ from the National Centre for Statistics and Information (NCSI).
The data cover all road accidents and injuries for the period of 2000–2016 published
in [9]. Additional data from 2016 to 2019 have been collected from the ‘Monthly
Statistical Bulletin’ of the National Centre for Statistics and Information (NCSI)
[6]. As a result, we consider monthly time series data of road traffic accidents and
injuries from January 2000 to June 2019.

4 Results and Discussion

The time series data in this study represent the number of monthly road traffic
accidents (RTA) and injuries (RTI) in Oman from January 2000 to June 2019. The
resulting data consist of a total of 234 observations for both RTAs and RTIs.

Over the past two decades, the incidence of RTAs in Oman has fallen from a
high of 1283 RTAs in October 2001 to a low 156 in February 2019. The mean is
660 for RTAs with a standard deviation of 247.5. Similarly, RTIs varied from a high
of 1273 in March 2012 to a low of 125 in December 2014 with a mean of 620 RTI
and standard deviation 265. The decomposition of trend, seasonality and random
error components are shown in Fig. 1.

Different SARIMA models have been fitted in R and compared using the values
of AIC, BIC, RMSE, MAPE and MASE. The values of AIC, BIC, RMSE, MAPE
and MASE for different SARIMA models for RTA are given in Table 1. While
developing different models for RTA data, models with a first-order difference (d =
1) are considered, as the data found to be stationary at lag 1. The analyses indicate
that the best model for the RTA data in Oman is SARIMA (3, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12
as the model has the lowest AIC (2744.69) and BIC (2768.84) values. For the
RTI data, a number of models have been compared (Table 2), and the model
SARIMA(0, 1, 1)(1, 0, 2)12 is found to be the best. Although BIC value (2821.58)

is not the lowest for the SARIMA(0, 1, 1)(1, 0, 2)12 model due to more parameters
than other models, the AIC value (2804.33) is the lowest. Additionally, this model
has the lowest value in RMSE (96.73), MAPE (13.16) and MASE (0.83), which
suggest that the model is better than the other models for the RTI time series in
Oman.
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Fig. 1 Time series decomposition of (a) RTA and (b) RTI data

Table 1 Assessment of different models for RTA data in Oman

Model AIC BIC RMSE MAPE MASE

(4, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12 2746.56 2774.17 84.47 10.93 0.89

(4, 1, 1)(1, 0, 0)12 2748.10 2772.25 85.19 11.12 0.91

(3, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12 2744.69 2768.84 84.49 10.95 0.89

(5, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12 2747.42 2778.21 84.17 10.91 0.89

(4, 1, 0)(2, 0, 0)12 2754.42 2778.58 86.35 10.85 0.91

Table 2 Assessment of different models for RTI data in Oman

Model AIC BIC RMSE MAPE MASE

(1, 1, 2)(0, 0, 2)12 2810.48 2831.19 97.75 13.66 0.85

(0, 1, 1)(0, 0, 2)12 2807.22 2821.03 97.92 13.65 0.85

(0, 1, 1)(1, 0, 2)12 2804.33 2821.58 96.73 13.16 0.83

(0, 1, 1)(0, 0, 1)12 2808.89 2819.24 98.76 13.53 0.85

(1, 1, 1)(0, 0, 2)12 2808.72 2825.97 97.80 13.68 0.85

(0, 1, 2)(0, 0, 2)12 2808.74 2825.99 97.80 13.68 0.85

Although the model (3, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12 for RTAs have slightly higher RMSE and
MAPE, the model is adequate and better than the other models considering AIC
and BIC values. Moreover, the residual diagnostics, more specifically, the autocor-
relation of the residuals, were checked by the Ljung–Box test (Q = 22.5, p-value
= 0.21), which shows that the test is insignificant. Figure 2 shows that residuals
for both models are white noise and ACF residuals fall near to the zero. It can be
deduced from further goodness of fit analysis that the SARIMA(3, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12
model fitted the data reasonably well.

Diagnostic checking and model validation were also performed as the procedures
as mentioned earlier for the RTI data. The model SARIMA (0, 1, 1)(1, 0, 2)12 has
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Fig. 3 Observed (black) and forecasted values (blue) of RTA and RTI in Oman. (a) Observed
(black) and forecasted values (blue) of traffic accidents in Oman. (b) Observed (black) and
forecasted values (blue) of traffic injuries in Oman

shown the highest adequacy than other models considering RMSE, MAPE and
MASE as shown in Table 2. Results of the Ljung–Box test (Q = 21.6, p-value
= 0.4136) suggest that autocorrelation coefficients are not significantly different
from zero. The ACF residuals indicate that autocorrelation is near to zero and do
not deviate from a zero mean, i.e. the residuals follow a white noise process. These
suggest that the SARIMA(0, 1, 1)(1, 0, 2)12 model fitted injuries data in Oman well.
Based on the final models for RTA and RTI, we have forecasted the number of
accidents and injuries for the next 24 months shown in Fig. 3.
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5 Conclusion

This study has aimed to develop a time series model to forecast road traffic accidents
and road traffic injuries in the Sultanate of Oman. A peak occurred with 1283 RTAs
which then declined to the lowest point of 156 RTAs in February 2019. Based on
the Box and Jenkins approach, SARIMA(3, 1, 1)(2, 0, 0)12 model was selected to
forecast RTAs for the next 24 months in Oman. This model forecasted the high
occurrence of RTA in June, July and August in the following years. On the other
hand, SARIMA(0, 1, 1)(1, 0, 2)12 model was selected for predicting the number of
traffic injuries, which shows a downward trend. The policymakers in Oman should
keep under their consideration the results of this study. Both models in RTA and
RTI show that there is a higher chance of accidents and injuries during the summer
season. For future work, we would like to study the fatality-related crashes in Oman.
Furthermore, investigation of the spatial factors and the socio-economic impact of
the RTAs in Oman would be considered.
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Toward a Reference Model for Artificial
Intelligence Supporting Big Data Analysis

Thoralf Reis, Marco X. Bornschlegl, and Matthias L. Hemmje

1 Introduction and Motivation

Reference models are a powerful instrument of software engineering to master
the complexity of developing comprehensive software systems [1]. They empower
architects and developers to reuse established concepts, equip them with refined
specifications and guidelines [1], and enable precise information exchange [2].
Successful reference models such as the ISO 7-Layer Reference Model manage
to describe key artifacts (e.g., exchanged information) as specific as necessary yet
as generalizable as possible [2] and sharpen scientific and industrial research focus
and progress.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a trending topic in various application domains with
big industrial relevancy as 85% of CIOs will be piloting AI programs by 2020
according to Gartner Inc. [3]. Popular application areas reach from health care
[4, 5], trading [6], driverless cars, humanoid robots [5] to people’s everyday life
where shopping websites recommend products, video streaming providers such as
Netflix suitably recommend films, and social media platforms individually decide
upon content relevancy for each user [6]. The term and application area of Big Data
are closely connected to AI [7] since Big Data provides AI with the possibility
of deriving, validating, applying, and enhancing AI models through processing (or
learning from) huge amounts of data, whereas AI and its statistical approach of
machine learning (ML) provide algorithms to exploit Big Data and its potential
(Fig. 1). A definition for Big Data can be derived from Doug Laney [8] who
describes data management challenges regarding three dimensions (the three v’s):
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Fig. 1 Use cases interconnecting Big Data analysis and artificial intelligence

volume (big amount of data), velocity (high frequent data inflow), and variety
(ambiguous data manifestations regarding, e.g., data format, data structure, or data
semantics) [9]. Visualization of Big Data in the context of AI applications offers the
chance to meet the increasing demand for explainability and transparency of AI as
in-transparent decision paths cause difficulties regarding human comprehensibility,
debugging, fairness, and accountability [10] and raise concerns regarding data-
driven discrimination [11]. According to a Gartner Inc. research, transparency is
crucial for industrial application of AI as “enterprise AI projects with built-in
transparency will be 100% more likely to get funding from CIOs” by 2022 [3].

Big Data user stereotypes vary regarding their organizational and technical
knowledge level [12]: there exist domain experts such as data engineers, data
analytics experts, data visualization specialists to management-level end user stereo-
types [12]. According to Bornschlegl et al., visualization of information, human
interaction, and perception by these different Big Data user stereotypes are pivotal
elements for Big Data analysis [8]. To focus on this fact, the theoretical reference
model Information visualization for Big Data (IVIS4BigData) that “close[s] the
gap in research with regard to information visualization challenges of Big Data
analysis as well as context awareness” was introduced [8]. IVIS4BigData covers
the whole workflow of Big Data analysis from Raw Data Sources into Views
that finally enable the different user stereotypes participating in the process to
gain insight [12]. For this purpose, necessary advanced visual user interfaces as
well as the underlying data storage, computation, and service infrastructure are
considered to be decisive for the reference model [12]. The IVIS4BigData reference
model summarizes AI models and algorithms supporting the analysis of Big Data
besides other mechanisms as Analytics processing step that consists of transforming
data and mapping it into an analyzed and structured form [12]. The further use
case scenarios interconnecting AI, Big Data, and visualization (Fig. 1) of Big
Data analysis-enabled (data-driven) model development and the support of human
users within their Big Data exploration journey through AI (AI-supported data
exploration) are not covered by this reference model.

Targeting the development of a Big Data analysis system that covers all aspects
connecting Big Data, AI, and visualization raises the requirement for a reference
model. In general, if there is no available reference model for this combined
application domain, one can proceed as follows: The first option is to utilize a
general AI reference model and gradually extend it on Big Data analysis and
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visualization aspects, e.g., identify necessary adaptions and extensions in the course
of development or validation. Further approaches are to do it the other way around:
design the system according to a Big Data analysis, visualization, or combined Big
Data analysis and visualization reference model and extend it on the remaining
application domains’ specifics during design and development. There is no reference
model covering all aspects of the process of AI supporting Big Data analysis.
This publication targets to change that. Starting with the examination of AI’s state
of the art including standards, user stereotypes, and system lifecycles (Sect. 2), a
systematic methodology based on the Big Data analysis and visualization reference
model IVIS4BigData is followed (Sect. 3) in order to introduce a new reference
model that covers all workflows, artifacts, and user stereotypes involved in AI-
supported Big Data analysis (Sect. 4).

2 Artificial Intelligence

Although AI is a trending topic, it is a topic that has fascinated humans since ancient
times [5]. Examples are the Greek Mythology where statues were brought to life or
Mary Shelly’s Frankenstein’s monster, a man-made creature that acquires human
behavior [5]. The modern computer-based AI is closely linked to the 1950s and
Alan Turing’s question regarding thinking capabilities of machines [10]. Important
milestones were the introduction of artificial neural networks by Bernard Widrow in
the 1950s [13] and the success of both IBM’s Deep Blue chess AI [5] and Alphabet’s
AlphaGo Zero AI for the Asian game of Go [10] defeating the at the time world
champions in the respective game. The latter AI learned its skills in a self-contained
manner by playing against itself with neither human instructions nor historical data
[10].

AI and AI-relevant terminology are standardized in ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 stan-
dard [7] which declares AI to be a form of intelligence displayed by machines other
than natural intelligence which is displayed by humans and animals [7]. In order to
establish a clear terminology, the taxonomy of AI regarding existing approaches
provided by the Internet Policy Research Initiative at MIT (IPRI) [10] divides
the existing approaches into two categories: symbolic and statistical approaches
[10]. The symbolic approach “requires that researchers build detailed and human-
understandable decision structures” [10], while “machines induce a trend from a
set of patterns” [10] within the statistical approach. ML is a manifestation of a
statistical approach as ML “algorithms are characterized by the ability to learn over
time without being explicitly programmed” [7].

In 2019, the AI Group of Experts at the OECD (AIGO) defined a lifecycle for
AI systems consisting of four phases. The phases are visualized in Fig. 2 and are
often conducted rather in an iterative way than strictly one after another [10]. The
first phase Data and Model Design marks the starting point and consists of planning
and designing of all, data collection, data processing, as well as model building and
interpretation [10]. The thereby generated models are subject to Verification and
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Fig. 2 AIGO’s AI system lifecycle [10]

Validation in phase 2 as well as to Model Deployment in phase 3 in order to apply the
model in live production [10]. Within the fourth phase Operation and Monitoring,
the productive AI system’s “recommendations and impacts” [10] are reviewed and
assessed to maintain and if necessary adapt the system [10].

3 Methodology

In [12], Bornschlegl et al. derived the reference model IVIS4BigData through
applying the information flow and key artifacts of Kaufmann’s Big Data Manage-
ment (BDM) reference model onto the information visualization (IVIS) reference
model considering the user stereotypes involved in practical Big Data analysis
use cases [12]. Orienting oneself on this methodology, this publication targets to
systematically derive a new reference model for AI supporting Big Data analysis as
follows: application of the information flow and key artifacts of AIGO’s AI system
lifecycle [10] onto Bornschlegl’s IVIS4BigData reference model [12] considering
the user stereotypes involved in practical AI use cases.

In order to reach the target reference model, the followed methodology is divided
into four consecutive steps:

1. Mapping of AI lifecycle phases onto IVIS4BigData reference model elements:
All of the four AI lifecycle phases are investigated regarding suiting
IVIS4BigData processing steps or equivalent IVIS4BigData information
artifacts. In case of a match, the existing element within the reference model
is extended with information of the examined lifecycle phase. If the mapping
was not successful, the reference model itself is complemented by a new element.

2. Identification of AI model types that facilitate AI to support Big Data analysis
and incorporate them into reference model elements: In the first step, relevant
categories of AI models are identified through examination of the use case
scenarios in Fig. 1. Afterward, the reference model is investigated whether there
are elements to which the identified AI models match, are content-related,
or exchange information with. To conclude the second step, the result of the
investigation is utilized to include information on the AI model in exactly the
right spot of the reference model.

3. Extension of the reference model on AI input and output (IO) data: Examination
of the AI lifecycle phases and the identified AI models (step 2) in order to
identify the input data that is required by the respective phase or model as well as
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the output data that is produced as the phase or AI model result. Eventually,
the reference model is extended on the identified IO data as well as on a
representation of its logical information flow.

4. Mapping of Big Data and AI user stereotypes to reference model elements: To
enable software engineers and architects to utilize the reference model to tailor
system implementations to the target audience, the reference model is required
to contain the information which Big Data and AI user stereotypes are involved
in the different processing steps or related to the information artifacts. To this
end, all reference model elements are investigated whether they can be related to
the respective user stereotypes and, if so, are extended with a link to it. Finally,
all user stereotypes within the by-then derived reference model are compared to
all Big Data and AI user stereotypes. If there exists a user stereotype that is not
yet represented, the reference model is extended on further elements, links, or
information artifacts which conclude the fourth step and ensure that all relevant
user stereotypes are represented.

Each step results in an evolved version of the original reference model with the
results of steps 1 to 3 being fed into the following step, while the result of the fourth
and final step yields the proposed new reference model.

4 Conceptual Modeling

Following the proposed methodology, three preliminary steps need to be conducted
before the reference model can be designed: The different categories of AI models
for supporting Big Data analysis, AI-related IO data, as well as the AI user
stereotypes need to be derived. The results of these preliminary steps as well as
the proposed reference model are presented within the following sub-sections.

4.1 AI Models for Supporting Big Data Analysis

Starting the examination of the use case scenarios in Fig. 1 with the data transforma-
tion use case, the first AI model can be identified: Within this use case, a Big Data
user stereotype utilizes an AI model to transform huge amounts of data to ease its
exploration, e.g., utilize clustering to identify outliers. Since this data transformation
processing step is part of the IVIS4BigData analytics phase, this first AI model is
called Analytics Model. The data-driven model design use case differs from the
first use case regarding the objective and the involved user stereotype: the AI model
creation is conducted by an AI user stereotype, and the purpose of Big Data analysis
is the creation of the AI model, not the other way around as for data transformation.
Nevertheless, the representation within the reference model of both use cases is
located within analytics phase. Hence, the introduced Analytics Model can be reused
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for the second use case. The last use case of AI-supported data exploration is
relevant for both Big Data and AI user stereotypes which need to be supported
in closing the knowledge gap between data science and the design of AI models.
One way to ease comprehension is the intelligent user interface (e.g., through pre-
selecting relevant tools or explaining difficult processing steps). The corresponding
AI models are introduced as UI models. A second way to bridge the knowledge
gap between the two user groups is to utilize automation where applicable: the
introduction of Automation Models enables predicting repetitive or foreseeable user
activities or system calculations to save time and to reduce infrastructure peak load
probabilities. The demand for automation in Big Data analysis and AI application
is backed by Gartner Inc. analysts Pieter den Hamer, Peter Krensky et al. according
to whom “more than 40% of data science tasks will be automated” by 2020 [3].

4.2 AI Input and Output Data

Going through the different phases within AI system lifecycle (Fig. 2), the first IO
data that is relevant to all phases obviously is a representation of the model itself.
Since we derived already the relevant models for our reference model within the
previous sub-section, we focus on the following types of IO data being exchanged
between the different phases:

1. AI Result Data: Applying AI models generates meta information from processing
the actual input data. This meta information is the primary result of AI models.
Examples are class predictions, forecasting by regression, and confidence or
cluster allocations.

2. AI Metrics: Validating or operating AI models requires quantitative control
parameters that enable relevant AI user stereotypes to evaluate the performance
of both, the AI model itself and the environment it is deployed to. Examples for
this IO data are the AI model’s accuracy or the time and resource consumption
for model training.

3. Label Information: Supervised ML requires the presence of assessed data. This
assessed data enables AI algorithms in training phase to adapt their calculation
(e.g., adjust weights) and in testing phase to evaluate how good the adapted AI
model performs on new data. In ML, the information accompanied with assessed
data is called label. The label information is generated by human assessment
(e.g., in Verification and Validation lifecycle phase) or through algorithms.

Naturally, AI models require the actual data to perform their calculations on,
e.g., regress, categorize, or cluster. In the context of a Big Data reference model,
this data can be anything from medical measurements [4] to sensor measurements
of autonomous cars [5]. Yet this data needs to be distinguished from the following
data that is produced within the Big Data analysis system itself and fed into the UI
and automation in AI models:
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4. User Interactions: To ease the system’s usability, information on user activities
such as the activity itself as well as the user who performed it are an important
factor for the success of UI models. Based on this historic data, UI models are
able to predict in a user-specific manner and adapt over time.

5. System Activities: Besides the user-triggered activities captured via user inter-
action data, further system activities are an important input to automation AI
models. Examples for this data are time-stamped system logs.

4.3 AI User Stereotypes

Deriving the different user stereotypes involved in the application of AI, AIGO’s AI
system lifecycle [10] serves as a starting point. For every lifecycle phase, straight-
forward deduction of a user stereotype is possible: a Model Designer user stereotype
for Design, Implementation, and Training of an AI model in Data and Model
Design phase, a Domain Expert user stereotype for Data Selection, Verification,
and Validation in Verification and Validation phase, a Model Deployment Engineer
user stereotype for Model Deployment phase, as well as a Model Operator user
stereotype for Operation and Monitoring phase.

In order to identify further AI user stereotypes, the model’s maturing process
is assessed more closely: as introduced in [10], it’s not common to consecutively
pass the system lifecycle phases from Data and Model Design to Operation and
Monitoring. The different phases are rather passed iteratively with every phase
being visited more than once. With increasing time and iterations, the AI model and
its evaluation, deployment, or monitoring are enhanced and fine-tuned until the AI
model reaches production readiness and can be released. From the target user group
of the released AI model, we can derive the Model End User stereotype. This user
stereotype can but does not have to be equivalent with one of the already derived
user stereotypes: in case of the AI-supported data exploration use case from Fig. 1,
the Model End User, e.g., the Big Data user stereotype data scientist, differs from
the further involved AI user stereotypes. Growing concerns regarding AI’s legal
responsibility [14], ethical judgment, and non-transparent exploitation of personal
data [15] instigate legislators to demand regulation and auditing processes for AI
[14, 15]. This raises the necessity for a further AI user stereotype with focus on
the AI system lifecycle phases before releasing the model to the Model End User
stereotype. We propose the Model Governance Officer user stereotype for this role
to ensure legal compliance, privacy, and data security as well as to maintain ethical
standards through monitoring and documentation of the AI model design process.
Examples are a documentation of the data an AI model was trained with or the
reasoning of feature selection if the selected features include sensitive information
such as religion or sexual orientation [15].

The resulting AI user stereotypes are visualized as an XY diagram in Fig. 3.
The phases of the AI system lifecycle are arranged according to their publicness
alongside the x-axis from the least end user-relevant Data and Model Design phase
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Fig. 3 AI user stereotypes alongside model lifecycle and maturing process

to the most end user-relevant Operation and Monitoring phase. The model maturity
is drawn onto the non-quantified y-axis with a specific Release milestone. The four
lifecycle-connected user stereotypes are drawn below the respective lifecycle phase
(A to D). The gray color gradient within their column determines in what regions of
model maturity the most activities of the respective user stereotype take place (from
bottom left in early model design to top right in released model operation). The
Model End User (F) stereotype’s main area of activity is visualized through dashed
lines in the top-right corner of the diagram. This user group focuses on released and
deployed AI models that run in productive systems (with operation and monitoring),
while the Model Governance Officer user stereotype (E) focuses on non-released
models until they are production-ready and deployed for the end users. Hence,
this user group’s activity takes place from model design to model deployment of
non-released models, visualized via a dashed rectangle in the bottom-left area of
the diagram. In the background of the diagram, an s-shaped curve visualizes an
exemplary AI model lifecycle and maturing process of a model M’ that is adjusted
as a model M” after an initial data selection, verification, and validation process
before it is released to the end users and reaches Operation and Monitoring phase.

4.4 Reference Model

Starting the reference model design with step 1 of the described approach, the Data
and Model Design phase of the AI system lifecycle [10] is examined first in order
to map it to IVIS4BigData reference model elements. This step consists of the
selection of algorithms, data preparation, as well as the training and fine-tuning
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Fig. 4 AI2VIS4BigData: A reference model for artificial intelligence supporting Big Data
analysis

of the model itself in case of ML and other statistical AI approaches, whereas it
consists of the creation of a knowledge representation in symbolic AI approaches.
Since these elements are part of the IVIS4BigData Analytics processing step, it
is extended on a Design, Implementation, and Training reference to this lifecycle
phase, while the user visualizes the intermediate and final results via Interaction
and Perception processing step. Within Validation and Verification lifecycle phase,
a user with the necessary domain knowledge selects suiting data and compares
the actual behavior of the AI model with the model objectives or with the user’s
own subjective expectation. In order to do so, different evaluation data (e.g., KPIs)
are calculated within Analytics processing step and visualized via Interaction and
Perception processing step. As the actual calculation is located within Analytics
processing step, it will be linked as Data Selection, Verification, and Validation
to this lifecycle phase. The third lifecycle phase consists of the application of
AI models in an execution environment on real data in an automatized form. No
element of the so far derived reference model covers these aspects. Therefore, the
extension of the reference model with a Model Deployment Layer is proposed. The
last lifecycle phase of maintenance and monitoring contains activities to observe the
correct AI model execution through evaluation of metrics and KPIs in numeric or
visual forms. It is closely related to Validation and Verification lifecycle phase and
consequently also located within the Analytics reference model processing step.

Within the second step of our proposed approach, the three derived AI models
for supporting Big Data analysis have to be included to the reference model itself.
All of the three AI models have to be deployed in order to be of use to the AI
and Big Data user stereotypes. Therefore, an extension of the Model Deployment
Layer is a good fit. Furthermore, the three AI models are closely connected to the
Analytics processing step (Analytics Models), the user interfaces (UI models), as
well as system activity information (Automation Models).

The third step of reference model design consists of the allocation of AI’s IO
data to reference model elements. The five different types of IO data from AI Result
Data to System Activities have one thing in common: All of these data are produced
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within either the Big Data analysis system itself or third-party systems and fed
(back) as input data for further analysis. As an example, AI Result Data is generated
when executing AI models either within Model Deployment Layer of the reference
model itself or by other systems whose activities shall be monitored within the Big
Data analysis system. Therefore, the reference model’s input processing step Data
Management and Curation is extended on information of the different IO data types.
Furthermore, there exists a logical connection of the IO data types to the different
AI models. An example is the System Activities data’s connection to the Automation
Models.

To conclude the reference model design with step 4, the derived AI user
stereotypes from A to F in Fig. 3 have to be mapped to reference model elements.
Since the Data and Model Design, Verification and Validation, and Operation and
Monitoring system lifecycle stages are located within the Analytics processing step,
this step is extended on links to the respective user stereotypes A, B, and D. The
Model Deployment Engineer user stereotype can easily be mapped to the Model
Deployment layer of the reference model as well as to the AI models located
within it. As there is no reference model element to which the Model Governance
Officer user stereotype can be directly mapped to, the reference model needs to
be extended to change that. Focus of this user stereotype is to document legal
compliance and therefore create understanding and trust by the end user through
transparency and explanation; the Interaction and Perception processing step is
extended on an AI Transparency and Explanation layer that extends visual mapping
and view transformations on AI model meta information. This information serves
to explain decisions and document relevant environment and design conditions for
the respective AI models. The last remaining AI user stereotype, the End User, does
not need to be explicitly named within the reference model, since this user group
is represented by the different Big Data user stereotypes in the context of the target
application domain.

The resulting reference model is visualized in Fig. 4. It consists of the three
processing steps Data Management and Curation, Analytics, and Interaction and
Perception affiliated with a Data Intelligence layer for user interaction and user
interfaces of the original IVIS4BigData reference model [12]. The newly introduced
Model Deployment layer spreads over all of the three processing steps with only the
Analytics Models being displayed exclusively within Analytics processing step. This
layer is placed directly within the data and information transmission and feedback
loop which ensures that deployed models get the input data they need for execution
and produce output data that is directly fed back into the Big Data analysis system.
Data integration is extended on this AI-relevant IO data. The deployed AI models
impact all four information processing steps of the reference model from data
integration to view transformation. The remaining three AI system lifecycle phases
are displayed within Analytics layer and interconnected through bidirectional arrows
emphasizing the iterative nature of AI model design.
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5 Remaining Challenges and Outlook

The introduced theoretical reference model needs to proof its necessity, generaliz-
ability, and benefit to the state of the art in science and technology through extensive
evaluation as well as practical applications. Consequently, the immediate next steps
in AI2VIS4BigData reference model research are a case study and a survey. The
case study’s objective is to validate the motivation for the reference model through
observing the presence and urgency of challenges for the different user stereotypes
in AI, Big Data analysis, and visualization research. The conduct of a survey with
participants from both, science and industry, targets to evaluate all reference model
elements as well as the different assumptions and decisions that were made in the
course of deriving the reference model. Further medium-term future works are a
reference implementation and the experimental analysis of the same.

6 Conclusion

Interconnecting Big Data analysis, AI, and visualization offers the chance to
enhance both, Big Data analysis itself and AI model design. Most important, it has
significant potential to eliminate high barriers for users when getting started in both
application domains as well as to maximize the exploitation of Big Data’s assets. Yet
it lacks of an important tool: a reference model for AI supporting Big Data analysis.
Such a reference model eases overcoming software design complexity [1] and
accelerates scientific, technological, and economic progress through establishing a
common ground of precise system information [2].

This publication rectifies the situation of a missing reference model in the
state of the art through introduction of the AI2VIS4BigData reference model
for AI supporting Big Data analysis. Besides introducing the reference model,
this paper comprehensively describes the different AI models for supporting Big
Data analysis, AI IO data, AI user stereotypes, as well as the different steps of
systematically deriving the reference model from AI system lifecycle combined
with IVIS4BigData reference model under consideration of the user stereotypes
involved in the application of AI. This reference model’s objective is to architecture-
independently specify the logical information flow, relevant artifacts, and involved
user stereotypes. Consequently, it is independent of any choice of technology and
system partitioning.
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Improving Physician Decision-Making
and Patient Outcomes Using Analytics:
A Case Study with the World’s Leading
Knee Replacement Surgeon

Anish Pahwa, Shikhar Jamuar, Varun Kumar Singh,
and Matthew A. Lanham

1 Introduction

Every year there are thousands of cases of chronic knee pain and disability due to
different types of arthritis in people from different age groups. Athletes, accident
victims, and aged people are among the most vulnerable. On top of this, the severity
of an arthritis case tends to increase over time causing the patient progressively more
pain. Knee replacement is the only effective and long-lasting course of treatment.
Knee replacement has become so common in America that knees are replaced at a
rate of more than 600,000 per year. In brief, the aim of the surgery is to minimize
pain and restore mobility. However, there are many risks associated with the
surgery; and a few complications like infection, blood clots, implant loosening, and
continued pain can make matters even worse. These complications generally require
revision surgery. Revision surgeries often have associated risks and might even add
to complications, on top of the fact that there are extra associated costs. Forbes talks
about how Medicare’s bundling of fees hit knee replacement surgeries, affecting
not only the patients but also physicians and insurance companies. Therefore, it
becomes crucial to understand the drivers of these complications and control them
to mitigate risk and minimize complications. Finding statistically significant but
controllable decision factors that could lead to complications is an industry-wide
challenge.

This study tries to address this problem by collaborating with a surgeon who has
performed more than ten thousand knee replacement surgeries over their extensive
career, using cutting-edge minimally invasive technologies. The study tries to
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build a system that predicts the most important factors leading to post-operative
complications by utilizing patient demographics, patient comorbidity data, surgery
details, doctor details, and procedure specifics. A recent Wall Street Journal article
found that exercise and increased muscle strength lead to better surgical outcomes.
Building upon that we investigate factors such as age, height of a patient, distance
from the clinic, and marital status affects the outcome of the surgical procedure.
Surgery is classified as a failure depending on various parameters some of which
are the number of post-operation visits and direct complication codes. The output of
our model can provide insight regarding potential surgery complications and their
expectations. This can help mitigate and minimize issues by warning doctors and
patients in advance and even giving them recommendations to avoid realizing these
complications later. The study also tries to map patient clusters to various doctors
for improving the success rate and minimizing complications. Since the data we
had was historical (ranging over 10 years), we had limited surgical specifics data.
We believe that some of these surgical features could have also been significant in
finding various controllable factors that affect the outcome, but some factors were
ignored.

The remainder of the chapter discusses the following: The next section has
a literature review of previous studies who have investigated factors measured
and considered from successful and unsuccessful total knee replacement surgeries.
Sections 3 and 4 present our data and methodology used in the study. We summarize
our steps chronologically and provide reasonings for our assumptions in our
analysis. In Sect. 5, we describe the different models that we built and tested.
Since failure rate is less than 50%, we show how we defined this problem as
an imbalanced binary classification problem and how we addressed this from a
healthcare context. Section 6 summarizes the performance of all the models and the
last section concludes the chapter with a discussion of the implications of this study,
our recommendations from the clinical perspective, the future scope, and concluding
remarks.

2 Literature Review

Many researchers, recent or otherwise, have focused on the problem of post-
operative total knee replacement surgery complications. However, most of studies
have only considered pain score as the surgery outcome indicator. While this
measure has its merits, collecting and using this data require additional efforts and
time such as subjective or perception-based surveys.

When predictors such as various pain or knee function scores are not present
in the historical data, we must find a new approach to define surgery failures or
complications. With an exponential increase in the number of knee replacement
surgeries, the total number of surgery failures or complications is also increasing
with the same magnitude. On an average, at least five out of one hundred total knee
replacement surgeries develop complications. This not only leads to added costs
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to the health insurance providers and surgeons, but also decreases the quality of
life of patient. Therefore, it becomes important to address this orthopedic industry
wide challenge. A successful predictive model based on historical patient data
could help us predict post-op complications before they occur and thus save costs
and improve the success rate of these type of surgeries. The studies we based
the foundation of our study on focused on some factors such as different success
metrics, complications, use of post-op data, and building predictive models.

A 5-year prospective study by A.K. Nilsdotte of patient outcomes after total
knee arthroplasty takes into consideration the knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome
score (KOOS) pre-operatively once and then 6 months, 12 months, and at 5 years
post-operatively [1]. The result showed significant improvement in all KOOS and
scores 6 months post-op. The best post-operative result was reported at the 1-
year follow-up. The 5-year follow-up again showed decline in KOOS scores. Age,
comorbid conditions, and sex were some of the factors that affected post-operative
KOOS pain scores.

Lingard et al. studied “Predicting the outcome of knee arthroplasty” relief
of pain and the restoration of functional activities that are used as the outcome
parameters of primary total knee arthroplasty. Pre-operative predictors of pain and
functional outcome at 1 and 2 years following the surgery were used. The study
recruited patients from three different countries. The authors employed hierarchical
regression models and found that the most significant predictors of failures were
low pre-operative pain scores, a higher number of comorbid conditions, and a low
mental health score [2]. Country was also a significant factor for the functional status
of patients.

Sanchez-Santos et al. studied the “Development and validation of a clini-
cal prediction model for patient-reported pain and function after primary total
knee replacement surgery” which focused on building a prediction model of
patient-reported pain and function after undergoing total knee replacement (TKR).
Pre-operative predictors such as patient characteristics and clinical factors were
considered. The study employed bootstrap backward linear regression analysis.
Low pre-operative knee score, living in poor areas, high BMI, and anxiety or
depression were associated with worse outcome [3]. This is the first clinical
prediction model for predicting self-reported pain and function 12 months after a
total knee replacement surgery.

Brander et al. investigated predicting total knee replacement pain and used
excessive post-operative pain, clinical and radiographic variables as predictors for
total knee arthroplasty outcomes. Measures were VASP pain index, patient health,
psychological state, and surgical component reliability [4]. They concluded that
greater pre-operative pain, depression, and anxiety were associated with greater
post-operative pain. Also, those factors corresponded to more home therapy and
post-operative manipulations.

Another study by Tolk et al. created and validated predictive models that
predicted residual symptoms on 10 specific outcome parameters at 12-month
follow-up for patients undergoing primary TKA for knee osteoarthritis [5]. The
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predictive algorithms employed showed acceptable discriminative values (AUC
0.68–0.74) for predicting complications/residual symptoms.

Jørgensen et al. constructed a pre-operative risk score for patients in high risk of
potentially preventable complications. The study concluded that pre-operative iden-
tification of patients at risk of preventable “medical” complications was statistically
possible [6].

The study “Predicting individual knee range of motion, knee pain, and walking
limitation outcomes following total knee arthroplasty” by Pua et al. concluded that
statistically significant predictors for TKA outcomes were age, sex, race, education
level, diabetes mellitus, pre-operative use of gait aids, contralateral knee pain, and
psychological distress [7].

Our study aims to build a predictive model and a clinical recommender system
using patient characteristics, patient health data, and doctor data to predict a failure
of a total knee replacement surgery. We strive to identify the drivers to success
of a surgery in order to minimize complications and revision surgeries, thereby
reducing total costs associated. Our study is novel because we have developed a
tailored outcome variable that is a combination of number of post-op visits, direct
complications from ICD codes, and whether a patient underwent a knee surgery.
If any of the required conditions is satisfied, then the surgery is flagged as a
failure. Other studies used regular or hierarchical linear regression models in their
investigations since their predictor variable (pain score or knee function score) was
a continuous variable. This study however had a binary predictor variable. Thus, we
framed our problem as a classification-type problem and utilized logistic regression,
a decision tree (CART), and a random forest model. Table 1 shows some of the
related studies found in the academic literature and how they compare to our study.

Table 1 Literature review and comparison

Author
Target variable
used Model type Data used

Lingard, Elizabeth
A. et al.

WOMAC Pain
score

Hierarchical linear
regression

Mental health, pain score,
comorbid conditions

Brander, Victoria,
A. et al.

Pain score Multiple linear
regression

Pain scale, health data,
psychological state, device
reliability

Sanchez-Santos,
M.T. et al.

Pain score General linear model Pain score, previous history,
weight data

Our study Derived metric
using 3
conditions

Logistic regression,
CART, random forest

Patient demographics,
comorbid conditions, doctor
data
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3 Data

The data that we used was extracted from a database of 400 tables from knee
surgery patients over 20 years. We extracted patient-related demographics, health,
and billing data from twelve different tables. We also used surgeon data in our
analyses. We had patient age, sex, weight, and height measurements. We also had
patient surgical financial data. Patient smoking history and their blood pressure data
were also integrated into our analysis.

We derived variables such as BMI (body mass index) and surgery failure or
success (the predictor variable) from the existing data. BMI was calculated using
patient weight and height data. The outcome variable was created based on three
conditions: the number of post-operative visits, direct complications (based on ICD
medical codes corresponding to specific complications), and whether a patient had a
revision surgery after the initial surgery. Any number of post-operative visits greater
than six was considered as a failure in the surgery outcome based on feedback from
the surgical domain expert. If any of those three conditions was met, the surgery
was considered a failure. Table 2 depicts the variables used in our study.

4 Methodology

We followed the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
process in the development of our model as shown in Fig. 1. The most time was
spent parsing the several hundred tables to gather relevant data. In collaboration
with the surgeon, we filtered down the dataset to around 400 features with more
than 6000 observation. We also derived variables like BMI and age which could
make our analysis more comprehensive.

We defined surgical success as the combination of the following three rules:

1. Number of post-operation visits that a patient has pertaining to a surgery (> 6)

Table 2 Data used in the study

Variable Type Description

Sex Categorical The sex of the patient (either M or F or U)
age Numeric Age of patient at the time of surgery
BMI Numeric Body mass index of patient
Financial status Categorical The financial class for this employer
smoke Binary 1 if patient smokes, 0 if patient does not smoke
height Numeric Height of patient
weight Numeric Weight of Patient
bp Binary If patient has high blood pressure
Surgery outcome Binary Derived variable. 1 if surgery is a failure, 0 if it is a success
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Fig. 1 Used CRISP-DM approach

2. If a patient has a revision surgery corresponding to a surgery
3. If a patient has direct complication recorded (according to ICD-9 and ICD-10

codes)

If any of these conditions was true, the surgery was deemed unsuccessful.
Outliers in age and BMI variables were removed using the interquartile range (IQR)
formula [Q1 – 1.5(IQR), Q3 + 1.5(IQR)]. In order to manage the missing data
(missing variable measurements), we used decision tree imputation methods and
checked for any abrupt changes in the pre- and post-imputation distributions of these
variables to make sure our imputations conformed to the known distribution of each
variable. The cleaned data was randomly partitioned into a 75/25% train and test
sets.

As the data corresponds to surgery success and failure, it was obvious that the
number of failures would be very less compared to surgery success. To encounter the
target variable class imbalance, we rebalanced training sets target variable using the
popular Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE), which increased
the minority class from 11% to 25% as shown in Fig. 2.

Framing the problem into an analytics problem, this is a binary classification
problem trying to predict failure or no failure. While several potential classification
algorithms could have been investigated, our goal was to provide interpretability
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Fig. 2 Target variable
response distribution

Table 3 Pros and cons of each model

Decision tree Random forest Logistic regression

Graphically interpretable ***** *** **
Nominal predictor handling ***** ***** ***
Low variance ** *** *****
Highly interpretable ** * *****
No hyper parameter tuning ** ** *****
Easy to implement *** *** ****
Test error estimation *** **** ***

to improve decision-making rather than focus on identifying a model that had the
highest predictive power. This is why we used a logistic regression and decision
tree (CART) model. Ensembling methods are often used when the goal is to achieve
a more accurate prediction, so we explored the random forest model as well just
to show the relationship in accuracy of a more sophisticated model compared our
interpretable models.

Due to a significant class imbalance in the dataset even after rebalancing, we
did not evaluate the model using accuracy, but rather used F-1 score as our model
performance evaluation meausre, as it accounts for class imbalance.

5 Model

For our case model interpretability was prioritized over model predictability to
provide a solution that would be an early warning system that would support doctors
and their patients in decision making. For a doctor to take some insights from the
model it was crucial that the model be as simple and explainable as possible. In light
of this we used the models described in Table 3.

Table 4 shows the tuning parameters for the decision tree and random forest
model we found to be via cross-validation.

The logistic regression model by nature was highly interpretability in our case
and proved to be very accurate as well. Therefore, we chose to use it:
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Table 4 Tree models
hyperparameters

Model Hyper parameter

Decision tree Maximum depth: 6
Interval Target Criterion: Reduction Gini
index
Leaf size: 5

Random forest Number of trees: 200
Number of variables at each split: 4
Maximum depth: 10
Proportion of sample in each sample: 75%

Fig. 3 Model performances

ln

(
P

1− P

)
= β0 + β1x => P = eβ0+β1x

1+ eβ0+β1x

6 Results

As shown in Fig. 3 the logistic regression was the least overfit, most accurate, and
most generalizable model among the four models we investigated.

ln

(
Failure

Success

)
=− 0.92+ 0.99 ∗Doctorid16+ 0.8 ∗Doctorid496

+ 0.27 ∗Doctorid1478+ 0.34 ∗Doctorid1933

− 3.22 ∗Age + 0.29 ∗ Smoke + 0.85 ∗ BP + 0.9

∗ BMI

Figure 4 shows the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve for the logistic
regression model. The ROC is a graph showing the false-positive rate versus the
true-positive rate for all potential confusion matrix cut-off thresholds. The curve
indicates models’ predictive power across both the classes. The graph shows that
the model in in consistent and can discriminate among a successful surgery and
surgical failure fairly well (AUC = 87.8).
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Fig. 4 ROC curve of final model

Table 5 Confusion matrix
for final model

Actual
Success Failure

Prediction Success 1297 47
Failure 15 152

Table 5 depicts the confusion matrix of our logistic regression model using a
classification cut-off threshold of the typical 0.50 value. This shows the model was
95% accurate, with a precision of 82% and recall of 97%. A good precision and
recall show that the model can correctly classify failures as failure and success as
success.

7 Conclusions

There has been a constant rise in the number of total knee replacement surgeries all
over the world and consequently the number of post-operative complications have
added contributed to upward trending healthcare costs. It is therefore important
to discover the statistically significant drivers of surgery outcomes to address this
challenge. This study tried to do this by analyzing over six thousand similar knee
replacement surgeries and develop an interpretable predictive model based on those
significant drivers to support better decision-making. This could help decrease
the associated avoidable industry-wide costs and bring down the failure rate of
surgeries.
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We found a patients’ BMI is a significant factor contributing to the post-operative
failure of surgeries. Higher BMI is associated with increased risks of developing
complications after a surgery. Age of the patient significantly contributes toward
failure of a surgery. Interestingly, as people increase in age, they are less likely to
develop complications post-surgery. Having a smoking habit and/or having a higher
blood pressure significantly contributes toward failure of a surgery. Smoking and
high blood pressure increase the risk of infections in the artificial joints and increase
the risk of developing blood clots or causing deep vein thrombosis (DVT), which
could lead to a life-threatening situation. Additionally, surgeons and insurance
carriers were also found to be significant factors impacting the outcome of a surgery.

The average cost of a total knee replacement surgery is $57,000 US dollars. There
will be approximately 550,000 total knee arthroplasty procedures in the year 2021.
Our model predicts up to two-thirds of complications accurately. When we factor
in two-thirds of the complications requiring a revision, even if we ignore the extra
costs associated with complications such as hospitalization, medications, imaging,
and radiology costs, and just accounting for the raw cost of a revision surgery more
than 2.1 billion USD could be saved in the United States alone in 1 year, if predicted
complications/failures could be prevented. In addition to the economic costs, patient
quality of life can improve drastically, and surgeon and patient time could be saved.
By extrapolating we can conclude that our model can use patient demographics
data, EHR and clinic data to predict complications before a surgery help clinics and
insurance companies save up to $11B USD every year by the year 2030.

There are however some underlying assumptions based on the business context.
The number of post-operative visits above which a surgery could be classified as a
failure is a subjective number and a surgical failure might be defined differently
surgeon to surgeon. We are assuming that this sample dataset has the same
characteristics as would the entire population in the US. We also assume that
the components used in the replacement surgeries are the same or have the same
performance, since we did not have data on this.

Further, more investigation could be done on surgical factors, such as the
technique used in the surgery (whether the ligaments were cut), the angle of cut, the
gait of the knee, etc., to see if any of these factors significantly affects the outcome
of the procedure. Collecting and using these data could improve our model further.
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Optimizing Network Intrusion Detection
Using Machine Learning

Sara Nayak, Anushka Atul Patil, Reethika Renganathan,
and K. Lakshmisudha

1 Introduction

With the accelerated development in technology, there is a considerable increase
in the number of security violations. To face this ever-growing issue, there is a
need to keep all the data protected from network attacks. A system or software
that supervises network traffic for dubious activities and raises alerts when any such
activity is noticed is an IDS. In our work, we have used machine learning to increase
the accuracy level of the IDS and to help improve the ability of risk assessment. With
the usage of ML, large amounts of high-speed data can be processed in a lesser
amount of time as compared to traditional systems.

2 Literature Review

The authors of [1] provide an insight into how the data set UNSW-NB15 was
created and put forth the drawbacks of previously existing datasets used for network
intrusion detection systems.

A two-staged anomaly-based network intrusion detection is used in [2]. Two
algorithms that are used in the model are recursive feature elimination and random
forests followed by binary classification out of which SVM has the highest accuracy.
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In [3] a deep learning model is proposed where the number of hidden layers and
neurons correspond to the number of features categories and the number of features
respectively. The model is trained on the full UNSW-NB15 dataset.

In [4] they have combined feature learning and anomaly detection methods.
Autoencoder and principal component analysis are used for feature learning. The
paper concludes that OCSVM shows significant improvement in anomaly detection
for multiple datasets including UNSW-NB15.

In [5], the dataset UNSW-NB15 is preprocessed by imputing missing values and
by transforming categorical values to numerical values. It concludes that random
forest classifier gave the most accurate results.

Artificial intelligence (AI) and computational intelligence (CI) are used in [6]. In
AI, the supervised algorithms show better classification accuracy on the data with
known attacks. In CI, techniques such as genetic algorithms, ANN, fuzzy logic, and
artificial immune systems (AIS) were used.

[7] reviews supervised and unsupervised types of ANN as well as generative
and discriminative deep network intrusion detection systems. It concludes that deep
networks show better results than shallow networks.

[8] proposes a model, for OCSVM which is trained on the most appropriate
features of the dataset and pre-processes the input data. For the sources that generate
inflated traffic in the training model, the paper suggests the creation of a split
OCSVM model, which is then followed by clustering the split OCSVM models.

3 Methodology

Data Preprocessing We have used the UNSW-NB15 dataset to build our system.
The dataset consists of 45 features and 257673 tuples split into two csv files called
training and testing sets. As the training and testing files were separate in the
dataset, they were concatenated into a single file for data preprocessing to maintain
consistency. We preprocessed the data by handling missing values, performing label
encoding to convert categorical attributes to numerical attributes, and performing
random shuffling followed by min-max normalization.

Mathematically, it is shown as Eq. (1):

z = x −min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
(1)

After normalization, we split the dataset into training and testing sets. We
also separated the independent variables from the dependent variable as X and Y,
respectively. The obtained data frames were converted to NumPy arrays for further
implementation of the following algorithms:-

1. Support Vector Machine Algorithm: We have implemented SVM using the
scikit-learn library. We wanted to gain linear separation in our data, which is
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currently non-linear. Therefore, we have used RBF (radial basis function) kernel
which behaves like a regularization parameter in SVM. The inner product kernel
is defined by Eq. (2):

KRBF

(
x, x

′) = exp

[
–γ

∥∥∥ x–x
′ ∥∥∥2

]
(2)

We have generated a confusion matrix to understand the percentage of correctly
and incorrectly classified examples. We have also generated a classification report
which contains parameters like precision, recall, F1 score, accuracy, etc.

2. Artificial Neural Network Algorithm: Our ANN system architecture consists
of 42 input neurons in the input layer and 2 hidden layers, each containing 12
neurons. The output layer contains one neuron (as it is a binary classification
problem). The model has been developed using Keras. After preprocessing the
data, it is sent to the regularized ANN model. Rectified linear unit or ReLU
activation function has been used in the hidden layers and the output layer utilizes
the sigmoid activation function. We use a binary cross-entropy/loss function to
understand how accurate the probabilities predicted by the model are for a data
point belonging to a specific class. Adam optimization algorithm has been used
to update the weights in the network iteratively. A confusion matrix, as well as a
classification report, was generated for the ANN model.

3. One Class Support Vector Machine Algorithm: In the present work, we trained
the model on the data related to “normal” or “non-attack” data packets only.
Thus, the model learns to flag-off any other packet that it encounters as an
“attack” data packet. Using scikit-learn library’s OCSVM classifier, we trained
our model on the “normal” packets. In the OCSVM approach as well, we have
used the RBF kernel, with gamma= 0.01 and nu= 0.95. The testing set consisted
of a few “normal” packets and all the “attack” packets.

GUI Using Tkinter The user can give a CSV file as an input to the model from
the GUI. After the CSV file is uploaded, the model tests this data using the trained
model and generates the results after classification. For a better understanding of the
results, we have used Matplotlib, which is a visualization library of Python (Fig. 1).

GUI Using Website GUI in the form of a website has been developed which can be
used by all the users who have access to the internet. Since our work is Input/Output

Fig. 1 Upload CSV using Tkinter
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Fig. 2 Upload testing csv file
using website

Table 1 Analysis of proposed system

Algorithm
Accuracy
(average)

Precision
(average)

Recall
(average)

F1-score
(average)

Support vector machine 0.89 0.91 0.89 0.89
Artificial neural networks 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
One class support vector machine 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.90

Table 2 Comparative analysis

Reference no. Algorithm used and accuracy

[2] Stage 1 classification accuracy for SVM – 82.11%, Stage 2
multiclassification f1 score accuracy SVM – 75.5%

[4] One-class support vector machine (OCSVM): PCA [Acc: 0.72, Precision:
0.99, Recall:0.51, F1: 0.67]; Encoder [Acc: 0.79, Precision: 0.96,
Recall:0.64, F1: 0.77]

bound, using Node.js proved to be essential. The website asks the user to upload the
test data and runs the backend Python file to generate the results. A windows toast
notification system has been implemented in the model as an alert system to notify
the user (Fig. 2).

4 Results

A comparative analysis of the three algorithms – SVM, ANN, and OCSVM – is
done based on the following parameters: average accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1-Score as shown in Table 1.

We also performed a comparative analysis of the accuracies of the papers
reviewed by us which were based on the UNSW-NB15 dataset and utilizing different
Machine Learning algorithms (Table 2).

Figure 3 shows the comparison of average rate of detection in case of SVM,
ANN, and OCSVM algorithms. From this bar chart, it can be inferred that OCSVM
has the highest average detection rate.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of false alarm rates of SVM, ANN, and OCSVM algorithms

As shown in Fig. 4, which graphically compares the average false alarm rates of
SVM, ANN, and OCSVM, we can infer that OCSVM has the lowest false alarm
rate.

OCSVM outperforms both SVM and ANN in the two crucial aspects of the
model – average detection rate and false alarm rate. Thus, this proposed method
has enabled an optimized approach to detect intrusions in the network.
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5 Conclusion

In this study, three different machine learning algorithms were used to predict
intrusion within the network. The SVM model was implemented and a confusion
matrix was used to interpret the percentage of examples that were classified
correctly along with a classification report. This model generated an average
accuracy score of 89.25%. The model based on ANN was implemented with two
hidden layers along with the MLP-BP technique which produced a testing average
accuracy rate of 91.54%. The OCSVM algorithm was used to train the model on
data associated with “normal” data packets. Using the accuracy score parameter in
OCSVM, the model reached an average accuracy of 93.04%. The OCSVM model
can predict a large number of attacks and can be used to predict unknown attacks
in the future. The entire system can be accessed by a user through online as well as
offline GUI.

We intend to extend the scope of this work by learning and implementing the
use of real-time data handling techniques. By handling live data, we can make our
system more practical and robust. The alert system is currently Windows-based. It
can be extended to other operating systems as well.
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Hyperparameter Optimization
Algorithms for Gaussian Process
Regression of Brain Tissue Compressive
Stress

Folly Patterson, Osama Abuomar, and R. K. Prabhu

1 Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is the most common cause of death and disability in
the world [1]. The mechanical properties of brain tissue are a significant component
of TBI yet are not fully understood. To this end, in vitro mechanical testing of
post-mortem brain tissue is performed. Tension, compression, and shear tests are
conducted at a wide range of strain rates. In the case of compression, a cylindrical
sample of post-mortem brain tissue is compressed between two platens, usually
at a constant strain rate, i.e., rate of deformation. However, the stress response of
the brain can vary by several orders of magnitude because of the varying testing
protocols. Brain samples can be tested from within a few hours of extraction
to many days after [2] (post-mortem preservation time), and may be stored at
ice cold, room, or physiological temperature in the meantime [3, 4] (storage
temperature). The temperature at which specimens are tested may also vary from
room to physiological temperature (testing temperature). The aspect ratio, or ratio
of specimen diameter to thickness/height, varies due to variations in brain size
between species. Understanding how these and other protocol factors affect the
stress response of the brain is imperative to translating these results to the clinic.

The compressive response of brain tissue can be predicted from testing protocol
parameters and brain specimen properties using regression methods [5]. Gaussian
process regression provides a good estimation of the compressive stress from
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the input parameters compared to multiple linear regression [unpublished data],
but the performance can be improved by optimizing the hyperparameters using a
search algorithm. Here, Bayesian optimization, grid search, and random search are
compared for their ability to optimize Gaussian process regression hyperparameters.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Dataset

Data were collected from the literature on brain in vitro compression testing [3,
6–13] using a plot digitizer [14]. The strain, strain rate, brain matter composition
(categorical variables), aspect ratio, storage temperature, testing temperature, and
post-mortem preservation time were considered the input variables. Compressive
stress was the output variable, and is the force divided by the current area of the
brain specimen. Strain, strain rate, and stress were log-transformed to linearize the
response. A total of 1559 observations were used.

2.2 Gaussian Process Regression

Gaussian process regression (GPR) was used to estimate the response, compressive
stress. An output y that varies from a function f (x) with Gaussian noise can be
represented by

y = f (x)+ ε (1)

where the noise ε ∼ N
(
0, σ2

n

)
and the function f (x) follow a Gaussian distribution

with mean

m (x) = E [f (x)] (2)

and covariance

k
(
x, x′

) = E
[
(f (x)−m(x))

(
f
(
x′
)−m

(
x′
))]

. (3)

The function f (x) can thus be written as [15]

f (x) ∼ GP
(
m (x) , k

(
x, x′

))
. (4)

The joint distribution of the observed values y and the test outputs f∗ under the
prior probability is given as [15]
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[
y

f ∗

]
∼ N

(
0,

[
K (X,X)+ σ2

nI K (X,X∗)
K (X∗, X) K (X∗, X∗)

])
. (5)

The predictive distribution of f∗ given the training inputs X, observed outputs y,
and testing outputs X∗ is

f ∗ | X, y, X∗ ∼ N
(
K (X∗, X)

[
K (X,X)+ σ2

nI
]−1

y,

K (X∗, X∗)−K (X∗, X)
[
K (X,X)+ σ2

nI
]−1

K (X,X∗)
)

.
(6)

where the covariance function K(X, X) is given by

K (X,X) =
⎡
⎢⎣

k (x1, x1) · · · k (x1, xn)
...

. . .
...

k (xn, x1) · · · k (xn, xn)

⎤
⎥⎦ (7)

which can be parameterized by hyperparameters θ which are determined by
maximizing the log likelihood function [15]:

log P (y|X) = 1

2
yT

(
K (X,X)+ σ2

nI
)−1

y − 1

2
log | K (X,X)+ σ2

nI | −
n

2
log 2π

(8)

Here, the exponential kernel with a linear basis function was used:

k
(
xi , xj |θ

) = σ2
f exp

(
−
∥∥xi − xj

∥∥
σl

)
(9)

where the hyperparameters are σf , the signal standard deviation, and σl, the
characteristic length scale.

2.3 Search Algorithms

2.3.1 Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian optimization fits a probabilistic model for the objective function f (x).
The predictive distribution contains evaluations of the objective function over the
whole input space and is used by the algorithm to focus the search only on the most
promising regions of the input space [16].
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Bayesian optimization starts by evaluating f (x) at random points. The Gaussian
process model for f (x) is updated to obtain a posterior distribution over the objective
functions and a new input point is found that maximizes the acquisition function a(x)
[16]. This process continues until the maximum number of function evaluations has
been reached.

The expected improvement-per second-plus acquisition function is used, where
the expected improvement is

aEI (x) = E [max (0,μ (xbest )− f (x))] (10)

where μ(xbest) is the minimum of the posterior mean [16].
If the time taken to evaluate the objective function varies depending on the region

of the input space, then the acquisition function is

aPS = aEI (x)

μS(x)
(11)

And μS(x) is the posterior mean of the timing GP model [16].

2.3.2 Grid Search

For each hyperparameter, in this case σn (the noise standard deviation) and σl (the
length scale), a set of values is chosen. Here, the range for the noise standard
deviation is

[
10−4, max

(
10−3, 10σy

)]
(12)

where σy is the standard deviation of the output variable. The range for the length
scale is

[
10−3 max

{
range

(
xj

)}
, max

{
range

(
xj

)}]
(13)

Grid search divides each range into a set of m values, and searches among every
possible combination of values so that the number of combinations is m2 for two
hyperparameters [17]. Here, m = 10.
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2.3.3 Random Search

Random search searches the same space as grid search but uses a uniform distribu-
tion function to independently pick values at which to assess the objective function
at each iteration. The resulting points chosen for evaluation are not uniformly
distributed as they are for grid search [17].

2.4 Assessment

One hundred iterations of each algorithm were run with 5-fold cross-validation
at each iteration [18], and each algorithm was assessed five times. The minimum
objective function determined at each iteration and averaged over the five assess-
ments. The total function evaluation time, RMSE, and log likelihood were found
and averaged over the five assessments as well.

3 Results

The performance of the regression models can be found in Table 1. Grid search
had the longest function evaluation time at almost two hours, but outperformed
Bayesian optimization and random search in terms of RMSE (0.0429) and log
likelihood (1420). Bayesian optimization had the fastest function evaluation time
at about 90 min.

On average, Bayesian optimization reached the minimum objective function
value after 63 evaluations (Fig. 1). Grid search found the minimum value after 29
evaluations and random search after 90 evaluations (Fig. 1).

The residuals plots for Bayesian optimization and grid search appear similar (Fig.
2). For random search, the residuals are more spread about the mean then for the
other algorithms, corresponding with the algorithms’ RMSE values (Table 1).

Table 1 Optimization results of each algorithm (S.D.)

Search algorithm Function evaluation time (s) RMSE Log likelihood

Bayesian optimization 5436 (165) 0.0454 (0.0023) 1373 (41)
Grid search 6999 (109) 0.0429 (n/a) 1420 (n/a)
Random search 6981 (345) 0.0482 (0.0049) 1313 (95)
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Fig. 1 Average minimum
objective function value (±
S.D.) at each iteration

4 Discussion

This work focuses on the use of three algorithms to optimize the hyperparameters of
GPR: Bayesian optimization, grid search, and random search. Overall, grid search
optimizes the hyperparameters of Gaussian process regression in fewer iterations
than Bayesian optimization and random search, as well as results in a lower RMSE
and higher log likelihood. However, grid search has the longest function evaluation
time, while Bayesian optimization was the fastest. All algorithms completed 100
iterations in two hours or less.

Grid search can be further improved by searching among a finer grid mesh around
the optimal solution found in this work. Other algorithms such as genetic algorithms
or particle swarm optimization may provide better performance than the algorithms
used here. Further, the dataset used could benefit from additional data, as there is
a lack of variability in some of the input parameters. Here, only the compressive
stress of brain tissue was predicted, but there are other stress states and material
properties of interest for characterizing brain mechanical responses such as fatigue,
stress relaxation, and creep.
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Fig. 2 Residuals vs. fitted compressive stress for (a) Bayesian optimization, (b) grid search, and
(c) random search
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Competitive Pokémon Usage Tier
Classification

Devin Navas and Dylan Donohue

1 Introduction

The gameplay of the Pokémon video game series focuses on the raising and battling
of fictional creatures called Pokémon. Pokémon battles follow a simple format—two
teams of Pokémon take turns attacking each other until all of one team’s Pokémon
have been knocked out. All Pokémon have a typing that determines what Pokémon
types they are weak to and strong against, as well as unique numerical stats that
help determine the level of damage they can give to and take from other Pokémon.
Pokémon Showdown is a website used by competitive Pokémon players to build and
battle with teams of Pokémon. Since it is much easier to build competitive Pokémon
on Pokémon Showdown than it is in the Pokémon video games, many competitive
Pokémon players use Pokémon Showdown to build and test teams that they plan to
use in official Pokémon battle tournaments, whereas others use it as a method for
competitive battling on its own. Pokémon on Pokémon Showdown are ranked into
usage tiers based on how commonly they are used on players’ teams. Generally, a
Pokémon with a high usage is considered to be a good competitive Pokémon. A
Pokémon’s competitive viability takes into account many factors, most important
being their stats, and their typing. It is typically the case that the Pokémon that are
most commonly used in competitive battles have either high stats, good typing, or
both.

Every competitive season for Pokémon Showdown determines the Pokémon
available for use on teams based on what Pokémon are available in the most recently
released Pokémon game. For this study, we used Weka to classify all the Pokémon
that are currently available for use in competitive battle into the usage tiers from
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Pokémon Showdown, listed here from most to least popular: Ubers, Overused (OU),
Underused Borderline (UUBL), Underused (UU), Rarely Used Borderline (RUBL),
Rarely Used (RU), Never Used Borderline (NUBL), Never Used (NU), and Partially
Used (PU). The features evaluated for each Pokémon were each of their individual
base stats, the sum of all their base stats—also known as their base stat total (BST)—
how many type weaknesses the Pokémon has, and how many type resistances the
Pokémon has.

Our motivation for pursuing this study was not to try and determine what
Pokémon are considered the “best” to use, because the Pokémon Showdown usage
tiers already give insight into this. Rather, since the metagame of competitive
Pokémon is affected by more than just how high a Pokémon’s stats are, we wanted
to see how Pokémon might be classified based on their stats, and compare this to the
reality of their usage by looking at how accurate the classifications were. Though
we did expect to see many of the Pokémon from the Ubers and OU tier classified
correctly, we were interested to see if the Pokémon from higher tiers might be
misclassified into lower tiers, and what factors outside of stats and typing cause
these Pokémon to be in a higher usage tier than predicted. In addition, in the case
of Pokémon who were classified into tiers higher than their actual tier, we wanted
to evaluate what aspects of the current metagame may cause the Pokémon’s usage
to be lower than expected. This information is useful, because it gives insight into
how future trends may evolve in the competitive Pokémon scene, and what kinds of
Pokémon may begin to rise or fall in usage. In addition, this model could be applied
to new Pokémon that are added in future games, to assess how good they might
perform on competitive teams, or how they might change the metagame.

There is no related work on the specific topic covered in this paper, but one study
did use the random forest classifier to identify whether a Pokémon was a legendary
based on its stats and type [1]. Legendary Pokémon are not categorized by any
metrics, rather a Pokémon is just stated to be legendary according to the storyline
of the game they appear in. However, many legendary Pokémon have very high
stats and particular typings, so you can try to identify if a Pokémon is legendary
by examining these features. In this way, Cardorelle’s experiment is related to this
study, since he also used stats and typing as features in his data set. Interestingly, our
results tended to classify legendary Pokémon into the highest usage tier—Ubers—
which is likely a result of many of them having high stats.

2 Background

2.1 Pokémon Typing

The most basic component to Pokémon battle strategies have to do with what “type”
the Pokémon is, and consequently, that Pokémon’s type weaknesses and type resists.
A Pokémon can have up to two types, and can have any combination of types.
A Pokémon’s attacks also have a typing that corresponds to a single type—the
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move Water Gun is a water-type move, Flamethrower is a fire-type move, and so
on. Type weaknesses are when a Pokémon type takes high damage from the moves
of another type. For example, grass-type Pokémon are weak to fire-type moves,
fire-type Pokémon are weak to water-type moves, and water-type Pokémon are
weak to grass-type moves. The same goes for a Pokémon’s type resists, which
are the moves of a certain type that are not very effective against that Pokémon’s
type. One example of this is that a water-type move would do very little damage
against a grass-type Pokémon. Therefore, continuing with this example, if a water-
type Pokémon and a grass-type Pokémon face each other in battle, the grass-type
Pokémon will have a natural advantage, since it has grass-type moves that are strong
against water Pokémon, and is resistant to water-type moves. This is an abridged
explanation, since there are many other factors that come into play regarding what
types of moves a Pokémon could learn, but for simplicity’s sake, we consider the
typing of a Pokémon to encapsulate all of this information. Overall, if a Pokémon
has many type resists, and few type weaknesses, this would be considered an ideal
scenario.

2.1.1 Base Stats

The next most basic component to interpreting a Pokémon’s viability in competitive
play is the Pokémon’s base stats. Base stats are numerical values that range from 1
to 255. Every Pokémon has six stats: HP, Attack, Defense, Special Attack, Special
Defense, and Speed. The actual stats of a Pokémon in the games would be much
higher than their base stats—oversimplifying the definition a bit, base stats are
the essence of that Pokémon’s potential for a specific stat. For example, since the
Pokémon Diglett has a base HP stat of 10, it can be inferred that that Pokémon’s in-
game HP stat would be extremely low. Conversely, if a Pokémon’s base Defense stat
was rather high, something like 150, that would indicate that their in-game Defense
would be high. Each stat contributes something different to a Pokémon’s power,
and while it is generally best to have the highest stats possible, any single base stat
having a value greater than 100 is considered to be good in the competitive sphere.
A Pokémon’s base stat total (BST) is the sum of each of its base stats, and as is
the case with base stats, generally the higher a Pokémon’s BST, the better it is in
competitive play.

3 Experiment Methodology

3.1 Data Sets

Since the number of type resists and type advantages, and the value of base stats are
the most easily quantifiable values relating to a Pokémon’s competitive viability and
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therefore their usage on Pokémon Showdown, these are the features we decided to
use when compiling our data set. We were unable to find any readily available sets
online with these specific features for the most up-to-date competitive Pokémon,
so we compiled the data ourselves. Our data set consists of 297 Pokémon, each
of their base stats, their BST, their number of type resists, and their number of
type weaknesses. We gathered this data using information from Smogon, an online
forum that helps run Pokémon Showdown and has statistics for every Pokémon
currently usable on Pokémon Showdown. In total, there were 17 Pokémon in Ubers,
39 Pokémon in OU, 9 Pokémon in UUBL, 59 Pokémon in UU, 5 Pokémon in RUBL,
44 Pokémon in RU, 4 Pokémon in NUBL, 43 Pokémon in NU, and 77 Pokémon in
PU, making PU the majority class for this data set.

3.2 Algorithms

The three algorithms we used in this experiment are Weka’s J48 Decision tree,
Weka’s lazy IBk 1-nearest neighbor, and Weka’s logistic regression algorithm.
Logistic regression was advantageous to use because it provided us with numerical
weights for our features and thus indicated which features were considered the most
important when classifying Pokémon into the usage tiers. Seeing which features had
the highest weights also allowed us to try and determine what was the main cause
of misclassification errors for this algorithm.

3.3 Setup Methodology

We used two combinations of methods to prepare our data to be run through each
of the algorithms. Overall, we did two different sets of runs with each of the
algorithms, for a total of 6 runs overall. For both sets of runs, we used 10-fold
cross validation. One set of runs was, additionally, put through some preprocessing.
Since the majority class, the PU class, had a far greater amount of Pokémon in it
than many of the other classes, we decided to use the Weka preprocessing filter
“Resample” to resample without replacement. This reduced the size of some of the
classes to balance the data by undersampling the OU, UU, RU, NU, and PU classes.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics

After running each of the different algorithms on the data sets, we looked at the
confusion matrix, and other measures such as accuracy and precision for each of
the runs to evaluate our results. The confusion matrix allowed us to see where
misclassification errors occurred, and what the nature of these outliers was. Though
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we did aim to get the highest precision and accuracy possible, we were also
interested in seeing what Pokémon were commonly misclassified into the wrong
usage tier. If a Pokémon is often classified as a lower tier than its actual tier, it
could imply that Pokémon has a value on competitive teams that is not discernible
by looking only at its stats and typing. Conversely, if a Pokémon is usually put into
a higher tier than its actual tier, it could imply that it might be used less for very
specific reasons. An example of this would be if a Pokémon has good typing and
stats, but just happens to be weak to many of the Pokémon in the higher usage tiers.
Analyzing these outliers and trying to interpret why a Pokémon may have been
misclassified in a certain way was one of the most engaging parts of our evaluation
process.

4 Results

The runs without undersampling gave the overall highest accuracy results, and out of
all the algorithms, logistic regression had the highest accuracy (Table 1). However,
despite it performing the best in the metric of accuracy, the highest accuracy it
achieved in each of its runs was still relatively low at 32.65%. We looked at what
feature the logistic regression algorithm was giving the highest weight to try and
figure out what might have been causing these numbers, and learned that it was
weighing the type resist feature the most heavily with a weight .3, whereas the
second highest weight was BST with a weight of .1. Having a high number of
type resists is good for a Pokémon to have, but having high stats is certainly more
important in the consideration of whether a Pokémon is competitively viable or not,
so having the classification consider the wrong feature the most important is likely
what caused the accuracy to remain low for logistic regression.

For the runs using cross validation without undersampling, the accuracies were
a bit low, with the highest accuracy being logistic regression with an accuracy of
32.65% (Table 1). For each of the algorithms, the most precise predictions made
were in Ubers and PU (Table 2). This makes sense, because Pokémon in Ubers
are generally Pokémon with the highest BSTs and are easy to identify as strong,
although there were some cases where Ubers Pokémon were placed in lower tiers
despite their high stats. These types of misclassifications were the most notable
since several of the higher tier Pokémon from Ubers and OU were classified into
the lower tiers of PU or NU. One reason PU may have had such a high precision is

Table 1 Accuracy(%) using cross validation

Algorithm
Methods J48 Lazy IBk Logistic regression

Without undersampling 32.32 29.60 32.65
With undersampling 26.00 27.00 29.50
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Table 2 Precision of
classifications—cross
validation without
undersampling (vs with
undersampling)

Algorithm
Usage tier J48 Lazy IBk Logistic regression

Ubers .737 (.743) .867 (.867) .750 (.824)
OU .333 (.333) .205 (.300) .237 (.200)
UUBL 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (.429) 0.00 (0.00)
UU .196 (.182) .288 (.237) .304 (.281)
RUBL 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
RU .250 (.115) .136 (.103) .188 (.233)
NUBL 0.00 (.250) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)
NU .116 (.194) .116 (.194) .148 (.233)
PU .506 (.289) .506 (.323) .378 (.300)

that PU Pokémon often have very low stats, so any Pokémon with lower stats could
have been correctly assumed to be in PU. In addition, since PU is the majority class,
it is expected that many Pokémon might be misclassified into it.

Some Pokémon were misclassified in the same way by all of the algorithms in
the set of runs without undersampling. The Pokémon Ditto and Mimikyu were
consistently classified as PU and NU, respectively, but both of these Pokémon
belong to the OU tier. In addition, the Ubers tier Pokémon Darmanitan-Galar was
put into the PU tier by each algorithm, a drastic discrepancy in classification. The
borderline tiers, UUBL, RUBL, and NUBL, were never predicted correctly for this
set, but there are so few of these Pokémon, only 18 in total, that we expected these
tiers to have low precision for most of the runs.

The runs using cross validation with undersampling had lower accuracies for
each of the algorithms than the runs without undersampling, with the highest
accuracy being logistic regression again, with an accuracy of 29.50% (Table 1).
Although the overall accuracy was lower than the runs without undersampling,
certain classes were predicted with higher precision, and the lazy IBk from this run
had the best precision out of any of the algorithms in this and the other run. Ubers
and PU were classified with the highest precision again, but some of the borderline
tiers were actually predicted correctly this time, with J48 predicting NUBL with a
precision of .250 and Nearest Neighbor predicting UUBL with a precision of .429
(Table 2).

Many of the outliers in this run were similar to the runs without undersampling,
though Darmanitan-Galar was placed into the slightly higher NU tier rather than the
PU tier. PU was predicted with a lower precision than it had in the other run, likely
due to the undersampling. This is also likely what allowed for other classes, like
Ubers and the borderline tiers, to be predicted correctly more often.
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4.1 Interpreting Misclassifications

Since certain Ubers and OU Pokémon were misclassified into the lower tiers
so consistently, we analyzed these cases to try and figure out if there were any
common characteristics between these misclassified higher-tier Pokémon. The cases
we found the most interesting were the Pokémon Ditto, Mimikyu, and Darmanitan-
Galar, all of whom are high-tier Pokémon that are known to be very popular on
competitive teams, but were never classified correctly throughout all of the sets
of tests. Darmanitan-Galar is in Ubers, while Ditto and Mimikyu are in OU, but
it makes sense for all of them to have been frequently misclassified because the
strength of all of these Pokémon cannot be captured purely by their stats or typing.
Each of these Pokémon have a unique skill called their “ability,” which gives these
Pokémon certain tactical advantages once in battle. Every Pokémon has an ability,
though each Pokémon only has a certain pool of abilities that they can choose from.
Most Pokémon share the same abilities among each other, but certain Pokémon
have abilities unique to only that Pokémon. This is the case for Ditto, Mimikyu, and
Darmanitan-Galar, all of whom have an ability that no other Pokémon has, with all
of these abilities also being extremely useful in battle.

(a) Ditto: In Ditto’s case, all of its stats have a value of 48, giving it a very low
BST of 288, and while it only has one type weakness, it also has only one type
resist. As such, it would make sense for Ditto to be classified into a lower tier
based purely upon its stats and typing. However, Ditto’s unique ability Imposter
allows it to transform itself into the opponent’s Pokémon once it enters a battle.
This then grants Ditto the stats and typing of the opposing Pokémon, essentially
giving Ditto the potential to match the strength level of any opponent. This
versatility allows Ditto to be extremely flexible on any competitive team, and is
thus why Ditto is in the OU tier.

(b) Mimikyu: Mimikyu’s stats are generally average, with three of its stats being
near or just above 100 (Attack: 90, Sp.Def: 105, Speed:96), and a BST of 476.
It has 4 type resists and only 2 type weaknesses, which is a pretty good ratio,
but overall Mimikyu’s typing and stats are pretty average in comparison to most
competitively viable Pokémon. What sets Mimikyu apart is its ability, Disguise,
which protects it from taking damage from the first attack it receives from an
enemy Pokémon. Getting one turn to take a free hit without any damage gives
Mimikyu a huge advantage, since it can utilize this damage-free turn to use
moves that increase its stats, or some other set-up based move that will give it
the advantage over its opponent.

(c) Darmanitan-Galar: Darmanitan-Galar’s stats are generally better than those of
both Mimikyu and Ditto, but its BST of 480 is not much higher than Mimikyu’s,
and though its Attack of 140 is impressive, its ratio of 3 type weaknesses to 1
type resist make it understandable that it might have been classified into a lower
tier. However, Darmanitan-Galar’s ability Gorilla Tactics helps give it a major
advantage in battle by multiplying its Attack by 1.5, which is a huge boost to this
already high stat. Darmanitan-Galar is often given certain stat-boosting items in
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battle that increase its stats even higher in addition to the boost it gets from its
ability. Pokémon can each hold one item while in battle, and these items are
generally used to give Pokémon certain stat boosts or status effects. The items
commonly given to Darmanitan-Galar in battle, the Choice Scarf and Choice
Band, are both items that increase stats; Choice Scarf multiplies its holder’s
Speed by 1.5 while Choice Band multiplies its holder’s Attack by 1.5. As a
result, a Darmanitan-Galar could enter a battle with its stats already ridiculously
boosted, having either its Attack and Speed both multiplied by 1.5 while holding
the Choice Scarf, or, outrageously, its Attack multiplied by 3 while holding the
Choice Band. These factors are what cause Darmanitan-Galar to be in the Ubers
tier, since it can, given the right circumstances, sweep the entire enemy team by
itself with the help of these stat boosts.

Other notable classification errors were those of Pokémon that do have objec-
tively high stats and good typing, but do not fit into the current competitive
metagame of its respective tier. An example of this is the Pokémon Escavelier, which
has 9 type resists and only one type weakness, and three stats over 100. It would
make sense that a Pokémon like this might belong to the OU tier, where Escavelier
was commonly misclassified into. However, Escavelier’s one type weakness is that
it is 4x weak to fire type attacks, meaning any fire-type move used against it is
multiplied by 4. This makes Excavalier much less viable despite its good stats and
high number of type resists, since many commonly used Pokémon in the current
metagame can easily defeat it as a result of this weakness, which is why it is
currently placed in the RU tier.

5 Conclusion

Overall, logistic regression without undersampling yielded the highest accuracy
of classifications, though this value was relatively low at 32.65%. As such, it is
clear that there are factors that made it difficult to reliably predict the usage tiers,
likely based on the parameters we set for this study, and there is certainly room
for improvement in this area. In future studies, getting more accurate results would
be beneficial, because this would allow us to use this model more efficiently if we
wanted to try and predict the usage tiers of new Pokémon, or to apply this model of
usage classification to other competitive esport games.

One of the more interesting aspects of analyzing the misclassification results
was to see what kinds of Pokémon were misclassified most frequently. There was
certainly a noticeable trend of Pokémon who are competitively viable thanks to
the effects of their ability rather than just their stats or typing being misclassified
into much lower tiers than their actual tier, as we saw with Ditto, Mimikyu, and
Darmanitan-Galar. As such, it is clear that not incorporating abilities as a feature
is one of the shortcomings of this study. Initially, we had decided not to use
abilities as one of our features because they are not easily quantifiable, and we
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feared it might create excess noise as a result of us not being able to quantify the
usefulness of a Pokémon’s ability properly. However, after seeing how big of an
impact not considering abilities had on the misclassification of many of the higher-
tier Pokémon, if we were to redo this study in the future, it is clear that abilities
should be taken into account as one of the features we evaluate on. This could
possibly be done by trying to “rank” every ability by assigning it a numerical value
on a small scale, like 1–5, that would try to assess how useful a Pokémon’s ability
is in battle. Given this example, Pokémon like Ditto, Mimikyu, and Darmanitan-
Galar would all have a 5 on this scale, and perhaps this could help to increase the
precision of the higher-tier classifications. Other qualitative aspects to a Pokémon’s
competitive viability, like the strength of what moves they can use, could also be
taken into account using a scale like this if we were to expand upon this study in the
future.

This study allowed us to create a method for analyzing the potential strength of
Pokémon for use on competitive teams. As the Pokémon Showdown tiers are updated
over time, this could give insight into what kinds of Pokémon have the potential to
become more popularly used. For example, if the Pokémon that counter Escavelier
began to fall out of popularity, we could predict Escavelier’s rise in usage, based on
the fact that it has the stats and typing to be ranked higher than it currently is. The
greatest potential for applying this study, though, is when new Pokémon are added in
future games, in which case, we could use the data from this study to try and predict
how effective these Pokémon could be in battle based on their stats, even before they
become used in official competitive matches. While there are no competitive games
with mechanics particularly similar to Pokémon, our methods for this study could be
applied to any competitive esports game with quantifiable character or usage stats,
like League of Legends or Overwatch, to assess how changes to a character’s stats
might affect their usefulness, how one character’s increased usage might affect the
usage of another character, or to predict how newly introduced characters might fit
into the metagame.
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Mining Modern Music: The
Classification of Popular Songs

Caitlin Genna

1 Introduction

Throughout history, what is considered “popular” music has changed periodically
as new genres emerge and older genres fall out of fashion. Modern-day pop music is
often criticized for being uninspired. Every song is seen as formulaic, using the same
chord progressions, the same background beat track, etc. The goal of this project is
to use data mining to create a model that can effectively represent what makes a
song popular, or a “hit” in this modern era, and from that model be able to assess
just how similar modern pop songs really are. Other interesting relationships could
potentially be discovered through such a model, such as what musical elements (for
example key, tempo) are most important in making music enjoyable, and how those
elements combine and interact to create a successful song.

Spotify’s API allows developers access to a list of audio feature values for
every song on their platform, and this project is based on a compilation of 19,000
songs catalogued with various attributes as well as a popularity rating for each [3].
Spotify’s audio features have been used in the past for data mining projects, such as
a project done by Juan De Dios Santos of Medium, who used Spotify data from his
own playlists and that of his friend to assess how “boring” his music taste is [4].

Since the goal of this project is to determine what makes a song popular or not,
it was appropriate to make a clear distinction between the classes and treat the data
as nominal rather than a numerical spectrum. This is more suited to decision tree
algorithms like J48 and Random Forest, and other rule-based algorithms such as
RIPPER are helpful in identifying feature relationships, e.g., any commonalities in
what makes “hit” music popular.
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2 Attribute Definitions [2]

Song_name: title of the track as it appears on Spotify.
Song_popularity: measure of popularity based on the number of “listens” for each

song and user ratings on a scale of 0–100.
Acousticness: measure of acousticness on a decimal scale of 0–1, 1 being the most

acoustic.
Danceability: measure of danceability (based on a number of factors such as tempo,

beat strength, etc.) on a decimal scale of 0–1, 1 being the most danceable.
Energy: measure of intensity, on a decimal scale of 0–1, in which 1 is the most

energetic (fast, loud, etc.)
Instrumentalness: the amount of vocals vs. instruments in the track on a decimal

scale of 0–1, 1 being the most instrumental.
Key: the overall key of the track, represented in accordance with standard pitch class

notation. (0=C, 1=C#/D�, 2=D, 3=D#/E�, etc.)
Loudness: average loudness of track measured in decibels (dB), on a scale of -38.8

to 1.58.
Audio_mode: indicates the type of scale, 0 being minor and 1 being major.
Liveness: measure of probability that a track was recorded live, on a decimal scale

of 0–1, 1 being the highest probability that the track is live.
Speechiness: measure of spoken word in a track on a decimal scale of 0–1, 1 being

the most speech-like.
Tempo: average tempo measured in beats per minute (BPM).
Time_signature: overall time signature of the track, on a scale of 0–5.
Audio_valence: measure of the overall mood of the track on a decimal scale of 0–1,

1 being the most positive (happy, upbeat, etc.), and 0 being the most negative
(sad, angry, etc.)

3 Pre-Processing

The dataset was originally in .csv format and had to be converted to .arff format.
This involved the addition of headers and proper formatting for feature listings, as
well as the removal of commas in elements of the song_name feature. All further
processing and experimentation was done using Weka [1] software, and any filters
and algorithms mentioned are referred to as they are named in the program.

Once the data was correctly formatted, the first pre-processing step was to convert
the data to nominal type because most of the features were of numerical type, which
is not ideal for decision tree algorithms such as J48. This was done by applying
the Discretize filter to all but one of the features. The song_name feature was of
string type and almost every element was unique, so discretizing the data was not
productive. In addition, because of its uniqueness, song_name was not valuable
in formulating generalized rules for classification (and in theory should not have
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great influence over whether a song is popular or not) and therefore the feature was
removed and not included in the dataset. Features that had very few distinct values
were merged into two groups (audio_mode, for example, with values 0 or 1) to
eliminate unnecessary categories that would have no instances.

4 Experimentation

4.1 Testing Phase I

To begin testing, the values of the class attribute song_popularity were merged into
four groups, to make the dataset more compatible with decision tree algorithms. The
ranges of these groups were 0–24, 25–49, 50–74, and 75–100.

The first algorithm ran on the dataset was ZeroR, to establish a baseline for
accuracy. The resulting accuracy was 47.29%, with 52.71% of instances classified
incorrectly. This resulted from the simple rule of the majority class being chosen
every time. The confusion matrix (Table 1) for ZeroR revealed that the majority
class was c = medium, which was the 50–74 song_popularity range, making up
47.29% of the data.

With that baseline in mind, the J48 decision tree algorithm was run on the
dataset. The model was built in 0.84 seconds and resulted in a 52.22% classification
accuracy. In addition, the precision rates were extremely low for each class, the
lowest being 0.197 (for the range of 0–24) and the highest being 0.607 (for the
range of 75–100). As revealed by the confusion matrix, the vast majority of errors
occurred in classifying the middle range, 50–74. An unpruned version of the J48
algorithm was tested as well, resulting in an even lower accuracy (48.73%).

In addition, the Naive Bayes classifier was run, resulting in the lowest accuracy
of the three methods, 45.99%. In fact, the algorithm was unable to make any correct
predictions for the lowest popularity range. Since Naive Bayes assumes that all
attributes are independent of each other, such poor performance of the algorithm
would suggest that the musical elements that make a song popular do have a
relationship.

Table 1 Confusion matrix A B C D ←classified as

0 0 1854 0 A = veryLow
0 0 3959 0 B = low
0 0 8893 0 C = medium
0 0 4098 0 D = high

Classification results of the ZeroR
algorithm, the target class being
song_popularity
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4.2 Testing Phase II

Since the first round of algorithms performed rather poorly – the best performance
(J48 pruned) resulted in only a 4.93% accuracy increase from the baseline – it was
clear the data needed to be processed differently in order to improve predictive
performance. Instead of four classes for song_popularity, the feature was split into
two: notPop (range of 0–69) and pop (range of 70–100). These groups were chosen
to represent songs that were not popular and those that were popular, in other words
“hit” songs. This division of the feature was much less even than the division during
the first testing phase; the new division resulted in 14,706 instances (78% of data)
in the notPop class and 4098 instances (22% of data) of the pop class. This division
seemed reasonable, with the notPop range ending around the 75th percentile and
considering approximately a quarter of the songs (the most highly rated ones) as
“popular,” as naturally it is rarer for a song to be a hit than to place average or less
than average on the musical charts. Once this grouping change was made using the
MergeManyValues filter, the algorithms were run a second time.

First, a new baseline for accuracy had to be established for the reconfigured data.
The ZeroR algorithm was used once again and resulted in a 78.20% success rate (as
expected in relation to the number of instances making up the majority class).

The J48 decision tree algorithm saw a drastic increase in accuracy, with 81.78%
of instances classified correctly and an average precision rate of 0.80. In addition,
the RandomForest algorithm was applied (using J48 trees) and resulted in an even
higher classification accuracy of 92.50% with an average precision rate of 0.924.
Interestingly, the majority of errors resulted from incorrectly classifying popular
songs as non-popular.

The Naive Bayes algorithm was also given a second chance, resulting in a
76.77% accuracy. The algorithm had high precision (0.80) in predicting the notPop
class, but poor precision (0.41) in predicting the pop class. While this performance
is an improvement from the first round of testing, it does exceed or even meet the
baseline for accuracy established by ZeroR.

K-means, a clustering algorithm, was also tested but resulted in poor accuracy
(56.76%) even after the normalization of the data scales.

The JRIP algorithm resulted in an accuracy of 80.35% and was able to predict
the pop class with a false-positive rate of only 0.019 by utilizing 31 rules for what
makes a song popular (to be discussed later).

Further experimentation was done in an attempt to increase the accuracy of the
above algorithms even more, but manipulation of the data in many cases resulted
in a slight decrease in accuracy. For example, the merging of the loudness feature
into three groups (low, medium, loud) decreased the accuracy of classification
with a J48 decision tree by approximately 0.3%. It should also be noted that the
above classification algorithms were tested with 10-fold cross validation, as a lower
amount of folds were found to be less effective (5 folds resulted in a 1% decrease in
accuracy).
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5 Feature Relations

Through utilization of Weka’s attribute evaluator and association functionalities,
some interesting relationships between the features were revealed. The Apriori
algorithm was used to generate common itemsets and produced several connections
to the notPop class. In summary, the notPop class was frequently correlated with low
instrumentalness (< 0.1) and low speechiness (< 0.1). These groups were generated
through the Apriori algorithm using a minimum confidence of 0.8 and a minimum
support of 0.55. Unrelated to the class feature, the Apriori algorithm also identified
the group of song_duration_ms of 190,734.6–369,469.2, instrumentalness of -inf-
0.0997 and time signature of 4/4 as a “best rule” or frequently occurring group of
attributes, with a confidence value of 0.9. In simpler terms, those attribute values
mean a song length of 3–6 min, low instrumentalness, and a 4/4 (one of the most
commonly used) time signature. This makes sense, as it is what we would normally
imagine as the modern “hit,” or something you would hear on the radio.

The InfoGainAttributeEval algorithm was used in conjunction with the Ranker
algorithm to produce an ordered list of attributes that offer the most informa-
tion gain in the classification task. The list produced in order of most to least
information gain is as follows: instrumentalness, loudness, acousticness, danceabil-
ity, energy, audio_valence, key, speechiness, song_duration_ms, tempo, liveness,
time_signature, audio_mode.

The JRIP algorithm discussed above in the second phase of testing also revealed
interesting relationships between the features through the 31 rules generated for the
pop class. Some attributes appeared very frequently in the rules. Figure 1 shows
some of the most frequently appearing attributes and the number of rules they
appeared in.

Many of the most frequently occurring features in the JRIP generated ruleset
are also the features that resulted in the most information gain, and so they are
reinforced as the most relevant features in determining whether a song will be
popular or not.

Fig. 1 Rule appearances
Colors represent different
values within a feature,
amounting to each feature’s
total number of appearances
in 31 rules generated by the
JRIP algorithm
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It is worth giving special attention to some of the rules produced by the JRIP
algorithm, as they seem to be indicative of certain genres of music that are popular
today. For example, one rule consisted of the following attributes: instrumentalness
< 0.98, key of C, danceability > 0.89, and speechiness 0.58–0.47.

This rule stood out because of the high speechiness feature, which is a minority
in the dataset as a whole. The other features of medium instrumentalness, high
danceability, and the key of C, combined with the high speechiness, suggest this
may be a rule describing popular rap songs. Another interesting rule pertains to
longer songs (which are relatively rare in the dataset), which the rule dictates are
popular if the song is live.

Other valuable relationships were revealed through the SimpleKMeans algo-
rithm. Although the classification itself had low accuracy, the related visuals were
useful in identifying relationships. For example (as seen in Fig. 2) songs with
high acousticness are popular at lower loudnesses; then once a certain loudness
is reached, all levels of acousticness have very high popularity rates, but any louder
than that and the probability of the song being popular decreases dramatically across
all acousticness levels. The relationship between acousticness and energy is similar
(Fig. 3); high acousticness goes well with low energy, then as energy increases the
relationship flips and favors low acousticness, but too much energy results in an
unpopular song.

Loudness

Ac
ou

st
ic

ne
ss

= pop

= notPop

Fig. 2 Acousticness v. Loudness A comparison of songs classified as pop and notPop based on
their levels of acousticness and loudness, increasing to the right and up on the x and y axes
respectively
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Fig. 3 Acousticness v. Energy A comparison of songs classified as pop and nonPop, based on
their levels of acousticness and energy, increasing to the right and up on x and y axes respectively

Table 2 Accuracy results Accuracy
Algorithm (Phase 1) (Phase 2)

ZeroR 47.29% 78.20%
J48 52.22% 81.78%
J48 Unpruned 48.73% –
Random forest (J48) – 92.50%
Naive Bayes 45.99% 76.77%
K-Means – 56.76%
JRIP – 80.35%

Summary of accuracy results for all algorithms
tested in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of experimenta-
tion

6 Results

After two phases of testing and re-processing the data to make it more agreeable
to decision tree algorithms and consolidating extraneous ranges for more accurate
classifications, the random forest algorithm performed the best. As seen in Table 2,
random forest was able to classify songs as popular or not popular with an accuracy
of 92.50%.

Although other algorithms such as k-means and JRIP did not perform as well
in terms of accuracy, they were useful in determining and visualizing relationships
between the features and the class. Interesting correlations were revealed, such as
popular songs being related to low instrumentalness and high danceability. Other
features were correlated to the class through their relation to each other, such as
levels acousticness and energy. Furthermore, some features had sweet spots that
corresponded to popularity, such as being in the key of C or being 3–6 minutes long.
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Of course, there were exceptions, specific instances where less common features
come together to classify as popular, such as high liveness and a longer song
duration.

7 Conclusion

Overall, the class of song popularity was able to be predicted to a high degree of
accuracy, and several hard rules for what makes a song popular were identified.
This all serves to support this project’s original idea that modern day popular
music is very similar in its composition, and perhaps creating a hit song is less
about creativity and more about putting together the right combination of musical
elements. Some aspects of technology and musical culture help explain this, such
as the popularity of radio as a music outlet relating to a 3–6-min song duration
as the acceptable length for a popular song (although streaming services are now
taking over as the popular outlet). However, the fact that there were 31 different
rules produced by the JRIP algorithm to cover what makes a popular song suggests
that there is some variation in the class, and the musical community still enjoys
songs from different genres, moods, etc.

One limitation of this project would be the use of nominal attributes and the
necessity of delineating a point on the 0–100 scale as popular and unpopular. There
may have been a song with a 69 popularity rating that was extremely similar to
a song with a 70 popularity rating, but was considered unpopular because of the
scale distinction and therefore influenced the algorithms in a less favorable way.
Further research could be done on this dataset as a regression task by considering the
popularity scale in its purely numerical state to see if more precise popularity ratings
could be predicted. All in all, the study of popular trends in music has become easier
through the use of data mining and availability of streaming data, and can potentially
reveal relationships that inform us about our musical culture.
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The Effectiveness of Pre-trained Code
Embeddings

Ben Trevett, Donald Reay, and Nick K. Taylor

1 Introduction

Transfer learning is used to improve the performance on task Ti by using a model
that has been first trained on task Tj , i.e., the model has been pre-trained on task
Tj . For example, a model is trained to predict missing words in a sentence and then
trained to predict the sentiment of a sentence. Pre-trained machine learning models
are commonly used in natural language processing (NLP). Traditionally, transfer
learning in NLP only pre-trained the embedding layers, which transform words into
vectors using methods such as word2vec [11]. It is now common in NLP to pre-
train all layers within a model and use a task-specific “head” that contains the only
parameters which are not pre-trained [5, 7, 13].

In this paper, we explore transfer learning on programming languages. We test
the transfer learning capabilities on two tasks, code retrieval and method name
prediction, using models pre-trained on datasets with different characteristics. We
show that transfer learning provides performance improvements on both tasks. Our
results using models pre-trained on the different datasets suggest that semantic
similarity between the variables and method names is more important than the
source code syntax for these tasks.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) We propose a method for performing
transfer learning in the domain of programming languages. (2) We show that transfer
learning improves performance across the two tasks of code retrieval and method
name prediction. (3) We show that the programming language of the pre-training
dataset does not have to match that of the downstream task language. (4) We show
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that the pre-training dataset English language data provides comparable results to
pre-trained on programming languages data.

As far as the authors are aware, this is the first study into the use of pre-training
on code which investigates the use of datasets containing data that does not match
that of the downstream task and also datasets which do not contain data in the
downstream task language.

2 Related Work

For transfer learning, the traditional methods, such as word2vec [11] and GloVe
[12], are only able to pre-train the embedding layers within a model. These methods
have been succeeded by recent research on contextual embeddings using language
models, such as ULMFiT [7], ELMO [13], and BERT [5], which have shown to
provide state-of-the-art performance in many NLP tasks, but have not yet been
widely applied to programming languages.

The use of machine learning on source code has received an increased amount of
interest recently [1]. There has been work on learning embeddings from code [3, 16],
yet research using applying pre-trained source code embeddings to downstream
tasks is limited. Two examples are NL2Type [9] and DeepBugs [14], both of which
only use word2vec for pre-training the embeddings but do not perform transfer
learning. Recently Feng et al. [6] pre-trained a model for the code retrieval task,
but did not test the ability to perform transfer learning when there is a mismatch
between pre-training and downstream task languages.

3 Methodology

We perform two tasks: code retrieval and method name prediction. Both tasks use
the CODESEARCHNET CORPUS [8] which contains 2 million methods and their
associated documentation. The dataset contains six programming languages, but we
only test our models on the Java examples.

The code retrieval task is to accurately pair each method, ci , with query, d i .
We encode both the code and query tokens into a high-dimensional representation
and then measure the distance between these representations. The goal is to have
f (ci ) ≈ g(d i ), where f and g represent the code and query encoders. Performance
is measured in MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) as in [8]. The method name prediction
task is to predict the method name tokens, ni , given the method body tokens, bi . If
the method name appears in the method body, it has been replaced by a <blank>
token. Performance is measured by F1 score as in [2].

We perform our experiments using the Transformer [15] and neural bag-of-
words (NBOW) models with task-specific heads. In the code retrieval task, the head
performs a weighted sum over the outputs of the model [8]. For the method name
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prediction task, the head is a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [4] using a weighted sum
over the outputs of the model as its initial hidden state.

We pre-train the models as masked language models, following [5], with an affine
layer head used to predict the masked token. To perform transfer learning, we take
the pre-trained model, replace its head with the task-specific head, and fine-tune it
on the desired task. Each experiment is ran five times with different random seeds,
the results of which are averaged together. We pre-train the model on four different
datasets: Java, 6L, 5L, and English. Java is only the Java code within the
CODESEARCHNET CORPUS and is the same data our model will be fine-tuned on
for each task, i.e., first the Transformer is pre-trained as a masked language model
and then trained on the same data for the desired task. 6L is comprised of all six
languages in the CODESEARCHNET CORPUS. 5L is made up of five languages from
the CODESEARCHNET CORPUS except Java. The English data is the WikiText-2
dataset [10].

4 Results

The test results for the code retrieval and method name prediction tasks are shown
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The training curves for the code retrieval and method
name prediction tasks are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

For the code retrieval task, all four forms of pre-training achieve at least a relative
12% performance increase for the Transformer model and 7% for the NBOW model.
The 6L data provides the best performance improvement for each model, 16%
and 10% for the Transformer and NBOW models, respectively. For the method
name prediction task, again, all four forms on pre-training provide an increase in

Table 1 Code retrieval
MMR for Transformer (left)
and NBOW (right)

Initialization MRR Initialization MRR

Random 0.6069 Random 0.5191

Java 0.6849 Java 0.5598

6L 0.7068 6L 0.5721
5L 0.6967 5L 0.5643

English 0.6789 English 0.5548

The most significant results are shown in bold.

Table 2 Method name
prediction F1 score for
Transformer (left) and
NBOW (right)

Initialization F1 Initialization F1

Random 0.4114 Random 0.2844

Java 0.4895 Java 0.3579

6L 0.5106 6L 0.3815
5L 0.5022 5L 0.3703

English 0.4796 English 0.3511

The most significant results are shown in bold.
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Fig. 1 Code retrieval MMR for the Transformer (left) and NBOW (right) models

Fig. 2 Method name prediction F1 score for the Transformer (left) and NBOW (right) models

performance over the randomly initialized parameters, with at least 16% relative
improvement for the Transformer and 23% for the NBOW model. Again, the 6L
data provides the best performance increase, 24% and 34% for the Transformer and
NBOW models.

5 Discussion

Intuitively, the datasets that contain Java code, Java and 6L, should give the best
results. This is because they have been pre-trained on examples in the same language
as the downstream task. However, pre-training on data without any Java code or on
data that is not in a programming language give comparable results. One potential
reason for this is that models learn to ignore programming language-related tokens.
Consider the Java methods in Fig. 3. For the function getSurfaceArea, a fitting
query would be “a method that calculates surface area”; similarly the function
getAspectRatio would match with the query “a method that calculates aspect
ratio.” The semantic similarity between the tokens in the function and query gives
a strong indication about how well they match. The programming language-related
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Fig. 3 Two example functions in Java and their Python equivalents

tokens, such as the type definitions and semicolons, can virtually be ignored for
this task. Similarly, for the method name prediction task, the model has to learn
that pi and radius semantically relate to surface area and that height and width are
semantically related to aspect ratio. Thus, the code-specific tokens are seemingly
irrelevant, which makes the Python functions shown in Fig. 3 identical to the Java
functions.

Thus, the reason why the 6L, 5L, and English datasets provide a performance
increase is that they contain more examples of the context in which tokens
appear. This increased number of contexts allows the model learn more examples
of semantic similarity between tokens when pre-training and then transfer this
knowledge when the model is being fine-tuned.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that transfer learning improves performance on code retrieval and
method name prediction tasks. This is even true when the pre-training dataset does
not contain the downstream task language and when the dataset is solely made up
of languages from a different domain, namely, natural language.
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An Analysis of Flight Delays at Taoyuan
Airport

S. K. Hwang, S. M. Horng, and C. L. Chao

1 Introduction

In January 2016, Taoyuan Airports Company executives vowed to improve its on-
time performance (OTP) [8]. The 2015 annual punctuality rankings released by
OAG (Official Aviation Guide of Airways) show Taiwan’s gateway airport ranked
170 out of 199 major airports in the world, down from 160th the previous year. The
company announced that it was opening a second runway in 2016 and that it would
improve overall performance at the airport. Ever since, 2016 has come and gone and
the rankings for 2016 have also been published without even a mention of Taoyuan
Airport in the overall performance category or the overall improvement category.

One of the most common problems experienced by passengers when traveling
by air is a delayed flight [12, 13, 24]. Late arriving flights cause passengers to
reschedule their meetings, miss important events, or even worse, miss connecting
flights. The effects of flight delays also take a toll on airlines; in addition to
dealing with passengers’ unhappy emotions with customer service, flights have to
be rescheduled, passengers need to be placed on different flights or hotels, and the
entire network may experience a knock-on effect.

Airports are the resource providers of the aviation industry, with its main
resources being runway and gate allocation (via the aircraft control tower and
navigation systems). It also serves as a meeting point between passengers and
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airlines. Airports also feel the impact of flight delays; the tarmac gets congested,
gates need to be reassigned, and the airport needs to handle the excess passengers
still waiting or stranded for flights. Resources at airports should be reallocated in
case of a delay, an operation that is both time- and cost-consuming. Airports that
experience frequently delays deter new airlines from operating to the airport and
thus hinders market growth.

Another concern regarding flights delays is the growth of low-cost carriers
(LCCs). Spurred by tourism and economic growth, a growing market has led
many LCCs to enter the market at low prices, raising demand for air traffic and
consequently leading to airport congestion [29, 41]. Since low-cost carriers (LCCs)
entered the market in 1967, the airlines industry had some changes. LCCs operate
under tight financial and time constraints to gain a competitive advantage. When
carried out successfully, the LCC business model has enjoyed high growth in the
market, often forcing full service carriers (FSCs) to rethink their business models.

This study focuses on Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport (Taoyuan or TPE for
short), the largest operating airport in Taiwan managed by the Taoyuan International
Airport Corporation and overseen by the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA).
It serves passenger, cargo, and charter flights.

Taoyuan Airport has one of the lowest airport charges in the Asian region, less
than half of airports such as Singapore and Tokyo Narita. This further attracts
airlines, particularly LCCs, to operate to and from Taoyuan as it provides the ideal
combination of low airport fees and taxes usually found in secondary airports and
access to the primary airport passenger market. Drawing from the conclusions
of Dziedzic and Warnock-Smith [16], this study tends to explore airport-specific
factors that may contribute to airline delays. The study aims to answer the following
questions:

• Can passengers avoid flight delays by trying different airline, destination, or
timing options?

• Which factors can Taoyuan Airport influence to reduce delays?
• Which factors can airlines influence to reduce delays?
• Which factors show common trends leading to a flight delay?
• Does scheduling practices between FSCs and LCCs give rise to different

performances?

This chapter is divided into the following sections: (1) a brief overview of past
literature relating to flight delays, (2) an overview of the data obtained and used for
this study, (3) an explanation on data-mining methods used in this study, and, finally,
(4) a presentation and analysis of results.
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2 Literature Review

In this section, we will first discuss the importance, cost effects, and models of
flight delays, followed by a review regarding influential factors, and then end with
the discussion between FSCs and LCCs.

2.1 Importance, Cost Effects, and Models of Flight Delays

Three forces are important in the aviation industry: the airline, the passenger, and the
airport. Each of them has their specific set of demands to be met, so most research
on delays were from these standpoints. Studies have been carried out across the
globe from different regions such as the United States ([25, 30, 44]), Europe [14,
16], Brazil [34], and Taiwan [42]. Topics include analysis of flight delays ([4, 34]),
delay estimation and simulation [23], delay optimization [10, 37, 45], and delay
propagation [5, 22, 42].

In literature, many studies have shown that delay is an important factor for pas-
sengers to consider when purchasing a ticket, especially if the previous experience
was negative [12, 36]. Similarly, passengers with transfers in their itinerary tend to
avoid transferring at airports they associate delays with to minimize the risk of not
making a connecting flight [20]. For airlines, it is important to curb flight delays as
they also affect flight cancellation decisions, which lead to higher costs to the airline
[43].

Methods used in the past are logarithmic models, Bayesian regression [30, 44],
Cox regression [42] and the Hotelling model [9, 35]. However, only Sternberg
et al. [34] have made use of data-mining techniques to find trends in flight
delays. Nowadays, computers’ calculating and restoring capabilities have enhanced
dramatically to be able to process data that were considered infeasible in the past.
Therefore, by applying data mining on the massive data of the airport, valuable
information could be retrieved to help the operations and improve its efficiency.

2.2 Influential Factors of Flight Delays

Based on the literature, many factors contributed to the flight delay including
seasonal effects, route characteristics, and turnaround and scheduling practices. The
following section will introduce these factors in order.

Flight delays display a seasonal or cyclical behavior from past researches.
External environment, weather and meteorological events influence delays at an
airport ([2]; [42]). In a study of domestic flights in Brazil, Sternberg et al. [34] found
that flights follow a one-day cycle of delays, noting that meteorological conditions
also contribute to the “time of day” effect. Due to delay propagation, the spread or
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knock-on effect of delays across a flight network, flights in the evening or late night
have a higher chance of being delayed [22].

On a larger scale, Perez-Rodriguez [30] and Rupp et al. [33] found that day-of-
the-week and seasonal effects are also relevant in flight delay analysis. Although
the former found certain days to be more prone to delays, no set rule or trend was
discovered. In contrast, the latter discovered that winter months are more prone
to flight delays in the United States as weather conditions are more extreme and
happen more frequently than in summer months. Consequently, these results imply
seasonality or cyclical behavior shown in airline delays [1].

Even though such cyclical information is publicly available, airlines however
are faced with another dilemma when scheduling flights: should airlines choose
preferred traveling times or flock to the quiet times and create another overcrowding
situation? Sun [35] found that as competition increases, scheduling differentiation
decreases. Since our study makes use of gate-to-gate data, crowding is more likely
to have an effect on taxi time as opposed to push-back time.

Route characteristics also play an important role in flight delays. In the literature,
it is not surprising that departures’ delays are significantly correlated to incoming
arrival delays [34, 42], thus an arrival delay could affect the flights later in the
network [30, 42]. The results of Xu et al. [44] showed that airport of origin is
a major factor in determining the arrival delay, which was further expanded by
Perez-Rodriguez [30] that the distance from and the size of the airport of origin
may be correlated to arrival delay. Interestingly, medium-sized airports have a high
probability of contributing to airline delays compared to small and larger airports.

Furthermore, the amount of airlines operating the same route, or the competition
that an airline faces on the route also has an impact on its on-time performance
[32]. There is, however, no concrete evidence as to whether its impact is positive or
negative, as Mazzeo [26], Rupp et al. [33], Mayer and Sinai [25], and Prince and
Simon [31] found conflicting results.

Literature has shown that aircraft size and type also affect delays and that airlines
also take this into consideration when scheduling flights ([42]). Smaller aircraft
tend to have shorter flight distances, meaning airlines can operate more frequently
at different times during the day. Although this increases the chance of delays as
airports become more congested, the economic benefit outweighs the cost of delay
as noted by Zou and Hansen. Perez-Rodriguez [30] also noted that aircraft size and
delay probability are negatively correlated.

Studies on aircraft size and delays have often been linked with productivity or
asset frontiers [32]. LCCs operating closer to their asset frontier due to their tighter
business model constraints have worse on-time performance than their FSC peers
that often have more flexibility with their aircrafts. Berster et al. [7] also found
that airlines counter-congested airports by increasing aircraft size and reducing
frequencies instead. This is viable from an economic standpoint as airlines offset
the cost of flight delays by operating at lower unit costs.

Yimga [47] found that airlines cooperating under a codeshare or alliance network
reduce the rate of delays as an increase in cooperation leads to more coordinated
flight schedules in order to create a seamless travel experience for passengers. In
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contrast, Min and Joo [27] cautioned that the bigger the alliance is, the more time-
consuming it becomes to operate. This may be of particular interest to this study as
Taoyuan Airport’s top three airlines belong to each of the top three airline alliances.

Flight delays can be affected by turnaround and scheduling practices. Past
researches investigated the effect of turnaround times on delay departures. Wu and
Caves [40] recommended that airlines can improve on-time performance through
efficient ground operation and turnaround management. Mayer and Sinai [25] found
that airlines schedule the least time possible for their flights as close to their
productivity frontier as possible in order to maximize profitability as opposed to
improving passenger satisfaction.

Arriving earlier than scheduled also means that airline face the possibility of gate
unavailability, which puts strain on airport resources. A recent study investigated
airlines’ willingness to trade on-time performance of longer block times [21]. The
results showed that FSCs value earliness more than on-time performance in order
to improve passenger satisfaction and may hence have longer turn times scheduled
into their networks.

2.3 FSC and LCC Behavior

Due to their efficient business models, the presence of LCCs have proven to improve
overall on-time performance at airports [6, 11]. However, although LCCs decrease
the occurrence of delays, the exact impact on the duration of the delay remains
unknown [6].

Pioneered by Southwest, LCCs operate to secondary airports to enjoy lower fees,
taxes, and less congested traffic, which contribute to quicker turnaround times and
fewer delays [3, 39]. As the aviation environment evolved, their business models
have also changed and LCCs have increasingly diversified their route network by
operating to primary airports as well [15, 18].

FSC airlines also impose different scheduling rules depending on which airport
they operating to and from. Airline operating a hub-and-spoke system, where
airlines schedule all their flights from their “hub” around the same time to depart to
their respective “spokes” destinations, may schedule more time in-between flights
in order to allow sufficient time for passengers to connect between flights [21, 25].
During such peak times of travel, airport and runway congestion occurs contributing
to increased probability of delays [5].

LCCs, on the other hand, display a more flexible business model by operating a
point-to-point network as opposed to a hub-and-spoke network [25]. While FSCs
still need to focus on customer service and transfer connectivity, LCCs mainly
operate for passengers’ first and final destination, thus eliminating the time added
to delays by waiting for connecting passengers. This implies that LCCs can also
succumb the congestion problem by scheduling their flights outside peak times,
gaining market share without giving up passenger satisfaction in the form of flight
delays.
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3 Methodology

This study applied two data-mining techniques; regression and association rules
to study the factors influencing flight delays. Variables used in this study will be
defined first, followed by the introduction of the two techniques.

3.1 Variable Definitions

Variables used in this study include, Date of flight (further categorized by their
weekdays and hours), Airline and alliance, Airline service type (LCC or FSC),
Aircraft type, and Destination and Origin of flight (representing airports or cities).
Although airlines have little control over the taxi time, they are able to control
the turnaround time. During the turnaround, airlines need to disembark passengers,
unload the cargo, clean the aircraft, prepare the aircraft for the next flight, refuel,
carry out technical inspections, board passengers, and load the cargo for the next
flight. In addition to the variables above, further variables were introduced or derived
for the purposes of this study.

The on-time performance (OTP) variable, the dependent variable in this study,
was created by subtracting the actual time of departure (arrival) by the scheduled
time of departure (arrival).

OTP.DEP = ATD− STD (1)

OTP.ARR = ATA− STA (2)

where

OTP.DEP: on-time performance for departure flights
ATD: actual time of departure
STD: scheduled time of departure
OTP.ARR : on-time performance for arrival flights
ATA: actual time of arrival
STA: scheduled time of arrival

Load factor and passengers per flight was calculated from the statistics made
available publicly and published annually by The Civil Aeronautics Administration
of Taiwan (CAA). Annual averages per destination by airline were used as load
factors for arriving and departing flights and thus does not take into account monthly
differences in load factors. Data for Siem Riep (Angkor Wat) and Yangon were
unavailable and thus annual airport averages were used as a replacement for these
routes. Annual average load factors were obtained by destination for every airline
serving the network and multiplied by the number of passengers each aircraft is able
to carry to obtain the amount of passengers per flight.
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Passengers = load factor× aircraft capacity (3)

As this study deals primarily with gate-to-gate data, the turnaround time is
calculated as the time an aircraft arrives at the gate and when it exits the gate again
for a departure. The definition only accommodates aircraft leaving the gate for a
departure and does not include time needed for taxiing, moving to a resting station
or maintenance hangar. Although turnaround times are not publicly available, flights
were matched by aircraft registrations to calculate turnaround times.

Turnaround times less than 8 h were considered scheduled. Turnaround times
over 8 h were considered as long turnarounds; maintenance or overnight which
could absorb flight delays [14] were assumed for these turnarounds. This provides
enough time for A-checks, the shortest maintenance check that happens up to every
600 h for up to 10 h per check and also controls for unexpected maintenance that
has a greater propagation effect as noted earlier by Kafle and Zou [22]. Even though
there are certain airlines that schedule longer turnaround times, (e.g., Emirates has a
schedule turnaround time of 7 h), this study assumes that these longer ground times
are calculated to meet airlines’ need elsewhere in their network.

Turnaroundscheduled = STD− STA (4)

Turnaroundactual = ATD− ATA (5)

3.2 ANOVA and Regression

The ANOVA results found that all categorical variables are significant and can be
included in the regression model. Missing in these results are the LCC and Alliance
factors. The effects of these factors are captured in the Airline variable. Similarly,
each destination also has a competition factor, a measure of the amount of airlines
serving the route, unique to that destination.

Combining the nonnumerical factors and numerical variables forms the multi-
linear regression models for arrival and departure delays, respectively. These two
models are essentially the same except for the departure model having an additional
arrival delay variable. The models are as follows:

Arrival Delay = Airline+ Aircraft+ Type+ Origin+ Year+Month+Weekday
+Hour+ Load factor+ Passengers+ Scheduled turnaround time

(6)
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Departure Delay = Airline+ Aircraft Type+ Destination+ Year+Month
+Weekday+ Hour+ Load factor+ Passengers
+Arrival Delay+ Scheduled turnaround time

(7)

3.3 Data-Mining Process

A data-mining method using association rules was suggested by Sternberg et al.
[34] to find hidden patterns and relationships within variables and will be used
in this study. While regression shows us correlation, data-mining methods aim to
show us the factors that are most likely to occur that will ultimately lead to a flight
delay. Associations rules express a set of events, known as the antecedent or the
left-hand side, that lead to another, also known as the consequent or right-hand side,
in conditional probability form [38].

Association rules can be expressed as X→Y, where X and Y are disjoint subsets
(i.e., X∪Y=X+Y), and X is an item set that leads to Y. Therefore, X is called the
antecedent and Y the consequent term. Originally used as a technique to determine
shopping basket behavior, association rules were used to determine which items
were simultaneously purchased [19, 38]. Given an item set I = {i_1,i_2,...i_m }
and transaction set T = {t_1,t_2,...t_n}, every transaction t contains items from I.
Furthermore, a transaction contains X if X is a subset of t [38].

Support count, denoted by σ (X) for any subset X is defined as the number of
times X appears in a transaction. This can be mathematically represented as follows:

σ(X)=|{t_i  | X t_i,t_i∈T}|Õ
(8)

Applying this definition to our original definition of an association rule, we can
define support and confidence as for X→Y as

s(X→Y)=σ(X∪Y)/N, c(X→Y)=σ(X∪Y)/σ(X) (9)

Tan et al. [38] stressed that looking only at confidence can be misleading as
it only takes into account support for the antecedent and not the consequent.
Therefore, to address this problem, another metric is introduced known as lift that
can be defined as

L (X → Y ) = (c (X → Y )) / (s (Y )) . (10)

Also known as the interest factor, the lift of an association rule takes into account
the confidence of the rule in relation to the support of the consequent. The lift
measure is also able to show whether there is a positive or negative correlation
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between X and Y. A lift of 1 implies that the probability of occurrence of X and Y is
independent of each other. If the lift is larger than 1, it implies that the rule of X→Y
is useful for predicting the consequent in future data sets. If a lift is less than one, it
would imply that the two events are negatively correlated.

Using association rules, we are able to determine what factors are common and
related to on-time performance by manipulating the consequent term to contain an
on-time performance measure and letting the antecedent term contain the factors
that could lead to such a performance measure.

L ({factors} → {on− time performance measure}) . (11)

The data-mining process consists of (i) data indexing, (ii) rules generation, and
(iii) rules analysis. Each process is discussed in detail below.

The first step is data indexing. When dealing with large amounts of data it
is useful to index values, dividing values into manageable groups or bins. This
process “standardizes” the data in two ways: continuous variables are discretized
and categorical variables that take on too many values get grouped or clustered [19,
46].

Indexing techniques used in this study include conceptual hierarchy, binning,
and categorization as outlined by Han et al. [19]. A summary of all data indexing is
shown in Table 1.

The second step is rules generation. This study uses the R package called arules,
and makes use of the apriori algorithm. This algorithm finds frequent item sets and
limits those that do not meet the minimum confidence requirements. In order to
avoid too many or too little rules, the support and confidence thresholds need to be
maximized. For confidence threshold, Sternberg et al. [34] used the probability of a
flight being delayed. If this study would apply the same principle then the weighted
average of flights delayed would be 31.7%, as a confidence threshold. However,
given that confidence level can be interpreted as a conditional probability [34], this
would imply rules that would lead to an on-time performance of 68.3%, much lower
than the regional top 10, which has been fluctuating around 80% in recent years [17].
As a result, the minimum support used for this study is 0.2 in order to generate rules
that could aid Taoyuan Airport’s overall performance. The maximum length for the
algorithm has been left unconstrained and left up to algorithm to run until rules no
longer meet the minimum support requirement.

We apply the variables outlined in Table 1 to the package arules with set
minimum of minimum length, minimum support and confidence. Over the three
years covered from 2014 to 2016, 292,221 departure flight tuples and 290,883 arrival
flight tuples will be studied. Lift rules will first be obtained by setting a maximum
rule length of 2 to find correlations between factors and departure delays. Finally, to
determine if there are any interactions between factors, a top-down approach will be
taken by including two or more classification groups in the antecedent. To find rules
where factors are correlated with one another, rules will be filtered through where
the factor concerned is set in the antecedent.
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Table 1 Data indexing

Dimension Indexed factor Indexed values

Airline Airline Airline’s ICAO 3-letter code
Alliance ONE: oneworld

SKY: Skyteam
STA: Star Alliance
VAL: Value Alliance
NON: None

Service Type FSC or LCC
Aircraft Aircraft type Airbus narrow (3 types), Airbus wide (5

types), Boeing narrow (5 types), Boeing
wide (5 types), Regional (3 types)

Route Airport Airport IATA 3-letter code
Airport size Small (< 10 million passengers a year),

Medium (11–30 million passengers a year),
Large (31–50 million passengers a year),
Mega (>50 million + passengers a year)

Distance Short: 0–999 km
Regional: 1000–2999 km
Medium: 3000–4999 km
Long: 5000 km+

Compe-tition Monopoly: 0
Duopoly: 1–2
Multi: 3–4
Crowded: 5+

Scheduled time Year 2014–2016
Month 1–12
Weekday Monday–Sunday
Hour group Dawn (0–6), Early morning (6–9), Late

morning (9–12), Midday (12–15),
Afternoon (15–18), Early evening (18–21),
Late evening (21–23).

Passenger loading Load factor Empty (0–50%), Medium (51–70%), High
(71–85%), Full (>86%)

Passenger Low (0–100), Medium (101–200), High
(201–300), Very High (>301).

Operation Turn type Very short (0–59 min), Short (60–119),
Medium (120–239), Long (240–479), Very
long (>480).

On-time perf. Early (before scheduled time), On time
(scheduled time until 15 min thereafter),
Delay (16 min–1 h after scheduled time),
Overtime (more than 1 h after scheduled
time).
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Table 2 Numbers and frequencies of early, on time, and delayed flights

Flight Definition Arrival Departure

Early Before scheduled time 95,110 88,316
On time Less than 15 min after the scheduled time 82,580 132,212
Delayed 15 min after scheduled time 113,192 71,693

The third step is to analyze the data based on the rules derived previously. The
section below will illustrate the results of regression and data indexing in detail.

4 Results

By studying flights operating to and from Taoyuan airport alone, we control for
airport size, as Perez-Rodriguez et al. [30] pointed that airport size is a significant
factor in determining flight delays. Totals of 337,268 arrival flights and 337,254
departure flights were obtained for this period. After removing cargo, training,
charter, and outlier flights, 290,882 arrival flights and 292,221 departure flights
remained.

In order to restrict the study to significant airlines that could provide a large
enough sample, only airlines that operated a minimum of 150 scheduled frequencies
and flight numbers operating more than 30 flights in the three-year period, or one
flights every month for three years within the three-year period were considered.
This resulted on average, one flight a week for three years or three flights a week for
a year.

4.1 Descriptive Analysis

Flights are evenly distributed across all weekdays, peaking somewhat between
Saturdays to Mondays. The flight distribution throughout the day displays different
behavior for arrival and departure flights. Departure flights display a morning rush
hour between 6:00 and 8:00 whereas the busiest time for arrivals would be 21:00
at night. The two peaks may be indicative of the presence of hub airlines at TPE,
where most flights depart in the mornings to their respective spoke cities and arrive
back home in the evening for turnaround times, ideal for overnight maintenance and
on-time departure the next day.

Although the CAA defines a delay time as any flight operated 30 min after
scheduled time of operation, OAG and other literature defined a flight delay as a
flight departing (arriving) 15 min after scheduled time of departure (arrival) [30,
34]. The latter definition will be used in this study (Table 2).
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Both arrival and departure delay displayed skewness with arrivals more skewed
but both are centered on zero. The arrivals delay distribution is flatter and displays
a higher variance than the departure delay. Descriptive statistics would show that
Taoyuan’s negative on-time performance would come from arrivals as opposed to
departures as the average arrival time is 16.55 min, outside the 15-min requirement
for delays. For departures, most flights depart before 15 min after the scheduled time
with under 25% leaving the gate 15 min after the scheduled time of departure.

Delays grouped by departing hour showed common time effects as in previous
literature. Since 6:00 is the peak time for flight departures, the average departure
delay also increases for this time frame. Throughout the day, the average flight
delay remains around 10–25 min, with the average arrival delay increasing as the
peak arrival evening rush hour approaches. Interestingly, flights operating around
midnight have the highest delay, which may be the culmination of an entire day’s
delays. At 02:00 when the airport is least busy, flights arrive early on average.
Furthermore, delays peak from Saturday to Monday every week. The above-
mentioned observations may indicate that congestion at the airport may have a direct
effect on flight delays.

Delays grouped by month showed high delays during the typhoon season
between July and September in 2014 and 2015. For the years 2014 and 2015, arrival
delays have been higher than departure delays. In 2016, however, arrival delays have
been brought down even lower than departure delays. Although the opening of a new
runway in 2016 has lowered the number of arrival delays, departure delays remain
roughly the same.

As mentioned in previous sections, the LCC business model allows for greater
flexibility when it comes to scheduling, turnaround time, and aircraft utilization. At
Taoyuan, LCCs have a lower delay rates than FSCs (9.84 vs. 17.53 min for arrivals
and 11.53 vs. 12.86 min for departures).

4.2 Regression Results

The results of regression analysis are shown in Table 3 in which Arr and Dep
represent the results for arrival and departure regression models, respectively.
Factors are categorized by city, airline, carrier type, month, weekday, hour, and
others. Because of the large sample size, only variables with a p-value less than
0.001 are considered significant and will be presented in this Table where “+” sign
indicates significantly positive and “-” sign shows significantly negative. Numbers
in the parentheses at the column of Factor represent the variables. For example,
of the 97 airports included in the model, 78 and 6 are significantly positively
and negatively correlated, respectively, for arrival flights. All of the variables are
categorical except “others.” Both arrival and departure regression models have
significant R-square values and the adjusted R-square is not significantly deviated
from R-square indicating no overfitting problem for both models. Departure model
shows better predictive capability than arrival model (0.295 vs. 0.110), because it is
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Table 3 Results of
regression models for arrival
and departure delays

Factor Arrival Departure

Airport (City) (97) 78(+), 6(−) 6(+), 28(−)
Airline (44) 12(+), 18(−) 26(+), 5(−)
Carrier type

Airbus (6) 6(+), 0(−) 0(+), 1(−)
Boeing (5) 4(+), 0(−) 0(+), 2(−)
McDonnel MD90 1(+), 0(−) 1(+), 0(−)

Month (12) 10(+), 0(−) 8(+), 0(−)
Weekday (7) 1(+), 2(−) 0(+), 2(−)
Hours (24) 14(+), 4(−) 1(+), 18(−)
Others

Load factor 0(+), 1(−) 0(+), 0(−)
Passengers 1(+), 0(−) 1(+), 0(−)
Arrival delay 0(+), 0(−) 1(+), 0(−)
Turnaround Time 1(+), 0(−) 0(+), 1(−)

infeasible to retrieve few important factors of the latter model, such as the scheduled
and actual departure times from the previous airport.

When analyzing the significant numerical factors in Table 3, the largest esti-
mation coefficient for departure is the arrival delay. Given all other variables
remained constant, every minute of arrival delay will have departure delay increased
by 0.507 min, roughly 30 s. Another interesting observation is that contrary to
expectations load factor is negatively correlated to arrival delay. One possible
explanation is that high load factors may cause a departure delay from previous city
and therefore pilots are motivated to fly faster so that they can make up the departure
delay. This finding is similar to a study that customer satisfaction is higher when
flights are delayed [28]. Investigations concluded that knowing the flight would be
delayed, the cabin crew or airline company usually provided special treatment to the
passengers to minimize the effect, and thus raised the customer satisfaction.

4.3 Data-Mining Results

The ten highest lift values overall for delayed arrival and departure flights are
displayed in Table 4. For arrival flights, five of the six highest lift rules are related
to origin airports. Airlines that depart to these airports also show higher lift values.
In departure flights, a variety of dimensions represent the top ten highest lift values.
Variables in both the top ten lift factors for both arrival and departure are airports of
Wuxi, Nanjing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen; airlines of Shenzhen Airlines and China
Eastern; and aircraft type of Boeing 747-400.

Next, we had to consider other factors that were correlated with departure delay.
A delayed arrival had 120.4% chance of resulting in a delayed departure, with the
next highest lift rule being the negatively correlated on-time arrival rule that was
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Table 4 Top 10 lift variables
for single factor antecedents

Arrival delay
Dimension Variable Lift
Origin Wuxi 2.041
Origin Nanjing 1.924
Airline Shenzhen Airlines 1.744
Origin Bali 1.583
Origin Shanghai 1.506
Origin Shenzhen 1.474
Origin Jakarta 1.432
Airline China Eastern 1.402
Aircraft type Boeing 747-400 1.383
Airline Asiana 1.354
Departure delay
Destination Wuxi 2.729
Destination Nanjing 2.480
Operation Incoming delay 2.204
Airline China Eastern 1.819
Airline Shenzhen Airlines 1.656
Destination Shanghai 1.589
Aircraft type Boeing 747-400 1.533
Destination Shenzhen 1.503
Time of day 15:00-16:59 1.448
Destination Los Angeles 1.437

obtained only by lowering the confidence level to 0.1. This implies that flights
that arrive on time followed by a late departure do not occur frequently enough
to be considered at the confidence threshold. On the other hand, on-time departures
are positively correlated to early and on-time arrivals and, as expected, negatively
correlated to delayed arrivals. It was also found that whatever on-time performance
behavior arrivals show, there is a high probability that it would display the same
behavior for the departing flight. Most notable, early and on-time arrivals show a
positive correlation to their departure counterparts, with early arrivals more likely
to depart early or on time.

Lift rules grouped by time of the day generally follow that of the amount of
flights operated in that hour. However, toward the end of the day as the number of
flights decrease lift values do not recover in the same way. Flights occurring after
15:00 seem to be positively correlated to delay whether arrival or departure.

Destinations that are more prone to delays are mainly from Asia and particularly
China. The only destination on the list that is not from China is Los Angeles. Further
analysis of airports by size and distance revealed that flights operating to and from
big airports, (airports over 50 million passengers per annum) are usually delayed
regardless of arrival or departure. On the other hand, short flights below 1000 km
also have a higher probability of being delayed whether arriving or departing.
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Six of the top ten airlines associated with delayed arrivals are also associated with
delayed departures, further strengthening the observation that departure and arrival
delays are correlated. Comparing the list of airlines associated to arrival delays with
airlines associated with delayed departures, some differences in airlines occur. Of
particular note is Asiana, which is associated with arrival delays but not departure
delays. This implies that there is possibly some behavior with regard to turnaround
times which can be investigated.

A clear pattern emerges when analyzing turnaround times. The probability of a
departure delay increases as turnaround time decreases, yet the probability of an
arrival delay decreases as turnaround times become shorter. This is possibly due to
the fact that the same amount of work needs to be done in a shorter time. Airlines,
or more specifically pilots, may be incentivized to arrive earlier to create a longer
turnaround if turnaround times are shorter. Flight schedules with longer turnaround
times allow airlines more flexibility to adjust their schedules should things go wrong
during the turnaround.

No clear trend or pattern for passenger loads can be observed from lift rules.
Lift values do, however, confirm the results found by regression that arrival delay
decreases as load factor increases and that there is no significant relationship with
departure delays. To investigate the effects of the number of passengers further, we
look at aircraft size and aircraft classifications.

For aircraft size, narrow-body displayed lower lift values than their wide-body
counterparts. The highest lift values came from flights operated by Boeing 747-
400, followed by Airbus wide-body such as A330 and A340. This may be because
these are the oldest aircrafts on the market and may frequently run into mechanical
problems resulting in delays. Interestingly, the Boeing 777 which is a somewhat
newer wide-body displayed similar lift values as narrow-body aircrafts.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

5.1 Discussion

This study has shown that one of the main factors resulting in delays is out of the
airport’s control: origin airports. Both regression and data mining show that flights
departing to and from the eastern China region are likely to face high delays. The
airports in this region include Wuxi, Shanghai, and Nanjing. A possible reason for
this may be congested airspace, with many airlines operating to and from these
airports within a restrictive airspace.

Despite some airlines having high delay rates, due to low frequencies they may
not necessarily add to Taoyuan’s overall performance. Taoyuan Airport should in
fact turn its focus on airlines that impact their overall on-time performance. Besides
hub airlines, bigger airlines such as China Eastern, China Southern, and Air China
have an impact on overall on-time performance at Taoyuan.
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A comparison between airlines and airports associated with flight delays shows
a higher lift value and regression coefficients for airports than with airlines. Many
of the airlines operate to closer destinations meaning that it is not necessarily just
the origin airport but rather also the distance of the airport that is the reason for the
delay. Most notably such airports are all within a 1,000 km radius from Taoyuan.
Such delays can be explained by Taipei also being in the direct flight path of a busy
air corridor for many airlines flying between South East Asia to Japan, Korea and
North America, further congesting an already busy airspace.

The difference in results for the two models can be found with long-haul
destinations. In regression, Amsterdam was a destination likely to be delayed
whereas it was not significant in data mining. In regression, Los Angeles was a
significant airport for arrival delays but in data mining it was a significant departure
delay airport.

Airlines also attempt to schedule their flights accordingly to avoid rush hours
and times of hubbing. At Taoyuan, hub airlines depart mostly during 7:00–10:00
in the morning with a second wave of arrival and departures between 14:00 and
17:00; finally, a third wave of arrivals occurs in the evening from 19:00 to 22:00.
Airlines, especially LCC not based in Taoyuan try to avoid these hub times with
many airlines opting to arrive or depart between 10:00 and 14:00 largely without
much hindrance. However, many airlines not based in Taoyuan also start to arrive at
16:00 and a steady flow of flights that arrive at Taoyuan until the evening, colliding
with hub airlines’ rush hours. Airports can use this kind of information to control
which airlines operate at which time at the airport to ease the traffic flow and reduce
delays.

Both regression and data-mining models show that flights have a greater chance
of being delayed in the afternoon, although in regression this is clearer for arrivals
than for departures. While data-mining methods show that many flights in the
late afternoon are delayed, the result is less clear than using regression methods.
Regression results go one step further to support findings in previous studies that
one of the main reasons why flight delays occur is due to flight delay propagation
throughout the network.

Both regression and data-mining models found that a late incoming flight
generally leads to a delayed departure for the next flight. This supports Kang and
Hansen’s [21] findings as to why airlines value earliness more than passenger
satisfaction and therefore try avoid a delayed departure to minimize the probability
of a delayed arrival. Regression results also show that for every minute of delayed
arrival approximately adds 30 s to the departure delay.

Regression also shows that flight delays may be airline specific but does not
state which factor makes it specific. Using lift rules, operations and turnaround
dimensions seem to be the main reason why airlines are delayed or on time.
Although airlines are not able to adjust their competitors’ flight schedules, they
are able to adjust their turnaround schedules. Regression results do not show that
turnaround time affect delays. Lift rules, however, show that airlines with longer
planned turnaround times are more likely to experience delayed incoming arrival
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flights as the longer ground time allows for more buffer to make up the time lost in
the schedule.

Although many airlines try to utilize shorter turnaround times to decrease delays,
only few have managed to succeed. A wide range of LCC delays were found,
meaning that short turnarounds can either be very efficient or very detrimental to
the airline. Short turnarounds do not work well with FSCs as this combination is
generally associated with delays, further strengthening the case of the LCC business
model.

Although arrival results are not clear in the regression model, arrival lifts for
LCCs are lower than that of departure lifts, indicating that LCCs try to land as early
as possible to extend or create a buffer to their short turnaround times. Since LCCs
have shorter turn times they are able to schedule more flights in a day, yet with the
risk of a single delay affecting the whole system.

Surprisingly, passenger load factors have not had a significant impact on delays
as expected. Both regression and data-mining models could not indicate any trend
or pattern. Airlines know how many passengers will arrive beforehand and can
adjust their schedule accordingly such as start boarding earlier. This kind of
flexibility is lost when airlines opt to operate under a short turnaround time, most
notably LCCs. In order to counteract this loss in flexibility, LCCs usually operate
narrow-bodies such as Airbus A320s and Boeing 737-800s, with little variation
in passenger numbers. Looking at departure delays, especially when dropping
confidence threshold, a semi-pattern of passenger capacity tends to develop with
aircraft carrying more passengers being more likely to delay a flight.

In-between the three major airline alliances, there is a relationship between the
size of the alliance and the lift rules. This confirms Min and Joo’s [27] study
that integration among alliance members may be beneficial but too much can be
detrimental.

The findings for LCCs suggest that Taoyuan Airport is on the correct path
for attracting more LCCs to operate to the airport, confirming results found by
Dobruszkes et al. [15] and Graham [18] that LCCs are starting to operate to primary
airports. Findings show that Taoyuan Airport provides the ideal advantage for LCCs
to thrive, as all variables negatively correlated with flight delays have pointed toward
the LCC business model.

The above analysis shows that although Taoyuan is wanting to reduce flight
delays, it would have to do so by changing the way airlines operate at the airport.
Airports have introduced slot restrictions in the past, restricting the amount of flights
that can take off or land in a certain time period. However, since Taoyuan is still a
developing airport and not a major airport in the region, this policy will deter airlines
rather than attract and thus restrict growth.

With Taoyuan Airport also intending to raise airport fees, it may also use a model
to incentivize airlines to operate on time. As many factors are airline specific, an
airline specific fine model can be introduced. We propose a model where when an
airline applies to operate to the airport, it applies for scheduled turnaround time as
well. Any operation that happens after the scheduled turnaround time will result in
a fine per minute to the airline. Airlines willing to schedule longer turnaround times
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to avoid costs, do so at the cost of losing aircraft utility as the aircraft will not be
able to be scheduled on other flights. Although such a model would work for FSCs,
the effects of such a model on LCCs would either be very positive in the sense that
they have an edge over FSCs for better overall on-time performance, or it would
have a very negative effect for LCCs due to short turnaround being exposed to high
probability of delay risks. Such a model could deter poor-performing LCCs entrants
to Taoyuan and thus improve its overall on-time performance.

5.2 Conclusions

This study used two models to address the factors affecting flight delays from
two different managerial viewpoints. Firstly, linear regression was used that allows
airlines to analyze delays in a detailed way, even to the minute, and allows airlines
to draw comparisons to their peers. Secondly, a data-mining model used association
rules to find probabilities of flight delays at Taoyuan Airport, which can be used
from an airport’s perspective to improve on-time rates.

This study found various factors that match previous studies such as the “time of
day” effect and incoming delay affecting departure delays. As Taoyuan Airport is
host to hub airlines, non-hub airlines try to schedule around the hub times. However,
this is not completely avoidable and airlines are bound to overlap with hub times
causing delays at the airport.

The models applied in this study show that many factors related to airline
delays are actually related to the way airlines operate. At Taoyuan Airport, the
LCC business model has successfully undercut their FSC peers to produce better
on-time performance. Flight delays are not necessarily airline-destination-specific
but rather airline-origin-specific. One of the main reasons an airline experiences a
departure delay is due to an arrival delay that is related to the airport of origin.
Although passengers can choose a specific airline–airport pairing, it may only
reduce departure delay but not necessarily arrival delay.

Furthermore, this study has shown that Taoyuan Airport is a primary airport
that LCCs are willing to operate to and from given Songshan Airport’s operation
limitations. The trade-off is that flight delays are more likely to occur due to
congested airspace.

This study aimed to find trends and probabilities of factors resulting in better
on-time performance. However, such measures would always just remain a point of
reference and cannot replace the values of pure quantitative or qualitative studies.
Although regression and data-mining models may be quite different in nature and
target audience, future studies can investigate how these two models can be used
together for a more generic target audience without the airport–airline separation.

This study kept the airport variable constant and did not consider the effects of
data mining on a network as a whole. This, and a comparison of other airports using
the same research methods, may be studied in the future.
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Data Analysis for Supporting Cleaning
Schedule of Photovoltaic Power Plants

Chung-Chian Hsu, Shi-Mai Fang, Yu-Sheng Chen, and Arthur Chang

1 Introduction

To reduce the extent of dependence on nuclear power and thermal power, Taiwan’s
government has aggressively promoted the use of green energy in recent years,
including solar power and wind power. Especially, due to advancement in the
technology and reduction in cost over the years, photovoltaic (PV) power plants
have grown rapidly in the last decade in Taiwan and worldwide as well. Solar energy
has in fact become an indispensable part of everyday human life [1], particularly
in Taiwan. All over the world, corporations as well as governments are exploiting
the solar energy market [2]. In order to respond to the ever-increasing demand
on energy consumption, many countries have begun to address the problem of
energy production. As a result, green energy has attracted attention from many
governments. Green energy includes wind power, tidal power, solar energy, etc.

One critical issue of solar power plant operation is to determine when to clean
dirty solar panels caused by dust or other pollutants. Overly frequent cleaning can
lead to additional costs. On the other hand, insufficient cleaning will lead to reduced
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production. Especially in a tropical island-type climate such as that in Taiwan, it
rains frequently in some seasons, resulting in cleaning of dirty solar panels, referred
to as natural cleaning in contrast to manual cleaning by maintenance personnel. It
is necessary to investigate the cleaning issue of solar plants in Taiwan.

Pollution loss varies in different areas. In the UK, if there is no cleaning
in a month, the sunshine intensity will decrease by 5–6% [3]. In Sudan, the
reduced intensity of sunshine will be nine times that of the UK. In cooler and wet
environments, the accumulated pollutants may include dust in the air, feces from
birds and other animals, dust from burning materials, leaves, or pollen.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no research on massive, operational
solar power plants that have connected grid networks. Most of the research on
cleaning frequency like those mentioned above was conducted under controlled
environment with carefully maintained solar panels. In an uncontrolled environ-
ment, additional issues need to be taken into consideration, including module
failure, the angle of the pyranometer, the orientation and tilt angle of the solar panels,
etc.

In addition, for management companies of solar power plants that usually have
hundreds of plants located over various regions, the environment surrounding each
plant and the climate over the regions may be different, leading to different extent of
soiling. For instance, the solar arrays set up on the rooftop of vegetable farmhouses
are less polluted than those on the rooftop of animal farmhouses. In the winter,
central Taiwan is more polluted than other regions due to the north-east monsoon
from Mainland and the sandy environment of the region. Furthermore, in the
summer of Taiwan, there are usually typhoons with heavy rains that naturally clean
the solar panels. In summary, solar energy production highly depends on geographic
locations due to different types of weather conditions. It is desirable to conduct
research regarding this issue for PV systems installed under Taiwan’s environmental
conditions.

In this study, we investigate the panel cleaning issues of solar power plants in
Taiwan under uncontrolled, operational configuration via the techniques of data
analysis and data mining. We propose methods to measure power production
improvement that resulted from panels cleaning via manual cleaning and natural
cleaning. We develop an approach to real-time monitor output performance and
soiling progress of power plants. The research results will be valuable and can help
to determine the proper time for panels cleaning. We considered the additional issues
mentioned above and avoided the need for parameters of the solar plants that are
expensive to obtain. In essence, we monitor daily power production and compare
with the expected power output estimated under the assumption of no dust on the
panels. Cumulated revenue loss is calculated, which can support the manager on
scheduling panel cleaning.
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2 Methods

We propose a model for estimating the expected power generation under the
condition of no dust. We compare the measured power output and the expected
output. The difference between the two output values can be considered as the power
loss due to dust on the panels. If the amount due to the loss is greater than the
cleaning cost, the cleaning shall be scheduled.

For the estimation of the expected power generation under the condition of no
dust, we resort to a machine-learning technique: linear regression and historical
power output data. In particular, we use the three-day data of power output after
manual panel cleaning as the training data to train a predication model Pexp, as
shown in Eq. 1.

Pexp = R0 + (R1 × Tair )+ (R2 ×W)+ (R3 ×G) (1)

where Pexp is the expected power output (kW), Tair is temperature (◦C), G is the
irradiance (kW/m2), W is wind speed (m/s), and R0,R1,R2, and R3 are regression
coefficients.

Equation 2 calculates the difference between the expected and the measured
power output during the period T and for N PV string.

Pgap = 1

12

∑
t∈T

∑
n∈N

(
P

exp
t,n − P mea

t,n

)
(2)

where P
exp
t,n and P mea

t,n denote the expected and the measured power output at time
t for PV string n. Since the power output is measured at a time step of 5 min, the
amount is divided by 12 to convert to the unit of kWh. In this study, T is set to the
range of 6 AM to 6 PM, which is a proper setting considering the climate of Taiwan.

To arrange the cleaning schedule, cumulated revenue loss due to dust on panels
since the last manual cleaning is a major concern. In addition, rain can certainly
clean the PV plant, referred to as natural cleaning in this study, and shall be taken
into account as well. However, the extent of cleaning depends on how heavy the rain
is. We propose a method to model the effect of natural cleaning.

Table 1 presents the effect of natural cleaning from several studies. Daher et al.
[4] found 5 mm rain can clean 6.8% when PV plants were heavily dust-laden while
0.87–4.33% when lightly dust-laden. Kimer et al. [5] found that 5.08–10.16 mm can
clean up to 10% while 20 mm upto 40%. You et al. [6] found <5 mm can clean 30%
of the dust while >10 mm 80%.

It can be observed that the cleaning effect resulting from rain was quite different
depending on different areas and climate types. Consequently, we shall propose a
model that can adapt to the local climate and consider the effect of both manual
cleaning and natural cleaning. The proposed model is defined as follows:

Kd
dirty = (1− Cnatural(m))× (1− Cmanual) (3)
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Table 1 The cleaning effect on PV panels due to rain

References Rain Cleaning effect

Daher et al. [4] 5 mm 6.8% in heavy dust0.87–4.33% in light dust
Kimber et al. [5] 5.08~10.16 mm 0–10%

= 20 mm 40%
You et al. [6] <5 mm 30%

>10 mm 80%

Cnatural(m) =
{

C, m > R
m
R
× C, m ≤ R

where Kd
dirty represents the dirt rate, Cmanual= 1 after manual cleaning and

otherwise 0, Cnatural(m) denotes the clean rate after rain, m denotes the amount
of rain (mm). R and C are both predetermined constants. When the amount of rain
exceeds R, the natural cleaning reaches rate C. R and C can be learned in advance
based on historical, training data.

Cumulative revenue loss is calculated as follows: Eq. 4 computes the loss in day
d; Eq. 5 is the cumulative loss up to day d since the last manual cleaning. Note that
Kd

dirty takes manual cleaning and natural cleaning into account in Eq. 3.

Ed
lossday

= P d
gap × Psell (4)

Ed
loss =

(
Ed−1

loss + Ed
lossday

)
×Kd

dirty (5)

where Psell denotes sale revenue of solar power per kWh, Ed
lossday

denotes revenue

loss in day d, Ed
loss is the cumulative revenue loss for d days due to dust. The

cumulative loss is discounted by Kd
dirty representing the cleaning effect.

3 Preliminary Result

A preliminary experiment was conducted on a PV power plant in central Taiwan.
The period of the data was from January 2017 to March 2019. During the period,
the plant was manually cleaned five times as indicated by the red vertical lines in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1 shows the daily expected loss due to dust. It can be observed that the
expected loss dropped after manual cleaning (indicated by the vertical red lines) or
heavy rain (indicated by the vertical black lines). The left and the right portion of
the figure depictsthe period around January, February, November, and December.
During this period, it is the dry season in Taiwan. As a result, it can be seen that the
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Fig. 1 The daily expected power loss on a solar power plant during the period of Jan. 2017 to Mar.
2019

loss increased gradually due to no or little rain. In the experiment, R and C of Eq. 3
were empirically set to 20 mm and 0.8, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative loss due to the dust on PV panels. The horizontal
yellow line marks the cleaning cost. It can be seen that the loss rapidly increased
during the dry season and exceeded the cleaning cost. In contrast, during the
summer, the heavy rains reduced the revenue loss, which was far below the cleaning
cost. According to the results, it is promising to develop a decision support system
for scheduling manual cleaning based on the result of the data analysis.

4 Remarks and Future Tasks

To support managers on properly scheduling PV panel cleaning, we propose an
approach to estimate the revenue loss due to cumulative dust on the panels. The
expected power output according to the weather condition is first estimated. The
difference between the expected and the measured output is calculated as the power
loss due to the dust. The cumulative revenue loss is computed based on the daily
differences. The preliminary result indicates that the proposed method is promising.
In the future, we will conduct experiments on more power plants to test robustness
of the method and also to fine-tune the model parameters based on more real-world
historical data, such as the R and C values in Eq. 3.
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Fig. 2 The cumulative loss in revenue due to dust on PV panels

Furthermore, in the next steps, we will consider other models for estimating the
expected power output from recent deep-learning techniques such as RNN, LSTM,
and GRU, which are models concerning data sequences.
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Concept into Architecture: A Pragmatic
Modeling Method for the Acquisition
and Representation of Information

Sebastian Jahnen, Stefan Pickl, and Wolfgang Bein

1 Introduction

The strategic alignment of IT to the business processes and thus the targeted support
of a company by IT is one of the highest prioritized goals of a company and is
outlined by the term business IT alignment [1]. To achieve this goal, documentation
is required that shows the relationship between IT and business processes; an or
Enterprise Architecture (EA). Zachman [2] provided the first approaches and a first
framework for creating such an EA. Here, EA takes on more than just the role
of actual documentation. EA provides the basis for various analyses and related
decisions in management area or when defining interfaces between areas, software,
or technical solutions [3]. In addition, architectural models should also support the
planning, development, and introduction of new systems and processes, as well as
their strategic optimization [4]. Even if the requirements regarding the orientation of
a company, or the company goals, are specified by the highest level of management,
the list of stakeholders when creating an EA is significantly longer. This creates an
interface between the modeling experts and the subject matter experts in the area
to be modeled (SME) [5]. The gained information as part of the model must be
obtained and presented in the required form of the EA.

An EA consists of many different views, which is why a starting point or a
view to start with has to be selected when creating an EA. It is based on certain
procedural patterns, which can also be found in different practices (e.g., goal-
oriented requirements definition) [6] outside the creation of EA. After answering
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the question why something should be implemented, i.e., aligning with a vision
or formulating a vision, in a next step procedural patterns recommend to show
which steps are necessary to define an action. This procedure can also be found
in the Architecture Development Method (ADM) of The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF) [7]. In this process model the workflow of an action or activity
should be defined after the vision has been created [8]. The NATO Operational View
(NOV), which is divided into individual subviews [9], is used to represent these
processes, where the NOV-5 represents the process model. All entities involved in
the modeled process are represented in the NOV-2. These two subviews of the NAF
often form the starting point for creating an EA.

In this contribution, a method is developed that should simplify the generation
of information for the creation of a process model. This work also includes the
development of a software that transforms the data into the form required by the
named subviews of the NAF. For this purpose, the information is to be presented in
a form that, in addition to the computer-aided transformation, also enables the SME
to control and check the content of the information represented in the EA model.
Also, this should enable the SME to be able to use this model.

The goal pursued was the development of artifacts that make it easier for SME to
gain information for a process, enable them to start modeling an EA, and give them
the opportunity to read and evaluate models and views of an EA and to be able to
evaluate and control the content.

According to the principles of Action Design Research (ADR) [10, 11], common
methods for generating information are described in a first step. Building on this,
their strengths and weaknesses are highlighted and the problem is formulated.
A concept is developed to address the problem, from which a first solution is
implemented. This was evaluated through experiments in different cycles.

2 Research Methodology

This work tries to solve an important and relevant problem of an organization
with artifacts and is therefore to be found in the field of design-oriented business
informatics [12]. The solution to the relevant problems is given special weighting,
since the primary design goal is measured on the basis of usefulness, since the
construction of IT artifacts forms the starting point for scientific considerations in
a practically motivated problem [13]. In order to be able to address the mentioned
usefulness accordingly when evaluating the artifacts, the procedure model of the
ADR shown in Fig. 1 was used.

The principles of the ADR focus on a classification of the problem in the
corporate context [10]. Since this is crucial for the measurement of the usefulness
and thus for the evaluation of the artifacts, the perceived usefulness and the
perceived ease of use of the TAM [14] (see Fig. 2) were defined as measurement
criteria.
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Fig. 1 Procedural Model for ADR process [11]

Fig. 2 TAM [14]

Fig. 3 Current Process for creating EA

3 Problem Formulation: Information Acquisition
and Representation

The German armed forces (GAF), as part of the NATO forces use the NAF to create
their EA. To model the required views, both modelers and SME are necessary. The
start of modeling begins, according to common procedural models, with the creation
of the operational view or the process model.

Through various interviews, both with modelers and with SME, a general process
for the creation of these views was outlined (Fig. 3).

Object of the first phase is information acquisition and data collection. In this
phase, different tools are used, such as methods that are based on given scenarios
[15] (brainstorming [16] or group discussions [17]). Methods are also used that are
initially based on process models. Mainly the image card method (BKM) [18] was
mentioned as method/tool.
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It was shown here that the GAF is coping very well with the challenge of
obtaining information. However, there is a problem with the presentation of the
information, since it does not exist in the form required by the NAF and must be
transferred. The transfer is carried out by modelers who are not part of the area to
be modeled [19]. This transfer happens without the presence of the SME.

In the last phase, the SME should check the transformed model about content
accuracy, which is not possible due to the lack of knowledge in the EA area. This is
related to the form of the model, since the presentation of information from Phase
I is fundamentally different from the model to be checked after the transformation.
It also follows from this that the further use of the model by the SME is nearly
not possible, which creates a defensive stance against EA (lack of “stakeholder
commitment” [20]).

4 Concept Design

The solution design must take up the current strengths of the existing tools and
methods (best practice) and address the identified problems.

To develop a solution design, in addition to the practical orientation of the
research, a literature evaluation has also to be carried out in order to be able to
include possible solution approaches or to exclude falsified approaches [10]. This
principle of Action Design Research is derived from the meaning of “Rigor &
Relevance” [21, 22]. However, this does not mean that an evaluation of the literature
alone satisfies a claim of scientific rigor and form; the applied methods must also
be used correctly and conscientiously in research in the field of practice and the
associated data collection [23].

4.1 Operational Context

As shown, the entry into EA is begun in an operational context. The focus is on the
process and those involved in the process. A solution-oriented requirement analysis
[24] in the modeling is necessary to implement this type. Since the focus of a process
is on the question “What,” the focus of the modeling has to be on the functional
architecture and the “functional specification” [6], which also corresponds to the
requirements of the TOGAF. The information required to address the functional
specification can be found in the NAF in views NOV-5 (operational process) and in
NOV-2 (information exchange relationships) [9].
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4.2 User Requirements

In order to generate sufficient acceptance on the part of the end-user (addressing
the perceived usefulness according to TAM) for a possible solution based on the
solution concept, the interviews to determine the existing procedure also asked for
ideas for improvement. User stories were recorded for a more precise definition
of the suggestions for improvement and the desired functions or possibilities of a
procedure [25]. The evaluation of this method led to various user stories, which
were aggregated in a Kano model [26]. For this purpose, the prioritization was
used to determine which function can be assigned to which characteristic type
(threshold, performance, excitement). The fulfillment of all threshold features is
essential for the acceptance of a solution. As a threshold feature, all functions that
were perceived as positive when examining the existing procedure model could
be identified. Performance features form functions that were outlined as possible
improvements or missing functions in the interviews and that do not have the highest
priority in the user stories.

Functions whose goal is to be summarized under the concept of facilitating work
were recorded as a feature of excitement. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

To address the perceived ease of use, basic research was carried out using
literature research and existing approaches examined. A look at the requirements for
forms of representation in process modeling shows that more than seven different

Fig. 4 Kano-Model
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Table 1 Order and number
of elements

Order and number of elements

1 Max 3 per layer
2 Max 7 different types of elements
3 Max 30 elements per model
4 Readable in 30 s
5 Identifiable in 3 min
6 Understandable in 30 min

Table 2 Graphical form of
elements

Graphical form of elements

1 Elements have to be uniform
2 Not too much information
3 Arrangement from left to right
4 Unique identifier for elements in different layer
5 Connections between elements with arrows
6 No text outside

pieces of information or different elements of information are difficult to process
for humans [27]. Furthermore, a diagram or a graphically represented architecture
should be read in 30 s, the relationships recognized in 3 min and all details fully
understood in 30 min. To achieve such timelines, it is necessary to limit the number
of elements available to approximately 30 [28]. In relation to the usability with
regard to a hierarchy in the graphical representation of the modeling method, the
requirements are shown in Table 1.

Individual elements should be arranged in writing direction [29], from left to
right, to enable the, already mentioned, 30 s to read a diagram/architecture. In
addition to this structured procedure, the procedure should always be iterative [30],
which is given by the aforementioned procedure of introducing and defining, as
well as by the use of different levels of abstraction. The relationships between the
individual elements should be depicted by arrows, which represent the reading and
flow direction of the process. It must be noted here that the arrows should not overlap
in order to ensure that they are legible and to comply with the required timelines
[31]. In order to achieve or maintain this legibility, unnecessary text in the diagram
should be avoided. Table 2 shows the collected requirements relating to usability
with a focus on the illustration.

An easily understandable and analogously applicable method for information
acquisition must be obtained from the solution design. The gained information
which are presented in an easily understandable process model, has to be auto-
matically converted into the form defined in NAF and contains additionally an
information exchange model. It must enable the SME to understand the NAF-
compliant model and to check that it is correct in terms of content. A holistic
approach is derived from this, which is obtained from the interplay of humans,
computers, and tasks and thus contributes to the goal of scientific findings [32].
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5 Implementation of Requirements and Development
of an Algorithm

A first step of developing the modeling method was to identify all necessary
information for the creation of the required views [33]. From these, an element was
developed that represents the node types in the modeling method. The exchange of
information or the flow is realized by directed edges. It is based on the properties of
the Petri nets [34, 35], but with the combination of positions and transitions in one
single node type.

This results in the following representation as a 4-tuple (K, F, W, m0) and where

K = {k_1, k_2, · · · k_n} the finite set of nodes,
F⊆ (K × K) the amount of edges (flux relation),
W: F → {1,2,3, · · · } the edge weighting function
m0 → {0,1,2,3, · · · } the initial marking.

The use of this structure thereby achieves maximum readability and the associated
usability through the planar representation of the graph [36]. Planar graphs show
no overlap of edges, which contributes considerably to the required usability [37].
Figure 5 shows an example of the graphical implementation.

The results of the developed modeling method, the design of which has been
optimized for manual application with maps, must be digitized for further use after
successful modeling. For this purpose, templates (Fig. 6) were developed in the
software yEd (a software developed by yWorks especially for graph visualization).

Fig. 5 Form of method with identified content
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Fig. 6 Templates yEd

These templates allow the model to be converted 1:1 into an XML-based form of
the Graph Markup Language (GraphML) [38].

In a software implemented in Java, an algorithm was developed that converts the
GraphML file into an XML file [33], which can be read via the XML interface of
the “Sparx Enterprise Architect” (Sparx EA).1 The algorithm adds all information
for the automated creation of the NOV-2 to this XML file.

6 Evaluation

To evaluate the developed artifacts, they were used in a project that aimed
to implement a newly created process related to innovation management. The
evaluation spanned several cycles and was always based on the fundamentals of
Canonial Action Research according to (Diagnosis, Action Planning, Intervention,
Evaluation, Learning) [39]. The use of this method accompanied the project for 6
months, from the first idea to the first EA model.

An evaluation framework was created for each cycle in order to be able to
focus specifically on individual attributes. In addition to the TAM and UTAUT
[14, 40, 41], ISO 9241 (ergonomics of human–system interaction) [42] was also
taken into account. Based on this, a frame of reference for evaluation was created
[43]. When creating these frameworks, additional concepts for measuring the

1https://www.sparxsystems.de/uml/neweditions/

https://www.sparxsystems.de/uml/neweditions/
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Table 3 Evaluation cycles

Evaluation cycles
Inspected part Addressed attributes Used methods

1 Modeling Artifact Perceived Ease of Use Experiment
2 Modeling Artifact Perceived Ease of Use

Perceived Usefulness
Effort Expectancy

Experiment

3 IT-Artifact Perceived Ease of Use Cognitive Walkthrough
4 IT-Artifact Perceived Ease of Use Experience Research

Co-Discovery-Method
5 Use of the Artifacts Perceived Usefulness

Performance Expectancy
Expert Discussion

6 Use of the Artifacts Performance Expectancy
Perceived Usefulness
Effort Expectancy
Perceived Ease of Use
Self-Efficacy

Field Experiment
Interviews
Expert Discussion

Fig. 7 Parts of results during the cycles, using artifact

usability of modeling languages [44] were taken into account, which supplement the
mentioned models and standards. Furthermore, the categories Syntactic, Semantic,
and Pragmatic Quality [45, 46] were included in the design of the frame of reference
with regard to the evaluation of the modeling language itself, its correctness, and the
recognition value, which should enable the SME to control content accuracy. When
evaluating the developed software, common methods of software evaluation, such
as cognitive walkthrough [47] and user experience research (UER) [48], were used.
Table 3 shows an overview of the evaluation cycles.

The outcomes of each cycle resulted in the redesign and adaptation of the
artifacts. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of individual cycles.
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Fig. 8 Parts of results during the cycles, transformed model

7 Conclusion

The aim of this contribution was the development and provision of a method
including a software concept to make a contribution to process modeling as part
of an enterprise architecture in the area of operational architecture in accordance
with NAF. The focus here was on adapting the previous process by empowering
the individual users to find an entry into EA. The starting point was the previous
procedure including best practice and the involvement of the SME in terms of
information acquisition and final control.

The problem was derived from a practical problem that forms the basis for
the development of the artifacts. Through the use of the artifacts on the part of
SME across the entire research process, the development of these artifacts could be
represented in a comprehensible manner. The validation of the artifacts also helps to
demonstrate their usefulness. The artifacts were used as a method in a project. The
associated application revealed the benefits of the artifacts, since the users created a
first possible process of innovation management. It was also shown that the use of
the artifacts made all users more accessible to EA, which is due to the fact that all
users were able to find their delivered information in the views of the operational
architecture. This also resulted in a general understanding of the creation of EA by
the users, because by recognizing the process in one view, it was possible for them
to recognize the link to other views.

Typical research results of design-oriented business informatics are available in
the form of artifacts [49], which contribute to answer the question, “How well?”

Derived from the evaluation of the artifacts and their adaptation and integration
into the context of the environment/organization, knowledge must be gained and
formulated (“research through development” [50]), in accordance with the final
principle of the ADR (cf. [10]).

The focus on process modeling to create certain views of an EA and the
construction of an artifact in the form of a semi-formal language for modeling,
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geared toward usability, combined with an IT artifact for converting models into
defined standards, provide an innovative conceptual contribution as a holistic view
of task–human–computers in the field of information acquisition for the modeling of
processes [51]. The implementation of the artifacts as instantiation already provides
an innovative contribution [52, 53].

In conclusion, the contribution provides artifacts that make it possible to create
a process model such as NOV-5 without knowledge about the required form and
syntax related to the NAF. It is also possible to recognize the similarity between
the original model, created with one of the artifacts and the NOV-5, transformed
with the IT artifact. This enables SME to provide information for parts of an EA,
facilitate them to control the provided content, and ensures that the SME can be an
active part of the process in creating an EA.
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Improving Knowledge Engineering
Through Inter-Organisational
Architecture, Culture, Agility
and Change in E-Learning Project Teams

Jonathan Bishop and Kamal Bechkoum

1 Introduction

E-Learning products are very different from other software products in that software
compatibility is a big issue due to the regular use of multimedia content [26]. The
Web initially solved the problem of having to produce different applications for
different platforms, such as Mac OS and IBM PC CD-ROMs, but when smartphones
became popular the problem resurfaced. E-Learning can be defined as the delivery
of instructional content via electronic means. When developing any information
system, it is essential to account for culture, especially if the system is used in
an international context [28, 46–48]. There is, therefore, a need to develop better
cognitive tools for use in learning environments [40].

1.1 Effective Project Management

Whether one is managing a single project or multiple projects, effective project
management is the key to the success of any project [3]. Essential to effica-
cious project management is effective organisational architecture, especially in
organisations that operate within set geographical boundaries [32], which includes
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Crocels that is based in the UK, Republic of Ireland, and the United States.
Adapting project management methodologies to accommodate such organisational
architecture is thus essential (ibid). Understanding organisational theory [36] can
assist in the process as can understanding organisational behaviour [50]. Indeed,
if an organisation is to adopt a specific approach to project management, such as
agile development, then it needs to be suited to that way of doing things [8]. Even
in small organisations, taking a systematic approach to information systems design,
development and evaluation can yield results [25].

It is argued that software projects are investments by an organisation as by
committing to one it uses time, money and resources within the project with an
expectation that there will be a return on investment in terms of a software product
([49], p.1). Software products are achieved through software engineering, which is
a discipline concerned with all aspects of the software development process, from
systems specification in the early stages to systems maintenance after the system has
been deployed [70]. When a software project is going wrong it is called a “software
crisis” and project managers need to adopt different approaches to overcome the
situation [58]. One way of achieving this is through neuro-linguistic programming
[68], which allows project managers to better influence their team and themselves
through using language that directs behaviour towards a specific outcome.

1.2 Selection of Methodology for Project Management

Project management teams often find it problematic to choose from a range of
standardised methodologies and this often results in project failure [38]. This
chapter will, on the one hand, show how standardised methodologies can be adapted
to the customs of project management teams and organisations and, on the other
hand, provide an equation to monitor the human-element of project management
to ensure projects are successful from the outset and do not fail, including by
extending established equations in this area, such as by Meredith, Shafer, Mantel,
and Sutton [55]. Implementing a project management methodology to accommodate
organisational architecture might not mean that organisational architecture staying
static if the organisation itself is not based around a culture of delivering projects,
such as if it is volume-based or operations-orientated [3].

1.3 Project Management and Organisational Value Creation

The main purpose for any successful project is argued to be to deliver value for
the stakeholders that will use what is delivered by that project. It is also argued
that an important part of delivering value is for the project team itself to feel the
benefits of a project, as their behaviour is influenced by what they gain from a
project [19]. Furthermore, it is suggested that the value of a project should be
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considered in organisational terms as well as the financial return on investment.
The project methodologies that will be produced by this research project will focus
on the human and organisational side of project management as SSADM did [7, 34].
This will consider the culture and organisational architecture where the e-learning
products will be developed and used.

1.4 Project Failure and Recovery in the Project Management
Process

An important part of project management is being able to deal with crises – on
the one hand, avoiding them where possible and dealing with them appropriately
when it is not possible [9]. It is the project manager’s responsibility to ensure these
crises are managed, even if they are ones as common as project delay [44]. There
are several early warning signs of a project crisis, some relating to a deterioration
in the business case, difficulties among those involved in delivering the project,
failure in following the project management methodology, and unplanned events
[38]. An essential part of the toolkit that will be developed from this project will
assist managers in dealing with project failure, including from learning from past
projects carried out by the author based on Classroom 2.0 [10, 13, 14] and anything
that arises from the workshops in this study based on School 3.0. Classroom 2.0 was
based heavily on technology to enhance education [31], whereas School 3.0 is not
just about the technology, but pedagogy and location of education also [11].

2 Background

Many organisations have dedicated, and sometimes tailored, project management
methodologies for different operations within that organisation ([38], p. 39). It
is increasingly common for organisations to use projects to structure how they
deliver their operational objectives [75]. The impact of the organisation can be
more effectively monitored by utilizing the structuring on a project delivery basis
[71]. It is known that an organisation’s structure and processes are an essential part
of project management, particularly in e-learning projects, as the way in which a
project team, platform and processes are constructed affect the success of a project
[30].

2.1 Project, Portfolio and Programme Management

Project management is argued to be the means by which an organisation can make
a significant impact on its competitiveness [63]. If one, therefore, sees a project
as part of an organisation’s processes then it becomes essential to have portfolio
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management, where those processes are managed to reduce risk to the organisation
and properly and efficiently allocate resources [81]. When one’s organisation is
multi-dimensional, such as the organisations discussed in this chapter, which all
have more than one location for their operations, then programme management
becomes essential [53]. Programme management is about ensuring the benefits of
project management are received by the whole organisation, beyond the individual
objectives of each project [69].

2.2 Organisational Architecture

Project management is argued to be integral to an evolving organisational archi-
tecture [41]. In terms of project management, organisational architecture is often
considered a fusion between organisational design and organisational development
[74]. The way in which an organisation is designed is often integral to the
success of the project management methodology chosen [78]. One key factor in
organisational architecture when integrating it with project management is the
effective optimisation of human and other resources [21]. Essential to organisational
architecture, it is argued, is developing infrastructure, creating knowledge, changing
minds and managing for value capture [42].

2.3 Organisational Agility

Understanding organisational agility in the case of project management often means
understanding the technical skills required in the organisation and any gaps in those
required skills in the workforce [76]. It is important to note that organisational
agility has a different meaning to that typically understood in agile project man-
agement [39]. Organisational agility refers to the ability of an organisation to adapt
to stay ahead of its competitors [79]. It is the ability of those within an organisation
to adapt and change to maintain a competitive edge to deliver better value for
stakeholders [20]. In terms of the development of e-learning systems, adopting new
technologies and tools as they come along can enhance learner outcomes [51], but
some have suggested waiting for technologies to mature before adopting them [59,
60].

2.4 Organisational Culture

Organisational culture goes hand-in-hand with project management, with one
influencing the other [5]. In organisations relying on project management, it is
known that if the chosen approach does not fit the organisation’s culture then
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outcomes for systems and strategy can be ineffective [17]. In organisations that
are based around project management even those who are not part of the project
team can notice improvements to the organisational culture [56]. However, it is
essential that the project management approach chosen fits with the organisation’s
existing culture as otherwise imposing an unsuitable approach can have adverse
effects [22]. Indeed, if choice of project management approach is not anchored to
an organisation’s culture then it can be counter-productive [67]. Even beyond the
initial choice of project management methodology, when the software is produced,
especially e-learning products, the satisfaction of those using it is a core part of the
organisation’s culture [33].

2.5 Organisational Change

Organisational change can affect the success of projects for there are often greater
training needs for project managers [37]. By the same token, projects can be
effective at value creation and economic enhancers [52]. One of the biggest impacts
affecting organisations based around project management is that the changing goals
and objectives of the organisation can directly impact on the scope of the projects
being undertaken [62]. It has been argued that involving the management of an
organisation in the project management process can help them achieve the organ-
isational change they want without compromising the projects that organisation
undertakes [54]. This is especially the case if an operations management approach
is taken to organisational change by managers [35]. Indeed, it is argued that library
managers, and other information professionals, have a leading role to play in
organisational change [65]. Even so it has been shown that information systems
strategy has little impact on how effective organisational change is [80].

3 Problem Statement

There has long been conflict between project management and the way in which
an organisation is designed and operates [16]. However, it has been argued that
embedding project management into the way an organisation operates is essential
for its success [17]. Even so, implementing standardised project management
methodologies is no guarantee of success, as projects can fail due to management
mistakes, planning mistakes as well as external influences ([38], p.291). Table 1
explores these in greater detail.

Figure 1 presents a model that shows how using a common project management
methodology that is adapted based on organisational culture and architecture means
that organisations can more effectively accommodate their common goals [12]. This
chapter goes further, by also considering organisational agility and organisational
change in the project management process. It is argued these are important factors
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Table 1 The three root causes of project failure

Reason Description

Management mistakes These are due to a failure in stakeholder management, such as by
allowing too many unnecessary scope changes, failing to provide proper
governance, refusing to make decisions in a timely manner and ignoring
the project manager’s quest for help. This can also be the result of
wanting to gold-plate the project. This is also the result of not performing
project health checks.

Planning mistakes These are the result of poor project management, perhaps not following
the principles of the chosen project management approach, not having
health checks and not selecting the proper tracking metrics.

External influences These are normally the failures in assessing the environmental input
factors correctly. This includes the timing for getting approvals and
authorisation from third parties and poor understanding of the host
country’s culture and politics.

Fig. 1 An adaptation of
Bishop’s Project management
for co-operative advantage
model

in project success and are inseparable from traditional measures, such as whether a
project is delivered on time, within budget and at the required quality [2, 6, 18, 19].

4 A Revised Model for Integrating Organisational
Architecture and Culture into Standardised Project,
Portfolio and Programme Management Methodologies for
E-Learning Product Development

The Crocels Community Media Group pioneered two projects in Wales, namely
the Digital Classroom of Tomorrow (DCOT) Project [10, 14], which led to the
Classroom 2.0 movement and the Clicks and Mortar Environment for Learning and
Leisure Experiences (CAMELLE) Project [11, 13], which led to the School 3.0
movement.

Figure 2 presents a conceptual framework, called the ‘Cornerstone Teaching as
School 3.0 Model’ (Cornerstone-TS 3.0), which is a working model for under-
standing how to manage projects in service-orientated organisations that rely on
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Fig. 2 The Cornerstone
Teaching as School 3.0
Model (Cornerstone-TS 3.0)

e-learning product development. It was arrived at through the grounded theory lit-
erature review above which identified four aspects to effective project management,
which were organisational culture, organisational change, organisational agility and
organisational architecture. It is important for ensuring that even an organisation that
does not have set project management methods in place is able to take a standardised
approach to project management, which may be one used by an organisation they
are collaborating with, and to tailor it to their organisation’s way of doing things.
That is what is intended by the Cornerstone-TS 3.0 Model in terms of organisations
that produce e-learning products, whether a simple PowerPoint presentation through
to a large-scale virtual learning environment (LSVLE).

4.1 Applying the Cornerstone-TS 3.0 Model

Applying the Cornerstone TS 3.0 Model in depth will require testing the model in
a live project management environment in which organisational culture, change,
agility and architecture can be captured, measured and analysed. This section
discusses some of the factors that could form part of such measuring.

4.1.1 Organisational Culture

Organisational culture varies between organisations, but there are known com-
monalities between how organisational culture manifests [4]. It is known that
management style and stakeholder performance are important factors in measuring
organisational culture [15]. Indeed, leadership when it comes to performance can be
a key factor when it comes to assessing organisational culture [72].
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4.1.2 Organisational Change

Performance of staff is also linked to organisational change measurement [66].
Social and emotional intelligence are further factors in organisational change [73].
Important factors in organisational change are time, energy and resources [61].
Organisational change is sometimes measured against key performance indicators
such as turnover [57] as well as commitment of key stakeholders [77].

4.1.3 Organisational Agility

The ability of different aspects of an organisation to inter-operate is a key factor
in organisational agility [27]. Strategic management and research are known to be
key to effective monitoring of organisational agility [43]. Effectiveness of learning
among personnel is known to affect organisational agility [23]. Complexity is also
important to measuring organisational agility [76]. In addition, evolutionary fitness
and technical fitness are important factors when measuring organisational agility
[24].

4.1.4 Organisational Architecture

The more staff that is involved in developing an aspect of a piece of software,
the more complex the organisational architecture will need to be [64]. In an
educational infrastructure, the quality of research and teaching are directly affected
by organisational architecture [29]. Organisational architecture in many cases can be
measured through management support, work discretion, reward and reinforcement,
time availability and organisational boundaries [1]. Other factors key to measuring
organisational architecture include structure, division of labour, resource allocation
mechanisms and interdepartmental coordination [45].

5 Discussion

This study has investigated organisational culture, change, agility and architecture
from the perspective of project management. These four factors were identified
in response to the problem statement, namely that the embedding of project
management into an organisation is essential yet very difficult to achieve, especially
in organisations that do not naturally see themselves as carrying out projects.
Equally important is identifying how to assist organisations in working with other
organisations by identifying their commonalities and differences, such as in terms
of the way the human resources are organised and deployed.

It has proposed a conceptual framework for managing projects based on the four
factors identified from the literature, namely organisational culture, organisational
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change, organisational agility and organisational architecture. In order to test this
proposed model, some of the variables that might contribute to these four factors
have been explored. This study has shown that the four factors could form an impor-
tant part in the development of customised project management methodologies in
order to deliver e-learning products within a range of organisations. Future research
will have to investigate the proposed conceptual framework in practices, including
by designing questionnaires that may be based on some of the variables identified
by this study to measure organisational culture, change, agility and architecture.
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Do Sarcastic News and Online Comments
Make Readers Happier?

Jih-Hsin Tang, Chih-Fen Wei, Ming-Chun Chen, and Chih-Shi Chang

1 Introduction

Since online newsvendors have encouraged readers’ participation globally, online
commenting has become an important phenomenon. Both civil and uncivil com-
ments have appeared below online news articles; however, whether these comments
affect readers’ emotional experiences is a critical question.

Previous research focused on the reasons for online comments or on the
emotional response to online comments; less attention has been paid to the interplay
of online news and comments on a reader’s emotion. We would like to fill this gap
by examining the influence of news type (sarcastic or neutral) and online comments
(civil, uncivil, or none) on a reader’s emotion.

The concept of Web 2.0 has encouraged online users to share their photos,
diaries, videos, and opinions online, and social media services such as blogs,
YouTube, and Facebook have greatly impacted societies. To cultivate their own
online communities and encourage discussion, many newsvendors such as CNN
and the BBC have invited their users to comment on the news articles they post
online. Online commenting on news sites has become a widespread phenomenon
and has attracted scholars to examine what types of news articles is most likely to
garner comments, and how anonymity in comments and news site commenting rules
have shaped the types of comment that people post. Some scholars have focused on
the readers’ emotional responses to civil or uncivil comments.
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1.1 Incivility in News Comments

Although online newsvendors encourage their readers to exchange ideas freely, both
civil and uncivil comments appear online. Incivility has become a central concern
for citizens; for example, a survey found that >80% of Americans consider “the
lack of civil or respectful discourse in our political system” as either a “somewhat
serious” or “very serious” problem.

Incivility in news comments has attracted different domain experts to study the
causes and effects of this phenomenon. Of course, mass communication scholars
view this as an important research agenda and have attempted to define the “incivil-
ity” of news comments. For example, [3] defined incivility as features of discussion
that convey an unnecessary disrespectful tone toward a discussion forum, its partici-
pants, or its topics. They further operationalized incivility into five forms: (1) name-
calling: mean-spirited or disparaging words directed at a person or group of people;
(2) aspersion: mean-spirited or disparaging words directed at an idea, plan, policy, or
behavior; (3) lying: stating or implying that an idea, plan, or policy is disingenuous;
(4) vulgarity: using profanity or language considered improper (e.g., “pissed” or
“screw”) in professional discourse; (5) pejorative for speech: disparaging remarks
about the way a person communicates. They examined a three-week census of
articles and comments posted to a local news website and analyzed >300 articles and
6400 comments and found that incivility occurs frequently (22%) and is associated
with key contextual factors such as the article topic and the sources it quotes.

Communication researchers are more concerned about whether incivility in
news comments affects readers’ willingness to participate in discussions [8], open-
mindedness, and attitude certainty [1].

Social psychologists are more concerned about the impact of incivility in
news comments on an individual’s cognition, emotion, and behavior. Rösner et
al. [6] conducted an online experiment to study the effects of uncivil comments
on readers’ cognitive, emotional, and behavioral reactions. They designed a one-
factorial between-subjects experiment that included four experimental conditions
and a control group. Subjects were exposed to a news article and six user comments
of which zero, one, three, or all six were uncivil. They found that exposure to
uncivil comments can lead to an increase in readers’ hostile cognitions. However, no
significant effects were found for hostile emotions or the use of incivility in readers’
own comments.

2 Research Hypothesis

Hypothesis 1: Sarcastic news articles impact readers’ emotional state whereas
neutral articles do not.

Hypothesis 2: Uncivil comments impact readers’ emotional state whereas neutral or
no comments do not.
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Hypothesis 3: Types of news article (sarcastic vs. neutral) and types of comments
(uncivil, neutral, and none) impact readers’ emotion.

3 Research Method

3.1 Research Design

We took a 2*3 complete between-subject online experiment to investigate the type
of news article (sarcastic vs. neutral) and corresponding comments (uncivil, neutral,
and none) on subjects’ emotion.

3.2 Experimental Materials

The researchers chose eight pieces of news and invited 95 voluntary online subjects
(44 males and 51 females) to judge the sarcasm of the articles; the most sarcastic one
was chosen as “sarcastic news” and the least as “neutral news.” The sarcastic article
was about the upcoming 2020 presidential election; the Taipei mayor considered
himself almost marginalized. The neutral news was about “The opening ceremony
of the Cheng-chen playground park; the Taipei mayor had invited 40 “little mayors”
to have fun together. Once the target had been selected, they were posted on
Taiwan’s largest bulletin board system, PTT, to collect reader comments. Twenty
reader comments from the sarcastic and neutral news were selected based upon
their popularity and we then invited 149 voluntary online users (52 males and
94 females) to judge the extent of incivility in each comment using a Likert-type
scale with the range 1–5, the higher the score, the less civil. The top four uncivil
comments were chosen as uncivil comments and the four most civil were chosen
as neutral comments. The uncivil comments included “you have been a marginal
person since child, is there any difference?”, “if you would like to participate in
presidential election, declare it. How disgusting!” The neutral ones included “to
be a mayor attentively, you can make it.” and “I still don’t think he would like to
be a candidate of 2020 presidential election.” The news (sarcastic vs. neutral) and
comments (uncivil, neutral, and none) were set out (Fig. 1).

3.3 Emotion Scale

The Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) was originally developed by
Watson, Clark, and Tellegen [7] and translated and adapted by [4]. The 20-item
scale was divided into two parts: 10 for positive affect and 10 for negative. The scale
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Fig. 1 Experimental stimuli (Sarcastic News with uncivil comments vs. Neutral News with civil
comments)

was chosen for its high reliability at 0.79–0.89 and fair validity. The positive-affect
items included “I am proud of myself” and “I am interested in many things.” The
negative-affect items included “I felt sad” and “I felt irritated.” The overall score
was computed as the positive affect minus the negative affect; the higher the score,
the more positive the individual.

3.4 Control Variables

Since the experimental news was about politics, the subjects’ preferences might
have impacted the outcomes. Therefore, we also designed three items to measure
subjects’ preference for the Taipei mayor, their familiarity with the news, and the
influence of the news as control variables.
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3.5 Formal Experiment

The formal experiment was administered online and each participant was randomly
assigned into one of six experimental conditions: news (sarcastic vs. neutral) and
comments (civil, uncivil, and none). Participants were required to fill in their gender,
age, and average time spent online. Afterward, they had to answer PANAS before
reading the news and comments. After reading the assigned news and/or comments,
they had to respond to PANAS again. Finally, all subjects had to answer three
questions about their views about the Taipei Mayor, this piece of news, and its
influence.

4 Research Results

4.1 Subjects

Five hundred and twenty-nine subjects (274 males and 255 females) participated in
this online experiment; each was assigned to one of the six conditions. Their ages
were 18–35 years with mean 27.6 years and SD 6.9. Sixty-two percent of subjects
were on the Internet for >4 h per day, implying that most of them were heavy Internet
users.

4.2 Control Variables

All three control variables (preference for the Taipei City Mayor, familiarity
with the news, and influence of the news) were significantly correlated with the
subjects’ negative affect at r= −0.104, −0.228, −0.284 with p < 0.01, respectively.
Therefore, we conducted a two-way ANCOVA to remove the influence of control
variables.

As shown in Table 1, the main effects of sarcasm in the news and incivility
of comments were significant at p < 0.001, confirming Hypotheses 1 and 2. This
implies that sarcasm in news and incivility in comments might put subjects in a bad
mood after reading them. Interestingly, the interaction between the sarcasm in news
and the incivility of comments was also significant at p < 0.01.

4.3 Emotion Difference

Each subject’s emotion was measured before and after each experimental condition
with PANAS. The individual’s emotional difference was the dependent variable of
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Table 1 Two-way ANCOVA

Source SS df MS F p

Likability 173.15 1 173.15 1.87 .172
Familiarity 34.78 1 34.782 0.38 .540
Influence 2795.9 1 2795.9 30.25 .000
Level of sarcasm 1873.88 1 1873.88 20.27 .000
Incivility of Comments 2973.16 2 1486.58 16.08 .000
Sarcasm * Incivility 1389.19 2 694.595 37.52 .001
Residual 66390 520 92.43

Table 2 Emotional
Difference for Sarcastic News
and Uncivil Comments

Comments
No Uncivil Neutral

News M SD M SD M SD

Neutral 0.81 0.94 −6.46 1.07 1.70 1.12
Sarcastic −2.81 1.19 −6.86 0.96 −6.66 1.00

this research, and the positive score implied that subject was happier than before,
and negative score the contrary. As shown in Table 1, only the condition of neutral
news without comment and with neutral comments made subjects happier. Subjects
were not happier in any other conditions (sarcastic news and neutral news with
uncivil comments). It is interesting to note that each of the news being sarcastic
and users posting uncivil comments make subjects less happy.

As shown in Fig. 2, all slopes of the three lines (blue, gray, and green) were
lower from left to right, meaning that subjects were unhappy in the sarcastic news
condition regardless of user comments. However, the most striking difference was
the neutral/sarcastic news with neutral comments. The subjects might explain the
neutral comments (Table 2).

As shown in Fig. 2, on the conditions of reading neutral news, the subjects’
emotions were highest with neutral comments (1.70), followed by no comments
(0.81), and then uncivil comments (−6.46). The results demonstrated that the
subjects’ emotions were affected by the uncivil comments effectively even if
the news they had read was neutral. When reading sarcastic news, the subjects’
emotions were lower without comments (−2.81), followed by neutral comments
(−6.66), and the lowest with uncivil comments (−6.86). These results demonstrate
that reading sarcastic news puts subjects in a bad mood; however, the effect
of corresponding comments was quite different. Interestingly, the corresponding
neutral comments of sarcastic news made subjects as sad as if they had read uncivil
comments. When subjects read neutral news articles with no comments or neutral
comments, they were in high spirits; however, when they read neural news articles
with uncivil comments, they were in low spirits. Likewise, when subjects read
sarcastic news article with or without comments, they were in low spirits; however,
the corresponding neutral comments were as effective as uncivil comments.
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Fig. 2 Emotional difference between sarcasm of news and incivility of comments

5 Discussion

The purpose of this study is to investigate the interplay of sarcasm in news articles
and incivility in online comments on readers’ emotion. Sarcasm in news articles
per se and the incivility of comments were confirmed to make readers unhappy,
in line with previous studies. However, the most interesting finding in this study
is the interaction between sarcasm in news and incivility in comments. While
readers browse neutral news with neutral online comments, they can have a positive
affect; however, when they browse the same news with uncivil comments, they feel
unhappy. Similarly, when readers browse sarcastic news articles with or without
uncivil comments, they feel less happy.
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Only a set of online uncivil comments make the reading experience uncomfort-
able. The phenomenon could be explained by framing theory in communication
literature [2].

Gregory Bateson posited the concept of framing in 1972. He defined psycholog-
ical frames as a “spatial and temporary bounding of a set of interactive messages”
that operates as a form of metacommunication [5]. Framing theory suggests that
how something is presented to an audience (called “the frame”) influences what
choices people make about how to process information.

The findings of this study could be explained this way. When readers browse
neutral news articles with uncivil comments, the bounding of these two pieces of
information makes a “sarcastic news frame” that makes most readers uncomfortable
and unhappy. Similarly, while readers browse sarcastic news articles with neutral
comments, the bounding of these two pieces of information creates another “sarcas-
tic news frame,” which means that most readers perceive the “neutral comments”
in terms of the “sarcastic news frame” that fosters a negative emotional state. If this
is the case, the only way to avoid negative emotion while browsing news online is
to avoid a “sarcastic news frame”; that is, stop browsing sarcastic news and uncivil
comments.

The limitations of this study are that target news is politics and all subjects are
Taiwanese; therefore, this study’s external validity might be limited.
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GeoDataLinks: A Suggestion for a
Replacement for the ESRI Shapefile

Vitit Kantabutra

1 Introduction

Recently this author was reading through an ESRI Shapefile from a well-known
geodatabase, GSHHG, using his own Ruby code. Trying to make sense of the
data, this author suddenly realized that he was just encountering one polygon after
another, none of which was identified in any way within the Shapefile itself. The
IDs are, of course, in a DBF file and are associated with the polygons simply by
the order in which they appear. This linking of the ID with the polygons by their
ordering is a very insecure, error-prone link. By the way, the IDs are just running
numbers (integers) with some gaps in the number sequence.

One thing is clear: the Shapefile is a legacy data structure that seems to violate
modern data structuring principles. Different geometric entities of a single type
are stored together in a file without any attributes, not even their identifiers. The
attributes are stored in a separate database file and are very loosely linked to the
associated entities. In the particular case of the GSHHG, the identifiers are simply
running numbers (with gaps), and the other attributes don’t have any clear meaning
that can be understood simply by looking at the entries in the DBF file. In fact,
this author still can’t find any documentation that would help to clarify where each
polygon is or to which river, lake, or another body of water each polygon belongs.

This author is not the only one frustrated with the Shapefile system of geodata
storage, that is, storage using Shapefiles and other necessary or helpful accompany-
ing files. There is a well-known Web site [1], where “members of the geospatial IT
industry” encourage a move away from the Shapefile system of geodata storage and
gave reasons for which the Shapefile system is “a bad format.”
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The [1] Web site offers several Shapefile alternatives, all of which were open
formats. Of the ones suggested, the OGC GeoPackage appears to be the most
promising.

In this paper, this author will critique the OGC GeoPackage and other formats
suggested on that Web site and suggest a new replacement for the Shapefile based
on the ILE (Intentionally-Linked Entities) database system [3–5].

2 About the Shapefile

The ESRI Shapefile [2] is a file capable of storing one or more geometric shapes,
all of the same type.1 No identifying attribute or any other attribute is stored with
the shape in the Shapefile itself. With every Shapefile, one should also store a file
of search indices, with an “shx” extension, and also a database file, with a “dbf”
extension, for storing attributes pertaining to the Shapefile entries. Pay particular
attention to the fact that even the identifiers of the geographic shapes are in the DBF
file, not where the shapes themselves are. There is also a file with a “prj” extension
that describes the coordinate system.

One problem with Shapefile just illustrated in the previous paragraph is a
form of fragmentation. This type of fragmentation is said to occur when essential
information about one entity can’t be found in a single place. When even the
identifier of the geometric entities can’t be stored with the entity itself, then we
have a serious problem with the integrity of the information stored in the database.
In the Shapefile storage system, we have an array of entities of one type (e.g.,
polygons) in the Shapefile itself and the entities’ identities in a DBF file. The entities
are associated with their respective identities merely by matching the order of
occurrence of the identities with the order of occurrence of the entities themselves.
That is, the entities appear in the Shapefile in a linear sequence, and the identities
likewise appear in the DBF file in a linear sequence, and the ith identifier in the
sequence of identifier in the DBF file identifies the ith entity in the sequence of
entities in the Shapefile.

This kind of association between the identifiers and the entity identified is very
prone to errors. For example, if one identifier or one entity is removed or misplaced
by mistake, a large number of entities are likely to be misidentified, leading to all
sorts of problems.

A second problem with Shapefile is its reliance on a Relational database
system for storing the attributes. The Relational system determines relationships by
matching attributes, and that procedure of determining relationships is error-prone.
For example, keys and other attributes can be mistyped easily. Also, blanks and
other invisible characters can be lurking in an attribute string and not be detected.

1A Shapefile can also hold a NULL SHAPE, but we will ignore this because it is not useful to our
discussion.
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This weakness can be avoided by using the ILE database system, which indicates
relationships by using pointer (or references) or data structures containing pointers
(or references). More on ILE later, when the present result is introduced.

More details about the contents and formats of all the files in the Shapefile system
are given in [2].

The Web site [1] lists things that the authors of the site found “good” and “bad”
about the Shapefile storage system. On the “good” side, all they listed were that
Shapefile is by far the most widely supported format in existing software packages,
that the specification is open, and that the format is “good enough” for many use
cases. It should also be mentioned that the Shapefile format appears likely to require
less space than its competitors.

On the “bad” side of Shapefile, the Web site’s authors listed many items, as
follows:

– No coordinate reference system definition. This, however, can be done with a
prj file, but is not mandatory even though it should be to make the coordinates
meaningful. The Cepicky2019 site also claims there are other issues with
projection, but their link to that information is broken.

– It’s a multifile format. Having to zip and unzip several files for transportation
is error-prone. My own complaint about this aspect of Shapefile is not that one
needs several files, but that files are not well-organized because, as noted earlier
in the Introduction, the attributes (including the identifiers) are not stored with the
shapes themselves, making the storage system even more error-prone. In fact, if
the data could have been divided into logical geographical units, such as having
a single file containing all data for an administrative unit or a body of water, etc.,
then it would be appropriate to have multiple files in the database.

– Attribute names are limited to 10 characters.
– Only 255 attributes. The file does not allow you to store more than 255 attribute

fields.
– Limited data types. Data types are limited to float, integer, date, and text with a

maximum 254 characters.
– Unknown character set. There is no way to specify the character set used in the

database.
– It’s limited to 2 GB of file size. Although some tools are able to surpass this limit,

they can never exceed 4 GB of data.
– No topology in the data. There is no way to describe topological relations in the

format.
– Single geometry type per file. There is no way to save mixed geometry features.
– More complicated data structures are impossible to save. It’s a “flat tablet”

format.
– There is no way to store 3D data with textures or appearances such as material

definitions. There is also no way to store solids or parametric objects.
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– Projections definition. They are incompatible or missing.
– Line and polygon geometry type, single or multipart, cannot be reliably deter-

mined at the layer level; it must be determined at the individual feature level.

3 Previously Proposed Replacements for Shapefile

The Web site [1] discussed possible replacements for the Shapefile. Although there
are more than 80 vector data formats in use according to the Web site, only a few can
be considered as candidates for Shapefile replacement. Note that the site’s authors
only considered open formats. The alternatives important enough to list at the site
are as follows:

– OGC GeoPackage. This is a container for SQLite. SQLite is a Relational system
(may be not in the strict sense by Codd’s definition) that also allows up to one data
element of the type BLOB (Binary Large Object) per row. As one might correctly
guess, this BLOB data type is used by GeoPackage for all sorts of geometric
objects because such objects as polylines and polygons are of variable length.
The idea then is to put each geographical element in each row of a Relational
database, complete with all the element’s attributes. This solves a major problem
with Shapefile that we call “fragmentation” in this paper, namely, the problem
that each geographic element has to be stored alone in a data structure without
its attributes.

However, GeoPackage suffers from the same problems that all Relational
systems do. One main problem, as detailed in [5], is that all the relationship
linkages are done by means of data value matching, which is very error-prone.
The scheme to be presented in this paper is based on the ILE database system
and doesn’t have that problem.

– GeoJSON. To quote the Wikipedia article on GeoJSON directly, “GeoJSON is
an open standard format designed for representing simple geographical features,
along with their non-spatial attributes. It is based on the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON).” It is an easy-to-use format, but doesn’t appear to allow
representing complex relationships among entities.

– OGC GML. This XML-based format allows for sophisticated descriptions of
geographic entities. However, being XML-based, the format allows for only a
limited description of relationships. See [6].

– SpatiaLite. For the purposes of this paper, this is similar to GeoPackage.
– CSV. This is not a well-organized way to store spatial data and will not be

discussed further.
– OGC KML. This, like GML, is another XML-based storage scheme and is

subjected to the same restrictions on relationship representations.

In the next section, we will discuss the new storage scheme and how it is a better
alternative to Shapefile than the others we have just discussed.
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4 GeoDataLinks, the New Storage Scheme for Geographic
Data

In coming up with a proposed replacement for Shapefile, the author proposes a
solution to the two most troublesome properties of Shapefile that are difficult to
improve on, namely:

1. Disorganized file structure, that is, the geographic entities can’t be stored in the
same file with their identifiers and other attributes,

2. Inability to express relationships among geographic entities.

Our proposed data storage scheme, GeoDataLinks (henceforth to be also called
GDL), will solve these problems. GDL is based on ILE (Intentionally Linked
Entities) [3–5], which can be thought of as a direct implementation of the Entity-
Relationship (E/R) model, without support for weak entities, but with some features
that are more general, more powerful features than E/R. ILE implements entities
as objects and naturally supports binary relationships as well as relationships with
higher arities. As for binary relationships, it can easily handle one-to-one, one-to-
many, many-to-one, and many-to-many binary relationships. It is widely believed
that the E/R model cannot be directly implemented, but that’s what ILE is, namely,
a direct implementation of the E/R model, for one user at a time at least.

An ILE database is represented by a database object, which has two different
kinds of objects directly referenced inside it, namely:

1. entity set objects
2. relationship set objects

An entity set object then has entity objects references contained in it, and the
meaning of this situation is that these entities belong to the entity set.

Likewise a relationship set object has relationship objects referenced in it.
ILE has been implemented in prototypical form in Ruby, an object-oriented

programming language. Despite needing the object-oriented properties of Ruby, ILE
is not an objected-oriented database system because the entities are not identified by
their locations or object IDs. Instead, the entities are identified by their key attributes
like in a Relational database system.

In an ILE database, each set of entities of like kind will have an entity set object
defining them and bonding them together. In other words, an entity set object serves
the same function as a table in an RDBMS. An entity will have two kinds of
attributes, namely, key attributes and non-key attributes. All these attributes will
be specified in the entity set object to which the entity belongs. Each type of entity
can have an unlimited number of attributes of both keys and non-key types.

Now we consider what data types should be allowed for the attributes of an entity.
This author would suggest that unsigned integers and strings of printable characters
be the allowed types. This, of course, could be changed if it appears that other types
of attributes are suitable for use as identifiers or parts of identifiers.
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Non-key attributes can be of any type that the programming language used for
implementing ILE supports, and more, relying on compositing more primitive types
as needed. For example, all the useful geographic types must be supported, including
the variable-length ones such as polylines and polygons.

A relationship is an object that relates two or more entities. Each relationship
is represented by a relationship object, and all relationship objects of like kind are
grouped together physically and logically with a relationship set, implemented with
a relationship set object. This is similar to the (unimplemented) E/R model where
relationships and relationship sets are distinct from entities and entity sets. This is
to be contrasted with the Relational model, where both entity sets and relationship
sets are modeled and implemented as tables.

Each relationship is defined by its arity, or number of roles. Each role in the
relationship is played by an entity belonging to a specific entity set. ILE also permits
each role to (optionally) be played by more than one entity, all belonging to the same
entity set. Let’s assume for simplicity that each role is played by one entity. Then
the relationship object will have a pointer (reference) field for each role that points
to the entity playing that role, and the entity will also have a pointer field that points
back to the relationship object. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In case an entity is involved in more than one relationship, we can associate with
the entity not one pointer but an array of pointers. Likewise, in a relationship where
a role can be played by more than one entity, we can associate an array of pointers
with the role in the relationship object, so that we can point from that role to many
entities. Figure 2 illustrates how to implement a one-to-many binary relationship.

Fig. 1 An example of how
ILE implements a
relationship among entities
using a relationship object
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Fig. 2 An example of a
one-to-many or many-to-one
relationship in ILE

5 GeoDataLinks: Using ILE as a Replacement for Shapefile

Having introduced ILE, we are now ready to see how it can be used as a replacement
for Shapefile. There are two cases to consider, the static map case and the temporal
case. We will discuss the static map case in this paper, leaving the temporal case for
future work.

Henceforth, we will consider entity sets of places such as the set of all states
of the United States, all the provinces in Thailand, or all the secondary schools in
Québec, etc. The information on all the entities in all the entity sets is presumed
to be all valid at a certain point in time. If the name uniquely identifies the entity
within the entity set, then the name alone would be enough as the identifier, which
would be the sole key field needed for the entities in the entity set. if the names are
not unique, then a second key field can be used to help distinguish the various places
with duplicate names.

Now comes perhaps the most important part of this discussion, that is, how a
variable-length geographic feature of an entity should be represented. There is more
than one solution. One possibility is to make the entire border a non-key attribute
of the entity. This is simple to do because in Ruby, the language in which ILE
is currently implemented in, the dynamically allocated array is a common, well-
managed data structure. Not only that, but it is also possible to implement the
polygon as a linked list if necessary to achieve better memory management.

All other non-key attributes are just implemented in a routine fashion.
There is one flaw in the implementation just discussed—when two geographic

entities border each other, the shared border are duplicated, and if we stick with
Shapefile’s directional convention, then the vertices on the shared border will occur
in opposite orders. This duplication is not a good situation, because it can be difficult
to make sure the entries are identical, especially if there’s any correction involved.

Following this line of thinking, we introduce another solution that doesn’t involve
duplication. Instead of making the borders an attribute, make them entities and
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Fig. 3 RA and RB are
examples of reflexive ternary
relationships that makes
certain polylines borders
between two administrative
units. Every polyline B0, B1,
B2, etc. has such a
relationship associating the
border with two
administrative units.
However, only two such
relationships were illustrated
in this figure

therefore “first-class citizens” of the database system.2 Furthermore, instead of
making the border of a geographic administrative unit an entity, make the border
between two administrative units an entity. To say that a border entity makes the
border between administrative unit A and administrative unit B, we need a ternary
relation that relates A and B and the border entity. Figure 3 illustrates this situation.
Note that this ternary relationship is, of course, reflexive with respect to the two
roles A and B that are filled by administrative units.

Holes should also be modeled as entities and can be modeled with a binary
relationship between the geographic unit with the hole and the hole itself. To model
an administrative unit that borders the sea or ocean, we can treat the ocean as if it
were an administrative unit and use the ternary relationship.

There will be an entity that represents all the pieces of the border put together.
To make this possible, the author invents a new kind of one-to-many relationship
not in existence in ILE or in RDBMS before this. This relationship is called the
ordered one-to-many relationship, where unlike the usual one-to-many relationship,
the entities on the “many” side are considered to be ordered. This ordering is
implemented naturally by using the inherent ordering already in existence because

2Following [5], we say that an entity in an ILE database system is a first-class citizen, whereas an
attribute is a second-class citizen.
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Fig. 4 The ordered
one-to-many relationship
shown here says that the
boundary around Idaho is
composed of the seven
inter-administrative-unit
boundaries in clockwise order

of the connector array that is used for pointing to the elements on the “many” side.
Figure 4 illustrates this relationship.

6 Conclusions

We have discussed GeoDataLinks, a possible replacement for the ESRI Shapefile, an
historically important but now obsolete system of files for describing geographical
entities for geographical information processing. In Shapefile, the stored informa-
tion is fragmented in the sense that the geographic shapes are not stored with
their identifiers and other attributes. This kind of fragmentation can easily cause
a large number of geographical entities to be misidentified. Furthermore, Shapefile
doesn’t permit the description of relationships among geographic entities, which
means the entities’ full properties can’t be represented. The existing candidates for
replacing Shapefile don’t have the fragmentation problem, but are at best based
on the Relational database system or an extension thereof, which means that the
power to express relationships among geographic entities is limited. GeoDataLinks,
our new candidate for replacing Shapefile, is based on ILE (the Intentionally-
Linked Entities database system), which uses pointer-based data structures to
implement relationships between entities. In addition to not having the fragmenta-
tion problem, GeoDataLinks enables a natural expression of complex relationships
among geographic entities which is important for accurately and fully representing
geographical information. The work that culminated in GeoDataLinks includes the
advent of a new kind of one-to-many relationship, called the ordered one-to-many
relationship, where the entities on the “many” side of the relationship are linearly
ordered. In summary, GeoDataLinks makes use of modern, object-oriented pro-
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gramming technology to provide a robust, improved way of representing complex
geographic data.
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Nutrition Intake and Emotions Logging
System

Tony Anusic and Suhair Amer

1 Introduction

Obesity and overweight are significant health risks. It has become a widespread
phenomenon and it is defined based on the Body Mass Index of an individual.
A person is considered obese if his or her Body Mass Index is higher than or
equal to 30 kg/m2. Obesity may lead to chronic diseases such as high cholesterol,
type II diabetes, heart disease, and many others [1]. Some researchers say that
in order to lose weight in a healthy way and maintain it, the individual needs to
measure daily food intake [2]. This is because of the lack of balance between the
amount of intake and the amount of energy spent [3]. In recent years, people are
becoming more interested in watching their weight, watching their intake, and eating
healthier. Health monitoring using mobile devices is becoming more accessible by
individuals.

Some research is based on image-processing techniques and nutritional fact
tables. It uses a special calibration technique and built-in camera of mobile devices
and records a photo of the food before and after eating it in order to measure
the consumption of calorie and nutrient components. The algorithm then extracts
important features and then uses a support vector machine, as a classifier, to achieve
accurate results [4].

Another approach combines speech processing, natural language processing, and
text mining in a unified platform to extract nutrient information such as calorie
intake from spoken data. After converting the voice data to text, food name and
portion size information within the text are identified. A tiered matching algorithm
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is used to search the food name in a nutrition database and to accurately compute
calorie intake [5].

Machine-learning methods are used to measure calories of fruit and vegetables.
The model helps patients and dieticians to compute daily intake of calories. The
machine-learning models are used to predict classification accuracy. A camera and
intelligent mat are used to capture the picture of the fruit/vegetable, in order to
calculate the consumption of calorie [6].

Another approach uses a food diary that a user can use on his/her mobile
phone. For example, Pattern-Oriented Nutrition Diary is a mobile-phone food diary
designed using a theory-driven approach. It addresses a common challenge of food
diaries on mobile phones, which is related to the amount of effort required to
create food entries. The study showed that people preferred different approaches
to creating entries, which reflected their self-reported nutrition concerns [7].

In general, effective communication can improve weight loss maintenance.
Having a conversation is an emotional experience, and some research is using
chatbots that are conversation-driven intelligent systems. Chatbots have been
reported to increase compliance with health interventions. One study identified the
needs of adults aged 18+ who were maintaining weight loss using semi-structured
interviews. Their findings identified five key themes: (1) Weight loss maintenance
is challenging; (2) social contact is beneficial but may also reinforce unhealthy
habits; (3) Apps should be convenient and support progress tracking; (4) personal
messages should be specific and relevant; (5) chatbots have potential for weight loss
maintenance [8].

In addition, mobile telephone technology can aid weight management inter-
ventions by delivering support in real-time and real-world settings. There are
technologies used in weight management such as text- message-based systems that
have shown to be beneficial for self-reporting and motivation but these systems
require a human operator to read and respond to messages from participants, thus
24/7 availability is not always possible [9].

In summary, a literature review was conducted that searched electronic databases
to locate publications dated between 2006 and 2018 about using digital technologies
for weight loss maintenance. The review highlighted that digital technologies have
the potential to be effective communication tools for significantly aiding weight loss
maintenance, especially in the short term [10].

2 Problem Statement

This chapter discusses establishing requirements, designing, and developing a
Personal Nutrition Intake and Emotions logging simple interactive system. The
logging system would be like a form where the user will enter the data, which
will then be stored to a file. A graphical user interface should make the process
of entering the information fun. The system will motivate its users to log their food
intake over a long period of time and how it correlated with their emotion and mood.
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The aim is to use this information in the future and correlate what they ate with their
mood that day. For example, did they eat more when they were happier or sad?
They eat more around holidays, etc. It is important to note that unbalanced diet is a
major risk for chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease, metabolic diseases,
kidney diseases, cancer and neurodegenerative diseases. Current methods to capture
dietary intakes may include food-frequency questionnaires, 7-day food records and
24 h recall. These methods are expensive to conduct, cumbersome for participants
to use, and prone to reporting errors. These are also examples of ways doctors or
centers are asking their patients to record their food intake. For example, patients
with diabetes would be given a notebook and are asked to record what they ate
throughout the day and it is divided as breakfast, snack , lunch, etc. and then other
information. In their next visit, notes are checked and are given directions to what to
do next. The problem with these recording techniques is that they are boring, time
consuming, and many patients forget and don’t fill it correctly.

The system needed to have a simple joyful design and interface that is easy
to navigate and use and that will make them want to record/enter their data. It is
necessary to keep in mind that people have patterns and routine. For example, a
person will repeat eating the same thing over time. So, in total, let us say they have
20 food options. Users may be asked to enter the options on first use and let the app
convert it to a list that they can choose from. An “add a new item” button always
available. Application should allow users to print/retrieve the information.

The next sections will elaborate on the work of the student author of this
chapter. The student needed to complete three phases of the project: (1) establish
requirements and design a simple interactive system, (2) implement a simple
interactive system, and (3) Data analysis and evaluation of the simple interactive
system.

3 Establishing Requirements and Designing a Simple
Interactive System

3.1 Usability and User Experience Goals

Usability Goals include:

• Effectiveness (is it good at what it is supposed to do)
• Efficiency (is it able to carry out the task)
• Utility (does it provide functionality to do what needs to be done)

User Experience Goals include:

• Fun
• Helpful
• Enjoyable to use
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3.2 Questions Using Design Goals

Usability Goals as Questions are listed as follows:

• Effectiveness – Does the application allow for users to log their food intake over
a long period of time and correlate it with emotions?

• Efficiency – Does the application allow for users to use the recorded data in the
future to correlate what they ate with their mood?

• Utility – Does the application provide the functions that allow the user to log
their food intake and emotions with simplicity?

User Experience Goals as Questions are listed next:

• Fun – Is the application fun to use or provide interactivity with the user?
• Helpful – Does the application accomplish the task in a simple way?
• Enjoyable – Is the application enjoyable to use or provide good feedback to the

user?

3.3 Users’ Needs, Requirements, and Main Tasks

The user needs to be able to record, over time, their food intake and emotions
during the day by using a fun and easy to use application. That meant that the
application must provide an easily accessible GUI to enter food intake and select
emotion options easily. The application should also be fun to use and have a simple
design for the user to use it daily. To do that the main tasks is to create an application
to allow users to record their food intake and emotions by providing them with a fun
and simple GUI that they can use over a span of time. It should include buttons and
text boxes to create a more intuitive way to record information.

3.4 Scenarios and Use Cases

Several scenarios were developed. For example: Scenario: User1 wants to record
and enter nutrition intake information into a logging system to track what they eat
and how they feel every day. He/she opens the application and is greeted to input
their data. The user will type into a box what they ate at the start of the week and
select an emotion that they felt on that day. For the rest of the remaining time, the
user will input or select previously typed information to record their intake and
emotions. When they are finished, they can review what they ate and how they felt
during the period they used the system. The user studies this information and may
decide to change their intake.
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A use case:

1. The app displays a GUI for inputting what was eaten and how they felt that day.
2. The user types into a text box what they ate that day.
3. The system records what they ate and prompts them to select an emotion.
4. The user selects the emotion for the day.
5. The system records the emotion and the user can add more logs and review saved

logs.

3.5 Requirements Using Volere shell

Requirement #: 1
Requirement Type: 9
Event/use case #: 1-5
Description: User should be able to easily enter food intake and select emotion

options.
Rationale: A simple yet fun design with easy to locate items allows the user

to achieve their goal of recording nutrition intake and emotions quickly and
effortlessly for future analysis.

Originator: XXXX
Fit Criterion: The app shall communicate to the user the common food they ate and

how they feel everyday over a span of time.
Customer Satisfaction: 5
Customer Dissatisfaction: 5
Priority: High
Conflicts: None
Supporting Materials: None
History: Created April 12, 2018

Requirement #: 2
Requirement Type: 10
Event/use case #: 1
Description: The app should have a fun and simple design for the user to use.
Rationale: A simple design with fun interactions lets the user accomplish their task

easily and will want to use the app more.
Originator: XXXX
Fit Criterion: The app shall provide a simple and working functional GUI that is fun

to use.
Customer Satisfaction: 5
Customer Dissatisfaction: 5
Priority: High
Conflicts: None
Supporting Materials: None
History: Created April 12, 2018
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3.6 Conceptual Model

An intake logging system is a nutrition record form in a simple virtual environment.
The operations that can be performed are record keeping of food intake and
emotions for future analysis. The application focuses on providing an enjoyable
user experience using a virtual environment rather than plain paper forms and
questionnaires.

3.7 Mental Model

The application represents a virtual version of a nutrition form someone may fill out
for themselves or for a doctor but in a simpler and fun way. There are text boxes for
users to enter what they ate on specific days, options to choose what day it is, and
buttons to choose and lock in emotions that they felt. Rather than using only text
boxes for entering data, the application provides more interactive methods to allow
the user to record data.

3.8 Analyzed Findings and Enhanced Conceptual Model

The application needs to record users’ data without being boring or time consuming.
It must provide them a way to input data quickly and easily by focusing on what
the user needs most and getting rid of any unnecessary additional clutter. The
application is based on popular fitness apps that do a great job of recording and
showing data in a simple way. It is interactive by using images, buttons, and text
boxes for data input.

3.9 Interface Design Issues

When creating an interface, there are some issues that needs to be considered when
attempting to figure out a suitable design. The application needs to be simple and fun
and display/require what is most needed to the user. This is to avoid GUI clutter and
managing how much to put on the interface without diminishing the user experience.
Another issue is figuring out the best way to provide interactions to the user without
making things too complicated for a simple application.
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Fig. 1 Card-Based Prototype Design

3.10 Initial Designs and Evaluation of Designs

This section will show some of the initial design that was developed. Figure 1 is the
Card-Based Prototype Design. Figure 2 is the Storyboard Design. The user is asked
to select a day, enter food intake, select an emotion, submit data, and view previous
data. Overall, the initial designs will help achieve the goal of recording food intake
and emotions with an easy and fun to use interface. Two users were asked to evaluate
the design and if it can achieve the task. For the most part, the users said that the
initial design does achieve what the task is asking for and it seems fun to use. They
also mentioned that it can look better by spacing GUI components better and maybe
adding an emotion counter in the display box of data for better analysis capability.

4 Implementing a Simple Interactive System

The system was created using Visual Basic C#, which provides easy to use GUI
options and a clean design. When running the system, the main page, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, consists of a text box to enter week number, a dropdown menu to select
the week day, text box to enter food intake, dropdown menu to select mood/emotion,
buttons to submit or retrieve stored information. When the user clicks the submit
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Fig. 2 Storyboard design

button, a message box displays a message that the data was saved, as shown in Fig.
5. The select day dropdown menu will display only the first 4 days and the user
will need to scroll down if they wish to select another day as shown in Fig. 6. The
user has the option to display all stored food intake options. To do so, they need to
click on the retrieve button located near that drop box as shown in Fig. 7. The user
can also retrieve stored data by clicking on the Read Data button. It displays “Saved
options are now available in the display box!”, as shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 3 Application interface without data

Fig. 4 XML Document with data (file exists only with data)

5 Data Analysis and Evaluation of the Simple Interactive
System

5.1 Goals

The main goal of the evaluation is to answer the question: Does the prototype
application meet the requirements of allowing the user to record his/her food intake
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Fig. 5 Interface with data. Message box popup when Submit Data button is clicked. It displays
“Your data has been saved!”

Fig. 6 Day selection Combo box showing how each day of the week is displayed in the dropdown.
Shows the first 4 days of the week and a scroll bar to shows the rest

and emotions over time in a fun and simple way? The DECIDE framework is used
to guide evaluation [11] and to see if the prototype meets the requirements of the
project. It will evaluate how well the application functions when users test it and
will help show how it could be improved.
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Fig. 7 Food intake Combo box shows all saved intake options when the dropdown arrow is clicked
after clicking on the Retrieve button beside it

Fig. 8 Retrieve stored data by clicking on the Read Data button. It displays “Saved options are
now available in the display box!”

5.2 Exploring the Questions

The following questions will be used to answer and guide the evaluation study and
meet the goal of the evaluation.

• How does the user feel toward paper-based forms that they usually have to fill
out?

• Would the user prefer to use electronic versions over a paper-based version?
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• Did the application allow the user to log food intake and emotions over time?
• Was the GUI of the application simple to use and easy to follow?
• Was the application fun to use?
• What kind of recommendations are there for future improvements of the app?

5.3 Evaluation Method Choice

The evaluation method chosen was usability testing. Since the main goal of the
evaluation is to determine if the prototype application was successful at meeting the
requirements for the project, usability testing would be the best choice as it allows
establishing predetermined questions and tasks that selected users can answer in
order to provide crucial data.

5.4 Practical Issues Identified

There were some practical issues that needed to be identified. Time constraints were
one of the issues that were faced. Having 10 users test out the application and
provide feedback would need to be done in a timely manner to allow each user
enough time to use the application but to not take up too much of anyone’s time.
There was also an issue of accessing the appropriate participants for the usability
testing. Participants who would represent the target audience for a food intake and
emotion logging system had to be identified and selected. The chosen participants
were the ones who dieted, did a ton of activities, or were just curious about their
eating patterns. Asking these participants was the best way to get a representative
and accurate form of data.

5.5 Collected Data

This section lists users’ answer to the usability testing questions. These questions
helped collect the necessary data for the evaluation. Because of time limitation and
accessibility to users, only 10 subjects participated in the evaluation.

For question 1 that stated, “What do you think of paper-based forms that you
often have to fill out?”, the users answered:

• User1: “Most of the time they are tedious and not fun to fill out at all.”
• User2: “Paper forms are not too bad to use. I usually calculate calories all the

time, so I’m used to having to write things down on paper.”
• User3: “Since I am a middle-aged adult, I grew up with paper forms, so I don’t

mind them.”
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• User4: “Personally if they have an option to fill out forms online, I will do that
because it is more convenient for me. I don’t enjoy filling out paper forms as
much as electronic ones.”

• User5: “I don’t really mind paper forms as long as they are detailed and don’t
use technical jargon.”

• User6: “Paper forms are oftentimes difficult to follow, most of the time electronic
versions are much easier to use and follow along with.”

• User7: “Whenever I fill out surveys or forms, I always opt for online ones because
I am always on my phone or computer and find it simpler.”

• User8: “I don’t like paper forms because I would rather type my responses than
write them down, and paper forms are oftentimes too wordy.”

• User9: “Paper forms oftentimes take too much time to fill out, electronic forms
seem to be quicker to me.”

• User10: “I like paper-based forms because it is easier to read everything
compared to online ones.”

For question 2 that stated, “Would you rather prefer to use an electronic version
of the form over a paper version? (Y/N)”, Fig. 9 shows that 6 users said yes they
prefer using an electronic version over a paper version. However, 40% of the users
still preferred the paper version.

For question 3 that stated, “Did the application allow you to log your food intake
and emotions over time? (Y/N)”, Fig. 10 shows that the application did allow them
to log their information.

For question 4 that stated, “Was the interface or design of the application simple
and easy to follow?”, Fig. 11 shows that all users said yes. In addition, some users
added the following comments: “Yes, the design was simple and there wasn’t much
clutter compared to some apps that I have used”; “Yes, it was easy to follow along
and fill out the data on the app”; “Yes, it was simple to follow but some buttons
should be renamed to make things clearer”; “Yes, the application had a very simple
design that was short and straight to the point with many forms of options”; and

Fig. 9 Number of users
preferring the use of an
electronic version of the form
over a paper version
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Fig. 10 Number of users
able to log their food intake
and emotions over time
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Fig. 11 Number of users indicating that the interface or design of the application was simple and
easy to follow

“Yes, it was simple and easy to follow but more explanations would be useful in the
long run.”

For question 5 that stated, “Was the application fun to use?”, Fig. 12 shows
that all users indicated that the application was fun to use. Some users had some
additional comments such as: “Yes, the app was fun and quick to use”; “Yes, it
was interactive and helped me see what a logging system like this could be used
for”; “Yes, the app is fun and useful for keeping track of important data”; “Yes, it
wasn’t anything special but it’s still better than if this was in a paper form”; “Yes,
it provided useful data that I would personally use for myself”; and “Yes, it was
interesting to see the use of tracking food intake with your emotions.”

For question 6 that stated, “What type of recommendations if any would you
give for future improvements of the application?”, the responses of some of the
users included: “Make the deletion of specific submitted data available for users
to get rid of mistyped information more easily”; “Maybe add a counter for each
emotion so the user can easily see how often they felt a certain emotion”; “For an
updated version you could try and add more descriptions to each section to make
things clearer to follow”; “Rather than typing an emotion you could make them
buttons with pictures on them so that there is less typing”; “If possible, you could
add a calendar to choose the date rather than selection a week number and day of
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Fig. 12 Number of users indicating that the application was fun to use

the week”; and “Improve readability and provide a few more explanations so that
everything makes sense.”

5.6 Evaluation of Data

After collecting the results, the data shows that the users preferred an electronic
form rather than a paper form to fill out if given the choice. The users all responded
that the application allowed them to record food intake and emotions over time.
They also said that the GUI was simple and easy to follow for the most part with
some recommendations for improvements. All the users also agreed that it was fun
to use the application since it allowed them to see how something like this could be
used in their daily lives. While performing the usability testing, the users enjoyed
testing out the system and provided positive feedback and many recommendations
for future improvements. The model had a high reliability and showed a positive
validity. There was not much bias in the responses since the participants were chosen
to each have a slightly different view and lifestyle.

5.7 Data Analysis

The usability testing provided data for my evaluation. Most of the users preferred
to use electronic or online forms rather than paper forms. The majority said that the
application did what it was supposed to and was easy to follow. They had fun using
the application since the reasoning for its creation was unique. They suggested that
a future version of the application should consider changing text of the buttons to
something more understandable, provide a calendar for them to select the date, and
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to add a counter to each emotion so that users can summarize how they felt in a
specific time frame.

5.8 Interpretation of Data

These questions were chosen to help see how well the application followed the
project requirements as well as how useful electronic versions of forms, surveys,
etc. can be to acquire data instead of using paper. The data gathered indicated that
requirements set by the instructor have been achieved. The recommendations of
the users in the feedback question can be considered for future improvements and
versions.

5.9 Ethical Issues

There were no ethical issues identified with the use of the system because it does not
ask users to submit private information such as their name, address, phone number,
etc. A consent form is not needed in this case but if a future update to the application
was made that asked them to submit such data then the consent form should be
created to protect their privacy. In addition, security should be built in the system to
make sure such information is not shared without their consent.

6 Conclusion

When developing the system, the student chose the card-based prototype and
implemented the application using Visual Basic C#, which provides easy to use
GUI options and a clean design. He enjoyed working on this logging system
application. He created a Windows Form Application using Visual Studio C#, which
he had previous experience in from a prerequisite course. He was able to meet the
requirements for the project without having a cluttered GUI. However, there were
some issues that he encountered and had to work on in order to get a fully functional
application. One issue was determining how to save the data for future use after
the application closes. He set up an XML document that was created to store all
the data that could then be displayed when the user needs or chooses to. Another
issue was figuring out how to get all the controls to display in one field. He used a
dataGridView control that allowed him to display all the input data using a separate
class (NutritionClass), which used get/set assessors to retrieve and set the data.

After sampling 10 participants using the usability testing method, he was able to
gather positive feedback on the application. The questions that each user answered
allowed him to answer his goal of creating a functional, easy to use, and fun
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food intake and emotion logging system. The data that was gathered revealed that
the majority preferred to use electronic versions of forms rather than paper-based
forms but there were a few that still preferred to use paper versions. Every user
agreed that the application was easy to follow, allowed them to log their food
intake and emotions over time, and was fun to use. The users provided plenty
of recommendations for improvements. This project helped him apply the core
concepts that were learned during the semester to develop the application as well
as utilize his C# programming skills from previous semesters.
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Geographical Labeling of Web Objects
Through Maximum Marginal
Classification

K. N. Anjan Kumar, T. Satish Kumar, and J. Reshma

1 Introduction

1.1 Overview on Web Object Search Engine

Web search engines focus on retrieving relevant Web documents for the submitted
user query. However, the Web documents can include information about various
events, concepts, objects, etc. If the user is specifically requesting information
about certain Web object such as automobiles, authors, political parties, countries,
etc., the required user information might be confined to a limited section inside
Web documents; the user is forced to invest some effort in locating the required
information – if the Web document is large and contains multiple hyperlinks.

Web object search engines can be termed as Vertical Search Engines, because
they directly retrieve the required information about Web objects instead of
retrieving the Web documents.

Web object search engines utilize object repository, which is created by extract-
ing information about different Web objects from Web documents and integrating
the extracted information. The Web object data is stored in either unstructured
or structured format in the Web object repository. However, there are significant
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issues in effectively extracting object information from Web documents: (1) Noise
might get injected inside the data during extraction process. (2) The extracted object
information might contain redundant information.

The Windows Live Product Search [1] and Libra Academic Search [2] are
popular examples of Web object search engines that provide object search facility
on products and academic publications, respectively. The Web object search engine
presented in [3] provides Web object search facility on various Windows-related
products, which were initially distributed in different websites, thus providing
effective Web object search using a single application. Similarly, the Web object
search engine presented in [2] provides Web object search facility regarding
academic publications. In fact, searching for suitable academic publications requires
accessing multiple publisher websites. However, Libra Academic Search provided
unifying application to reduce the user effort in querying academic publication
information.

1.2 Research Issues

Location-based search [4] on Web objects provides a facility to retrieve Web objects
confined to a particular geographical location. For example, the query Pneumonia
Brazil requires Web objects corresponding to pneumonia and confined to Brazil to
be retrieved. The Web objects stored present in the Web object repository have to
be tagged by location identifier in order to provide effective location-based search.
However, many Web objects might not contain explicit location identifier, and in
such scenario, suitable location identifiers have to be assigned.

There are multiple issues in providing accurate location labels to Web objects: (1)
multiple location names might occur inside Web object information, which can lead
to ambiguity in deciding the exact location identifier; (2) presence of noise inside
Web object information can lead to poor accuracy in identifying the exact location
identifier.

The initial work on assigning location identifiers to Web objects through
Gaussian Mixture Model was presented in [5]. However, the empirical result with
regard to labeling accuracy is not encouraging. There is considerable opportunity to
introduce alternate technique to obtain better results regarding labeling accuracy.

1.3 Contributions

The following contributions are made in this work:

1. The location names present in the stored information of each Web object are
extracted to create a corresponding feature vector, which will be subjected to
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labeling. Maximum Marginal Classifier (MMC) is utilized to design geographi-
cal labeling technique for Web objects.

2. The proposed technique is compared against the contemporary technique. The
empirical results are obtained on a real-world data set. The proposed technique
outperforms the contemporary technique by at least 40% and by two orders of
magnitude in execution efficiency.

This chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 2 outlines the related work in the
area of Web object search engines. Section 3 outlines the proposed Web object
geographical labeling technique. Section 4 describes the empirical results. Finally,
Sect. 5 outlines the chapter conclusion with future directions.

2 Related Work

The initial work on Web object search engines was proposed in [3]. The challenges
in building an efficient Web object search engine were highlighted. One of the
significant challenges that were described is the addition of noise during the object
extraction process. Two functions were proposed to rank the result set of a Web
object query, which ranked the attributes and tuples of the Web objects, respectively.

In [6], the problem of assigning geographical labels to Web documents was
addressed. The location information present in the Web document, such as physical
address, IP address, etc., was utilized to assign labels. However, the problem of
assigning labels when explicit location information is not present in Web documents
is not addressed.

The Web search engine proposed in [7] attempts to provide query results that
cover most of the geographical locations. The document repository was built by
utilizing documents that collectively covered all the possible geographical locations.

In [8–12], topic level Web search facility was provided. The goal of these systems
is to retrieve those Web pages that have the requested topic information. In [8], each
document was divided into number of topics, and spatial labels that correspond to
a specific state or country were assigned to these topics. The temporal and spatial
distributions of topics were utilized to build this location-based topic level search
facility. Another location-based topic search engine was proposed in [13]. Here, the
geographical bias present inside Web documents was utilized to build this system.
For example, in [13] it was discovered that there was uniform distribution of all
website locations for those websites, which were linked to New York Times.

The integration of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) with Web search
engines was performed and proposed in [14]. The search effectiveness of the Web
search engine was increased by utilizing the recorded personal experiences of users
in Weblogs.

Geographical labeling technique of documents is called Geo-coding. Geographi-
cal Information Systems (GIS) [15] utilize Geo-coding to provide relevant results to
the user. Techniques such as feature vector models are used by some GIS to perform
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Geo-coding [16, 17]. One of the important issues in Geo-coding is ambiguity in
deciding accurate location labels. The problem arises due to the presence of multiple
location names inside the documents. Many ambiguities-resolving techniques have
been proposed for GIS [18, 19].

3 Geographical Labeling Technique for Web Objects

3.1 Problem Statement

Let, (o1.o2,....oN) indicates a set of Web objects; wherein, each Web object ok(1 ≤ k
≤ N) has to be labeled with suitable location identifier/label. The feature vector for
a Web object represented in Eq. 1, is constructed using the location identifier that
appears in the corresponding Web object information. Here, dj is the feature vector
for Web object oj, l indicates the utilized maximum number of location names for
the labeling procedure, pi(1 ≤ i≤ l) indicates a specific location identifier/name and
tf (pi) indicates the term frequency of pi inside oj. The goal is to assign a suitable
location label/name to dj.

df =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

tf (p1)

tf (p2)

·
·

tf (pt )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1)

3.2 Maximum Marginal Classification Model

Consider a data point dj, which is modeled through a random vector having the
dimensions k × 1.

So, dj = [dj1,dj2,...,djk] is the component representation of dj and −a ≤ dji≤
a(1 ≤ i≤ k). Consider the 2 − class classification problem. Assume that there are
r classifier functions that can perform 2 − class classification on the data point dj.
Let these classifiers be indicated as F1(x),F2(x),....Fr(x). If the parameters of these
classifiers are unknown, then they can be estimated through the training set. But, the
issue is to decide which classifier provides the best classification performance.

R (Fc(x)) =
∫ a

dj1=−a

∫ a

dj2=−a

· · · ·
∫ a

djk=−a

Q
(
Fc

(
dj
)
, dj

)
f
(
dj
)

(2)

Risk minimization technique is used to identify the most suitable classifier
function. The Equation 2 exhibits the risk functional which decides the optimal
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Fig. 1 Hyperplane for first
classifier

Fig. 2 Hyperplane for
second classifier

classifier. Here, R is the risk functional, Q is called as the loss function, 1 ≤ c ≤ r
and f is the density function of dj. The classifier function that has the lowest risk
functional value is selected as the optimal classifier.

The MMC technique is based on the principle of risk minimization. It provides
the most suitable classifier to perform 2 − class classification. The main concept of
MMC is to detect the hyperplane that provides the maximum separation between
the two classes, and this case is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Here, the ovals indicate
a specific class data points. Each data point is assumed to have two components,
H1 and H2 indicate the hyperplanes of two different classifiers. It is apparent that
the classifier corresponding to the hyperplane H2 provides the maximum separation
between the two classes.

xj = wϕ
(
dj

)+ b (3)

ϕ
(
aj

) = aaj (4)
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The classifier function used by MMC is represented in Eq. 3. Here, xj is the class
label of dj, which can take only two values, w ∈ 1 × k is the weight vector, ϕ(di)
is a transformation function, which is represented in Equation 4, and a and b are
suitable constants.

The training set used in calculating the optimal hyperplane is represented in Eq.
5. The training set contains n ordered pairs; in which, every ordered pair contains
data point and its corresponding class label. The optimal hyperplane is obtained
by solving the optimization function shown in Eq. 6. Here, 1 ≤ m ≤ n and the
magnitude of weight vector is represented in Eq. 7.

trinning set = [(d1, x1) , (d2, x2) , · · · (dn, xn)] (5)

arg maxw,b

1

‖w‖minm

[
xm

(
wT φ (dm)

)
+
]

(6)

‖w‖ =
√

w2
1 + w2

2 + · · · · + w2
k (7)

3.3 Algorithm

The Algorithm 1 describes the proposed geographical labeling technique, and
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Initially, parsing of the Web object information is
performed to detect explicit location identifier. If such location identifier is not
present, Algorithm 1 is executed to assign suitable location identifier.

The details of Algorithm 1 are as follows: Every distinct pair of locations is
considered such that, both the locations in the pair should be different. For each
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Fig. 3 Web object labeling process
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location pair, MMC parameters w and b are estimated by utilizing the training set
(indicated by Tr set) shown in Eq. 5, and the function MMC model(Tr set) achieves
the required optimization represented in Eq. 6.

Here, ŵ and b̂are the estimated parameters. The feature vector is classified
w.rt considered location pair, and by using the classifier function shown in Eq. 3.
The feature vector dj is labeled with the location name to which dj gets assigned
maximum number of times. Here, label (dj) is the assigned location label for dj.

Algorithm 1 Technique for Web Object Geographical Labeling

for i = 1 to l do
count(pi) = 0
end for
for Each(pi, pk)(i �= k)do(
ŵ, b̂

)
= MMCmodel (T r set)

If pi ==
(
ŵ∅

(
dj

)+ b̂
)

then

count(pi) = count(pi) + 1
else
count(pk) = count(pk) + 1
end if
end for
label

(
dj

) = max
r

count (pr) (1 ≤ r ≤ l)

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 System Design

An empirical analysis was performed on Web object repository created by utilizing
Wikipedia data set [20]. Figure 4 illustrates the utilized object extraction procedure.
The Information Extraction Component extracts all the object information from
various Wikipedia relations. The Information Filtering component is responsible
for structuring information and its integration for relevant objects, which is then
stored in object repository.

The proposed Web object labeling technique is empirically compared against the
contemporary technique; for the ease of reference, these techniques will be referred
to as new-label and old-label, respectively. The training set used for training the
MMC classifier and test set contained 600 and 1000 Web objects, respectively. The
parameter l varied between 50 and 10. The empirical analysis is performed through
the metric labeling accuracy, which indicates the ratio of accurately labeled objects
in the test set to the number of objects in the test set. The value of this metric is
between [0−1]; wherein, 1 indicates that accurate labeling of all the Web objects
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Fig. 4 Object extraction
procedure

Fig. 5 Accuracy vs No of
places
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in the test set was achieved and 0 indicates none of the test set Web objects were
accurately labeled.

4.2 Empirical Results Discussions

The first experiment is used for analyzing the performance of new-label and old-
label with regard to labeling accuracy and total labeling time by varying the
parameter l. Figure 5 illustrates the result analysis regarding labeling accuracy. The
new-label outperforms old-label due to the superior effectiveness of its designed
classification scheme. The analysis result of the same experiment regarding test set
total labeling time is illustrated in Fig. 6. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
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Fig. 6 No of places vs Time
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Fig. 7 Latency for training
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utilized by old-label for classification is computationally expensive, and with
the increase of GMM mixing components, execution cost increases considerably.
Hence, new-label exhibits superior execution efficiency compared to old-label.

The second experiment analyzes the latency for training the classifiers of
old-label and new-label by varying the parameter l. The analysis result of this
experiment is illustrated in Fig. 7. There is an increase in the feature vector
components of both new-label and old-label as l increases, which increases the
training latency of both old-label and new-label. The old-label exhibits increased
training latency due to the complexity of GMM.

The effect of noise on the labeling accuracy and total labeling time of new-label
and old-label is analyzed through a third experiment. The analysis result regarding
labeling accuracy is illustrated in Fig. 8. The labeling accuracy of both new-label
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Fig. 8 labeling accuracy
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Fig. 9 Labeling Time vs
Noise Rate
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and old-label decreases due to increase in noise rate, because of data manipulation
through noise. Old-label exhibits limited performance due to the same reasons
explained before. The analysis result of the third experiment with regard to total
labeling time is illustrated in Fig. 9; again, new-label outperforms old-label for the
same reasons explained before.

The last experiment is used for analyzing the labeling accuracy of new-label and
old-label on the test set by varying the training set size. Figure 10 illustrates the
analysis result of the last experiment. As the size of the training set increases, it
is evident that both techniques increase their labeling accuracy. Again, new-label
outperforms old-label for the same reasons explained above.
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Fig. 10 Training Set Size vs
Accuracy
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5 Conclusion

The contributions presented in this work are:

1. The importance of providing geography-specific Web object search is outlined.
The mathematical framework for Web object geographical labeling was pre-
sented, which proposed a feature vector that contained the term frequencies of
all the location identifiers found in the Web object information. The MMC model
was formally described and it was applied to achieve Web object geographical
labeling.

2. The proposed technique was evaluated over real-world data set and it was
compared against contemporary technique proposed in [5]. The proposed tech-
nique provided around 40% better labeling accuracy and 2 order magnitude
improvement in execution efficiency than the contemporary technique.

The future work in this area is summarized below:

1. The labeling accuracy of this proposed technique may improve through parame-
ter tuning, which involves adding few more effective parameters in the classifier
function. So, discovery of effective additional parameters can be considered in
future.

2. Ranking of Web object results to answer a user query is extremely essential to
increase the effectiveness regarding user relevance. Until now, ranking functions
have not considered geography-based search. It is important to develop ranking
functions that cater to this requirement.
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Automatic Brand Name Translation
Based on Hexagonal Pyramid Model

Yangli Jia, Zhenling Zhang, Haitao Wang, and Xinyu Cao

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the integration of the global economic exchange, a lot
of foreign products have entered or are ready to enter the Chinese market. It is very
wise and necessary for international corporations to translate their foreign brand
names into Chinese when entering the Chinese market considering the diversity of
its languages, nationalism, and cultural factors.

At present, there are a number of successfully translated brand names on the
Chinese market, such as Coca-Cola(可口可乐/ke-kou-ke-le/), Pepsi Cola(百事
可乐/bai-shi-ke-le/), Goldlion(金利来/jin-li-lai/), Nike(耐克/nai-ke/), Pantene(潘
婷/pan-ting/), Sprite(雪碧/xue-bi/), Safeguard(舒肤佳/shu-fu-jia/), Colgate(高露
洁/gao-lu-jie/), Robust(乐百氏/le-bai-shi/) and so on. These brand names, trans-
lated in accordance with Chinese cultural and aesthetic norms, have succeeded in
finding resonance with Chinese consumers.

A successfully translated brand name itself is a good advertising while an
unsuccessful one would lead to economic loss to the company [1]. Thus, it is
necessary and valuable to research on the translation strategies and translation
methods.

Some strategies for translating foreign brand names to Chinese have been
presented, and most of these translation strategies have been developed from two
aspects in linguistics: phoneme and semantics. For example, as Schmitt and Zhang
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point out, phonemes and semantics, as two linguistic dimensions of brand name
translation, yield four possible types of name translations from English to Chinese:
a translation based on sound; a translation based on meaning; a translation based
on sound and meaning; creative translation [2, 3]. These strategies and methods are
easy to understand and manually implement. However, brand name translation is a
special kind of translation, involving business and products. An effective translated
brand name needs to be translated in accordance with the communicative purpose
to the targeted market segments [4].

Some business researchers have proposed other translation strategies that con-
sider the combination of the basic translation methods and other strategies such
as culture, psychology, and so on. For example, Meilun Gou proposed a creative
translation method that is based on sociocultural adaptation and consumer accep-
tance, but discarded its combination of the other two basic strategies: phoneme and
semantics [5]. On the other hand, [6] pays more attention to the aesthetic sentiments
when translating brand names for Chinese cosmetic market. These translation
methods are not fully summarized and the classification of some examples cited
in this chapter is a little indistinct and need to be further discussed.

In this chapter, we put forward a hexagonal pyramid with mid-perpendicular
model for brand name translation, and a lot of examples are used to introduce
and analyze the model in detail. This model provides a comprehensive summary
of brand name translation methods and makes the classification of some translated
brand names from vague to clear. In the second section of this chapter, a hexag-
onal pyramid with mid-perpendicular model for brand name translation is firstly
proposed and discussed with some related cases in details based on the comparative
linguistic study of loanwords translation. In the third part, an approach supporting
all the strategies of the hexagonal pyramid model has been proposed to help find an
adequately translated word in Chinese. And an experiment has been done by way of
a dedicated program with results of a cluster of recommended Chinese brand words
with a good potential to be used.

2 Translation Strategies and Hexagonal Pyramid Model

Based on the research of the existing brand name translations, a model for brand
name translation, named hexagonal pyramid model, is proposed. The corresponding
algorithm is designed as well. As shown in Fig. 1, in the hexagonal pyramid model,
the point (B) refers to a brand name, and three basic points on the bottom, marked
as (P), (S), (C), refer to the pure phonetic strategy, pure semantic strategy, and
pure commercial strategy separately. The strategies in the three dimensions can
be combined with each other. And the points (P, C), (P, S), (S, C) represent the
corresponding blending strategies separately. Among them, (P, C) represents the
phono-commercial strategy, and (P, S) represents the phono-semantic strategy, and
(S, C) represents the semantic-commercial strategy, and the midpoint on the bottom
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Fig. 1 Hexagonal pyramid
model

(P, C)                           (C)

(P)  S, C)

P, S )

(S)

(B)

Table 1 Translation strategies based on the hexagonal pyramid model

Translation strategy Examples

Pure phonetic strategy (P) 星巴克(xing-ba-ke, Starbucks),派克(Pike),西门
子(xi-men-zi, Siemens)

Pure semantic strategy (S) 先锋(xian-feng, Pioneer),空客(kong-ke, Airbus)
Commercial strategy (C) 雪碧(xue-bi, Spirit),飘柔(piao-rou, Rejoice),汇

丰(hui-feng,HSBC)
Phono-commercial strategy (P, C) 兰蔻(lan-kou, Lancome),必应(bi-ying, Bing),雅

芳(ya-fang, Avon),宜家(yi-jia, IKEA)
Semantic-commercial strategy (S, C) 七喜(qi-xi, Seven up),劲量(jin-liang, Energizer)
Phono-semantic strategy (P, S) 台风(tai-feng, typhoon)

(P, S, C) represents the phono-semantic-commercial strategy. Six edges: (B)<->(P),
(B)<->(C), (B)<->(S), (B)<->(P, C), (B)<->(P, S), (B)<->(S, C).

On the one hand, this model can be used to classify the existing brand name
translations clearly and easily. Some brand name translation examples correspond-
ing to the edges and mid-perpendicular in the model are listed in Table 1. On the
other hand, different strategies can be selected according to this model to construct
a new brand name translation. The translation types and corresponding translation
detail are as follows.

2.1 Phonetic Strategy (P)

In linguistics, phonetic translation or phonetic borrowing is when we accept a term
with its pronunciation from foreign languages. Phonetic loanwords are written in
Chinese characters based on syllables. One Chinese character is one syllable, so
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one character or a compound of multiple characters can approximate the phonetic
form of a foreign word.

Western brand names can be translated into Chinese based on pronunciation only,
which refers to use of Chinese characters to transcribe phonetically the sound of
names foreign to the Chinese language. That is to say when a Western brand name
is converted into a new Chinese name, its pronunciation is similar to the original one.
For example, the converted Chinese brand name “飞利浦”(/fei-li-pu/, Philips) uses
the characters “飞”(/fēi/, fly), “利”(/lì/, sharp, benefit),浦”(/pǔ/, riverine), which are
the phonetically imperfect rendering of the English initial syllables.

For example, as shown in Fig. 2, “Philips” (brand name for jeans) has consonant
clusters “p” and “h.” Firstly, a series of similar syllables written in Chinese Pinyin
“fei-li-pu” are obtained based on the segment and conversion of the pronunciation
of “Philips.” The consonant cluster “ph” has been converted to Pinyin “f” and the
consonant suffix “s” has been abandoned in this process. And then a sequence of
characters “飞利浦,”whose pronunciation is fitted to the modified Pinyin, is chosen
as the phonetic loans of “Philips.”

As shown in Fig. 3, the brand name Lancome is taken as an example. It is
segmented to three syllables (lan, co, me), and then each syllable is converted to

Fig. 2 Word segmentation
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Fig. 3 Phonetic similarity calculation

a Pinyin sequence. We can see that the English syllables can be converted to “lan,”
“kao,” “kou” or “ke,” “mo,” “me,” “mu” in PINYIN, respectively.

A distance between each PINYIN sequence and each Chinese entry in the
dictionary will be calculated using a distance algorithm, for example, the Leven-
shtein algorithm which is a string metric for measuring the difference between two
sequences [7, 8]. As shown in Fig. 3, the Levenshtein distance of each Chinese
character is marked as dp value.

2.2 Semantic Strategy (S)

Direct semantic translation can be classified to two types: purely semantic trans-
lation and loan translation. In purely semantic translation, the formation rules
and morphemes of terms are all derived from Chinese, but only introducing the
corresponding concept from the foreign language. Such as Apple (苹果/ping-guo/),
Pioneer (先锋/xian-feng/), Plover (啄木鸟/zhuo-mu-niao/), Volkswagen (大众/da-
zhong/), Shell (壳牌/ke-pai/), and Crocodile (鳄鱼/e-yu/), etc. are all translated
with purely semantic translation method. In loan translation, a word or phrase
is borrowed from another language by word-for-word or root-for-root translation.
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The term’s structure and semantic meaning come from the foreign language,
but the pronunciation and grapheme are Chinese. For example, the brand names
Microsoft (微软/wei-ruan/), Western Digital (西部数据/xi-bu-shu-ju/), Airbus(空
客/kong-ke/), Dream Works (梦工厂/meng-gong-chang/), Facebook (脸书,lian-
shu), General Electric (通用, tong-yong), Playboy (花花公子/hua-hua-gong-zi/),
etc. are all translated with loan translation method. Loan translation is usually
used in the translation of brand name in compound forms as shown in the above
examples. In general, the original and the version, representing the same concept,
have the same meaning and give customers the same feeling in both purely semantic
translation and loan translation.

2.3 Phono-semantic Strategy (P, S)

This strategy is applied to brand name translation considering both phonetic and
semantic dimensions. There are some phono-semantic blending translated brand
names on the Chinese market, which use phonetically and semantically similar
words from the Chinese language, such as “台风”(/tai-feng/, typhoon).

The similarity is calculated in the phonetic dimension, which has been introduced
above. And then the candidates in this dimension, named Candidate_p, are obtained.
Each word in the Candidate_p is compared with the original brand name in semantic
similarity, and the semantic similarity distance ds between them is obtained then.

Note that brand-name translations based on the phonetic dimension and semantic
dimension are rare according to our statistics, although the phono-semantic transla-
tion is popular for general words [9].

2.4 Commercial Strategy (C)

Commercial strategy, here referring to the purely commercial strategy focusing
on the Chinese market, is a kind of pragmatic translation for Chinese market
independent of phoneme or semantics [10]. Commercial translation can obtain good
pragmatic effects where phonetic or semantic translation is not suitable. Two kinds
of brand name translation can be included in this commercial strategy.

2.4.1 Re-creation

Re-creation is parallel with the renaming translation method, which is usually used
in the translation of the names of literary works or commodity. In the process
of this kind of translation, the consumer’s characteristics including psychology,
linguistic level, subject knowledge, aesthetic sentiments and social customs, etc.
and the products’ characteristics including core characteristics, such as taste, safety,
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rewords, speed, etc. and the scope of business, such as beverage, food, fashion,
automobile, banking, cosmetics, etc. all should be taken into account.

For example, “Rejoice” is the brand name for hair beauty. Its original semantics
“happy” is abandoned during the translation process. The re-created brand name is
“飘柔”/piao-rou/, which means “gone with the wind and looks supple” literally. It
is very reminiscent of the hair fluttering and supple appearance. It is obvious that
the commercially translated brand name “飘柔”/piao-rou/ highlights the function
of the goods very well. Other examples, such as “辉瑞”/hui-ri/(Pfizer), “汇丰”/hui-
feng/(HSBC), “太古”/tai-gu/(Swire ) are all well re-created brand name.

This kind of translation is more flexible without the limitation of the similarity of
phoneme and semantics. Usually, some Chinese words that have beautiful meanings
and can match the aesthetic demands of Chinese consumers are selected to give con-
sumers a positive message. For example, some auspicious words such as “瑞”/rui/,
“吉”/ji/, “利”/li/, “达”/da/, “辉”/hui/, “丰”/feng/, “隆”/long/, “福”/fu/, “宝”/bao/,
“财”/cai/, “聚”/ju/, “德”/de/, etc. are always selected to meet the consumers’
psychology well. And some words such as “靓”/liang/, “倩”/qian/, “雪”/xue/,
“莲”/lian/, “碧”/bi/, “飘”/piao/, “海”/hai/, “露”/lu/, “香”/xiang/, “新”/xin/, etc.,
which are related to or capable of showing the characteristics of products can let
consumers have a good association of the products.

Furthermore, this kind of translation, independent of phoneme or semantics of
original brand names, reflects more clearly the subjectivity of the translator and
adapts more easily to Chinese culture and market. However, it loses some benefits
in the consistency of original phoneme and semantics. For example, it is difficult for
Chinese consumers to get the exotic flavor from this kind of translation.

2.4.2 No-Translation

Another kind of commercial strategy is the method of no-translation which means
brands keep the intrinsic names. This method is suitable for brands that have a
simple, catchy and abbreviated name like MAC, SKII, H&M, etc. Its commercial
strategy is mainly reflected in the psychology of some Chinese consumers preferring
foreign brands. This method can save time and cost of translation, and avoid the
risk of conflict from exotic culture. However, there will be a brand gap for Chinese
consumers to perceive the brand based on the foreign brand name [11].

2.5 Phono-Commercial Strategy (P, C)

Phonetic-commercial strategy translation tries to keep the balance between phonetic
equivalence in linguistics and commercial strategy. There are some good examples,
such as Benz – 奔驰(/ben-chi/), Pentium – 奔腾(/ben-teng/), etc. The most
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famous example is the makeup brand name Lancome translated as “兰蔻”(/lan-
cou/). The original one comes from a castle name Lancome in central France,
and it has no corresponding semantic translation in the dictionary. The translated
Chinese name “兰蔻”(lan-kou) of Lancome is a phono-commercial translated word,
wherein “兰”(lan) refers to the flower orchid and “蔻”(cou) refers to cardamom,
which is often used as a metaphor for young girls. These brand names are well
concerned about the characteristics of products and consumers’ psychology and
other commercial strategies at the same time as phonetic translation.

Phonetic-commercial strategy, focusing on phonetic similarity and the commer-
cial strategies for the Chinese market, generally discards the original semantic in
order to adapt to Chinese culture and Chinese consumers’ language habits and
shopping psychology. So it is difficult for phonetic-commercial strategy to keep
the consistency of brand semantics.

However, extra meaning expected to be perceived easily by Chinese customers is
added to the brand names intentionally in accordance with Chinese characteristics
during the phonetic-commercial translation process. And, subsequently, positive
association related to the product characteristics stands a good chance to promote
the purchase desire of Chinese consumers. Lecture [12] argues that when translating
a brand name into Chinese there is a golden opportunity to add some extra meanings
and benefits.

Phonetic-commercial strategy is regarded as the best way of introducing foreign
brand names to the Chinese. It is a complex and difficult work to create a phonetic-
commercial translation word, in which ingenious conception and consideration are
needed. It will be a more difficult work if taking the original semantics into account
as well.

3 Application of Hexagonal Pyramid Model

In this chapter, an automatic translation algorithm for brand names and correspond-
ing experiments are designed, based on the hexagon pyramid model. They aim
to find the adequate translated words to the brand name with short distances on
phonetic, semantic, commercial, or combined dimensions.

We give the translation algorithm as follows.
Algorithm input: the original brand name in Western language, such as LAN-

COME, and three weight values (wp, wc, ws).
Algorithm output: the result of translation.
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Brandname_translation() {
User_input (brandname);
User_input (wp, ws, wc);
if (wp == 0 && wc == 0 &&ws == 0) return error;
elif (wp == 0 && wc == 0 &&ws != 0):

s_simical&trans();User_output(semantic translated word);
elif (wp == 0 && wc != 0 &&ws == 0):

c_simical&trans(); User_output (commercial translated word);
elif (wp != 0 && wc == 0 &&ws == 0):

p_simical&trans(); User_output (phonetic translated word);
elif (wp == 0 && wc != 0 &&ws != 0):

s_c_simical&trans(), User_output(semantic_commercial translated
word);

elif (wp != 0 && wc == 0 &&ws != 0):
p_s_simical&trans();User_output(phonetic semantic translated word);

elif (wp != 0 && wc == 0 &&ws != 0):
p_c_simical&trans();User_output(phonetic_commercial
translated word);

}
Obviously, the algorithm gives the translation result according to the original

brand name and the three weight values. Based on the translation algorithm, we can
automatically translate the brand names.

In the algorithm, the input data include the original brand name in a Western
language, such as Lancome, and three weight values (Wp, Wc, Ws) for three
dimensions that meet the following two conditions.

• 0 ≤Wp ≤ 1, 0 ≤Ws ≤ 1, 0 ≤Wc ≤ 1
• Wp + Ws + Wc = 1

As shown in Table 2, three weight values (Wp, Wc, Ws) can let users choose
flexibly strategy (P), (C), (S), (P, C), (P, S), and (C, S). For example, if purely
phonetic translation is a unique choice, Ws and Wc can be set to zero. When self-
created brand names, such as Lancome, are encountered, Ws should be set to zero
while Wp or Wc should not.

In the algorithm, a whole similar distance is set as Eq. 1, wherein dp value
conveys the similarity distance in the phonetic dimension, the dc value the similarity
distance in the semantic dimension, and the dc value the similarity distance in the
commercial dimension. The d value is a measure of automatic translation results.
All the candidate words are sorted based on the d value, and the words with the
lowest whole distance value are selected to be the final candidates.

d =
√

wp · d2
p + wc · d2

c + ws · d2
s (1)
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Table 2 Relations between weight values of three dimensions and translation strategies

Type Wp Ws Wc Phonetic strategy Semantic strategy Commercial strategy

1 1 0 0 + - -
2 0 1 0 - + -
3 0 0 1 - - +
4 1 1 0 + + -
5 1 0 1 + - +
6 0 1 1 - + +

We have experimentally translated some brand names based on the hexagon
pyramid model and the automatic translation algorithm, and the model and the
algorithm worked effectively.

4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we summarized the strategies and methods of brand name trans-
lation from Western languages to Chinese in the context of the boost in global
commodity exchange and propose a hexagonal pyramid brand name translation
model to provide a comprehensive summary of brand name translation methods. The
combination of the strategies based on the model produces an efficient automatic
translation method, which can provide help in finding adequately translated words in
Chinese. The empirical experiments indicate that our translation model and method
are indeed able to improve brand name translation.

As future work, we intend to utilize our approach to provide objective and
effective automatic translation for brand names, as well as some efficient and
effective candidates for translators.
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A Human Resources Competence
Actualization Approach for Expert
Networks

Mikhail Petrov

1 Introduction

Human resources are one of the most valuable assets of any organization and they
play a crucial role in its success. Effective human resource management allows to
achieve both project objectives and employees’ needs [1]. Moreover, an efficient
management of human resource competencies prevents imposition of exorbitant
costs, improves the quality of products and services and facilitates better workforce
planning. Efficient human resource management needs accurate assessment and
representation of available competencies as well as effective mapping of required
competencies for specific jobs and positions. The use of expert systems in compe-
tence management provides opportunities for this [2].

It follows that information about employees’ competencies is important for effec-
tive company management. In addition, this information must be relevant, otherwise
project management loses effectiveness. If the wrong project team is assigned due to
irrelevant experts’ competencies data, the project may be unsuccessful. Therefore,
an approach is needed to keep competencies in expert networks actualized.

Analysis of the project implementation results is one of the possible solutions
to this problem. Whether the project was successful or not provides information
on whether the competencies of the experts in the project team were relevant. This
information should be used to actualize the competencies of project participants.

This paper presents an approach to human resources competence actualization in
expert networks. It includes a reference model of human resources competence actu-
alization and the competence actualization algorithm, which allow to keep experts’
competencies information relevant. The approach analyses project implementation
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results to increase or decrease the competencies of its participants depending on
the success or failure of the project. This paper is an extension of work on the
competency management systems [3–6] and method of expert group formation for
task performing [7, 8].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers the related
works in the area of human resource management and the impact of competencies on
project implementation. The third section is devoted to proposed reference model of
human resource competence actualization. The competence actualization algorithm
is represented in detail in Sect. 4. The conclusion summarizes the paper.

2 Related Work

Authors of paper [9] collected data from several construction projects to identify
relationship between project competencies and project performance. They identified
project competencies and project KPIs and evaluated them using prioritized fuzzy
aggregation and factor analysis. The results were used to calculate inputs for the
fuzzy neural networks, which identified and quantified the relationship between the
different project competencies and project key performance indicators.

Paper [10] explores which combinations of competencies contribute to success-
fully carrying out all the activities in the project’s requirements phase. Professionals
from the largest Portuguese companies that held different roles in the requirements
phase participated in the study. These data were used in a fuzzy-set qualitative
comparative analysis to explore which types of competencies (emotional, intellec-
tual, and managerial) are the most relevant for each activity in the requirements
phase. The results of this study can be used to determine the influence of degree
of competencies and other factors on the project outcome. This can provide a more
accurate adjustment of the project participants’ competencies.

Paper [11] focuses on examining the mechanisms used to manage competencies
in project-based organizations. Based on a multiple case study in different sectors,
the paper’s results detail the three conceptual dimensions of project management
mechanisms (knowledge management, human resource management and strategy),
and emphasize the links between these mechanisms and the three levels of project
management (individual, collective and organizational). Authors develop an inte-
grative multilevel analysis of mechanisms for managing competencies. Thus, these
results allow to take into account not only the contribution of each individual project
participant and his or her competencies but also the overall group work.

Paper [12] describes a research project to develop an organizational knowledge
architecture that is being specified and developed to support collaboration tasks as
well as design and model predictive data analysis and insights for organizational
development. The designed architecture and functionalities aim to create coherent
web data layers for intranet learning and predictive analysis, defining the vocabulary
and semantics for knowledge sharing and reuse projects. Thus, using models based
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Table 1 Comparison of the considered approaches’ features

Features [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]

Impact of competencies on project implementation � � � � �
Impact of project implementation on competencies �
Various degrees of impact � � � �
Core competencies � �
Core KPI �
Different types of competencies � �
Competence management � � �
Group analysis � �
Knowledge architecture �

on this architecture to store experts’ competencies allows their effective analysis and
actualization.

Paper [13] presents results of factor and regression analysis of determinants
affecting cognitive skills. Five determinants were considered: age, gender, educa-
tion, life and professional experience. The results of this analysis can be useful for
experts’ competencies actualization.

Paper [14] uses theoretical literature analysis to identify four main approaches
to study professional competence. The outstanding characteristics and the factors
considered are described in the paper for each of the approaches.

Paper [15] studies the effects of team competencies and team processes on the
project performance. The results show which types of competencies most influence
the outcome. Thus, these results will be useful to consider for an algorithm for
experts’ competencies actualization.

The work described above was analyzed for general features of the approaches
used. The results of the analysis are presented in Table 1.

Related works analysis shows that the relationship of the project performing
results and competencies of the participants are well studied. However, a methodol-
ogy that takes these relationships into account to actualize experts’ competencies has
not yet been developed. Results of the related works analysis are used to develop a
conceptual model of human resources competence actualization. This model can be
used to analyze the relationship of the project performing results and competencies
of the participants and to suggest competencies changes.

3 Reference Model of Human Resources Competence
Actualization

The proposed reference model of human resources competence actualization is
shown in Fig. 1. Experts in an expert network are represented in the form of experts.
Their profiles contain their preferences and competencies. Expert’s preferences
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Fig. 1 Reference model of human resources competence actualization

represent individual specifications and can be taken into account while assigning the
project. Competence represents expert qualifications and involves the possession of
a certain professional skill at a certain level.

Expert groups which consist of one or several experts perform projects by
completing different tasks. The project’s requirements and experts’ competencies
are contained in their profiles and define the project participants. Expert group
formation for task performing is described in more detail in paper [8].

Project performing results are represented in reports which can contain different
determinants such as project’s cost and profit, incidents during performing and
whether the project was completed on time. These results can be analyzed to
identify how the competencies indicated in the participants’ profiles correspond
to reality. Thus, successful and unsuccessful results of project performing will be
used to actualize the participants’ competencies. A more detailed description of the
actualization procedure is described below.

Additional information about experts, projects, results, competencies and profi-
ciency levels is represented as context. It can be related to a specific time or place,
give an informal description of entities. The context is used by managers to better
understand the tasks included in project profiles, and the capabilities of potential
performers of these tasks. It is also used to evaluate a project and its results under
various circumstances.
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4 Human Resources Competence Actualization

The description of the competence actualization algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
The algorithm starts when there are one or several projects whose results have

not been analyzed. For each of such projects, two stages are involved. The first stage

Fig. 2 Competence actualization algorithm
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is project success assessment. At this stage, the project results are analyzed to find
out if the project is successful. To do this, several determining factors are compared
with acceptable values defined by the project manager.

Thus, a project is successful if the following conditions are met:

• the difference between profit and costs is greater than the acceptable value;
• the number of incidents does not exceed the acceptable value; in this paper

‘incidents’ means unpleasant event that required additional work;
• The project was completed on time or late within the acceptable value.

The second stage is experts’ competence actualization. It starts for each compe-
tence of the project participants after the project success assessment.

First, the degree of influence of this competence on the project result is deter-
mined. It depends on two indicators, see (1): the required proficiency level relative
to other requirements, the expert’s proficiency level relative to other participants.

d = ((p/P )+ (r/R)) /2, (1)

where d is the degree of influence of the competence on the project result; p is the
proficiency level of the competence; P is the sum of all participants’ proficiency
levels in this competence; r is the required proficiency level for this competence; R
is the sum of all required proficiency level for all competencies in the project.

Expert’s competence change depends on d and on whether the project is
successful, see (2).

C′ = min {C +M ∗ d ∗ s,M} (2)

where C′ is the competence’s proficiency level after actualization; C is compe-
tence’s proficiency level before actualization; M is maximal competence’s profi-
ciency level; s is 1 if the project successful, −1 otherwise. If C′ is more than 0 and
less than 1, then C′ = 1. If C′is less than 0, then the competence is removed.

5 Algorithm Evaluation

The synthetic data was used for the initial testing of the model and algorithm.
For this purpose, 15 projects were created, and the success of each of them was
randomly determined. Each project contained from 5 to 10 requirements. From 2
to 7 performers were assigned to each project. If none of the project participants
possessed the competence necessary to fulfill any requirement, the competence was
added to one or more participants. The proficiency level for all competencies was
set from 1 to 6. The required proficiency level for the generated requirements was
set from 1 to 3.

Thus, 6 “successful” and 9 “unsuccessful” projects were created. The average
number of requirements was 7.53. The average number of project participants was
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5.4. The average proficiency level among competencies was 4.4; average proficiency
level among the requirements was 1.94.

After generating the projects, the developed algorithm was applied to each of
them. Participants’ competencies changes were analyzed. The average competen-
cies were changed to 1.08. In order to analyze the degree of task parameters’
influence on competencies changing, the average value was calculated for different
amounts of project requirements and participants. These data are presented in Figs.
3 and 4.

The horizontal axis in Fig. 3 shows the number of requirements. The horizontal
axis in Fig. 4 shows the number of participants. In both charts, the vertical
axis shows the average competence change. As the charts show, the competence
changes do not depend on the number of project requirements and are inversely
proportional to the number of participants. This demonstrates the distribution of

Fig. 3 Competence change for projects with a different number of requirements

Fig. 4 Competence change for projects with a different number of participants
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responsibility among the participants. However, this may be due to the difference in
the average proficiency level among competencies and requirements. Further testing
and research should clarify this issue.

6 Conclusion

The approach to human resources competence actualization in expert networks
presented in this paper allows to keep experts’ competencies information relevant
by analysis of project implementation results. The reference model used in the
approach contains the concepts and relations needed for human resources manage-
ment and competencies actualization. It also allows to easily add new determining
factors for project implementation results, if necessary. The algorithm used in the
approach is able to analyze each project in expert network. It takes into account all
the factors and participants’ competencies.

Further work involves the implementation of the proposed approach, and its
testing on real and generated data. At the same time, adjustments and additions to
the model and the algorithm are possible. In addition, the degree of project success
should be taken into account for a more precise competence change. Project success
may vary depending on various factors. Therefore, instead of a binary indicator
(successful or unsuccessful project), a coefficient that takes these indicators into
account should be used.

Acknowledgment The presented results are part of the research carried out within the project
funded by grant #19-37-90094 of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research. I. Algorithm
evaluation has been partly supported by Russian State Research # 0073-2019-0005.
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Smart Health Emotions Tracking System

Geetika Koneru and Suhair Amer

1 Introductions

Many diseases such as mental health disorders, bipolar disorder, and borderline
personality disorder can be linked to variable mood [1] and the dysregulation of
the autonomic nervous system [2, 3].

Mood changes and stress can also lead to disease and obesity. Advances in
mobile computing allow us to deliver better solutions to those issues. Mobile health
interventions in the area of nutrition have been a great asset in changing the lives
of many. They can used be as nutrition tracking tools that help improve people’s
lives and well-being [4]. It has also been noted that the awareness of diet/nutrition
tracking methods has gained vast ground in the recent years [5].

There have been several attempts to implement emotional intelligence in
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI). Emotion classification is one of the core
processes to do that [6].

More users are using smartphone applications for diet/nutrition management and
searching for health-related information. More research is still required in the area of
user interaction that will help identify features that can promote sustainable lifestyle
change [7]. Some researchers state that it is important to identify the potential of
HCI when defining the core objective of mobile nutrition tracking. It is important
to note that there is growing interest in identifying practical models and theories of
how HCI can be mapped onto a mobile nutrition landscape [8].

Advances in IOT are starting to play a major role in the field of health care.
It empowers people to connect their health and wealth in a smart way using
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technology, apps, smart devices, and wearable gadgets. Smart health is an important
application that allows patients with abnormal health conditions to be monitored
and provided rapid solution [9, 10].

This paper identifies the importance of technology, IOT, expanding network
capabilities, and what roles they can play for monitoring and improving health-
related concerns. Coupled with HCI, systems are becoming more attractive and
easier to use for people. Here, we are going to explore the development of a system
that will track students’ emotions regarding their school activities.

2 Requirements

This paper discusses the development of a Smart Health Emotions tracking system.
Three phases were completed: (1) establishing requirements and designing a simple
interactive system, (2) implementing a simple interactive system, (3) conducting
data analysis and evaluation of the simple interactive system.

The system aims at maintaining user records such as school scheduled activities
and user’s emotions over a period and allow the user to find out how such activities
correlated with their emotions at different times.

The user must register as a member and the system should continue to motivate
the student to keep updating his/her data. The student developing the system needs
to come up with a simple joyful design and graphical user interface that is easy
to navigate and use for a system that will collect/display information, such as
adding an activity, view list of scheduled active activities, view history. If the user
chooses to add an activity, the system will collect information, such as activity
type (assignment, quiz, exam, homework, project, club meeting, discussion, paper,
tutoring, addNewActivityType), Course name /number/section, due date and due
time, grade worth (20% , 30% , service, N/A), Today’s date and time (automatic),
and Initial emotions regarding completing this activity. If the user chooses to view
the list of scheduled active activities, the system will list the following information
(in a format easy to read): For each activity, course name /number/section, due date
and due time, grade worth, and then asks for emotions and automatically generates
date and time of when this emotion was recorded. The system will ask the user if
he/she wants to archive activity. If so, it will no longer be listed as active. If the
user chooses to view history, the system will list (in a format easy to read) for each
activity the following: Course name /number/section, due date and due time, grade
worth, and all the dates /times when the emotions were recoded for this activity
(preferably in a tabular format).
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3 Establish Requirements and Resign a Simple Interactive
System

3.1 Usability Goals with Respect to Design Goals

The design goals of the system include the following:

• The usability of the system.
• The user interface of the system should be easy to learn and use.
• Provide interactive webpages that are easy to navigate.
• Record and retrieve activities and emotions efficiently and in a timely manner.
• The content on the website should be easily readable and appealing to the user.
• The website functionality should be error-free and should follow esthetic and

minimalistic design principles.

The user experience goals are the following:

• Since the smart health system tracks the emotions, the observations printed on
the history page should be easy to learn and should be appealing to the user.

• User should feel at ease when navigating through the site.
• It should educate the user.
• Allow user to give feedback on an activity he/she completed.
• The website must be colorful and attractive to encourage the student to use it.

3.2 Developer Concerned Questions

To achieve the usability and user experience goals, next are the developer concerned
questions and answers:

• Will the system be able to track the emotions of the student in time ?

Yes, the system will track the time at which the activity is added to the systems
and the time at which the emotion is captured. The student will be able to note the
emotions on a daily basis and the history of the user lists the emotions along with
their recorded times.

• Will the system be able to archive the history of already completed activities?

Yes, the system will be able to archive the completed activities in terms of
both student perspective and in terms of admin perspective. The closed events and
completed activities can be archived by cloning the details with respect to the system
time.
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• Can the images of emotions be captured?

This is an extensive task and is possible if we choose to setup and utilize
Microsoft Azure Face API and run the face detection and analysis for emotion
analysis.

• Does the system maintain a log of events?

Yes, by logging the times the user logged into the system.

3.3 Use Case Diagram for the Smart Health Tracking System

Figures 1, 2, and 3 describe the use of case diagrams for the landing, admin, and
user pages.

3.4 Conceptual Model for Smart Health Tracking System

The system is intended to serve the students and allow them to view the events and
register their activities and keep track of their emotions regarding such events. Once
the student provides his emotion, the system logs the registration and the time it

Fig. 1 User case diagram of landing page

Fig. 2 User case diagram of admin page
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Fig. 3 User case diagram of user page

occurred. User can record his/her emotion regarding same event on later days and
times. The student can also view the history of past events and can archive them
if he/she wishes so. Initially the admin sets up the system with several types of
activities allowing the student to choose from. The admin also sets up the emotions
scale.

In summary, the final product requirements are the following:

• Have a landing page with a scale of emotions.
• Admin should be able to add activities.
• Have a user page where student can login and view available events, choose

event by reading its details and benefits, log his/her emotion on registering to the
activity, be able to change emotions over time, be able to retrieve history, and
archive if needed.

• Have an announcement board for any changes in the activities.
• Have a continuous feedback page.
• Have a leader board on main screen to encourage students and keep them

motivated.
• Have an inbuilt emotional analysis page.

3.5 Mental Model from People

From a user perspective, the mental model for the system lists the following as
primary concerns for the user:

• Students need a leaderboard that keeps them motivated. A scrolling leader board
showing the highest achievers on the web landing page encourages the students
to register for activities and keep them motivated.

• Continuous feedback lets the students view their activities and their scales
changing, which can allow them to improve.

• An announcement board can help them stay up to date.
• Inbuilt emotional analysis page where students can track emotions over time.
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3.6 Interface Design Issues

Some of the interface design issues are the following:

• The user’s memory load should be controlled to allow faster and efficient retrieval
of data.

• Interface consistency should be maintained and the listed titles and content on
the application interface should be accurate.

• The learnability of the application should be given priority.
• The interface should be ordered and should be menu-driven.
• It should be adaptable to all kinds of users, namely, novice, specialized, and

sophisticated
• users.
• The graphs and images must be consistent and clear.
• Visibility and color schemas adopted must be consistent and the display should

be organized.

4 Implement a Simple Interactive System

The basic idea of the system is to maintain the scheduled student activities along
with logging their emotions over time to understand how they reacted on different
occasions using a scale of 0 to 10 using emotions scale [11].

There are two types of users using the system, namely, admin and the user. They
have three major functionalities.

The admin will be able to add new activities. He/she will be asked to select the
activity type such as Assignment, Quiz, Exam, Homework, Project, Club Meeting,
Discussion, Paper, Tutoring, and then select Bonus or Retake. Then he/she will be
asked to enter Course name/number/section statically, mark grade worth. On a scale
of emotions, he/she assigns initial rating for the activity based on the feedback
received from previous offerings. Date and time will be automatically read from
the system and all the information will be submitted for storage and retrieval.

The admin will be able to view the list of scheduled activities. A table of activities
will be displayed along with initial emotion rating, due date and time, and event
creation date and time. The admin will be able to view history and can select the
type of activity to delete. Once confirmed, the selected activity types can be purged
from the table. Finally, the admin can click on Emotional Log (emotional analyzer
page) and can view the current state of emotions that the users changed on the
activities.

The users can view statistics using stats and view the emotional log of activities.
They can also login to register for activities. In this page, the user can select the
activity type as in Assignment, Quiz, Exam, Homework, Project, Club Meeting,
Discussion, Paper, Tutoring, and clicks on search to view the activities. They then
enter the name of the course that they want to register for and change the emotion.
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They then enter the emotional scale value and submit it to update the emotional
rating. They can view the existing schedule of activities and view the history and
purge if needed. This is usually done when the activity deadline is passed. The
schedule and history are viewed in the tabular format.

Emotional analyzer page: It is used to view the emotions statistics that the user
reports for different activities. This helps in understanding the user’s views on the
activities in the form of graphical bar charts. These charts can help analyze the
stress levels that the students face to prevent them from major chronic diseases
like cardiovascular, metabolic, and kidney diseases and cancer, which are the major
causes of increased stress.

To implement this system, the following programming languages and software
were used:

• Front end Programming: HTLM, CSS, php
• Database: MySQL
• Server: Apache
• Software: Xampp, which is a cross platform open source software for web server

solution consisting of Apache HTTP server for interpretation of php.

Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are examples of interface screenshots and test case
scenarios.

Upon navigating to ADMIN AND STUDENT LOGIN, the page shown in Fig.
10 appears.

After entering the id and password, the user will click on “Admin Login” button
that will open the main activity admin page shown in Fig. 11 allowing him/her to
add an activity, view schedule details, and view history.

If admin wants to add an activity, he/she will click on the “add data” button. The
site will navigate to the page of adding an activity. The user can choose the activity
from a drop-down menu like in Fig. 12. He/she can enter course name/number,
select date and time from calendar like in Fig. 13. He/she can enter grade worth like

Fig. 4 Xampp servers running status
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Fig. 5 Table structure in phpMyAdmin Table Name: stresswork

Fig. 6 Html and php files in local host

in Fig. 14. The user can set emotions rating and submits the data like in Fig. 15.
Finally, date and time of creation is logged automatically like in Fig. 16.

When clicking on the schedule option from the main page of admin, the schedule
is displayed in a tabular format like in Fig. 18. The user can go back to the main page
using the “Back to Home” button.
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Fig. 7 Data in database

Fig. 8 Landing page

Upon submission of data, a success page will be displayed allowing the user to
go back to main menu like in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 9 Main Menu

Fig. 10 Login page

Clicking on the “History” button from the main admin page will display the
information in a tabular format. The user has the option to delete an activity by first
selecting the type of activity that he/she wishes to delete and clicks on delete like
Fig. 19. Upon the success of deletion, a page is displayed, which allows the user to
go back to main page like Fig. 20, which completes the administration part.

In the main menu, if the admin chooses to view the emotions analyzer chart,
he/she clicks on the Emotion Log, which will display a chart like Fig. 21, based on
the student ratings.
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Fig. 11 Main activity admin page

Fig. 12 Choose activity

Like the admin, a user will click the student / User Login button. Student will
enter id and password. This will take them to the welcome screen that will ask the
user to register for an activity, rate an assignment, view the schedule of activities,
and view and delete history. For registration, the user chooses the activity type and
clicks search. This displays a table with the selected activity type and then he/she
enters the course name for which he/she wishes to change the rating and register. On
the emotional scale, the student then sets the value and clicks submit. The student
can also view the emotional log page to choose and view stress levels on an activity.
The student can also view history and schedule. Examples of such pages can be
found in Figs. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.
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Fig. 13 Enter course name and select date and time of activity

Fig. 14 Enter grade worth

Fig. 15 Initial emotion setting by administrator based on the feedback
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Fig. 16 Dynamic date and time of activity addition

Fig. 17 Success screen

Fig. 18 Displaying schedule
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Fig. 19 Display history and be able to delete an activity

Fig. 20 Deletion success page
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Fig. 21 Analyzed emotions of student

Fig. 22 Student login page

Fig. 23 Student main menu
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Fig. 24 Selecting /searching for an activity page

Fig. 25 Searching for an activity using the drop-down menu
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Fig. 26 Displaying stored activity type, course name, due date, grade type, and initial rating

Fig. 27 Enter new emotion to a chosen activity

Several error message windows / pages are displayed when data is missing, or
incorrect information is entered. For example, an error page is displayed when
null values are passed as the login credentials. For empty data and time, a pop-up
appears with the error message. When course name or grade worth are kept nulls,
an insertion failure screen appears.
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Fig. 28 Update success of emotions page and ability to return to main page

5 Data Analysis and Evaluation

This section will elaborate on the analysis and evaluation of the system.

5.1 Goals to Be Attained

The following primary goals were achieved:

(a) Administrator should be able to add an activity
(b) Administrator should be able to view activities existing in the system
(c) Administrator should be able to set the initial emotion.
(d) User should be able to choose an activity changing emotional rating.
(e) Record the initial date and time and every time an emotion change is made.
(f) History of the scheduled activities along with the archive option should be

provided.
(g) Emotional analyzer page helps in providing plot with the recorded ratings.
(h) Appropriate authentication for admin and user through user and admin login

pages.

5.2 Evaluation Method

The evaluation method used was in a control setting where the users’ activities are
controlled in order to test the initial measures and hypothesis. In a controlled setting,
the methodology used was usability testing and experiments.
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The data was collected using questionnaires and interviews conducted for 10
subjects in a natural setting. The primary goal of this evaluation is to test the
usability of the system where the users carry out some tasks. While conducting
the evaluation, the number and kinds of errors were recorded. In general, it was not
an easy task observing users and collecting data about the systems usability.

5.3 Practical Issues Identified

Some of the practical issues identified after conducting the evaluation:

• For this prototype, static users and admin profiles were used. The system needs a
dynamic user and admin registration.

• Instead of asking the user to select the activity type and then add the course name
and then giving the rating, a drop-down menu associated with each activity with
rating would be better.

• Dynamic delete option can be added to each column of history page to make the
delete preference of the admin and the user dynamic.

• Redirection and login user profile can be made automatic.

5.4 Ethical Issues

One of the ethical issues is that the data stored must be secured and should ensure
that the user consent is attained before sharing any user-related data.

The data collected during the evaluation process should be secured and confiden-
tial data should be protected and not shared.

The developers were ethically required to provide a quality solution to the users
and follow standard protocols and frameworks in their design.

5.5 Collection of Data

10 Subjects were interviewed and observed. The data has been collected from 10
subjects that were an undergraduate college student, 8th grader, 4th grader, 6th
grader, freshman, a parent, an administrator, a manager, a master’s student, and a 3rd
grader. They were asked to complete a questionnaire consisting of nine questions.
Figure 29 shows an example of the questionnaire where the subject will give his
overall feedback as a comment and a satisfaction score for each question.
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Fig. 29 Sample evaluation sheet of one subject

5.6 Evaluation of Data:

The questionnaire was conducted over a 10-point scale and it provided high-level
insights of the subjects, i.e., users of different levels. The factors evaluated the
three dimensions of usability of the smart health emotion tracking system, namely,
usefulness, satisfaction, and ease of use.

Next is a summary of their comments:

(a) Usefulness:

• Many users indicated that the system is useful.
• Many users indicated that it met the students’ needs.
• Many users indicated that the application functionality is fine.
• Many users indicated that it was useful to view the schedule table with the

list of activities.

(b) Satisfaction:

• Many of the users were not satisfied with the esthetics of the application and
have said that it can be improved more.

• Most of the users were not satisfied with the authentication functionality and
have reported that it needs improvement.

• Some of the users felt it is a good system.
• Many users have reported that the emotional analyzer was effective.
• Most users felt that they would recommend using the system.

(c) Ease of use:

• The students mentioned that the application is easy to use.
• They were able to navigate the system easily.
• All users said that they can use it without written directions.
• They felt the application is user friendly and effortless to use.
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Fig. 30 Representation of survived data with respect to the features evaluated and rated. It shows
the rating of 10 subjects

In addition to completing a questionnaire, the subjects were observed in a
controlled setting while testing the system and then interviewed. They indicated
that the Smart Health Emotions Tracking system needs better authentication. Some
indicated that although the application was designed keeping the student perspective
in mind, the logging system can be designed much more effectively. One mentioned
that one registration page can be enough, allowing the user to set up his/her account
(as admin) and still use the system (as user). No need for two separate parts. This
can help also with security and maintaining privacy. Some mentioned that a better
graphical user interface would make the system more appealing. One mentioned
that the report needs to be more vigilant. All users indicated that navigation and
learnability of the application were satisfactory.

From the data collected, and as shown in Fig. 30, the attributes of the application
are ordered from highly ranked to poorly ranked features as follows:

• Navigation
• Grade allocation
• Activity list functionality
• Emotional analyzer page
• Delete operations
• Add activity functionality
• Emotional logging
• Esthetics
• Authentication working

6 Conclusion

In a Human–Computer Interaction course, the students were asked to develop a
Smart Health Emotions tracking system by completing three phases within 2 to
3 weeks. In phase 1, they needed to establish requirements and design a simple
interactive system. In phase 2, they needed to implement a simple interactive
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system. In phase 3, they needed to perform data analysis and evaluation of the
simple interactive system. The paper explains the work of one of the students. The
students thought that it was good working on the projects. The students indicated
that while implementing this system, concentration was on tracking emotions,
creating activities, registration, and viewing history. Therefore, less time was spent
on authentication and login.

In general, the student had a wonderful learning experience in implementing
the system since it helped her gain experience with severs, HTML and php. She
developed a simple application that can be developed further into a very useful
system that would help students.
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Content-Based Image Retrieval Using
Deep Learning

Tristan Jordan and Heba Elgazzar

1 Introduction

With the exponential increase of information in the modern age of the internet, the
need to manipulate these vast data banks grows in parallel. To solve this issue,
strategies should be employed which are scalable towards conserving a balance
of resources and accuracy. Technology aiming to solve these issues goes by the
name content-based image retrieval (CBIR). The content mentioned in CBI could
mean any feature which would aid in returning similar images, such features include
shape, color, or texture [1]. Many uses can be made of CBIR, which takes advantage
of flexibility of data as they use images as opposed to text.

The phrase “a picture’s worth a thousand words” may be an exaggeration;
however, it can be said that the features which best describe the image may not be
easily transferable into words. For instance, if the task was to store images of homes
and allows users to query for types of land it may be difficult to put into words the
exact type of property that the user would be searching for. By using the features
of the image, a user’s comment could be of a house that they had seen previously,
then the search algorithm would do its best to retrieve matching examples. The
elimination of the need to tag will free resources such as human or computing time,
and entropy generated from the information within the images itself being lost to
generic tags.

With the explosion of the internet and the devices it connects, there are many
sources which are creating data at rates that outpace a human’s ability to support.
Thus, it becomes important to create methods that perform these tasks without the
need of human intervention. The primary issues that must be solved pertaining to
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CBIR include image representation, image organization, and similarity measure-
ment [2]. These issues will affect the speed that the algorithm runs, accuracy, and/or
resources. For example, an image with a resolution of 1920 by 1080 pixels with each
pixel holding three separate colors, said image would have 6,220,800 separate color
values. This problem amplifies as every stored item would have a similar resolution,
giving monumental computational tasks given a poorly optimized comparison. To
solve the problem, the object is sent through data reduction which aims to give a best
representation with the smallest amount of data. After proper representation of the
features, one must store them in such a way as to allow for the goals of the retrieved
image to be performed with the least additional steps. Finally, a similarity must be
chosen which fairly compares the features, while maintaining a low computation
cost with the result being the retrieval of a similar image.

Deep learning is the use of many nonlinear transformations, coming together
to model abstract ideas [3]. The name deep learning is derived from the action of
adding more layers to the middle of a traditional (shallow) neural network to provide
additional transformations to the flowing data. A neural network, often called an
artificial neural network, is an algorithm that attempts to model biological brains in
a connected series or neurons or nodes. Each neuron is connected to every neuron
before and after it in an abstract structure of layers. The data comes into a node, is
processed with a weight and an activation function, and then is funneled into the
next array of neurons, ending in the output layer. Adding additional layers to the
middle of the network provides additional parameters for the data to go through
which increase the computational cost with the hopes of better accuracy.

In this paper the discussion is held over utilizing deep learning techniques to
classify images, then use a layer of this classification as the features within the
images. The process involves taking a predefined number of classes and training a
deep learning model to classify images. Then taking this model, each image from the
database is run through the predictor and the outputs from a layer within is saved as
the feature for the input. Finally, the query image will be input into the deep learning
model to retrieve its features and is compared to the outputs from the database to
find and return the best match. The usefulness of the proposed algorithm comes
from the ability to pull images that are “similar” to classes that would be predefined
from the user, using a variety of features within the image. This algorithm hopes to
retrieve images that are from the same class, preferably sharing many fine details.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes a discussion of research
work related to features within the image and how these descriptors influence the
query. In Sect. 3 the details for the functions within the algorithm are explained.
Setup of the experiment and a discussion of the results are presented in Sect. 4. A
conclusion and directions for future research are provided at the end of the paper in
Sect. 5.
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2 Related Work

Many researches are being done on the areas related to CBIR. Primary research has
led focus into efficiently extracting basic features from images which place them
into distinct groupings. Some of the most popular extracted features include shape,
texture, and color [4]. These image descriptors are then sent through analysis to
reduce the dimensionality of the data creating feature vectors which numerically
describe the focus. The algorithms which perform the feature extraction are suited
for each feature and can be run together to reach expected results.

Color as a feature is extremely useful due to its efficiency and effectiveness [5].
The goal when using color for image comparison is to boil an image down to a
count of the colors or various pixel brightness. These color counts are often referred
to as color histograms, a structure of data where the continuous number system is
transcribed to an easy-to-digest discrete system. It does so by creating a discrete
number of buckets, which are groupings of various colors (can be separated in
multiple ways). These buckets contain the count of values that fall within the bounds
and allows for easy comparison of color within the images. Using color allows a
model to ignore orientation of an image; however, it can fall short in various ways
due to losing relational information in positions of the pixels. Color features are
useful when a larger identification is already found such as retrieving a blue article
of clothing versus a red, this algorithm is often added to others for this reason.

Shape is often seen as the initial starting point when doing image comparisons.
This school of thought can however often be complex due to corruptions that may
come with the shapes due to noise, irregularities, or other mishaps which may affect
how a machine would see the image [6]. There are many steps that have been taken
to reduce the control of these problems that are built into the algorithms. One of
the methods of collecting this feature data includes counting edges in an image,
this data can then be related with a degree of error. Shape can be advantageous in
identifying objects from an image; however, without preparation falls short when
multiple objects are in the query image, structurally similar objects, data size.

Texture unlike many other features is difficult to describe and often leads to
subjective labeling from humans. However, when a machine transcribes texture,
it is better with a scientific definition to the texture of an object, with an accurate
definition comparison can be performed. Regardless of the exact definitions of the
textures that is being studied, it can be said that the study of texture is understanding
the relationships of the gray levels (or brightness) [7]. These levels of gray can often
signify roughness and other textures based upon a reflection of count and position
of said values. Texture as an identifier of its own is niche in what you are trying to
retrieve as all furred animals would have a similar texture and the texture of similar
objects could have random effects that may not be accounted for (cats without fur) ,
when used in combination with other features it can create highly detailed searches.

CBIR is useful in real-world applications due to the ability to make quick
inferences on large datasets. Some applications where CBIR is currently being
applied include medical applications, scientific studies, and digital libraries [8].
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These applications tend to deal with the ability to produce a sample that needs
to be compared to previously seen examples to make informed decisions on cases
that have previously been treated. One example of this being used is an analysis of
magnetic images of the brain in the diagnosis of disorders [9].

3 Proposed Method

The method’s that are being discussed to perform the image retrieval revolve around
a deep learning classification model. Deep learning is used to extract the features
from an image automatically as opposed to needing a time-consuming tagging
process for incoming images [10]. Using a classifier as the base allows for implicit
relational structures the possibility to be noticed. The classifier is a neural network
which is a traditionally supervised learning model, meaning that the training data
requires both an x value and a y value or result. A visualization of this model can be
seen in Fig. 1. These methods allow for all the previously discussed features to be
considered.

The environment that the project has been designed and ran in is Python 3
with advantages towards scientific programming due to it being designed as a
high-level interpreted language. Many external libraries were used in the project
to prevent rewriting algorithms inefficiently. The library Keras is the backbone in
the operations dealing with the neural network classifier, allowing easier use of
the TensorFlow backend [11, 12]. Using Keras allows the model to be perceived
as layers accelerating the drafting process, along with making all other aspects of
TensorFlow easier to use. Storing and manipulating large volumes of data requires a
modifiable and powerful data structure allowing for simplified matrix manipulation
for tasks like images, for this task NumPy was chosen [13].

Query

Feature
Extraction

Image DB

Query Features

Feature DB

Comparison Retrieved
Image

Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating the proposed process of content-based image retrieval
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3.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is an important task when performing machine learning algorithms.
The act of preprocessing is taking your data, both training and testing, to perform
any changes that will allow for usability in the algorithm. For the tasks at hand, there
are few operations being done to the images. Some operations can include changes
to the size, removing backgrounds or denoising.

The training images start as their initial resolution is stored within a folder con-
taining all the images within a class. Each folder or class is given a corresponding
class number which will be used as the output value in the neural model. This
class number is then encoded into an array that is the same length as the total
amount of classes, each object then has a 1 placed in the slot corresponding to
their class and a 0 in all other indices. The program then recursively goes through
each folder recursively applying preprocessing to the image, then storing the image
into one NumPy array and a label in another. Neural networks have fixed inputs,
this poses a problem when working with images as they often vary in size and
resolution. Ways to solve this problem include adding nulls to fill in space or using
traditional algorithms to resize the image. The way that was employed was resizing
the image using the built-in Keras function to resize the images to 120×120×3,
higher numbers allow for more information to be kept while lower numbers allow
for faster computation. Finally, the images expand the x axis by one to match the
input shape of the neural network at 1×120×120×3.

With small image datasets it can be difficult to train image classifiers. Neural
networks are often literal in the way that they solve problems; if a model was shown
only right side-up images, then it would not have the capacity to understand one
that was rotated. To solve this problem, images can be manipulated during the
training process. Care must be taken when adding fluff to the dataset as if too
much manipulation occurs, the image could be invalid to the original intent. Keras
implements a function that does a variety of effects within a range on every epoch,
definable by the user. The augments that have been selected include:

• Shear (as shown in Fig. 2)
• Zoom
• Flip (vertical and horizontal)

Fig. 2 A tuning fork and a
sheared tuning fork, showing
an example of augment [14]
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• Rotation
• Brightness

These “new” images make it so that different views of the same object are seen
properly.

3.2 Feature Extraction for Image Retrieval

To retrieve images from a database, all images must have the features extracted, then
comparison between the feature vectors can take place. For the proposed model, the
features are related to the classification of images. Extracting the features involves
taking a pretrained machine learning model and extracting statistical data that leads
to the output. The benefit to choosing this data is the ability to set the size of the
feature vector, choosing the amount of information on this step based on the size
of the database. The images that were stored will then be preprocessed and sent
through the predictor, saving the feature data to a formatted array. This formatted
array is then saved to remove the need to extract the features again. The input to the
classification model is a three-color channel image with a 120×120 resolution.

The features that are being extracted in the discussed methods are the relations
between the input image and a select group of classes. The classes would ultimately
be defined based upon the problem that is being solved. As related to the experiment
the ten test classes were used as the output. The features that are pulled are taken
from the layer prior to the final classification, this is because there are more nodes on
this layer allowing for a more diverse feature set. The width of the data on this layer
is definable based upon the expected size of the dataset, growing proportionally to
the number of images to be stored (however must be defined prior to training).

Extracted features allow for retrieval to occur. To query an image, the first step
would be to extract the features from the query image. These features are then fed
into a comparison or distance algorithm which compares the features mined from
the database images to the query, storing them in a single dimensional array. Finally,
a minimum value is chosen from these distances and data is retrieved from this
smallest value (ID, Image, etc.) which can then be used as needed. The comparison
algorithm used is as follows:

Distance

(
⇀

X,
⇀

Y

)
=

√√√√ n∑
i=0

(Xi − Y i)2 (1)

Where
⇀

X is the feature vector of the query image,
⇀

Y is the feature vector of the

current database image, Xi is the current index within
⇀

X, Yi is the current index

within
⇀

Y , n is the total length of a feature vector.
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Retrieved Image = min

(
⇀

X

)
(2)

Where
⇀

X is an array of the distances between every image.
In some cases, it may be important to know more about a query than a single

image. In such event the retrieved image would be popped, and the second smallest
distance would be returned. This process is repeatable as many times as needed,
allowing for grids of desired information to be easily crafted, stack ranking the
importance that is model assigned.

3.3 Deep Neural Networks

The defining characteristic of supervised learning involves using training data with
predefined outputs. This form of learning is useful in many applications due to the
ability to fit the model to training data. Some of the applications where supervised
learning is used include speech recognition, spam detection, and object recognition
[15]. Supervised learning is used by the proposed method through a deep neural
network (DNN), this model is constructed with the purpose of attempting to classify
the data. The training data allows the DNN to understand relationships between the
images and their classes.

Classifiers are algorithms that take data and partition it into groups or classes. In
the 1990s a revolution in image classification occurred which led to deep neural
networks to be used [16]. DNNs allow for complex nonlinear relationships to
be worked out by a machine. There have been many successes in using neural
networks in image classification including LeNet-5 being able to correctly classify
the MNIST (handwritten digits) dataset with a 99.05% accuracy [17]. Table 1 shows
the construction of the classifier DNN used in the paper.

Layers The input layer is a relatively simple yet required layer in any neural
network. The input layer is the introduction of data into the model and performs
no changes on the data. When defining this layer an input size must be defined that
all objects must follow.

Convolutional layers are the heart of modern-day image classification. A con-
volution layer starts with a kernel which is a filtering matrix representing how the
network is “seeing” the current layer of data. The kernel scans the matrix of pixels
and creates a new array of data; the kernel scan allows for the positional information
to be expressed as values are passed through the model. The scan is responsible
for understanding the important features of an image that were mentioned before
including the shape, texture, and color of the image. The padding in a convolutional
scan is related to the ability to expand a data matrix with extra zeros to make
the output of the layer keep the same dimensions as the input (same padding)
otherwise the output would be the size of the kernel (valid padding). Within every
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Table 1 Neural Network
Layers

Layer Number Layer

1 Input
2 Convolutional 2D
3 Convolutional 2D
4 Max Pooling 2D
5 Convolutional 2D
6 Convolutional 2D
7 Max Pooling 2D
8 Convolutional 2D
9 Convolutional 2D
10 Max Pooling 2D
11 Flatten
12 Dense
13 Dense
14 Output (Dense)

Fig. 3 Example kernel in a
convolutional layer [16]

1 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 1

convolutional layer of the used network the padding value is set to same while the
size of the kernel is 3×3, similar to Fig. 3.

1 0 1

0 1 0
1 0 1

Pooling layers are essential to a fast-convolutional neural network. The image
quality when entering the model begins at 120×120×3, this means that if left alone,
there would be at least 43,200 neurons in every layer. On a single run this number is
not terribly large; however, these computations build up over many runs (especially
during training). Pooling layers shrink the size of data within the network, with
the goal of preserving important features and speeding up future computation. The
Max Pooling 2D layer operating in the network scans the original and selects the
max value from grouped cells to place in a respective cell in the new smaller
matrix. Within a pooling layer, padding can also be added in the same way as the
convolutional layers, but it is not used in this model as the goal of the pooling layers
is to cut the size of the data. Pooling can also help in denoising data with either of
the pool types. Strides in a pooling layer refer to how far the scanning matrix moves
after the last scan, for example, if you have a stride of 1 it scans every combination
and a stride of 2 skips every other combination and row. The pooling layers that are
being used in this network all use a 2×2 scan with a stride of 2. Fig. 4 shows an
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Fig. 4 Example 2×2 max
pooling layer with 2 strides,
input(left) and output(right)
matrices shown

20 10 15 35

40 25 10 15 40 35

55 45 30 50 55 50

55 20 10 10

Fig. 5 Visualization of a
4-node dense layer

example of a max pooling layer in use, shrinking the cells within the first matrix
into a more digestible size.

A flattening layer changes the output from the layer before, in this case a pooling
layer, into a single dimension while not affecting the batch size. This information is
then passed into an array of fully connected layers. A fully connected layer is one
of the earliest designs in a neural network sometimes referred to as a regular layer.
Fully connected or dense layers work by pulling the output of every node in the
previous layer, summing the data, applying an activation function then sending this
output to every neuron in the next layer. A visual representation of a basic form of
these layers can be seen in Fig. 5. Learning is performed by training weights that are
applied to every output, adjusting their values to better represent the connection of
input and output in relation to training data. The number of nodes in these layers are
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defined by the user with more nodes requiring more memory and time but retaining
more information.

Activation Functions Activation functions, also called transfer functions, perform
operations on weighted sums to produce an output [18]. These functions can repre-
sent linear transformations or nonlinear transformations depending on application.
The output of these functions determines the effect of a node on the result of the
network, giving the ability to turn off nodes which should not have an effect. The
equation which each node in a connected layer follows is denoted as

Output = AF
(∑

Wi ∗Xi

)
(3)

Where AF is the chosen activation function, n is the current node, Wi is the weight
at the ith node and Xi is the current output at the ith node.

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) The ReLU function is one of the most popular
activation functions that sees reliable success through its trials [19]. The primary
benefits of the ReLU function is its simplicity, the simplicity of the function makes
it quick to run compared to other activation functions. The setup of the ReLU is to
pass the contents of the node through if greater than zero, else pass a zero value.
The ReLU activation function can be mathematically modeled as the following:

ReLU(x) = max (0, x) (4)

Where x is the current summed value in a node.

SoftMax The expected output of the classification model is an array with a 1 in
the classification. When the classifier takes a guess at what an image would be, it
is better to give a list of probabilities of each class, giving the ability to compare
the expected output and the prediction. The SoftMax function is responsible for
taking the information passed from the previous layer into the class probabilities.
The range of available output for the SoftMax function is between 0 and 1 with all
possible outputs summed to be 1, the position with the highest value is the target
class. The SoftMax equation can be written as:

SoftMax
(
Xj

) = eXj∑
i eXi

(5)

Where Xj is the current node’s sum and Xi is the ith node’s sum.

Training A neural network without training is a blank canvas which holds little
to no information. The feed forward network that is being discussed in this paper
performs this training through comparing the expected output to the prediction
with the categorical cross entropy loss function. The network of nodes then self
corrects to improve the loss after every epoch (single iteration over all training
data). Two hundred fifty epochs are performed over the training data, with every
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epoch performing the earlier mentioned image tweaks. To ease memory use on the
network and further efficiency, an implementation of the Adam optimizer was added
[20]. The details of the model are then saved into respective h5 files for quick access
during testing and other runs.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Dataset

The dataset used for this project is a modified version of the Caltech-256 dataset
[14]. The original dataset contains 256 categories with a grand total of 30,607
images. The images contain either a uniform or noisy background. The average
image size is 351 pixels with an aspect ratio of 1.17; however, the images are not
uniform in size and vary greatly. The dataset was compiled by requesting images
from a community of dataset users that was then sorted to ensure that all images
follow a quality standard.

The size of the dataset was reduced greatly during testing to allow for training
speeds to be reasonable. This was completed through hand picking ten categories.
The categories were chosen based on trying to find a balance between conflicting
classes and distinct classes. These classes also aimed to have a similar number of
images contained within, this is to try to remove the bias of a large image set within
our classifier.

4.2 Discussion of Results

Three images from each class were pulled to test the image retrieval algorithm,
being correctly classified if the first image retrieved was within the same class.
Three was the chosen value to keep all categories with equal amount tested and to
hold a larger training set. These accuracies are displayed in Table 2, the percentage
meaning correct guesses out of total guesses for each category. Poor performance of
some categories can reflect issues in category size and variance.

Within the database of images there was close to an average of 90 images per
group. With the number of images being this low, the chance that the query image
would have a very close image is similarly low. This poor bias towards categories
like duck and smokestack where the variance within the category can be high is
illustrated in Fig. 6. In categories with very similar images, it can be observed that
the algorithm is able to retrieve the images well. This is reflected in tomato and
tuning fork where the visual identity of the object is important as demonstrated in
Fig. 7.
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Table 2 Accuracy per
category

Category Accuracy

Cellphone 66%
Duck 33%
Harp 33%
Smokestack 0%
Toaster 66%
Tomato 100%
Trilobite 66%
Tuning-fork 66%
Waterfall 33%

Fig. 6 Displaying differences in smokestacks

Fig. 7 Input image (left) and retrieved image (right), borders are present during query

To improve the results, one would need a larger image database for retrieval to
occur on. The neural network at the base of the algorithm can only learn based on
the information that it has and will make few inferences. Care must also be taken to
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provide a wide enough category to encompass the use case of the algorithm. Given
the problem has the niche for a similarity measurement based upon likeness, the
algorithm could fit the need.

The type of retrieval that is being discussed within this paper is related to the
likeness of objects and their categorical representations. People who may see the
use of this type of retrieval would be those who need more information related to the
categories that an image may represent. For instance, someone lacking information
on a specific species of bird would be able to query a system to retrieve more
information regarding their finding. In real-world situations the system would not
be locked down to only the best fitting image but could choose any amount from the
top to perform the needed analysis upon.

One use that could see success from this style of algorithm is the medical field.
An engineer would collect a large collection of images related to scans of a patient
to train the network. These scans would then be transcribed into feature data and
later used to compare with trial data. The returned image would be useful upon an
expert’s eye to give a more proper diagnosis of the issue.

5 Conclusion

Content-based image retrieval is important to understand, as it carries many
possibilities in modern computing. For instance, medicine and facial recognition
are experiencing the effects of CBIR already. The ability to index images eases the
load on databases, allowing them to hold more information and in the end convey it
properly and concisely to the user.

Classical methods and machine learning algorithms have proven to work on this
problem. The issue with traditional ideas lies with combining the features within the
images to get a better retrieval in the end. This is where the proposal of convolutional
networks come in as the weights train the model to be able to understand the images
with little to no human contact after setting up the algorithms and labels.

This research was conducted to be able to retrieve images based on key features
within the image as opposed to human labeled text data. How the feature extraction
and comparison is setup ultimately decides what images will be retrieved when
an input is given. The approach taken within this paper uses convolutional neural
networks to do a likeness measure to return images that have categorical similarities
and be advantageous for finding images in predefined classes. These images that are
returned will theoretically share features defining to their category with the query
image and give insight to parallels that may be present within the resulting images.

Explaining the various layers of the neural network at the heart of the algorithm
was focused on. Importance within the convolutional layers of the model were
especially highlighted as responsible for modern day image learning. Activation
functions and their roles in the flow of data was also touched upon. Lastly, the
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distance function which allows for retrieval to occur was mentioned and explained,
giving the formula for scoring which image to return.

Discussion over speed and accuracy is still an important topic in image indexing
in the modern era. It is important to know what forces are affecting the two values so
that the models are built with the correct balance in mind. The ability to search for
information is a powerful tool; however, when working in images it may be difficult
to find a way to transcribe them to a computer. The primary research on CBIR into
the future is the scalability within these CBIR algorithms.
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Human–Computer Interaction Interface
for Driver Suspicious Action Analysis
in Vehicle Cabin

Igor Lashkov and Alexey Kashevnik

1 Introduction

In recent years, there is a significant increase in the number of vehicles in the whole
world. Meanwhile, a great number of research studies is being conducted in the
field of development of autonomous intelligent transportation systems. For instance,
global research community is concentrated on scientific studies in the fields of smart
cities, big data, machine learning, and intelligent transportation systems.

According to the statistics of European Commission, more than 25,000 people
are injured and died in traffic accidents on the roads of EU annually [1]. The devel-
opment of intelligent driver monitoring and driver assistance systems is becoming
popular nowadays, as it reaches the high level of functionality and performance. It
is a promising approach for improving the in-vehicle cabin driver safety as the early
signs of drowsiness or detection can be detected before the emergency situation
arises and, in particular, relevant context-based recommendations can be generated
for a driver to avoid a possible occurrence of traffic accident, e.g., pull over and
take a short nap of 20 min. Thus, for example, the EU proposed to make vehicle
safety systems, focused on recognizing the situations when a driver is distracted or
drowsy, mandatory for all new produced cars [2]. The authors of the study highlight
that 90% of all fatalities and injuries on the roads are due to human error. Moreover,
according to the report of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 94% of
serious crashes are due to human error [3]. Vehicles equipped with intelligent active
safety systems have the potential to remove human error from the crash equation,
which will help protect drivers and passengers, as well as pedestrians, and other
road participants.
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There are certain situations in which the driver can intentionally or uninten-
tionally reduce the system performance while operating without even knowing it.
Potentially, driver’s actions potentially directed at reducing driver safety should
be marked by the system as suspicious and, in particular, emergency warnings
and recommendations should be given for a driver to stabilize system state. We
distinguish explicit driving actions and implicit one. The former kind of actions
refers to human attitude placed at a conscious level and are easy to self-report.
While, the latter are human attitudes, which are at the unconscious level, are
involuntarily formed, and generally unknown.

There is a research and technical gap in researching and employing the video-
based solutions aimed at analyzing suspicious human actions and providing human
safety while driving. The main purpose of the paper is to present the approach for
monitoring in-vehicle driver behavior focused on finding vulnerabilities in interac-
tion interfaces between humans and systems built up with artificial intelligence in
transport environment.

Our experiments showed the feasibility of our system in terms of suspicious
action analysis in driver behavior along the trip for the purpose of warning the
driver to act immediately. Driver actions performed inside the vehicle cabin are
subject to thorough interpretation and investigation for the presence of dangerous
states observed from recorded video stream. In general, these driving states relate
to drowsiness, distraction, alcohol/drug intoxication, aggressive driving, high pulse
rate, belt presence, camera sabotage, traffic violations. This paper builds upon our
following previous works [4] and [5].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a comprehensive
related work in the area of solutions aimed at monitoring driver behavior, analyzing
its suspicious actions, recognizing whether the person is drowsy, distracted at the
moment, and compares the existing projects and solutions. Section 3 describes in
detail the reference model of the proposed approach for monitoring driver behavior.
The case study and the details of implementation is presented in Sect. 4. Finally, the
main results and potential future work are summarized in Conclusion (Sect. 5).

2 Related Work

This section discusses the research made in driver monitoring systems aimed at
analyzing suspicious actions and alerting emergency situations inside the vehicle
cabin, that can be a threat to the whole system and decrease its performance.

Measurements obtained from smartphone embedded sensors may extensively
describe the environment of the current situation, and, thereby, contribute to
the recognition of different kinds of in-cabin real driving situations. One of the
recent studies [6] proposed a smartphone-based drowsy driving detection system
in real time to detect drowsy driving at an early stage. This system utilizes the
Doppler shift of audio signals, the human body produces, to capture the unique
patterns of drowsy driving. It leverages smartphone’s built-in microphone and
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speakers to extract particular driving actions, including nodding, yawning, and
operating a steering wheel, using long short-term memory networks. The driving
statistics collected during real driving environments confirms that different drivers
have similar patterns. The authors of the paper perform the evaluation of system
performance by analyzing the impact of smartphone location in the car, the structure
of the deep network, training dataset size, and other factors, including listening to
the radio or driving at different speeds.

Another research study [7] introduces an approach that intensively employs the
use of smartphone’s built-in accelerometer sensor for monitoring and recognizing
different types of aggressive driving maneuvers. Changes of longitudinal accel-
eration may represent sudden braking and sudden acceleration events. Likewise,
another smartphone’s built-in gyroscope is actively used to detect safe and unsafe
left/right sharp turns driving patterns. The data extracted from mobile sensors aid
to classify aggressive and nonaggressive driving events based on patterns. Such
smartphone sensors may not always provide accurate measurements related to the
surrounding environment and can be error-prone. To tackle this downside, the
researchers apply a high pass filter for accelerometer data to remove the high
frequency noise and, afterwards, apply the low pass filter to smooth signal values.
According to the processed driving statistics, the thresholds for each observed
driving pattern (safe/sharp acceleration, deceleration, left and right turns) indicate
the severeness of occurred event.

In recent years, video surveillance systems are becoming popular in monitoring
crowded areas and alerting authorities on the occurrence of suspicious actions. The
research [8] presents an approach based on locating humans in images obtained
from camera, evaluating its pose, appearance of body parts (head, arms, and
torso) and image data analysis. Image analysis involves classification of human
suspicious action using the linear Hough transform technique to compute the
score for a particular body part from image frames, and conditional random field
statistical modeling method for each image to estimate person pose, extract the exact
orientation of each limb, and classify whether the pose is suspicious or not. If a
match is found, the human is marked in red rectangle. These extracted orientations
act as features in comparison with the suspicious ground truth action dataset, and the
evaluated head pose is flagged with action that matches best. The authors tested its
approach using an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle visual surveillance system.
The conducted experiments showed a detection accuracy of 71% with no prior
knowledge of background, lightness, or scale and location of the human in the
images.

Video fragments outputted by video-based surveillance systems must be recorded
with correct, not blocked, field of view, with good quality that is critical for
further analysis by operator. Violators may forge the recorded video, or the
physical device itself, in order to disguise their suspicious activities. Automatic
detection of camera sabotage events is critically important for immediate operator
intervention. The authors [9] presented a video-based approach for detecting camera
sabotage situations, including occlusion, where field of view is partially or fully
obstructed; defocus, related with reduced visibility; and displacement, caused by tilt
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or movement up or down from the intended field of view. The detection of camera
occlusion state is based on the use of the foreground objects’ area and position,
camera defocus state – edge information, and camera displacement – through the
use of frame count per panning sweep. The effectiveness of the proposed method
is tested using public dataset for camera sabotage detection on panning surveillance
systems by comparing it with an existing method. The authors of the paper highlight
that the proposed method can be applied in recognizing natural tampering events like
careless maintenance by the cleaning staff, dirt on camera lens, fog, and smoke.

Another method is presented in the paper [10] and discusses a convolutional
neural network architecture intended for both human pose estimation and seat belt
detection. Underneath, the proposed approach utilizes a feature pyramid network
backbone with multibranch detection heads, namely, a key point detection head,
a part-affinity field detection head, and a seat belt segmentation head. The main
goals of the study are to evaluate 2D body posture of the driver and the front-row
passenger (if available), and to segment image pixels that relate to seat belts. The
neural network developed was tested over 50 driving sessions in different lightness
conditions. The seat belt algorithm involves a probability density function over
the image showing the likelihood of a pixel being seat belt segmentation. The
binary seat belt segmentation model was evaluated with following metrics, including
sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1 score, and the intersection of the union. These
metrics are shown to be poor to solve this problem since sensitivity, precision, and
F1-score were 63.51%, 63.58%, and 63.55%, respectively, and the intersection of
the union was only 47%.

Drivers do not always realize that they are in a drowsy state that can lead to a
road emergency situation. Researchers [11] propose a method aimed at analyzing a
short video sequence for a certain time period to detect sleep deprivation from the
driver’s face. Developed system utilizes Haar feature-based cascades to locate the
driver’s face on the image and then applies classification to group it into one of two
classes: “sleep derived” and “rested.” This approach involves the use of the trained
model formed by the convolutional neural networks MobileNets [12], applicable
for highly efficient use on mobile and embedded vision-based applications. The
deep learning architecture of MobileNet aids to analyze the camera frame and
estimate the probability of the frame to be treated as a “sleep deprived” class.
The driver is classified as “sleep deprived” if the probability of this class is greater
than 0.5. Natural experiments are performed using a prototype mobile application
for Android platform. The Android Face API is used to crop and normalize the
driver’s face, and the TensorFlow framework to compile the MobileNet model
previously trained on a standalone laptop. Authors of the study selected Multi-
modality Drowsiness Database to provide the ground truth of sleep deprivation. The
proposed system showed good results in experiments of classifying rested drivers,
but struggles in recognizing the tired ones, providing the accuracy score of 68.7%
for image classification on more than 9000 frames.

Personal voice-based assistants are becoming popular nowadays. They can be
found quite useful for supporting driver activities inside the vehicle cabin. These
virtual assistants mostly rely on the voice-based communication with their users
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(drivers), that can be potentially vulnerable, lacking proper authentication. Rapid
growth of virtual assistants is emerged with third-party functions (skills), developed
by various developers. In the paper [13], the authors highlight two types of attacks:
voice squatting in which the violator exploits the way a skill is invoked, using a
malicious skill with a similarly pronounced name or a paraphrased name to hijack
the voice command meant for a legitimate skill, and voice masquerading in which
a malicious skill pretends the personal assistant service or a legitimate skill during
the user’s conversation with the service to steal its personal information. In order to
recognize voice masquerading attack, researchers built a context-sensitive detector
upon the private assistant infrastructure, that takes a skill’s response and/or the
user’s utterance as its input to determine whether an impersonation risk presents,
and alerts the user once detected. In other case, to detect voice attack, the authors
proposed a scanner that runs two steps to capture the competitive invocation
names (names with similar pronunciation as that of a target skill or using different
variations) for a given invocation name: utterance paraphrasing and pronunciation
comparison. The first step is to identify suspicious variations of a given invocation
name, and the second one is dedicated to finding the similarity in pronunciation
between two different names.

Driver distraction is one of the main challenges in road traffic and cause of road
accidents. In this study [14], the authors proposed an image-based approach for
detecting driver’s distraction state with the following two steps. The first step is to
predict the bounding boxes of the driver’s right hand and right ear from RGB images
utilizing the deep neural network You Only Look Once (YOLO) model [15]. The
second module takes the bounding boxes of the ear and hand as input and predicts
the type of distraction using a multilayer perceptron to infer the driver’s status
from the regions of interest. These modules were evaluated with a set of different
metrics, including mean accuracy precision, average accuracy, error rate, micro-
averaging, and macro-averaging. During the experiments with driving simulator, the
participants were involved in five types of distraction tasks, which are talking on a
cell phone, texting, drinking water, using the touchscreen, and placing a marker into
the cup holder. In terms of classification of driver’s distraction state, the results show
that the proposed algorithm is able to detect normal driving, using the touchscreen,
and, holding a cell phone to her/his ear with F1-score equal to 0.84, 0.69, 0.82,
respectively.

It should be noted that driver behavior discussed in observed research studies is
critical for providing road safety. To increase safety for public roads, it is important
to analyze driver suspicious actions, comprising explicit intentional driving behavior
and implicit unintentional one. The presented studies have its own specific pros
and cons in considered approaches for recognizing suspicious driving actions.
Addressed solutions are limited in its capabilities by considering abnormal user
behavior [16] in single cases and do not combine several types of suspicious human
actions. The joint use of different kinds of sensor data, including camera-based
video recordings, GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope readings, and audio-based signal
from microphone, is promising to apply these types of human activities for a driver
simultaneously inside the vehicle cabin in order to end up warning him/her about
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unsafe road situation. The utilization of cloud-based technologies may significantly
increase the robustness and performance of our approach for suspicious driving
behavior determination.

3 Reference Model of Driver Monitoring System

We propose a reference model (Fig. 1) focused on analyzing in-vehicle driving
events and recognizing sequences of driver suspicious actions that can lead to road
emergency situations and become a cause of a traffic accident of various severity.
In our study, we distinguish two types of driver behavior: the intentional (explicit)
driving actions and the unintentional (implicit) ones. The former kind of actions
refers to human attitude placed at a conscious level and are easy to self-report. This
kind of actions are to be carefully hidden or camouflaged by the driver to trick the
system and modify its behavior. Thus, in its case, the driver can disrupt system and,
potentially, reduce its performance and accuracy of the operations. While, the latter
are human attitudes, which are at the unconscious level, are involuntarily formed,
and generally unknown. In this case, the driver may not properly understand the
current situation and make judgments due to driver impairment caused by different
impacting factors (inattention on the road, strong desire to sleep, etc.) inside the
vehicle cabin. This kind of suspicious actions are bound to driver dangerous states,
like drowsiness, distraction, fatigue, alcohol intoxication states, and others.

Fig. 1 Reference model of the monitoring system for recognizing driver suspicious actions
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We consider driver as the main source of data for the reference model. Camera
is used to record video of the driver inside the vehicle cabin, continuously track
driver behavior along the entire trip and analyze it for any suspicious implicit or
explicit actions performed by the driver. Typical examples of implicit actions are
inattention, not wearing seat belt or belt placed behind back, and falling asleep.
Whereas, the explicit actions may be caused by partial or full obstruction of the
camera, changes in navigation route, modifying the system settings, or cheating the
audio-based communication (recommendations generated by the system).

Toolkit is a software framework unit responsible for recognizing suspicious
driver actions analysis based on monitoring human behavior for the purpose of
warning the driver. Driver actions performed inside the vehicle cabin are subject
to thorough interpretation and investigation for the presence of dangerous states
observed from recorded video stream. Toolkit is placed in cloud service for making
heavy time-consuming computations and uses driver statistics storage to accumulate
various types of driver events occurred along the trip; driver patterns analysis
module to capture different sensor measurements, process it, analyze driver state in
a period of time; and suspicious actions analysis module to make decisions whether
the driver behavior is abnormal at the moment of time.

We use RGB camera, GPS, accelerometer, and gyroscope to monitor visual
signals of abnormal driver behavior and recognize drowsiness, distraction, and
the presence of seat belt. To accomplish this task, we consider a set of distinct
parameters, including PERCLOS [17], eye-blink rate, number of yawns per minute,
left/right head turn, or tilting the head up/down. In order to detect whether the
driver is properly fastened or not, deep neural network engine is used to find the
presence of a seat belt on the camera image. Neural network may give information
about the belt state by showing the belt coordinates if it is detected and, along
with that, estimating the probability confidences that the belt state is like to be
properly recognized. Nevertheless, information extracted from camera video stream
and sensor readings from GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope, and microphone are
efficiently utilized to recognize other types of abnormal driving behavior, including
alcohol and drug intoxication, high pulse rate, mobile phone usage, eating, drinking,
smoking, aggressive driving, belt presence, camera sabotage, and traffic violations.

Along with that, in order to increase overall system performance, we propose
a cloud service, responsible for accumulating driving statistics in a single space
together, and processing and comparing information about normal and abnormal
behavior of users of the system.

4 Case Study Using a Smartphone

Considering the proposed approach, in order to test and demonstrate the usage
of toolkit (software framework), we designed and developed a prototype mobile
application intended for Android platform. It is focused on recognizing suspi-
cious driver actions comprising drowsiness, distraction, and seat belt presence, by
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analyzing human behavior and making computations directly on the device. The
current version of the software prototype is implemented in Java, Kotlin, and C++
programming languages in Android Studio IDE.

The scheme of application work is the following. A user chooses a recorded
video fragment from gallery or camera that he/she wants to check for the presence
of suspicious driving behavior in it. In the beginning, the video fragment is decoded
and parsed as a fixed set of distinct frames comprising the whole media file.
Afterwards, the output camera frames extracted from the previous step act as a
source data for image recognition module, entirely written in C++. In its turn
this module employs computer vision and machine learning libraries, OpenCV and
Dlib, to locate and obtain the position of the driver’s facial landmarks (positions
and sizes of head, eyes, mouth). Moreover, it estimates additional visual parameters
like the head rotation/tilt angle and the ratio of eye and mouth openness to
recognize drowsiness, distraction, and seat belt presence (Fig. 2). Finally, as soon
as the analysis process of the whole video frame sequence is finished, the results,
describing found suspicious actions in human behavior, are saved physically on
the disk in a format of two CSV files. One of them has the detailed statistics
describing human behavior, where each row in a file represents information about
facial features of the person on each video frame, extracted at some moment of
processing time. The other file has the information about concrete suspicious driver
actions occurred for some period of time based on the analysis of certain set of
video frames. This list of actions provided by the latter file may be eventually used
to make a conclusion about the presence of suspicious human behavior.

Although the proposed system defines an initial high level of efficiency, there is
a set of different parameters effecting the dangerous state detection and generating
alerts for a driver. System preferences include the audio level for generation
alerts and recommendations; screen brightness intended to set display brightness
while using application. The driver can accurately configure preferences related
to dangerous states determination (Fig. 3b, c), including the interval denoting the
minimum time between dangerous states recognition, allowing the system not to
annoy the driver; the time required to recognize a certain dangerous state. There are

Fig. 2 Screenshots of main screen of Toolkit application. Person behavior is normal (a), person
closes his eyes (drowsiness) (b), and person yawns (drowsiness) (c)
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Fig. 3 Screenshots of application settings: general (a), distraction (b), and drowsiness (c)

multiple preferences referring to the driver’s drowsiness, distraction, and seat belt
fastened states, making possible the tuning of parameters affecting the dangerous
state determination. Some of them include head turn left/right, head tilt up/down,
ratio of left/right eye openness, mouth open ratio to detect yawning. The driver
may modify all these parameters at any time of the ongoing trip, and, thereby,
affect system operation. These kind of driver actions can be considered suspicious,
disruptive for a system, and lead to improper behavior and in turn errors. Along
with that, the application is responsible for recording different driver activities as
log events, which are then used to identify potentially suspicious driver activities
that do not match with the normal behavior of the person. It should be noted that
presented parameters need to be manually configured by a driver before starting
a trip. Afterwards, this kind of parameters should be automatically determined by
the application itself and, further, continuously calibrated during the ongoing trip
to consider the driver’s profile and context and provide the driver a better overall
experience.

We conduct experiments related to drowsiness suspicious action detection using
the driver drowsiness detection dataset collected by Computer Vision Lab at
National Tsing Hua University [18]. We use the developed toolkit and load the
provided video to the dataset and analyze the results that show the average accuracy
of the developed system is around 80%. To compare the drowsiness data calculated
by the Toolkit with the data provided with the dataset, we developed the Excel-based
model.
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5 Conclusion

In our study, we proposed the approach for monitoring in-vehicle driver behavior
focused on finding vulnerabilities in interaction interfaces between humans and
systems built up with artificial intelligence in transportation environment. We
presented a reference model focused on analyzing in-vehicle driving events and
recognizing sequences of driver suspicious actions that can lead to road emergency
situations and become a cause of traffic accidents of various severities. In our
study, we highlighted two types of driver behaviors: the intentional (explicit) and
unintentional (implicit) driving actions. The results of the study indicate that our
solution may be successfully applied in the fast development category of intelligent
driver assistance systems, improving dangerous state determination by utilizing
sensor measurements by identifying driver suspicious actions leading to system
destabilization, error-prone situations, and performance reduction.

The use of data obtained from extra sensors and information about driver’s
emotions, psychophysiological behavioral state, may potentially increase system
robustness and performance in monitoring driver behavior and discovering both
explicit and implicit suspicious actions.
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Image Resizing in DCT Domain

Hsi-Chin Hsin, Cheng-Ying Yang, and Chien-Kun Su

1 Introduction

As various displays are abundantly present in our daily lives, there is an increasing
demand for effective image resizing. To keep the region of interest (ROI) intact as
much as possible, content aware image resizing (CAIR) has drawn a lot of attention
in the recent years [1]. State-of-the-art CAIR algorithms can be classified into two
categories: the discrete approach [2–5] and the continuous approach [6–9]. Avidan
et al. defined a seam as a path of connected pixels from one side of an image to
the opposite side, and proposed seam carving (SC) for CAIR [2]. To improve the
performance of SC, Shamir et al. used more features related to the ROI [3]. To
speed up SC, Patel et al. proposed multiple pixel wide SC in spatial domain [4].
In [5], seams of wavelet trees were constructed, based on which, a scale-recursive
SC algorithm was proposed in the wavelet domain. In [6], resizing of images
was formulated as a convex quadratic problem, which can be solved by quadratic
programming. Wang et al. rescaled salient objects uniformly and concealed non-
uniform distortions in the regions of non-interest (RON) [7]. We used the saliency
histogram (SH) of an image to evaluate salient regions, and proposed saliency
histogram equalization (SHE) [8] and the SHE-SC algorithm [9] to construct a pair
of non-uniform meshes for image warping.
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In many cases, especially for mobile applications, images are compressed to save
memory space and transmission bandwidth [10]. Tanaka et al. incorporated image
coding with the SC-based concentration and dilution to improve the compression
quality at low bit rates [11]. Fang et al. proposed a discrete cosine transform (DCT)-
based saliency detection model for image resizing in the joint photographic experts
group (JPEG) compressed domain [12]. In [13], a practical system was proposed for
transcoding the original video bitstream to the retargeted one in the H.264/advance
video coding (AVC) compressed domain. This paper presents an efficient method for
obtaining the DCT blocks of the resized image form the DCT blocks of the original
image in order to avoid unnecessary computations of inverse and forward DCTs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The SHE and SHE-SC algorithms are
reviewed in Sect. 2. The proposed algorithm is detailed in Sect. 3. Experimental
results are given in Sect. 4. Conclusion can be found in Sect. 5.

2 Review of SHE and SHE-SC

Saliency histogram (SH) provides useful information about the ROI [8]. In the
framework of image resizing with mesh warping, a pair of meshes are needed to map
the original image onto the resized one. For effective CAIR, the ROI with high SH
values should be well preserved at the cost of ignoring the regions of non-interest
(RON) with low SH values. It is noted that contrast enhancement can be attained
by image histogram equalization (IHE); saliency histogram equalization (SHE) can
enhance the ROI likewise. Let p(x, y) be the SH of an M × N image I, the marginal
SH (MSH):

py(y) =

M∑
x=1

p (x, y)

M∑
x=1

N∑
y=1

p (x, y)

; y ∈ [1, N] (1)

can be used to partition I into L vertical strips with equal accumulated amount of
SH values as follows

vn = arg max
k

n− 1

L
<

k∑
y=1

py(y) ≤ n

L
(2)

where vn is the coordinate of the lower right vertex of the nth vertical strip in the y-
direction, n= 1, · · · , L, with the boundary condition: vL = N. Similarly, the partition
of K horizontal strips with equal accumulated amount of SH values can be obtained
by equalizing the MSH in the x-direction.
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SHE provides an efficient way to represent images with non-uniform meshes: the
higher the SH value, the finer the mesh cell. To represent the resized image with an
adaptive mesh, the SHE-SC algorithm [9] modifies the SC algorithm [2] by taking
mesh quads as super-pixels. The significance of a quad: qm, n (super-pixel) is given
by

Sig
(
qm,n

) = 1∣∣qm,n

∣∣
∑

(i,j)∈qm,n

p (i, j) (3)

where p (i, j) is the SH value at coordinates (i, j), and |qm, n| is the size of qm, n. As
each quad has the same accumulated amount of SH values via SHE, Sig(qm, n) is
inversely proportional to |qm, n|, and the least significant seam (LSS) of quads is the
one with maximum sum of quad sizes. To gradually adjust the width of a mesh, a
sequence of increasingly significant vertical seams of quads is first identified, and
each seam is resized by 1 pixel width. The height of a mesh can also be gradually
resized in a similar manner. Based on the pair of meshes, one is obtained by SHE
[8] to represent the original image, and the other with the desired size is obtained by
SHE-SC [9], the resized image can be obtained by simple interpolation.

3 Proposed Algorithm

In the proposed algorithm, the SH of an image is obtained based on the features
extracted from DCT blocks directly. Next, SH-based mesh warping is used to
convert the DCT blocks of the original image into the DCT blocks of the resized
image. Recent studies have shown that luminance, color, and texture features are
suitable for saliency detection [12]. This paper takes the DC coefficients of DCT
blocks as a down-sampled image [13], and uses the discriminative regional feature
integration (DRFI) algorithm [14] followed by simple interpolation for construction
of luminance-color SM (LCSM). In addition, the AC coefficients of DCT blocks
are important features for images with textures. The AC-based likelihood of texture
[13] has been used for construction of texture SM (TSM). The final SM is obtained
by combining LCSM and TSM via sum of normalized maps.

The continuous approach to CAIR is typically formulated as a nonlinear warping
problem, which takes a pair of meshes, namely the input mesh representing the
original image, and the output mesh representing the resized image. Existing mesh
construction algorithms usually take a uniform mesh as the input mesh and deform
it into a non-uniform mesh used as the output mesh. In contrast, the proposed
algorithm constructs the input mesh by SHE and constrains the output mesh with the
same quad size as that of DCT blocks using SHE-SC. To convert the DCT blocks
of the compressed image into the DCT blocks of the resized image, the arbitrary
downsizing (AD) algorithm has been used [15].
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Fig. 1 (a) Test image; (b)
and (c) saliency maps (SMs)
obtained by DRFI in the
spatial domain and the
proposed algorithm in the
DCT domain; (d) and (e)
resized images obtained by
using SHE-SC with SM (b)
and the proposed algorithm
with SM (c), respectively
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Fig. 2 (a) Test image; (b)
and (c) saliency maps (SMs)
obtained by DRFI in the
spatial domain and the
proposed algorithm in the
DCT domain; (d) and (e)
resized images obtained by
using SHE-SC with SM (b)
and the proposed algorithm
with SM (c), respectively
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Table 1 Average running time for resizing images at 70% with respect to the maximum
dimension of the original image using SC, GVFP and the proposed algorithm

Average running time Algorithm

21.59 s SC
25.14 s GVFP
0.16 s Proposed algorithm

4 Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in Matlab ®. Figures 1 and 2, show
the performance of the proposed CAIR algorithm in the DCT domain compared
with that of the spatial domain SHE-SC algorithm [9]. The saliency maps (SMs)
shown in Figs. 1b and 2b, and Figs. 1c and 2c, are obtained by using the DRFI
algorithm [14] and the proposed algorithm, respectively. Figures 1d and 2d, and
Figs. 1e and 2e are the resized images obtained by using the SHE-SC algorithm
and the proposed algorithm, respectively. Though they are visually comparable, the
proposed algorithm is preferable in regard to saving of inverse and forward DCTs.
Other existing spatial domain CAIR algorithms, namely seam carving (SC) [2] and
gradient vector flow paths (GVFP) [16] have also been compared. Table 1 gives
the average running time for resizing images at 70% with respect to the maximum
dimension of the original image. It shows that the proposed compressed domain
CAIR algorithm is superior to SC and GVFP.

5 Conclusions

The joint photographic experts group (JPEG) standard takes discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) as the underlying method to effectively represent images in spectral
domain. Most of the content aware image resizing (CAIR) algorithms are formu-
lated in spatial domain, which are not suitable for coding applications. In this
paper, a fast compressed domain CAIR algorithm has been proposed such that
various decoded images with different resolutions and aspect ratios can be obtained
directly form a JPEG code stream. Compared to other existing CAIR algorithms, the
proposed algorithm is preferable, especially in terms of running time. Furthermore,
there is no need to perform inverse and forward DCTs.
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Comparative Analysis of Sampling
Methods for Data Quality Assessment

Sameer Karali, Hong Liu, and Jongyeop Kim

1 Introduction

The datasets originate from various resources, including websites, social networks,
audio and video sources, log files, and other databases. Detecting data defects and
inconsistencies through data quality assessment is essential to the improvement
of data quality. Quality assurance is the process used to verify that collected data
conform to defined standards and includes many rules and methods used to portray
data. Applying a data quality assessment to a dataset will help us ensure the
reliability of the data regardless of the results. This will allow the data quality
assessments to reduce the additional cost of retesting, replacing, and reselling
bad data. When results are not satisfied with the collected data, the backlash can
damage the entire dataset and negatively impact future results. Marston et al. [11],
Elmagarmid et al. [3], and Maria et al. (2014) state that most datasets have several
problems, including duplicate and missing data that can make the analysis and
maintenance of the data difficult. Moore [13] states that poor quality data costs
businesses an average of $15 million per year. The data quality also negatively
impacts efficiency, productivity, and credibility. According to researchers Jesmeen
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et al. [6] and Laranjeiro et al. [7], poor quality data costs approximately $13.3
million per organization and $3 trillion per year for the entire US economy.

Big data cleansing is a field that works to examine and process data. This
field deals with datasets that are of an extensive scale or too complex for normal
approaches since big data have properties of a wide variety and volume. Liu et al. [8,
9] state data cleaning is a process of cleaning erroneous data from primary sources
of data; this process will remove errors from the dataset and can leave more time
and resources for data analysis. Data are considered reliable if the methods used to
collect and analyze the data remain stable over time.

This paper uses the data quality assessment model to reduce the risk of data errors
using large scale data for US students. The sample size is determined by calculating
the original population, confidence interval, and confidence level. There are many
dimensions that can be used for data quality, but this paper will analyze the three
most important dimensions: completeness, timeliness, and accuracy. Using these
three dimensions, we create controller datasets with various percentages. Samples
can be taken from this dataset using four sampling methods, and the extracted data
will be scored to determine the most accurate sample.

The paper is organized as follows: data quality assessment, data quality dimen-
sions, and sampling techniques are reviewed in the next section. Section 3 describes
the methodology used, and Sect. 4 describes the data collection, experimental
settings, and experimental results. Section 5 provides conclusions and future work.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Data Quality Assessment

The quality of data, information collection, usage, assessment, and evaluation of
the entire health population are critical issues that the paper discusses. High-quality
data are the prerequisite for better population health, decision-making, and overall
information. Hazen et al. [5] state how modern age supply chain specialists are
provided with a lot of data and are tasked with processing these large amounts of
data. There is a need to determine new ways to produce, organize, and analyze this
data. While resolving quality issues, any data that are used by the supply chain must
be standardized universally. Woodall et al. [17] show that both practical and high-
quality data analysis are necessary for an accurate evaluation of the impact of public
health interventions and measuring public health outcomes. Woodall et al. [18] state
the quality of public health data is not something that should be compromised.
All data must be regulated and administered by the appropriate governing body
to ensure that it is not compromised. Poor quality data can be detrimental, and even
fatal, for an organization, and proper data validity, completeness, comprehensive-
ness, understandability, and data test coverage protocols must be followed to ensure
that poor quality data is eliminated.
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Based on these metrics, the quality of data can be conclusively defined and
determined. The data used in the hybrid approach must be carefully selected and
evaluated to ensure that the data are of decent quality. This hybrid approach should
also have a provision for filtering data to ensure quality. Gudivada et al. [4] propose
how quality can be assessed, defined, and measured. The syntactic quality criteria
are meant to achieve syntactic correctness; they require that all statements in the
underlying conceptual model with the implementation must be syntactically correct.

Ryu et al. [15] discuss how data quality has been a significant concern since
automated data processing. An effective method of controlling data quality is
business rules. The most effective techniques for quality management include a
probability-based approach and knowledge-based techniques. All the data being
used for business purposes should be filtered, analyzed for congruency, and deemed
useful for the business agenda and goals. Knap and Mlýnková [12] state that data
quality assessment and the improvement of larger information systems would not be
feasible without the appropriate data quality methods. These data quality methods
are essential algorithms that can be automatically executed in computer systems to
detect and then correct any problems in databases.

The column analysis method can automatically compute various statistics, such
as the total number of missing values in a given column of data. Lexical analysis
is commonly applied to columns with string values to discover the subcomponents
of unstructured content. Pipino et al. [14] state that information quality, software
tools, automated data quality tools, and automated data quality software are
essential factors that could improve quality and better address data quality issues.
International data assessment and improvement frameworks are reviewed to guide
and stipulate the required techniques that should be employed to improve the quality
of the data being used in a corporation and in organizational contexts, including the
techniques of cross-validation and bootstrapping.

Cross-validation is recommended when the data available for model building and
testing are limited. Bootstrapping is also used in cases where there is limited data.
Both techniques are essential in measuring and establishing data quality levels that
should be adopted.

The assessment of social networks is done in a more in-depth manner to ensure
that all social network domains can be analyzed in a successful and comprehensive
manner [1, 2]. Peer-to-peer applications, question and answer portals, review
portals, weblogs, wikis, and forums are all considered social network domains that
can create an effective platform where people can exchange ideas and information.
It is essential to regulate the activity occurring on various platforms to ensure that
the quality of information is not compromised.

Overall, the above studies point out that poor quality data can cause problems,
and the cost of solving these problems is high. At the same time, these studies aim
to assess the quality of the data and determine a solution to make the data easier to
analyze and use.
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2.2 Data Quality Dimensions

There are multiple dimensions in data quality assessment. Researchers have been
discussing which dimensions are critical to data quality and how each dimension is
critical. Wand et al. [16], Jour et al. (2017), and Hassany et al. (2013) state that the
following four dimensions are generally considered the most important.

• Completeness
• Timeliness
• Accuracy
• Consistency

To measure data quality, each dimension must be examined and evaluated to
obtain a score that evaluates the quality assessment [10]. Each dimension represents
a different aspect of the data and has different approaches for obtaining quality
assessment scores. The score can also be used to verify the success or unsuccess
of the data cleaning process. To understand each dimension of data quality, it
is important to understand the role of each dimension. Completeness deals with
missing values in the dataset, while timeliness deals with the validity of data.
Accuracy is about the authenticity of the data, and consistency is about the form
of the data. In this work, we follow the definitions of accuracy, completeness, and
timeliness from Liu et al. [10].

2.3 Sample Techniques

This section introduces sampling techniques and explains these terms: simple
random samples, stratified samples, clustered samples, and systematic samples.

A simple random sample is the most accessible type of probability sample. This
sampling range includes the entire dataset. In a simple random sample, each element
in the dataset has an equal probability of being selected as a sample. One way to
obtain a random sample is to give each element in the dataset a unique ID, and then
use a random number generator to determine the elements to include.

In a stratified sample, based on feature attributes such as gender, age, and
location, this technique divides the dataset into small subgroups called strata. It then
randomly selects elements from each stratum to form a sample, thereby improving
the representativeness of each feature in the sample.

In a clustering sample, it also involves dividing the dataset into subgroups, the
difference is that each subgroup has similar characteristics to the entire dataset. After
grouping, the entire subgroup is randomly selected, instead of sampling from each
subgroup.

The selection of systematic sampling elements is systematic; only the first
element is randomly selected, and the other elements are selected at fixed intervals.
First, all the elements are put together in order, where each element has an equal
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chance of being selected. Next, the interval is defined, and the first element is
randomly selected to obtain the sample.

3 Methodology

In this work, we first determine the sample size based on the original dataset,
confidence interval, and confidence level. Next, four sampling techniques (simple
random sample, stratified sample, cluster sample, and systematic sample) are
applied to get samples. In addition, control datasets are generated based on the
original dataset to verify the sampling results. Then, the samples are evaluated
in three dimensions to obtain a quality score. Finally, sampling methods are
compared based on quality scores. This process is shown in Fig. 1. We focused on
data quality using the dimensions of timeliness, completeness, and accuracy. The
programming language Java was used to implement this approach and calculate the
three dimensions. Each dimension was evaluated by a separate program, and the
sample size was determined by examining the size of the original file.

The first dimension is accuracy, which refers to the conformity of the recorded
value with the actual value. The program reads the original dataset and creates four
control datasets. Each control dataset has a different percentage (D1: 10%, D2: 20%,
and D3: 30%, D4: 40%) of updated entities. To update values in the dataset, we
counted the number of data units in the file by multiplying the numbers of rows and
columns. A data unit is considered correct if the data unit maps back to the original
dataset. If the data unit does not map back to the original dataset, the data unit is
considered incorrect. The degree of accuracy of a data unit is 1 when the unit is
correct.

Big Data
Size

Controll
Data

Confidence
Interval

Confidence
Level

Sample Size

Sampling Techniques
Sample Quality Score

Quality Score

C
om

pared

1. Systematic Sampling.
2. Random Sampling.
3. Stratified Sampling.
4. Cluster Sampling.

Fig. 1 The process of sampling methods for data quality assessment
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The second dimension is completeness. A data unit is complete if the data unit
has been assigned a value conforming to the data definition. Otherwise, the data
unit is incomplete. The degree of completeness of a data unit is 1 when the unit is
complete. The program read the original file and created four datasets. Each dataset
has a different percentage (D1: 15%, D2: 25%, D3: 35%, and D4: 45%) of missing
entities. The removed data units are randomly selected.

The third dimension is timeliness, which refers to the recorded value being within
the relevant date range. The program read the original file and added two new
attributes, insertion time and update time. Both times are randomly generated with
the condition that the update time is later than the insertion time. Storage time is the
duration from when the data are updated to the present.

After the datasets are created for the three dimensions, a method was used to
obtain the samples for each dimension. The four sampling techniques are as follows:
systematic sampling, sample random sampling, stratified sampling, and cluster
sampling. Systematic sampling starts from a predefined line and jumps to a specific
line until it reaches the size of the chosen sample. The sample random sampling is
randomly selected from the dataset. The third sample is stratified sampling starting
from the predefined line and jumping to the descent line. A random line is chosen
until the list size is obtained. The fourth type is the cluster sample, which divides
the dataset into groups and chooses data randomly from each group until it reaches
the target sample size.

4 Experiment and Results

4.1 Experimental Setting and Datasets

The dataset used is student information, a dataset that has approximately 200,000
records with the following five attributes: idAssessment, idStudent, dateSubmitted,
isBanked, and score. Using the four sampling techniques, a sample size of 200
and 2,000 were used for this work. Each technique generates three samples per
dataset. Table 1 shows the samples’ information. In order to assess different quality
dimensions, we randomly deleted and updated some data units, and then evaluated
and compared different sampling techniques.

Table 1 Samples and sampling information

Sampling Techniques Sample Size D1 D2 D3 D4

Systematic Sampling 200 and 2000 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3
Random Sampling 200 and 2000 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3
Stratified Sampling 200 and 2000 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3
Cluster Sampling 200 and 2000 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3 S1;S2;S3
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Fig. 2 Comparison of sampling methods for accuracy

4.2 Experimental Results

Fig. 2 shows the comparison results of four sampling methods for accuracy. Fig. 2a–
d are the results of systematic, random, stratified, and cluster sampling, respectively.
Fig. 2e shows the average accuracy of each sampling method. The x-axis represents
the ID of the dataset/sample. There are three datasets, D1, D2, and D3. Each dataset
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has three samples, S1, S2, and S3. The blue bars are based on D1, the green bars are
based on D2, and the red bars are based on D3. The y-axis represents the degree of
accuracy. In order to compare the samples with the dataset, the number of updated
entities in the samples are counted. Based on the counted number and sample size,
the degree of accuracy can be calculated. In order to compare the different sampling
methods, we calculated the average accuracy of the samples and then compared the
different sample techniques to determine which one is closest to the dataset.

Figure 3 shows the comparison results of four sampling methods for com-
pleteness. Figure 3a–d are the results of stratified, random, systematic, and cluster
sampling, respectively. Figure 3e shows the average completeness of each sampling
method. The x-axis represents the ID of the dataset/sample. To compare the samples
with the dataset, some data units are randomly deleted. There are three datasets, D1,
D2, and D3. Their completeness is 98%, 95%, and 93%, respectively. Each dataset
has three samples, S1, S2, and S3. The blue bars are samples based on D1, the green
bars are samples based on D2, and the red bars are samples based on D3. The y-axis
represents the degree of completeness. To compare the different sampling methods,
we calculated the average completeness of the samples, as shown in Fig. 3d. Then,
we compared the different sample techniques to see which is closest to the dataset.

To calculate timeliness, we added two columns to the dataset. One column is for
insertion time and the second column is for the time of the update. Both columns
were randomly generated. The update time will always be more recent than the
insertion time. Figure 4a is the stratified sampling, Fig. 4b is the random sampling,
Fig. 4c is the systematic sampling, Fig. 4d is the cluster sampling, and Fig. 4e
shows the average timeliness of each sampling method. In these charts, we see
the difference between the techniques used to determine what method is the most
accurate. The absolute value is used to determine which technique is the best.

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of using one sample T-test for sampling methods:
cluster, random, stratified, and systemic based on sample sizes of 200 and 2,000,
respectively. The null hypothesis (Ho) addresses that the sample mean is equal to
the dataset mean; the alternative hypothesis (Ha) addresses that the sample mean
does not equal to dataset mean. This research uses .05 as a significant level. When
the P-value is less than .05, the conclusion is that there is enough evidence to infer
that the sample mean is different from the dataset mean; otherwise, it concludes
that there is not enough evidence to infer that the sample mean is different from the
dataset mean.

The P-values lower than .05 are highlighted in the tables. From the results of
one sample T-tests in this research, it concludes that when the sample size is 200
or 2000, the sample means of using clustering, random, and systematic sampling
methods are equal to the dataset mean; however, the results show that the P-values
using stratified sampling method are less than .05, which infers that the sample mean
is different from the dataset mean.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of sampling methods for completeness

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Quality assessment is an essential part of ensuring accurate data analysis results and
high-quality data. This type of assessment acts as a filter to eliminate data defects so
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Fig. 4 Comparison of sampling methods for timeliness

that the data is comprehensive and easy to understand before analysis. Determining
the quality of data can help improve data defect detection while reducing the time
and resources allocated to ensure high quality in data.
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Table 2 Results of one sample T-test for sample size 200

Sample
Method Sample

Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error T Statistics P-Value

Cluster S1 74.8315 19.2956 1.4463 0.6694 0.504121588
S2 75.5583 18.8277 1.4747 0.1636 0.870234097
S3 76.8723 18.4468 1.5535 0.6905 0.490992122
S4 74.7815 19.1033 1.7512 0.5814 0.562111992

Random S1 73.9667 18.8564 1.4055 1.3041 0.193866546
S2 74.9880 20.0578 1.5568 0.5213 0.602826289
S3 76.8106 19.5163 1.6987 0.5952 0.552744743
S4 75.5902 18.2525 1.6525 0.1267 0.899370454

Stratified S1 69.4239 12.6021 0.9290 6.8626 1.01291E-10
S2 69.0061 12.7667 0.9969 6.8145 1.7408E-10
S3 70.3309 12.3102 1.0441 5.2375 5.94411E-07
S4 69.2500 12.8914 1.1395 5.7480 6.35009E-08

Systematic S1 74.2346 21.3807 1.5981 0.9793 0.328777759
S2 74.2438 20.6485 1.6324 0.9531 0.341994236
S3 74.2980 20.8834 1.6995 0.8835 0.378354948
S4 73.5299 20.2372 1.8709 1.2131 0.227549359

Table 3 Results of one sample T-test for sample size 2000

Sample
Method Sample

Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard
Error T Statistics P-Value

Cluster S1 75.6400 19.2941 0.4544 0.3511 0.72556647
S2 75.6765 18.1946 0.4516 0.2725 0.785308336
S3 76.2233 18.6303 0.4984 0.8502 0.395381051
S4 76.5498 18.5585 0.5344 1.4038 0.1606451

Random S1 76.5196 18.3510 0.4347 1.6564 0.097815355
S2 75.9968 18.5016 0.4660 0.4232 0.672171544
S3 75.5871 19.1629 0.5100 0.4166 0.677020288
S4 76.3905 18.8169 0.5430 1.0883 0.276664606

Stratified S1 71.9346 15.5313 0.3673 10.5227 3.63405E-25
S2 72.0107 15.5673 0.3914 9.6804 1.42952E-21
S3 72.3751 15.1844 0.4086 8.3810 1.27715E-16
S4 72.6245 15.3002 0.4386 7.2394 7.96759E-13

Systematic S1 75.7756 18.6187 0.4393 0.0545 0.956512752
S2 75.5722 18.8825 0.4753 0.4782 0.632542751
S3 75.6257 18.6660 0.5003 0.3475 0.728268121
S4 75.8448 17.9386 0.5224 0.0865 0.931052883

Our contribution includes the following four aspects. First, use four different
sampling techniques to obtain an approximate quality assessment. Second, assess
the timeliness, completeness, and accuracy of the samples. Third, analyze and
compare the evaluation results. Experimental results verify the effectiveness and
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accuracy of the provided approach. Even if the quality of the original dataset is
low, the sample-based assessment approach can effectively reflect the quality of
the dataset. We infer that the quality of the dataset itself will not affect the quality
assessment of the sample. Besides, by comparing different sampling methods, the
experiment provides sample processing suggestions for future quality assessment.

There are some limitations to this work. We only focus on timeliness, complete-
ness, and accuracy. Other dimensions of quality are not involved. The four sampling
methods used in this paper belong to probability sampling. Non-probability sam-
pling is not used. The dataset is structured data, and thus further evaluation is
required for unstructured data. For future work, we will use more varied datasets
to verify this proposed approach. In addition, we will apply this approach to data
cleaning to improve data quality.
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A Resampling Based Semi-supervised
Learning Analysis for Identifying School
Needs of Backpack Programs

Tahir Bashir, Seong-Tae Kim, Liping Liu, and Lauren Davis

1 Introduction

Globally, food security is one of the major concerns of many governments and
nongovernmental organizations. Food security is defined as a situation when people
always have physical, social, and economic access to adequate, safe, and nutritious
food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life
[1]. If people cannot have such access occasionally or consistently, then they are in a
certain level of food insecurity. A survey [2] showed that 11.1% of U.S. households
were food insecure in 2018, and the highest prevalence rate of food insecurity
occurred in 2011 due to the financial crisis in 2008. Food insecure households
have difficulty providing adequate, nutritious food for all their members including
children due to lack of resources. The same survey also characterized several salient
findings. Single mother households and households with incomes below poverty
level suffered the most from food insecurity. One in seven households with children
were food insecure in 2018. The prevalence rate of food insecurity is heterogeneous
across the country as some Midwest states and Sunbelt states had higher rates than
the rest of states.

Children with food insecurity often experience poor health conditions and poor
academic performance. This is especially noticeable during the weekends and
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holiday breaks for the time outside school, when children arrive at school after the
break with behavioral problems, absentees, altered performance in school activities,
etc. [3]. Food insecurity among African-American and Hispanic/LatinX American
children is more common, as prevalence rates among these minorities constantly
exceed the national average [4]. In response to child food insecurity and hunger,
many formal and informal programs have been provided in schools, including
the food backpack programs (BPP). The BPPs provide children (with the written
permission from their parents) backpacks filled with food to take home on weekends
and holiday breaks [5, 6] when school cafeterias are unavailable. Since the first
documented school-based food BPP began in Arkansas in 1994, bringing together
private donors, faith communities, and public schools, the BPPs have come into
national prominence as a response to a perceived crisis of child hunger in America,
reaching more than 800,000 children across more than 45 states.

The positive effects of the BPPs can be seen by reported improvements in test
scores, positive behavioral gains, decrease in the number of unexcused absences,
and increased recognition of potential career paths. However, a recent study [7]
assessing the BPP models concludes that some BPPs fit poorly with the needs
of most food-insecure children in America and that there are risks of detrimental
effects related to worry, shame, and family functioning disarray.

To avoid the possible negative effects that BPPs may bring, a careful study
is needed to provide the organizations with some prior information about the
true needs of the students before they contact the schools. A previous study [8]
utilized multiple linear regression analysis on the data from a backpack program
organization and the schools it served in 2 years. The study considered five variables:
absentees, rural/urban school locations, minority status, Title I, and low-income
students, all in percentages. It reveals that the percentage of low-income students is
a significant factor. Through various feature selection methods, a simple regression
prediction model is obtained with only one or two predictors.

A limitation of the previous study [8] comes from the limited available data
with about 20 schools served by the organization. In linear regression, the sample
size rule of thumb is that the regression analysis requires at least 20 cases per
independent variable. The data for the 20 schools served by the BPP are so-called
labeled data, while the data for the other 100 schools in the same county not
served by the organization are unlabeled. With the 20 labeled data, the traditional
supervised learning analysis such as the linear regression may not provide us strong
statistically supported insights. When there are far more unlabeled data than the
labeled data, unsupervised learning is usually employed.

The goal of this study is to propose a novel method to provide a local BPP with
a selection guideline for choosing the next schools when the program expands its
service. This study is an extension of the previous study [8]. This study included
additional schools and one more year of data from the BPP organization as well
as more variables (total 12). Most importantly, to efficiently utilize the limited data
from the served 21 schools while considering the information from the remaining
104 schools at the same time, a novel resampling based semi-supervised learning
(RSSL) method is developed and employed in this study. Our proposed RSSL builds
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a classifier using the training data combining the currently served schools and a
portion of unserved schools and predicts the serving status of the remainders of
the unserved schools. This step allows us to obtain the likelihood of each unserved
school to be a served school via a resampling method. The classification models
include logistic regression (LG), Naïve Bayes (NB), decision tree (DT), random
forest (RF), and support vector machines (SVM).

2 Methodology

In Guilford County of North Carolina, there are 125 K-12 schools including 65
elementary, 20 middle schools, 24 high schools, and 16 alternatives in 2019 where
this classification was based on the school names. Among 125 schools, 21 schools
were served by the BPP, and 104 schools were not. For these unserved schools, a
resampling based SSL is developed and employed that combines a small number
of served schools with a proportion of unserved schools obtained through a random
sampling during training. In the following, after a brief description of the traditional
classification models and the general understanding of the supervised/unsupervised
learning, our resampling-based SSL algorithm is introduced.

2.1 Supervised Learning and Selected Algorithms

Supervised learning operates on a training sample with labeled data. The following
predictive/classification models [14] are supervised learning methods, utilized in
this SSL analysis. In the following, the data of the n observations are denoted as
{(Xi, Yi)}ni=1, where Xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xip)

′
are for the p predictor measurements

and Yi is for the response measurement, which is Yes (Yi = 1) when the school is
served by the BPP and No (Yi = 0) when the school is not served by the BPP in our
case.

2.1.1 Logistic Regression (LG)

Logistic regression is the appropriate regression analysis to conduct when the
dependent variable is categorical with binary or multiclass labels. The probability
that Y = y given X is determined by the logistic function as follows:

P (Y = y|x) = eβ0+β1x1+β2x2+···+βpxp

1+ eβ0+β1x1+β2x2+···+βpxp
, (1)

which is a nonlinear sigmoid function. In equation (1), P(Y = y| x) = P(y| x) and y
is 1 = Yes or 0 = No. A simple manipulation results in the following linear form
called the logistic regression,
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logit (π) := ln

(
P (Y = y|X)

1− P (Y = y|X)

)
= β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + · · · + βpxp,

where π = P(Y = 1|X). The prediction of Y is made based on the predicted
probability, π̂ .

2.1.2 Naïve Bayes (NB)

A Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier applies Bayes’ theorem with the assumption of
conditional independence among the predictors given the status of the response
variable. Conceptually, the NB probability model is derived as

posterior = prior× likelihood

evidence
.

Mathematically, the conditional probability of Y given X is defined as

P (Y = y|x) = P (Y = y)
∏n

i=1 P (xi |y)

P (x1, x2, · · · xn)
, (2)

where P(Y = y) is the prior probability,
∏n

i=1 P (xi |y) is the posterior conditional
probability, and P(x1, x2, · · · xn) is the total probability, the joint density of the
predictors. The maximization of the numerator concerning y in equation (2) leads to
the prediction of Y.

2.1.3 Decision Tree (DT)

A tree-based classifier involves a set of splitting rules in decision-making process.
The decision tree (DT) method is very popular because it is simple to implement
and easy to interpret. Decision tree classifier uses a decision tree (as a predictive
model), which grows from observations about an item (represented in the branches)
to conclusions about the item’s target value (represented in the leaves). For the
classification tree, leaves represent class labels and branches represent conjunctions
of input features that lead to those class labels. Individual leaves contain a single
class label which is determined by a majority rule. For the classification, each node
is split based on the Gini index or entropy, and the terminal nodes provide the
prediction of Y based on the majority rule.
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2.1.4 Random Forest (RF)

Although the decision tree is a popular classifier, it is very sensitive to overfitting,
which may not be fully solved with pruning. Random forest (RF) is an ensemble
learning method for classification and regression tasks that are operated by growing
and aggregating multiple decision trees in training. An RF method builds many
decorrelated trees on the bootstrapped training samples where each tree uses
different samples and predictors, which are in general smaller than the original
sample size and the number of predictors, respectively. The final prediction of Y
is made based on the average of the generated models. The RF method is known to
alleviate the overfitting issue.

2.1.5 Support Vector Machines (SVM)

The support vector machine (SVM) is a popular supervised learning algorithm
for both regression and classification like DT and RF. The SVM classifies the
categorical response variable using a flexible hyperplane with support vectors where
the hyperplane could be the linear, polynomial, and nonparametric kernel. Hence,
the SVM is used in a wide range of applications including linear, nonlinear, and
high-dimensional classification as well as clustering. More details about the SVM
definition and implementation can be found in [9].

2.2 Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning algorithm used to draw
inferences from datasets consisting of input data without predetermined labeled
responses (Y), called the unlabeled data. Since there is no response in the data,
unsupervised learning is more challenging compared to supervised learning. Unsu-
pervised learning is often utilized as an exploratory data analysis. Therefore,
unsupervised learning techniques usually provide tools to visualize the data in a
reduced structure and/or discover subgroups among the variables or the observations
which are closely related to principal components analysis and clustering.

2.3 Resampling and Semi-supervised Learning

With the limited available observations, a resampling technique needs to be
employed. As an indispensable tool in modern statistical and machine learning,
resampling techniques repeatedly draw samples from a training set and refit a model
of interest on each sample to obtain additional information about the fitted model.
This technique helps us obtain information that would not be available from fitting
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the model only once using the original training sample. There are two commonly
used resampling methods: cross-validation and bootstrap [10]. Both methods are
important tools in the practical application of many statistical learning procedures.
In this study, the bootstrap is employed, multiple sampling of the training set with
replacement.

In practice, it is not easy to obtain labeled data because they are usually
associated with cost and time. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is the machine
learning approach concerned with building better classifiers and repressors with
utilizing unlabeled data [11]. SSL requires several assumptions: (1) continuity –
similar labels (0 or 1) are close to each other; (2) cluster – similar labels have
discrete clusters separable, and (3) manifold – data lie on a manifold of much
lower dimension than the input space [12]. In this study, some schools are not clear
whether they should receive BPP service or not. They need to be defined clearly
which group they belong to. Therefore, semi-supervised learning is an appropriate
machine learning tool for this kind of unclear labeled data or the data that has hidden
characteristics. When used in conjunction with a small amount of labeled data, the
SSL can considerably improve the model’s performance in terms of accuracy and
precision [12, 13].

2.4 Proposed RSSL Algorithm

For the SSL method, it is important to appropriately create the training dataset,
which is composed of a part of unlabeled data and labeled data. Our data does
not consist of a labeled data set and an unlabeled data set. Instead, we have the
21 served schools and the 104 unserved schools for the BPP. Our goal is to predict
which of the unserved schools should have a priority for the BPP service. Hence, we
slightly modified the conventional SSL. We define the training set by combining the
served schools and the k portion of the unserved schools. The 1 − k portion of the
unserved schools is used as the test dataset. Next, we can estimate the likelihood of
each unserved school predicted as served using the bootstrap method, which allows
us to determine the rank of the BPP service. In a nutshell, our proposed method
combines the resampling technique and the semi-supervised learning method, called
the resampling-based semi-supervised learning (RSSL). The following explains the
RSSL developed for the school needs for BPP program:

Step 1: Split the schools unserved into two groups with k and (1−k), 0<k<1
Step 2: Create a training data set using the schools served and the k portion of the

schools unserved
Step 3: Build predictive models in the training data using the following selected

models/algorithms: Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Random
Forest, and Support Vector Machine.

Step 4: Apply the prediction models to the test data (the 1−k portion of the schools
unserved) to obtain the predicted values (served = 1or unserved = 0)
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Step 5: Repeat N times of Steps 1–4. At each iteration, the k portion of schools is
changed due to the random sampling.

Step 6: After the N times iteration, for each school (of the schools unserved) and
each classifier, the prediction measure (PM) is calculated:

PM = the number of 1′s (predicted as the served school)

the number of times selected for the test data in N iterations
(3)

2.5 The Ensemble of the SSL Results

In general, supervised learning performance is evaluated using various assessment
metrics such as accuracy, recall, precision, specificity, F1, and Mathews correlation
coefficients [14, 15]. This study, however, does not calculate these metrics; instead
it focuses on the evaluation of likelihood of being served to determine the priority.
The priority shall be given to the schools with relatively high PM values from the
RSSL analysis aforementioned. However, the RSSL results from using different
predictive models may vary and sometimes vary largely, which makes it difficult for
us to draw a reasonable conclusion for the recommendation of the schools for BPP.
To quantify the ranking for the school needs for the BPP, an ensemble technique
may be employed to combine the RSSL results from all predictive models. Various
weights may be imposed on the RSSL results from various predictive models. The
following two formulas are adopted to calculate the overall ranking for the schools.

P(S) =
5∑

j=1

PM (S, j) ∗ wj (4)

and

P(S) =
5∑

j=1

PM (S, j) ∗ wr, (5)

where the P is for the overall score, S is for the school (total 104), the j is for
the predictive model (total 5), the w is for the preset weight, and the r is for the
ranking based on the PM values in the descending order of the PM values. The
overall ranking for the schools can thus be obtained from the schools’ overall scores
P-values in the descending order.
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3 Data Description

3.1 Data Collection

The data sets for this study were collected from a backpack program organization in
North Carolina (NC), the district offices of the Guilford County Schools (GCS)
public school system, and the State of North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction.

The backpack program organization in NC provided (internal communication) a
complete data set for their food bags distribution in three years: 2016–2017, 2017–
2018, and 2018–2019. They served for 20 schools in 2016–2017, and 21 schools in
the following two years. The food bags data for the earlier years were incomplete.
Therefore, this study focuses on these three years. In this study, the response variable
is defined as 1 for being served and 0 for not being served by the BPP.

The raw data for each school were collected from the public data on the GCS
district websites [16, 17], the School Information Dashboard data. The collected
data include race/ethnicity percentages, chronic absence rates, and lists of Title
I schools, etc. Also, the State of NC Department of Public Instruction provided
data with the rural/urban location of the schools, percentages of economically
disadvantaged and low-income students, etc. After some organizing and cleaning
up the data consists of 376 observations, 10 variables remain complete for all the
125 schools in the county. These 10 variables are listed in the following:

• Title I (TI), is indicated as Y and N for yes Title I and no Title I, respectively.
The Title I define as the fund that school receives if it has a high percentage of
children from a low-income family.

• Levels of Schools, elementary school, middle school, high school, or other
schools

• School Performance (SP), is the overall school performance.
• Enrollment (EM)
• Academic Assessment (AA)
• Science Score (SS)
• Reading Overall (RO)
• Reading Achievement (RA)
• Reading Growth Score (RGS)
• Mathematics Achievement (MA)
• The number of Low-Income Students (NLI)
• The Percentage of Low-Income Students at the schools (PLI).
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3.2 Descriptive Analysis

In this study, the exploratory data analysis of the 2018–2019 data is presented in
detail. For the other years, the results are similar and thus skipped here. As can be
seen in Table 1, we summarize two categorical variables, Title I status and level of
school along with the BPP status. This result shows that Title I status is statistically
significantly associated with the serving status of the BPP (P-value= 0.0075) while
the level of school is not associated with the BPP. This result indicates that the
backpack program provided its service for Title I schools with some priority while
there was no difference across school levels in selecting schools

In Table 2, we summarize the numerical variables with the sample mean
and the sample standard deviation in each status of the backpack program. The
variables of School Performance, Enrollment, and Mathematics Achievement are
not statistically significant between the two groups of the BPP. The socioeconomic
status measured by the number and the percentage of the Low-Income Student
is significantly different between the two groups. Other academic performance
measures based on reading, mathematics, and science scores presented a significant
difference between the two groups.

4 Results and Discussions

Before implementing our proposed RSSL algorithm, we performed data preprocess-
ing. First, we checked missing values, which were not observed in the 2018–2019
data. Second, we standardized the numerical predictors to avoid possible impact
of different units. Third, to reduce the overfitting issue in the training model,
we removed the predictors which are not statistically significant between the two
categories of the response variable as indicated in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1 Characteristics of the categorical variables for the backpack program

Backpack program
Yes No

Variable Category Count Percent Count Percent P-value

Total 21 16.8 104 83.2
TI Yes 17 19 48 46.2

No 4 81 56 53.8 0.0075a

School Elementary 15 71.4 50 48.1
Level Middle 2 9.52 18 17.3

High 2 9.52 22 21.2
Other 2 9.52 14 13.5 0.3410b

aThe P-value was obtained from the chi-square test with Yates correction
bThe P-value was obtained from the Fisher exact test
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Table 2 Characteristics of
the numerical variables for
the backpack program

Backpack program
Yes No

Variable Mean SD Mean SD P-value

AA 42.9 13.5 56.5 14 0.0004
SP 77.8 7.3 79.9 6.6 0.221
EM 591.6 410.3 586.5 383 0.958
NLI 286.4 108.8 214.9 158.9 0.0161
PLI 57.9 19.1 38.5 19.3 0.0002
RO 52.5 14 60.4 12.9 0.0241
RA 53.1 12.7 64.2 14.4 0.0011
RGS 46.9 14.7 61.6 17.1 0.0003
MA 78 10 75.4 10.7 0.297
SS 63 13.5 73.8 14 0.0023

P-values were obtained using a two-sample t-test

4.1 RSSL Result and Impacts of Selected Classifiers

The preprocessed data were separated into the two subsets: 1) the training dataset
that consists of entire schools participating in the backpack program and the k
= 0.8 portion of the schools that do not participate in the BPP and 2) the test
dataset which contains the remaining portion schools that do not participate in the
BPP. The RSSL built five different predictive models using the training data and
predicted the BPP service status in the test data. We iterated these steps N =10,000
times as stated in the aforementioned RSSL algorithm. The proposed RSSL was
implemented in R 3.62 in R-Studio with packages, tidyverse, ggplot2, and GGally
for the data preprocessing and visualization and packages tree, randomForest,
e1071, and naivebayes for the classifiers where the e1071 package was used for
SVM.

Table 3 presents the analytical results of the resampling based semi-supervised
learning to predict the backpack program status. We deidentified the school names
on the table for privacy issues. Table 3 displays the top 10 schools selected by
the five different machine learning algorithms in the proposed algorithm. The
proportion was calculated using the PM of the proposed algorithm in Sect. 2. There
are 29 distinct schools consisting of 16 elementary schools, 4 middle schools, 5
high schools, and 4 other schools. Interestingly, several schools were selected by
multiple classifiers. School E41 was selected four times except the DT classifier.
Schools E38, E36, E23, and E16 were selected by the three algorithms, and 13
schools were selected by two classifiers. As a result, we recommend the Backpack
Program organization to consider these schools as a top priority.

The RF algorithm provides a clear cutoff in the proportion at .5 separating the
schools into the two groups. The NB and RF provided relatively low proportions
overall, and the LG and SVM reported relatively high portions. Although several
schools are selected commonly across different machine learning algorithms, the
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Table 3 Prediction of school needs of backpack programs using resampling-based semi-
supervised learning

Machine learning method
LG NB DT RF SVM

Rank School Portion School Portion School Portion School Portion School Portion

1 O4 1 M1 0.709 O10 0.929 E29 0.998 O4 0.976
2 H11 0.988 E41 0.655 E23 0.887 E23 0.827 H11 0.874
3 E41 0.976 E23 0.629 E16 0.76 M13 0.793 E36 0.845
4 H6 0.947 E16 0.617 O14 0.741 M12 0.789 E26 0.841
5 E26 0.937 H16 0.61 M20 0.7 O1 0.682 H6 0.831
6 E38 0.926 E36 0.604 E24 0.631 E2 0.594 H9 0.808
7 E36 0.892 E15 0.588 O6 0.615 E21 0.525 E41 0.758
8 E9 0.889 E27 0.584 H17 0.598 M20 0.386 E9 0.731
9 H1 0.835 E3 0.583 E8 0.572 E27 0.366 E38 0.724
10 H9 0.828 E38 0.582 M16 0.558 E41 0.348 M13 0.719

selected schools are diverse. This result warrants further fine-tuning for hyperpa-
rameters in the classifiers. For example, LG used all the predictors without variable
selection. The DT did not apply a pruning to mitigate overfitting. The RF used 4
predictors for each tree and grew 500 trees. The SVM used the linear kernel at the
cost of 10. All these values need to be optimally selected via grid search. Also, it is
not easy to directly compare the performance of the five selected classifiers in the
real data. The choice of k may affect the result, especially in the small sample size.
Simulation studies, carefully designed, will help to address these issues. One should
also consider different machine learning techniques such as artificial neural network
and deep learning.

4.2 Ensemble Results

An overall score is obtained for each school using the formula provided in equation
(5) of Section II.E. The top list of the schools for the BPP needs is then generated
accordingly, which is displayed in Table 4.

In Table 4, we report the top 10 schools in the average of the five ranks and the
average of the five portions using the formula in equation (5). For the ranking, the
lower the ranking number, the higher the priority for the school. For the portion,
the higher the portion value, the higher the priority for the school. The average rank
selects schools E41, M13, and E23 as the top 3 schools, while the average portion
selects schools O4, M13, and H6 as the top 3 schools. School M13 is selected by
both methods in the top 3 schools. In this table, we simply used the average value
of ranks and the average value of portions to determine the weight rank, where the
ranks in Table 3 used equal weights. However, we can consider a couple of different
options, which could be considered in future study. First, one can choose the best
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Table 4 Weighted ranking of the schools using the rank and portion

Weighted rank School Average rank School Average portion

1 E41 8.8 O4 0.469
2 M13 10.6 M13 0.444
3 E23 13.2 H6 0.369
4 H9 15.2 E41 0.364
5 E2 15.6 E29 0.361
6 O1 17.2 H12 0.358
7 O4 17.4 E23 0.329
8 M12 17.8 H9 0.269
9 E9 20.6 E26 0.269
10 M6 21.6 E36 0.26

classifier among the five methods aforementioned. Second, one can choose different
types of weight instead of equal weight.

5 Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper, the resampling-based semi-supervised learning (RSSL) analysis is
proposed to identify the unlabeled observations which are probabilistically closed
to the interesting label in the labeled data. After extensive numerical simulations,
the proposed RSSL algorithm with the selected classifiers, SVM, DT, LR, NB,
and RF, identified potential schools that could be served by the backpack program
preferentially. Some classifiers such as the random forest reported a clear separation
of the proportion which could aid decision making. The procedure can be easily
implemented to analyze the schools in any other areas for their needs for the BPPs
with some slight or no modification and limited available data.

Semi-supervised learning is considered a relatively new machine learning
approach to utilize unlabeled data and data scientists are trying to be familiar
with this sound method. Semi-supervised learning possesses its own mathematical
assumptions which necessitates more and deeper study on the assumptions and
other aspects that can make SSL more flexible and useful. Last but not least, SSL
can work effectively when the data contains labeled and unlabeled ones. Thus,
this issue needs further research and study to make it more approachable in broad
concepts with the flexibility of dealing with all types of data. Our proposed RSSL
has potential to be applied to other application areas that need accurate labeling in
the unlabeled data, which is an important alternative to supervised learning.
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Data-Driven Environmental
Management: A Digital Prototype
Dashboard to Analyze and Monitor
the Precipitation on Susquehanna River
Basin

Siamak Aram, Maria H. Rivero, Nikesh K. Pahuja, Roozbeh Sadeghian,
Joshua L. Ramirez Paulino, Michael Meyer, and James Shallenberger

1 Introduction

The Susquehanna River is the nation’s sixteenth largest river that flows into
the Atlantic Ocean. The Susquehanna drains 27,510 square miles, covering half
the land area, the states of New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. The river
wanders 444 miles from its origin at Otsego Lake near Cooperstown, New York,
until it empties into the Chesapeake Bay at Havre de Grace, Maryland. The
Susquehanna contributes one-half of the freshwater flow into the bay [1]. Since
1971, the Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC) leads the conservation,
development, and administration of the Susquehanna River Basin (SRB) resources,
reinforcing its mission of providing public welfare through comprehensive planning,
water supply allocation, and management of the water resources [1].

The SRBC presents a long history of data-driven approaches, measuring key
parameters that contribute to the monitoring and conservation of the basin’s
resources. The model on this study seeks to develop a predictive tool that can
automate the supervision of the river flow and water quality of the SRB. A data-
driven approach used several Machine Learning (ML) techniques that permit the
interpretation of data in real-time. Mosavi et al. [2] affirms that ML techniques
provide improved performance for environmental modeling by introducing a cost-
effective solution to the management of water resources [2]. Marçais et al. [3],
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refers to a study during the 1990s, where Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) became
popular in this field, considering the prediction of rainfall-runoff processes. The
author affirms that interest in Machine Learning methods such as Neural Networks
(NNs) for hydrological sciences are being explored in this field [3].

Our proposed model aims to build an environmental monitoring digital dash-
board for SRBC using Machine Learning methods such as Linear Regression
(LR), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Nonlinear Regression (NLR),
Lasso Model (LM), and Neural Networks (NNs) model applied on the Pine creek
watershed of the SRB. Furthermore, this study developed a tool using ArcGIS
(Desktop Help 10.2 Geostatistical Analyst), developed by the Environmental Sys-
tems Research Institute (ESRI), that connects and illustrates relationships between
river flow and precipitation [4]. The model outcomes will improve the existing
approaches into a robust predictive model. The resulting decision-support tool’s
mission is to continuously add more environmental parameters and deploy the appli-
cation nationally for government agencies and businesses. This unprecedented study
validated the collaboration between data science and the existing environmental
policy, providing a powerful tool to make better informed, pragmatic, and more
effective decisions to preserve the environment and the water quality of SRB.

2 Machine Learning Approaches

Several studies have used Machine Learning approaches for measuring the rate
of river flow in a particular time frame. Akhtar et al. [5], used an Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) model adapted on a geographical information system that
displays the discharge dataset to predict the river flow of the large-scale Ganges
river basin located in Asia. In this study, the ANNs model forecasted 3 days of
discharges considering as inputs the river flow length, travel time, and the local
streamflow measurements. This study intended to expand the forecasting horizon
from 3 days to a period of 7–10 days with different combinations of input from
the rainfall dataset. As a result, the discharge data along with rainfall information
variable performed better for a 7–10 days forecasting [5]. Another study uses
Machine Learning for monitoring the flood protection systems. Pyayt et al. [6],
integrates the proposed model into an Early Warning Systems (EWS) platform
to predict the dike’s abnormal behavior characteristics and the probability of the
flood in a location. For this methodology, four different types of Machine Learning
models were developed using linear regression and neural clouds. Also, a web-based
dashboard was built to visualize the detection of abnormal behavior scheme for the
EWS [6]. In more recent studies, Neugebauer et al. [7] describe the Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) as a Machine Learning algorithm suited for modeling complex
physical phenomena occurring in time. This study evaluates the hydrological data
from the Lyna River located in the northeastern region of Poland [7]. The primary
data parameters involved are the water flow and the amount of precipitation from
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the period of 2000 until 2016. As a result, the ANNs suit the modeling properly
predicting the size of the precipitation and the river streamflow.

The impact of Machine Learning approaches has influenced the prediction of
water quality management. Lu et al. [8] describe the practice of managing water
resources vital for the community’s life and economic development. Usually, the
water resource management departments employ monitoring points for observing
water quality changes instead of predicting its quality. Although the physical
methods to predict water quality are labor-intensive and time-consuming, the
authors introduce Machine Learning techniques as an intelligent model to deal with
the instability of water and the nonlinearity in time series. The methodology of
this study proposes two hybrid models: Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)
and Random Forest (RF). The model will predict six water quality indicators:
water temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH value, specific conductance, turbidity,
and fluorescent dissolved organic matter. This Machine Learning model uses the
techniques of hybrid decision-tree to obtain a more accurate and short-term water
quality of prediction results [8]. As a result, the prediction stability is higher than
current benchmark. This study will implement Machine Learning process, train the
model, and evaluate the best performance of the set. In addition, the interpretations
and conclusions will assess the feasibility of implementing the study’s goals.

2.1 Precipitation and Streamflow

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [9] published a survey
to inform modelers about the types, resolutions, and sources of precipitation datasets
available to the public. It supports environmental modeling that involves observing
precipitation, to understand the erosion, transportation of contaminants, and water
quality. It also provides information about the past and current conditions of the
water, which supports the predictive model that will simulate data to obtain the
future state of the water as well as re-create historical conditions. According to
the EPA, the study presents simulated data of the precipitation dataset classified
into rain gauge, radar, and satellite-based measurements. The survey concludes that
selecting the appropriate precipitation dataset has an impact on the effectiveness of
hydrological model performance [9]. Modelers must choose datasets carefully and
leverage the uncertainty within the model. As a result, modelers have the challenge
to find the appropriate dataset that suits the objectives of an environmental model.
Previous studies in Machine Learning referred to ungauged streamflow prediction,
which is another challenge that modelers can encounter within a study. Besaw
et al. (2010) explore the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to determine
the gauged and/or ungauged streamflow, applying a data-driven technique that is
valuable for real-time applications. This model includes two data-driven ANNs that
register the time-lagged records of precipitation and temperature from basins located
in Northern Vermont. This Machine Learning model predicts the flow from one
basin to the nearest one that has a more representative climate input published by
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the US Geological Survey (USGS) streamflow records [10]. The overall goal of
this study demonstrated that the ANNs were capable of predicting streamflow in a
nearby basin as accurately as in the basin on which it trained previously. Furthering
this application will provide the watershed and water resources stakeholders the
information required to make strategic and informed decisions.

Choubin et al. [11] consider that precipitation forecasting is one of the most
critical issues of the hydrological cycle, and is also essential to water resource
development, planning, and management of droughts. The study’s results show
that the model of ANN is more accurate than linear regression. Modelers need
to research and compare different Machine Learning models to assess the most
accurate result in the study river flow prediction [11]. Recent studies in the past
year strengthen the need and benefits of applying Machine Learning to make
predictions of the river flows and impact the existing hydrological models. For
instance, Sidrane et al. [12] highlight the issue that communities are threatened
by climate change and that flooding could become a dangerous hazard to the
region. The study proposes a multi-basin model of river flooding susceptibility using
the geographically distributed data from the U.S. Geographical Survey (USGS).
The Machine Learning approach considered a supervised framework to predict
measurements of flood susceptibility from a mix of river basin attributes, and the
historical records of rainfall and stream height [12]. The results of this model outline
the shortcomings of physics-based flood prediction models. The main purpose of
this study is to make accessible the flood prediction to all at-risk communities.
Moreover, there is a need to introduce real-time data visualization tools for effective
decision-making in the field of hydrology. Maguire D. (2008) expands the notion
of a Geographic Information System (GIS). A GIS is crucial for the understanding
of geography, monitoring, and making decisions based on a specific location [13].
GIS is a technology that captures, manages, manipulates, and visualizes geographic
information. Kurakina [14] highlights the GIS significance during environmental
impact occurring in water bodies. A GIS can contribute to the preservation of natural
resources due to the advanced spatial visualization and capability analysis. Also, the
GIS interface runs with the ArcView software that enables the user to make real-time
and space analysis of the water quality in different measuring points [14].

Many studies have tested the reliability of the GIS. The flood of the Red River
in 1997 made a tremendous impact on the citizens of the United States and Canada.
Unfortunately, when these natural disasters happen, the individual agencies in
floodplain management have the responsibility to react and achieve their function
collaboratively across different geographical locations. Simonovic [15] published
a report written for the International Joint Commission (IJC) and the Red River
Basin Task Force. The IJC proposed a framework titled the Red River Basin
Decision Support System (REDES) to provide stakeholders the tools to estimate
flood management strategies that will enhance the planning and response area
recovery of river floods. This conceptual framework operates with a Development of
Decision Support System (DSS), an application technology that includes databases,
tools, and flood strategies. This system emphasizes the flood prediction, emergency
response, and public involvement [15].
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A GIS Dashboard follows standardized guidelines. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) [16] published a framework to develop a Water Quality
Surveillance and Response System (SRS) to monitor and manage the distribution
of system water quality of a location. The primary goal of the EPA is to detect and
respond to water quality incidents quickly. Thus, this system identifies components
in both areas of surveillance and response [16]. The EPA designed this guide to help
utilities and stakeholders that would like to plan and implement a multicomponent
SRS in a location. The EPA presents the general guidelines to plan and build a
dashboard that can potentially incorporate data-streams as well as an interactive
interface to display the computed data. Chen et al. [17], built a Machine Learning
model to evaluate the flood risk at the Yangtze River Delta in China. The methodol-
ogy included the Random Forest (RF) algorithm, which screened significant indexes
of flood risk. Also, a risk assessment model was built based on the Radial Basis
Function (RBF) neural network to evaluate the flood risk level in this region from
2009 to 2018 presenting the levels of the flood risk via GIS [17]. The resulting study
suggests that the flood risk has been increasing in the area during the past 10 years
following the urbanization background. Some of the regions have already started
to implement measures to control the flood risk-level sustaining the importance of
integrating a real-time dashboard and its stakeholders.

3 Methodology and Datasets

This paper analyzes the Susquehanna River Basin data collected at different sites
using several Machine Learning techniques. The data comprises a monthly time-
series of three variables from 1980 to 2018. The daily river flow rate of Susquehanna
River Basin was predicted using supervised learning. We used several Machine
Learning techniques such as Linear Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT), Random
Forest (RF), Nonlinear Regression (NLR), Lasso Model (LM), and Neural Network
(NN) model.

The following three variables act as the input to the model: the previous day’s
flow, temperature, and precipitation. Using the inputs, the model predicted future
flows of the river presented in Table 1.

Table 1 lists the dataset used in the prediction. We divided the dataset into
training and validation sets and then used the Machine Learning model for training.
The model performance was then evaluated on the validation dataset using the
performance metrics such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and R-Square.
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Table 1 Data sources and parameters

Data from sites Units Source Remarks

Precipitation Inches Prisma 4 × 4 km raster resolution
daily values

Flow Cubic ft. per sec USGSb All available historical data
Ambient and water
temperature

Deg F PRISM/USGSc Proxy for evaporation

aPublisher: PRISM Climate Group at Oregon State University
bU.S. Geological Survey
cPublisher: PRISM Climate Group at Oregon State University & U.S. Geological Survey

Table 2 Model results

Method Fit descriptor
Value (analysis on
original data)

Value (analysis on
processed data)

Linear regression RMSE 508.95 5.78
Decision tree RMSE 209.97 0.53
Random Forest RMSE 238.27 0.58
NonlinearRegression RMSE 350.69 0.78
Lasso model RMSE 366.47 0.81
NN model RMSE 238.27 0.58

4 Data Exploratory Analysis

Performance metrics of various models are indicated in Table 2. This pilot study
provides information on whether it is feasible to predict the Susquehanna River
Basin (SRB) river flow rate using a Machine Learning model.

The performance of different models is compared against each other. Figure 1
shows the actual vs. predicted daily flow by the Decision Tree (DT) model between
the period of November 2013 and June 2017. The actual flow is plotted on the
y-axis in blue color, while the predicted flow is plotted on the y-axis in orange
color, and the dates are plotted on the x-axis. The best performance was recorded
by the Decision Tree (DT) model. Both Neural Network (NN) and Random Forest
(RF) models tied for second best performance. Nonlinear regression (NLR), though
captured nonlinearity in data, performed worse than DT and it was followed by
the Lasso model (LM). The worst performance belonged to the linear regression
model (LR). Further research considers Neural Networks (NN) and applying Deep
Learning models to improve its performance. However, a low amount of training
data could be an issue.
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Fig. 1 Actual vs. predicted flow by Decision Tree model

5 Operational Dashboard

The operational dashboard is a versatile and powerful geospatial tool that can be
used to guide organizational decisions across numerous datatypes and formats. Key
data sets can be focused in one entire screen without losing context. The dashboard’s
central feature is a map element that includes layer of precipitation focused on the
Susquehanna River Basin (SRB). A map is a base form of visualizing data for
environmental scientists, both in the field and electronically. Hence, due to their
specialized background, this operational dashboard feature allows them as users
to access the content in a very streamlined and intuitive way. The layers provide
access to the information through the element actions, while further navigation can
be directed by layer-based feature queries.

The proposed dashboard modeled data for a robust prediction on the Susque-
hanna River Basin conditions. Existing water quality portals for the SRB are overly
simple, nonnavigable, and hold little real-time data. This model of the operational
dashboard illustrated in Fig. 2 displays a group of elements that interact with one
another when a feature is selected. The map’s element contains layers that show
some of the Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC) model sites, the sub-
basin boundaries, water trails (rivers, streams, creeks, etc.), the soils, and bedrock
geology of the SRB. There is an indicator that displays three features: average
discharge, minimum discharge, and maximum discharge of the sites overall. A list
element is under the indicator which shows each site, and displays the city and
state that it resides in. To avoid pop-ups on the map element, a detail element is
below the map, configured to filter the detail depending on what is selected on the
list element and on the map element as well. Lastly, there are serial charts on the
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Fig. 2 The GIS Dashboard incorporated modeling data for a robust prediction on the Susquehanna
River Basin (SRB) conditions. SRBC boundary (black outline), station sites (dots), sub-basins (red
lines), and ecoregions (colored areas) are highlighted. Maucha diagrams are shown in site info side
bar and in lower bar for certain sites

left. The mission of this operational dashboard is to integrate the prediction of the
river flow for SRBC sites using Machine Learning techniques. This GIS model will
continue to evolve when adding more environmental parameters and elements to the
selected Machine Learning model. For instance, the initial phase will incorporate
flow status into predictions, adding value to the monitoring of water quality and
biologic integrity interests.

6 Conclusion

The field of hydrology is expanding its forecasting methodology due to the
implementation of Machine Learning models and its integration into a Geographic
Information System digital dashboard. Selected past and current environmental
monitoring studies have enhanced a data-driven methodology for accurate predic-
tions and comprehensive decision-making for environmental organizations.

The proposed study conducted a Machine Learning approach and data explo-
ration to build a predictive model that monitors the precipitation and streamflow on
the Pine Creek of the Susquehanna River Basin. The results described a significant
output for accurate forecasting using the DT model that will be integrated into
a digital dashboard that will serve as a robust predictive model and decision-
making tool for the Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC). Furthermore,
the ArcGIS software connects datasets with the relationships between the river
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flow and precipitation contributing to the streamlined access to data that can make
forecasting, monitoring, and timely action simpler to organizations [18].

Our proposed model will evolve continuously when adding more environmental
parameters and demonstrate its utility when making the deployment of this tool
nationwide within government agencies and businesses. The river flow rate is one of
the primary variables for assessing the range of aquatic resources that environmental
scientists are interested in the river basin. Therefore, the SRBC and the Basin’s
stakeholders will benefit when this prototype evolves the prediction of river flow
and other hydrologic variables (actual & predicted) into reliable water quality and
biologic condition predictions, especially at unmeasured settings. Further benefits
will be realized when the models evolve to incorporate features of the watershed,
particularly, human-induced items.

The SRBC will be able to integrate its environmental policy with data science
tools to innovate and improve their analytical decision-making towards a more
efficient and accurate model and continue to monitor and protect the Susquehanna
River Basin. The recommendations for future studies suggest implementing a
Neural Networks (NN) approach, using deep learning techniques which can lead
to possible performance improvement. However, modelers should be aware of
maintaining a low amount of training data, since it can become an issue in the
methodology of the study.
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Viability of Water Making from Air
in Jazan, Saudi Arabia

Fathe Jeribi and Sungchul Hong

1 Introduction

Jazan is a region located in the southwest of Saudi Arabia with a border of Yemen
[1]. The climate in Jazan is classified as desert [2]. Usually, the temperature in Jazan
varies from 73 degrees Fahrenheit to 98 degrees Fahrenheit [3]. However, Jazan area
has relatively high humidity (annual average 66%) and constant steady wind (6.8 to
8 miles per hour or 3 to 3.57 meters per second) [3, 4]. This paper proposes a water
making process, which can generate water from air. This water generation from
air needs a water making device, and this device is operated by electricity. This
operational electricity can be generated by solar energy and wind. The viability of
this water making method was tested by a computer simulation.

1.1 Solar Energy

Solar energy is a power that results from the sun. It benefits by providing electricity
without burning fuels [5]. Solar panel is an equipment that can convert sunlight into
electricity [6, 7]. It consists of many photovoltaic cells. Grouping cells together can
make a solar panel [8]. The sun is considered one of the main renewable energy
sources. Solar energy is indicated as sustainable energy due to its availability when
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Table 1 Advantages of solar energy

No. Advantages Explanation

1 Renewable Compared to nonrenewable energy sources, such as coal and
fossil fuel, renewable energy sources such as solar, cannot be
depleted. In other words, it will be available as long as there is
sun.

2 Abundant The volume of sunlight cannot be imagined. The earth can
receive 120,000 TW of sunlight. In other words, it receives
20,000 times more power than that is required to supply the
whole world.

3 Environmentally
friendly

Using solar energy cannot result in pollution.

4 Availability Solar energy can be available all over the world.
5 Reducing electricity

bills
Solar energy can help people to reduce the electricity bills
when they apply it to their homes.

6 Lowering maintenance Systems of solar energy do not need a lot of maintenance.

Table 2 Sun hours in Jazan,
Saudi Arabia, in 2017

Month Sun Hours

January 235.5
February 244
March 295
April 348.5
May 387.5
June 373.5
July 374
August 365.5
September 365
October 232.5
November 196.5
December 214.5

the sun shines [9]. There are many advantages of solar energy. Table 1 below lists
and explains some of these advantages [10].

This paper uses SolarWorld SW 250 Poly as a sample device, and it can generate
250 watts per hours in a good condition [11]. Table 2, below, shows the sun hours
in the Jazan region in 2017 [12]. Table 3, below, shows the total of solar energy that
can be generated using SolarWorld SW 250 Poly for all months in the Jazan region
in 2017.

1.2 Wind Energy

Wind energy, i.e. wind power, is the procedure of making electricity through
wind. Contemporary wind turbines are utilized to gather kinetic energy and create
electricity [13]. There are many advantages of using wind energy [9]:
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Table 3 The total of solar energy generated using Solarworld Sw 250 Poly for all months in
the Jazan Region in 2017

Month Sun Hours Sun Hours × 250 watts 60 Solar Panels

January 235.5 58,875 watt-hour (Wh) 3,532,500 Wh
February 244 61,000 Wh 3,660,000 Wh
March 295 73,750 Wh 4,425,000 Wh
April 348.5 87,125 Wh 5,227,500 Wh
May 387.5 96,875 Wh 5,812,500 Wh
June 373.5 93,375 Wh 5,602,500 Wh
July 374 93,500 Wh 5,610,000 Wh
August 365.5 91,375 Wh 5,482,500 Wh
September 365 91,250 Wh 5,475,000 Wh
October 232.5 58,125 Wh 3,487,500 Wh
November 196.5 49,125 Wh 2,947,500 Wh
December 214.5 53,625 Wh 3,217,500 Wh

• Wind energy does not produce air or water emissions [9].
• Wind energy does not burn gas or oil. Consequently, it does not affect the

environment via transportation and extraction of resources [9].

Wind turbines can be classified into three categories: utility-scale wind, dis-
tributed wind, and offshore wind [13].

1. Utility-scale wind.

The scope of this wind turbine is from 100 kw to many mw. In this type,
electricity is transmitted to the grid and then distributed to the user, either through
operators of power systems or power utilities [13].

2. Distributed wind.

The scope of this wind turbine is less than 100 kw. In this type, electricity is
utilized at home, in small businesses, etc. In addition, it is not connected to the grid
[13].

3. Offshore wind.

This turbine is built in water. Compared to turbines that are on land, offshore
turbines are larger. Consequently, they can generate more electricity [13].

Using 100 kw wind turbine can produce 100 kw per hour at its maximum speed
(10 m/s) [14]. For a day (24 h), it can produce 2400 kwh as maximum. Usually, for
a whole month, it can generate 72,000 kwh as maximum. In Jazan, it can generate
3 kw at 3.5 meters per second and 100 kw at 10 meters per second [15]. The average
wind speed is between 6.8 to 8 mph (miles per hour) [3]. The cost of 100 kw
wind turbine is $300,000 to $800,000 [16]. We assumed a small-scale electricity
production; if we apply utility scale windmill, it will generate a lot more electricity.
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1.3 Water Making Device

An Atmospheric Water Generator is a device that uses the technology of condensing
or dehumidification. The goal of this device is extracting water from the humidity.
The extracted water is passes through many filters to make it pure drinking water
[17]. An Atmospheric Water Generator does the same procedure of refrigerators and
air conditioners, or in other words, the procedure of cooling through vaporization.
It uses a compressor with the goal of transforming atmospheric air into pressurized
air. After that, the resultant air goes through pipes of a condenser. The function of
these pipes is reducing the temperature of air to dew point [17]. There are many
advantages of using Atmospheric Water Generator. Some of these advantages are
off-grid living, water to go, cheap and easy to maintain, and emergency water
solutions [18].

• Off-grid Living.
Occasionally, off-grid living is an outcome of inappropriate circumstances.

However, sometimes, it is simply by choices. Many people decide to utilize
alternative solutions of water collection and energy to avoid the costs of living in
public utilities [18].

• Water to Go.
When resources have low operational costs, government sectors that travel,

like army, can utilize an atmospheric water generator to make water. Atmospheric
Water Generator could be very useful in regions or deserts that have little safe
drinking water [18].

• Cheap and Easy to Maintain.
Cost-efficiency is one of the main benefits of Atmospheric Water Generators.

In the beginning, you will see that the cost of purchasing the device is more than
the cost of buying water from a retailer. However, the whole value enhances
within a short time. Another advantage is that no extra costs are required to
perform the water making. In addition, the electrical bills are eliminated because
of the autonomy of solar and wind electricity generation [18].

• Emergency Water Solutions.
Using an atmospheric water generator is useful for emergency situations. It

can also help people who live in remote regions to get water [18].

2 Water Generation from Air

An Atmospheric Water Generator is a machine that utilizes the technology of
condensing or dehumidification. Extracting water from the humidity is the goal of
this machine. The extracted water is going over through various filters with the
goal to produce pure drinking water [17]. Figure 1, below, shows how water can
be collected from the air. People can use solar panels and wind turbines to collect
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Fig. 1 Water from air (WFA) structure

electricity, which can be used to run water maker device. After collecting water, they
can store it in the water tank.

3 Comparison between Water Desalination and Water
from Air

To compare the two water making methods, this paper considers two variables:
location and price.

– For the location variable, the water generation location could be near a seashore
or an inland place that is far away from a seashore. For near seashore locations,
desalination plants have an advantage of making water. For locations far from
seashore, Water from air (WFA) has an advantage of making water. For an inland
location, people can get water from two different ways:

(a) People can get water from WFA, i.e. atmosphere water generator.
(b) People can get water from a desalination plant by a water tank truck.

– For price variable, a market considers two factors for price: desalination plant
and water from air.

Desalination plant is an expensive process. It uses electricity and oil burning. In
this factor, there are two methods of desalination water:
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Fig. 2 Reverse osmosis desalination process

(a) Boiling and Cooling Method.
This method is a traditional way and it has salt disposal problem. When

desalination plant finishes desalinating water, they throw the byproduct back to
sea. This can cause environmental problems by increasing salt in sea if there
are too many desalination plants located in small area. There is a concern about
salinity in Persian Gulf because they are too many desalination plants in the
area.

(b) Reverse Osmosis Desalination Process Method.
This method is a different process of desalination and it is made of a high-

pressure pump. This pump is followed by an energy recovery device as well
as elements of the reverse osmosis membranes (Fig. 2) [19]. This method can
convert about 40% of sea water into fresh water. The remaining water has higher
salinity and too much of this can cause some environmental issues.

There are many types of Atmospheric Water Generators. One example is AKVO
atmospheric water generator. AKVO is an abbreviation for Advanced Knowledge
Ventures & Opportunities. It is an Indian organization established in 1999. The
goal of this organization is to supply pure and secure drinking water through the
technology of air to water. This technology works by reproducing the condensation
procedure through simulation of dew points. Even if humidity is low, the technology
can make water constantly [20]. The AKVO Atmospheric Water Generator works
using the following steps [21]:

– A high-speed fan draws air from atmosphere.
– There are three layers of air filter that can help to take of impurities by 99.97%.
– Moisture condenses through cold coils.
– Water drops into the tank.
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Table 4 Capacities per day and nominal power consumptions for all models of AVKO
atmospheric water generator

Model No. Capacity Per Day Nominal Power Consumption by Hour

AVKO 36K 100 liters 1.8 kw/hour
AVKO 55K 150 liters 2.1 kW/hour
AVKO 110K 300 liters 3.3 kW/hour
AVKO 180K 500 liters 4 kW/hour
AVKO 365K 1000 liters 8.2 kW/hour

– There is another filtering for additional filtration, which results in getting
drinking water.

The ideal conditions to make WFA are relative humidity between 40% and 100%
and a temperature between 21 and 32 degree Celsius [21]. In the Jazan area, the
annual average of humidity is 66% and the temperature is between 23 ~ 37 degree
Celsius [3, 4]. There are many models of devices from AVKO: AVKO 36K, AVKO
55K, AVKO 110K, AVKO 180K, and AVKO 365K. Every model has a different
capacity and power consumption. Table 4 below summarizes the capacities per day
and nominal power consumptions by hour for all models [22].

Using AVKO 365K, the nominal power consumption is 8.2 kw/hour. There is a
need for 196.8 kwh to get 1000 liters per day. If there are 10 AVKO 365K devices,
the total capacity of water will be 10,000 liters per day. To run these 10 devices,
there is a need for 82 kw/hour per hour. In addition, there is a need for 1968 kwh
(approximately 2 MWh) per day.

In 2017, in the Jazan region, the water consumption was 59 mcm (million
cubic meters), and the population was about 1.6 million inhabitants [23, 24]. Water
consumption per person per year was 36.875 cm. In other words, water consumption
per person per day is 0.10 cm.

Assume that we use the AVKO 365K model, which can generate 1000 liters per
day (1 cm per day). This model needs 8.2 kw/h (196.8 kwh per day). If people use
60 panels, where every panel can generate 250 watts, the total electricity generated
will be 15,000 watts [25]. For 10 h, the total of electricity will be 150 kwh, which
can supply electricity for AVKO 365K atmospheric water generator.

4 Analysis and Simulation

4.1 Analysis

The transportation cost of water considers truck driver’s wage, the depreciation of
truck, and fuel. For the truck driver, assume that the driver gets a payment of $73.000
per year ($6083.3 per month and $202.8 per day). For truck depreciation, assume
that the cost of the truck’s water is $200,000, which usually can be used for 20 years.
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Table 5 The estimated transportation costs

Destination 30 Km 60 Km 120 Km 240 Km

Truck diver cost $25.35 $50.7 $101.4 $202.8
Truck depreciation cost $3.48 $6.95 $13.9 $27.8
Fuel $5 $10 $20 $40
Original Price $34 $34 $34 $34
Total (34,068.71 Liter) for one truck $67.83 $101.65 $169.2 $304.6
Total (12,000 Liter) $23.89 $35.8 $59.63 $107.29

The cost for a year is $10,000, and a day is $27.8. For fuel, assume that the cost of
fuel for 8 h is $40. Usually, the truck can hold about 34,0000 liters. The original
cost of 1000 liter is $1; however, it costs more money to deliver it to mountains
or remote areas outside of the city. The total cost of delivering water out of city is
calculated based on the sum of truck driver cost, truck depreciation cost, fuel cost,
and the original price of water. Table 5 below shows the estimated transportation
costs of water based on distance in kilometers.

4.2 Simulation

This simulation system is built using Java programming language. The goal of this
simulation is to show the amount of solar energy and wind energy. This collected
energy can help to run water making devices. This simulation does the following:

– For the 12 months (January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August,
September, October, November, December), it calculates the daily sunlight hours
in the Jazan region, which is based on the average sun light hours for the whole
month. It uses the normal distribution approach, i.e. Gaussian to generate random
numbers for sunlight hours.

– Sum up the daily sunlight hours of the whole months. The formula used to
calculate the total of sunlight hours is:

∑i

j=1
SunHourj (1)

Where i is days of a month.
– To show the solar energy per month, it multiplies the sum of sunlight hours for

the whole month in 60 and 250 (Eq. 2). Sixty means that they use 60 solar panels
and 250 means that every solar panel generates 250 watts. The resulted sun hours
per month will be divided by 1000 to make it in kwh.

T otal of Solar Energy =
∑i

j=1

(
SunHourj × 30× 250

)
(2)
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– Calculates the daily wind energy per hour, which is based on the average of
wind energy per hour for the whole month. Also, it uses normal distribution
approach, i.e. Gaussian to generate random numbers for wind energy per hour.
Then multiply the wind energy per hour in 3 and 24 to show wind energy per day.
Three means that they use 3 wind turbines.

– Sum up the wind energy for the whole months.

∑i

j=1
Wj (3)

Where W is wind energy.
– Sum up the total of solar energy and wind energy. Then divide this total by

5904 kwh (AVKO 365 K, 1 month) to show the number of devices that can be
run per day.

T otal of Solar and Wind =
∑i

j=1

(
SunHourj × 30× 250

)+∑i

j=1
Wj

(4)

4.3 Simulation Results

This paper calculates the sunlight hours per month for the Jazan region, Saudi
Arabia. In addition, it calculates the total of solar energy and wind energy. The
goal of this paper is to show how many water making devices can be run per day.
The number of devices can help to know the amount of water that can be collected
per month. The result of the simulation system is summarized in Table 6 below.

Table 6 The results of single run of the simulation system

Total

Month
Sunlight
Hours

Solar
Energy Wind Energy

Solar & Wind
Energy

Per Day
Devices

Water Amount Per
Month

JAN 239.16 3587.4 989 6555.24 1 31,000 Liters
FEB 243.24 3648.6 754 5910.84 1 28,000 Liters
MAR 296.84 4452.6 759 6728.52 1 31,000 Liters
APR 340.11 5101.65 864 7695.09 1 30,000 Liters
MAY 392.15 5882.25 928 8665.05 1 31,000 Liters
JUNE 375.48 5632.2 2551 13284.36 2 60,000 Liters
JULY 378.24 5673.6 2852 14230.8 2 62,000 Liters
AUG 358.72 5380.8 2768 13684.56 2 62,000 Liters
SEP 359.9 5398.5 2330 12387.54 2 60,000 Liters
OCT 235.04 3525.6 2691 11598.96 1 31,000 Liters
NOV 209.51 3142.65 2709 11268.57 1 30,000 Liters
DEC 212.92 3193.8 2719 11351.4 1 31,000 Liters
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In the Jazan region, one person needs 0.10 cubic meters (1000 liters per day),
or in other words, 3000 liters per month. For February, there is one device that can
be run per day. This means that the total amount of water that can be generated for
the whole month is 28,000 Liters, which can support approximately nine people. For
April and November, there is one device that can be run per day. This means that the
total amount of water that can be generated for the whole month is 30,000 Liters,
which can support 10 people. For January, March, May, October, and December,
there is one device that can be run per day. This means that the total amount of
water that can be generated for the whole month is 31,000 Liters, which can support
approximately 10 people. For June and September, there are two devices that can be
run per day. This means that the total amount of water that can be generated for the
whole month is 60,000 Liters, which can support 20 people. For July and August,
there are two devices that can be run per day. This means that the total amount of
water that can be generated for the whole month is 62,000 Liters, which can support
approximately 20 people.

In conclusion, this simulation shows that the most generated water can be for
July and August. However, people can generate enough water in other months and
avoid the transportation cost of water. If you have utility level of electricity, you can
generate a lot more water. This paper simulates a small-scale water generation.

5 Conclusion

A WFA system is proposed in this paper. This paper shows the viability of
generating water from air. The required electricity can be generated by solar panels
and windmill. Weather condition near Jazan area is classified as desert, but its
humidity and wind can support necessary electricity. This region has high humidity,
steady wind, and great amount of sunlight but no rain. Two systems are compared:
desalination plant and WFA. Desalination plants costs almost $32 million to build a
2.5 million gallons per day [26]. However, water from the desalination plant needs
transportation cost to deliver to remote area. WFA can be built in this remote area
and need a lot less transportation cost, or possibly none. By using small-scale wind
turbines and 60 solar panels, the WFA system can generate enough water for 9 to
20 people in the Jazan region, Saudi Arabia.
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A Dynamic Data and Information
Processing Model for Unmanned Aircraft
Systems

Mikaela D. Dimaapi, Ryan D. L. Engle, Brent T. Langhals,
Michael R. Grimaila, and Douglas D. Hodson

1 Introduction

Dynamic Data and Information Processing (DDIP) involves feedback through
sensor reconfiguration to integrate real-time data into a predictive method for system
behavior. Fundamentally, DDIP presents opportunities to advance understanding
and analysis of activities, operations, and transformations that contribute to system
performance, thereby aiding in decision-making and event prediction. Previously
examined DDIP application domains include weather monitoring and forecasting,
supply chain system analysis, power system and energy analysis, and structural
health monitoring. DDIP is formerly known as Dynamic Data Driven Application
Systems. [1]. Currently, there is limited existing work that implements DDIP in
support of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS).

UAS, often called drones, have exploded in popularity over the last decade
providing value to business, governmental, and research interests [2]. Larger-scale
UAS typically have three components: a control system, an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV), and a command and control system to link the two. While UAS
are available for commercial use in security and photography, they are also integral
to intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) efforts in a military context.
UAS also support military training and exercises when sustained endurance efforts
are required and physical infrastructure imposes limitations and restrictions on the
use of manned aircraft [3].

To this $70 billion industry [2], any reduction in the operating or maintenance
costs may be desirable. As a model, DDIP has already demonstrated its utility for
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improving a preventative maintenance schedule for a semiconductor supply chain
[4]. In this example, Koyuncu et. al. improved preventative maintenance schedules
to reduce unexpected down time by reacting to anomalous conditions. This research
seeks to develop a similar DDIP model for a UAS maintenance scenario.

Specifically, this research will consider an unspecified, commercially produced,
large-scale UAS employing a fixed preventative maintenance schedule. The authors
believe that indicators, such as engine temperature and pressure, can be monitored
to drive a DDIP application. The application’s output should propose a revised
maintenance schedule for a particular UAS when anomalous events suggest a
mechanical failure may occur ahead of a fixed preventative maintenance activity.

2 Background

DDIP applications include symbiotic control feedback via sensor reconfiguration to
integrate real-time data into a predictive method for system behavior. Key elements
within the DDIP feedback loop are a physical system, a sensor reconfiguration
loop, and a data assimilation loop. These systems involve the ability of a running
application to incorporate real-time data into the decision process, and conversely,
the ability of an application to respond to those inputs [5] [6]. This conceptual
framework seeks to implement adaptive state estimation by reconfiguring sensors
during operation [7].

Dynamic data adapts intelligently to evolving conditions and infers knowledge
in ways that are not predetermined by start-up parameters [8]. Through dynamic
integration of computational and measurement aspects of an application, DDIP
incorporates a symbiotic feedback control system [8]. For example, in space weather
monitoring, Cubesats provide data to dynamically monitor solar phenomena within
the different layers of the Earth’s upper atmosphere. The DDIP phenomenon applies
as components within each Cubesat. Data assimilation must be performed at a
nearly real-time rate to determine significance of a given atmospheric disruption.
Sensors on the Cubesats affect resolution of data collection and transmission, and
the Cubesats must determine an efficient means for transmitting their data to a
ground station for modeling and prediction [9]. In essence, within applications such
as Cubesat surveillance and beyond, DDIP offers potential to augment analysis and
prediction capabilities of simulations [1].

DDIP implements computational feedback rather than traditional state estimation
techniques by seeking to reconfigure system sensors during operation. Sensor errors
correct the simulation of the physical system rather than the physical system itself.
The model guides the sensor data collection, and in turn, the sensor data improves
model accuracy [7]. Integrating data assimilation and sensor reconfiguration are
central to methods and applications using DDIP. In addition to advancing sensing
capabilities in data-driven Cubesats, DDIP can be used to control preventative
maintenance scheduling within supply chain systems. Large quantities of data exist
in supply chain systems. Within supply chain models, data is analyzed to prevent
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unnecessary usage of already-constrained computing resources [4]. The proposed
DDIP construct consists of physical systems and real-time simulations. The process
involves an ongoing, continuous loop comprising sensor data from each physical
machine and algorithms in the real-time simulation that use that sensor data.
Updates are sent back to the physical systems and databases via a communication
server to optimize the preventative maintenance schedules of different supply chain
stages.

3 Methodology

Despite development within the aforementioned domains, limited research has been
conducted using DDIP in the UAS domain of applications. Challenges remain
in defining parameters needed for system control and determining the necessary
sampling rates for sensors to monitor the structural health of the UAS [7]. Within
the UAS domain, DDIP could support dynamic response and control necessary for
optimization of maintenance scheduling. A DDIP model for UAS application would
require representation of physical and estimated states, estimation algorithms, and
data collection and storage mechanisms. Upon identifying the role of DDIP within
this framework, this model could be applied to lean maintenance in UAS.

Finding an optimized preventative maintenance schedule for a UAS could
demonstrate the effectiveness of applying DDIP to this domain. Building DDIP
into a UAS-specific model could have the consequence of improving current
maintenance timing and saving money. By creating a more accurate, on-demand
preventative maintenance schedule rather than defaulting to a fixed schedule dictated
by standard procedure, this approach could save manhours and ultimately, incurred
costs overtime.

Figure 1 presents a notional configuration depicting the data flow with a DDIP
UAS model using SysML. Within this model, the Unmanned Aircraft System is the
physical system of interest. While in flight, the UAS Sensors capture the state of
the system by monitoring and collecting data about the UAS conditions. System
characteristics, such as oil pressure and engine temperature, can provide valuable
information relevant to events that precede engine failure. Following the model
downward from UAS Sensors, a node routes Sensor Data to both the Simulation
and a database for longer-term storage. Specifically, this data is used to update
a Sensor Database containing flight data while also directly providing inputs for
the Simulation. Together, the input sensors and the simulation comprise the data
assimilation loop within the DDIP pattern.

The Simulation integrates the historical and real-time data inputs to predict
engine failure. This is accomplished using algorithms defining the expected life of
an engine, while considering safe operating ranges and thresholds of severity with
respect to the sampled variables of interest from the Sensor Data. The simulation
processes the input data to determine where it falls within those predefined ranges.
When the measurements of Parameters of Interest approach or exceed acceptable
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Fig. 1 Data Driven Information Processing (DDIP) Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Data Flow
Model

limits, the simulation will flag them as anomalous. The resulting information would
provide input back to the UAS Sensors via Sensor Reconfiguration controls to adjust
sampling rates for variables approaching or outside of the safe zones. In this manner,
the simulation outputs will guide the UAS sensor sampling rates. The influence of
the simulation on the UAS sensors constitutes the sensor reconfiguration loop within
the DDIP model.

Lastly, the Predictive Results of the Simulation will be stored in a results
database. This information may be queried by end-user applications to aid decisions
regarding predictive maintenance scheduling.

4 Anticipated Outcomes

This problem presents an opportunity model and approach to alternate between
two sampling rates for monitored indicators of interest. If an event occurs, the
system will increase the sampling rate. The simulation could select data from
these heterogeneous samples where appropriate. Ultimately, the output would be
a recommendation for early, additional, or future scheduled maintenance.

This work could be generalized refining the larger preventative maintenance and
cost model or applying DDIP to other systems. Cost savings within the domain of
UAS is only one of several applications for which DDIP can be used.
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Utilizing Economic Activity and Data
Science to Predict and Mediate Global
Conflict

Kaylee-Anna Jayaweera, Caitlin Garcia, Quinn Vinlove, and Jens Mache

1 Introduction

Were there economic pointers attached to Covid-19? Could taking a step back from
relying on a country’s hearsay when it comes to solving and containing natural,
civil, or international disasters have allowed more lives to be saved, more hospitals
to be prepped, and more civilians to be informed?

Living through a global pandemic in a divided world that is routinely being
flooded with misinformation, one begins to wonder if the tools needed to mediate
global and local catastrophes are available. From this, the question very quickly
becomes not only whether there are predictive tools but also whether they are readily
available for citizens as well as countries.

Are there factors global citizens can look further into that may correlate with,
and hopefully predict, conflict? And if they are available, how can we utilize Data
Science, Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence to aid in keeping global
societies honest?

In pursuit of the answer to these very dire questions, the goal became truly clear:
creating a system or method of taking in public data and simplifying its points into
concise conflict predictions. The task of understanding what causes conflict soon
followed.

It should be stated and understood that there are an infinite number of possible
triggers to conflict. Acknowledging this, it also is clear that our small team, nor any
team, could ever account for every aspect, so we needed to zoom out and get a bigger
picture before we could narrow down our options. The main field acknowledged
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measurable factors are climate change, large-scale human migration, education, new
technologies, economic motive, regional motive, political motive, and social factors
[1, 2]. Each of these dimensions has a sure effect on human action, but measuring
and accounting for each seemed still too large. So, we looked at what others in the
field had done.

2 Related Work

We are certainly not the first to try and take on the challenge of predicting and
simplifying human aggressions into a system that global citizens could access
in order to prepare and hold each other accountable. Two significant preexisting
systems are ViEWS [3], created by Uppsala University for the Department of Peace
and Conflict Research located in Sweden, and GUARD [4], created by the United
Kingdom’s Alan Turing Institute for its Defense and Security programs.

Both are impressive programs; they highlight areas of likely conflict, and seem to
take in different dimensions of data. However, they also seem to be focused solely
on a specific area of conflict (instead of the entire world and its territories), and
the data they were taking in required a large amount of human input. It seems that
without gross amounts of human resource and input, the output data would not be
easily obtainable by any global citizen.

3 Moving Towards Efficiency

Our team took advantage of our position as a small but passionate group and realized
that our size meant zero stakes in the matter of producing accurate predictions. We
are not funded or relaying details to larger organizations that rely on accurate data –
at least not yet. Quickly we realized that because of this, we can experiment wildly
with new concepts that in theory could prove to be effective, if not leaping steps in
the right direction.

Could there be merit to studying one portion of the contributors of conflict?
To further this revelation of the freedom by our project size, we started digging

deeper into something that we could have access to all the time, the economy. What
if we took public and government trading, stock, and hoarding into account and
found small changes in investment that tip whether a country or its citizens are
preparing for some sort of conflict that the rest of the world is not privy to yet?
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4 Thought Process

Our thought process is as follows:
Imagine you are the leader of a country, and you have just realized that there

is a virus within your borders that has hazardous trends likely to cause a global
pandemic if it were to remain unchecked.

Thinking as a strong leader, you want to make sure that your own country has
the supplies and necessities in order to survive the potential wave of pandemic to
follow. To do this, you now invest heavily in Personal Protective Equipment (PPE),
hoard food and take investments from the transportation industry and move them
into your own domestic no-contact shipping.

In the name of self-preservation and protection from the chaos to follow, ideally
this would all happen before you tipped off, and likely downplayed, the severity of
the situation to the rest of the international community.

The flip side:
Now, take this scenario and imagine that there was a widely available and easily

readable system that could point to potential areas of conflict or unrest by observing
economic activity that historically was paired with international and/or domestic
conflict. It lets the entire world know that you, the strong leader, and your country
are acting and investing in a way that would point to domestic issues.

In this new scenario, as a response to this system there would be widespread
accountability, resource management, crisis mitigation, global security and knowl-
edge accessibility potentially saving thousands, if not millions, of lives.

5 Real Application

Some version of this scenario has turned into reality within the past 12 months. The
unfortunate reality is that the real time consequence has been the unnecessary loss
of life.

With history and this modern reality comes the added value in the potential to
track the economy in a way that pairs slight changes with historical conflict to
prevent human and economic loss.

6 First Approach

To begin with, our team hoped to use an existing tool that would enable more ability
on our end to make conflict predictions.

To create this system, we started by experimenting with the Amazon Web
Services (AWS) product Amazon Forecast. AWS is a cloud platform that offers
various products in Machine Learning, game technology, security, and the like.
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Forecast is well known for its time-series forecasting and is popular with companies
that hope to predict supply chain demand and business metrics [5].

We believed that the tool’s ability to easily account for irregularities such as
holidays and adapt to the nature of the data sets made it an appealing product given
its forgiving nature.

After reformatting the product placement data sheet to Forecast standards, we
started off by testing the product on soybean imports. We quickly encountered many
walls that were preventing us from being as effective as possible.

The product was unable to accommodate multiple data sets with varying time
series. We realized that Forecast easily accommodates more stagnant datasets, such
as metadata, to be included. We ultimately need one that can support many time
series data sets. Thus, we abandoned Amazon Forecast and decided it would be best
to continue with a model of our own that we could tailor to our own research.

7 Current Approach

The first two figures, Figs. 1 and 2, provide an example of the preliminary
correlation between economic activity and conflict we were able to produce by
simply graphing USDA export data [6] and pairing it with global conflict data from
the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) [7]. Figure 1 displays
US exports of corn to Saudi Arabia in 2015, while Fig. 2 shows actual conflict
in Saudi Arabia per month in 2015. Significant spikes in correlation can be seen
between both Figs. 1 and 2 between April and July in each graph.

Within Figs. 3 and 4, a more striking correlation is very evident. Figures 3 and
4 respectively show US exports of soy to Indonesia and conflict within Indonesia
in 2015. Notice the clear alignment of pattern between spikes in each graph from
February to May. Our team was very pleasantly surprised with these preliminary
findings, especially with the current simplicity of our code and the clear correlation
between its outputs.

Fig. 1 US exports of corn to
Saudi Arabia
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Fig. 3 US Exports of Soy to
Indonesia
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The input values can be seen below the two sets of figures within Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 displays the USDA data which outlines a specific good and the export of that
good from country to country. Table 2 is a sample of the Armed Conflict Location
& Event Data Project (ACED) data produced. Within it are conflict locations, their
description, their severity, and their conflict type.

These significant and similar spike areas lead us to believe that there may be
further correlation that could become more evident as more parameters are put into
place. With further research, we will test methods of comparing and quantifying
this degree of similarity between conflict and product data. The goal is to be able to
use Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to produce predictions on where
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Fig. 4 Conflicts per month in Indonesia

conflicts may arise by utilizing historical data that outline conflict in certain regions
as well as types of products whose trade data correlates to the said regional conflict
data.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

Though this is all a preliminary study, we believe that this is certainly a route that
should be further explored. We want to be sure not to overstep and assume that this
seeming correlation is foundation enough to point to consistent and reliable conflict
prediction, only that it is certainly a sure step in the right direction.

With further research and training data, hopefully we will be able to discover
and follow trends within the global economy that will point to the probability of
domestic or international conflict happening all over the world in real time. To be
sure the demand will still remain present however far into history this exploration
takes us. To quote the United Nations, “early warning is an essential component of
prevention, and the United Nations will continue to carefully monitor developments
around the world to detect threats to international peace and security” [8].

Now remains the task of weeding out effective economic market pointers. So far,
soybean and other soy products prove promising; however, we do not want to close
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ourselves off from the idea that there may be certain types of products that are better
predictors than others depending on the global location of conflicts.

In any case, the discovery continues at the horizon of efficient conflict prediction
and global cooperation, preparedness, and growth.
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A Brief Review of Domain Adaptation

Abolfazl Farahani, Sahar Voghoei, Khaled Rasheed, and Hamid R. Arabnia

1 Introduction

Traditional machine learning aims to learn a model on a set of training samples to
find an objective function with minimum risk on unseen test data. To train such a
generalized model, however, it assumes that both training and test data are drawn
from the same distribution and share similar joint probability distributions. This
constraint can be easily violated in real-world applications since training and test
sets can originate from different feature spaces or distributions. The difficulty of
collecting new instances with the same property, dimension, and distribution, as we
have in the training data, may happen due to various reasons, e.g., the statistical
properties of a domain can evolve in time or new samples can be collected from
different sources, causing domain shift. Besides, if possible, it is preferred to utilize
a related publicly available annotated data as a training dataset instead of creating a
new labeled dataset, which is a laborious and time-consuming task. However, when
the training data is not an accurate reflection of test data distribution, the trained
model will likely experience degradation in performance when applying on the test
data. To tackle the above problem, researchers proposed a new research area in
machine learning called domain adaptation. In this setting, training and test sets
are termed as the source and the target domains, respectively. Domain adaptation
generally seeks to learn a model from a source labeled data that can be generalized
to a target domain by minimizing the difference between domain distributions.

Domain adaptation is a special case of transfer learning [41]. These two closely
related problem settings are subdiscipline of machine learning which aim to improve
the performance of a target model with insufficient or lack of annotated data by using
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the knowledge from another related domain with adequate labeled data. We first
briefly review transfer learning and its categories and then address some existing
related works to transfer learning and domain adaptation. Transfer learning refers to
a class of machine learning problems where either the tasks or domains may change
between the source and target, while in domain adaptations, only domains differ and
tasks remain unchanged. In transfer learning, a domain consists of feature space and
marginal probability distribution, and a task includes a label space and an objective
predictive function. Thus, various possible scenarios in domains and tasks create
different transfer learning settings. Pan et al. [41] categorize transfer learning into
three main categories: inductive, transductive, and unsupervised transfer learning.
Inductive transfer learning refers to the situation where the source and target tasks
differ, no matter whether or not domains are different. In this setting, the source
domain may or may not include annotated data, but a few labeled data in the
target domain are required as training data. In transductive transfer learning, tasks
remain unchanged while domains differ, and labeled data are available only in
the source domain. However, part of the unlabeled data in the target domain is
required at training time to obtain its marginal probability distribution. Finally,
unsupervised transfer learning refers to the scenario where the tasks are different
similar to inductive transfer learning; however, both source and target domains
include unlabeled data.

Similar to transfer learning and domain adaptation, semi-supervised classifica-
tion addresses the problem of having insufficient labeled data. This problem setting
employs abundant unlabeled samples and a small amount of annotated samples
to train a model. In this approach, both labeled and unlabeled data samples are
assumed to be drawn from the equivalent distributions. In contrast, transfer learning
and domain adaptation relax this assumption to allow domains to be from distinct
distributions [45, 75].

Multitask learning [11] is another related task that aims to improve generalization
performance in multiple related tasks by simultaneously training them. Since related
tasks are assumed to utilize common information, multi-task learning tends to learn
the underlying structure of data and share the common representations across all
tasks. There are some similarities and differences between transfer learning and
multitask learning. Both of these learning techniques use similar procedures, such as
parameter sharing and feature transformation, to leverage the transferred knowledge
to improve learners’ performance. However, transfer learning aims to boosts the
target learner performance by first training a model on a source domain and then
transferring the related knowledge to the target learner, while multitask learning
aims to improve the performance of multiple related tasks by jointly training them.

Similarly, multi-view learning aims to learn from multi-view data or multiple
sets of distinctive features such as audio+video, image+text, text+text, etc. For
example, a web page can be described by the page and hyperlink contents, which
is an example of describing data by two different sources of text. The intuition
behind this type of learning is that the multi-view data contains complementary
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information, and a model can learn more comprehensive and compact representation
to improve the generalization performance. Some real-world application examples
of multi-view learning are video analysis [60? ], speaker recognition [3, 35], natural
language processing [13, 47, 49], and recommender system [65, 66]. Canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) [28] and co-training [6] are the first representative
techniques introduced in the concept of multi-view learning which are also used
in transfer learning [7].

Domain generalization [39] also tends to train a model on multiple annotated
source domains which can be generalized into an unseen target domain. In domain
generalization, target samples are not available at the training time. However,
domain adaptation requires the target data during training to align the shift across
domains.

2 Notations and Definitions

In domain adaptation, domains can be considered as three main parts: input or
feature space X , output or label space Y , and an associated probability distribution
p(x, y), i.e., D = {X ,Y, p(x, y)}. Feature space X is a subset of a d-dimensional
space; X ⊂ R

d , Y refers to either a space of binary {−1,+1} or multi-class
{1, . . . K}, where K is the number of classes; and p(x, y) is a joint probability
distribution over the feature-label space pair X × Y . We can decompose the joint
probability distribution as p(x, y) = p(y)p(x|y) or p(x, y) = p(x)p(y|x), where
p(.) is a marginal distribution and p(.|.) is a conditional distribution.

Given a source domain S and a target domain T , the source dataset samples
drawn from the source domain consist of feature-label pairs {(xi, yi)}ni=1, where n

is the number of samples in the source dataset. Similarly, the target dataset can be
denoted as {zi, ui}mi=1, where (zi, ui) refers to the target samples and their associated
labels. In unsupervised domain adaptation where the labels are not available in the
target domain, u is unknown. When the source and target domains are related but
from different distributions, naively extending the underlying knowledge contained
in one domain into another might negatively affect the learner’s performance in the
target domain. Therefore, domain adaptation was proposed to tackle this problem
by reducing the disparity across domains and further training a model that performs
well on the target samples. In other words, domain adaptation aims to learn a
generalized classifier in the presence of a shift between source and target domain
distributions. Classification is a machine learning task that aims to learn a function
from labeled training data to map input samples to real numbers h : X −→ Y ,
where h is a function or an element of a hypothesis space H and H refers to a set of
all possible functions. For example, in image classification, a classifier assigns each
input image a category such as a dog or a cat. Generally, to obtain the best predictive
function, we learn a model on a given source dataset by minimizing the expected
risk of the source labeled data:
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RS(h) = E(x,y)∼PS(x,y) [�(h(x), y)]

=
∑
y∈Y

∫
X

�(h(x), y)pS(x, y)dx, (1)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the source distribution PS , �(h(x), y)

is a loss function that denotes the disagreement between the label predicted by the
classifier h and the true label, and RS(h) is the sum of all the disagreements or
misclassified samples in the source domain. However, in the supervised learning,
the goal is to learn a model with the lowest risk when applying on the target domain.
Thus, we can rewrite the above equation as follows:

RT (h) = E(x,y)∼PT
[�(h(x), y)]

= ∑
y∈Y

∫
X �(h(x), y)pT (x, y)dx

= ∑
y∈Y

∫
X �(h(x), y)pT (x, y)

pS (x,y)
pS (x,y)

dx

= ∑
y∈Y

∫
X �(h(x), y)

pT (x,y)
pS (x,y)

pS(x, y)dx

= E(x,y)∼PS

[
pT (x,y)
pS (x,y)

�(h(x), y)
]
,

(2)

where PS(x, y) and PT (x, y) are joint probability distributions of source and target
domains. For more information about the risk minimization and supervised learning,
see [38, 63]. In classical machine learning, PT (x,y)

PS(x,y)
= 1 since the assumption is

that both training and test data are drawn from the same distribution. However,
domain adaptation relaxes this assumption, which will be discussed in the following
sections.

3 Categorization of Domain Adaptation

Conventional domain adaptation assumes that feature and label spaces remain
unchanged while their probability distributions may vary between domains. How-
ever, finding a source and target domains with equivalent label space is usually
arduous or even impossible. When the source and target label spaces are not identi-
cal, matching the whole source and target distributions will create a representation
space containing the features of the data belonging to the source classes which do
not exist in the target classes. The target domain sees these classes as outlier classes,
and extending their knowledge into the target domain will cause negative transfer,
which significantly harms the model performance. Thus, in addition to marginal
distribution disparity, we need to consider different scenarios where label spaces
differ across domains. Different marginal distributions and different label spaces
across domains are termed as domain gap and category gap, respectively. Based on
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the category gap, domain adaptation can be divided into four main categories: closed
set, open set, partial, and universal domain adaptation.

– Closed set domain adaptation refers to the situation where both source and target
domains share the same classes while there still exists a domain gap between
domains. Traditional domain adaptation falls into this category.

– In open set domain adaptation, related domains share some labels in the common
label set, and also they may have private labels [43]. Saito et al. [48] introduced
new open set domain adaptation in which the data in the source private classes
is removed. In the modified open set, the source label set is considered to be
a subset of the target label set. Open set domain adaptation is suitable when
there are multiple source domains where each includes a subset of target classes.
Domain adaptation techniques aim to utilize all the source domain information
contained in the shared classes to boost the model’s performance in the target
domain.

– In contrast to open set, partial domain adaptation refers to the situation where
the target label set is a subset of the source label set [10, 70]. In this setting, the
available source domain can be considered as a generic domain that consists of
an abundant number of classes, and the target is only a subset of the source label
set with fewer classes.

– Universal domain adaptation (UDA) [67] generalizes the above scenarios. In
contrast to the above settings, which require prior knowledge about the source
and target label sets, universal domain adaptation is not restricted to any prior
knowledge. In this setting, source and target domains may share common label
sets, and also each domain may have a private label set or outlier classes.
Universal domain adaptation first tends to find the shared label space across
domains and then similar to open set, and partial domain adaptation aligns the
data distributions in the common label set. Ultimately, a classifier will be trained
on the matched source labeled data to be applied safely to the unlabeled target
data. In the testing phase, the trained classifier in both open set and universal
domain adaptation is expected to assign accurate labels to the target samples
belonging to the shared label space and mark the samples in the outlier classes as
unknown.

This overview focuses on closed set unsupervised domain adaptation. This type
of domain adaptation aims to utilize the labeled source data and the unlabeled
target data to learn an objective predictive function that can perform well on the
target domain where there is a shift between domains. Based on the definition of
a domain (see Sect. 2), two domains can be different if at least one of input space,
output space, or the probability density function changes between domains. Closed
set domain adaptation considers the situation where the feature and label spaces
are identical between domains, while the joint probability distributions may differ.
Domain shift mainly can be categorized into three classes: prior shift, covariate shift,
and concept shift.
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– Prior shift or class imbalance considers the situation where posterior distributions
are equivalent, ps(y|x) = pt(y|x), and prior distributions of classes are different
between domains, ps(y) �= pt (y). To solve a domain adaptation problem with a
prior shift, we need labeled data in both source and target domains.

– Covariate shift refers to a situation where marginal probability distributions
differ, ps(x) �= pt (x), while conditional probability distributions remain constant
across domains, ps(y|x) = pt(y|x). Sample selection bias and missing data
are two causes for the covariate shift. Most of the proposed domain adaptation
techniques aim to solve this class of domain gap.

– Concept shift, also known as data drift, is a scenario where data distributions
remain unchanged, ps(x) = pt (x), while conditional distributions differ between
domains, px(y|x) �= pt (y|x). Concept shift also requires labeled data in both
domains to estimate the ratio of conditional distributions.

4 Approaches

Existing domain adaptation approaches can be broadly categorized into methods
with shallow and deep architectures. Shallow domain adaptation approaches [23,
25, 31, 42] mainly utilize instance-based and feature-based techniques to align
the domain distributions. One way of aligning the distributions is by minimizing
the distance between domains. The mostly used distance measures in domain
adaptation are maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [24], Wasserstein metric,
correlation alignment (CORAL)[57], Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [33], and
contrastive domain discrepancy (CDD) [32]. Deep domain adaptation approaches
[1, 18, 20, 36], on the other hand, utilize neural networks. This class of approaches
usually uses convolutional, autoencoder, or adversarial based networks to diminish
the domain gap. Some of the approaches in this category may also utilize a distance
metric in one or multiple layers of two networks, one for source data and one for
target data, to measure the discrepancy between the feature representations on the
corresponding layers.

4.1 Instance-Based Adaptation

Instance-based domain adaptation approaches aim to deal with the shift between
data distributions by minimizing the target risk based on the source labeled data.
As mentioned in Sect. 3, domain shift is mainly categorized into covariate shift,
prior shift, and concept shift. In unsupervised domain adaptation where the labeled
data is available only in the source domain, if the source and target distributions
are different, pT (x, y) �= pS(x, y), and the source and the target posteriors are
arbitrary, pT (y|x) �= pS(y|x), the problem in Eq. (2) becomes intractable without
labeled data in the target domain. Hence, we need to assume that both distributions
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are different only in marginal distribution, while the posteriors remain unchanged.
This setting is called covariate shift in which the target risk can be simplified as
follows:

RT (h) = E(x,y)∼PS

[
pT (x)����pT (y|x)

pS(x)����pS(y|x)
�(h(x), y)

]
, (3)

where the ratio of two density functions is considered as importance weight, i.e.,
w(x) = pT (x)

pS (x)
. When domains consist of prior shift, the assumption is that the

conditional distributions remain equal while prior distributions of classes differ
across domains. Therefore, we can simplify the target risk as follows:

RT (h) = E(x,y)∼PS

[
pT (y)����pT (x|y)

pS(y)����pS(x|y)
�(h(x), y)

]
, (4)

where w(y) = pT (y)
pS (y)

is known as class weights. To solve the prior shift, we need
labeled data in both source and the target domains which is out of our scope.

A typical solution to the covariate shift problem is to use importance weight-
ing approaches to compensate for the bias by re-weighting the samples in the
source domain based on the ratio of target and source domain densities, w(x) =
pT (x)/pS(x), where w(x) is re-weighting factor for the samples in the source
domain. [51, 68] proved that using the density ratio could remove sample selection
bias by re-weighting the source instances. Thus, this problem can be viewed as a
density ratio estimation (DRE). In this approach, the key idea is to find appropriate
weights for the source samples through an optimization problem, such that the
discrepancy between the re-weighted source data distribution and the actual target
data distribution can be minimized.

To estimate the importance, one can indirectly estimate the marginal data
distributions of each domain separately and then estimate the ratio. However,
indirect density estimation is usually ineffective and a very challenging task, as the
importance is usually unknown in reality, especially when having high-dimensional
features [26]. A solution to this problem is to estimate the weights directly in an
optimization procedure in which the model minimizes the discrepancy between the
weighted source and target distributions. The disparity between domains can be
reduced using Kernel Mean Matching (KMM) [25, 30]. KMM is a nonparametric
method that directly estimates the weights by minimizing the discrepancy between
domains using maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) in the reproducing kernel
Hilbert space (RKHS). KMM first maps the samples in both domains into RKHS
using a nonlinear kernel function such as Gaussian and then obtains the sample
weights by minimizing the means of target data and the weighted source data:

DMMD[w,pS(x), pT (x)] = min
w
‖ES [w(x)φ(x)] − ET [φ(x)] ‖H

s.t. w(x) ∈ [0,W ], ES [w(x)] = 1,
(5)
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where φ(x) is a nonlinear kernel function that maps the data samples into RKHS and
both constraints on w(x) ensure that the variance of sample weights is bounded to be
low and the weighted source data distribution is close to the probability distribution.
Similar to many kernel-based approaches, KMM uses quadratic program in the
optimization process which restricts the model to work well only on small datasets.
Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure (KLIEP) [53, 55, 56] directly
estimates the density ratio using KL-divergence between target distribution and
weighted source distribution. In this setting, KL-divergence can be simplified as
follows:

DKL[w(x), pS(x), pT (x)] =
∫
X

pT (x)log
pT

pSw(x)
dx

=
∫
X

pT (x)log
pT
pS

dx −
∫
X

pT (x) log w(x)dx

(6)

∝ m−1
m∑

j=1

log w(zj ).

In the second line of above equation, the first term does not depend on w(x) which
means that it is constant and can be removed from the objective function since we
are optimizing it w.r.t w(x). The above objective function is based on the weighted
samples in the target domain that makes it computationally expensive for large-scale
problems since we need to compute new weights for each new target data. To solve
this problem, [54] proposed a new model that uses a linear model w(x) = φ(x)α,
where φ(x) is a basis function and α is a set of parameters to be learned. Therefore,
the objective function can be written as:

DKL[φ(x), pS(x), pT (x)] = m−1
m∑

j=1

log φ(zj )α. (7)

KLIEP minimizes the KL-divergence between the actual target distribution and
the importance-weighted source distribution in a nonparametric manner to find the
instance weights.

4.2 Feature-Based Adaptation

Feature-based adaptation approaches aim to map the source data into the target data
by learning a transformation that extracts invariant feature representation across
domains. They usually create a new feature representation by transforming the orig-
inal features into a new feature space and then minimize the gap between domains
in the new representation space in an optimization procedure while preserving the
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underlying structure of the original data. Subspace-based, transformation-based, and
construction-based are some of the main feature-based adaptation methods. Below,
we elaborate on each category and address some related approaches.

Subspace-Based Subspace-based adaptation aims to discover a common interme-
diate representation that is shared between domains. Many techniques have been
proposed to construct this representation from the low-dimensional representation
of the source and target data. Most of the adaptation approaches in this category
first create a low-dimensional representation of original data in the form of a linear
subspace for each domain and then reduce the discrepancy between the subspaces
to construct the intermediate representation. A dimensionality reduction technique
such as principal component analysis (PCA) can be used to construct the subspaces
as two points, one for each domain, in a low-dimensional Grassmann manifold.
The distance between the points in Grassmann manifold indicates the domain shift
which can be reduced by applying different methods. Goplan et al. [23] proposed
sampling geodesic flow (SGF) that first finds a geodesic path between the source
and target points on a Grassmann manifold and then samples a set of points,
subspaces, including the source and the target points along this path. In the next
step, the data from both domains are projected onto all sampled subspaces along the
geodesic path and will be concatenated to create a high-dimensional vector. Finally,
a discriminative classifier can learn from the source-projected data to classify the
unlabeled samples. Sampling more points from the geodesic path would help to
map the source subspace into the target subspace more precisely. However, sampling
more subspaces extends the dimensionality of the feature vector, which makes this
technique computationally expensive. Geodesic flow kernel [21] was proposed to
extend and improve SGF. GFK is a kernel-based domain adaptation method that
deals with shift across domains. It aims to represent the smoothness of transition
from a source to a target domain by integrating an infinite number of subspaces
to find a geodesic line between domains in a low-dimensional manifold space.
Fernando et al. [17] proposed a subspace alignment (SA) technique to directly
reduce the discrepancy between domains by learning a linear mapping function that
projects the source point directly into the target point in the Grassmann manifold.
The projection matrix M can be learned by minimizing the divergence in the
Bergman matrix:

M = argmin
M

||XSM −XT ||2F = XT
SXT , (8)

where XS,XT are the low-dimensional representation, basis vectors, of the source
and the target data in the Grassmann manifold, respectively, and ||.||2F is the
Frobenius norm. SA only aligns the subspace bases and ignores the difference
between subspace distributions. Subspace distribution alignment (SDA) [58]
extends the work in SA by aligning both subspace distributions and the bases
at the same time. In SDA the projection matrix M can be formulated as
M = XT

SXT Q, where Q is a matrix to align the discrepancy between distributions.
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Transformation-Based Feature transformation transforms the original features
into a new feature representation to minimize the discrepancy between the marginal
and the conditional distributions while preserving the original data’s underly-
ing structure and characteristics. To reduce the domain discrepancy, we need
some metrics such as maximum mean discrepancy (MMD), Kullback-Leibler
divergence (KL-divergence), or Bregman divergence to measure the dissimilarity
across domains. Transfer component adaptation (TCA) [42] was proposed to
learn a domain-invariant feature transformation in which the marginal distributions
between the source and target domains are minimized in RKHS using maximum
mean discrepancy (MMD) criterion. After finding the domain-invariant features, we
can utilize any classical machine learning technique to train the final target classifier.
Joint domain adaptation (JDA) [37] extends TCA by simultaneously matching
both marginal and conditional distributions between domains. JDA utilizes PCA
as a dimensionality reduction technique to extract more robust features. Low-
dimensional features can then be embedded into a high-dimensional feature space
where the difference between marginal distributions is minimized using MMD.
To align conditional distributions, we need labeled data in both domains. When
labels are unavailable in the target domain, we can use pseudo labels, which can be
estimated by the classifier trained on the labeled source data. After obtaining the
pseudo labels, the model minimizes the distance between conditional distributions
by modifying MMD. All the above steps are jointly and iteratively performed to find
the best mapping function that aligns both marginal and conditional distributions
across domains. The final target classifier can be trained on domain-invariant
features discovered by the algorithm.

Reconstruction-Based The feature reconstruction-based methods aim to reduce
the disparity between domain distributions by sample reconstruction in an inter-
mediate feature representation. Jhuo et al. [31] proposed a Robust visual Domain
Adaptation with Low-rank Reconstruction (RDALR) method to reduce the domain
discrepancy. RDALR learns a linear projection matrix W that transforms the source
samples into an intermediate representation where they can be linearly represented
by the samples in the target domain to align the domain shift. The domain adaptation
problem can be addressed by minimizing the following objective function:

min
W,Z,E

rank(Z)+ α||E||2,1,

s.t. WXS = XT Z + E, WWT = I,
(9)

where XS and XT are sets of samples in the source and target domains, respectively,
WXS denotes the transformed source samples, Z is the reconstruction coefficient
matrix including a set of coefficient vectors corresponding to the projected source
samples, E is a matrix of noise and outlier information of source domain, and α

is the regularization parameter. By minimizing the rank of the coefficient matrix
Z, the method tends to reconstruct the different source samples together and find
the underlying structure of source samples. WWT = I ensures to have a basis
transformation matrix by enforcing it to be orthogonal. Besides, the noises and
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outliers in the source domain are decomposed into E. By minimizing E, the noises
and outliers will be removed from the projected source data. However, RDALR is
restricted to the rotation only, and the discriminative source domain information
may not be transferred to the target domain, causing an unreliable alignment. Shao
et al. [50] proposed Low-Rank Transfer Subspace Learning (LTSL) to resolve the
RDALR problem. LTSL intends to discover a common low-rank subspace between
domains where the source samples can reconstruct the target samples. Learning
the common subspace makes LTSL more flexible on data representation. LTSL
performs the adaptation by minimizing the following objective function:

min
W,Z,E

F (W,XS)+ λ1rank(Z)+ λ2||E||2,1,

s.t. WT XT = WT XSZ + E, WT U2W = I,
(10)

where F(.) is a generalized subspace learning function. In contrast to RDALR
that considers all target samples to represent the projected source samples, LTSL
assumes that each sample in the target domain is more related to its neighborhood.
Thus, each datum in the target domain can be reconstructed by only a set of source
samples. In this way, the method can transfer both locality and discriminative
properties of the source domain into the target domain.

4.3 Deep Domain Adaptation

In recent years, deep neural networks have been widely employed for representation
learning and achieved remarkable results in many machine learning tasks such
as image classification [29], sentiment analysis [71], speech recognition [14, 15],
object detection [40, 73], and object recognition [2, 16].

Deep neural networks are very powerful techniques to extract the generalized
feature representation of data. However they require an abundant labeled data for
training, while annotating large amount of data is laborious, costly, and sometimes
impossible. Besides, neural networks assume that both source and target domains
are sampled from the same distribution and domain shift can greatly degrade the
performance. Hence, deep domain adaptation was proposed to address the lack
of sufficient labeled data while boosting the model’s performance by deploying
deep network properties along with adaptation techniques. Deep network adaptation
techniques are mainly categorized into discrepancy-based, reconstruction-based,
and adversarial-based adaptation.

Discrepancy-Based For the first time, Long et al. [36] propose Deep Adaptation
Network (DAN) which utilizes the deep neural networks in the domain adaptation
setting to learn transferable features across domains. DAN assumes that there is
a shift between marginal distributions, while the conditional distributions remain
unchanged. Therefore, it tends to match the marginal distributions across domains
by adding multiple adaptation layers for the task-specific representations. Adap-
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tation layers utilize multiple kernel variant of MMD (MK-MMD) to embed all
the task-specific representations into RKHS and align the shift between marginal
distributions. DAN only aligns the marginal distributions and does not consider the
conditional distribution disparity across domains. Deep Transfer Network (DTN)
[72] was proposed to match both marginal and conditional distributions simulta-
neously. DTN is a MMD-based distribution matching technique and composed of
two types of layers. The shared feature extraction layer learns a subspace to align
the marginal distributions across domains, while discrimination layer matches the
conditional distributions using classifier transduction. To reduce the difference in
the conditional distributions, the source labels and the target pseudo labels are used
to project the data points into different hyperplanes for different classes. To align the
conditional distributions, the data points are first projected into different hyperplanes
using the source labels and the target pseudo labels, and then the discrepancy
between conditional distributions is reduced by measuring and minimizing the
conditional MMD-based objective function.

Reconstruction-Based Another category of deep adaptation networks utilizes
autoencoder to align the discrepancy between domains by minimizing the
reconstruction error and learning invariant and transferable representation across
domains. The purpose of using autoencoder in domain adaptation is to learn the
parameters of the encoder based on the samples in one domain (source) and adapt
the decoder to reconstruct the samples in another domain (target). Glorot et al.
[20] proposed a deep domain adaptation network based on Stacked Denoising
Autoencoders (SDAs) [64], to extract high-level representation to represent both
source and target domain data. The proposed model is assumed to have access
to various domains with unlabeled data and only one source labeled data. In the
first step, the higher-level feature extraction can be obtained by learning from
all the available domains in an unsupervised manner. In the first step, the model
obtains high-level representations from data in all domains by minimizing the
reconstruction error. Next, a linear classifier, such as linear SVM, is trained on
the extracted features of the source labeled data by minimizing a squared hinge
loss. Finally, this classifier can be used on the target domains. The model shows
remarkable results; however, using SDAs makes it computationally expensive and
unscalable, especially when having high-dimensional features. Marginalized SDA
(mSDA) [12] was proposed to extend the work in SDAs and address its limitations.
mSDA marginalizes noise with linear denoisers to induce the model to learn the
parameters in a closed-form solution without using stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [8]. Ghifary et al. [19] proposed a Deep Reconstruction-Classification
Network (DRCN) that uses an encoder-decoder network for unsupervised domain
adaptation in object recognition. DRCN consists of a standard convolutional
network (encoder) to predict the source labels and a deconvolutional network [69]
(decoder) to reconstruct the target samples. The model jointly utilizes supervised
and unsupervised learning strategies to learn the encoder parameters to predict the
source labels and the parameters of the decoder to reconstruct the target data. The
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encoder parameters are shared across both label prediction and reconstruction tasks,
while the decoder parameters are private only for the reconstruction task.

Adversarial-Based The success of adversarial learning as a powerful domain-
invariant feature extractor has motivated many researchers to embed it into deep
networks. Adversarial domain adaptation approaches tend to minimize the distri-
bution discrepancy between domains to obtain transferable and domain-invariant
features. The main idea of adversarial domain adaptation was inspired by the
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [22], which tend to minimize the cross-
domain discrepancy through an adversarial objective. GANs are deep learning-
based generative models composed of a two-player game, a generator model G and
a discriminator model D. The generator aims to produce the samples similar to the
domain of interest from the source data and confuse the discriminator to make a
wrong decision. The discriminator then tends to discriminate between the true data
in the domain of interest and the counterfeits generated by model G.

Ganin et al. [18] proposed a deep adversarial-based domain adaptation approach
to match the domain gap by adding an effective gradient reversal layer (GRL) to
the model. During the forward propagation, GRU acts like an identity function
that leaves the input unchanged. However, it multiplies the gradient by a negative
scalar to reverse it during the backpropagation phase. The proposed model can be
trained on a massive amount of source labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled
target data. The model is generally decomposed into three parts, feature extractor
Gf , label predictor Gy , and domain classifier Gd . Gf produces the features for
both label predictor and domain classifier. The GRL is inserted between Gf and
Gd . The three parts of the model can learn their corresponding parameters θf ,,
θy , and θd based on the source labeled data and the unlabeled target data. During
the learning stage, the model learns the parameters θf and θy by minimizing the
label predictor loss. This process enforces the feature extractor to produce the
discriminative features for a good label prediction on the source domain. At the same
time, the model learns the parameters θf and θd by maximizing and minimizing the
domain classifier loss, respectively, to obtain domain-invariant features. Pei et al.
[44] argued that using a single domain discriminator can only match the marginal
distributions and ignores the discrepancy between class-conditional distributions
causing negative transfer and falsely aligning the classes across domains. Multi-
adversarial domain adaptation (MADA) [44] was proposed to reduce the shift in the
joint distribution between domains and enable fine-grained alignment of different
class distributions by constructing multiple class-wise domain discriminators. Such
that each discriminator only matches the source and target data samples belonging
to the same class.

The generator G and discriminator D also can be implemented through a
minimax optimization of an adversarial objective for a domain confusion. This
approach was inspired by theory on domain adaptation [4, 5], suggesting that
the transferable representation across domains does not include discriminative
information and, thus, an algorithm is not able to learn the origin of an input
sample based on this representation. In other words, the minimax optimization
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process aims to match the domain disparity by learning deep invariant representation
across domains. Tzeng et al. [61] and Ajakan et al. [1] constructed the minimax
optimization-based adversarial domain adaptation in deep neural networks for the
first time. Tzeng et al. [61] introduced an adversarial CNN-based architecture
that tends to align both marginal and conditional distributions across domains by
minimizing the classification loss, soft label loss, domain classifier loss, and domain
confusion loss. The model first computes the average probability distribution, soft
label, for the source labeled data in each category. It can be later fine-tuned over
the target labeled data to match the class-conditional distributions to the soft labels
across domains. Unlike hard labels, the soft labels provide more transferable and
useful information about each sample’s category and also the relationship between
categories, e.g., bookshelves are more similar to filling cabinets than to bicycles. The
domain confusion loss is the cross-entropy between the uniform distribution over
domain labels and the output predicted domain labels. Minimizing this loss enforces
the algorithm to extract invariant representation across domains that maximally
confuses the discriminator.

Visual adversarial domain adaptation also utilizes generative adversarial net-
works (GANs) to reduce the shift between domains. In generative adversarial
domain adaptation, generator model G aims to synthesize implausible images, while
discriminator model D seeks to identify between synthesized and the real samples.
Visual domain adaptation techniques using generative adversarial networks adopt
representations in pixel-level, feature-level, or both. The pixel-level approaches
perform adaptation in the raw pixel space to directly translate the images in one
domain into the style images of another domain. Bousmal et al. [9] proposed an
unsupervised pixel-level domain adaptation method (PixelDA) that utilizes genera-
tive adversarial networks to adopt one domain to another. The model changes source
domain images to appear as if drawn from the target domain distribution while
preserving their original content. Simulated+Unsupervised learning (SimGAN) [52]
aims to generate synthetic images that are realistic and similar to those in the domain
of interest. A simulator first generates synthetic images from a noise vector. A refiner
network then refines them to resemble the target images by optimizing an adversarial
loss. In contrast to the pixel-level approaches, the feature-level methods modify
the representation in the discriminative feature space to alleviate the discrepancy
across domains. The Domain Transfer Network (DAN) [59] is a feature-level
generative-based adaptation that enforces the consistency in the embedding space to
transform a source image into a target image. Hoffman et al. [27] proposed Cycle-
Consistent Adversarial Domain Adaptation (CyCADA) that fuses both pixel-level
[9, 34, 52] and feature-level [36, 62] adversarial domain adaptation methods with
cycle-consistent image-to-image translation techniques [74] to direct the mapping
from one domain to another. The model simultaneously adopts representations at
both pixel-level and feature-level, by minimizing several losses, including pixel-
level, feature-level, semantic, and cycle consistency losses in both domains.
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Fake News Detection Through Topic
Modeling and Optimized Deep Learning
with Multi-Domain Knowledge Sources

Vian Sabeeh, Mohammed Zohdy, and Rasha Al Bashaireh

1 Introduction

Fake news has become the most debated topic since 2016. Also, the lack of
cognitive capacity of an individual to discern fake news from the massive amount
of disseminated information in social media platforms leads to the increased
propagation and fake belief towards the false information. Moreover, the fast-
paced developments and collaborative information sharing on social media give an
additional dimension for false information. With the exponential development of
technology, the proliferation of fake news began to explode. The prevalence of fake
news over social media not only declines the trustworthiness of news sources but
also misleads the public to believe the deceptive information. The rapid prolifer-
ation and dissemination of false information can have far-reaching and disastrous
outcomes in several fields, such as political events [1] and financial markets [2].
Furthermore, fake news often emerges during natural disasters, including Hurricane
Sandy and Japan earthquake that made disorder and increased the panic [3]. The
term false information has not only attracted individual attention but has also
received considerable attention from research communities. Accordingly, a majority
of research on the fake news detection exploits machine learning techniques with
hand-engineered features. However, it requires domain expertise for analysis of
the inherent characteristics of the news. In recent years, deep learning methods
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have been identified to be a highly promising decision-making algorithm. Accurate
and automatic identification of fake news enables the removal of deliberately false
information. As a consequence, there has been a rising interest in the development
of autonomous systems to discover the fake news. With the ability of rich feature
extraction, deep learning has been extensively used in innovative fields in a real-time
environment. The deep learning method transfers the data onto the multiple hidden
layers to assist the learning of complex data [4]. In the recent years, researchers
have begun to employ deep learning methods for acquiring promising results in a
fake news detection system. However, the deep learning method only accomplishes
the promising performance with the abundance of labeled data, which obscures
the reliability of the detection system. Even though there have been considerable
research efforts made to solve issues in the fake news detection systems using deep
learning, many problems are still open. Making decisions only from the labeled
data without fundamental knowledge becomes computationally ineffective. The
automatic fact-checking system is critical for timely identification and mitigation
of fake news. Fake news detection and mitigation methods need to be capable of
detecting unseen and newly emerging events. Thus, it is necessary to apply the pre-
trained deep learning models for improving the identification process. Most of the
current work does not focus on the optimal hidden structure while decision making,
which has a negative impact on detection accuracy and complexity of the system.
Therefore, it is necessary to select the optimal number of a hidden node for acquiring
consistent results.

The key contributions of the Fake news Identification using BERT with optimal
Neurons and Domain knowledge (FIND) are summarized as follows:

• It enhances the fake news detection model with the incorporation of the pre-
trained model, optimal hidden neuron selection, and intelligent decision-making.

• Initially, the FIND approach significantly pre-trains the BERT model on a
massive unsupervised corpus to perform the two-step classification for fake news
detection with the help of the LDA model.

• It employs the LDA method to discover the underlying topic of the headline and
body of the news articles individually as well as collaboratively to detect the fake
news.

• In the first-step classification, FIND selects the optimal number of hidden nodes
and presents the classified results as generic four-classes with the assistance of
the BERT model.

• In the second-step classification, FIND applies the intelligent decision-making
involving LDA and web source-based generic multi-class to specific two-class
classification that is fake news detection.
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2 Related Work

The exponential growth of misinformation in social networking platforms has
become a potential threat to implicitly influencing the opinion of the public and
threatening the news industry. Thus, in recent years, fake news detection has become
a surging research area. From the Natural Language Processing (NLP) perspective,
several research efforts have been presented to employ stylistic [5] and linguistic
features [6]. Other research efforts involved word embeddings, latent semantic
analysis features [7], and a bag of words (BOW). In some instances, the researchers
exploited the retrieved evidence and external features from the internet. Most of
the existing fake news detection researchers have employed the deep learning
algorithms to detect and classify the fake news information reviewed as follows.

2.1 Fake News Detection and Classification Approaches

The work [8] employs Bing and Google search engines accordingly to explore the
factuality of claims related to the politics. The deep learning-based models have
outperformed conventional machine learning techniques owing to the ability of
feature extraction. In other attempts, some research works employed deep learning
methods to evaluate fake news in a system. The deep learning-based hybrid fake
news detection model [9] employs text-Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for
capturing linguistic features of the statement. It involves the extraction of the
relation between the contextual information for accurate fake news detection. It
also employs a self-attention mechanism to discover the global representation
of the element in a sequence. By using the heterogeneous data, including news
propagation, content, user activity, demographic information, and social network
structure, the work [10] detects the fake information. It also considers the propa-
gation pattern of news for detecting false information. A sifted multitask learning
model [11] employs filtering and stance detection mechanism for discovering fake
news. By utilizing attention and gate mechanisms in the sharing layer, it accurately
captures the potential shared features. Also, it applies the transformer model for an
encoding task, which improves performance. By integrating the Markov Random
Field (MRF) and deep neural networks, the work [12] detects the fake news. It
effectively analyzes the correlations between the news articles based upon the
MRF method. In addition, by using deep neural networks, it learns the high-
level representations. Fake news detection based on the multiple Bidirectional
LSTM method in [13] classifies the fake news headlines for stance detection. It
resolves the overfitting issue by tuning the parameters of the multilayer perceptron
predictor layer. However, it did not generalize well for input pairs. The Deep Neural
Networks-based fake news classification model [14] relies on content-based factors,
authenticity of the source, perceived cognitive authority, and natural language
features for discovering the fake claims. The claim classification model incorporates
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two sub-modules, whereas the first one exploits the word-level features and claim
for extracting the relevant article among the knowledge sources. It helps to evaluate
the trustworthiness of the claim. Subsequently, the second sub-module employs a
deep neural network to learn the style of a fake claim.

2.2 Stance Detection-Based Fake News Assessment
Approaches

In the fake news detection model, stance detection is significant for evaluating the
veracity of the news because it supports the fact-checking by detecting a stance
from heterogeneous information sources. As a consequence, several stance detection
research works have been proposed to combat the detection and disseminating
of fake news [15]. The rumor stance detection model [16] exploits the word
embeddings, a combination of n-grams, and lexical cue words to detect the stance
towards the headline of the article. It focuses on cue words for enhancing the
accuracy of detection. However, it often faces a problem when the length ratio
difference between the titles and articles is massive. A stance detection-based fact-
checking model [17] employs a deep bidirectional transformer for encoding the
article-claim pairs. It improves the performance of the stance detection model
by pre-training a transformer model, which helps to reduce the complexity of
the system. The automatic stance detection model [18] applies the concepts of
conditional encoding and neural attention LSTM model for enhancing the accuracy
of stance detection. The LSTM model with the neural attention mechanism helps to
understand the textual entailment. The exBAKE fake news detection approach [19]
employs the BERT model to categorize the data based on weighted cross-entropy
(WCE). Additionally, it incorporates Daily Mail news and CNN news data for pre-
training the BERT model, which helps to identify the fake news accurately.

3 Proposed Methodology

With the target of effectively detecting the fake news, the proposed approach
develops the enhanced deep learning model with the pre-training, LDA-based topic
knowledge incorporation, optimal neuron selection, and two-step classification.
Initially, the FIND approach pre-trains the BERT model and fine-tunes the model for
the deceptive information classification. The proposed fake news detection system
involves two main phases, such as the BERT model pre-training phase and the fine-
tuning phase. Fig. 1 describes the overall process of the FIND approach. In the
pre-training phase, the FIND approach utilizes the massively unlabeled data sources
such as news databases to pre-train the BERT model. In the fine-tuning phase, the
proposed approach is responsible for extracting the topic of both the headlines and
body text using the LDA, fake news data-based parameter tuning of the BERT
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Fig. 1 The proposed fake news detection methodology

model, and multi-class to two-class transformation through intelligent decision-
making. In essence, the parameter tuning involves either the optimal hidden node
or neuron selection in the hidden layer, which enforces the learning model to avoid
the data overfitting and extended training time.

3.1 Pre-training the BERT Model

In the recent years, fake news detection research has gained popular attention
in different real-world applications due to the increased amount of fake news
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generation. Despite this, developing an accurate fact-checking detection model is
critical due to the need for a massive amount of training data, which is inefficient
for the emerging news content. With the increased advantage of the BERT model
in text processing, the proposed FIND approach exploits the BERT model as the
unsupervised pre-training model to further help the fake news detection model. The
BERT model considers the sentence context in terms of utilizing the context of the
previous and next sentences while analyzing each sentence. Moreover, it enables
transform learning on the previous pre-trained models to provide custom training
for the corresponding data. In contrast to other deep learning methods, the BERT
model jointly analyzes the given text with the consideration of both the right and
left contexts over the layers, which contributes to higher performance to the text
processing applications.

In the FIND approach, the pre-trained process assists the restriction of inaccurate
fake news detection. By utilizing the BERT model, the proposed FIND approach
significantly understands and discovers the relationship among the keywords in each
sentence. Accordingly, the proposed FIND approach pre-trains the BERT model
using web information sources and news corpus to accomplish accurate detection
in the fact-checking applications. Moreover, with the assistance of the BERT pre-
training model, the proposed FIND approach alleviates the process of training the
learning model from scratch and avoids the misclassification. After the pre-training
process, the FIND approach leverages the BERT model for the fine-tuning phase to
adopt the fake news detection task.

3.2 Topic Extraction from News Using LDA

To facilitate intelligent decision-making, the FIND approach employs the LDA
model to extract the topic of both the headlines and the body text of the FNC dataset.
In the FIND approach, intelligent decision-making involves the transformation of
multi-class data to two-class data based on the classification results and LDA
results of the fake news data. Hence, by applying the LDA method, the proposed
methodology inherently extracts the topic from the headline as well as the body of
the text. LDA is a generative probabilistic model that is designed for discovering
underlying hidden topics of the discrete data. Also, it explores the hidden semantic
information of the document without the use of knowledge sources. Initially, the
LDA model randomly creates a summary of topics for each word of the document
for a discrete probability distribution. In the proposed deceptive detection system,
the LDA-based topic extraction model discovers the latent factors of the headline
and the body of the text to recognize the underlying topic of the text significantly.
Let, a fake news challenge dataset consists of the headline and the body of the
text referring a set of ‘n’ headlines represented by H = {H1, . . . , Hn}, and set
of ‘n’ body of the text denoted by{B1, . . . , Bn}. Before applying the LDA model,
the FIND approach applies different text preprocessing methods to generate the
most informative keywords in each sentence. By applying the LDA algorithm, the
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proposed approach obtains ‘m’ number of topics for headline and body of the
text T = {T1, . . . , Tm}. The LDA model applies probability distribution for each
‘w’ words in a headline, Tm = {w1, . . . , wk}, whereas, the term wk represents
the probabilistic score of the kth word in a headline that related to the topic ‘m.’
Similarly, the proposed FIND approach measures the probability distribution over
‘w’ words in a body of the text, Tm= {w1, . . . , wl}, in which wl denotes the lth word
of the body of the text. Accordingly, the proposed approach discovers the topic for
the headline as well as the body of the text. As a result, the FIND approach utilizes
the extracted topic information of the news content in the second-step classification
that is deep learning-assisted fake news classification from the multi-class data.

3.3 Deep Learning-Assisted Fine-Tuning

The proposed FIND approach performs a two-step classification such as deep
learning-assisted multi-class classification and intelligent decision-making based
fake news classification to determine the fake news from the FNC dataset. Instead
of only determining the relationship between the headline and body text in the
FNC dataset, the FIND approach determines the fake news by individually and
collaboratively analyzing the headlines and body text. In the two-step classification,
deep learning-assisted fine-tuning involves the multi-class classification with the
optimal number of neurons in the BERT model. Fine-tuning of the proposed
approach is concerned with the training of the pre-trained BERT model on the target
task along with the optimal neurons. Accordingly, the proposed BERT-based fake
news detection model is pre-trained in web information sources and fine-tuned to
identify fake news with the highest degree of accuracy. In other words, the proposed
FIND approach transfers the gained recognition knowledge from web information
sources to the target domain of fake news detection using the attention model.
Notably, the great success of the proposed fake news detection model relies on a
valid selection of several hidden nodes in the BERT model. Therefore, it is necessary
to discover a sufficient number of hidden nodes based on the input data to adopt the
BERT model accurately.

NH =
{

NH(k) Hk = H1

NH(k+1) Hk �= H1
(1)

In the proposed FIND approach, the pre-trained model does not focus on the
optimal selection of the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the BERT model,
which leads to the overfitting of data and results in unstable detection results. To
overcome this constraint, the proposed approach selects the optimal hidden nodes on
BERT pre-trained model without compromising the accuracy. The FIND approach
computes the optimal number of hidden nodes (NH) for the BERT learning model
in two different ways with respect to the number of the hidden layer, which is
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mentioned in Eq. 1. According to Eq. 2, the proposed approach computes the
number of neurons for the first hidden layer (k), i.e., k=1. Wherein, the terms Ni
and No represents the total number of input and output hidden nodes in the hidden
layer. If the hidden layer is not the first hidden layer, the proposed approach selects
the optimal number of neurons using Eq. 3 for remaining (k+1) layers.

NH(k) = Ni+No

2
(2)

To improve the performance of the fake news detection system, the proposed
FIND approach additionally considers the length of sentences (Ls) along with the
number of input samples (Ns) while deciding the optimal number of neurons for the
remaining k+1 layers. In Eq. 3, α1 and α2 indicate the scaling parameters, which
are computed using Eq. 4.

NH(k+1) =
(

exp(Ns)

α1 ∗ log (Ni+No)
+ exp(Ls)

α2 ∗ log (Ni+No)

)
(3)

α1 = log 2 (Ns)+ 2 ; α2 = log 2 (Ls)+ 2 (4)

In the FIND approach, the selection of an optimal number of hidden nodes
has a tremendous impact on the fake news detection results even it does not
directly influence the structure of the pre-training of the learning model. In the
deep learning model, the improper selection of hidden nodes in the hidden layer
leads the overfitting. Hence, the proposed approach significantly prevents the fake
news detection system from the overfitting issue by fixing the scaling parameter,
which is shown in Eq. 4. In consequence, the FIND approach classifies the incoming
FNC dataset into multiple classes such as agree, disagree, unrelated, and discuss
with the help of the optimally tuned BERT model. From the result of the first-
step classification, the proposed approach retains the agree, disagree, unrelated, and
discuss classes of the FNC dataset.

3.4 Fake News Detection Through Intelligent Decision-Making

In the two-step classification, fake news detection is the second-level classification,
i.e., the transformation of multi-classes into two classes based on intelligent
decision-making. During the multi-class classification, the proposed approach
considers only the trained data in the FNC dataset and the pre-trained information,
which does not result from the data as the fake news or real news due to the lack of
the consideration of factual and non-factual information. Moreover, the fake news
classification emphasizes not only the syntactic structure but also on validation with
the real facts residing in the web source. Hence, to evaluate the trustworthiness
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of the news, the proposed FIND methodology utilizes the knowledge of the pre-
trained model for decision making. By utilizing the knowledge of news corpus
and web information sources along with the LDA information, the proposed FIND
approach transforms the four-classes of agree, disagree, unrelated, and discuss into
two-classes of fake or real news. The proposed intelligent decision-making model
utilizes the LDA topic model score and vector matching score with the web source
during the final decision making.

FNS =
(∑

T

TMSHB ×
∑

D

VMS

)
+ exp(class priority) (5)

By applying Eq. 5, the proposed approach accurately detects the fake news. In
this Equation, TMSHB represents the Topic Match Score (TMS) of each topic ‘T,’
which is obtained from the LDA for both the body and headline of the text. The
term VMS denotes the Vector Match Score (VMS) of the text, which is obtained
from matching the text with the factual web sources. From the analysis of the FNC
dataset, the proposed FIND approach models the priority for four-classes derived
from the first-step classification in the fake news detection model. In essence, it
assigns a priority value ‘0’ for unrelated class, ‘1’ for discussing class, and ‘2’ for
both agree and disagree classes. Thus, the FIND approach decides that the news is
fake or real using Eq. 5 for decision-making in the second step of classification.

4 Experimental Evaluation

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed FIND approach, the experimental
framework compares the FIND approach with the existing exBAKE approach [19]
using the test FNC data set.

4.1 Dataset

The experimental model employs the Fake News Challenge (FNC) dataset [20].
The fake news challenge dataset comprises 2,595 headlines and 300 claims. In
this dataset, the body of the text, i.e., claims are gathered from Twitter accounts
and rumor sites, including @Hoaxalizer and Snopes.com. The journalist also
summarizes the article into a headline.

http://snopes.com
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Fig. 2 Number of samples vs. precision

4.2 Evaluation Metric

The experimental framework evaluates the performance of the proposed algorithm
FIND with the existing algorithm exBAKE using three different performance
metrics: precision, recall, accuracy, and error rate while varying the number of
samples. Fig. 2 shows the precision results of both the proposed FIND and existing
exBAKE approach while varying the number of samples from 500 to 2500. The
precision value increases with the increase of the number of samples. When the
number of samples is 500, the precision value of the FIND approach attains by
6.57% more than the existing exBAKE approach by evaluating the incongruity
between the headline and body text in the FIND approach. By applying the
LDA-based topic detection model and performing the two-step classification, the
FIND approach determines the influence between the headline and body text and
accurately determines the fake news. In contrast to the exBAKE approach, the FIND
approach inherently analyzes the hidden content of the news using the LDA model,
which helps to enhance the detection accuracy. Hence, the FIND approach maintains
the optimal range of precision value even when escalating the number of samples,
which is obtained by an effective deep understanding of the unstructured text.

The recall value of both the FIND and the exBAKE approaches are depicted
in Fig. 3. The proposed FIND approach yields a higher recall rate, which reveals
that it detects the misinformation much more effectively than the existing exBAKE
approach. When the number of samples is 2000, the FIND approach accomplishes
the recall rate as 80% and maintains the recall rate even when increasing the number
of samples from 2000 to 2500. At the same time, the existing exBAKE approach
attains only 72% recall value and rapidly drops down its recall value by 0.2% due
to the absence of optimal hidden node consideration. In essence, the recall value
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Fig. 3 Number of samples vs. recall

of the proposed fake news detection model relies on an optimal number of hidden
nodes in the learning model. The FIND approach applies the optimal hidden neuron
selection method on the BERT pre-trained model to improve the performance of
the fake news detection model rather than learning the input data with the random
number of neurons, regardless of the characteristics of the input data.

Fig. 4 compares the F-score results of both the proposed FIND approach and the
existing exBAKE approach with the variation of the number of samples from 500
to 2500. The FIND approach is concerned with the pre-training of the BERT model
for further improving the fake news detection accuracy.

It pre-trains the BERT model on a vast amount of unsupervised corpora and
fine-tuning on fake news detection tasks with intelligent decision-making. Hence,
it discovers the fake news accurately from the generic multi-classes of the FNC
dataset. From Fig. 4, it is observed that the FIND approach attains a greater F-score
even when processing a large number of samples. Accordingly, when dealing with a
large number of samples, i.e., 2500, the FIND approach improves the F-score value
by 10.78% when compared to the existing exBAKE approach.

This is because the FIND approach prevents the overfitting of data by selecting
the optimal number of the hidden node and also deciding the fake news based on the
vector matching and topic matching score, which enhances the detection accuracy.
Moreover, rather than analyzing the relationship between the headline and body
text alone, the FIND approach examines the influence of the headline as well as
the influence of the body text on the factual information using the LDA and web
sources.
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Fig. 4 Number of samples vs. F-score

5 Conclusion

This paper presented the FIND approach, the multi-domain knowledge-based two-
step automatic fake news detection model. The proposed FIND approach involves
the LDA-based news topic detection for determining the influence between the
headlines and body of the news articles individually as well as collaboratively.
To effectively detect fake news using pre-trained BERT model, the proposed
approach performs the optimal hidden node selection in the fine-tuning stage for
avoiding the overfitting, which helps to improve the accuracy of the fake news
detection. Thus, the pre-trained model, optimal hidden neuron selection, and the
intelligent decision-making model play a significant role in enhancing the fake
news detection model. The experimental results on fake news challenge dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed FIND approach and the significance
of an optimal number of hidden node selections along with intelligent decision-
making. In essence, the proposed FIND approach enhances F-score value by 10.78%
when compared to the existing exBAKE approach, even when there are a large
number of samples.
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Accuracy Evaluation: Applying Different
Classification Methods for COVID-19
Data

Sameer Karali and Hong Liu

1 Introduction

Coronaviruses are a cluster of viruses that cause symptoms such as severe fever,
extreme acute respiratory syndrome, and other respiratory syndromes. A newly
discovered form has resulted in the recent outbreak of a respiratory disease now
called COVID-19. In 1968, the word “coronavirus” was coined since the virus had a
crown-like surface that replicated the outer shell of the sun—the corona—when
viewed through an electron microscope. When an infected individual coughs or
sneezes, the new coronavirus spreads through particles released into the air. The
droplets frequently move no further than a few feet and fall to a surface within a few
seconds. For this reason, social and physical distancing is an efficient method for
avoiding spread.

COVID-19 emerged in December 2019 in Wuhan, a city in China [10]. As of
April 15, 2020, 153,822 deaths have been attributed to the disease. More than
500,819 people have survived it. The virus is assumed to be transmitted from
individual to individual. Respiratory droplets are created and transmitted when an
infected individual coughs, sneezes, or speaks. These droplets may land in the mouth
or nose of nearby individuals or may be inhaled into the lungs. Avoiding physical
contact and isolating yourself if you are sick are the best ways to prevent spread.
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2 Literature Review

This section reviews the history, background, and current status of coronaviruses,
which is a significant and growing research field. Kahn and McIntosh [5] state that
coronaviruses first reported in the 1960s are accountable for a large proportion of
upper respiratory tract illnesses in childhood. Since 2003, five new coronaviruses
have been reported, including severe acute respiratory coronavirus disorders. World-
wide, NL63 was described as a population of newly found group I coronaviruses
such as NL and the New Haven coronavirus. There has been no established global
distribution of a group II coronavirus, HKU1. The SARS outbreak focused on
animal coronaviruses. Wertheim et al. [9] state that coronaviruses are found in a
variety of species of bats and birds. The analysis of coronaviruses by molecular
clock suggests that the common ancestor of this type of virus lived approximately
10,000 years ago. Mohd et al. [7] state that the Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus is a novel coronavirus that was reported in 2012 and is accountable for
extreme human breathing syndrome.

Chinazzi et al. [1] record the proliferation of COVID-19 in mainland China. The
authors use an international population disease transmission model to predict the
impact of travel limitations on the epidemic’s domestic and international spread.
The prototype of the design is based on incidents recorded globally and indicates
that most Chinese cities had received some infected travelers from Wuhan on
January 23, 2020, the beginning of the travel ban. The Wuhan travel quarantine
delayed overall disease development in China by approximately 3 to 5 days, but it
had a more pronounced impact on an international scale where cases were reduced
by almost 80% through mid-February 2020. Model findings also suggest that the
sustained travel restrictions of 90% of travels to and from mainland China impacted
the disease trajectory moderately when paired with a 50% or higher reduction in
population transmission.

Cohen [2] and Peng et al. [8] claim that vaccine development is being aided
by actively attempting to infect volunteers receiving “candidate” items from the
experiment. Eyal et al. [3] state that human experiments were needed to speed
up the authorization of coronavirus vaccines. Controlled human challenge tests of
SARS-CoV-2 vaccination targets could improve research and the potential roll-out
of effective vaccines. New trials will eliminate several phases from the approval
process by eliminating the standard Phase 3 vaccine testing, something that can
make good vaccines easier to obtain.

3 Methodology

We proposed a framework to understand the data characteristics of COVID-
19, including data transformation, descriptive analysis, and inference analysis. In
addition, we evaluated three classification methods, namely KNN algorithm, K-
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Fig. 1 Framework of accuracy evaluation

means algorithm, and decision tree algorithm. Figure 1 shows the framework of
this work.

In the data transformation stage, we selected 10 of the 20 variables to perform the
analysis. The “death” attribute and the “recovered” attribute were merged to form a
new attribute: “status.” We tested the eight variables using “status” to assess their
importance. Finally, we evaluated the KNN algorithm, the K-means algorithm, and
the decision tree algorithm and compared their accuracy.

3.1 KNN

KNN is a supervised machine learning algorithm that classifies a data point into
a target class, depending on the features of the point’s neighboring data points.
The algorithm checks how similar a data point is to its neighbors and classifies the
point into the class. KNN is a nonparametric model; therefore, it does not make any
assumptions about the dataset. The algorithm uses Euclidean distance to measure
the distances.

In this work, we defined an eight-dimensional space, and the distance was
evaluated based on the following equation,

dist =
√√√√ 8∑

i=1

(
X

(a)
i −X

(b)
i

)2
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where i is the number of dimensions, a denotes one point, b denotes the other point,
and dist denotes the distance between a and b.

3.2 K-Means

The K-means algorithm is an iterative algorithm that tries to partition the dataset into
K predefined distinct nonoverlapping subgroups (clusters) where each data point
belongs to only one group. K-means initializes centroids by first shuffling the dataset
and then randomly selecting K data points for the centroids without replacement.
The interactions occur until there is no change to the centroids. K means computes
the sum of the squared distance between the data points and all of the centroids. The
data points are then assigned to the closest centroid. The centroid for the clusters is
computed by finding the average of all of the data points that belong to each cluster.

In this analysis, we calculate the distance using the equation below:

J (V ) =
C∑

i=1

Ci∑
j=1

(∥∥Xi − Vj

∥∥)2

||Xi-Vj|| is the Euclidean distance between Xi and Vj. Where X is the set of data
points, and V is the set of centers.

Ci is the number of data points in the ith cluster.
C is the number of cluster centers.

3.3 Decision Tree Algorithm

A decision tree is a supervised nonparametric algorithm that can be used for both
classification and regression. The decision tree classifies a new object into the target
class by going through the attribute branches from the root attribute to the ending
target class leaf. The decision tree places the best attribute that most impacts the
dependent variable at the root of the tree. The tree will then split branches by
creating sub-nodes to ensure that the homogeneity of the resulting sub-node is high.
The attribute variable for the next branch that splits from the resulting sub-node is
selected by splitting the nodes on all available variables and then selecting the split
that creates the most homogeneous sub-nodes. Deciding which attribute to place at
the root or different levels of the tree as internal nodes are determined using certain
criteria such as the Gini Index or the Gain Ratio for each attribute and then placing
the attributes that have the highest value first.

For the decision tree algorithm, we used this equation:
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Gini = 1−
C∑

i=1

(Pi)
2

To calculate the Gini using the formula above, we used the weighted Gini score
for each spilled data.

4 Experiment and Results

4.1 Datasets and Preprocessing

The dataset used for the analysis is provided by Kaggle for COVID-19 and named
“COVID19_line_list_data” [4]. There are 20 variables with 1085 observations; the
variables of the dataset are: id, case_in_country, reporting.date, summary, location,
country, gender, age, symptom_onset, if_onset_approximated, hosp_visit_date,
exposure_start, exposure_end, visiting.wuhan, death, recovered, symptom, source,
and link.

We selected ten variables from the original dataset to run the analysis. The
selected variables were as follows: location, country, gender, age, and visiting.
Wuhan, from. Wuhan, if_onset_approximated, symptom, death, and recovered.
Based on these ten variables, we analyzed, classified, and compared the data. The
other variables were deleted because they are not relevant to our analysis. This work
focuses on the general classification and does not involve time constraints.

4.2 Experimental Setting

In the experimental stage, the dataset is first loaded, and the variables of interest are
extracted. Since some patients do not have “status” information, this can make it
impossible to verify the accuracy of classification. Therefore, patient data without
this information is removed. We end up with 141 observations and nine variables,
including a dependent variable of “status” and eight independent variables. In this
work, we used 10-fold validations to split the dataset into subsets, and each split
involved taking one subset as a test set and the remaining nine subsets as a training
set.

On the folds validations, the left side of Table 1 is the folds, and the right side
is observations. In this analysis, we used 10-folds cross-validation as a resampling
method. We split our dataset into 10 folds. We held one fold as the test set at each
time and trained the model using the remaining nine folds. The reason for doing
resampling is to obtain more accuracy for each model since the model’s accuracy
depends on the training set used. By using different training sets to train the model
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Table 1 10-fold validations Folds Index

1 102
2 112
3 4
4 55
5 70
6 98
7 135
8 7
9 43
10 51

and using the accuracy for a different set of tests, we are able to obtain the general
accuracy of the model.

We used Euclidean distance to measure the distance from the data point to nearest
neighbors in the KNN; the variables should be numeric. Therefore, the variables
must be converted into numeric variables. Different variables can have different
scaling units, and we need to normalize these units. We use age as the actual numeric
variables, and other variables are obtained using different factors. The dataset is
split into the training and test sets, and then our program is run ten times. Each time
we obtained a different accuracy and the average accuracy was calculated for each
model.

In this work, we focus on classifying patients based on datasets and models.
Therefore, we use the following three algorithms:

KNN Algorithm
By choosing the optimum K value, we fit the KNN for each training set to make
the model highly accurate. Then, we use the KNN model with optimum K value
to predict the test set and obtain accuracy. We store the accuracy of 10-folds cross-
validation in the first column of the accuracy matrix. For the KNN algorithm, we
used the train() function to automatically assign the K value within the function.
The tune length is 10, which means the 10 K value is 1:10, and the best one is
selected to provide the highest accuracy. The results show that the values of 5 and 7
have the highest accuracy, so they are the optimum of K.

K-Means Algorithm
For the K-means algorithm, we fit K-means for each training set by choosing K as
2, because we need to classify our data into two categories. Then, we used each
created K-means model to predict the test set and obtain accuracy. We store each
accuracy of 10-fold cross-validation in the second column of the accuracy matrix.

Decision Tree Algorithm
We fit a decision tree for each training set by choosing default values for specific
tree parameters. Then, we use each decision tree to predict the test set and get
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Table 2 Average accuracy Algorithm Average accuracy

KNN 0.9224
K-means 0.5124
Decision Tree 0.8938

accuracy. We stored each accuracy of 10-fold cross-validation in the third column
of the accuracy matrix.

4.3 Experimental Results

In order to understand the characteristics of COVID-19 data, we have done a
descriptive analysis and inference analysis. The results of the descriptive analysis
are shown in Fig. 2 and are based on data from January and February 2020.

Figure 2 shows the classification results based on different variables. State 0
represents the death category, and state 1 represents the recovery category. Through
the analysis of the results, our main findings are the following: (1) Patients over
55 years of age belong to high-risk groups, while patients under the age of 50 have
a high recovery rate. (2) Compared with other countries, Singapore has a higher
recovery rate from COVID-19. (3) Gender also plays an important role. The results
show that the recovery rate of women is higher than that of men.

According to Fig. 3, KNN and decision tree show stability between (0.7, 1). The
accuracy of K-means is more unstable than the other two methods. Moreover, the
accuracy of K-means is lower than KNN and decision tree. Therefore, KNN and
decision tree algorithms are better than the K-means algorithm in predicting the
classification of COVID-19 patients (Table 2).

By comparing the average accuracy of each algorithm, the highest accuracy given
by KNN is 0.9224. Therefore, for our dataset, KNN is the best model to predict
patient classification. We need to find the optimum number of nearest neighbors
to fit the model. The below table gives the result of each cross-validation analysis
(Tables 3, 4 and 5).

The data shows that when K is 7, the accuracy rate is higher than when K is
5. Based on the dataset, experimental settings, and classification model, the results
show that the best model for predicting COVID-19 patient classification is the KNN
algorithm with seven nearest neighbors.

5 Conclusions

To better understand the data characteristics of COVID-19 and the accuracy
of different classification models, we performed data transformation, descriptive
analysis, and inference analysis on the COVID-19 dataset. We used three different
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Fig. 2 Classification based on different variables
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Fig. 3 Accuracy plot

Table 3 Accuracy results of
KNN algorithm

Test Folds Optimum K neighbors KNN Accuracy

1 5 0.8667
2 7 1.0000
3 5 0.7857
4 5 0.9285
5 7 0.9285
6 5 0.9285
7 7 1.0000
8 5 1.0000
9 7 0.9285
10 7 0.8571

Table 4 Accuracy results of
K-means algorithm

Test Folds Optimum K neighbors K-means Accuracy

1 2 0.2667
2 2 0.6429
3 2 0.3571
4 2 0.4286
5 2 0.2143
6 2 0.6429
7 2 0.7143
8 2 0.6429
9 2 0.7143
10 2 0.5000

algorithms to classify and compare their accuracy rates: KNN algorithm, K-means
algorithm, and decision tree algorithm. Our contributions are threefold. First, we
proposed a framework for classifying patients based on the existing dataset. Based
on the two attributes, “death and recovery,” we created a new data attribute as
a target attribute to verify and predict the classification of the confirmed patient.
Second, the combination of both descriptive and inferential statistical analyses
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Table 5 Accuracy results of
decision tree algorithm

Test Folds Decision Tree Accuracy

1 0.8667
2 1.0000
3 0.8571
4 0.9286
5 0.8571
6 0.9286
7 0.9286
8 1.0000
9 0.7143
10 0.7143

allowed us not only to investigate the features of the data but also to precisely
measure the accuracy of the three methods. Third, we summarized the analysis
results and gave suggestions. Based on the data and the experimental setup as well
as the model used, the results show that the best classification model is the KNN
algorithm, with an accuracy of 92.24%.

The current work has several limitations. The scope of the dataset is not
comprehensive, and the timeline for the dataset is based on data from January
and February 2020. We will collect more extensive data for future work, and
comprehensive accuracy analysis, including more algorithms, will be conducted in
future work.
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Clearview, an Improved Temporal GIS
Viewer and Its Use in Discovering
Spatiotemporal Patterns

Vitit Kantabutra

1 Introduction

In many fields of study such as epidemiology and the health sciences, history and
the digital humanities, environmental science, evolution, archaeology, anthropology,
energy development, urban planning, transportation, disaster management, crimi-
nology, and more, it is important to have temporal GIS software that enables the
user to view, notice, and correct interesting geographic patterns and processes that
occur and evolve through time. Unfortunately, the current versions of even the best
known GIS software, Google Earth 7, and ESRI ArcGIS 10 are not always capable
of performing correctly or reliably, even when presented with simple data files.

One major problem with those software packages is time linkage error or time
mismatch, which means matching a user-specified point in time with displayable
data items that belong to a different, incorrect point in time. For example, when
the user specifies the year 1754, such software might incorrectly display the map
for year 1755 instead of the map for 1754. Another problem with those two extant
software packages is the existence of forbidden time steps, that is, the user can’t
freely specify whatever time step he or she wants even though such time step should
be within the displayable range. Only certain, unpredictable time steps are permitted
as input to the software. For example, the user may be interested in seeing the map
for the year 1824, but that year may not be permitted as input. The closest years that
are permitted as input may be 1823 and 1827.

This paper will describe the detailed design of a temporal GIS viewer that
correctly displays temporal maps efficiently and smoothly and additionally does
not have the two problems just mentioned. In particular, this paper will describe
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the author’s prototypical temporal GIS viewer, Clearview, that has such properties.
Clearview uses a decidedly different data structure from the more conventional,
tabular data structures used in Google Earth and ESRI ArcGIS and the data
structures in well-known database storage schemes for temporal GIS such as Key
Dates (also known as Time Slices) and Space-Time Composites. The main data
structure used in Clearview is more similar to the one used in multiresolution
cinema [3] than the ones used in other GIS software. The correctness and efficiency
of Clearview can partly be attributed to better data structuring techniques, as well as
the absence of a need to fudge data to fit an oversimplified data structure as would
be required by Time Slices.

To be specific, the data structure used by Clearview provides efficient, no-search
linkages from the time dimension to the geographical objects to be displayed,
enabling correct, clear display of geographical objects such as point locations,
boundaries, and labels at user-specified time steps as well as smooth animation of
time-varying maps not possible with the extant schemes for storing temporal GIS
data.

This paper will also demonstrate that by using a good GIS temporal viewer
on a well-known HGIS (Historical GIS) database, CHGIS (Chinese Historical
GIS) [1], the user can visually discover interesting patterns in the database that
apparently have not been reported before. For example, using Clearview, one
discovers something important about the CHGIS Version 4 time series data, namely,
that in the provincial-level data, there is a 22% rate of provincial capitals occurring
outside their respective provincial boundaries. This most likely indicates significant
database errors. There is more on this and other important observations about
CHGIS in Sect. 5.

Though currently hardcoded to display the CHGIS, Clearview can be retailored
to handle a wide range of databases. There are no real technical obstacles that
prevent the handling of other databases. The hard-codedness of Clearview is more
due to a lack of convention in data formats in temporal KML files that allows
different input files to have different formats for some detailed fields that should
be displayed. It is technically easy to require all data files to adhere to certain input
formats, but up until now, there are not enough people creating temporal GIS files
for a consistent input formatting standard to be developed. Therefore two different
files may have slightly different formats, even when the two files belong to the same
database.

Looking ahead, Sect. 2 explains the serious time linkage errors and issues of
Google Earth 7 and ESRI ArcGIS 10. Section 3 reviews existing data structures for
storing temporal GIS data and ends by explaining why the current work is needed.
This should clarify, albeit briefly, the current work’s contribution to geographic
information science. Section 4 explicates the inner workings of Clearview. Section 5
explains in greater depth the patterns in the CHGIS temporal database uncovered by
using Clearview that we just discussed here in the introduction.
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2 Extant Temporal GIS Software Packages with Display
Capabilities

Back in 2007, the lack of ability of GIS software to handle temporal data was well
known [5], from which we quote, “A lack of temporal functionality in GIS software
is commonly criticised. Progress in adding it has been limited, as GIS software
vendors do not see this as particularly important for their market.”

Fast forward to the current time, now the two major GIS vendors, namely, Google
and ESRI, have for a few years been claiming to handle temporality. However, as
stated previously and as to be detailed shortly, neither vendor’s GIS, Google Earth
7, nor ESRI ArcGIS 10 handles temporality correctly.

The following is a list of time linkage and similar errors in ESRI ArcGIS and
Google Earth:

1. Time linkage error, as explained in the Introduction. To examine a real example
of this error, we use a temporal database that was used by Google itself on its
tutorial web site [4] as a sample input to Google Earth as well to ESRI ArcGIS
10. The database in question is a database by Brian Flood showing when each of
the 50 US states was admitted to the Union. Google Earth 7.3.3.7699, build date
May 7, 2020, running on Mac OSX 10.15.4, shows that the first three states to be
admitted were admitted in 12/1786. The time slider display is incorrect since the
actual admission year for those three states was 1787.

ESRI ArcGIS 10 exhibits a more serious problem with time linkage when used
on the same database. According to ArcGIS 10’s display, all 50 states entered the
Union in 1787! In fact all states are displayed at all times, that is, it seems that
ArcGIS simply ignores the time interval of validity of each geographic object.

2. The points in time allowed as input to the software packages are limited and
are apparently unrelated to the points in time at which events or changes in
the database occur. In other words, the designers of the two software packages
seemed to have completely disregarded the time points of significance in the
temporal GIS database. These software packages are only able to display data
that pertain to certain years or points in time rather than being able to display data
for any legitimate time step that the user desires. To understand this problem, we
use CHGIS’ time series data, provincial part. This consists of two files, one for
the provincial administrative seats and the other for the provincial borders.

We first tested Google Earth on this database. The year progression as we
slide the time slider from left to right is 187, 195, 202, 209, . . . , 771, 778, 786,
793, etc., instead of being keyed to the database’s temporal events. This year
progression is consistent with a scheme for temporal GIS data storage called
Time Slices, which is too simple for real historical GIS applications.

Now we tested ESRI ArcGIS. When used with the CHGIS database, ArcGIS
does display different data for different points in time, unlike in the case of the
US states’ database, for which ArcGIS displays the same data no matter what
point in time is supposed to be current.
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ArcGIS’s year progression as the time slider input is slid from left to right
is best described as bizarre and uncorrelated with the time progression in the
database itself.

3. Lack of clarity due to clutter. The base map, which seemingly cannot be
omitted in Google Earth, makes the map hard to read. The historian is often
only interested in geographic features that pertain to past times. While current
information can be useful, it would be nice to be able to omit or deselect such
information. This problem is not a technical inadequacy. Instead, it just means
that Google as a GIS software provider does not think of historical applications
as being a high-priority item.

4. Animation is too fast for historical applications with 1 year time resolution. This
observation, stated in [1], still holds true in today’s Google Earth version, in Nov.
2016. Again this means the historical applications are not a high-priority item to
GIS software providers.

3 Previous Ways to Represent Data in Historical and
Temporal GIS Databases

The simplest method of representing temporal data is called Key Dates or Time
Slices. This method involves picking important time steps, called key dates, and
then representing all spatial objects at every key date. This method results in much
data redundancy and inaccuracy due to fudging data to fit the sparsely available key
dates [1].

Large projects need better data representation. For example, the GBHGIS (Great
Britain Historical GIS) Project uses the Datestamped data model [10] instead.
Berman [1] reviewed this data model as well as the closely related Space-Time
Composites (STC) data model [7, 8]. He concluded, “. . . one of the major drawbacks
in both developing and maintaining Datestamped and STC GIS systems is spatial
fragmentation.”

Berman [1] introduces a new data organization for temporal GIS, for use in
CHGIS, that solves the spatial fragmentation problem. Berman’s main data object
is called the historical instance, which records placename, feature type, a spatial
object (such as a point location or polygon), and a date range. For identification
purposes, Berman also added an object id to each historical instance. Whenever any
one of these components changes, a new historical instance must be generated. This
approach avoids the spatial fragmentation of earlier approaches but instead runs into
fragmentation in time. Overall, though, this approach works better than the others
available thus far.

Kantabutra et al. [6] showed how to use the non-relational ILE (Intentionally
Linked Entities) database model to represent temporal GIS data. Using ILE, it is
possible to eliminate both fragmentation in space and fragmentation in time.
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It is notable that none of the data storage approaches mentioned so far in this
section deals with the issue of having to supply data fast enough for a smooth
cinematic display on a typical laptop computer. This paper introduces a data
structuring technique that solves the fast display problem.

We should also comment on the data structures used by Google Earth and ESRI
ArcGIS. While the implementations of these packages appear to be proprietary,
some knowledge of the internal data structures can be inferred from the software
packages’ manuals and from our tests of the packages.

From Google Earth’s manual [4], we can see that all geographic elements in
KML, Google Earth’s language for representing geographic objects, can have time
data associated with it in the form of either a time stamp or a time interval. Google
Earth takes input chiefly in the form of KML (Keyhole Markup Language) files, and
for temporal data, this would be an extension called TE KML (Time-Enabled KML)
files.

However, when we experimented with Google Earth, it only permits access to
time steps that are spaced approximately regularly, which, in the case of using
Google Earth with CHGIS, means every 7 or sometimes 8 years. This behavior
makes it strongly appear like Google Earth’s proprietary internal data structure is
an implementation of the Time Slices scheme with all its problems as we have
discussed, rather than the Datestamped or STC scheme which would be more similar
to the data model of the KML file itself.

In ESRI ArcGIS, temporal functionality is mainly meant for tracking lightweight
geographical objects such as points. However, shapes such as polygons can also
change in time. However, the representation of time-varying polygons is awkward
because, according to [2], it necessitates having a new object id for each time period
during which the shape is fixed.

4 Clearview, a Temporal GIS Viewer for Spatiotemporal
History

A temporal GIS display system must be based on a data structure that is fast enough
to supply data in real time to the display system to create a smooth video. Both
Google Earth and ESRI ArcGIS use table-based databases which may not yield
query answers quickly enough to supply data smoothly in real time to a cinematic
display system. Relational DBMS and other table-based databases are not meant
to supply query answers at cinematic display speeds, even when aided by index
structures such as B-trees and other search trees.

We therefore resort to a direct linking scheme where, when presented with a
query (a time step), the data structure gives a direct link (or a two-step link) to
a graphical object, which then displays itself by calling its display method. No
searching is allowed because searching could take too much time to permit smooth
video output.
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Fig. 1 Activator node
example

Given the above discussion, it makes sense to examine using the time linkage
approach described in [6] as a possible solution. That approach involves having
each pointer pointing from a time object directly to a geographic object valid at
that particular time step. Therefore, when a time step is specified, no search at all is
needed to find all the geographic objects that are active (should be displayed) at that
time step.

There is, however, a potential problem with the approach just described. Having
a pointer from every time step object pointing directly to geographic, or graphical,
objects may result in too many pointers for a database as complex as the time series
part of CHGIS. For example, imagine a situation where geographic objects can last
hundreds or even thousands of years where the time step is a year. There would
be a large number of pointers from the time step objects to each such long-lasting
geographic object. For example, suppose the time steps are years, and suppose we
have three geographic objects to be displayed, one from year 1 to year 998, another
one from year 2 to year 999, and a third geographic object lasting from year 3 to
year 1000. Having a pointer from each time step object to each geographic object
requires 3× 998 = 2994 pointers, that is, almost 3000 pointers.

We now introduce an auxiliary linkage data structure that will reduce the number
of links without sacrificing much performance. We note a redundancy in the
pointers in our example: all three geographic objects have pointers from years 3
through 998. We use a new kind of object, one that represents time intervals, as
an intermediary between the time step objects and the geographic objects to help
reduce the redundancy. We can call these time interval objects activator objects,
because they can be thought of as an object that is used to “activate” a graphical
object and make it draw itself (in OOP parlance).

In this example, as shown in Fig. 1, by inserting an activator object in between
the time step objects and the graphical objects, it is not hard to show that we can
reduce the number of pointers from 2994 to only 1005, a reduction of almost a factor
of 3.
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Fig. 2 Tree of Time example

However, a real database such as CHGIS is not as simple as this example, where
there are only three graphical objects, and these objects share most of their intervals
of existence. This is where a better solution is needed. It turns out that the activator
object idea still works, but instead of having a single activator object, we need an
entire tree of them. This tree is the Tree of Time.

In detail, the Tree of Time is, indeed, a binary tree, as drawn in Fig. 2 with its
nodes represented by labeled ovals and its edges represented by solid lines with
arrowheads. Each node’s label is a time range. In this example, suppose the entire
database’s range is time = −4 to time = 9. The root node of the tree, labeled with
the entire time range, is notated as [−4 : 9]. The children of the root, that is, the
two nodes reachable from the root by traversing only one edge, are each labeled
with half the root’s interval. In particular, the left child is labeled with the left half
interval, [−4 : 2], and the right child with the right half interval, [3 : 9]. In general,
for any node n, n’s left and right children are labeled with the left and right halves
of n’s interval. We continue growing children of nodes, halving the intervals, until
we have nodes labeled with single time points. Such nodes are the leaves of the tree.

Having defined the Tree of Time, we now have to consider how to use it to
point directly to graphical objects to activate (display) at a given point in time. The
main idea is this: instead of activating each graphical object directly with an object
representing a point in time (which is what we did before using the Tree of Time), we
will now activate each graphical object with nodes of the Tree of Time. In particular,
we will activate the graphical object with nodes of the tree that attains maximal
subinterval coverage. Here, we define a tree node n to attain maximal subinterval
coverage for a time interval [t1 : t2] if n’s interval is a subinterval of the graphical
object’s interval (of validity) and if n’s sibling (n’s parent’s other child) is not a
subinterval of the graphical object’s interval.

In Fig. 2 it can be seen that the example graphical object, whose validity interval
is [−1 : 4], is activated by the nodes labeled [−1 : −1], [0 : 2], and [3 : 4]. That’s
three links from tree nodes to the graphical object.
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In addition to the links from tree nodes to the graphical object, we will need links
from each time step object itself to certain tree nodes. In particular, let’s consider
the time step object representing time= 3 as shown in Fig. 2. From that time object,
we need a link from it to all tree nodes whose interval includes 4. There are five
such nodes.

Adding these five links to the three links we had earlier gives us eight links in all.
Using the old scheme, we would need one link from the time object to each time step
in the geographical object, which gives us only 6 links! The reader might wonder
why we went through all this trouble, only to make things worse. The answer is that
things are only worse in this simple example because the time range of the graphical
object is very small. In fact, if there are many short-lived geographical objects, then
such objects should be linked from the time step objects the old way—directly.
However, long-lived objects that live from tens of time steps or more can benefit
greatly from the reduction in number of total links using the new linking scheme
with the Tree of Time.

Skeptics may wonder if such a complicated tree could be constructed quickly. In
fact, on a 2009 model MacBook Pro, it only takes less than a minute to construct the
Tree of Time for the entire CHGIS time series database. If this were to be a database
with extremely frequent revisions in real time, we could modify the data structure
to allow faster revision without complete reconstruction. However, most historical
databases are fairly static, and so we have not put thought into the issue of database
revisions since a complete reconstruction takes so little time anyway. Also note that
our approach seems to be the only known one that works at this point in time, so
one should keep that in mind when comparing the costs of this approach with those
of Google Earth or ESRI ArcGIS.

There is also the issue of scaling up. Perhaps a better data structure is needed if
the database were to increase substantially in size. Clearview operates correctly and
comfortably (without delays that would annoy the user) on CHGIS V.4 on a 2009
MacBook Pro, but when all the administrative levels are displayed, it is apparent that
handling a much larger database may be a problem because the delays are beginning
to creep up. However, at this time, Clearview seems to be the only GIS software
capable of even correctly displaying a database the size of CHGIS. Google Earth
and ESRI are unable to handle CHGIS or in fact even the much smaller US states’
database used as Google Earth’s example on Google’s own web site. Additionally,
while Google Earth is mostly stable, ArcGIS crashes easily and often. Clearview can
crash if we intentionally move the time slider or dial back and forth very quickly and
repeatedly. However, in real use with the CHGIS database, Clearview does not seem
to crash easily at all.
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5 Previously Unseen Patterns in the CHGIS V.4 Time Series
Database Discovered Using Clearview

Through Clearview’s ability to show interesting patterns in the CHGIS V. 4 temporal
data, it will hopefully become clear why a good temporal CHGIS viewer such
as Clearview can potentially be an essential tool in the creation, refinement, and
exposition of all historical and temporal databases. We will examine the following
patterns:

1. By simply running Clearview on CHGIS’ provincial temporal data through the
early years of data validity, it becomes immediately apparent that provincial
capitals often lie outside the boundaries of their respective provinces. An
example of this anomaly is shown in a screenshot of Clearview in Fig. 3.

In order to count how frequently provincial capitals lie outside their respective
provincial boundaries, we define a historical instance for the provincial part
of the CHGIS time series database as the ordered quadruple (province name,
provincial capital point location, provincial boundary polygon, time interval),
where a quadruple is a valid historical instance only if the time interval is the
maximal time interval during which the other components of the quadruple
remain at the specified fixed value. Under that definition, 22% of all the historical
instances in existence in the provincial part of the CHGIS time series database
each involves a provincial capital that lies outside the respective provincial
boundary. We can immediately infer that many such instances are database

Fig. 3 CHGIS time series database, provincial part, at year 190, as seen on Clearview
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errors, since, historically, there have been very few instances of an administrative
region anywhere in the world that were administered from outside the region
itself.

Bol and Berman of CHGIS, in their speeches and writings [1, 9], discouraged
relying too much on boundary data. Yet one hopes that any boundaries that are
included in temporal GIS maps, including CHGIS, are good approximations to
the true boundaries.

2. We’ll now examine what CHGIS’ director, Harvard’s P. Bol, used as a prime
example in talks he gave about how CHGIS can be used to learn from the “ancient
bureaucrats’ scrupulously kept records” [9]. This example concerns Southern
China, in parts of modern-day Guangdong and Guangxi Provinces, where the
number of county seats actually decreased significantly from years 750 to 1050,
even though the population of China doubled over the same 300-year period.
What happened? Did the Huang Chao Rebellion, which massacred foreign
merchants in 878–879 and captured the capital Chang’an in 881, decimating the
economy and severely weakening the Tang Dynasty, cause the decrease?

To shed light on this question, we ran Clearview’s automated time sweep
animation, which tells us visually that all the significant reduction in the number
of counties in the 300-year period actually occurs during 971–974. See Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Coastal area around Guangdong and Guangxi from years 971 to 974 as seen in Clearview—
despite the label collision problem, this display is much more informative than the displays
available using other software packages in that Clearview’s display at least shows the density of
the counties being reduced in the Pearl River area
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Therefore, using Clearview, we have sharpened the original 300-year period
of thinning down of county seats observed initially to a period of just 3 years,
a hundredfold increase in the precision of pinpointing the interval of reduction
of the county seats. Since the new Song Dynasty came to power in 971, we
can reasonably hypothesize that the Song Dynasty reorganized the counties as
a cleanup act to match the population decrease in the local area caused by the
rebels or whatever other causes there might have been. Further study of this
situation by historians and archeologists could yield interesting results.

3. Bol clearly would like CHGIS to be the definitive source for historical
geographical information for China, more reliable than printed sources. Quoting
from [9]: “Bol makes a bold claim, stating that what he and his colleagues are
creating not only will be but already is more authoritative than any print atlas. If
you want authority, you have to turn to the GIS. Now, it is generally understood
that CHGIS has replaced any and all print atlases. demonstrating the power,
potentially of digital history and geography.”

However, in order for CHGIS to be a definitive source of information,
it must be both as correct and complete as possible. This would require a
gigantic amount of work, of course. However, a good viewer like Clearview
could make the work easier by enabling the users to visualize what data
may be missing. For example, by running quickly through time, it is
obvious that most of CHGIS V.4 temporal data is on the southeastern part
of China. In fact, there is no data as far north as Beijing at all, for any
time period covered by CHGIS’s time series database. Since the Beijing
area has been prominent in Chinese history for millennia, it is important
to correct this missing data problem. Note that P. Bol privately informed
me that CHGIS V.6 includes complete prefectural boundaries for the core
provinces.

6 Conclusions

This paper took the reader through various important example of flaws in the extant
GIS viewers, including time linkage errors and forbidden time steps. Next the paper
explains how to design error-free temporal viewing functionality into a GIS. The
resulting temporal GIS viewer is called Clearview. Finally, the paper gives examples
that show that Clearview can aid discovery of knowledge through geospatial process
visualization.
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Using Entropy Measures for Evaluating
the Quality of Entity Resolution

Awaad Al Sarkhi and John R. Talburt

1 Introduction

Entity resolution (ER), sometimes called record linking, is the process of determin-
ing if two references to real-world entities in an information system are referring
to the same or different entities [1]. When two references are referring to the same
entity they are said to be equivalent references [2]. To assess the accuracy of an ER
decision, it is necessary to know a priori whether the references are equivalent or not.
Because ER is a classification process, the most typical measure of ER accuracy is
the F-measure statistic commonly used to measure classification algorithms in data
mining. Given a pair of entity references, there are four ER outcomes

• The references are equivalent and the ER process linked them, true positive (TP)
outcome

• The references are equivalent and the ER process did not link them, a false
negative (FN) outcome

• The references are not equivalent and the ER process linked them, a false positive
(FP) outcome

• The references are not equivalent and the ER process did not link them, a true
negative (TN) outcome

The precision of the ER process is the ratio of TP outcomes to all positive
outcomes (TP+FP), whereas the recall of the process is the ratio of the TP outcomes
to all true outcomes (TP + FP). The F-measure is simply the harmonic mean of the
precision and the recall measures.
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F −measure = 2 · Precison · Recall

Precision+ Recall

2 Problem Statement

While other alternatives to the F-measure been proposed such as the weighted F-
measure [3], and merge distance [4], they all require knowing the true equivalences
between references. Datasets of entity references where the true equivalences are
known are said to be “fully annotated” reference set. Such annotated reference sets
are very valuable for evaluating the efficacy of an ER process. For example, in
research to assess the effectiveness of a data matching algorithm, or to gauge the
effect of making a change to a matching rule in an industry setting.

However, these annotations are difficult to build and are not always available.
The objective of the research described here is to assess using an alternative method
for assessing linking accuracy based on the notion of entropy that does not require
annotations.

3 Proposed Method for Entropy Evaluation

The method proposed here is applied to the result of an ER process. Most ER
processes have three components:

1. Blocking—dividing the references into smaller subsets, called blocks, and only
applying the matching rules to pairs of references in a block as a way to improve
ER performance by decreasing run time.

2. Pairwise matching—assessing the similarity between two references, and making
the decision to link or not link.

3. Transitive closure—labeling all of the mutually linked references into a single
subset called a cluster and labeling each cluster with a unique identifier.

The method proposed here is based on Shannon entropy calculation [5] to assess
the level of organization (consistency) in each cluster of two or more references.
The formula for the calculation the entropy of a cluster is

E = −
N∑

j=1

p
(
tj
) · log2p

(
tj
)
,

where it is the j-th vertical token group in the cluster, and p(tj) is the probability of
tj.

A vertical token group is defined to be the same token counted only once in each
reference of a cluster. Thinking of the cluster as a matrix where the references are
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the rows and the columns are the tokens, then a vertical token group is a vertical
grouping of the same token across different references. However, each token is only
counted once in each reference. This means the maximum size of a vertical token
group is equal to the number of references in the cluster. The probability of a vertical
token group is the size of the token group divided by the number of references in
the cluster. For example, consider the following cluster of three references

R1: JOHN GRANT 123 GRANT ST
R2: MARY GRANT 21 OAK STREET
R3: MARY GRANT 21 OAK ST

The first vertical token group is for the token “JOHN” which only occurs once
in R1 forming a vertical token group of size 1 with a group probability of 1/3. The
second vertical token group is for “GRANT” which has three tokens, one token
each from R1, R2, and R3 giving this group a probability of 1.0 (3/3). The second
“GRANT” in R1 is not part of this token group because each token is only counted
once in each reference. The token group for “123” has a probability of 1/3, the
second “GRANT” group has a probability of 1/3, and “ST” group a probability of
2/3.

After exhausting all of the tokens in R1, there are still four uncounted tokens
in R2 forming the “MARY” group with probability 2/3, “21” group probability 2/3,
the “OAK” group probability 2/3, and the “STREET” group probability 1/3. Finally,
there are no remaining uncounted tokens in R3.

In total, there are nine vertical token groups in the example cluster. The total
entropy of the cluster is calculated from Formula (2) by

E = −
(

1
3 · log

(
1
3

)
+ 1 · log(1)+ 1

3 · log
(

1
3

)
+ 1

3 · log
(

1
3

)
+ 2

3 · log
(

2
3

)
+ 2

3 · log
(

2
3

)
+ 2

3 · log
(

2
3

)
+ 2

3 · log
(

2
3

)
+ 1

3 · log
(

1
3

))
= 3.67318

Entropy is a measure of the organization of a cluster in terms of having similar
tokens. The entropy of a cluster decreases as references in a cluster have more and
more similar tokens. By this measure, a cluster will have an entropy of 0 if, and only
if, all of the references have the same set of tokens.

4 Research Method

4.1 Reference Sets

To evaluate the effectiveness of the entropy evaluation, it is necessary to have a
fully annotated reference set. For these experiments, samples were drawn from
two corpora of fully annotated reference sets. The first is the R-corpus of 800K
person references synthetically generated using the R-package “generator” [6] and
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degraded with data quality errors using the R-package “relErrorGeneratoR” from
GitHub.com.

While some reference-level errors such as misspelling, truncation, mixed format-
ting, and missing values were injected into the data during generation, the individual
references in the 800K corpus are of relatively high quality.

The majority of the data quality errors introduced into the R-corpus were data
redundancy (duplicate record) errors to make the corpus more useful for entity
resolution research. Shown here are two references from Sample S4 with Record
Layout A. The only variations between the two references are name truncation
(initial) and different formats for telephone numbers and social security numbers.

A926344: ANDREW, AARON, STEPHEN, 2475 SPICEWOOD DR, WINSTON
SALEM, NC, 27106, 601-70-6106, (159)-928-5341

A930444: A, AARON, STEPHEN, 2475 SPICEWOOD DR, WINSTON SALEM,
NC, 27106, 601706106, (159)9285341

The other source of the fully annotated sample is the SOG corpus [7]. The SOG
corpus has approximately 270K references with three different record layouts A,
B, and C. The SOG corpus has a much higher level of data quality errors than the
R-corpus. Most records exhibit at least one error such as missing value, misspelling,
truncation, inconsistent formatting, nicknames, and name changes. Shown here are
three equivalent references from Sample S8 exhibiting a number of these data
quality issues.

A960175,lucia,r,oster,t20672,southwood,oaks,dr,porter„tx,77365„,10896980„
A966807,lucia,r,wi son,12006,MOUNTAIN,RIDGE,RD,HOUSTON„TEXAS,

77043,PO,BOX,280034, houston„tx,77228,10896980,1917
A971069,LUCIA,R,WILSON,20672,SOUTHWOOD,OAKS,DR,PORTE„TEXAS,

77365„,001-89-6980„

4.2 Blocking and Stop Word Removal

The blocking for the experiments was to use a simple frequency-based technique
[8]. For each sample, the references were first preprocessed to

• replace non-word characters with blanks
• uppercase all letters
• split into tokens based on whitespace

All of the resulting tokens were counted to determine the frequency of each
token in the sample. The token frequencies were used to determine both blocking
and stop word removal [9, 10]. First, a blocking frequency threshold was set. If
two references shared a token with a frequency less than the blocking frequency
threshold, then the two references were placed in the same block. Also, a stop word

http://github.com
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frequency threshold was set. If a token in a reference had a frequency higher than
the stop-work frequency threshold, then it was removed from the reference.

4.3 Pairwise Matching with the Monge-Elkan Comparator

The scoring matrix used for this research is a variation of the Monge-Elkan method
[11] for comparing multi-token values, but with the removal of stop words as
described previously. The individual tokens were compared using the normalized
Levenshtein edit distance similarity function, which returns a value in the interval
[0,1] when comparing two tokens. Because the scoring matrix calculates an overall
similarity based on the average of the highest token similarities in each row and
column of the matrix, it also returns a value in the interval [0,1].

In addition to the blocking frequency threshold and the stop word frequency
threshold, a third threshold set was the match threshold. If two references compared
by the scoring matrix produced a score at or above the match score threshold, they
were linked, otherwise, they were not linked.

4.4 Comparing the Entropy Value to F-Measure

The experiments were conducted by taking samples from the R-corpus and the
SOG-corpus and performing entity resolution using various thresholds for the
blocking, stop word, and match score. These produced a variety of clusters. For
each cluster, both its true F-measure and entropy were calculated and compared.

5 Results

Sample S4 from the R-corpus contains 1912 synthetic person references of relatively
high quality. Table 1 summarizes the analysis of clustering S4 at various match
levels. The Match column shows the match threshold as varied from 0.5 to 0.9 in
increments of 0.1. For each match threshold, the rows are arranged in ascending
order by size of the cluster produced. The column Count shows the number of
clusters of that size. For example, the match threshold of 0.5 produced 63 clusters
containing four linked references.

The Min column shows the minimum entropy and the Max column shows
the maximum entropy for the clusters of a given size. For example, 0.0 was the
minimum entropy for the 63 clusters of size 4 at match level 0.5, and 18.0 was the
maximum entropy. The 90% column shows the entropy cutoff value at which 90%
of the clusters having an entropy below this value are correctly linked. This was
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Table 1 Result from Sample
S4

Match Size Count Min Max 90% 80%

0.5 2 192 0.0 11.5 5.0 9.8
0.5 3 92 0.0 13.8 4.1 5.7
0.5 4 63 0.0 18.0 2.8 3.3
0.5 5 36 0.0 15.8 3.5 3.5
0.5 6 21 3.7 17.5 ** **
0.5 7–15 ** **
0.6 2 98 0.0 11.5 4.4 5.0
0.6 3 53 0.0 11.0 4.7 5.3
0.6 4 39 1.0 11.5 4.2 4.3
0.6 5 19 4.4 13.2 ** **
0.6 6–9 ** **
0.7 2 49 0.0 11.5 4.5 11.5
0.7 3 29 0.0 9.0 4.3 4.7
0.7 4 26 0.0 11.5 3.0 4.1
0.7 5 12 0.0 11.6 4.4 4.4
0.7 6 4 4.6 9.6 ** **
0.7 7–9 ** **
0.8 2 46 0.0 9.0 9 9
0.8 3 19 0.0 5.4 4.7 5.1
0.8 4 6 0.0 6.5 4.5 4.5
0.8 5 3 0.9 5.9 4.7 4.7
0.8 6 1 0.0 0.0 1 1
0.9 2 7 0.0 3.0 3 3
0.9 3 5 0.4 4.2 4.3 4.3

done by listing each cluster in a table along with its true F-measure (by annotation)
and its calculated entropy value.

For example, if the cutoff value is set at 2.8 for the 63 size 4 clusters at match
score 0.5, then 90% of those clusters with an entropy of 2.8 or less will be correctly
linked, i.e. have an F-measure of 1.0. Similarly, the 80% column shows that for
the same 63 clusters, 80% of the size 4 clusters with an entropy of 3.3 or less are
correctly linked.

The entry “**” in Table 1 indicates the 90% or 80% threshold is not possible
because none of the clusters for that size are correctly linked. For example, for
Match threshold 0.5 cluster size 6, none of the 21 clusters formed at this threshold
had an F-measure of 1.0, and the minimum entropy was 3.7.

While lower entropy appears to be an indicator of clusters with high precision, it
does not provide insight into the recall. False positive links in a cluster are only half
of the linking accuracy. Examining individual clusters cannot detect false negative
linking. The purpose of linking the references at different thresholds, especially
at lower match thresholds, is to broadly include references into the clusters being
evaluated. For example, 0.50 is a very low scoring matrix threshold. It means, that
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Table 2 Overall F-measures for linking S4 at different entropy thresholds

Starting
match

Final
match

Blocking
frequency

Stop word
frequency

Entropy
threshold

Final F-
measure Precision Recall

0.50 1.00 12 22 3.0 0.9209 0.9930 0.8586
0.50 1.00 12 22 3.5 0.9235 0.9818 0.8717
0.50 1.00 12 22 3.7 0.9272 0.9776 0.8818
0.50 1.00 12 22 3.8 0.9219 0.9657 0.8818
0.50 1.00 12 22 4.2 0.9088 0.9274 0.8909

Table 3 Overall F-measures for linking S8 at different entropy thresholds

Starting
match

Final
match

Blocking
frequency

Stop word
frequency

Entropy
threshold

Final F-
measure Precision Recall

0.50 1.00 7 15 6.0 0.2111 0.9462 0.1188
0.50 0.70 7 15 15.0 0.3581 0.7005 0.2405
0.50 0.60 7 15 25.0 0.5066 0.6290 0.4205
0.50 0.60 7 15 35.0 0.5373 0.5301 0.5446
0.50 0.60 7 15 40.0 0.5140 0.4735 0.5621

on average, the tokens between two references were only 50% similar to character
strings.

However, by using an entropy threshold as a regulator and monotonically
increasing the match threshold, it is possible in some cases to achieve both high
recall and high precision. Table 2 shows the results of an iterative process performed
on S4. The process starts by forming clusters with the scoring matrix starting at
match threshold 0.50. For each cluster formed, the entropy is calculated. If the
entropy of the cluster is at or below a fixed threshold, then the cluster is kept. If
not, the references are set aside for reprocessing at the next higher match threshold
of 0.60. This process is repeated until all until there are no remaining references
to process. Table 2 shows a series of trials using this process with varying entropy
thresholds.

The same cluster-by-cluster analysis was done for Sample S8 comprising 1000
references drawn from the SOG corpus which exhibits much low data quality.
These data quality errors also tend to increase the entropy of a cluster, even if the
cluster is correctly linked. Missing values misspelled and truncated words, and other
inconsistencies tend to increase the entropy, while match rules can often overcome
these issues and still arrive at the correct linking. For example, using a nickname
similarity function for first name matching. For Sample S8, the lower entropy values
provided high precision, but very low recall as shown in Table 3. While raising the
entropy threshold increased the recall, it decreased the precision. The best overall
result obtained from the sample was just over 50% linking accuracy.
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6 Conclusion and Future Research

The experiments conducted in this research show promise for allowing ER processes
to self-regulate linking based on cluster entropy. While the results are very
promising for entity references of relatively high quality, using this process for low-
quality data needs further improvement.

There are several factors that can be explored to further this research. In
particular, an improved method for computing the best entropy threshold for a
given reference set. For these experiments, the blocking frequency and stop word
frequency thresholds were left constant. The interaction of these thresholds with the
entropy threshold remains to be explored. Other factors needing more research are
the method for tokenizing the references and other similarity functions used by the
scoring matrix.
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Improving Performance of Machine
Learning on Prediction of Breast Cancer
Over a Small Sample Dataset

Neetu Sangari and Yanzhen Qu

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Breast cancer is the second leading cause of mortality in women. In the USA, it is
estimated that 276,480 new cases of invasive breast cancer and 48,530 new cases
of noninvasive breast cancer are likely to be diagnosed in women [1]. American
Cancer Society’s estimates 42,170 expected deaths from breast cancer in the US for
2020 [1]. The incidence rates have increased by 0.3% per year [1]. 1 in 8 women
(12.5%) are at risk of breast cancer in their lifetime, and 1 in 38 women (2.6%) may
die of breast cancer [1]. Approximately 3.5 million US women with a history of
breast cancer were alive in September 2019 [2].

Breast cancer screening is critical for early detection and to ensure a higher
probability of having a good outcome in treatment. Our research aims to assess
how models based on data can be collected in routine blood analyses - notably,
glucose, insulin, HOMA, leptin, adiponectin, resistin, MCP-1, age, and body mass
index (BMI) [3]. Patricio et al. stated that resistin, glucose, age, and BMI data might
be used to predict the presence of breast cancer [4].

Accurate breast cancer prediction models help early diagnosis, which will reduce
mortality rates, and help clinicians to develop personalized treatments. Goldstein
et al. (2017) mentioned that a lot of emphasis is placed on the development and
application of machine learning (ML) algorithms, and not much effort is put on
model performance evaluation. For a simple ML algorithm like the linear regres-
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sion, there are well-understood metrics available to evaluate model performance.
However, for many other machine learning algorithms like support vector machines,
gradient boosting machines, and random forests there are no uniform and acceptable
metrics available for the model performance evaluation [5]. Additionally, most of
the research in ML-based prognostic tools in oncology has come from technology-
focused labs, and there are several concerns about their applicability in the real
world. This is also noted in Parikh et al. (2019), where the authors highlight the need
to investigate if ML prognostic algorithms improve traditional regression models,
especially in oncology settings [6].

1.2 Related Work

In this paper, we will present our research work on the model performance of
multiple ML algorithms based on an existing small sample dataset related to breast
cancer. The data used in this study is very recent, and to our knowledge, only
one systematic study of the application of ML algorithms has been reported in the
literature. Patricio et al. (2017) used this dataset to perform exploratory analysis to
see if the biomarkers could be the right candidate for predicting the risk of breast
cancer. They applied different ML algorithms on the original dataset comprising
116 records and concluded that some of the biomarkers could be used to model
for breast cancer screening. Our work is different in two ways: First, in addition to
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), we also used another ML
algorithm Gradient Boosting (GB) and an ensemble method with different hyper-
parameters. Second, since the original dataset is very small and we found strong
evidence of massive model overfitting, the final models were fitted on the augmented
dataset. For data augmentation, we used Predictive Mean Matching (PMM) with
bootstrapping - multiple imputation techniques.

1.3 Paper Organization

This paper is structured as follows. The second section provides the problem
statement for the research and presents the hypothesis and research questions. The
third section describes the work related to answer the first research question and
shows how to effectively augment the original small dataset without destroying the
characteristics of the original dataset. The fourth section presents the work related
to answer the second research question and discusses how much further model
performance improvement for different ML algorithms can be made by using an
augmented dataset. The final section presents the conclusion and future work.
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2 Problem, Hypothesis, and Research Questions

2.1 Problem Statement

Although many ML algorithm-based prognostic tools have been studied for early
breast cancer diagnosis, there is no research on consistently evaluating the per-
formance of broad-range ML algorithms. The limitation on the evaluation is due
to the lack of a clear understanding of what good criteria to evaluate the model
performance of any ML algorithm-based prognostic tool used for early breast cancer
diagnosis.

2.2 Hypothesis Statement

If an ML algorithm-based prognostic tool can improve traditional regression models
in oncology settings, then that tool will be helpful to improve the predictions
generated from randomized clinical trials and more accurately identifying patients
with high breast cancer risk.

2.3 Research Questions

It is common knowledge that the performance of any ML algorithm is heavily
dependent on the quality of the dataset used for training and testing. Our research
will use a smaller dataset to train and test the relevant ML algorithm used by the
prognostic tool, the overfitting problem caused by the smaller dataset will also be
addressed. Therefore, very naturally, the first research question for us will be the
following.

1st Research Question: How can we resolve the overfitting issue caused by the
small dataset to ensure the quality of the dataset used for training and testing an ML
algorithm used by a prognostic tool?

After we have had a high-quality dataset, our next question will be if there is
any ML prognostic algorithm that indeed can outperform the predictions generated
from randomized clinical trials. This leads to the second research question, as shown
below.

2nd Research Question: How much further model performance improvement
for an ML algorithm can be made by using an augmented dataset?
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3 Works That Answer the 1st Research Question

In this section, we will present our work related to answering the first research
question. The focus point of the work is the details of how to effectively augment the
original small dataset without destroying the characteristics of the original dataset.

3.1 Stratified Sampling

The objective of the proposed study is to apply an ML algorithm for feature selection
and prediction. The response variable “Classification” indicates the presence (target)
and absence (control) of breast cancer. The proportion of target and control is
55% and 45% respectively in the original data set; we aim to preserve the same
composition in the training and testing datasets. For this, we adopted the following
procedure:

(a) Partition the dataset into training and testing data. We used stratified sampling
to preserve the proportion of control and target variables in the training and
testing datasets.

(b) Fit the ML method on training data set using k-fold cross-validation. Analyze
the accuracy statistics and the confusion matrix to evaluate the model fit.

(c) Use the fitted model to make predictions using testing and training datasets.
(d) Analyze the model performance using accuracy metrics.

3.2 Data Augmentation

This section aims to provide a brief overview of the data augmentation procedure
that was implemented for the machine learning model fitting. The original data
with 116 records appears to be a small sample for Support Vector Machine with
Radial Basis, the fitting of which highlighted significant overfitting for different
training and testing data set compositions. It was, therefore, decided to augment the
original dataset and rerun the model fitting. Even though there are numerous data
augmentation methods, most of those are not suitable for the type of dataset. The
goal was to augment the data set so that original features such as the correlation
structure and relationships are preserved.

We explored Expectation-Maximization (EM)-based and Imputation-based
methods that could be used for data augmentation. Most of the EM-based
methods directly or indirectly assume a multivariate normal distribution, which
does not apply to the original dataset. So, it was decided to use the Predictive
Mean Matching with bootstrapping –multiple imputation techniques – for data
augmentation [7]. After some initial analysis and experiments, we employed the
following procedure:
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(a) Identify the significant variables that could be used for Imputation. For this, we
studied the correlation structure of the original data and the results of the initial
model fitting exercise. The cross-correlations of predictor variables are shown
in Fig. 1. Notice high correlation pairs: Glucose-HOMA (70%), BMI & Leptin
(57%), Glucose & Insulin (50%). There are different techniques to identify the
values of the variables, which can be removed for imputation. Since the aim
is to impute values that can preserve the correlation structure of the predictor
variables, we decided to remove values of selected variables, one variable from
each of the high correlation segment.

Besides, cross-correlation, we also cluster analysis, which uses the correlation
distance between the predictor variables to identify the relationships between them.
This is depicted as a dendrogram at the top of Fig. 1. By using an appropriate
threshold level of three, we were able to identify three clusters from which we could
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select one variable as an imputation candidate1. This way, the imputation method
will be able to impute the removed values using the information available from
other variables.

In Fig. 1, we can identify three distinct groups of variables with high correlation
among them: Glucose, Insulin, HOMA; BMI, Leptin; MCP1, Resistin.

(b) Remove the extreme valued records of “Glucose,” “BMI,” and “Resistin” as
imputation algorithms are sometimes sensitive to such values. We used the
Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) to identify and remove the records for the
data set.

(c) Identify a suitable missing value percentage that could be used to remove the
data points from the significant predictor variables. After some trial and error,
we decided to use 30% as missing percentage value resulting in ~ 30 records
per batch with missing values resulting in 10 batch runs to generate around 300
records needed to augment the original data set. For each batch:

• Get a random seed. A new random seed is used for each batch because we
would like to delete a different set of observations.

• Use the seed to make missing values of ~30% of the values from three
predictor variables.

• Run the imputation algorithm on the dataset with complete and missing
values.

• Get imputed results.
• Identify the records with imputed values.
• Store these records to be used for data augmentation.
• Merge all batches results.

3.3 Distribution Comparison

One of the dangers of PMM imputation methods, especially for small samples, is
that these methods tend to repeat values for want of a limited number of donor
records [7]. Therefore, to check if the imputed records have distribution coverage
similar to the original dataset, we compare the densities of two essential predictor
variables for which the data were imputed in Figs. 2 and 3.

Notice that the densities of two datasets for glucose predictor variables are very
close except for minor bumps at the extreme. However, the imputed data has a higher
peak for resistin. We also noticed similar behavior for other predictor variables.

1The clusters are represented by three different sets of coloring schemes on the main diagonal.
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3.4 Summary

The correlation distance between predictor variables highlighted three clusters in
Fig. 1: glucose, insulin, HOMA; BMI, leptin; MCP1, resistin. The initial analysis
highlighted “glucose,” “BMI,” and “resistin” as significant predictor variables
across different models. Thus, these significant predictor variables are used as
targets for missing data imputation using the Median Absolute Deviation. The goal
is to keep the imputed records distribution coverage as the original dataset and check
densities comparison between the imputed and original dataset.

4 Works That Answer the 2nd Research Question

The feature selection process identified the most potential variables “glucose,”
“BMI,” and “resistin” as significant predictor variables, and the correlation analysis
showed that glucose, insulin, HOMA; BMI, leptin; MCP1, and resistin are clinically
supported by the following:

Ando et al. [8] summarized the epidemiological link between obesity, leptin, and
breast cancer, i.e., leptin’s circulating levels increase proportionally to total adipose
tissue mass, a vital member of the molecular network obesity associated with breast
tumor cell growth. Muti et al. [9] reported that glucose, insulin, and insulin-like
growth factors (IGFs) are contributors to breast cancer. Ando et al. have reported
that adipokines have been found to link obesity to cancer. Leptin and adiponectin,
in particular, have come to be recognized for their influence on breast cancer risk
and tumor biology. In obesity, fat accumulation, as well as a dysregulation of
adipokine production, results in increased leptin and decreased adiponectin levels
that strongly contribute to the onset of obesity-associated breast cancers. The
clinical investigations suggested that low adiponectin concentrations are associated
with an increased risk of breast cancer. Monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-
1) is one of the inflammatory chemokines implicated in cancer development and
progression. In a recent study, Dutta et al. [10] have found elevated levels of MCP.1
in certain categories of patients with triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).

4.1 Support Vector Machine with Radial Basis (SVMRB):
Original vs. Augmented Data

SVMRB is a maximum margin classification algorithm. The generalization ability
of the optimal hyperplane can be directly related to the number of support vectors.
The support vectors are the data points that lie at the margin borders. These are the
data points closest to the decision surface and hence are most difficult to classify.
Therefore, support vectors define the location of the decision surface and provide a
bound on the expected error rate for the test sample.
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Table 1 Number of support
vectors

Data points Original Augmented

Training 80 296
Support Vectors 54 108
Percentage 68% 36%

Table 2 SVMRB confusion
matrix

Augmented (70/30) Original(70/30)
Pred. control target Pred. control target

control 48 10 control 13 3
target 5 65 target 2 18
Accuracy: 0.8828 Accuracy: 0.8611
95% CI: (0.814, 0.932) 95% CI: (0.705, 0.953)
Kappa: 0.7618 Kappa: 0.717

(a) The number of support vectors in Table 1 provides an indication of the
generalization ability of the model – the higher the number of support vectors,
the lower the model generalization [11]. The training set has 296 records (134
control and 162 target). The final fitted model has 108 support vectors indicating
a low generalization ability of the model and higher expectation of the error rate.
This is also reflected in a significant reduction in Kappa when the fitted model
was used for predicting the class labels for the training set.

(b) A comparison of the fitted model shows some improvement in the fit for
SVMRB with an augmented dataset. The final model with an augmented data
set has a lower proportion of the data points as support vectors as compared
to the fitted model with the original dataset. Also, the cost function value
has increased to 128 (from 16) for the final model. These two indicate some
improvement in the SVMRB model with augmented data set in Table 2. 70/30
denotes the proportion of training and testing data.

(c) However, the improvements are not significant to warrant the model to be
flexible and generalizable, and overfitting still persists in all the scenarios.

(d) Accuracy comparison of the fitted model with and without augmented data also
shows some improvement, which is also supported by the tighter confidence
intervals.

4.2 Gradient Boosting (GB): Original vs. Augmented Data

The GB is an ensemble modeling technique. The idea is to use a weak learner,
a learner who performs better than random guessing, that can be boosted into a
strong learner with improved performance. It is an iterative technique, where at each
iteration the base model is fitted to a different training dataset, the error is computed
as the sum of the misclassified instances, the gradient (residuals) is calculated, and
a model is then fit to the residuals to minimize the loss function [12]. This way,
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Table 3 GBM confusion
matrix

Augmented (70/30) Original(70/30)
gbm class pred test gbm class pred test

control target control target
control 49 9 control 8 8
target 12 58 target 1 19
Avg. Accuracy: 0.83594 Avg. Accuracy: 0.75
AUC: 0.8818 AUC: 0.8719
95% CI: 0.8204–0.9431 95% CI: 0.7494–0.9943
(DeLong) (DeLong)

the algorithm always trains the models using the data samples, which are difficult
to learn in the previous iterations. The final model is obtained using the weighted
average of all the fitted models.

GBM is an ensemble method in which the final method is obtained as a weighted
average of all hierarchically fitted models. Therefore, the performance of model
prediction on the original and augmented dataset is analyzed using average accuracy
and area under the curve (AUC). In addition, we look at 95% CIs as an indication
of the model variance. The results show some improvement in model prediction
performance with augmented data in Table 3.

a. The AUC has increased slightly; however, 95% CIs bounds have tightened,
indicating lower uncertainty in the predicted model fitted on the augmented
dataset.

b. Average accuracy improved significantly from 75% to 84% when the augmented
dataset was used to train the model, which was then used for making predictions.

4.3 Random Forest (RF): Original vs. Augmented Data

Random Forest is one of the most popular and powerful ensembles machine learning
algorithms based on Bootstrap Aggregation or bagging. Each ensemble model is
used to generate a prediction for a new sample, and the average of these predictions
provides the forest’s prediction. The performance of model prediction on the
original and augmented dataset is analyzed using accuracy and 95% CIs. The results
show some improvement in model prediction performance with augmented data in
Table 4. Accuracy improved significantly from 78% to 91% when the augmented
dataset was used to train the model and used for the predictions.
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Table 4 Random forest
confusion matrix

Augmented (70/30) Original(70/30)
rf class pred test rf class pred test

control target control target
control 55 3 control 10 6
target 8 62 target 2 18
Accuracy: 0.9141 Accuracy: 0.77781
95% CI: 0.8514–0.9563 95% CI: 0.6085–0.8988
Kappa: 0.7618 Kappa: 0.5385

4.4 Summary

The machine learning methods SVMRB, GBM, and RF based on augmented data
(424 records) show improvement in accuracy and overfitting as compared to original
data (116 records). After analysis of the feature selection from different models, the
predictor variables can be used for early breast cancer diagnosis to improve and
complement randomized clinical trials significantly in the future.

5 Conclusion

Small samples are a very common occurrence in research areas involving human
participants or where it is very difficult to collect additional data such as dynamic
batch systems. While a lot of effort has been devoted to developing ML algorithms
for large datasets, not much effort has been devoted to areas where small datasets
are the norm. In this research, we have studied the effects of the small dataset on
the model performance of ML algorithms. In particular, we have used Coimbra
Breast Cancer data to train and test the Support Vector Machine Radial Basis,
Gradient Boosting, and Random Forest three ML algorithms. The analysis SVMRB
highlights severe overfitting and low model generalization when fitted with the orig-
inal dataset with 116 observations. The performance improved with the augmented
dataset for all three ML algorithms, although the degree of improvement is different
among three ML algorithms.

Nevertheless, some concerns over model generalization remain. The study also
highlights that in scenarios where the input dataset is small, we cannot fully rely
on the typical model performance measures from the confusion matrix such as
accuracy. Instead, we need to evaluate the overall model performance by looking
at different measures. For example, for SVM, we need to look at the number
of support vectors, the cost parameters, and accuracy measures. ML algorithms
can contribute to the early detection of breast cancer and play a major role in
randomized clinical trials. The collaboration of researchers, statisticians, clinicians,
and industries can expedite drug development and increase the quality of care to our
individual patients.
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For the future work, we are looking into increasing the size of the augmented
dataset, and will also try different augmentation methods such as applying adver-
sarial approach or by constraining the complexity of the model in order to further
reduce overfitting.
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Development and Evaluation
of a Machine Learning-Based Value
Investing Methodology

Jun Yi Derek He and Joseph Ewbank

1 Introduction

The underlying principle behind value investing is to purchase stocks when the
investor believes it is undervalued by the market, so that its price will appreciate to
its intrinsic value over time [1]. An investor uses the company’s fundamental data
found in their income statement, balance sheet, and cashflow statements to estimate
its intrinsic value [2]. A common method of estimating a company’s intrinsic value
is using the Discounted Cash Flow calculation, popularized by John Burr Williams
[3] in the Theory of Investment Value.

The goal of this paper is to utilize sophisticated data pipelines and develop
machine learning models to learn value investing.

One related work is by Rasekhschaffe and Jones [4]. The researchers used
multiple machine learning algorithms, ensembles, and feature generation to find
stocks that underperform and outperform the market. One area for improvement is
to discriminate between large outperformance and small outperformance. A similar
work was conducted by Quah [5]. The work analyzed soft-computing models on
picking stocks among the Dow Jones Industrial Average from 1995 to 2016. The
researchers identified optimal training parameters and algorithm evaluation methods
that achieved above-average returns. Another work was conducted by Sim et al.
[6]. The researchers used 3D Subspace modeling with stock fundamental data
to generate models that can identify profitable stocks to purchase. The forecast
horizons were defined on an annual basis, which is a value that can be experimented
with to produce better results.
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2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Dataset Description

The dataset was obtained from gurufocus.com and it comprises 30 years of
fundamental data from 1990 to 2019 from the S&P 500, the Russell 2000, and the
Russell 1000 indexes [7]. The data consists of approximately 200 companies and
4000 data entries.

The algorithm needed context about each company for each data instance.
This was done by adding the previous X-1 years of the company’s data to each
instance, where X is the number of years of context to be provided to an algorithm.
Overlapped data from shifting to create context were removed to avoid data leakage.

Experiment 1 used the train test split method, where 89% of the data were
randomly sampled for training, and the rest were used for testing [8].

For experiment 2, the 15 years between 1990 and 2004 were used for in-sample
learning, and the remaining 12 years were used for out-of-sample testing. The 15
years for training were treated with train test split to create training and validation.

Based on Quah [5] and Buffett and Clark [9], 11 features were selected: Month
End Stock Price, Price to Book Ratio, Price to Earning Ratio, Year over Year
Revenue per Share Growth, Gross Margin, Net Margin, Retained Earnings, Return
on Equity, Total Current Assets, Current Ratio, and Capital Expenditure.

2.2 Testing Criteria and Algorithms

The most important metric is the return of the portfolio with a forecast horizon of
3 years. The return is equal to the cube root of the percent change over 3 years.
The prediction targets for any given company at a certain year were either 0, 1, or
2. A prediction target of 0 was assigned to the bottom-third percentile of returns,
1 was assigned to the middle-third percentile, and 2 was assigned to the top-third
percentile. This allows the models to discriminate a large outperformance from a
small outperformance.

Volatility was also measured by finding the interquartile range (IQR) of the
companies’ returns in a given set of data. Standard deviation was not used because
it assumes that the return distribution is normally distributed, which is often times
not the case [10].

“Precision 1” is the number of stocks that are class 2 over the number of stocks
predicted as class 2. “Precision 2” is the number of stocks that are class 1 or 2 over
the number of stocks predicted as class 2. Precision 2 calculates the percentage of
predictions that have at least average return, while Precision 1 calculates that for
above average return.

Different algorithms were used to learn from this data: Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Random Forests (RF), AdaBoost (Ada), and an ensemble of the three using

http://gurufocus.com
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simple voting. An algorithm predicts a stock when it outputs a label 2. A benchmark
was made to represent a portfolio that does not have any rules when making an
investment, which is the market average.

Another method for algorithm decision-making is to utilize algorithm confi-
dence. This involves first assigning a confidence value to each class using the
softmax function [11]. Next, the stocks are ranked from greatest to least in those
confidence values, and the top 20 stocks are selected.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Experiment 1: Determining Optimal Context Years

The first experiment involved determining the optimal number of years given as
context for each data instance. There exists a trade-off between the amount of
data per instance and the number of instances available for training that had to be
identified. After experimenting with five combinations ranging from five years per
instance to one year, the return on investments (ROI) are reported in Fig 1.

The average ROI values were calculated by finding the mean of the returns of
the algorithms on both the in-sample (before 2013) test data and the out-of-sample
(post 2013) test data. Figure 1 shows that the average of the algorithms returns is
the highest for one year of context and three years of forecast.
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3.2 Experiment 2: 15 Years (1990–2005), 11 Years (2005–2016)

Figures 2 and 3 showcase the RF returns and volatility obtained from the second
experiment. Figures 4 and 5 are the Precision 1 and Precision 2 values obtained
during experiment 2 for all of the algorithms.

Each algorithm has three values tracked: the algorithm’s precision on the training
data, the algorithm’s average precision on the out-of-sample test data, and the
algorithm’s average precision on the out-of-sample test data using confidence
predictions. The same values were tracked in Fig. 5 but using Precision 2.

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the confidence predictions increase the ROI by
roughly 35% on average. According to Fig. 4, RF shows the least deviation from the
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Table 1 Gross asset worth confident predictions from 2005–2019 from all algorithms

Year Benchmark SVM RF Ada Ensemble

ROI Total Percent Change 246.6 1063. 1471. 841.9 1161.
ROI Compound Annual Growth % 10.03 20.77 23.6 18.82 21.53
IQR Total Percent Change 1165. 2018. 2291. 1821. 2101.
IQR Compound Annual Growth % 21.55 26.47 27.66 25.52 26.85

training precision and both the in-sample and out-of-sample testing precision. From
Fig. 5, a similar conclusion can be drawn.

Table 1 below shows the out-of-sample returns and interquartile range of each
algorithm and that RF had the best risk–reward ratio with 28.77% to 23.60%. The
benchmark had 21.42% to 10.03%, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Feature importance assigned using the random forest algorithm
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Fig. 7 Precision vs. weighted dissimilarity for random forest

Figure 6 below shows the relative feature importance of each variable as reported
by the random forest algorithm. It can be seen that the most impactful metrics are
the “Month End Stock Price,” “Price to Book Ratio,” and “Price to Earning Ratio.”

To gauge the algorithm’s reliability in the future years, one can determine the
relationship between the algorithm’s precision and the comparability of the out-of-
sample distribution and training data, which is shown in Fig. 7. For each independent
variable, the z-score between the mean of the training distribution and that of each
out-of-sample year’s distribution was determined. The net z-score for each year was
found by adding each feature’s z-scores multiplied by the weight value from Fig. 6.
The net z-score was graphed with the precision for each year.

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that when there is smaller dissimilarity (signified by
a smaller magnitude in dissimilarity), the precision of the model tends to increase.
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The converse is true. This inverse relationship can be put into consideration when
using the algorithms in out-of-sample data.

4 Conclusion

The researchers concluded that the random forest and ensemble are strong candi-
dates for users who would like to utilize machine learning to help aid in picking
stocks using a value investing approach. Evidence was gathered that the results are
scalable to future years if the user calculates the dissimilarity between the current
year’s data distribution with the training data’s distribution. The random forest
algorithm generally found valuation metrics like the “price to earning ratio” and
“price to book value ratio” to be influential in its decision-making process.

Acknowledgment The researcher would like to thank his mentor at the Woodlands College Park
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Auxiliary linkage data structure, 934
AVKO 365K model, 861
AWS, 875–876

B
Backpack programs (BPP)

detrimental effects, 832
food, 832
labeled data, 832
negative effects, 832
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positive effects, 832
RSSL method (see Resampling based

semi-supervised learning (RSSL))
school-based, 832
selection guideline, 832

Bagging, 958
Bag of words (BOW), 905
Bankruptcy, 188
Basic autoencoder, 330–331
Basic translation methods, 734
Bayesian information criteria (BIC), 561, 563
Bayesian network (BN), 34, 230, 232–238,

240–244
See also Virtual machine performance

prediction BN (VMP-PBN)
Bayesian optimization, 599–600
Bernoulli naive Bayes (BNB) classifier, 543
Big data, 343
Big data cleansing, 818
Big data-driven classification approaches,

260–261
Binary seat belt segmentation model, 798
Bing, 905
Biofilm images, 359
BiofilmQ, 359
Blocking, 942, 944–945, 948
Body mass index (BMI), 703, 948, 953, 954,

956
Boiling and cooling method, 860
Boosting models, 532
Bootstrap aggregation, 958
Bootstrapping, 819
Brain tissue compressive stress

assessment, 601
bayesian optimization, 599–600
dataset, 598
gaussian process regression, 598–599
grid search, 600
optimization results, 601–602
random search, 601
residuals vs. fitted compressive stress, 603
RMSE values, 601
in vitro compression testing, 597, 598

Branching data model, 467
Brand name translation

business and products, 734
creative translation method, 734
hexagonal pyramid (see Hexagonal

pyramid model)
linguistics, 733
strategies, 733

Breast cancer
diagnosis, 951, 959
growth factor, 956

ML algorithms (see Machine learning (ML)
algorithms)

noninvasive, 941
obesity-associated, 956
prediction models, 941
screening, 941, 942
TNBC, 956

C
Caltech-256 dataset, 789
Camera-based video recordings, 799
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA), 887
CAPE, 179, 181
Card-Based Prototype Design, 709, 718
CBIR, deep learning

accuracies, 789
database, 789, 790
dataset, 789
DNN (see Deep neural networks (DNNs))
external libraries, 782
features extraction, 784–785
neural network, 782
NumPy, 782
preprocessing, 783–784
TensorFlow, 782
time-consuming tagging process, 782

Cell cluster segmentation, 364–365
CentOS 7.7, 238
Chapel HyperGraph Library (CHGL), 6
Chatbots, 704
CHGIS Version 4 time series data, 930,

936–939
China

corporate bankruptcy in, 191
data description, 192–194
evaluation tables, 194
feature importance, 195
modeling, 192
RF model, confusion matrix of, 195

Chinese cultural and aesthetic norms, 733
Chinese Historical GIS (CHGIS), 930,

932–936
Chinese market, 733
Chronic diseases, 703
Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA), 624,

628
Classical methods, 791
Classification

decision tree, 920–923, 925, 926
descriptive analysis, 923
different variables, 923, 924
K-means, 920, 922, 923, 925
KNN, 919–920, 922, 923, 925, 926
machine learning, 887
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Classifiers, 785
Clearview

automated time sweep animation, 938
CHGIS V.4, 930, 936–939
correctness and efficiency, 930
data structure, 930, 933
hard-codedness, 930
spatiotemporal patterns (see Spatiotemporal

patterns)
temporal viewer (see Temporal viewer)

Cloud computing, 229, 230
Cluster analysis, 945, 953
Cluster entropy, 948
Cluster entropy (CE), 404
Clustering

agglomerative hierarchical clustering, 403
cluster entropy (CE), 404
label distribution entropy (LDE), 404
Silhouette Score (SC), 403–404

Clustering accuracy, 53
Clustering coefficient

social network analysis, 103–106
Clustering sampling, 820, 822, 824
Cluster map, 118
Cluster-trace-v2017 and cluster-trace-v2018

data, 238
CNN news, 906
Coin-deposit systems, 300
Collaborative filtering, 200, 248
Color, 781
Column analysis method, 819
Commercial strategy (C)

no-translation, 739
pragmatic translation, 738
re-creation, 738–739

Commercial translation, 738
Company, 154
Comparison/distance algorithm, 784
Competence actualization algorithm, 745
Completeness, 820, 822, 824
Conditional probability table (CPT), 230, 232,

235
Conflict prediction

ACED data, 877, 879
AWS, 875–876
challenges, 874
conflicts per month

Indonesia, 876, 890
Saudi Arabia, 876, 877

contributors, 874
Covid-19 pandemic, 873
effective economic market pointers,

880–881
effect on human action, 874

hazardous, 875
impressive programs, 874
prevent human and economic loss, 875
product placement data sheet to Forecast

standards, 876
regional conflict data, 880
research and training data, 880
self-preservation and protection, 875
USDA data, 877–879
US exports

corn to Saudi Arabia, 876
Soy to Indonesia, 876, 877

ViEWS, 874
Confusion matrix, 544, 555, 587, 952, 957–959
Consistency, 820
Content aware image resizing (CAIR)

continuous approach, 807, 809
DCT domain, 812
discrete approach, 807
fast compressed domain, 812
ROI, 808
SC, 807

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR)
advantage, 779
color, 781
deep learning (see CBIR using deep

learning)
modern computing, 791
monumental computational tasks, 780
primary issues, 779
primary research, 781, 792
process, 782
real-world applications, 781
shape, 781
texture, 781

Contextual sequence layer, 176–177
Continuous wavelet transform (CWT), 372
Contractive autoencoder (CAE), 332
Contrastive domain discrepancy (CDD), 890
Control datasets, 821
Conventional approach, 458
Conversation-driven intelligent systems, 704
Convolutional autoencoder (ConvAE), 332
Convolutional layers, 785, 791
Convolutional long short-term memory

(ConvLSTM) model, 316, 318–320,
325

Convolutional neural networks (CNN), 283,
285, 316, 372, 380, 383–385, 490,
798, 905

Cornerstone TS 3.0 model
organisational agility, 680
organisational architecture, 680
organisational change, 680
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organisational culture, 673
Coronaviruses-19 (COVID-19)

data characteristics, 918–919, 923
datasets, 921
death and recovery, 925
descriptive analysis, 923
history, background and status, 918
inference analysis, 923
NL63, 918
pandemic, 873
preprocessing, 921
proliferation, 918
respiratory droplets, 917
SARS, 918
social and physical distancing, 917
symptoms, 917
Twitter, 111

business understanding, 112
data understanding and preparation,

112–113
entire dataset, word cloud of, 120
modelling, 113–118
social networks, sentiment and

emotional analysis of, 118–119
vaccine development, 918

Corporate bankruptcy, 187
in China, 191

data description, 192–194
evaluation tables, 194
feature importance, 195
modeling, 192
RF model, confusion matrix of, 195

features, 195–196
financial indicators, 188
logistic regression model, 197
in Poland, 188

data description, 188–189
data set, 190
evaluation metrics, 189, 191
feature importance, 191
modeling, 189
XGBOOST feature, 192

study, 187
Correction, 348
Correlation alignment (CORAL), 890
Cosine similarity, 253–254
Coursera, 537
Coverage anomalies, 344, 346
Cox model, 292
CPVI score, 258, 264, 265, 276, 277
Creative translation, 734
Cross-correlation, 953

Cross Industry Standard Process for Data
Mining (CRISP-DM) approach,
111, 583, 584

Cross-validation, 819
Cubesat surveillance, 868
Cumulative variance, 401
Customers’ preferences, 200, 202, 204, 206
Customers’ shopping system, 200
Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Domain

Adaptation (CyCADA), 898

D
Daily Mail news, 906
Darmanitan-Galar’s stats, 611–612
Data

analysis-oriented tool, 344
analysis systems, 400, 818, 825, 826
anomalies, 344
augmentation, 946, 952–954, 960
characteristics, 913, 918–919, 923
cleaning, 818
collection, 392
dedupe learning, 349–351
flow model, 869, 870
fundamental characteristics, 344
improvement, 348
indexing, 633
integration, 343
management system, 227
mining/analysis, 3
mining method, 630–633
online transactions, 420
points, 920
preprocessing, 158–159, 421
presentation, 344
problems, 344
quality, 344, 817
quality dimensions, 820, 821
quality errors, 936, 939
quality fundamentals, 346
quality methods, 819
quality requirement, 344
test coverage protocols, 818
transformation, 918, 919, 923
types of, 343
values, 344
views, 344

Databases
CHGIS V.4 time series, 930, 937–939
GIS, 931–933
HGIS, 930
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Databases (cont.)
non-relational ILE, 932
sensor, 869
storage schemes, 930

Data-driven campaigns, 259
DataGridView control, 718
Data quality assessment

analysis and maintenance, 817
collected data, 817
column analysis method, 819
cross-validation and bootstrapping, 819
data errors reduction, 818
dataset, 817, 822
dimensions, 818
hybrid approach, 819
need, 817
poor quality data, 818, 819
public health data, 818
quality management, 819
sample size, 818
sampling (see Sampling techniques)
social networks, 819
supply chain, 818

Data quality problems detection techniques
binary tree classification, 346
cleaning procedure, 348
correction and standardization, 348
data profiling, 347, 349
exploratory analysis of, 347
improvement/enhancement, 348
matching, 349
merge (consolidation), 349
parsing, 348
quality management, 347

Data science and economic activity
conflict prediction (see Conflict prediction)

DCGAN-based weather data synthesization,
386–387

DCT-based saliency detection model, 808
AD, 809
CAIR, 812
DRFI, 809, 811
GVFP, 812
LCSM, 809
SH, 809
SH-based mesh warping, 809
SHE, 809
SHE-SC, 809, 812

Deceptive detection system, 908
Decision Support System (DSS), 848
Decision tree (DT), 833–835, 840, 841, 850
Decision tree classifier, 266–267, 269, 270
Decision trees, 920–923, 925, 926
Dedupe learning, 354

data quality problems, 349–350
deduplication, 352
factors, 351–352
for matching algorithm, 354

Deduplication, 352
Deep Adaptation Network (DAN), 895–896
Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)

model, 361, 366
biofilm dataset, 364
data volume for, 363
DeepLabv3 +, 361
image segmentation, 362
ResNet-50 network, 364
training dataset, 362
training model, 363
training parameters, 363

Deep domain adaptation
adversarial-based, 897–898
discrepancy-based, 895–896
neural networks, 895
reconstruction-based, 896–897

Deep ensemble learning for churn prediction
ancestry data

evaluation metrics, 291–292
features generation, 289–290
problem formulation, 289
training and test strategies, 290, 291

CNN, 283, 285, 316, 372, 380, 384, 385,
490

deep stacking model, 287–289
DNN, 285–290, 292–295, 297
insights on model performance, 295
pipeline in production, 296
RNN, 285–290, 292–295, 297
single models performance, 292–293
stacking models performance

with additional survival models, 294,
295

change in hit rate after adding survival
analysis, 295

hit rate at different percentiles, 294
XGBoost and RNN-DNN classifiers,

293, 294
standard meta stacking framework,

286–287
system implementation, 296

Deep learning, 780–782
assisted fine-tuning, 909–910
assisted multi-class classification, 909
CNN, 905
conventional machine learning, 905
convolutional neural networks, 393
fake news, 903–904
GANs, 897
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image recognition, 390
Deep learning-based models, 905
Deep metric learning, 46
Deep metric similarity clustering, 46–48

experiments
experiment setups, 53–54
real-world benchmark data, evaluations

on, 56–58
synthetic data, evaluations on, 54–55
visual data, evaluations on, 58–59

optimizations, 48–50
spectral clustering, connection to, 52–53
theoretical analysis

optimizations, solution to, 61–63
sparsity penalty, optimization analysis

of, 60
Deep metric similarity clustering (DMSC), 50
Deep neural maps (DNMs)

architecture, 333
autoencoders

architecture, 329–330, 335
basic autoencoder, 330–331
contractive autoencoder, 332
convolutional autoencoder, 332
denoising autoencoder, 331–332
sparse autoencoder, 331

data sets, 334
DCAE, 335
digits data set, 338–339
dim064 data set, 336, 337
DNM(AE), 336–337
DNM R package, 340
homogeneity of clusters, 335
landsat data set, 337
learning rate, 334–335
map size, 334
model evaluation and selection, 334
self-organizing maps, 328–329
standalone self-organizing maps, 327, 328,

335–340
Deep neural networks (DNN), 285–290,

292–295, 297, 895, 898, 905–906
activation functions

linear/nonlinear transformations, 788
ReLU function, 788
SoftMax, 788

classifiers, 785
layers

convolutional layers, 785
flattening layer, 787
pooling layers, 786, 787

MNIST, 785
supervised learning, 785
training, 788–789

Deep Reconstruction-Classification Network
(DRCN), 896

Deep stacking model, 287–289
Deep subspace affinity, 45–46
Deep subspace clustering network (DSC-Net),

46
Dehumidification, 858
Demographic variables, 452
Denoising autoencoder (DAE), 331–332
Denoising Convolutional Autoencoder

(DCAE), 335
Desalination plant, 859–860
Descriptive analysis, 918, 923, 925
Detecting false information, 905
Determining optimal context years, 963
d3-hypergraph, 7
Diet/nutrition management, 747
Digits database, 334
dim064 data set, 334–337
Directed acyclic graph (DAG), 230
Discounted Cash Flow calculation, 961
Discrepancy-based adaptation, 895–896
Discrete choice model, 90–91
Discrete cosine transform (DCT), 372, 808
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT), 372
Discriminative regional feature integration

(DRFI), 809, 811
Dissemination area (DA), 445, 447
Distributed and Scalable in-Memory

rePresentation of HypERgraph
(DiSciPHER), 8

hypergraph service nodes and hypergraph
data nodes, 12–14

in-memory representation of hypergraph,
11–12

Distributed wind, 857
District Department of Transportation

(DDOT), 307
Ditto’s stats, 611
Docked bike sharing, 299, 307
Dockless bike sharing, 299, 303, 307
Dockless scooter share (DSS), 301
Domain adaptation, 885

CDD, 890
closed set, 889
concept shifts, 890
conventional, 888
CORAL, 890
covariate shifts, 890
different marginal distributions and label

spaces, 888
feature-based adaptation approaches,

892–895
generalization, 887
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Domain adaptation (cont.)
instance-based, 890–892
joint probability distributions, 885
machine learning (see Machine learning)
MMD, 890
multitask learning, 886–887
notations and definitions, 887–888
open set, 889
partial set, 889
prior shift, 890
training dataset, 885
universal, 889

Domain Transfer Network (DAN), 898
Driver actions, 796
Driver assistance systems, 795
Driver behavior, 796, 800, 801, 804
Driver monitoring systems

aims, 796
Android Face API, 798
cloud-based technologies, 800
2D body posture, 798
driver distraction, 799
driver suspicious actions, 799
driving actions, 797
effectiveness, 797
F1 score, 798
Haar feature-based cascades, 798
image analysis, 797
low pass filter, 797
neural network architecture, 798
personal voice-based assistants, 798
private assistant infrastructure, 799
reference model, 800–801
smartphone-based study (see Smartphone-

based driver monitoring)
smartphone embedded sensors, 796
smartphone’s built-in gyroscope, 797
video-based approach, 797
video surveillance systems, 797
violators, 797
virtual assistants, 799
YOLO model, 799

Driver patterns analysis module, 801
Driver safety, 795, 796
Driver suspicious actions, 799
Drones, 390, 867
3D subspace modeling, 961
Dynamic batch systems, 959
Dynamic data and information processing

(DDIP) model for UAS
adaption, 868
anticipated outcomes, 870
application domains, 867
Cubesats, 868

data flow model, 869, 870
drones, 867
implements, 868
military training and exercises, 867
monitor the structural health of UAS, 869
optimized preventative maintenance

schedule, 869
parameters of interest approach, 869–870
physical systems and real-time simulations,

869
predictive results, 870
sensor data, 869
simulation, 869
UAV, 867

Dynamic data driven application systems, 867
Dynamic pricing for sports tickets

artificial neural network, 215
benefits of, 213
categorical encoding, 219
data cleaning, 219
data dictionary of pre-processed input

variables, 217
data imputation, 220
datasets, 216
demand model, 215
elasticity of demand, 215
future study direction

attendance rates, 227
database management, 227
parallel computing, 227

gradient boosting algorithm, 220, 225
limitation, 226
logistic regression, 220, 225
model performance metric result, 224
optimal price and expected revenue, 218,

225
optimization process, 221–223, 225
predictable demands, 214
predictive models, 214, 216, 218, 220–223
process flow chart, 218
product demand, 216
random forest, 221, 225
season ticket price, 215
Sweeting’s paper, 214
time, 219
XGBoosting, 220–221, 225

E
Early-stage churn management

ancestry data
evaluation metrics, 291–292
features generation, 289–290
problem formulation, 289
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training and test strategies, 290, 291
churn identification, 283
churn prediction pipeline in production,

296
classification analysis, 284
deep stacking model, 287–289, 297
free trialers, 284
standard meta stacking, 286–287
survival analysis, 284, 285

Early warning systems (EWS), 846
Easy-to-digest discrete system, 781
Ecanvasser, 263
E-commerce, 199, 247, 524
Effective communication, 704
Eigenvector centrality, 99
Eight-dimensional space, 919
E-Learning products

co-operative advantage model, 670
Cornerstone TS 3.0 model

organisational agility, 680
organisational architecture, 680
organisational change, 680
organisational culture, 673

effective project management, 673–674
organisational agility, 676
organisational architecture, 676
organisational change, 677
organisational culture, 676–677
organisational value creation, 674–675
portfolio management, 676
programme management, 676
project failure and recovery, 675
project failure root causes, 670
project management, 675
standardised methodologies, 674

Electric cars, 91
Electrocardiogram (ECG), 369

binary classification framework
dataset preprocessing, 373
gradient feature generation (GFG),

373–374
proposed neural network, 374–377

normal/abnormal identification, 370
Electronic word of mouth (eWOM), 84, 86
Elo rating system, 134–135
Emergency warnings and recommendations,

796
Emotion classification, 747

ECG signals, 554
HRV features, 554–555

Ensemble models, 530, 532
Enterprise architecture (EA) model

ADR process, 660, 661
current process, 661

developed modeling method, 657
evaluation cycles, 658–660
GAF, 661–662
graphical form of elements, 664
holistic approach, 664
Kano model, 663
mathematical representation, 657
NOV, 660
operational context, 662
order and number of elements, 664
SME, 662
TAM, 661
templates yEd, 657
user experience research, 667
user requirements, 663–664

Entity references, 941, 942, 948
Entity-relationship diagram (ERD), 420
Entity resolution (ER)

accuracy, 941
blocking, 942, 944–945
classification, 941
entity references, 941, 942
entropy evaluation, 942–943
entropy value to F-measure, 945
FN and FP outcomes, 941
fully annotated reference set, 942
pairwise matching, 942, 945
record linking, 941
reference sets, 943–944
stop word removal, 944–945
TN and TP outcomes, 941
transitive closure, 942

Entropy evaluation, 935, 942–943, 945
Environmental monitoring digital dashboard,

SRBC
data collection, 849
exploratory data analysis, 850–851
ML approaches, 846–847
operational dashboard, 843–844
precipitation model, 847–849
RMSE, 849
variables, 849

e-scooter, 299–303
ESRI ArcGIS, 929–933, 936
ESRI Shapefile

DBF file, 694
GeoDataLinks, ILE database

binary relationship, 700
entity set object, 697
E/R model, 698
non-key attributes, 699
one-to-many or many-to-one

relationship, 699–701
relationship set object, 697
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ESRI Shapefile (cont.)
geodata storage, 693
GeoJSON, 696
GSHHG, 693
ILE database system, 695, 697
OGC GeoPackage, 696
OGC GML, 696
OGC KML, 696
proposed replacement, 696
relational database system, 694
web site, 695

Euclidean distance, 919, 920, 922
Euler Syllogism diagram, 471
European space agency, 317
Evaluation

accuracy (see Accuracy evaluation)
dataset, 911
entropy, 942–943
evaluation metric, 912–914

Ever-increasing electronic documents, 65
Evolutionary algorithm, 163–165
Evolutionary strategy, 201–202, 206
exBAKE fake news detection approach, 906,

911–914
Exercise-Enhanced Recurrent Neural Network

(EERNN), 29
Existing proprietary apps, 262–264
Expectation-Maximization (EM)-based and

imputation-based methods, 952–953
Experimental evaluation

data source, 352
implementation, 352–354
intruments and platform, 352

Expert group formation, 748
Experts competencies actualization, 747, 750
Explanatory data analysis, 250
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), 847

F
Fact-checking detection model, 900
Factor and regression analysis, 739
Fake news

accurate and automatic identification, 896
BOW, 897
deep learning, 895–896
detection and classification, 897–898
financial markets, 895
FIND (see Fake news Identification using

BERT with optimal Neurons and
Domain knowledge (FIND))

latent semantic analysis, 897
machine learning, 895
natural disasters, 895

NLP, 897
political events, 895
in social media, 895
social networking, 897
stance detection model, 898

Fake News Challenge (FNC) dataset, 900–903,
905

Fake news Identification using BERT with
optimal Neurons and Domain
knowledge (FIND)

classification, 896
deep learning-assisted fine-tuning, 901–902
evaluation metric, 904–906
fake news detection system, 898, 899
fine-tuning phase, 898
FNC dataset, 903
intelligent decision-making, 902–903
LDA, 900–901
pre-training, 898–900
process, 898, 899

Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG), 202,
210

Feature-based domain adaptation
deep domain, 887–890
reconstruction-based, 886–887
subspace-based, 885
transformation-based, 886
transforming, 884

Feature engineering promotional product
grouping, 159–160

Feature extraction, image retrieval, 776–777
Feature reconstruction-based methods,

886–887
Feature transformation transforms, 886
Feature vector models, 715, 719
First Amendment of the US Constitution, 258
Flight delays at Taoyuan Airport

ANOVA, 629–630
apriori algorithm, 631
arrival delay, 634, 635
arules, 631
Civil Aeronautics Administration, 624,

628
cost effects, 625
data indexing, 631
data-mining method, 628, 630–633
departure delay, 634, 635
descriptive analysis, 633–634
full service carriers, 624, 639, 640
important forces, 625
lift rules for both arrival and departure,

633–637
low-cost carriers, 624, 639, 640
models of flight delays, 630
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on-time performance (OTP) variable, 628,
637

regression analysis, 634–635
regression and data-mining models, 637,

638
route characteristics, 626
seasonal or cyclical behavior, 625–626
turnaround and scheduling practices, 633
turnaround times, 633

F-measure
cluster-by-cluster analysis, 945
clustering S4, 937
entropy value to, 937
S8, 939
statistic, 933
weighted, 934

Food diary, 696
Food insecurity

BPPs (see Backpack programs (BPP))
children, 823, 824
households, 823
prevalence rate, 823

Food security, 823
F-score, 445
Full service carriers (FSCs), 624, 625, 639, 640
Fully annotated reference set, 934, 935
Fully connected/dense layers, 779
Fully connected LSTM (FC-LSTM) structure,

316
Fully convolutional networks (FCN), 376
Future crime prediction

crime hotspot classification, 438
data-driven models, 436
datasets, 443–444
demographic and streetlight features,

439–440
demographic information, 437
DNN-based feature level data fusion, 436
experimental setup, 444–445
Foursquare data, 438
geographic influence, 437
human behavioral pattern, 438
human mobility dynamic features, 440–442
nonlinear relationships and data

dependencies, 436
performance evaluation, 446
POI features, 440
point-of-interest (POI) data, 437
proposed features, 445–446
spatiotemporal pattern, 436
taxi flow feature, 438
temporal and historical features, 439
temporal patterns of, 437

G
Gain Ratio, 912, 913
Gaussian distribution, 386
Gaussian mixture model (GMM), 532, 714,

720
Gaussian process regression (GPR), 592–593
Generative adversarial nets (GANs), 383, 889,

890
Genomic data clustering, 327
GeoDataLinks, ILE database

binary relationship, 692
entity set object, 689
E/R model, 690
non-key attributes, 691
one-to-many or many-to-one relationship,

691–693
relationship set object, 689

Geographical Information System (GIS), 305,
715, 840

auxiliary linkage data structure, 926
databases, 924–925
data structure, 925
display capabilities, 923–924
geographical object, 928
HGIS database, 922
time linkage approach, 926
Time Slices, 922
Tree of Time, 927–928

Geographical labeling technique
algorithm, 718–719
ambiguity, 716
empirical results, 720–723
maximum marginal classification model,

716–718
problem statement, 716
system design, 719–720

Geographical objects, 922, 925, 928
Geography-specific Web object search, 723
Geo-Teaser, 179, 181
German armed forces (GAF), 653–654
Gini criterion, 267
Gini index, 267, 912, 913
GIS digital dashboard, 844
Glicko rating system, 135–137
Global economic exchange, 725
Global Investment and Trade

transportation industry, 867
US exports

corn to Saudi Arabia, 868
Soy to Indonesia, 868, 869

Global positioning system (GPS), 299
Glucose, 941, 945–948
Google, 897
Google Directory service (gDir) hierarchy, 67
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Google Earth, 921–925, 928
Gradient boosting (GB), 949–951
Gradient boosting classification, 268, 272–274
GradientBoosting classifier, 476–479
Gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT)

classifier, 537
Gradient feature and deep learning approach

(GFDLECG)
effect of, 379–380
feature generation and selection, 372
gradient filter, 370
GRU, effect of, 378–379
multivariate time series classification

problem, 371
vs. neural networks, 379
time series classification, 372
traditional classification algorithms, 372

Gradient vector flow paths (GVFP), 804
Graph embedding, 38–39
Graphical user interface (GUI), 696, 698–701
Graph Laplacian matrix, 44
GraphLib, 6
Great Britain Historical GIS (GBHGIS)

Project, 924
GRU, 179, 180
Gspbox, 7

H
Haar feature-based cascades, 790
H.264/Advance video coding (AVC), 800
Halp, 6
Harmony, 123
Health monitoring, 695
Health score service system

checkpoint, 491–492
connect() method, 489
datasets, 493–494
deep learning models, 484, 485
flink, 486, 497
goals, 486
join () method, 490
Kafka service, 488, 489, 494, 498
long short-term memory (LSTM) model,

492, 493
machine-learning algorithms, 484, 485
maximum number of assets, 496
multivariate analysis model, 492–493
number of parallelisms, 491
predictive maintenance, 483, 484
processing time for different time interval,

495–496
REST API’s call, 488, 490
spark streaming, 487, 497

stream API, 489–491
stream processing engines, 484, 485, 497
system architecture, 487–488
time-series database, 497
varying the number of parallelisms,

497–498
YARN cluster, 494

Heterogeneous data, 897
Hexagonal pyramid model

applications, 732–734
commercial strategy, 730–732
mid-perpendicular, 727
phonetic strategy, 726–729
semantic strategy, 729–730
translation strategies, 726

Hidden neuron selection, 896, 905, 906
Hierarchical clustering, 409, 411
Hierarchical POI attention model (HPAM),

169–171
evaluation, 180

performance analysis, 181–182
performance comparison, 180–181

experimental setting
compared methods, 179
dataset preparation, 178–179
hyper-parameter set, 180
performance metric, 178
variants of, 179

hybrid characteristic modeling, 172
hyper-parameter optimization, 182
model design, 172, 1796

contextual sequence layer, 176–177
LSTM layer, 176
model training, 177–178
output layer, 177
representation layer, 173–176
task definition, 173

temporal characteristic, effect of, 183–184
temporal characteristic modeling, 171
textual content influence modeling, 172
word attention, effect of, 184

High-quality data, 810
Historical GIS (HGIS) database, 922
Historical instance, 924, 929
Hit rate, 284, 285, 292–295, 297
HOMA, 941, 945, 946, 948
Hough transform technique, 789
Huff model, 506, 507, 509–511
Human behavioral pattern, 438
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI), 747, 748,

767
Human-database interaction, 451
Human resource management

analysis and actualization, 739
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competence actualization, 738, 739
competencies, 737
construction projects, 738
effectiveness, 737
factor and regression analysis, 739
multilevel analysis, 738
objectives and employees needs, 737
organizational knowledge architecture, 738
participants competencies, 738
project-based organizations, 738
project’s requirements phase, 738
team competencies, 739

Human resources competence actualization
algorithm, 740–742
algorithm evaluation, 742–744
expert networks, 744
project implementation factors, 744
reference model, 737, 739–740

Hybrid characteristic modeling, 172
HyGen, 7–8
HyperGCN, 7
Hypergraph, 4
Hypergraph clustering, 14–16
Hypergraph data nodes (HDN), 12–14
HyperGraphLib, 6
Hypergraph service node (HSN), 8–10, 12–14
HyperNetX, 5–6
Hyper-parameter, 399
Hyper-Threading (HT) technology, 16
HyperX, 6

I
Image

classification, 390
classifiers, 775
data analysis, 789
descriptors, 773
intake and analysis, 392–393
recognition, 390
resizing, 799, 800

Image histogram equalization (IHE), 800
ImageJ analysis, 365–367
Image-processing techniques, 695
Implementing Smart Health Emotions tracking

system
activity type, 757
database, 755
emotional analyzer page, 753
emotional log of activities, 752
initial emotion rating, 752
interface, 753
programming languages and software, 753
scheduled student activities, 752

student ratings, 756
users, 752

Independent component analysis, 372
Indexing, 355
Industrial monitoring, 398
Inference analysis, 910, 915
InfluxDB, 392
Information extraction component, 719
Information filtering, 719
Information network model formulation,

87–89
Instance-based domain adaptation, 882–884
Insulin, 941, 945, 946, 948
Insulin-like growth factors (IGFs), 948
Intelligent active safety systems, 787
Intelligent decision-making, 896, 900–903,

905, 906
Intelligent driver assistance systems, 796
Intelligent driver monitoring, 787
International data assessment and improvement

frameworks, 811
International Joint Commission (IJC), 840
Internet of Things (IoT), 227, 436, 747
Interquartile range (IQR), 954, 956, 957
Intranet learning, 738
In-vehicle driver behavior, 796
In-vehicle driving events, 796
IsoMap, 401, 407, 409
Item-oriented method, 200
IVIS4BigData reference model

analytics processing, 569, 570
extension on IO data, 564
identification, 564
mapping of AI lifecycle phases, 564
mapping of Big Data and AI, 565
model deployment layer, 569, 570
system activities data, 569, 570
validation and verification lifecycle phase,

569, 570

J
Jazan region, 847
Jensen–Shannon distance, 508, 512, 513
Joint domain adaptation (JDA), 886
Joint photographic experts group (JPEG), 800,

804
Julia programming language, 6
Jupyter Notebooks, 265

K
Karlsruhe Hypergraph Partitioning

(KaHyPar), 6
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Katz centrality, 101
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient, 140, 146
Keras framework, 393
Kernel density estimation (KDE)

ADASYN, 546
Borderline-SMOTE, 545–546
classification performance, 549–550
confusion matrix, 549
F-measure, 549–551
Gaussian kernel function, 547
Happy and Neutral class, 550, 551
HRV features in emotion classification,

548–549
proposed oversampling method, 547, 548
random oversampling method, 545
recall rates, 551
SMOTE, 545

Kernel Mean Matching (KMM), 883, 884
Kernel scans, 777
Key dates, 924
KeyholeMarkup Language (KML), 922, 925
K-fold cross-validation, 437
K-means, 403, 409, 912, 914, 915, 917
K-means clustering, 65, 66, 72–73, 101–102
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier, 476–479,

536, 911–912, 914, 915, 917, 918
Knee replacement surgeries

BMI, 577
confusion matrix, 581
CRISP-DM approach, 577, 578
data, 577
decision tree model, 579
interquartile range (IQR) formula, 578
KOOS pain scores, 575
literature review and comparison, 576
logistic regression model, 579, 581
random forest model, 579
ROC curve, 580, 581
SMOTE, 578
total knee replacement, 575, 576
tree models hyperparameters, 580
VASP pain index, 575

Knowledge-based techniques, 811
Knowledge graph model, 36–39
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, 882
Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation

Procedure (KLIEP), 884

L
Label distribution entropy (LDE), 404
Labeling accuracy, 719
Landsat satellite, 334, 337
Large-scale network co-training approach, 50

Lasso model (LM), 842
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), 30, 65,

66, 72, 115, 896, 898, 900–901,
903–906

Latent semantic indexing (LSI), 28, 897
Layer-based feature queries, 843
Leaning behavior LVM, 37, 38
Least significant seam (LSS), 801
Leave-one-person-out (LOPO), 32
Lemmatizing process, 69
Leptin, 941, 945, 946, 948
Libra Academic Search, 714
Library Keras, 774
Linear regression, 941
LITICS354, 258, 259, 277
Litics360 Pv1.0, 259
Loan translation, 729, 730
Localized kernel density estimation (LKDE),

437
Location-based social networks (LBSNs), 169
Location-based topic search engine, 715
Location identifier, 718
Logistic regression, 160–163, 220, 434–437,

536, 825, 826, 832, 833
Asian values, 126–127
promotional product grouping, 160–163

Logistic regression (LR) classifier, 370, 537
Long short-term memory (LSTM) model, 174,

176, 179, 180, 287, 492, 493, 897,
898

Low-cost carriers (LCCs), 624, 633, 639, 640
Low-Rank Transfer Subspace Learning

(LTSL), 887
L2 Political, 263
Luminance-color SM (LCSM), 801
Lustre® filesystem, 16

M
Machine learning (ML) algorithms, 696, 781,

783
application, 941, 942
artificial intelligence, 865
Asian values, 124
classical, 880, 886
classification, 879
data augmentation, 942, 944–946
deep domain (see Deep domain adaptation)
development and application, 941
distribution comparison, 946–947
domain adaptation, 877
fake news, 895
GB (see Gradient boosting (GB))
hypothesis statement, 943
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linear regression, 941
model performance, 942
new research area, 877
PMM, 942
problem statement, 943
research questions, 943
RF (see Random forest (RF))
stratified sampling, 944
supervised, 911
SVM (see Support vector machines (SVM))
SVMRB, 948–949
SVMRB, GBM and RF, 951
traditional, 877

Machine learning (ML) models, 261, 263, 266,
275

Marginal SH (MSH), 800
Markov Random Field (MRF) method, 897
Massive open online course (MOOC), 532
Matching, 349
Matrix factorization, 201, 205–206, 208, 252
Matrix multiplication, 252
Max_depth ranges, 269
Maximum likelihood estimation, 35
Maximum marginal classification model

classifier functions, 716, 717
MMC technique, 717
random vector, 716
risk minimization technique, 716
training set, 718
transformation function, 718
weight vector, 718

Maximum Marginal Classifier (MMC), 715,
719, 723

Maximum mean discrepancy (MMD), 882,
886

Max Pooling 2D layer, 778
Mean absolute percent error (MAPE), 555, 556
Mean absolute scale error (MASE), 555, 556
Mean accuracy precision, 791
Mean reciprocal rank (MRR), 618, 619
Median absolute deviation (MAD), 946
Meta Group, 344
Meta-learning, 400

acoustic monitoring data, 397
model selection, 400
multi-objective optimization, 406
optimal configuration, 404
parameters and hyper-parameters, 398
pareto-based optimization, 401
reduction/compression algorithm, 398
SCARA robot, 398
single-objective optimization, 404–405

Metric-Learning, 51

Microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC),
359

Micromobility
average monthly bicycle volume, 308
benefits, 300
bike lanes in Washington, D.C., 311
cost drivers, 308
database services, 305
DDOT, 307
deficiencies, 302–303
demand analysis, 306
distribution of Capital Bike share stations,

306
dockless scooter share, 301
evolving modes of transportation, 300
factors in adoption, 303–304
official zoning for Washington D.C., 309
park-and-ride locations, 310
potential demand analysis, 305
socio-demographic factors, 307
station based bike share, 301
strategies for service providers, 304–305
traffic monitor stations, 307, 308
trip distance, 310
VEEMO, 302

Microsoft Azure churn, 285
Mid-perpendicular model, 726
Mimikyu’s stats, 605
Minimum square error (MSE), 51
Min–Max normalization, 374
ML-based value investing methodology

algorithms, 954
dataset, 954
determining optimal context years, 955
RF returns and volatility, 956–959
testing criteria, 954

ML methods, digital dashboard
ANNs, 838
dataset, 841
environmental modeling, 837
environmental parameters, 844
EWS, 838
flood protection systems monitoring, 838
hybrid decision-tree, 839
intelligent model, 839
real-time data interpretation, 837
RMSE, 841, 842
SRBC, 838
ungauged streamflow prediction, 839
variables, 841
water quality management prediction, 839

Mobile flow records (MFR), 502–504
Mobile health interventions, 747
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MobileNets model, 790
Mobile telephone technology, 696
Monge-Elkan method, 937
Monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1),

941, 946, 948
Month End Stock Price, 958
Mood changes and stress, 747
Motions, 413
Multi-adversarial domain adaptation (MADA),

889
Multibranch detection heads, 790
Multi-classification models, 155–156
Multi-Class Semi-Supervised Boosting

(MCSSB), 156
Multi-grain clustering topic model (MGCTM),

66
Multihypergraph, 7
Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier, 536
Multivariate analysis model, 492–493
Multi-view subspace affinity, 45–46

N
Naïve Bayes (NB), 262, 825, 832, 833
Named Data Networking (NDN), 452
National Association of City Transportation

Officials (NACTO), 302
National League of Cities (NLC), 302
Nation Builder (NP), 263
NATO Operational View (NOV), 652
Natural disasters, 895
Natural language processing (NLP), 67, 262,

695, 897
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) library, 113
NBA league, 213
Nested named set, 457–458

bidirectional set-theoretical named set, 455
database properties and functioning, 452
databases application

automated decision tree interface, 461
branching data model, 461–463
decision tree interface, 461
nested branching data model, 463–465
visualization components, 461

general named sets, 453–456
membership and inclusion, 458–460
set-based named sets, 456
set-based nested named sets, 453
unified data metamodel, 452
XML data, 452

networkR, 6–7
Neural bag-of-words (NBOW) models, 618,

620
Neural networks, 772, 775

News articles, 896, 897, 906
N-gram model process, 69
Nitrogen dioxide levels, 317, 318, 321–325
No-free-lunch (NFL) theorem, 257
Nonlinear regression (NLR), 838
Non-probability sampling, 820
Non-relational ILE (Intentionally Linked

Entities) database model, 924
Normalized discounted cumulative gain

(NDCG), 132
Normalized mutual information (NMI), 53
Noun phrase process, 75
NRC-Emotion-Lexicon (NRC), 114
Null hypothesis (Ho), 816
NumPy array, 774, 775
Nutrition intake and emotions logging system

aim, 696
establishing requirements (see Simple

logging system’s establishing
requirements/design)

food-frequency questionnaires, 696
GUI, 696
implementation, 701–703
joyful design and interface, 696
user friendly, 697
user motivation, 696

O
Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility

(OLCF), 16
Obesity, 695, 948
Off-grid living, 850
Offshore wind, 849
One class support vector machine algorithm

(OCSVM), 587, 589
Online entertainment, 199
Online free-for-all games, rating system

evaluation
accuracy, 133, 139, 144–145
average precision, 141, 147–148
calculating predicted ranks, 138
Elo, 134–135
Glicko, 135–137
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient, 140,

146
mean absolute error, 133, 139, 145–146
mean reciprocal rank, 140–141, 147
mean squared error, 133
methodology, 142–143
metrics, 131, 138, 143–144, 149
normalized discounted cumulative gain,

132, 141–142, 148
outcome, 132
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predicting rank, 133–138
PreviousRank, 138
TrueSkill, 137
zero-sum games, component of, 132

Online learning platforms, 532
Coursera, 531
long short-term memory (LSTM) deep

learning model, 532
statistical and machine learning ideas, 531

Online newsvendors
ANCOVA, 682
control variables, 680, 681
emotional difference, 681–683
emotion scale, 679–680
formal experiment, 681
incivility in news comments, 678
little mayors, 679
neutral news, 679
PANAS, 679, 681
research design, 679
research hypothesis, 678–679
sarcasm news, 682, 683
sarcastic news, 679
subjects, 681

Online social networks, 100
On-time performance (OTP) variable, 628, 637
OpenCV python package, 318
Open University Learning Analytics Dataset

(OULAD), 532
Operational dashboard, 842–843
Operational electricity, 847
Opponent data, 219
Optimization process, 221–222
Optimization promotional product grouping,

163–168
Optimizer, 264
Organizational knowledge architecture, 738
Out-of-sample testing, 954, 956, 957
Out of stock (OOS)

AdaBoost, 438
balanced random forest (BRF), 419
customer satisfaction, 420
data preprocessing, 421
feature engineering, 421–423
inaccurate store inventories, 419
K-means method, 419
logistic regression, 434–437
model evaluation criteria, 433–434
model experiments, 434
parallel computation, 424–433
product availability, 418
random forest, 437–438
sales performance, 420
target transformation, 424

upsampling, 423–424
weighted random forest (WRF), 419

Overfitting, 897, 899, 901, 902, 905, 906,
942–944, 949, 951, 952

P
Pairwise matching, 934, 937
Pan-Tompkins algorithm, 372
Paper-based forms, 706, 710
Parallel computing, 227
Pareto-based method, 407, 410, 413
Pareto-based optimization, 401, 410
Pareto-based selection, 409
Pareto front configurations, 409
Pareto-optimal design configurations, 407
Parsing, 348
Particle Cloud, 392
Particulate matter, 317, 318, 323
Parts of speech (POS) tag, 68
Patient monitoring, 369
Pattern discovery, 929–931
Pattern-Oriented Nutrition Diary, 696
Pearson correlation coefficient, 201
Percentage-ranking of items, 204, 205, 208
PERCLOS, 793
Performance metrics, 538–540
Personalized recommender system, real-time

search
challenges, 247
collaborative filtering, 248
data preprocessing, 251
dataset, 248–249
explanatory data analysis, 250
model 1

matrix factorization, 252, 255
matrix multiplication, 252
recommendation distribution, 253
surge table, 253, 255
weights for search type, 253

model 2
accuracy, 256
cosine similarity, 253–254
current search factor, 254
popularity factor, 253
search factor, 254
surge table, 255

model accuracy comparison, 255
timeshare exchange company, 248
validation, 251–252

Personal voice-based assistants, 790
Phonetic strategy (P)

Chinese characters, 728
consonant clusters, 728
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Phonetic strategy (P) (cont.)
Levenshtein distance, 729
loanwords, 727
PINYIN sequence, 729
syllables, 728

Phono-commercial strategy (P, C)
cardamom, 732
Chinese market, 732
ingenious conception and consideration,

732
Lancome, 732
linguistics, 731
product characteristics, 732

Phono-semantic strategy (P, S), 730
Photovoltaic (PV) power plants

cleaning effect from rain, 645, 646
cleaning schedule, 645
cumulative revenue loss, 644, 647–648
expected power generation, 645
manual cleaning, 644
panel cleaning issues, 644, 647–648
pollution loss, 644
preliminary experiment, 646–647

Pie charts, 411
Pixel-labeled images, 362
Pixel-level domain adaptation method

(PixelDA), 890
Player Unknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG), 142
Point-of-interests (POIs), 169, 437

evaluation, 180
performance analysis, 181–182
performance comparison, 180–181

experimental setting
compared methods, 179
dataset preparation, 178–179
HPAM model, variants of, 179
hyper-parameter set, 180
performance metric, 178

hybrid characteristic modeling, 172
hyper-parameter optimization, 182
model design, 172

contextual sequence layer, 176–177
LSTM layer, 176
model training, 177–178
output layer, 177
representation layer, 173–176
task definition, 173

temporal characteristic, effect of, 183–184
temporal characteristic modeling, 171
textual content influence modeling, 172
word attention, effect of, 184

Pokémon
algorithms, 602
base stats, 601

Darmanitan-Galar’s stats, 605–606
data sets, 601–602
Ditto’s stats, 605
evaluation metrics, 602–603
Mimikyu’s stats, 605
misclassified, 604, 605
setup methodology, 602
showdown, 599, 600
typing, 600–601
usage tier classification, 604
using cross validation, 603, 604

Poland
corporate bankruptcy in, 188

data description, 188–189
data set, 190
evaluation metrics, 189, 191
feature importance, 191
modeling, 189
XGBOOST feature, 192

Pooling layers, 778
Poor quality data, 810
Popularity factor, 253
Popular song

accuracy results, 615
acousticness vs. energy, 615
acousticness vs. loudness, 614
Apriori algorithm, 613
attributes, 610
InfoGainAttributeEval algorithm, 613
J48 decision tree algorithm, 611, 612
JRIP algorithm, 612, 613
K-means, a clustering algorithm, 612
Naive Bayes classifier, 611, 612
pre-processing step, 610–611
testing phase I, 611
testing phase II, 612
ZeroR algorithm, 611, 612

Positive and negative affect scale (PANAS),
679, 681

POS tag process, 68
Precipitation model

ArcView software, 840
environmental modeling, 839
EPA, 839
flood prediction, 840
GIS, 840
modelers, 839
RBF, 840
REDES, 840
RF algorithm, 840
SRS, 840

Precision, 954
Predictive analysis, 738
Predictive mean matching (PMM), 942, 946
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Predictive model, 838
Pre-trained code

code retrieval task, 625
CODESEARCHNET CORPUS, 618, 619
gated recurrent unit, 619
getAspectRatio, 620
getSurfaceArea function, 620
Java and Python equivalents, 621
masked language models, 619
MRR, 618, 619
NBOW models, 618, 619

Pre-training
BERT model, 896, 898–901, 905, 906
FIND, 901
LDA, 898
learning model, 902
transformer model, 898
unsupervised model, 900

PreviousRank rating system, 138
Price optimization model, 214, 215
Price to Book Ratio, 958, 959
Price to Earning Ratio, 958, 959
Primary data, 219
Primitive augmentation techniques, 386
Principal component analysis (PCA), 399, 401,

407, 885
Private assistant infrastructure, 791
Probabilistic backpropagation Neural Network

(PNN), 373
Probabilistic discriminative model, 34–35
Probabilistic generative model, 33–34
Probability-based approach, 811
Probability scoring machine learning models

artificial neural network, 525–526
base model training, 523–524
binary classification, 517, 518
boosting models, 526
churn model, 519
custom metric creation, 523
data, 521–522
data cleaning and health, 522
data partition, 523
ensemble models, 524, 526
exploratory data analysis, 522
extrinsic features, 527
false-positive rate, 520
incremental log loss improvements, 527
key performance indicator (KPI), 518
logistic regression, 524
model selection, 518–519
multilayer perceptron, 525
probability scoring, 519–521, 524
random forests, 525
SVM-POLY model, 519

true-positive rate, 520
Product purchasing decisions

decision-making model, 83
discrete choice model, 85
electronic word of mouth, 84, 86
likelihood function method, 94
marketing literature, 83
methodology

discrete choice model, 90–91
information network model formulation,

87–89
model-based and algorithm-based

analytical and machine learning, 84
online and offline information sources

influence, 85, 86
parameters, 95
simulation experiment, 91–93
social media information, 86
variables, direction of, 94

Profiling, 347
Promotional product grouping (PPGs), 153

customer transaction analysis, 168
data, 156–158
heterogeneity, impact of, 155
machine learning, advantage of, 154
manufacturing cost of product, 167
methodology, 158

data preprocessing, 158–159
feature engineering, 159–160

modeling
logistic regression, 160–163
optimization, 163–167

multi-classification models, 155–156
multi-class semi-supervised boosting, 156
parameters, 154
product bundling, research on, 154, 155
store-wise analysis, 168

Proposed framework
base classifiers, 536–537
base classifiers vs. stacking ensemble, 540
data acquisition and analysis, 533–535
deployment and experimental settings,

537–538
information fusion and ratio formulation,

535–536
performance vs. percentage of data,

537–540
stacking ensemble, 537

Proposed neural network
gated recurrent units network (GRU),

374–377
residual fully convolutional networks

(ResFCN), 376, 377
Proprietary apps, 262–264
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Provincial-level data, 922
Purely semantic translation, 729
P-values, 816
PV1.0 model

decision tree classifier, 266–267, 269, 270
evaluation, 269
gradient boosting classification, 268,

272–274
performance measures, 268–269
Pv1.0 problem scope definition, 264
random forest classifier, 267–271

Pygraph, 7
Python, 265
Python-based scikit-learn data mining toolkit,

189

Q
Quality assessment, 817, 819
Quality assurance, 809
Quality management, 811

R
Radial Basis Function (RBF), 841
Radio frequency identification (RFID), 390
Random forest (RF), 825, 827, 832, 833, 841,

934, 950–951, 954, 956, 958, 959
Random forest classifier, 267–271, 476–479,

536
Random sampling, 812, 814, 816
Random under-sampling technique, 443
RandomWalk algorithms, 372
RankBoost algorithms, 248
Rating system

online free-for-all games, 131
accuracy, 133, 139, 144–145
average precision, 141, 147–148
calculating predicted ranks, 138
Elo, 134–135
Glicko, 135–137
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient,

140, 146
mean absolute error, 133, 139, 145–146
mean reciprocal rank, 140–141, 147
mean squared error, 133
methodology, 142–143
metrics, 131, 138, 143–144, 149
normalized discounted cumulative gain,

132, 141–142, 148
outcome, 132
predicting rank, 133–138
PreviousRank, 138
TrueSkill, 137

zero-sum games, component of, 132
R-corpus, 935–937
Real-world benchmark data, 56–58
Recommendation system, offline retailer

data analysis flowchart, 203
data collection, 202
data preparation, 203–204
data sampling, 203
data splitting, 203
duration adjustment functions, 204,

206–207
evolutionary strategy, 201–202, 206
future work, 210
item-based nearest neighborhood model,

208
item-oriented method, 200
latent factor model, 201
limitations, 210
matrix factorization, 201, 205–206, 208
model measure, 204–205
parameters T , a, and b, 209
popularity model, 208
practical contributions, 209–210
target-marketing campaigns, 199
user-item matrix, 205
user-oriented method, 200

Reconstruction-based adaptation, 886–889
Record linking, 933
Re-creation, 730
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), 780
Recurrent neural network (RNN), 285–290,

292–295, 297
Red River Basin Decision Support System

(REDES), 840
Reference-level errors, 936
Reference sets, 935–936, 940
Reflectivity, 385
Region of interest (ROI), 799
Regions of non-interest (RON), 799, 800
Relational DBMS, 925
ReLU activation function, 780
Reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS),

883, 884, 886
Resampling based semi-supervised learning

(RSSL)
analysis, 829
analytical results, 832
classification models, 825
classifiers, 825
data analysis, 831
data collection, 830
data preprocessing, 831
ensemble technique, 829, 833–834
impacts, 832
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predictors, 831
school needs, BPP program, 828
socioeconomic status, 831
unlabeled observations, 834
unserved schools, 825
variables, 830, 831

Resampling technique, 827, 828
Residual self-expressive metric network

(ResEM-Net), 44
Resistin, 933, 946–948
Resources, 771
Respiratory droplets, 909
Reverse osmosis desalination process method,

852
River flow prediction, 840
Road traffic accident (RTA), 553
Road traffic injury (RTI), 553
R-package

generator, 935
relErrorGeneratoR, 936

R-peak features, 372
RTA and RTI, time series model

AIC values, 555, 557
ARIMA model, 554, 556
BIC values, 555, 557
data, 556
diagnostic checking and model validation,

557
MAPE, 555, 556
MASE, 555, 556
multiplicative model, 554
in Oman, 557
residuals of fitted models, 558
SARIMA model, 554–556

S
SAGE, 6
Saliency histogram (SH), 799, 800
Saliency histogram equalization (SHE),

799–801
Saliency map (SM), 802, 804
Sample-based assessment approach, 820
Sample T-test, 816, 819
Sampling geodesic flow (SGF), 885
Sampling methods

accuracy, 813, 815
clustering, 812
completeness, 813, 816, 817
dimensions, 814
P-values, 816
quality scores, 813
random, 812
samples information, 814

sample T-test, 816
stratified, 812
systematic, 812
timeliness, 813, 816

Sandbox program, 301
Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem

Computations (SLEPC), 15, 17
Scalable streaming hypergraph analysis

BalancedGo, 7
Chapel HyperGraph Library (CHGL), 6
d3-hypergraph, 7
framework

Distributed and Scalable in-Memory
rePresentation of HypERgraph
(DiSciPHER), 11–14

hypergraph clustering, 14–16
hypergraph sources and generation,

7–8
hypergraph streaming and consumption,

8–10
graph representation, 3–4
Gspbox, 7
Halp, 6
HyperGCN, 7
hypergraph, 4
HyperNetX, 5–6
HyperX, 6
Julia programming language, 6
Karlsruhe Hypergraph Partitioning

(KaHyPar), 6
Multihypergraph, 7
networkR, 6–7
observations, 22–23
performance, 16–17
Phoenix, 5
Pygraph, 7
SAGE, 6
SimpleHypergraphs.jl, 6
strong-scaling experiment, 18–21
total batch preparation and streaming

timings, 17–18
very-large-scale hypergraph analysis, 4
weak-scaling experiment, 18–21

Scale-recursive SC algorithm, 799
SCARA dataset, 401, 406, 408
Scikit-learn, 268
Scoring matrix, 937–940
Seam carving (SC), 799
Search factor, 252–254
Seasonal autoregressive integrated moving

average (SARIMA), 554–556
Secondary data, 219
Selective Compliance Articulated Robot Arm

(SCARA), 397
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Self-organizing map (SOM), 327–329, 331,
333–339

Self-report, 792
Semantic strategy (S), 729–730
Semi-supervised learning (SSL), 828, 834
Sensor data, 861
Sensors, 389, 391, 392
Sentinel 2 satellite, 317
Set-based nested named sets, 453
Shape, 773
SHE-SC algorithm, 799–801, 804
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 407
Silhouette score (SC), 403–404
Similarity clustering with optimized metric

(Optim-MSC), 52
SimpleHypergraphs.jl, 6
Simple logging system’s data analysis and

evaluation
data analyzation, 709–710
data collection, 706–709
data evaluation, 709
data interpretation, 710
ethical issues, 710
goals, 703–705
method choice, 706
practical issues identification, 706
questions, 705–706

Simple logging system’s establishing
requirements/design

analyzed findings, 700
conceptual model, 700
enhanced conceptual model, 700
initial designs and evaluation, 701
interface design issues, 700
mental model, 700
questions using design goals, 698
requirements using volere shell, 699
scenarios and use cases, 698–699
usability and user experience goals, 697
users’ needs and main tasks, 698

Simulated+Unsupervised learning (SimGAN),
890

Simulation system, 854, 855
Singular value decomposition (SVD), 28
Sleep deprived class, 790
Small sample dataset, 933–952
Smart Health Emotions tracking system

activity type, 740
aim, 740
analysis and evaluation

data collection, 765–766
data evaluation, 766–767
ethical issues, 765
methods, 764–765

practical issues identified, 765
primary goals, 764

authentication, 767
establishing requirements

conceptual model, 750–751
developer concerned questions,

749–750
interface design issues, 752
mental model, 751
usability goals, 749
use case diagrams, 750

HCI, 767
implementation (see Implementing Smart

Health Emotions tracking system)
joyful design and GUI, 740
phases, 740

Smartphone-based driver monitoring
Android Studio IDE, 794
CSV files, 794
dangerous states recognition, 794
driver’s facial landmarks, 794
drowsiness suspicious action detection, 795
Excel-based model, 795
image recognition module, 794
parameters, 795
prototype mobile application, 793
system preferences, 794

Smartphone-based drowsy driving detection
system, 788

Smartphone location, 789
Smartphone’s built-in accelerometer sensor,

789
SMOTE (synthetic minority oversampling

technique), 545, 578
Social media, 86, 261, 263, 895
Social network analysis

clustering coefficient, 103–106
community detection, 100
eigenvector centrality, 99
K-means clustering, 101–102
methodology, 101–103
modularity, 109
online social networks, 100
political blogs, community ranking for,

105, 106
semi-supervised community detection, 101
visualization of communities, 106–109

Social networking, 897
Sociocultural adaptation, 726
Soft-computing models, 953
SoftMax function, 780
SOG corpus, 936, 937, 939
Solar energy, 847–580
Solar panel, 847
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SolarWorld SW250 Poly, 848
Source VMP-PBN (S-VMP-PBN), 231, 233,

235–237, 240–242
Space-Time Composites (STC) data model,

922, 924, 925
Sparse autoencoder (SAE), 331
Spatiotemporal machine learning, 316
Spatiotemporal patterns, 436, 925–928
Spectral clustering, 43–44
Spectral embedding, 401, 407
Speech processing, 695
Stacked Denoising Autoencoders (SDAs), 888
Stance detection-based fact-checking model,

898
Stance detection-based fake news assessment,

898
Standalone self-organizing maps, 327, 328,

335–340
Standardization, 348
Standard meta stacking framework, 286–287
Standard positioning service (SPS), 299
State-owned enterprises (SOE), 196
Station Based Bike share (SBBS), 301
Statistical modeling method, 789
STELLAR, 179, 181
Stock investing, 955
Stop word removal, 936–937
Stop words removing, 68
Storyboard design, 701
StratifiedKFold cross-validation method, 537
Stratified sampling, 812, 814, 816, 944
ST-RNN, 179, 180
structural similarity index measurement

(SSIM), 323–324
Students reading notes and scores examination

experimental design and data collection
data collection, 30
examination design, 30
homework design, 29–30

language model and prediction model
topic-based latent variable model,

32–36
two-step LDA model, 30–32

language models, 28
latent semantic indexing, 28
student behavior data and exercise content

data, 27
students performance prediction with

exercise records, 29
students performance prediction with

learning behaviors, 28–29
Subspace-based adaptation, 885
Subspace clustering, 43
Successive POI recommendation

hierarchical POI attention model for, 169,
171

limitations, 170
Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), 360, 366
Sum of squared errors (SSE), 403, 407
Supervised learning and selected algorithms

DT, 826
LG, 825–826
NB, 826
RF, 827
SVM, 827
training sample, 825

Supervised machine learning, 262
Support vector machine (SVM), 156, 262, 536,

586–587, 589, 825, 827, 832, 833,
942, 944, 951, 954

Support vector machine classifer, 355
Support vector machine with radial basis

(SVMRB), 948–949, 951
Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC)

data-driven approaches, 837
environmental monitoring digital

dashboard, 838
ML techniques, 837
prototype, 837
water resources management, 837

Syntactic quality criteria, 811
Synthetic data, 384
Systematic sampling, 812, 814, 816

T
Target-marketing campaigns, 199
Target VMP-PBN (T-VMP-PBN), 237–238,

242–243
Taylor series, 373
Team competencies, 739
Temporal characteristic modeling, 171
Temporal embedding layer, 176
Temporal functionality, 923, 925, 931
Temporal POI attention, 176–177
TensorFlow framework, 790
Term frequency-inverse document frequency

(TF-IDF), 115
Text mining, 695
Text preprossessing, 68–69
Text tokenization process, 68
Textual content influence modeling, 172
Texture, 773
Texture SM (TSM), 801
TFIDF, 125
The Open Group Architecture Framework

(TOGAF), 652
Theory-driven approach, 696
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Thermocouples, 384
The Theory of Investment Value, 953
Time-Enabled KML (TE KML), 925
Timeliness, 812, 814, 816
Time linkage approach, 926
Time linkage error, 921–923, 931
Time mismatch, 921
Time series, 377
Time series analysis, 420
Time-series databases, 383
Time Slices, 922–925
Toolkit, 793
Topic-based latent variable model, 32–36

knowledge graph model, 36–39
probabilistic discriminative model,

34–35
probabilistic generative model, 33–34

Topic-Based Latent Variable Model
(TB-LVM), 28, 30

Traditional LSTM models, 316
Traditional (shallow) neural network, 772
Train model, 70–72

K-means clustering, 72–73
Latent Dirichlet allocation, 71

Transfer component adaptation (TCA), 886
Transfer learning, 617, 878–879

See also Domain adaptation
Transformation-based adaptation, 886
Translation strategies, 725, 726
Transportation costs, 853, 854
Tree of Time, 927–928
TrueSkill rating system, 137
Twitter, COVID-19, 111

business understanding, 112
data understanding and preparation,

112–113
entire dataset, word cloud of, 120
modelling, 113–118
social networks, sentiment and emotional

analysis of, 118–119
Two-step LDA model, 30–32

U
UAS database applications

communication server, 861
data assimilation loop, 860
end-user applications, 862
key elements, 860
power system and energy analysis, 859
sensor reconfiguration loop, 860
structural health monitoring, 859
supply chain system analysis, 859

weather monitoring and forecasting, 859
Ubuntu virtual machine (VM), 385
Unified data metamodel, 452
Universal domain adaptation (UDA), 881
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), 859
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)

DDIP (see Dynamic data and information
processing (DDIP) model for UAS)

sensors, 861
Unpredictable time steps, 921
Unsold inventory data, 219
Unsupervised learning, 403, 827
Unsupervised pre-training model, 900
UNSW-NB15 dataset

ANN algorithm, 587, 589
comparative analysis, 588–589
data preprocessing, 586
deep learning model, 586
GUI using Tkinter, 587
GUI using website, 587, 588
literature review, 585–586
OCSVM algorithm, 587, 589
proposed system, 588
SVM algorithm, 586–587, 589

Urban mobility patterns
architecture, 505
banking agency attributes, 503
call detail records, 501
CellTradeMap, 502
clustering and identification of districts,

506
clustering methods, 508–509
commercial areas, 502
consumption pattern, 507, 511–513
cross-validation results, 508
customer attributes, 503
determination of attractiveness, 506–507
feature engineering, 505–506
Gini coefficient, 508, 512–514
Huff model, 506, 507, 509–511
influence diagrams, 512, 513
Jensen–Shannon distance, 508, 512, 513
Kullback-Leibler divergence, 508
mobile flow records (MFR), 496–498
number of transactions, 498
store attributes, 503
transaction attributes, 503

Usability testing and experiments, 765
USDA data, 869–871
User-oriented method, 200
U.S. Geological Survey’s EarthExplorer

database, 317
Utility-scale wind, 849
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V
Vaccine, 910
Valence Aware Dictionary for sentiment

Reasoner (VADER), 113, 114
Value investing

principle, 953
sophisticated data pipelines, 953

Vaporization, 850
Vector Match Score (VMS), 903
VEEMO, 296
Vehicle safety systems, 787
Very-large-scale hypergraph analysis, 4
Video surveillance systems, 789
Virtual learning environment (VLE), 534
Virtual machine performance prediction BN

(VMP-PBN)
cluster-trace-v2017 and cluster-trace-v2018

data, 238
constraints, 231, 240
construction, 234
data pre-processing, 238–240
definition, 231–232
illegal edges, 240
parameter learning, 232
sample dataset, 233
structure learning, 233
S-VMP-PBN, 240–242
three nodes, 232
transfer learning

BIC average score, 235–236
node variation degree, 235–236
T-VMP-PBN, 237–238

T-VMP-PBN, 242–243
Visual Basic C#, 710
Voice masquerading, 791
Voice squatting, 791
Volatility, 954
Voter demographics, 260
Voter responsiveness, 261

W
Water, 847
Water from air (WFA)

advantage, 851
AKVO, 852, 853
analysis, 853–854
Atmospheric Water Generator, 850
desalination plant, 851
ideal conditions, 853
Jazan region, 856
power consumption, 853
simulation outcomes, 855–856
simulation system, 854–855

structure, 851
viability, 856
water consumption, 853

Water making process
making device, 850
small-scale water generation, 856
Solar energy, 847–848
variables, 851
WFA (see Water from air (WFA))
wind energy, 848–849

Watermark© sensors, 384
Water Quality Surveillance and Response

System (SRS), 841
Web documents, 713, 715
Web objects

data, 713
Gaussian Mixture Model, 714
geography-based search, 723
issues, 714
location-based search, 714
repository, 713, 714, 719
set, 716
types, 713

Web object search engines
academic publications, 714
challenges, 715
geo-coding (see Geographical labeling

technique)
geographical locations, 715
GIS, 715
location-based topic search engine, 715
object repository, 713
object search facility, 714
vertical search engines, 713
Web pages, 715

Weighted cross-entropy (WCE), 898
Weight loss maintenance themes, 696
Weight management technology, 696
Wikipedia, 86
Wind energy, 848–849
Windows Live Product Search, 714
Wind patterns, 386
Wind turbines, 849
WordNet process, 73–75
Word of mouth (WOM), 84
Word2vec model process, 70
Wrangling, 259, 265, 266
WUP similarity labels process, 75

X
XGBoost algorithm, 189, 192
XGBoost model, 220–221, 268

automated prediction of voter’s party
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XGBoost model (cont.)
with blind test dataset, 275–276
negative logarithmic loss for

hyperparameter grid search, 272
normalized confusion matrix, 273, 274
performance measures, 272, 273
ROC curves for, 273

XGBoost package, 537

Y
You Only Look Once (YOLO), 791

Z
ZeroMQ, 17
Z-normalization, 374
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